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ABSTRACT 
The writing style of a number of authors writing in English was empirically investigated for 
the purpose of detecting stylistic patterns in relation to advancing age. The aim was to 
identify the type of stylistic markers among lexical, syntactical, phonemic, entropic, 
character-based, and content ones that would be most able to discriminate between early, 
middle, and late works of the selected authors, and the best classification or prediction 
algorithm most suited for this task. Two pilot studies were initially conducted. The first one 
concentrated on Christina Georgina Rossetti and Edgar Allan Poe from whom personal 
letters and poetry were selected as the genres of study, along with a limited selection of 
variables. Results suggested that authors and genre vary inconsistently. The second pilot 
study was based on Shakespeare's plays using a wider selection of variables to assess their 
discriminating power in relation to a past study. It was observed that the selected variables 
were of satisfactory predictive power, hence judged suitable for the task. Subsequently, four 
experiments were conducted using the variables tested in the second pilot study and personal 
correspondence and poetry from two additional authors, Edna St Vincent Millay and 
William Butler Yeats. Stepwise multiple linear regression and regression trees were selected 
to deal with the first two prediction experiments, and ordinal logistic regression and artificial 
neural networks for two classification experiments. The first experiment revealed 
inconsistency in accuracy of prediction and total number of variables in the final models 
affected by differences in authorship and genre. The second experiment revealed 
inconsistencies for the same factors in terms of accuracy only. The third experiment showed 
total number of variables in the model and error in the final model to be affected in various 
degrees by authorship, genre, different variable types and order in which the variables had 
been calculated. The last experiment had all measurements affected by the four factors. 
-----------
Examination of whether differences in method within each task play an important part 
revealed significant influences of method, authorship, and genre for the prediction problems, 
whereas all factors including method and various interactions dominated in the classification 
problems. Given the current data and methods used, as well as the results obtained, 
generalizable conclusions for the wider author population have been avoided. 
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1 Introduction 
To detect and mentally record or physically document change and its consequences has 
always been considered a fascinating task. Element of evolutionary processes, change is 
partly perceived as the action or result represented by a point in time by which a conditioned 
state of affairs, hence of impem1anent character, acquires/has acquired new qualities and 
dimensions for which - channelled through inquiry and inquisitive processes ­
understanding, acceptance, adjustment, and incorporation of the new information is/was 
required in order to effectively resume with existence be that on a personal or catholic level. 
Change is often additionally viewed as a process, during which a wider time frame becomes 
intricately associated with it. 
For the notion of change to be sustained, a deviation from a currently established baseline 
having materialized at two distinct time intervals is a prerequisite. This deviation would 
distinguish event A taking place at a given moment fA from event B occurring at 
t B = t A + t , where t is the time interval between the two points in time. tA and tB may both 
have occurred in the past, or tB may theoretically be located in the present. It is obvious that 
change and its associated time frame are relative, conditioned and dependent on the 
individual's selected perspective, reference point and comparisons between states of affairs 
taking place at a given historic point. However, change simultaneously facilitates the 
multidimensional portrayal and deeper understanding of historic knowledge as well as of 
time and its qualities. 
Despite the length of its associated time frame, change does not typically materialise in a 
straightforward, smooth, gradual fashion; it may be sudden, abrupt, unexpected, and difficult 
to materialize depending on a host of conditions often directly related to the individual, 
hislher immediate surrounding, and the external environment as defined by society, culture, 
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and the actual physical environment. However, regardless of the conditions that culminate 
into its materialization, and especially in relation to literature and the stylistics medium, 
change is often associated with specific interrogatives ranging from "how is such a process 
expressed in the writing style of a literary work or a collection of literary works by a single 
author?", "what is the underlying cause of such change?", and "what does the particular 
change say about the author and hislher work?". 
Expecting change to manifest itself in a literary work and subsequently be detected in 
succeeding ones is not an unreasonable idea. As Jaynes (1980: 11) puts it, "Who among us 
would expect any [author] of merit to pass fifty years in artistic stasis? [Authors] and their 
styles must evolve, must constantly transform themselves to conform to a changing world, 
or face artistic death". Of course, change in Jaynes's context is partly presented as a 
conscious necessity which would permit an author/poet to preserve hislher status in the 
literary world. However, not every stylistic change is required or even assumed to be under 
the conscious control of an author, although it is suspected that since in reality words are not 
independent of each other, change detected in one aspect of the writing style is bound to 
affect another. In short, stylistic change theoretically ought to permeate writing in its 
entirety. 
The field which is preoccupied with the often elusive conscious and unconscious aspects of 
literary style as measured by stylistic markers, their detection, and statistical investigation 
and analysis is known as stylometry. Its general history begins with Augustus de Morgan's 
verbal intentions in 1851 (cited in Lord, 1958: 282) to attempt to settle authorship attribution 
disputes by hand-counting the mean word length in either Greek, Latin, or English texts; his 
intentions were eventually realized by both Mendenhall (1887) and Mascol (1888a; 1888b) 1. 
Since then, stylometrists have produced an abundance of papers generally dealing with 
issues of authorship attribution in which some form of authorship dispute takes place; 
development detection or order acquisition or chronology assignment to works of unknown 
composition date; genre detection for linguistic and stylistic purposes, and description of 
literary style in single works (Laan, 1995: 271). The most prominent branch of stylometry is 
the authorship attribution branch, where researchers have been searching for the 
1 Although Mascol followed a different approach by counting frequencies of parts of speech. 
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unconscious literary "fingerprint" (Holmes, 1998: Ill) of the author, the particular stylistic 
feature or features able to distinguish between one work of an author from the work of 
another, which stems directly from the stylometric definition of style seen as "a set of 
measurable patterns which may be unique to an author" (Holmes, 1994: 87). The 
requirement for the property of 'unconsciousness' stems from the fact that a feature which is 
purposely manipulated at will may mask genuine effects of different authorship. To date 
such a fingerprint has not been officially identified, although the use of most frequent 
function words or more frequent common words in a corpus has been established by 
Burrows' (1992) notable work as a single type of stylistic feature able to provide reliable 
results in almost every branch of the stylometric field (Holmes, 1994: 87; for examples see 
Mosteller & Wallace (1964) for authorship, Frischer (1991) for chronology, and Mealand 
(1999) for genre detection). 
However, if the assumption that there exists a stable unconscious feature in an author's 
writing style that may be detectable is acceptable, then the assumption that a different 
feature which changes rectilinearly during the course of an author's lifetime also exists and 
may be detectable ought to also be acceptable. It is assumed so since the apparent 
contradiction between authorship studies and chronology assignment is only artificial due to 
the fact that different stylistic markers are expected to remain constant as an author ages 
from stylistic markers that are thought to change over time (Laan, 1995: 272). 
Currently, even if stylistic change is detectable, there is no hard evidence available that may 
confirm the universality of the rectilinearity hypothesis (Keyser, 1992: 72), or of stylistic 
change overall. The possibilities are numerous. As Jackson (2002: 41) comments with 
reference to meter and pauses in Shakespeare's canon, "we should not expect the 
development of a poetic dramatist's metrical style to be a matter of steady chronological 
'progress': he may sometimes have experimented in a single play with a type of verse that 
he did not fully adopt until a little later, or he may occasionally have reverted to earlier 
habits of pausation", a proposition easily extended to all stylistic features. It may 
additionally be that stylistic change is multidimensional; that change may not only take 
place in rectilinear fashion on different stylistic levels with different stylistic markers, but 
may also follow curvilinear trends immeasurable with linearly-oriented methods. 
Furthermore, change may not be manifested in the same manner in every author or to the 
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same extent; the possibility of stylistic stability exhibited in distributions of stylistic markers 
which had been associated with linear correlation with age in some authors is still valid. If 
Jaynes' (1980: 11) remark on Yeats, "so that Yeats changes is not a problem: it is defining 
the nature of that change that questions arise and critical tempers flare" (Jayne's italics), is 
allowed to be extended to all authors, the complexity of the task becomes apparent. 
Consequently, the notion of recti linearity of stylistic change in reality forms only part of the 
story. 
Nevertheless, it is maintained that a systematic search for suitable stylistic markers 
appropriate for chronological problems is necessary, if only to refute the universal 
recti linearity hypothesis, if not to support it. However, if objective and reliable universal 
stylistic markers are identifiable, then the need to approach each chronological problem as 
an individual case by relying on subjective literary criticism, discovery of literary 
peculiarities, and investigation of their textual distributions in order to relate them to the 
underlying chronology, useful in themselves as they may be, may be eliminated since date 
assignment could assume a more automatic and replicable character. It follows that 
identified trends of stylistic change would not be sensitive to possible literary objections, 
while works which are presently difficult to assign chronologically due to insufficient 
availability of dated textual material and associated internal or external evidence will be 
finally permitted objective investigation. This in tum would benefit extrapolation of relative 
developmental patterns for appropriate association with personal and contemporary events 
in an author's lifetime in order to ultimately enrich biographical material. 
1.1 Motivation for the Thesis 
The initial motivation for the current work stemmed from a collaboration between Dr 
Richard S. Forsyth, when at UWE Bristol, and. Prof. Margaret Freeman of Valley College, 
California who were interested in investigating the chronology of the poems and letters of 
Emily Dickinson. Born in Amherst, Massachusetts, in 1830, Dickinson lived at her father's 
house most of her life, and in her later years became a recluse. Because of her individualistic 
poetry, which, as it is accepted nowadays, set her ahead of her time, only a fraction of her 
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poems were published during her lifetime. Moreover, due to her difficult handwriting and 
her idiosyncratic punctuation, the poems were heavily edited. At the time of her death 
(1886), 1789 poems were discovered arranged in sixty small packets. Thereafter, efforts 
were made by her relatives to have her poems published; still, though, her poetry was 
heavily edited. As her impact on the American public gradually became intense, a complete 
edition of her work was published by Thomas H. Johnson in 1955, this time using her own 
punctuation and vocabulary. Thanks to that edition, Dickinson is today known for her 
startling originality, her bold experiments in prosody, her tragic vision, and the range of her 
intellectual and emotional explorations. 
Johnson's edition provided approximate dates of composition, based on a study of the 
changes in Dickinson's handwriting by Theodora Ward. A few poems, which have precise 
dates, were exempt, either because Dickinson sent them as parts of letters to various friends 
or because she mentions contemporary events. In 1998 the variorum edition of her poetry 
became available (Franklin, 1998) in which it was possible to identifY the existence of 1685 
approximately-dated poems of which 1004 were below fifty words, and 118 undated ones of 
which 104 were also below fifty words. The bulk of her poetry appears to have been 
produced within a time frame of eight years (1858-1865), while the updated dating was 
based on examination of changes in handwriting, spelling, grammar and writing materials 
following extensive revisions by the author. In contrast, her personal correspondence (1150 
letters) is much better dated (Johnson & Ward, 1986) based on internal evidence or 
handwriting. Her first letter was composed at the age of eleven with subsequent letters 
reflecting a sensitive, enthusiastic, and sentimental nature as well as deliberation in 
composition, although in the later years a "profound emotional change" (Johnson & Ward, 
1986: xix) could be clearly detected. It is notable that as the years progressed, especially 
after 1860s, the lack of definitive boundaries between prose and poetry was striking, in 
addition to decreased text length. 
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1.2 Aims and Objectives 
To set the basis for a stylochronometrically appropriate investigation, the present thesis was 
crystallized under the aim of empirically investigating chronological changes in the writing 
style of a number of authors writing in English, a task which is in opposition to previous 
research, since, as it will become evident in the following chapter, until recently the majority 
of researchers, excluding studies dealing with stylistic development, tended to concentrate 
on works of unknown chronology from the start without the possibility of ever verifying 
their assumptions by external evidence. This is also the reason why stylometric investigation 
of Dickinson's literary output for the purposes of dating was not pursued any further but was 
instead used as an inspiration for the present work. Therefore, it was decided that the 
completion of the thesis was to be achieved by working with authors whose work was 
securely dated. The selected authors were Christina Georgina Rossetti and Edgar Allan Poe, 
to whom Edna St Vincent Millay and William Butler Yeats were later added, and whose 
work was examined using different statistical and other software systems. The main research 
objectives were: (1) to discover which kind of stylistic information - defined as lexical, 
semantic, syntactic, character-based, phonemic, and entropic - would be most able to 
discriminate between early, middle, and late works of poetry and personal correspondence 
of the authors under examination, as inspired by Dickinson'S genres; (2) and to discover 
which of a number of classification or regression algorithms was most effective in achieving 
this task. 
1.3 Preview of Following Chapters 
Chapter two begins with an overview of the pertinent literature by elaborating on the nature 
of stylometry in general, and in particular on a number of modem stylometric studies 
dealing with chronological issues upon which the search for appropriate linguistic markers 
and classificatory techniques is to be based. The chapter proceeds with the exposition of 
current views with relation to language and psychology of aging from the gerontological 
field in order to provide a different although parallel perspective. 
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Chapter three describes the first pilot study which was conducted prior to the main analysis 
in order to assess the behaviour of the selected text samples and of a handful of stylistic 
markers obtained from the stylometric literature. Background information of the first pair of 
authors is provided, and the method of regression analysis is briefly described. 
Subsequently, chapter four presents the entirety of the different types of stylistic variables 
that were used for the current thesis and explains the reasoning behind their selection, while 
chapter five describes the second pilot study which was conducted based on Brainerd's 
(1980) study on the Shakespearean plays. This time all of the selected variables were 
incorporated in the analysis, and a comparison was performed between Brainerd's results 
and those obtained by the selected markers. 
Chapter six begins with the first main study for the present thesis by initially presenting the 
second pair of authors from whom textual samples were extracted, and continues with the 
main analysis which also uses the regression method. Next, chapter seven explains the 
theory behind the method of regression trees which is the second method used on the 
samples, followed by a description ofthe software used to conduct the analysis. 
Chapter eight introduces the method of ordinal logistic regression which is used as part of 
the classificatory search for the best type of stylistic markers. The last chapter of the 
methodology section, chapter nine, describes the theory behind artificial neural networks in 
relation to stylometry, as the last method to be used in order to assess the discriminatory 
potential of the selected markers. 
The final chapter of the thesis, chapter ten, provides comparison of the four methods in pairs, 
as well as an overall discussion of the findings. 
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2 Stylochronometry 
In order to describe one of the two main applications of stylometric studies, Forsyth coined 
the word 'stylochronometry' in 1998 to define "stylometric studies dealing with chronology 
attribution problems" (Forsyth, 2004). The first recorded attempt at stylochronometry relates 
to Campell' s (1867) work on the Platonic corpus, after which German researchers took over 
during the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. Summaries of their work 
exist in Brandwood (1990). The general attributes of those summarized studies primarily fall 
under the characterisation of subjectively selected stylistic markers often present in the texts 
in low numbers and analyzed mostly by descriptive statistics which led to generalizations of 
doubtful accuracy concerned with the texts. Paired with insufficient external evidence to 
support any assumptions, the true chronology of Plato's undated dialogues remains a 
problematic case up to the present date and probably will continue to remain. 
However, recent, modem, and systematic research on Plato and other similar cases has not 
been hindered by such obvious obstacles. This is due to the most fascinating aspect of 
stylochronometry which is the very same assumption it has been founded upon: the 
hypothesis that certain aspects of an author's writing style evolve rectilinearly over the 
course of an author's life time, hence, with appropriate methods and stylistic markers, such 
changes ought to be detectable (Frischer, 1991: 30). This assumption has resulted in a 
number of successful stylochronometric studies which have primarily concentrated on the 
relatively more straightforward subject of detection of stylistic development, taking for 
granted that general stylistic development appears to not only exist, but also to be detectable. 
Such studies operate under the general pattern of text classification under a limited number 
of age or year categories principally for the purposes of description. Notably, however, the 
path has not been as promising for the remaining two stylochronometric branches which are 
detection of chronological order and relative dating. Although these branches have actually 
taken the main assumption a step further - that is, if development does exist and is 
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detectable based on internal textual evidence, then it ought to be traceable in a manner 
resulting into a correct chronological order of the ordinal kind for the documents under 
investigation, or even the acquisition of relative dates based on date of composition by 
treating date as an interval variable - their lack of universal credibility stems from the 
ambitious studies that have been undertaken. That is, so far the main problems of interest 
have been works for which sufficient external evidence does not exist, such as Plato's 
dialogues, but also Shakespeare's plays, Horace's Ars Poetica and Euripides' tragedies. 
Consequently, any conclusions that have been drawn have been impossible to verify. 
In addition, it appears that a number of developmental studies share the same characteristics, 
that is, they have been perfOlmed on authors whose work has prompted at the existence of 
such a change and with which stylistic developmental trends have been identified 
beforehand either by external evidence or by literary criticism (e.g. Butler, 1979; Can & 
Patton, 2004; Jaynes, 1980; Opas, 1996); therefore, it has been simple, firstly, to detect 
developmental patterns, and secondly to fall back on literary criticism in order to reinforce 
them, dispute literary criticism (Jaynes, 1980), and link any findings to external evidence. 
However, literary criticism is based on subjective opinion and interpretation. Furthermore, 
such studies have given birth to the implied generalization that some aspect of stylistic 
development ought to be universal and may be traceable in the wider authorial population, 
just as stylistic stability is considered universal and detectable in certain aspects. However, 
the tailored-to-each-author manner in which stylochronometric studies have been conducted 
until recently does not allow for speculation on the existing universal applicable and 
inapplicable side of the rectilinearity and development hypothesis, a fact reinforced by the 
limited number of studies which have reported results highlighting detection of stability 
instead of development (see Jaynes (1980), Laffal (1995), Whissell (1999a), and Smith and 
Kelly (2002». Therefore, it seems natural that a change of tactics is required. For that, it is 
believed to be of importance to primarily investigate adopted methods, approaches, and 
choice of stylistic markers in all three stylochronometric branches to obtain an overview of 
the stylochronometric field, its breadth and variety present. 
In this chapter, a review of the stylochronometric literature takes place. There are three 
sections dealing with the separate stylochronometric branches. Within each section, and in 
order to provide an overall account of the situations researchers face, the most notable 
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modern representative studies are being described, as referring to studies characterised by 
the use of computer-based methods which have in recent years promoted the acquisition of 
vast amounts of machine-readable literary material, the straightforward and time-efficient 
application of both univariate and multivariate statistical methods, and the development of 
"new concepts of textual analysis such as vocabulary distributions, word frequencies, etc." 
(Temple, 1996: 74). The aim is to determine the nature of any common problems that have 
arisen from the adopted methodologies in an attempt to avoid them and to set the basis for 
the current thesis. Therefore, section 2.1 describes work related to stylistic development 
over time, section 2.2 explains studies concentrating on text ordering according to date, and 
section 2.3 presents details on research concerned with relative dating and time-dependent 
stylistic development. 
Section 2.4 offers a different perspective on the relationship between time-related language 
change based on a more clinical context and derived from the gerontology field. Commonly 
held views in gerontology and concepts of aging are being introduced, followed by 
definition and elaboration of concepts such as fluid and crystallized intelligence. Continuing, 
an exposition of various studies identified in the literature in relation to language 
performance and use follows - with the Seattle-Longitudinal study described separately 
since it measured a wider variety of cognitive abilities. However, the objective is not to 
present an exhaustive summary of gerontological literature on language and cognition. It is 
more of interest to provide general information on certain areas that are related to the topic 
the current thesis deals with, as well as indicate the extent of the available variety of 
material which could be of use to stylochronometry. Finally, section 2.5 provides a 
discussion and summary for the present chapter and prepares the reader for the chapters 
ahead. 
2. 1 Stylistic Development over Time 
Whissell (1996: 257) notes that "development comes into question when works of a single 
author or in a single category are spread across a considerable span of time, during which 
they might have been expected to change". Although the studies described below adopt a 
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loose interpretation of the phrase "considerable span of time" (ranging from Plath's (Butler, 
1979) seven year career to Yeats's fifty-eight year poetic career (Jaynes, 1980)), they do 
successfully report stylistic development in the authorial works investigated. 
2.1.1 Butler (1979) 
The first study of interest was conducted by Butler (1979) on Sylvia Plath's poetic style. 
Butler examined Colossus, Crossing the Water, Ariel, and Winter Trees via Honon~'s RI 
(Honore, 1979: 299) and a modified version of it, interpreted as "the expected reduction in 
vocabulary for a given reduction in total words by keeping the vocabulary richness 
constant" which results in prediction of the total number of types in a short poem compared 
to types counted in a longer text2 (Butler, 1979: 299). It was hypothesized that the earlier 
poems may reflect higher vocabulary richness since they were more stylistically 
meticulously produced. Butler additionally examined the expected number of end-stopped 
and run-on lines for each text; the distribution of individual and total punctuation marks; 
word length in characters; sentence length in words; hyphenated words such as noun­
adjective; several main syntactic categories of compounds followed by several minor types; 
words containing apostrophes; and syntactic types involving contracted forms. 
Honore's R was found to steadily decline. Simultaneously an estimation of the expected 
decrease in vocabulary size from the early to the late texts revealed that the size of the 
Colossus vocabulary is a lot larger than what the numbers based on Ariel predicted, whereas 
lOOlogNI 
The formula for Honore's R is given by R = where N is the total number of tokens and 
I-h 
h is equal to V; IV where VI is the number of hapax legomena and V is the number of types. 
2 The modified version of Honor6's R is based on the rational that if a text is reduced from its original 
size and, for example, the researcher's interest lies on the number of hapax legomena contained in the 
reduced text, one way of estimating that reduced number is by calculating an expectation based on the 
number of hapax legomena occurrences in the original text. The appropriate fommla is 
V; (N - M)j N where VI is the number of hapax legomena in the original text of size Nand M is 
the size of the reduced text. Substituting V2 for VI for hapax dis\egomena and raising (N - M)I N 
to the power of 2, the expected reduction in hapax dislegomena is obtained, and so on (Butler, 1979: 
299). 
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Winter Trees is a lot smaller. Furthennore, it was observed that Crossing the Water was 
characterized by intermediate values of vocabulary richness compared to its surrounding 
texts (Butler, 1979: 301). 
Based on the expected number of end-stopped and run-on lines and of total punctuation 
marks, it was possible to distinguish between texts using the chi-square statistic, while 
assumptions derived from the distributions of the individual punctuation marks were 
confirmed by the resulting numbers. Therefore, higher concentrations of the full stop are 
located in the later poems, associated with simpler and smaller clauses and sentences, 
contrary to the comma, whereas the colon and the semicolon occupy the earlier parts of her 
poetry as characteristics of fonnal writing and complex structures. The remaining 
punctuation marks followed distributions close to those expected on the basis of Plath's 
corpus as a whole, except the question mark (Butler, 1979: 303-305). 
Examination of word length revealed significant differences between texts according to 
formality vs. informality, with the earliest text entertaining higher proportions of longer­
than-three-Ietters words, the transitional text approximately agreeing with expected values 
based on the entire testing sample, and the late texts concentrating on word length between 
one and three letters. A significant chi-square was also obtained for sentence length with 
longer sentences present in the early text, intermediate length for the transitional text and 
very short sentences for the latest text, although Ariel behaved more like Colossus (Butler, 
1979: 305-307). 
Hyphenated words also produced significant results as they were expected to appear in 
higher concentrations in the earlier texts, while the distribution of syntactic types of 
compounds and syntactic types of contracted forms were found insignificant due to 
insufficient numbers. Finally, words containing apostrophes either representing possession 
or used for contraction-forming purposes revealed opposite trends than expected by 
appearing in abundance in the transitional text instead of the late ones. This was explained 
as a possible attempt to move away from the formal style of Colossus, although their 
absence in the late texts remained somewhat unexplained (Butler, 1979: 308-312). 
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2.1.2 Jaynes (1980) 
In 1980, Jaynes concentrated on the syntactical aspects of Yeats's poetry, having being 
inspired by literary criticism focusing on radical systematic and unsystematic stylistic and 
semantic differences between Yeats's early and late work. In order to measure those changes 
in Yeats's poetry, Jaynes computer-analyzed twenty-five typical Yeatsean poems published 
in two year intervals - ranging from 87-319 words totalling 4,656 words - from eleven 
poetry volumes representing his poetic career from 1889 to 1939. The results were analyzed 
using t-tests, Pearson correlation coefficients between word-class and function raw scores in 
order to detect linear relationships, Spearman correlation coefficients between word-class 
and function ratio categories to detect nonlinear relationships, as well as for linear trends in 
the raw scores, and time-cluster analysis. Fifteen variables3 were selected and used with 
time-cluster analysis, but the obtained results, although significant changes were detected in 
nouns as heads, prepositions/nouns ratio, main verbs as heads, auxiliary verb heads and 
prepositional phrases words, produced non-linear patterns which were difficult to generalize 
across the entire Yeats ian sample. Consequently, Jaynes concluded that Yeats's syntactic 
style remained stable during his poetic career, which was contrary to critical opinion or 
Yeats's personal remarks (Jaynes, 1980: 11). 
Turning to a different set of variables derived from diction4 , and again drawing upon critical 
observations on thematic shifts, Jaynes (1980: 13) concluded that, based on t-tests, Yeats's 
poetry is characterized by "an early Celtic period composed of words of moderate length 
3 The markers Jaynes selected were frequencies of heads of noun phrases (nouns, pronouns), portion 
of heads which are nouns, ratio of determiners to nouns, ratio of adjectives to nouns, ratio of 
prepositions to nouns, heads of verbal phrases (main verb followed by infinitive followed by 
participle), portion of heads which are main verbs, ratio of auxiliary verbs to verbal phrase heads, 
adverb proportion, conjunctions (coordinating and subordinating conjunctions, and relative and 
interrogative pronouns), portion of conjunctions which are coordinators, miscellaneous such as clause 
and phrase signal, 'not', and interjections, nominal to verbal generalizations, preposition phrase 
words, and predicate as part of the main clause-elements (predicate, subject, compliment) (Jaynes, 
1980: 12). 
4 Jaynes's extra variables were first person pronouns, mean proportion of monosyllabic words, ratio 
of content to function words over the three life periods, and the general vocabulary based on three 
identifiable period-themes, namely Celtic-mythology-related words additionally involving love and 
romance, love and romance mixed with "words of a much lower sort" such as "dolt, sweat, drunkards, 
jolt", informality, and Classical Greek, Italian, and Modem Irish mythical figures, and finally a 
compromise of themes between the early and middle periods. 
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and proportion of content words, followed by a more personal, informal period of longer 
words but fewer content words, and finally a homogeneous period of much shorter words, 
and with a higher percentage of content words". 
2.1.3 Opas (1996) 
In 1996 Opas produced a multivariate and multi-dimensional analysis of Beckett's prose 
texts with the assistance of Biber's (1988) models. Of primary interest was to detect 
Beckett's stylistic development over time. To test her assumptions, Opas selected eleven 
Beckett plays in 1,000 word blocks comprising around 37,000 words in total, approximately 
one work per decade, and covering the period between 1938 and 1982. Then, Opas used 
Biber's software to obtain standardized frequency counts of the variables required by the 
model and submitted them to factor analysis in order to examine the behaviour of the mean 
scores of the texts along the model's dimensions. By comparing Beckett's works to the 
standardized genre-specific norms provided by Biber, Opas was able to identifY the extent to 
which Beckett's texts are typical narratives rather than highly individualistic. It appears that 
in the first two model dimensions (involved vs. informational production and narrative vs. 
non-narrative concerns) the Beckett texts do have general fiction characteristics, however, 
on the remaining three dimensions examined (explicit vs. situation-dependent reference, 
overt expression of persuasion, and abstract vs. non-abstract information) the scores suggest 
that often some of Beckett's texts appear more explicit, more situation-dependent, and more 
abstract than from what the reader would have expected of narrative fiction. This is evident 
by the fact that the scores are situated beyond the range provided by the fictional dimensions 
in the Biber model. It is interesting to note that the texts exhibiting such characteristics, 
which set them apart from the earlier texts, had been produced after the 1960s when Beckett 
had begun experimenting with minimalism and adopted the style for the remaining of his 
life. In addition, as Opas (1996: 105) mentions, "the spread of the scores along all the 
dimensions also suggests versatility in style not normally found in any other type of 
discourse". Consequently, Opas was able to conclude that although Beckett's writing style 
5 Biber (1988) identified a number of textual dimensions able to distinguish between speech and 
writing based on different situational contexts and verbal production means and purposes. 
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evolved during his lifetime from the more typical narrative productions to his individualistic 
type of expression, the change has not been uniform. Each work appears to be stylistically 
innovative, a fact confirmed by lack of consistent trends in any of the dimensions tested, and 
also by literary criticism agreeing with Opas's results (Opas, 1996: 110). 
2.1.4 Whissell (1996) 
Whissell (1996) assessed the extent to which Paul McCartney and John Lennon differed in 
their lyrics during the years 1962-1970 of their musical careers by using emotional 
stylometry, which is a combination of traditional stylometric measures 6 with content 
analysis, relating to the emotionality 7 of words in terms of mainly pleasantness and 
activation. Based on the assumption that pleasantness, activation, and cheerfulness would 
have decreased over the four life stages which critics agree that existed in The Beatles' 
careers, Whissell automatically scored 155 Beatles songs with the Dictionary of Affect 
(Whissell, 1986) and obtained percentage usage ofthe emotional and sty lometric categories 
that were to be compared for the two composers. The aim was to both identify whether such 
a transition existed and to locate the stage at which the change occurred. Chi-square was 
used to assess differences between lyricists and career stages, and Kruskal-Wallis test of 
medians to compare the median of word lengths across the four stages. Finally, the Mantel­
Haezel test for linear association was used to examine the possible existence of linearity 
between variables across the different stages under the assumption that any linearity 
identified evolved gradually, be that positive or negative (Whissell, 1996: 259-260). 
6 Such as word length, word frequencies, use of first, second, and third person personal pronouns, 
punctuation, type/token ratio, song length, negatives, the definite and indefinite articles, the 
conjunction 'and', word forms of 'love', 'girl', 'dead', whoops, hollers, and nonsense syllables. 
7 According to the theory of word emotionality, a word carries two different meanings, denotative or 
descriptive and connotative or emotional. The former is considered rather complex and hard to 
quantify, whereas the latter may be represented by three dimensions such as evaluation, potency, and 
activation - although in later years these dimensions have been reduced to two, evaluation and 
activation, since they are capable of explaining approximately 80% of the differences among words 
which have been rated according to binary categories such as good-bad, fast-slow, etc. (Whissell, 
1996: 257-258). In her study, Whissell extended her examination of word emotionality to six 
emotional measures, namely pleasantness, activation, nastiness, cheerfulness, sadness, and softness 
(Whissell, 1996: 260). 
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Results indicated that during the two middle musical stages words were longer although not 
dramatically longer than those in the remaining stages. Moreover, it was observed that 
pleasantness, activation, and cheerfulness diminished in strength, while nastiness came in 
force along with softness. Sadness followed a rise-then-fall-then-rise path. Words like "the, 
a, an", and whoops, repetition, and punctuation became more common, whereas first and 
second pronouns, negatives, 'and', 'love', and 'girl' were found to diminish. Whissell's 
results are in agreement with observations made on the lyrics by Beatles's critics, who 
consider Lennon to be "the less pleasant and the sadder lyricist", whereas the lyrics written 
by both song-writers to be most noticeably negatively affected by Lennon's mood in the first 
and second stages of their career by being "less pleasant, less active, and less cheerful over 
time" (Whissell, 1996: 257, 261-262). Finally, it was possible to detect the point between 
stages to which greatest change occurred, as, for instance, for pleasant words becoming rarer 
between the first two stages, similarly for emotionality reduction, whereas softness and 
nastiness rose between stages three and four. This was achieved by observing the variables' 
trends' percentage rates for each different stage (Whissell, 1996: 262). 
2.1.5 Can and Patton (2004) 
The most recent developmental stylochronometric study is attributed to Can and Patton 
(2004) whose work concentrated on detecting changes in the writing style of two Turkish 
authors, <;etin Altan and Ya~ar Kemal. Can and Patton examined type and token length, and 
the frequency of most common words. The methods they employed were ANOV A, linear 
regression, logistic regression, principal components analysis, and stepwise discriminant 
analysis with sixteen fixed size blocks of 2,500 words each for each old and new period 
reaching a total of 80,000 words of journalistic columns by Altan published during 1960­
1969 and 2000, and similar size blocks by Kemal obtained from his 1971 and 1998 novels in 
their entirety. Their aim was to detect a marked positive change between the sampled early 
and late works as expressed in terms of the stylistic markers (Can & Patton, 2004: 66-67). 
One author, Tanpinar, was used as the control. 
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It was observed that the average token and type length for each author was significantly 
longer for the new works than for the old ones as examined by ANOV A. Linear regression 
analysis on Altan's data to detect any association between the token lengths and the age of 
the texts, as well as to predict the texts's age, was successful, although not highly impressive 
(R 2 = .2415), suggestive of the fact that other factors must also be involved. Subsequently, 
logistic regression was used to investigate differences arising between the old and new texts 
according to usage rates of types and tokens, having as the binary dependent variable values 
'new' and 'old', and frequencies of tokens or types of a particular length ranging from two 
to nineteen as the independent variable. It was noticed that for both tokens and types word 
length of three to eight was predominately occurring in the old works, whereas word length 
of nine or greater was characteristic of the new works, with significant results for words 
greater than ten characters. For Kemal, word length between three and six for tokens, five or 
less for types, and sixteen for both types and tokens was detected as a characteristic of the 
old work, whereas types of length between three and twelve and tokens of size two, ten, and 
twelve were abundant in the new work. It was concluded that such change may be attributed 
to the fact that as authors progress in their work and master the language are able to use 
longer words which the agglutinative nature of Turkish allows (Can & Patton, 2004: 70-73, 
77). 
Comparison of the frequencies of the fourteen most common words for Altan with logistic 
regression yielded five words as significant out of which two (bu, gibi) were used more 
frequently in the old texts and the remaining three (r;ok, da, de) in the new texts. From the 
fifteen most common words that were used for Kemal, two (dedi, gibi) were found 
significantly more often in the old blocks and two (daha, kadar) in the new. Then, using all 
the variables in the analysis, principal components analysis was conducted to provide 
graphical illustrations for the separation between the works. Finally, stepwise discriminant 
analysis with cross-validation was used to choose the best chronometers in terms of 
efficiency. The different discriminant analyses were run for Altan, according to which the 
best token length was selected ranging between four and eighteen characters, the best type 
length was ranging between three and fifteen characters, and the best common words among 
the selected fourteen were da, de, yok, bu, ir;in, and sonra. Average success classification 
rate was 98.96%. Kemal's discriminant analyses produced type length frequencies ranging 
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from two to eighteen, character-length of four for tokens, and the words dedi, kadar, da, 
sonra, ne, and daha among the most common fifteen. Kemal's average success 
classification rate was 84.38%. The difference in the two classification rates was attributed 
to the fact that Altan' s works had a greater time distance in between, hence allowing for 
more opportunity for his writing style to evolve in his work (Can & Patton, 2004: 73-75). 
2.2 Order of composition 
Studies on developmental work have presented evidence in favour of detectable and 
identifiable developmental stylistic trends. Relying on such findings then, order of 
composition ought to additionally be measurable. Admittedly, though, many more 
parameters need to be taken into account in such cases, and different versions of 
developmental order are in theory plausible based on the accuracy of the available data and 
results. Theoretically, literary criticism and historical evidence can reinforce or refute claims 
of chronological ordering. However, at least in particular cases such as the Classics, and 
Shakespeare in which historical evidence does not suffice, it has still not been possible to 
reach definite conclusions. 
In the following sections, each major stylochronometric problem related to order IS 
presented in a thematic fashion. 
2.2.1 Plato 
Known as the author of the Republic and the Apology, Plato left a stylistic and thematicaIIy 
variable work which was presumably composed over a long period of time allowing for the 
development of his thought and philosophical theory. Problems with authenticity relate to 
Epistle 7 and other dialogues due to comparisons and disagreement on what the content of 
his philosophical theory should be, however, the problem with the ordering of the Platonic 
corpus has been active since antiquity. Scholars relying on biographical and historical 
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material have been able to identify three stylistic periods (early, middle, late) in Plato's 
writings to which dialogues have been categorized accordingly. Unfortunately, however, the 
order of the dialogues within each stylistic period has not been possible to attain with 
certainty, especially the late dialogues which show unexpected variability in terms of style 
(Ledger, 1989: 24). In particular, although scholars generally accept the Laws as the last 
Platonic work, preceded by the Timaeus, the Critias, and the Republic, "before them in 
reverse order of composition, according to the majority view, came the Philebus, Phaedo, 
Symposium, Politicus, Sophist, Parm enides, and Theaetetus", while there is no agreement 
concerning the remaining works (Brandwood, 1990: 2). Furthermore, as Brandwood (1990: 
2) mentions, "the greater consensus which exists today about the chronological sequence 
itself considerably different from that just mentioned can rightly be claimed as the 
achievement of the stylistic method". Speculations center around Plato's ability later in life 
to use a plethora of styles or to editorial and secretarial influences on the late dialogues. 
Thesleff(1967: 7-11) attributes any possible failure to obtain an accurate order for Plato's 
dialogues to the fact that there may have been no linear development in Plato's corpus in the 
first place since his diction may well had been altered deliberately from dialogue to dialogue 
to suit Plato's purposes. Therefore, the order that would have to be detected may as well 
obey a different type of curve. 
2.2.1.1 Cox and Brandwood (1959) 
Cox and Brandwood (1959) investigated the distribution of clausulae in the entirety of 
Plato's late plays by measuring only the last five syllables of each sentence in the texts and 
categorizing the syllables either as long or short, based on the assumption that Plato's late 
style changed rectilinearly. The frequency distributions of the resulting thirty-two 
qualitatively different sentence-ending types revealed a "marked difference" between the 
percentages for the Republic and for the Laws. The aim of the study was to obtain a 
decreasing order of composition for the remaining plays with affinity to the Republic, based 
on the assumption that Plato's writing style changed linearly with time. Linear Discriminant 
analysis was the method used to score each different type of sentence ending which were 
subsequently assessed for significance. A negative mean score was assigned to the Republic 
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and a positive mean score to the Laws. It was anticipated that the remaining plays' scores 
would provide a suggestive ordering, which was eventually the following: Republic, 
Timaeus, Critias, Politicus, Philebus, and Laws. Critias was the only play of ambiguous 
dating since based on the statistical evidence it could have also been placed anywhere before 
Timaeus or anywhere before Politicus. The researchers acknowledged that such an ordering 
would not be in complete accordance with views on Platonic chronology at the time, 
although there was a minority group sharing similar positions (Cox & Brandwood, 1959: 
195-196, 199). 
2.2.1.2 Wishart and Leach (1970) 
Wishart and Leach (1970) extended Cox and Brandwood's work by investigating the 
behaviour of a variation of Cox and Brandwood's stylistic marker, in particular percentages 
of five-syllable sequences as in 1-5,2-6,3-7 etc. up to N-4 throughout the text instead of at 
the end of a sentence, using cluster analysis, principal components analysis, and 
multidimensional scaling. The data in thirty-three samples ranging between 1880 to 3667 
numbers of syllable groups which had been derived from the ten Platonic books Timaeus, 
Sophistes, Philebus, Critias, Laws, Seventh Epistle, Republic, Phaedrus, Po/iticus, and 
Symposium, were first considered individually and then concatenated again into the original 
ten books to obtain accurate representations. All the books, except Phaedrus, Symposium, 
and the Seventh Epistle, represent the late group used by Cox and Brandwood (1959). 
Moreover, only continuous prose was of main interest for Wishart and Leach, which was 
unlike Cox and Brandwood. Euclidean distance was the measure of resemblance between 
samples (Wishart & Leach, 1970: 90-91). In reality, the researchers concentrated on 
computing the sum of the squared error for each pair of samples based on the selected 
variables and used the values to form clusters by adding cases to a group-sample in 
succession whose Euclidean distance from the group average was minimum. 
On the whole, it was noted that the obtained chronological order for the late group of 
writings was the same for the one produced by Ward's method, Cox and Brandwood, and 
multidimensional scaling, which was attributed to the fact that in order for Plato to maintain 
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his theory of rhythm and use of clausulae, experimentation, development, and adaptation of 
rhythmic variation was expected to be reflected throughout his prose. The suggested 
seriation was Phaedrus-Republic-Symposium, Timaeus, Sophistes, Critias (Seventh Epistle, 
Politicus) , Philebus, and Laws, with the Seventh Epistle and Politicus being the only 
dialogues deviating from the ordering, and the Republic and the Symposium were noted to 
occupy the same position although not in any specific order. The Phaedrus data did not 
produce any evidence of a homogeneous late book, but rather placed it "controversially" 
(Robinson, 1992: 376) directly opposite to the Laws which is universally considered to be 
the latest (Wishart & Leach, 1970: 98-99). However, Keyser (1992: 70-71) expressed doubts 
about the obtained results since considerable variation remained unaccounted for which 
placed great demands on the data for production of the principal components and 
multidimensional scaling plots. Finally, Brandwood (1990) has also criticised their work by 
noticing the fact that the five samples the researchers used from Phaedrus were taken from 
speech parts, a fact expected to have biased the results. 
2.2.1.3 Ledger (1989) 
Ledger (1989) stylometrically analyzed, with the help of the Greek alphabets. carefully­
selected 1000 word blocks (total 702) from all of Plato's works in order to obtain the order 
of composition of Plato's dialogues. The statistical method he employed was canonical 
discriminant analysis and stepwise discriminant analysis. Ledger begun by constructing four 
matrices which he populated with the dialogues based on cross-referencing from within the 
dialogues themselves. The categories consisted of overlapping sets of dialogues, ranging 
from having one dialogue in each early and late category, to having thirteen in the early one 
including the Republic and four to the late one including the Laws. At first, stepwise 
discriminant analysis was used in order to select a subset of maximum six variables able to 
discriminate between the groups of early and late dialogues and that subset was 
subsequently used with canonical discriminant analysis in order to obtain a unique 
8 In particular, Ledger used thirty-seven variables which represented the proportion of words 
containing certain letters; ALETS corresponds to the proportion of words containing a given letter, 
BLETS those words which end in a given letter, and CLETS words that contain a letter in 
penultimate position. 
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combination of the original variables that would maximally correlate with group 
membership as well as order each work according to canonical variate's value. In particular, 
canonical discriminant analysis was firstly used with the first ten variables, then, with the 
best nine and so on until the best three are used. After, the procedure was run with all thirty­
seven variables in the model with each variable set (ALETS, BLETS, CLETS) separately. 
Mahalanobis distance was employed to examine distance between different dialogues 
(Ledger, 1989: 177-178, 183). 
Ledger agrees with current scholarship in the existence of two periods of early and late plays. 
Within those periods he places the Seventh Epistle and Epinomis with affinity to the Laws, 
and Hippias Major and Alcibiades 1 with affinity to the Republic, whereas the order 
obtained for the later works was Sophist-Politicus, Laws-Epinomis, and Timaeus-Critias. 
Furthermore, in this order, Philebus is controversially placed very early, and Timaeus 
appears very late. The placing of the last pair of plays, however, is in disagreement with that 
of Cox and Brandwood (1959) and Wishart and Leech (1970) who place it at the beginning 
of the late period. Problems related to Ledger's method relate to disputed authenticity of 
some of the plays. 
2.2.1.4 Temple (1996) 
The last stylochronometric attempt on Plato is attributed to Temple (1996) who examined 
thirty-eight linguistic, thirty-two clausular, seventeen reply, hiatus, and thirty-seven 
orthographic variables from past research in twenty-five platonic dialogues with the help of 
principal components analysis and MST (Minimum Spanning Tree)9 as an attempt to rework 
the "old" stylometry. The first phase of his study aimed at dimensionality reduction with 
principal components analysis on the general linguistic, c1ausular, and reply data, while in 
the second phase, Temple used a total of six variables selected from the hiatus and 
9 Minimum spanning tree (MST) is an algorithmic aid which joins each point in multidimensional 
space to its nearest neighbour in order to clearly define relations (Temple, 1996: 68). 
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orthographic'O variable types, as well as the first and second principal components for the 
linguistic and clausular data obtained during the first phase of the study in a final principal 
components analysis in order to work with reduced noise (Temple, 1996: 68-69). 
Separate principal components analyses on the linguistic and clausular variables indicated 
similarities in the dispersion of points. In particular, early and middle dialogues appear to be 
easily distinguishable from the late dialogues, although the late dialogues were characterized 
by greater variability. They also seemed to be associated with an increase in frequency of 
linguistic variables, superlatives, rhetorical questions, the words "orthos/orthotata", 
reduction of the words "pane je" and clausular patterns . A similar trend was observed for 
the reply variables (Temple, 1996: 70-71). 
In the second phase, it was observed that the ten selected variables produced relatively 
similar results to those obtained from the analysis on the linguistic variables. In particular, 
the early and middle dialogues revealed a clear separation from the late ones which were 
found a lot more dispersed compared with the tight gathering of both early and middle 
dialogues, with the Parmenides and the Theaetetus being placed to the middle period, 
whereas the Sophist, Timaeus and Critias to the beginning of the late one. The 
discrimination was based on a decrease in hiatus, changes in orthography and the first 
clausular and linguistic principal components from the first analysis, and was justified either 
as a non-monotonical stylistic change in Plato's writing or influences from secretaries or 
editors who affected the dialogues. In addition, the Meno, contrary to popular theory who 
places it later than the Gorgias as a transitional work, was in this case been placed early; 
furthermore, the Euthyphro was placed relatively late although generally it is believed to be 
early; the first book of the Republic group was found clearly to precede the remaining ones. 
On the whole, however, subdivision of early and late dialogues was observed to agree with 
current views (Temple, 1996: 67,69-74). 
10 The reply variables were excluded from the second analysis since reply data for all the dialogues do 
not exist. 
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2.2.2 Other Studies 
2.2.2.1 Ule (1982) 
In 1982, in an attempt to obtain the order of composition of the seven Marlowe plays, Ule 
used nine ll different types of variables based on the assumption that works which have been 
composed sequentially entertain a particular affinity in terms of the variables measured. 
Affinity or distance was measured with Euclidean distance between pairs of distribution 
curves, whereas for vocabulary overlap RVO was used. Euclidean distance calculates the 
square root of the sum of squares and produces a sequence of composition according to 
which the distance between neighbouring texts is minimum. In order to obtain possible 
sequences of composition, Ule computationally generated all possible sequences of the 
seven plays. He was able to observe that all the obtained sequences agreed in placing the 
Tamburlaine at the beginning of the sequence whereas in three sequences, based on word 
length, connectives and RVO, there was accurate placement in terms of the two parts of the 
play, as in the first part followed by the second. However, as Ule (1982: 78) notes, such a 
procedure will not be effective in more populated corpora due to restricted required machine 
time and resources available in one's lifetime. 
2.2.2.2 Burrows (1987) 
Burrows (1987), using most common word frequencies without distinguishing between 
content or function words or between grammatical and lexical vocabulary elements, was 
able to develop a method sensitive enough to identify similarities and differences across a 
11 The nine different variables that Ule (1982) used were percentage of one, two, three, up to forty­
letter words; length of sentences in tenns of one, two, three, up to forty-words per sentence; relative 
frequencies per 100 of the forty most common words in Elizabethan plays; relative frequencies per 
100 offorty prepositions found in Elizabethan English, forty function words; twenty-six letters of the 
alphabet and the ten Arabic numbers; relative frequencies per 100 of hapax legomena, hapax 
dislegomena up to words occurring forty times; the percentage frequency distribution of n times V,,; 
and the percentage relative vocabulary overlap (RVO). 
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range of texts, or even types of text, by obtaining frequency profiles and correlating them 
with each other in descending order of frequency in order to map them using Eigen analysis. 
Burrows found that, by comparing a number of different parameters, it was possible to 
identify authorial and chronological determinants. His method was tested on Jane Austen's 
narrative obtained by her published novels using thirty most common words, and compared 
with the work ofa number of authors (Burrows, 1987: 61-62). 
Initially, similar frequency patterns were obtained across different types of narratives (pure, 
character, dialogue) in the Austen texts. When eighteen words were tested after removal of 
those ones which changed form in the narratives, Pearson correlation coefficients indicated 
that the frequency profiles were mutually consistent. Subsequently, Eigen analysis graphs 
revealed among other things that each narrative corresponded almost perfectly to its 
assigned date of composition. The results remained of similar quality when all thirty words 
were used, and again when major homographic forms had been clearly defined and 
incorporated in the hierarchy of the frequency profiles (Burrows, 1987: 62,64,66). 
Burrows also converted pure narrative into 2,000 word segments and obtained word 
frequencies in order to compare them with each other or with the corresponding segments 
from a different type of narrative, partly concentrating on the demonstration of differences 
between Austen's early and latest narratives. Burrows noted the ability of the method to 
successfully distinguish between an author's different writing stages, mentioning at the same 
time that the correct chronological sequence was disrupted only when Austen's last novels 
and the fragmented manuscript 'Sanditon', which was completed by an anonymous author 
after Austen's death, entered the dataset. Moreover, it was observed that although the 
original 'Sanditon" appeared close to the early parts of Persuasion, the imitation part 
overlapped only slightly which could not be nevertheless "mistaken for the original" 
(Burrows, 1987: 67-69). 
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2.2.2.3 Frischer (1991) 
Arguably, Horace's Ars Poetica has been deemed his "hardest" poem "to date" due to 
variation in the proposed assigned chronology and to lack of appropriate historical 
information to accurately date the remaining ofhis output as a reference point. Consequently, 
only relative chronology, although well-established based on external evidence, is available. 
So far, various attempts at the task had relied either on placing the poem according to 
Horace's estimated developmental pattern of poetic ideas, or according to the life span of 
the historical figures mentioned in it, or on stylometric material such as diction and meter 
(Duckworth, 1965). In 1991, after refuting Duckworth's results and showing that no 
connection exists between meter and chronology, Frischer set out to date Ars Poetiea with 
the assistance of other stylistic data, aiming at linking the poem to Epistles I, instead of 
Epistles III as had been traditionally the case up to that date (Frischer, 1991: 17-21, 27). 
In particular, accepting the relative chronology for Horace's canon, and after controlling for 
genre and meter by separating the poems in two groups, lyrical and hexameters, Frischer 
performed three experiments. In his first experiment, poems were treated as nominal 
variables to establish the assumption that poems found in clusters (early, early-middle, 
middle, middle-late, and late) do so because they had been composed during the same time 
period. The chi-square test was used to investigate the chronological association between 
four selected function words 12 and the poems 13. Then, Frischer aimed at combining A rs 
Poetiea with any other poem without diverging from genre and time restrictions assuming 
closeness of composition based on time periods and desiring the maximum and minimum 
statistically significant values of the chi-square for the best and worst models respectively. 
The best model for the poem incorporated Satires II, Epistles I, and Epistles n.2, whereas 
models which combined it with Epistles 11.2 were also satisfactoryl4. Because Epistles II.2 
was treated as a late hexameter poem, this placed the Ars Poetica in the middle period 
(Frischer, 1991: 32-40). 
12 These were ad, sed, per, and nee (Frischer, 1991: 31). 

13 Two analyses were performed, one for ad, sed, and per, and one for nee. This is because the first 

three words had similar distributions of a "high-low-high pattern" in all the chronological periods 

whereas nee had "the mirror reversal of the first" (Frischer, 1991: 32). 

14 Although this was true only when the first three function words were examined. 
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In his second experiment, "macrochronometers" associated with Horace's entire vocabulary 
were investigated in an effort to detect universal stylistic development which would 
strengthen the results of the first experiment. The selected variables were mean word-length 
in characters, mean sentence-length in words as per strong stop and unique strings as a 
percentage of all strings. Mean word-length was found steady whereas mean sentence-length 
fluctuated randomly; therefore, they were omitted from the analysis. Unique strings as a 
percentage of all strings were assessed with the chi-square statistic which yielded a highly 
significant value indicating that the variables poem and string-type (unique vs. non-unique) 
are not independent. Graphical representation additionally showed a positive linear pattern. 
However, no reduced model performed better than the original full model, which, according 
to Frischer (1991: 43), suggested that there is "no basis at this point in the analysis for 
associating the Ars Poetica with one of the datable hexameter poems" (Frischer, 1991: 41­
44). 
In the final experiment, the hexameter and lyric poems were separately treated as interval 
variables by being assigned their relative year of composition in order to assign a precise 
date to Ars Poetiea which was not included in the training sample while regression formulae 
were being obtained. Using only the ratio of unique strings, an R2 equal to 99.1 % was 
obtained for the lyrical poems, although the number of cases in the sample was only three. 
In the hexameter poems R2 was 69.6% for a total number of five cases, and the obtained 
graph revealed a more scattered picture. The hexameters' formula placed Ars Poetiea 
around 20/21 B.C. Then, Frischer used the four function words with the Ars Poetiea only in 
order to obtain most and least probable dates for the poem by running the regression method 
seventeen times with a variable Ars-Poetica date from 24 to 8 B.C., controlling 
simultaneously for the remaining poems. The reason was to obtain the most and least 
plausible years of composition for the poem based on R2 , to circumvent the small sample 
sizes, and to "increase the plausibility, if not probability, of [the] results by including the Ars 
Poetiea in the analysis" (Frischer, 1991: 47). The results show a superior R2 from the three 
function words sed, per, and nee, compared to the one from the unique strings, while ad 
produces a similar value. The ratio of the best to the worst R2 , "which quantifies the 
advantage of the best model over the worse", reveals that "sed and per are very reliable 
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chronometers indeed, both in absolute and relative terms" and that the best suggestible date 
is between 24 and 20 B.C. (Frischer, 1991: 44-48). 
2.3 Relative Date 
Studies concentrating purely on relative dating are not as simple or as straightforward to 
conduct, even more so compared to studies dealing solely with order of composition. This is 
due to the fact that much more precision is needed in the obtained results, therefore, merely 
correct chronological order in this case does not suffice. 
The following sections present relevant studies in a thematic fashion, beginning with studies 
on Euripides, Shakespeare, and followed by others dealing with individual cases. 
2.3.1 Euripides 
Only a handful of Euripides's tragedies, out of almost ninety plays, have been securely dated 
based on external evidence. Part of the remaining ones have been approximately dated 
according to internal evidence derived from meter. Eighteen of his plays are extant, while 
fragments of some of the plays, often substantial, survive. 
2.3.1.1 Devine and Stephens (1981) 
In 1981, Devine and Stephens investigated occurrences of appositives at Porson's bridge1S in 
the trimeter parts of Euripides' plays, due to observations which suggested that the early 
texts lack instances of the stylistic marker in contrast to the later plays. The aim was to 
15 Porson's bridge refers to "the nature of the word boundaries permitted to stand between a long third 
anceps and the final cretic segment of the trimeter" (Devine & Stephens, 1981: 43). 
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assign an accurate chronology to the texts and introduce evidence of the strong correlation 
between the appositives at Porson's bridge and resolution instances on which most work up 
to that date had concentrated. The exact measurements analysed and compared were rates 
per thousand trimeters and standard deviation of appositives at Porson's bridge, and rates 
per thousand trimeters and tetrameters of resolution with their respective confidence 
intervals which were used to establish a rank order of the plays (Devine & Stephens, 1981: 
43-44). 
Subsequently, in order to provide dates to the undated plays, simple linear regression was 
used on the well-dated texts Medea, Hippolytus, Troades, Helen, Orestes, and lphigeneia at 
Aulis, with the exception of the Alcestis and the Bacchae because of their systematic 
deviation from the true chronology during the ranking phase. It was noted that the rate of 
appositives at Porson's bridge resulted in 91 % correct prediction, that the same percentage 
of correct prediction results with the rate of resolution in the trimeter sections, and that 97% 
correct prediction can be achieved by the rate of resolution in the tetrameter sections. 
Following, the formulae were used to obtain predicted dates for the disputed plays. It was 
observed that Heracleidae was dated later than Hippolytus; Hecuba was also given a later 
date; Supplices was dated at 423 B.C. although such a date is not in accordance with the date 
assigned to Andromache with which it ought to be in the same group; appositives dated the 
Electra at 414 B.C.; Helen was dated the same by all criteria; tetrameters are the only ones 
to correctly date the Phoenissae later than the Helen; and on the whole the dates that 
resulted from the model were very close to the actual known dates (Devine & Stephens, 
1981: 44-49). 
However, because not only the overall resolution but all of its types appear to increase over 
time, a number of minor resolution criteria were further examined aiming at acquiring 
additional independent but not duplicate information regarding the dating. Besides 
significant variation derived from the restricted number of minor resolution occurrences, the 
overall obtained ranking agreement was found to be strong and statistically significant. 
Moreover, when the minor resolution ranking was correlated with the ranking of the dated 
plays obtained by the regression analysis, a significant correlation coefficient was 
additionally obtained. When the actual dating was examined, the Phoenissae was wrongly 
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dated before the Helen, and the Bacchae before the Orestes, whereas the Alcestis is placed 
after the Ion and the Andromache just before the Helen (Devine & Stephens, 1981: 50-53). 
Finally, the reverse of the experiment was conducted, that is, the rate of resolution and 
appositives at Porson's bridge were predicted by the dates of the plays in order to examine 
the growth of the chronometers (Devine & Stephens, 1981: 54-62). A satisfactory goodness­
of-fit was obtained, although the placing of the Bacchae and the Alcestis was characterised 
as 'anomalous', the justification being difference in genre as far as the Alcestis is concerned 
by being a pro-satyr play, whereas the Bacchae was probably affected by stylistic aspects of 
its language. 
2.3.1.2 Cropp and Fick (1985) 
Cropp and Fick (1985) concentrated on occurrences of resolution in iambic trimeters of the 
dialogue scenes present in Euripides' tragedies and their relation to the tragedies' 
chronology. Incidences of "low resolution-rates and a restricted variety of resolution-types 
in the early dated extant tragedies - Alcestis, Medea, Hippolytus - and of increasingly higher 
rates and an increasingly wider variety of types in the later ones - Troades, Helen, 
Phoenissae, Orestes, Bacchae, Iphigeneia at Aulis" had been observed, which had been 
interpreted as reflecting, "on the whole, a development over time in this feature of his style, 
rather than some chance combination of special motivations relevant to each individual 
play" (Cropp & Fick, 1985: 2). Drawing from such observations, and from the assumption 
that plays were expected to show variation in their relative rates of resolution in accordance 
to a developmental time-line, regression analysis was utilized on data both from the 
fragmented and the fully-dated tragedies aiming to apply the obtained model on the undated 
extant and undated fragmentary plays. Therefore, data associated with particular years 
formed subsets for which each resolution rate was considered the best estimate of the year­
subset. This led to the observation that the later the year, the higher the resolution rate 
tended to be, although such a straightforward increase was not observed until the year 431 to 
406 (the period before 431 is characterized by the plays Alcestis, Medea, and Hippolytus) 
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(Cropp & Fick, 1985: 20-21). Relative likelihood intervals were also established for the 
variable of interest. 
It was observed that, for the eleven undated plays, Danae, Kretes and Protesilaos were 
associated with the early group, whereas Temenidai (with plausible date 422», Polyidos 
(421)), Antigone (420)), Oidipus (419)), Meleagros (418)), and Auge (414)) were 
associated with the late group. Phaethon was located between 427 and 414, while Alkmene 
was associated with the 420-410 decade. In addition, conflict between the resolution 
evidence and external evidence resulted in doubts about the established dates of Erechtheus 
and Antiope. On the whole, it was concluded that "absence of conflict between the metrical 
and the non-metrical evidence which tends to reinforce confidence in the validity of the 
metrical evidence as a whole, and in correcting if only with negative effect in some cases 
many of the inferences made in the past from the evidence of resolutions" (Cropp & Fick, 
1985: 69). 
2.3.2 Shakespeare 
The problem of dating Shakespeare's plays16, as Wells et al. (1987: 69) explain, stems from 
the fact that "Shakespeare did not personally oversee the publication of a collected edition of 
his words, and no autograph manuscripts survive of words attributed to him in his lifetime. 
The contents and chronology of his canon - ... therefore remain, and will for ever remain, a 
matter of dispute". In particular, disputes are currently centering around three major areas: 
the relative order of the early comedies, the link between literary composition in varying 
genres, and the actual date Shakespeare began composing his plays. His poetry is well 
established chronologically though, in his early work, therefore, it is of interest to detect 
possible links between the vocabulary of the early plays with that of the poems (Wells et at., 
1987: 100). Jackson (2000: 37) summarizes Shakespeare's poetic development in terms of 
meter as being 
16 Brainerd's (1980) study is relevant here but since it is being extensively described in a subsequent 
chapter, reference to it will not be presently provided. 
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away from a succession of strictly iambic, decasy Habic, end-stopped lines towards 
greater freedom, variety, and flow. The use of enjambment increased, the sense 
being run on, with no syntactical break, from the end of one line to the beginning of 
the next. More alexandrines appeared, and the verse began to carry a larger 
proportion of extra unstressed syllables, particularly those constituting feminine or 
double endings to a line, the final iambic foot being followed by an unstressed 
syllable. As end-of-line pauses became less frequent, pauses within the line became 
more frequent and heavier, and were more variously placed. Pentameters shared by 
two or more speakers became increasingly common. 
2.3.2.1 Yard; (1946) 
Yardi (1946) concentrated on a metrical statistical study with which he attempted to date the 
Shakespearean plays. Without conforming to any theories on the plays collaborations, 
revision, or abridgements based on the plays' meter, Yardi used the entire text of all of the 
thirty-six plays except The Taming ojthe Shrew. From the Henry VIII plays he only used the 
parts of secure authorship. The variables Yardi selected were redundant final syllables, full 
split lines, unsplit lines with pauses, and total number of speech lines as the measurements 
of interest for which data was borrowed from older sources. The experimental method was 
polynomial regression on discriminant scores17 using first the securely dated plays and then 
testing the regression formula on the undated ones 18. Yardi concluded that the Comedy of 
Errors was most probably composed closely after the Henry VI plays, around 1591 and 
1592, whereas The Taming oJ the Shrew was believed to have followed Titus Andronicus. 
Love's Labour's Lost was assigned the same date with The Comedy ojErrors, and Men}' 
Wives oj Windsor was judged to be an early play. Finally Timon ojAthens appeared to be 
preceding King Lear, and Macbeth was allocated to the year of 1610. 
17 Although at first an attempt at discriminant analysis was made but was deemed inappropriate for 
the available data. 
18 Also, an attempt was made to classify texts according to genre and then test them using linear 
regression; however, it was abandoned due to the fact that the total amount of variation accounted for 
was not satisfactory. 
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2.3.2.2 Derks (1994) 
Derks (1994) used the Regressive Imagery Dictionary (RID) (Martindale, 1990) on thirty­
seven Shakespeare's plays excluding Two Noble Kinsmen and to different Shakespearean 
play types (histories, comedies, tragedies) to measure incongruous juxtaposition, primordial 
content, and conceptual content as functions of time l9 . Derks observed a very weak linear 
increase in incongruous juxtaposition which was reinforced when the variable was 
transformed into its quadratic value. Primordial content was expected to decrease with age 
reflecting preferences away from the primitive and arousing that it represents, however, 
although the trend was identified according to expectations, it was not significant. 
Conceptual content was expected to remain stable or even decline with age in a typical 
individual, but not in Shakespeare's case, in which a high positive correlation value was 
detected. When individual play types were examined, incongruous juxtaposition was 
observed to decline with date for histories, primordial content dropped for tragedies and 
histories, and conceptual content increased with tragedies and histories. Overall, a tendency 
to alter content with time was detectable in the Shakespearean plays. 
2.3.2.3 Jackson (2002) 
Jackson (2002), using pause data from Oras (1960; cited in Jackson, 2002), investigated 
Shakespeare's stylistic development. The data on which Jackson's study concentrated were 
based on inclusive counts of all pause patterns (which included also heavy pauses and line­
split pauses) in all of the plays in the First Folio of 1623, as well on Pericles and The Two 
Noble Kinsmen for which different counts had been provided by Oras on the different 
authorial parts of the plays. A matrix of Pearson product moment correlation coefficient was 
produced using the statistical package SPSS for each play or part of play when correlated 
with each other. Bivariate correlations were interpreted as a measure of similarity between 
19 Incongruous juxtaposition refers to the "presence of distant metaphors" as measured by "structured 
metaphors... creative combinations of words [and]. .. approach-avoidance" word pairs like sweet­
sorrow, senior-junior, etc. Primordial content refers to words that indicate primitive and arousing 
drives and sensations expressed by mental material. Finally, conceptual content refers to "analysis, 
discrimination, and conscious awareness" (Derks, 1994). 
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plays based on pause patterns and written during time frames of close proximity, hence 
representing Shakespeare's stylistic development. It was observed that plays which tended 
to be highly correlated (approximately r == .99) belong to roughly the same chronological 
date according to the dating provided by the Oxford Shakespeare's chronology and in Wells 
et ai. (1987), whereas plays which were not in chronological proximity, entertained 
correlation values approximately as low as .38 (the majority of the correlations were smaller 
than .70) (Jackson, 2002: 38-40). Jackson used his results to stress that the correlations 
provided by his study "provide independent testimony to the general rightness of the Oxford 
chronology and the extraordinary consistency of Shakespeare's metrical development", 
although he noted that a number of plays did not clearly support the Oxford chronology. 
However, it remained unclear whether the data provided by Oras were normalized for 
differences in size and whether it was appropriate for analysis with bivariate correlations. 
2.3.3 Other Studies 
2.3.3.1 Craik and Kaferly (1987) 
Craik and Kaferly (1987) investigated vowel and consonant usage as chronometers in 
Sophocles' Trachiniae in order to confirm scholarly assumptions which place the play at an 
early date. This was achieved by the development of a software program able to detect and 
describe in detail Greek phonological information based on a standard transliteration table. 
All Sophocles' seven extant plays comprising a total of 280,413 letters were tested on 
vowel-to-consonant ratio (VCR), consonant group representation, consonant group position 
as in initial, medial, or final, and consonant group alliteration in trimeter sections. A VCR in 
favour of consonants was observed accompanied by a slight increase in vowel usage over 
the course of Sophocles' career. In addition, a trend for an increase in initial consonants in 
the trimeter sections was detected, suggesting that if the trend is genuine then the Traclziniae 
should belong to the early period. 
Following, principal components analysis was run in order to linearly combine the 
measurements and observe their behaviour for the seven plays on a two-dimensional graph. 
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Accounting for 66.2% of the variance, principal components analysis revealed a strong 
association between dentals and sibilants depicting a correlation between the measurements 
and the second principal component. This suggested that the first principal component 
represented the "maximum variation and the contrast among the remaining consonant 
groups" (Craik & Kaferly, 1987: 86, 94, 96~97). 
Moreover, a striking separation was noticed along the principal components between 
Phi/octetes and Oedipus Cycle which are generally attributed to the late period indicating 
that since the remaining plays do not show signs of such extreme variation, possible stylistic 
changes have taken place over time. For this purpose, the researchers suggest the order of 
the Trachiniae, Antigone, Ajax (late 440s), Oedipus Tyrannus (early 420s), Electra (410s), 
Phi/ocletes (409), and Oedipus Cycle (401). This is explained by the fact that the Traehiniae 
appears to be maximally separated from Phi/oetetes, and Oedipus Cycle; based on the 
principal components graph, it was assumed that the play may even be considered earlier 
from Antigone and Ajax. However, more tests would be required for definite conclusions 
(Craik & Kaferly, 1987: 96-97). 
2.3.3.2 Forsyth (1999) 
In 1999, Forsyth produced a study which concentrated on Yeatsean chronology. Forsyth 
utilized a quasi-random monte-carlo search algorithm to identify word substrings inclusive 
of punctuation marks in 142 Yeatsean poems of rather small length (114 words median 
value transfom1ed into 1,000 character chunks approximately), which he thereafter assessed 
for distinctiveness in four separate experiments. In the first experiment, ten poems were 
assigned to their correct chronological period, which were not included in the initial training 
sample. The study begun with a random search for the identification of suitable short 
substrings of random length between one and eight in the training dataset which were ranked 
based on chi-square according to distinctiveness. The texts were divided into 'young' 
(seventy-two texts, 18,360 words total) and 'old' (seventy texts, 18,668 words total) using 
the year 1915 as cut~off date. Twenty substrings (eleven 'young', nine 'old ') were the final 
ones selected for convenience. When five more poems were added to each category, in nine 
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out of ten of them, the count of the substrings was higher in the appropriate category 
(Forsyth, 1999: 467-474). 
In the second experiment, two poems which were written approximately thirty years apart 
were examined for inherent differences; it was observed that during revision the number of 
old markers was increasing and replacing the new markers. In the third experiment a linear 
regression formula was obtained by the development of a Yeatsian index 
YYIX = (YY-Ol)/(YY+Ol) 
which was used as the independent variable against year of composition2o. With the addition 
of three more poems to balance out the middle period, a highly significant R2 of .71 was 
obtained. In the final experiment two short prose extracts from two essays (450 words 
approximately each) composed forty-six years apart were examined based on the same 
substrings identified in his poetry in order to assess the appropriateness of the method on a 
different genre. The extracts were correctly classified to their chronological group based on 
observation, with the exception of only two out of the twenty substrings indicating 
otherwise (Forsyth, 1999: 474-475). 
2.3.3.3 Forsyth et al. (1999) 
Forsyth et al. (1999) investigated the authenticity of the Consolatio (1583) with the 
secondary objective of testing methods previously used only on English texts on the 
language of Latin. However, as part of their analysis2!, in order to accurately place the 
Consolatio in its appropriate time frame and compare the language of the text with the most 
suitable controls from the correct chronological period, the research crossed into the field of 
stylochronometry (Forsyth et al., 1999: 375-378,395). 
20 YYIX stands for Yeatsian Index, YY for Young Yeats and or for Old Yeats. 

21 It had emerged that the language of the text is uncharacteristic of Cicero's writing style, with a high 

probability that it had been composed during the renaissance and not during the classical era. The 

analysis also pointed at Sigonio being the most likely author; however, the result was inconclusive, 

possibly due to Sigonio's superb skills as an imitator of Cicero. 
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Using literary works by eleven authors - Caesar, Nepos, Riccoboni, and others, and among 
them Sigonio and Cicero themselves - amassed in seventy samples of 305,000 total and 
covering the classical and neo-Latin periods, the researchers employed Burrow's (1992i2 
approach and concentrated on the fifty most common words with no lemmatisation 
excluding content ones. Moreover, a syllable counting program was used to obtain word 
length in syllables and syllable transition frequencies. Because syllable counts were 
unsuccessful in positively affecting the analysis when Cicero was compared with the 
classical authors and Sigonio with the renaissance ones, it was decided to test the variable 
across periods. Stepwise discriminant analysis without cross-validation was conducted on all 
texts based on the dependent classical and neo-Latin groups in order to classify the 
Consolalio under one of those chronological categories. Three function words (ac, vel, vero) 
and four syllabic transitions (ST13, ST22, ST43, ST44) proved significant with 98.53% 
correct classification rate except for one misclassified case in the neo-Latin group, the most 
modem one of the classical texts (Tacitus) (Forsyth et al., 1999: 375-379, 389-390). 
Furthermore, stepwise multiple linear regression was performed to obtain the Consolatio's 
date by using sixty-six of the securely dated texts, the century of composition as the 
dependent variable, the forty-six most common words and the twenty-two syllabic variables. 
The final five (ST44, ac, vel, S6, STl3) selected with positive coefficients suggest that, for 
the lexical variables and the six-syllable words, they are characteristic of a more evolved 
Latin writing style, although syllabic transitions did not provide a clear interpretation, 
besides the possible explanation that it is a product of a universal move from the classical 
Latin to Neo-Latin. The final formula was subsequently tested on the Canso/alio which was 
eventually placed in the later period. It would appear that syllabic information, especially 
syllabic transitions are useful for "temporal discrimination" (Forsyth et al., 1999: 391-392, 
395). 
22 Burrows's approach concentrates on the location of the most common words in the text under 
investigation (which could range from thil1y to 100, for example, while usually content words are 
excluded) and the use of those words as stylistic markers based on rates of occurrence. Often these 
markers are analysed with the help of multivariate statistics (Forsyth et at., 1999: 379). 
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2.3.3.4 Smith and Kelly (2002) 
To primarily address the issue of inequality in text lengths when measures of lexical 
richness are being investigated within and across corpora, and to consider whether 
vocabulary richness remains constant within an author's work across his life time, Smith and 
Kelly (2002) proposed an experimental method which relied on averaging measures of 
lexical richness across different standardized non-overlapping blocks of the main text(s) 
under investigation. The measures they explored were average vocabulary richness 
according to Yule's constant K (Yule, 1994), Zipfs Z parameter (Orlov, 1983), average 
portion of hapax legomena, and average repetition of common words. The underlying 
assumption was that the average measures do not depend on text length, therefore, works 
may be compared in relation to each other. The researchers tested the early and middle 
comedies of Aristophanes (eleven plays), the middle tragedies of Euripides (fourteen plays), 
and the old comedies of Terence because of the available relatively accurate chronological 
sequences. One additional variable was the length of the play in iambic meters (Smith & 
Kelly, 2002: 411-413). 
Initially, ANOV A (or Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum when deemed appropriate) was used to test 
whether, with N ::= 300, the average number of unique words per chunk of N, the average 
number of hapax legomena per chunk of N, and the average K per chunk of N remained 
constant across plays. Then, weighted linear regression was employed to detect any 
association between the average measures and the date of the plays' first performance. 
Finally, prediction intervals were estimated to calculate performance dates of plays not 
tested in the training sample (Smith & Kelly, 2002: 415-416). 
The results for Aristophanes revealed that the average number of hapaxes and average K 
were significantly different over time with hapaxes decreasing in frequency when tested 
with weighted linear regression, while average K was found to increase but not significantly. 
After consideration of each play in its entirety, it was discovered that the total number of 
words in iambics and constant K also increased significantly over time, although constant K 
revealed sufficient variability. For Terence's comedies, only average vocabulary showed 
evidence of change over time although, using ANOVA, it was not judged statistically 
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significant. However, its regression formula was significant revealing a positive change. 
When the comedies were inspected in their entirety, no measure displayed significant 
changes. Finally, only the average number of hapaxes revealed significant trends on 
Euripides' middle tragedies, and with the exclusion of Supplices which was operating as an 
outlier, hapaxes were found to significantly increase with time as measured by weighted 
linear regression (Smith & Kelly, 2002: 417-421). Finally, the researchers concluded that 
the method they followed "reveals the possibility of significant variance of these measures 
of vocabulary among works of a single author and warns against the notion ofsome absolute 
authorial stylistic character" (Smith & Kelly, 2002: 412). 
2.3.4 Content Analysis in stylochronometry 
A number of studies approaching stylochronometric problems using content analysis, thus 
expanding the tools available to the interested researcher, have additionally been identified 
in the literature. Consequently, they are presented below. 
2.3.4.1 Laffal (1997) 
Laffal (1997) used a 43,000 words general content dictionary representing a total of 168 
concepts in order to obtain frequency profiles for a number of word categories on twenty­
one collections of tales and poetry by Edgar Allan Poe totalling 191,165 words and covering 
the whole of his literary career by two-year intervals in order to trace a "developmental time 
line" in his literary output (Laffal, 1997: 1). Obtaining z-score frequency profiles of the 
word categories as distributed in the texts and incorporating them into a factor-analysis 
experiment, allowed Laffal to associate each text with dominant categories on each positive 
and negative side of the extracted factors. The texts which resulted in the highest loadings 
for each factor were considered to be characteristic of the factor, while concepts associated 
with those texts were selected based on significant z-scores. The time-oriented factor, factor 
III, was observed to be characterised by early concepts of place, power, person values, 
nature, and body, middle concepts like place, qualities. and ideation, and late ones of 
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union/separation, ideation, and time. Death, which is the central theme in Poe's work, 
remained constant. The result was a clustering of early and late texts at opposite ends of the 
third and fourth factors, which reinforced the idea of a detectable developmental life line in 
Poe's work although not in an absolute manner since the position of "The Raven" provided 
evidence of a "continuation of earlier modes ... among the later texts. Equally, one might 
expect that intimations of later ideas would occur in earlier work" (Laffal, 1997: 7). 
Subsequently, Laffal was able to associate events in Poe's life with the detected shifts, such 
as Poe's brother's and wife's death (in 1831 and 1847 respectively). It seems that the death 
of Poe's brother caused a thematic shift from nature to union/separation concepts resulting 
in higher concentration of quality and utilitarian words and fewer occurrences of words 
belonging to the categories of power, ideation, and person values. The second thematic shift 
was observed around the time of Poe's wife's death. Although the idea of death was always 
of major concern to Poe, it seems that following another major experience of loss, death 
attains a more abstract value, seen as a "'mediator of union and separation' in a more 
philosophic [and] kabbalistic overview of the creation and destiny of man and the universe" 
(Laffal, 1997: 10). 
2.3.4.2 WhisselJ (1999a) 
Whissell (1999a) examined Robert Frost's poetry in order to evaluate, among other things, 
patterns of variability in time related to imagery. Her aim was to compare results with 
related literary criticism which view Frost's later poetry as more complex than more simple 
earlier productions. Measuring increase in complexity according to increase of rare words 
and reduction of most common ones, Whissell (1999a: 755) found "no significant 
correlation between the order of appearance of Frost's poems and their linguistic 
complexity", whereas the three periods of early, middle, late were overall indistinguishable 
from each other according to the stylistic markers examined. However, she was able to 
identifY, based on examination of variance, a significant increase in linguistic complexity 
within individual poems belonging to the later period, therefore, leading to the conclusion 
that "Frost's later poetry was occasionally simpler and occasionally more complex than his 
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earlier work" (Whissell, 1999a: 755). Furthermore, when mental imagery measured by the 
Dictionary of Affect (Whissell, 1994) was examined to assess the degree of concreteness or 
abstraction present in the poems, significantly higher frequencies of abstraction were 
identified in the later poetry, based on a Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analysis of variance, 
although greater variability from the early poems to later ones was also observed. Such 
findings lead to the conclusion that Frost's poetry was characterised by the tendency 
towards abstract language and greater variability in terms ofboth abstraction and complexity 
as the years went by, rather than been driven by definitive patterns (Whissell, 1999a: 756). 
Finally, emotional restraint as measured by the Dictionary of Affect was observed as stable 
(Whissell, 1999a: 752, 756) .. 
2.3.4.3 Pennebaker and Stone (2003) 
Lastly, operating from within the psychology field, Pennebaker and Stone (2003) conducted 
a study in which fourteen language dimensions23 measured with the help of LIWC 2001 
(Pennebaker et al., 2001) were examined in the works of four novelists, two playwrights, 
and four poets24 covering over nine million words in total and spanning over 500 years to 
minimize any cohort effects in order to examine any relationships between aging and 
language use. Bivariate correlations and forward entry logistic regression analysis were 
utilized. The underlying assumption was that "aging can affect word usage" (Pennebaker & 
Stone, 2003: 295). Weak but significant bivariate correlations revealed similar patterns of 
correlations across all language dimensions for all authors except Dickens, possibly 
attributed to the fact that the amount of available data belonging to him was limited. 
Following, Forward Entry Logistic Regression was used with the standardized language 
dimensions in order to obtain predicted logits which were then correlated with age of each 
23 The language dimensions examined were emotional processes (positive emotions, negative 

emotions), social and identity concerns (first person singUlar, first person plural, social references), 

time orientations (time-related words, past tense verbs, present tense verbs, future tense verbs), and 

cognitive complexity (words greater than six letters, total cognitive words, causation, insight, 

exclusive) (Pennebaker & Stone, 2003: 293-294). 

24 The authors were Charles Dickens, Louisa May Alcott, Jane Austen, and George Eliot (novelists), 

William Shakespeare and Joanna Baillie (playwrights), and St Vincent Millay, William Butler Yeats, 

Robert Graves, and William Wordsworth (poets). 
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author. Larger correlations were interpreted as showing "greater usage of language in an 
age-typed manner" (Pennebaker & Stone, 2003: 298). In particular, it was observed that 
fewer self-references and occurrences of more future tense verbs and cognitive complexity 
tend to more complex cognitive patterns with increasing age, whereas no patterns were 
detected with positive or negative emotions, word size, first person plural, social references, 
past and present verbs, and time related words. The significant patterns were detected with 
Millay, Eliot, Baillie, Yeats, Wordsworth, and Graves who revealed strong significant 
simple within-subject correlations between their age and their respective aging coefficients, 
however, no change was detected for Alcott, Austen, Dickens, and Shakespeare. 
2.4 Current views on psychology of aging 
The notion that language changes in accordance to a person's development and that change 
may be reliably identified is not confined to stylochronometry. For years gerontologists have 
battled in parallel with similar questions and problems, albeit with the primary goal in mind 
to distinguish between normal and pathological changes in language use during the course 
of a lifespan in order to accurately document and understand it. However, such studies, with 
their abundance of material and methods, have not been made known to stytochronometers. 
To rectify this, the following sections present summary infoffi1ation of recent studies from 
the field of gerontology in relation to psychology of aging and cognitive changes in relation 
to advancing age from the point of view oflanguage in order to enrich the stylochronometric 
background from a different parallel perspective. It is believed that variety in perspectives 
offers a more complete view of the problems at hand, as well as the opportunity for a fresher 
and wider variety of approaches. 
2.4.1 The Classic Aging Pattern 
The commonly held view concerning intelligence in relation to age in mid twentieth century 
was that of a decline, a conclusion derived through assessment of performance on groups of 
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adults on skills of intelligence. The skills of intelligence - excluding curiosity, interest, 
wisdom, and good sense - were considered stable, fixed, and measurable in the same 
manner for people of all ages since they were reflecting intelligence's performance. 
Performance was assessed via standardized psychometric tests and was compared with that 
of peer groups (Belsky, 1999: 166,168). It was discovered that a dramatic but steady decline 
in performance at the beginning of early twenties existed, although, specifically for verbal 
skills, decline begun later in life, and dramatically dropped after the age of sixty-five. Such a 
consistent trend was known as the classic aging pattern (Botwinick, 1967) and reflected a 
much reduced loss in verbal skills related to acquisition of knowledge in contrast to a steady 
decline after early adulthood in non-verbal skills (Birren & Schroots, 1996: 9; Hall, 1922; 
Rebok, 1987; Stuart-Hamilton, 2000: 49; Thompson, 1997). Although the classic aging 
pattern was derived from conclusions based on cross-sectional studies reflecting differences 
between age groups, longitudinal studies confirmed the results, although to a lesser degree. 
The theme of universal decline was added to the aging pattern as a state reached in very old 
age following classic aging (Belsky, 1999: 168). 
However, close examination of earlier studies revealed issues with the cross-sectional 
methodology adopted, which is known to have been biased due to cohort effects such as 
education, and social and economic backgrounds. Although cohorts are statistically adjusted, 
in practice the age effect is not totally removed but rather diminished, which implies that, 
when cross-sectional studies are used, the aging effect is overestimated, as well as detected 
much earlier (Stuart-Hamilton, 1996: 23). Longitudinal studies counteract these problems, 
rendering any detected age effects real, without, however, avoiding problems altogether. 
The cost of these studies is high, it takes a long time to complete, subjects may drop out, the 
age effect may be valid only for the selected cohort, even improvement on test performance 
may be observed on the remaining subjects (Salthouse, 1992). This results in an 
underestimation of the total aging effect (Stuart-Hamilton, 2000: 50-51). 
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2.4.1.1 Cognitive Aging 
Nowadays, aging of living systems is viewed as "the self-organizing process of increasing 
entropy with age, from which more disorder than order emerges, and which results in the 
system's death. Self-organization in this context denotes a process by which a structure or 
pattern of change emerges with time" (Birren & Schroots, 1996: 17). Regarding cognitive 
aging, specifically, the direction of change is perceived as a "decrease in performance on 
various measures of cognitive functioning associated with increasing age in the adult portion 
of the lifespan", and sees cognition as the mental process or collection of abilities "measured 
by selected cognitive tests" (Salthouse, 1991: 1-2, 34). Although the cognitive aging 
definition implies the existence of a decline permeating cognition, in general, by reinforcing 
existing negative stereotypes of older adults, it remains a fact that negative aspects of 
cognition in relation to age have been well documented and established, albeit with 
contradictory, at times, interpretations (Salthouse, 1991: 2). This contradiction stems 
primarily from the huge amount of currently complex available data, research, and 
publications, which have rendered the development and completion of the theory extremely 
slow (Birren & Birren, 1990). In addition, cognition is perceived as extremely complex, and 
the existence and type of link between age and cognitive functioning has been the cause of 
much disagreement among theoretic models (Salthouse, 1991: 32). 
Two major areas, namely psychology of age and psychology of aging, have been the 
breeding ground for the development of the various aging theories. The former deals with 
age differences25 on groups of adults studied simultaneously in the cross-sectional manner, 
while the latter concentrates on regulated changes of behavior following young adulthood 
and studied via longitudinal research designs. In general, however, both areas aim to identify 
and separate typical and normal patterns of change with age, such as "normal aging, stability, 
pathological aging, terminal decline, compensatory aging, [and] cultural or COhOli effects", 
from abnormal or pathological ones in order to accurately describe and understand the 
process (Birren & Schroots, 1996: 7-10). At the same time, different factors have been 
identified to which age-related differences in cognitive abilities are usually attributed. These 
include environmental factors outside the individual's control, impact and frequency of 
2S Although age differences do not necessarily correspond to changes attributed to advancing age 
(Birren & Schroots, 1996: 8). 
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particular experiences, changes in quality of delivery of task performance or in the task's 
meaning, compromised discrete processing components, and alterations in vital processing 
resources usually involved with a wide range of cognitive processes. Moreover, each of 
these factors assumes a different theoretical perspective on the nature of aging and the 
influences aging is affected by (Salthouse, 1991: 15). 
2.4.2 Fluid and Crystallized Cognitive Abilities 
In the 1970s, Hom (cited in Stuart-Hamilton, 1996: 24) identified two specialised skills 
reflecting general intellectual ability which he termed fluid and crystallized and which were 
measurable by performance and verbal tests respectively on the assumption of a white 
middle-class educational background and upbringing. Fluid ability refers to abilities of 
perception, reason, and abstraction, for instance, of solving problems such as spotting the 
odd one out or providing the next one in the series under a specified time limit without 
relying on accumulated past knowledge or experience. Crystallized ability, on the other hand, 
reflects the amount of familiarity with general knowledge based on cultural and social 
experiences accumulated in a person's 'knowledge store' over the lifespan, which may be 
assessed by simple direct questions such as word definitions and general knowledge 
questions (Belsky, 1999: 168; Coleman, 1993: 72; Pratt & Norris, 1994: 179; Stuart­
Hamilton, 2000: 48). 
Hom based his distinction on the assumption that fluid abilities follow a trend comparable to 
the remaining physiological abilities, which is that of a peak early in life and a decline 
thereafter. Crystallized abilities, on the other hand, were seen as remaining stable or even 
improving to compensate for losses in fluid abilities, possibly explained by the fact that the 
brain grows new dendrites to preserve the thinking process for every neuron loss. Coleman 
(1993: 72), however, emphasizes that such differences have been observed in advanced old 
age, and that several studies have detected minimal decline after the age of seventy (e.g. 
Schaie, 1983). Nevertheless, ultimately, old age has been seeing as welcoming both types of 
abilities with an inevitable decline brought upon by a general decline in the organism's 
internal functional systems (Belsky, 1999: 169). On a parallel note, Birren and Schroots 
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(1996: 9, 16) relate fluid skills to energy due to their dynamic nature and their being 
influenced by genetic and biological factors, whereas crystallized skills to information 
storing due to their more passive nature. This distinction leads, in turn, to the logical 
conclusion that differences in behavior due to aging are reflected in changes to energy and 
storage in the organism's cognitive abilities. 
It is currently accepted that fluid and crystallized skills are affected by age over the lifespan, 
however, not at the same magnitude; fluid abilities appear to be affected the most by marked 
declines, whereas crystallized abilities, although until recently perceived as stable, are not 
entirely unaffected by aging (Birren & Schroots, 1996: 9). Particularly, Kaufman and Hom 
(1996) argue that the apparent stability of crystallized abilities is due to fluid abilities being 
controlled for - when they are - and to the non-existence of time limitations to psychometric 
tests which measure this type of abilities. This was due to the observation that older subjects 
were much slower than their younger counterparts in answering test questions. An age effect 
would have been, therefore, detected, if response time was being measured. However, the 
assumption that fluid and crystallized skills are essentially the same is wrong since declines 
in crystallized abilities are never as severe as in fluid abilities, which persists even after 
controlling for cohorts. Moreover, fluid abilities always depend on biological factors 
(Stuart-Hamilton, 2000: 56; Lindenberger & Baltes 1997, Christensen et al 1999). 
It has been assumed that when fluid abilities are in decline, being essentially linked with the 
senses, the body's physical state, the nervous system, and brain functions follow a similar 
pattern due to compromised information received (Stuart-Hamilton, 1996: 25). For instance, 
Lindenberger and Baltes (1994) were able to detect a very strong correlation between 
sensory functioning and intellectual abilities which accounted for over 90% of the variability 
due to age, and deduced that the brain was functioning on compromised recourses due to 
failures in the metabolic and cardiovascular systems (Stuart-Hamilton, 1996: 25). 
Crystallized abilities, on the other hand, would be expected to react similarly to fluid 
abilities if serious failure in the physical systems were to take place. The dependency of 
fluid intelligence on the physical state is evidenced in a number of studies which have 
detected a correlation between fluid abilities and reaction times (for instance, Hertzog, 1991) 
hinting at the existence of a link between the efficiency of the nervous and neural system, 
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and the intellect. This view, in turn, is sUPPOlied by the general slowing hypothesis which 
argues that fluid abilities are supported by the speed and efficiency ofneural processing. 
Coleman (1993: 70-71) notes that, comparing groups of healthy young adults to adults in 
their seventh and eighth decade is most likely to show the presence of decline for other 
reasons than age effects on intelligence. That is, most commonly, brain malfunction due to 
illness or disease, chronic diseases, cardiovascular problems, presence of a non-stimulating 
intellectual environment, inflexible personality style at middle age, and permanent 
termination of employment are responsible for cognitive impairment (Coleman, 1993: 72; 
Powell, 1994: 90). In addition, studies which ignore the influence of health have a tendency 
of overestimation of the effect of age on cognitive impairment. A similar argument has been 
used against terminal decline, since any decline detected could as well indicate the presence 
of a treatable condition and not necessarily of closeness to death (Siegler, 1975). On the 
other hand, studies which have controlled for health, have still detected age-related declines, 
and it has been observed that, although health appears to a have a general effect on the 
biological organism's functions, time-restricted non-verbal tasks related to visual and spatial 
aptitude are the ones most specifically affected (Coleman, 1993: 71). 
2.4.3 Language Performance and Gerontological Findings 
It is of interest to gerontologists to observe how cognitive abilities in relation to language 
are affected in detail, to determine whether memory deficits and general slowness are indeed 
the cause of the observed decline or whether deterioration is primarily of linguistic function 
(Obler & Albert, 1981: 107). For this purpose, a number of studies identified in the literature 
which are directly linked to language processing in terms of comprehension, production and 
writing are presented below to obtain a taste of current research in the field so far. 
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2.4.3.1 Phrases 
In his 1988 study, Cohen observed the tendency of older subjects to wrongly attribute 
characteristics and actions to the appropriate actor by the inaccurate use of pronouns and 
other substitute terms which may replace a preceding noun phrase. Such constructions, 
known as anaphoric reference, aid in the organisation of sentences aiming at text formation 
(Halliday & Hasan, 1976). It was concluded that the possibility of a limited capacity to 
retain previously processed information while reading a text caused by resource processing 
limitations was the root of the problem. This was also implying an inherent difficulty for 
older subjects to comprehend and use pronouns, and, in general, deal with referential 
phrases, especially when pronouns are separated by more than one sentence from the 
referent they are linked with. 
Similarly, Pratt et al. (1989) examined the production of pronoun ambiguities on older 
subjects of lower average scores on psychometric tests, which concentrated on memory span, 
compared with those of younger subjects. They concluded that older subjects, especially 
those of smaller working memory capacity, used pronouns in a more ambiguous fashion 
when narrating difficult stories compared to their young and middle-aged cohorts. 
2.4.3.2 Vocabulary 
Vocabulary has often been seen as one of the crystallized skills which either remains stable 
or improves during the lifespan, although some studies have resulted in detection of some 
decline, and older subj ects notice and report an increase in forgetfulness of individual words. 
The apparent contradiction may be attributed to the various ways vocabulary use is being 
measured, such as counting the words one person is able to define or recognize, evaluating 
the accuracy of definitions, measuring frequency of correct word usage, and recalling word 
lists or word pairs. Speed and memory are involved up to a point, but their decline due to 
ageing has already been registered (Obler & Albert, 1981: 111). 
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For instance, Pratt and Norris (1994: 183) report that knowledge of vocabulary is preserved 
or even increased during the adult life, especially for those who are in direct and everyday 
contact with literary material evidenced in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. 
Word production, however, which is measured by timed tests of word fluency during which 
subjects are usually required to name words belonging to a pre-specified category while the 
number of instances is being recorded, follows a different pattern, with older subjects 
struggling to identify words based on their definitions compared with younger groups. 
Alwin and McCammon (2001: 150) performed fourteen repeated cross-sectional studies of 
vocabulary knowledge in relation to advancing age over twenty-four years by controlling for 
cohort-based social experiences for the age groups used. A declining trend after the age of 
sixty was detected according to expectations, which was, however, reduced when cohorts 
were adjusted. Aging appears to contribute only 1 % of the total variance explained in 
vocabulary knowledge, which is statistica.lly significant, and even after adjusting for 
education the result remains the same, although potentially, different personal experiences in 
subjects born under different cohorts could affect the subjects' cognitive performance 
(Alwin & McCammon, 2001: 158-159). 
Smith (1957) studied the vocabulary of journals and letters of two subjects, with age ranging 
from adolescence to advanced in the eighth decade, and was able to detect an increase in the 
diversity of vocabulary and average word length starting at the age of fifty and sixty. In one 
of the subjects it was observed that the diversity of vocabulary at age seventy surpassed the 
diversity recorded at age thirty to decline again in the eighth decade. However, Smith argued 
that restricted lifestyle and not linguistic downgrading may account for the restricted 
vocabulary range since journals and personal correspondence usually reflect part of a 
person's everyday lifestyle. 
2.4.3.3 Syntax 
As Pratt and Norris (1994: 187) observe, sentence comprehension and production are 
naturally linked to syntax and grammar. Therefore, in order to assess adult performance on 
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the above mentioned language aspects, studies on aging have largely concentrated on 
syntactic structures. 
Kemper has conducted a number of studies along these lines. Her study on 1986 was set out 
to investigate the ability of older adults to create new sentences of the same syntactic 
structure with the ones the subjects tried to imitate. Specifically, main and embedded clauses 
of different levels of grammatical correctness, length, and position, were used as cues for 
subjects to correct in memory for any possible errors in existence, and produce the correct 
imitation. It was found that older subjects, ranging from seventy to eighty-nine-years-old in 
comparison to thirty- and forty-year-olds, were more successful with short sentences and 
right-branching clauses and least successful with long ungrammatical sentences starting with 
or containing embedded clauses26 within the main clause. The phenomenon was explained 
by limitations in working memory capacity and resources, since embedded clauses are more 
demanding in terms of temporary storing of the partially processed clauses in memory as 
reading progresses27, and in terms of their reorganisation to monitor, revise, and produce 
complete sentences for understanding, especially when in the initial position. Moreover, it 
was assumed that semantic analysis, elaboration, prose segmentation, interpretation, and 
recall would potentially be compromised. 
Kynette and Kemper (1986) reported decline related to comprehension of complex 
sentences in everyday common speech. Complex sentences are defined as sentences 
containing multiple embedded clauses resulting in considerable length which impose great 
demands on working memory for appropriate construction or processing and sufficient 
comprehension. The detected decline was reflected in more and more restricted use of 
syntactic constructions opposed by an increase in omissions of parts of speech, and incorrect 
use of tense. In particular, fifty and sixty-year-old subjects produced more modal auxiliary 
26 Sentences consisting of multiple clauses are constructed using either left-branching or right­
branching structures. Left-branching clauses are placed within the main clause, whereas right­
branching clauses are placed one after the other. However, left-branching clauses are more difficult to 
process because "the main clause constituents must be anticipated while those of the embedded clause 
are being produced" (Kemper, 1988: 59), whereas the right-branching ones follow the main clause 
without interruption. 
27Although, it has been additionaIIy observed that working memory limitations are directly linked to 
the amount of attention dedicated for processing each task, and to the state of the processing abilities 
of each individual (Kemper, 1988: 60). 
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verbs, gerunds, participles, subject-relative clauses, coordinate subjects, subordinate clauses, 
and noun-phrase complements, a greater range of complex structures with multiple 
embeddings, embeddings with coordination and complex combinations of structures, and 
different grammatical forms, and used them more correctly than did the older SUbjects. In 
contrast, the older subjects omitted grammatical morphemes, such as articles, possessives, 
complementizers and relative pronouns more, and used past-tense inflections and 
mismatched subjects and verbs incorrectly. However, no decline was detected in the number 
of sentence fragments or dysfluencies and lexical diversity with advancing age. Right­
branching clauses were employed by the older subjects, who maintained a steady length for 
utterances, whereas grammatical errors were associated with the elders' attempts to process 
left-branching clauses. The detected decline was only apparent in quality with best being 
represented by sentence fragments used as false starts and worst used as fillers during pauses. 
It is believed that this is possibly related to working memory limitations in processing 
capacity and resources, or alternatively, it may be one expression of a general decline in 
cognitive abilities, although such constructions are not common in everyday speech. 
In order to investigate the way memory restrictions affect language, Kemper (1988: 64-66) 
conducted a correlational study to identify links between complex syntactic structures 
produced in speech, and the ability to imitate such structures, especially with embedded left­
branching clauses, on subjects ranging from fifty to eighty-nine years of age. Working 
memory capacity was assessed by forward and backward digit span, and vocabulary 
knowledge with the W AIS vocabulary test. Mean clause length was also calculated. Kemper 
noted that there was no correlation between working memory capacity, right-branching 
clauses, predicate embeddings, or clause length, and concluded that these structures do not 
impose high demands on memory, in contrast to left-branching clauses in multi-clause 
sentences and the ability to imitate them. Consequently, verbal ability as measured by WAIS 
is not correlated with syntactic measures, but it is possible that semantic knowledge is 
different from syntactic processing. 
Furthermore, Kemper (1987) analysed diaries of eight adults born between 1856-1876 
(longitudinal sample across seven decades), and often adults born between 1820-1829 who 
recorded diary entries during 1860-1869/1900-1909 as well as of ten adults born between 
1860-1896 who recorded diary entries during 1900-1909/1940-1949 (cohort-sequential 
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sample across four decades) for changes in sentence use by examining a number of syntactic 
measures. Kemper observed stability in sentence word length and number of sentence 
fragments produced, but a decrease in syntactic complexity after the age of forty. This was 
expressed by a decrease in the mean number of embedded clauses per sentence, increase in 
the incorrect use of anaphoric reference, and a general decline in the quality of narrative. An 
additional interaction between age and position of embedded clause (left or right) was 
detected. Although a cohort difference was detected in the sample, subjects born earliest 
demonstrated an elevated use of infinitives compared with those born later. Overall, the 
results were consistent with the hypothesis that a decline in production and imitation of 
complex syntax is imminent, especially for left-branching structures. It is possible that 
restrictions in working memory limitations with age are responsible for the impaired 
detected patterns, even though Stuart-Hamilton (2000: 127) attributes such decline in a 
general change of attitude towards a more relaxed and simpler writing style, which was most 
probably adopted deliberately. Bromley (1991), who conducted a cross-sectional study of 
written self-description of old subjects across their lifespan, has also reported comparable 
results. 
Williams et al. (2003) examined the final ten complete sentences from each of fifty-seven 
letter samples by King James (l7th century England) for changes in syntactic complexity, 
which were grouped in two-year intervals and matched to represent his 1604-1624 reign and 
his 1619 period of illness. The aim was to associate detected language declines to a possible 
retrospective diagnosis of dementia which is known to cause language decline at a 
precipitous rate. The measures that were investigated were type/token ratio representing 
semantic content, embedded left-branching verb clauses, and sentence length in words and 
clauses representing syntactic complexity. Striking loss in syntactic complexity in proximity 
with the years 1618-1619 when King James was fifty-two to fifty-three years old was 
observed, followed by an increase in values of the type/token ratio for the following years. 
In addition, embedded left-branching verb clauses were observed to decline. The particular 
pattern detected was judged to be inconsistent with patterns of Alzheimer'S disease or 
normal aging, but rather in agreement with vascular dementia during which semantic 
content remains intact while use of syntax deteriorates. 
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In contrast, Obler and Albert (1981: 110) examined in two studies the verbal fluency of 
parkinsonian against that of healthy adults based on a written description of the Cookie­
Theft picture, which is part of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination. In the first study, 
which concentrated on ages ranging from fifty to sixty years of age, the researchers detected 
a preference of the younger subjects for the abbreviated style of full and partial sentences. 
Although the sixty-year-old subjects used more words and more embedded sentences ­
hence the average number of sentences was reduced - the thematic coverage of the picture 
was restricted. The second study, which examined similar descriptions on a wider range of 
subjects - thirty to seventy - resulted in an increase of sentence length for the subjects who 
used full sentences, and in a greater number of older subjects using full sentences. Two 
striking observations were that average sentence length in words for the seventy-year-old 
subjects resembled that of the thirty- and forty-year-old subjects, and that the increase of the 
number of themes for the subjects in their fifth to seventh decade was similar to the thirty­
and forty-year-old ones. In addition, the verb-to-noun ratio decreased for the above age 
groups, whereas the number of words per theme remained constant. It was concluded that a 
more elaborate syntax combined with the preservation of passive vocabulary skills such as 
word definition and recognition may accompany old age, in contrast to the active use of 
vocabulary skills such as naming objects based on pictures, which declines with age. The 
researchers did acknowledge the existence and importance of individual variation and used 
it to explain the inconsistencies in the literature on research on language change (Obler & 
Albert, 1981: 113). 
One of the most recent studies is attributed to Garrard et ai. (2005) who examined three 
novels taken from the early, middle, and late periods of Iris Murdoch's literary career for 
evidence in favour of early stages of Alzheimer's disease as suggested by anecdotal 
evidence and literary criticism concerned with her last novel. The researchers investigated 
the behaviour of several basic stylistic variables like the type-token ratio, the mean number 
of subordinate clauses per sentence, the mean sentence length in words, auto-collocations28, 
and proportions of four basic grammatical categories including the category of function 
words. Overall, a rich vocabulary was initially observed whose quality diminished in her 
final work marred by repetition - as expressed by reduced type-token ratio values and rate 
28 Defined as "the proportion of times the ten most common words in each text. .. repeated within the 
space of five words" (Garrard et at., 2005: 255). 
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of increase over successive samples - although a relatively consistent syntactic structure was 
detected compared with her earlier work - this was shown by no differences among the 
three novels in terms of proportions of four basic grammatical categories, repetition of 
function words, similarities between complex long sentences with embedded clauses and 
those with, for example, concatenated lists. Such an observation is consistent respectively 
with "the predominant lobe distribution of pathology that was eventually demonstrated, and 
as such probably represents an early sub-clinical manifestation of the disease" (Garrard et al., 
2005: 259). 
2.4.3.4 The Seattle.Longitudinal Study 
Finally, the Seattle Longitudinal Aging Study was an attempt of a series of studies by Schaie 
and colleagues (e.g. 1983) to examine several cohorts repeatedly and simultaneously on a 
large number of twenty to seventy-year-old subjects, during seven year intervals, in reality 
combining cross-sectional and longitudinal studies in one design. The goal was to account 
for biases brought upon those two types of analysis and isolate changes due to age. It was 
discovered that although cohort effects accounted for part of the differences detected in age, 
a significant decline after the age of sixty-five was also detectable if the presence of cohorts 
was dealt with. In particular, depending on the test, an increase was detected until early 
adulthood, followed by a plateau, resulting in a decline in late middle age. Space perception, 
reasoning, and the number test all revealed a declining trend with age. In effect, alJ 
components of the PMA test, which was the administered test, measuring crystallized 
abilities remained more or less stable29 in contrast to fluid abilities which appeared to 
decline after that age. Schaie (1996) attributes part of the decline to the onset of dementia in 
older subjects, although perceptual speed and memory are evidencing decline as well. 
However, Alwin and McCammon (2001: 151) and Belsky (1999: 171) stress the importance 
of avoiding generalizations from one ability to another since different abilities are expressed 
and affected differently. This is in accordance with Schaie' s view (1996) on the absence of a 
uniform pattern of change in all PMA abilities, since all but very few individuals expressed 
29 If any decline was detected, it was detected much later than the decline on fluid abilities. 
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decline in one primary mental ability by the age of sixty, and all but a few showed no 
significant decline on all five primary mental abilities even among the oldest subjects. 
2.4.4 Variability 
In the gerontology literature, of which the Seattle study is but one example, aging is 
perceived as "at least in part, an individualized process that differs among individuals and 
among functions" (Birren & Schroots, 1996: 13). This is due to the considerable variation in 
terms of preservation of cognitive abilities with age among subjects belonging to the same 
age group (Stuart-Hamilton, 2000: 57). Morse (1993) noticed that older subjects display 
wider ranges in performance compared to younger groups, which renders the stereotype for 
the older generation inaccurate. As Schaie (1980: 11) elaborates, "in healthy well educated 
populations many older individuals perform within the middle average range of young 
adults[, while s]ome adults show decrement in some abilities quite early in life, but others 
maintain their function well into advanced old age". Pratt and Norris (1994: 189) observed 
the presence of variability in healthy older adults in measures of working memory in several 
studies. Increased variability appears not to be restricted to particular cognitive abilities, not 
even physical or personality oriented ones; it rather seems to permeate all aspects of abilities 
in the biological organism (Birren & Schroots, 1996: 13; Powell, 1994: 70). 
Coleman (1993: 72) even suggests that cognitive decline may not be a universal fate since as 
many as 10% of the population grow old without manifesting any symptoms of cognitive 
impairment, except possibly in advanced old age. These subjects are known as 
'supernonnals' of the highest intelligence scores when compared to their peers, are 
unscathed by health and mental problems, and manifest no cognitive impairment in 
performance when assessed by psychometric tests. However, on the whole further tests are 
needed to determine the process according to which such cognitive maintenance is attained. 
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2.5 Summary 
The description of the stylochronometric studies presented in sections 2.1-2.3 made evident 
the plethora of subjectively guided stylochronometric practices according to the aims of the 
research at hand in terms of text selection, text size, sample size, stylistic markers, and 
statistical and computational methods, not to mention frequent use of material of uncertain 
composition date utilized for the completion of each individual study. Stylistic development 
as expressed by the frequency distributions of particular stylistic characteristics, as well as 
sparse evidence of stylistic stability in markers thought initially to depict change, have been 
detected. In addition, inconsistency in rectilinear trends were also present; that is, not every 
marker in every author appeared to decline in relation to advancing age; increasing trends 
were noted, too. However, although it is not currently possible to compare different studies 
due to lack of a unified methodology and standardized approaches, a number of different 
types of stylistic markers were judged to be of interest based on their rate of appearance. In 
particular, 
1. 	 Punctuation marks were used in Butler (1979), Whissell, (1996), Forsyth (1999), 
and Jackson (2002). 
2. 	 Character markers were found in Ledger (1989), Ule (1982), and Forsyth (1999). 
3. 	 Palis of speech were used in Jaynes (1980), Ule (1982), Opas (1996), Whissell 
(1996), and Pennebaker and Stone (2003). 
4. 	 Most common words including function words were observed in Ule (1982), 
Frischer (1991), Forsyth et al. (1999), Whissell (1999), and Can and Patton (2004). 
5. 	 Various word frequencies subjectively selected and more closely related to content 
analysis were examined by Jaynes (1980), Derks (1994), Whissell (1996), Laffal 
(1997), and Pennebaker and Stone (2003). 
6. 	 Syllable markers played an important role in studies by Yardi (1946), Cox and 
Brandwood (1959), Wishart and Leach (1970), Jaynes (1980), and Forsyth et at. 
(1999). 
7. 	 Hapax legomena and/or hapax dis legomena were utilized by Ule (1982) and Smith 
and Kelly (2002). 
8. 	 Vocabulary richness measures were observed in Butler (1979), Ule (1982), and 
Smith and Kelly (2002). 
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Other variables types which have been shown to be more meter- and genre-oriented (Yardi, 
1946; Devine & Stephens, 1981; Crop & Fick, 1985; Temple, 1996) have been judged as 
rather specialized, therefore, they have not been included in the list above. It is believed that 
commonly used markers may be of valuable use for the present thesis under the assumption 
that, since they have been incorporated in more than one study, they are of possible 
universal potential. It is also believed that, at this stage, the devising or discovery of new 
types of markers is not necessary since the markers already used by stylochronometers have 
not been fully explored. The list of markers is being investigated in chapter three and in 
more detail in chapter four. 
Moreover, observations from the stylochronometric field were loosely in accordance with 
work from the gerontology field, which explains the reason behind the description of the 
previously mentioned gerontological studies. In particular, gerontological works which have 
been concerned with written language change have provided additional evidence of 
language development beyond adolescence. Patterns of decline, stability, and even increase 
have been identified in relation to specific language features, most importantly accompanied 
with relatively consistent time-frames within which a researcher ought to expect deviation 
from normal pattems. Specifically, it has been found that language structures like words, 
phrases, and anaphoric reference do impose limitations on aged subj ects' performance in 
intelligence tests affecting communication up to a certain degree, in comparison to 
narratives and conversations as higher level discourse structures. Moreover, such difficulties 
are usually attributed to limited working memory capacity, a fact which, in turn, points to 
the non-universality of the matter. It is additionally arguable that limitations in working 
memory capacities, particularly for the population in their seventh decade, may be 
compromising older subjects' processing of syntactically complex sentences, since sentence 
and discourse comprehension appear prone to disruption. It is believed that a number of 
cohorts may be implicating predictions in language comprehension, such as education and 
social experiences, and that vocabulary is more likely to be preserved the more a person is 
involved with reading and writing. However, as Pratt and Norris (1994: 189, 199) explain, 
this relates directly to degrees of 'performance' in communication under demanding 
conditions such as complex and rapid speech, rather than 'competence' in language use, 
since uncommon syntactic structures are not used in everyday language situations. Some 
minor impairment in sentence production has been detected, but it is usually compensated 
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by alternative strategies. However, in general, the time-frames in which language 
decrements have been discovered have been located beyond ages sixty and seventy for 
verbal abilities for which, when it was being detected, decline was not particularly dramatic. 
Furthermore, the notion of increasing authorial differentiation with age has been reinforced 
by results from gerontological work. As Schaie (1980: 9) states, "there may be some 
variables on which there is little or no decrement, and some individuals may show little or 
no decrement on most variables into very old age". Inter-individual differences have been 
explained by the fact that with advancing age a number of factors outside the individual's 
control directly or indirectly impact the biological organism that will eventually experience 
consequences in his/her use of language. However, the same level and intensity of effect 
will not be experienced by the wider population as a whole. Moreover, these factors 
represent different aging theoretical perspectives which have not been fully accounted for 
and integrated in aging theory as yet. 
Characteristically, issues that plague gerontology are presently haunting stylochronometry, 
too, referring to considerable availability of complex material and approaches with 
contradictory outcomes at times governed by lack of standardized methodology and unified 
theory. This is due to current disagreement on appropriate theoretic models which attempt to 
effectively describe the complex issue of cognition and its association with aging for 
gerontology, and lack of any theoretic models as a whole for stylochronometry. Admittedly, 
not only is the complexity of time-dependent problems one of the difficulties to account for 
in a theoretical model, but also the complexity and appropriate measurement of style, as far 
as stylistic studies are concerned, which may well operate under different constraints not 
directly dependent to calendar age. As Birren and Schroots (1996: 8) remark, "age 
differences do not necessarily correspond to changes attributed to advancing age" as in age 
defined by calendar year which directly affects language. In addition, as Schaie (1980: 8) 
clearly states "chronological age per se cannot cause or be the direct antecedent condition 
for anything". Often illness, disease, chronic diseases, and cardiovascular problems are 
responsible for detected declining language patterns which may well be completely 
independent of age, although change is still detected to a lesser degree when health is being 
controlled for. Moreover, calendar age remains simply an indication of time lapse since time 
of birth. On the whole, this renders Pennebaker and Stone's (2003: 295, 298) statements (see 
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section 2.3.4.4) inaccurate. Setting language change within and across individuals to its 
appropriate framework may permit for the subject to be approached from multiple 
perspectives allowing for more complicated but accurate descriptive models. 
2.6 Conclusion 
Drawing, therefore, from the previous observations, the mam thesis begins by resting 
loosely upon the following supplementary assumptions. If stylistic change with calendar 
year is detected, any presence of inter-individual variation will not come as a surprise. 
Furthermore, not every variable is rigidly expected to change following the same pattern in 
every author, and stability for certain markers may also be evidenced. Finally, since the 
majority of authors whose work was included in the study did not reach the middle of the 
sixth decade, it is assumed that any patterns detected are not directly related to the authors' 
increasing calendar age but other factors have played an influential role. However, the last 
proposition is not expected to currently have any effect on the obtained results, but rather it 
attempts to set the study into an appropriate theoretical perspective. 
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3 Pilot Study 1 
Chapter two presented a number of representative modern stylochronometric studies dealing 
with issues of stylistic development, ordering of documents, and acquisition of relative dates 
of composition. The aim was to present the plethora of materials, methods, and stylistic 
markers, in order to make evident the difficulty of comparing different studies, as well as the 
need for a standardized approach. Furthermore, current views on psychology of aging from 
the gerontology field were also presented in order to provide a different perspective on the 
same problem, identify aging trends in relation to specific language domains and pathology, 
highlight the issue of individual variability, and strengthen the view for a need of 
standardized methodology for time-dependent stylistic problems. 
Chapter three describes the first exploratory pilot study for this thesis which was conducted 
with letters and poems by Rossetti and Poe. The aim was to examine whether it is possible 
to detect rectilinear stylistic change over time in two authors who were primarily selected 
for the availability of their accurately dated work, and not for any previously known 
developmental shifts in their writing styles. The objective was to obtain a feel of both types 
of texts and data as a starting point in the analysis in order to identify a possible good set of 
markers of satisfactory predictive power whose selection was to be based on the studies 
reviewed in chapter two that could guide the remainder of the thesis by opting for additional 
types of markers and/or removing others. 
The chapter begins with background information on the two poets (section 3.1), followed by 
an exposition of the criteria for the selection of the stylistic markers (section 3.2). The next 
section (3.3) briefly presents the part-of-speech tagger used to conduct the study, followed 
by a short section on multiple linear regression (3.4). Finally, section 3.5 explains the 
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methodology adopted, section 3.6 advances the results, section 3.7 provides the discussion, 
and section 3.8 concludes the chapter. 
3.1 Authors 
3.1.1 Edgar Allan Poe 
Poe (1809 - 1849) started his literary career from his early school years. Having composed 
his best poetry by the age of twenty-two (Phillips, 1996: 67), he composed approximately 
100 poems in all, but some of the very early ones do not survive. Comparing the early 
poems to the later ones, critics' opinions vary. Some believe there is little or no 
development, while others, by paying more attention to his prose and criticism, ignore the 
poetry altogether. Others, like Phillips (1996: 67), find that the evolution ofthe work is not 
consistent or continuous, and that "the first poems are also more diverse in kind, richer 
thematically, and more varied prosodic ally than is apparent in studies of them". Mabbott 
(2000: xxiv) holds that the majority of Poe's later poetry is composed to imitate the simple 
"ordinary speech of ordinary men, even to its word order" and that "he consciously sought 
to reproduce the rhythms of conversation". On the other hand, the metrical form becomes 
more elaborate with the years. In addition, his prose gets simpler and more straightforward 
(Mabbott, 2000: xxiv; Stovall, 1969: 192, 222). 
Poe strove to improve his punctuation and constantly revised his work, even rewriting 
complete poems to be able to reprint them (Mabbott, 2000: xx, xxi). His use of language 
was conscious and he was able to combine different styles for his purposes, accommodating 
for differences between genres and narrators and "attuning the language of tales" to them 
(Wilbur, 1979: 138-42). Poe compulsively composed on the themes of the inner world of 
reality, the romantic dilemma of self-awareness, the agony of isolation, and self-annihilation 
(Phillips, 1996: 68), and on the major concepts of "art as a pursuit of the ideal; [the] 
destructive power of time; [and the] inherent connection of beauty with melancholy" 
(Thorpe, 1996: 91). 
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His personal correspondence includes outbursts, apologies, introductions, valedictions, 
reports, requests, confessions, deceptions, and messages requiring urgent help for the 
inevitable victim of poverty, illness, treachery, or bad luck - himself. The texts are carefully 
composed "to evoke a particular response" (Kennedy, 1987: 91). Kennedy (1987: 109) 
believes that Poe compared himself instinctively to his tales' protagonists, which became 
more obvious in his later years: "He seems to have become increasingly unable to separate 
life and writing, to distinguish the experiences of his last years from those texts concerned 
obsessively with pallid women and doomed men". In particular, his "inscription has become 
dissociated from actuality and increasingly fixed on phantasmic scenes. Earlier tales and 
poems, previous letters, recurrent hallucinations - all merge as Poe returns to the same 
images, the same formulations" (Kennedy, 1987: 111). 
3.1.2 Christina Georgina Rossetti 
Rossetti was born in 1830 and began composing poetry from the early age of eleven. In her 
canon, which comprises of more than 1100 poems out of which over 900 were published 
(Crump, 1979: xi), two different periods are easily distinguished. The first period is from 
1840's to 1860's which belongs to her secular poetry (Mayberry, 1989:56) and centres 
around themes of romantic love, art, dissatisfaction with life, and the demon lover motif, 
with Keats acting as a major influence especially on her style, choice of themes, metaphors, 
and situations (Harrison, 1998: 35, 159). After the 1860's a shift of ideas is evident, from 
"narrative and dramatic social criticism to more lyrical spiritual visions" (Leder & Abbott, 
1987: 28). Themes also include "hope deferred", obsession with God, betrayal, denial, 
conflict, loss, deprivation, death-in-life, life-in-death, and vanity of human wishes (Finn, 
1992: 33, 130; Mayberry, 1989: 15; Rosenblum, 1986:2, 15, 16). Rosenblum (1986: 2) 
states that, although she "varied in subject matter and verse forms her output is repetitive at 
deeper levels of theme and structure" using a restricted variety of imagery; in general, "in 
both her secular and devotional modes she maintains a "simplicity of diction, rhyme, 
repetition, short lines, metrical regularity [and a] fairly narrow thematic range" (Rosenblum, 
1986: 17), an idea also expressed in Sisson (1984: 9). She would compose by impulse, never 
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by demand, but she would also painstakingly revise her poems prior to publication (Crump, 
1979: xii). 
The bulk of her letters also amounts to over 2100 ranging from family letters to 
correspondence with editors or publishers to letters to friends and acquaintances to social 
petitions and charity requests (Harrison, 1997: xiv-xv). By a close reading of her 
correspondence, it is possible to clearly divide her secular and religious concerns (Mayberry, 
1989: 17), and additionally detect changes, such as resignation, self-suppression, and 
"redirection of commitments" inflicted upon her by major events in her life such as the 
deterioration of her health (Harrison, 1997: xviii). Rossetti died in 1894. 
3.2 Selection Criteria for Stylistic Markers 
The present research design is loosely based on Forsyth's (1997) work who conducted an 
experiment of a single classification technique, namely the simple nearest-centroid 
classifier, on thirteen test problems by investigating eight different stylistic variable types. 
Forsyth was interested in advancing the trend of automatic detection of stylistic features as 
dictated by the texts under investigation (see, for example, Baayen et al., 1996; Binongo, 
1994; Burrows, 1992; and Kjell, 1994) in order to avoid interference of investigator 
subjectivity and to enhance chances of detection of effective discriminators as well as 
chances of the experiment being replicable for similar types of problems. 
A total of 373 texts were selected and transformed to machine-readable form for both 
authors, that is 100 texts from each genre, except for Poe's poems which amounted to 
seventy-three due to restricted availability!. Once the samples were ready, the stylistic 
markers were chosen. The criteria for selection were that the markers could be automatically 
quantifiable, hence they could be measured objectively, that they had been used by other 
researchers for similar or comparable projects, hence the analysis cannot be considered truly 
complete, and that instances of them were present in the majority of the texts examined. No 
I Details on text selection are provided in Appendix A, section A.I. 
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distinction was made in terms of whether the variables had been used for authorship, genre, 
chronology, or stylistic studies in general, since it has already been shown that what markers 
work in one case do not necessarily work on others (Holmes, 1994: 104; 1998: 111; 
Rudman, 2000). Moreover, neither is it reasonable to assume that they will. No distinction 
was made on whether the variables can be characterized conscious or unconscious either, 
since, as Laan (1995; 1996) has argued, there are cases like Euripides' work in which even 
the conscious use of a particular marker may be of benefit to a chronological study. 
Following Rudman's (2000) suggestion of using as many stylistic markers as possible to 
avoid "cherry-picking" and detecting a positive result when none exists, as well as Milic's 
(1982: 24) recommendation to include as many variables as possible as the practical solution 
which would safeguard from additionally failing to notice effects that exist but are too 
subtle, Biber's list (1988) was chosen at first among others2. 
Biber's list is part of what is known as Biber's model, which is concerned with the 
identification of co-occurring lexical parameters in texts and the interpretation of their 
function based on the assumption that there is variation in texts over multiple dimensions. 
Biber (1988) worked on the identification of various textual dimensions that would 
characterize a range of genres of spoken and written texts, that could enable a more effective 
comparison between different genres, and that would allow for a more accurate description 
of the underlying genre dimensions. In particular, obtaining frequency distributions of sixty­
seven linguistic variables which represented the range of "functional possibilities in 
English" (Biber, 1988: 211) and analyzing them using factor analysis via grouping of the 
features that tended to co-occur, Biber was able to obtain the following textual dimensions 
for the English language: involved vs. informational production, narrative vs. non-narrative 
concerns, explicit vs. situation-dependent reference, overt expression of persuasion, abstract 
vs. non-abstract style, and on-line informational elaboration (Biber, 1988: 115). The 
dimensions were representative of the distributions of his linguistic variables across 481 
spoken and written texts of Modem English. The variables were additionally interpreted 
based on the assumption that features that co-occur share a common communicative 
function which is associated accordingly with the situation described in the text and the 
2 The remaining lists which were consulted can be located in Allen (1974), Bruno (1974), Crystal 
(1991), Elliott and Valenza (1996). Holmes (1985; 1994), Milic (1982), Milic and Slane (1994), 
Moerk (1973), Ross (1 (77), and Rudman (2000). 
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register used to express it. The texts, which represented twenty-three different genre 
categories located in academic prose, press reportages, fiction, letters, conversations, 
interviews, radio broadcasts, and public speeches, were derived from the Lancaster-Oslo­
Bergen corpus and the London-Lund Corpus. 
Biber's list was selected because of its diversity of part-of-speech markers since it would not 
be practically possible to involve all stylistic markers currently in existence (Moerk, 1973: 
50), at least at this stage, and because part-of-speech markers had been used by a number of 
researchers previously (see section 2.5 for a summary of names), including Opas (\996) 
who used Biber's list in its entirety (see section 2.1.5). Initially, the list was used with some 
adjustments in order to acquire a feel of the data and to investigate the markers' 
stylochronometric potential. Therefore, it was thought appropriate to merge several of 
Biber's categories to simplify some of the variables and ensure enough observations were 
present in the samples. Not all of the variables in Biber's list were used initially since the 
present experiment was merely a pilot study; however, some additional variables external to 
the list were also incorporated in order to comply with Moerk's (1973: 51) suggestions of 
working on stylistic markers that cover a broad range of phenomena. The aim was to later 
enrich external variables for the experiments following the pilot study. The total number of 
finally selected variables was forty. A list of the markers used and a brief description of how 
they were obtained is provided in Appendix A. 
3.3 AMALGAM 
In order to obtain the variable distributions of the textual information that was of interest, 
transformation of the texts had to take place into a form that would allow for such 
information to be extracted. This was achieved by the use of AMALGAM (Automatic 
Mapping Among Lexica-Grammatical Annotation Models) (Wilcock, 1996), which is a 
wrapper for Eric Brill's Rule-based morphosyntactic tagger (Brill, 1995) - a publicly­
available Machine Learning automatic annotator - and which assigns morphosyntactic 
annotation to individual English words. AMALGAM was developed as a tool that allowed 
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the retraining of Brill's tagger by eight different tagging schemes3, aiming to compare the 
schemes among themselves in order to effectively improve them. The tagger is first trained 
on a tagged corpus representative of the selected tagset(s), and is then tested on the new text 
with the pre-specified tagset(s). The second stage involves comparison between the tags 
obtained during the training phase and the ones after the testing phase to identify possible 
disagreement and to make any necessary adjustments and corrections. 
AMALGAM, which had been initially selected for its satisfactory accuracy and immediate 
availability, used to be available by email4, that is, it was possible to send text in ASCII 
format at amalgam-tagger(a),comp.leeds.ac.uk by having pre-selected the tagset of interest, 
and the text was returned after some time in its tokenized and tagged version ready for 
further processing. This is also the procedure that was followed for this pilot study in order 
to obtain tagged versions of all 373 texts by both authors using the LOB (Lancaster­
Oslo/Bergen) tagset (Hofland et al., 1982), since it bears a resemblance to the tags used by 
Biber (1988). A sample of AMALGAM output is provided belows (figure 3.1). It was 
anticipated that any errors made by the program would be systematic without influencing 
the results in a negative fashion. 
3 The eight different tagging schemes had been developed according to the following corpora: Brown 
Corpus, International Corpus of English, London-Lund Corpus, Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen Corpus, 
UNIX parts, Polytechnic of Wales Corpus, and Spoken English Corpus, and University of 
Pennsylvania Corpus. AMALGAM had been originally developed to deal with the problem of 
unavailability of sufficiently large corpora which would help in the production of a general statistical 
model for the representation of their grammatical structure. This would have been achieved by 
developing algorithms to permit mappings between the different main tagsets and their representative 
phrase structure grammar schemes in order to ultimately join the different corpora together (Wilcock, 
\996). 
4 AMALGAM, at the completion of this pilot study, ceased to be available. Consequently, it was only 
used for this pilot study and not for the remainder ofthe thesis. 
5 The lexical tags used have the following meaning: PPIA (pronoun, personal, nominative, 1st 
person singular), MD (modal auxiliary), HV (verb "to have", uninflected present tense, infinitive or 
imperative), VBN (verb, past participle), PP2 (pronoun, personal, nominative or accusative, 2nd 
person), DT (determiner/pronoun, singular), IN (preposition), NR (noun, singular, adverbial), CC 
(coordinating conjunction), BEDZ (verb "to be", past tense, 1st and 3rd person singular), QL 
(qualifier, pre), JJ (adjective), AT (article singular), NN (noun singular common), TO (infinitival to), 
VB (verb, base: uninflected present, imperative or infinitive), PP3 (pronoun, personal, nominative or 
accusative, 3rd person singular), CS (subordinating conjunction), PP2 (pronoun, personal, nominative 
or accusative, 3rd person singular), DO (verb "to do", uninflected present tense, infinitive or 
imperative), XNOT (negator), A TI (article singular or plural), BER (verb "to be", present tense, 2nd 
person singular or all persons plural), PP$ (determiner possessive), and AP (determiner, 
pronoun/post-determiner) (Wilcock, 1996). 
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filename="rl185601.tml/CD-CD If/CS 
you/PP2 

I/PPIA do/DO 

should/MD not/XNOT 

have/HV come/VB 

tOld/VBN about/IN 

you/PP2 the/ATI 

this/DT time/NN 

on/IN I/PPIA 

Tuesday/NR have/HV 

, /, mentioned/VBN 

but/CC , /, 

was/BEDZ I/PPIA 

in/IN shall/MD 

too/QL conclude/VB 

great/JJ you/PP2 

a/AT are/BER 

hurry/NN managing/JJ 

to/TO to/IN 

recollect/VB your/PP$ 

it/PP3 own/AP 

. /. 	 satisfaction/NN 

. /. 

Figure 3.1: Example AMALGAM output using the LOB tagset. The sentences are part of a letter 
written by Rossetti which is dated 1856. 
Once the texts were obtained in a useable format, a number of Python6 routines were 
developed in order to extract the necessary textual information. All the relevant information 
may be found in Appendix A.2. 
3.4 Multiple Linear Regression 
Multiple Linear Regression is the appropriate technique when it is desirable to predict the 
outcome of one metric dependent variable based on a linear combination of two or more 
6 Python (version 2.2.2) is a very powerful interactive object-oriented programming language which 
was developed in 1990 at CWI in Amsterdam, and which uses relatively simple syntax. By using 
python, the programmer has at his/her disposal "modules, classes, exceptions, very high level 
dynamic data types, dynamic typing", and libraries. It is highly portable and can be extended by the 
addition of module implementations in a compiled language like C or C++. Python is ideal for string­
handling and operations since there is an extensive collection of string-handling routines available 
(Python, 2005). 
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categorical or continuous independent variables. The aim is to quantify the proportion of 
variance present in the dependent variable with a model that best fits the data, and to assess 
the predictive quality of the model's predictors. Taking the form ofa straight line on a graph 
starting from any positive point on the y axis, the multiple linear regression model is 
expressed by the following formula (3.1): 
where fJI to fJj are the regression coefficients for the respective Xj independent variables 
which represent the ith case's score on the independent variable; fJo is a constant 
representing the intercept at which point the regression line crosses the graph on the y axis 
when the remaining variables have a zero value; and & is the error term which is represented 
by the residuals being the difference between the predicted and observed score for case i. 6 
is included in the formula to account for the fact that not all cases will be perfectly predicted 
by the model, although it is usually omitted from the equation. In essence, the formula 
expresses the average value obtained for Y when a fixed value of X is presented (Field, 
2000: 103-104; Garson, 2004). 
Evident from section 2.3, regression analysis is considered a common and indispensable 
technique for prediction purposes. For this reason, it was adopted to conduct the first pilot 
study, as well as part of the main experiment (see chapter six). However, due to its 
commonality, an extensive description of its basic methodology will not be provided in the 
main text of the thesis. The interested reader may find more information concerning topics 
such as multiple linear regression statistics, methods, assumptions, multicolinearity, and 
error estimation and validation in Appendix A.3. 
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3.5 Methodology 
The computer software used for this analysis was SPSS version 11 and the statistical method 
was stepwise linear regression (see Appendix A.3.l). The general procedure followed for 
the creation of the four regression models, one for each sample, is given below: 
1. 	 Assessment for linearity was performed by examination of scatter plots of each 
independent variable against the variable DATE. No serious problems were 
identi fied. 
2. 	 Since a number of variables included many 'zero-counts', the variables were 
transformed into binary (on average, 1 indicates frequency of occurrence greater 
than 0.01 % and 0 less than that). 
3. 	 Correlation of the variables with DATE using Pearson's correlation coefficiene was 
performed. The ones with the most significant correlations at 0.01 and 0.05 level 
(two-tailed) were selected. 
4. 	 The chosen variables were regressed, in stepwise mode, using standard defaults. 
a. 	 SPSS was also permitted to choose from among all the variables 
(exploratory approach) by taking the (linear) effect of the other variables 
into account regardless of strength of correlation (Didelez, 2002). However, 
since regression is more reliable when it has used only few variables, and 
since the formulae are only possible models, no particular emphasis has 
been placed on results deriving from these formulae. 
b. 	 For all four samples regression diagnostics8 were carried out to examine 
compliance with regression assumptions (see Appendix A.3.2). The 
7 It is acceptable to use Pearson's correlation coefficient with binary data. If there is a continuous 
variable A and a binary variable B, it is of interest to measure whether the A-values are different in 
the two groups defined by B variable or whether they are the same. If Pearson's correlation 
coefficient is 0, then the A-values are on average the same. If the coefficient is 1 then all values are 
higher in group B=1 than in group B=O. If the coefficient is -1 the opposite takes place. The use of 
Pearson's correlation coefficient on binary data is an exception (Didelez, 2002). 
8 The regression diagnostics conducted are given below: 
1. 	 Correlation of standardized residuals (which are the standardized difference between the 
observed and the predicted values) with the predicted value: when correlation was non­
significant the model was retained, else abandoned. 
2. 	 A Kolmogorov-Smimov test of normality was performed on the standardized residuals. 
When the distribution of the residuals was not significantly different from the normal 
distribution the model was retained, else abandoned. 
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regression fonnulae subsequently presented are the final formulae after 
verification of the models by those diagnostics. No model validation by 
unbiased error estimation was conducted at this stage. 
3.6 Analysis and Results 
3.6.1 Rossetti Letters 
Table 3.1 shows the most significant correlations between the variables and the variable 
DATE. Out of these variables stepwise linear regression produced formula (3.4), after the 
removal of one outlier: 
PRED DATE = 1879.906+9.S12*EXC-6.788*SEM-1.342*COMMA (3.4) 
Conducting the diagnostics mentioned in footnote 8, page 77, there was not any significant 
correlation between standardized residuals and predicted value, or between unstandardized 
residuals and predicted value. The nonnality test for the residuals showed that their 
distribution is not significantly different from the nonnal distribution. The mean is zero, the 
standard deviation .98, and R2 accounts for 38.1 % of the variance. 
Table 3.1,' Significant correlations for Rossetti Letters. 
Correlation of variables with DATE significant at Correlation of variables with DATE significant at 
the 0.01 level (two-tailed) the 0.05 level (two-tailed) 
EXC (exclamation mark) .429 TO WORD ('to') -.250 
SEM (semicolon) -.386 INFINITI (infinitives) -.248 
COMMA (comma) -.303 QU (quotation marks) .238 
NOUNS (nouns) 	 -.210 
3. 	 Identification of outliers in the standardized residuals for values greater or less than ±2,5. 
When there were no outliers the model was retained; when there were one or two outliers, 
regression was rerun with the observations removed; when there were more than two 
outliers, the model was abandoned. 
4. 	 Correlation of unstandardized residuals with predicted value: when correlation was non­
significant the model was retained, else abandoned. 
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The proportion of correctly assigned dates within a time span of two years is 27%. Values 
before 1869 are overestimated and after 1869 are underestimated. 

When SPSS is permitted to choose from all the variables regardless of correlation, the 

fom1Ula produced (3.5) is slightly different - there is one addition - but on the same 

grounds; all chosen variables are punctuation markers: 

PRED_DATE_ALL= 1881.681 + 8.765*EXC - 6.884*SEM-1.384*COMMA 
- 3.736*QUE9 (3.5) 
with R2 accounting for 38.3%. 
3.6.2 Rossetti Poems 
Table 3.2 shows the most significant correlations for the variables of the poems with the 
variable DATE. The final regression formula (3.6) is as follows: 
PRED DATE = 1858.598 + 11.094*AMP - 5.171 *PAS - 1.25*SEMIC - .657*ANDCONJ 
- 1.1 17*MODALS + .589*DISHAPAX (3.6) 
which was produced after removing two outliers. R2 accounts for 51 % of the variance. 
Table 3.2: Si~nificant correlationsfor Rossetti Poems. 
Correlation of variables with DATE significant Correlation of variables with DATE significant at 
at the 0.01 level (two-tailed) the 0.05 level (two-tailed) 
AMP (ampersand) .402 NOUNS (nouns) .239 
PAS (verbs in passive voice) -.336 DIS HAPAX (hapax dislegomena) -.226 
MODALS (modal verbs) -.303 BE ('to be' as main verb) -.220 
SEMIC (semicolon) -.297 EXC (exclamation mark) -.201 
ANDCONJ ('and') -.281 
TO WORD ('to') .281 
INIFINITI (infinitives) .279 
9 QUE stands for 'question mark'. 
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There was not any significant correlation between standardized residuals and predicted 
value, the same being between unstandardized residuals and predicted value. The residuals 
passed the normality test, having a mean of zero and standard deviation of .98. The 
proportion of actual and predicted dates corresponding within two years is 36% with 1856 
being roughly the cut-point; dates before 1856 are overestimated and after 1856 are 
underestimated. 
Allowing SPSS to choose from all the variables resulted in the use of three additional lexical 
variables (formula 3.7): 
PRED DATE ALL= 	1876.624 + 10.679*AMP - 5.607*PAS - 1.304*SEMIC 
- .721 *ANDCONJ -1.319*MODALS - .651 *ADJS - .130*HAPAX 
- 3.159*EXC10 (3.7) 
There is some increase in the variance accounted for (R2 = .584). 
3.6.3 Poe Letters 
Table 3.3 presents the variables most significantly correlated with DATE. The regression 
formula (3.8) is: 
PRED _DATE = 1835.230 + .812*COMMA -1.l44*OF + 2.959*QU + .825*STOP 
(3.8) 
R2 accounts for 27.8% of the variance. 
10 The last three variables are adjectives, hapax legomena, and exclamation mark. 
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Table 3.3: Si[?nijicant correlationsfor Poe Letters. 
Correlation of variables with DATE significant Correlation of variables with DATE significant at 
at the 0.01 level (two-tailed) the 0.05 level (two-tailed) 
COMMA (comma) .325 PRESENT (verbs in present tense) .217 
QU (quotation marks) .280 PREPS (prepositions) -.217 
OF ('of) -.217 
PERSONAL (personal pronouns) .207 
STOP (full-stop} .204 
Also in this case, there is no significant correlation between standardized residuals and 
predicted value, or between unstandardized residuals and predicted value. The residual mean 
is zero and the standard deviation is 0.98. The proportion of close correspondence between 
predicted and actual value is 30% with 1844 being the cut point; dates before 1844 are 
overestimated and dates after 1844 are underestimated. 
Running regression with all the variables results in formula (3.9): 
PRED_DATE_ALL = 1875.056 + .763*COMMA + 4.074*QU - 9.829*MEANWORD 
+ 1.148*STOP - 1.897*BE - 1.614*A + .627*ADJS 11 (3.9) 
R2 accounts for 42.5% of the variance. 
3.6.4 Poe Poems 
Only one variable showed a significant correlation at the 0.05 level (two-tailed) and that was 
the binary variable QU (quotation marks) (r = .332). Therefore a simple linear regression 
was conducted and the formula (3.10) is given below: 
PRED_DATE = 1834.789 + 5.740*QU (3.l0) 
R2 accounts for only 11.1 % of the variance. Although, the distribution of the residuals is not 
statistically different from the normal distribution having a mean of zero and standard 
11 MEANWORD is the average word length, BE is the verb 'to be' as the main verb, A is the article 
'a', and ADJS is the variable representing adjectives. 
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deviation .99, the proportion of predicted values corresponding to actual ones is 18%. 
Obviously, QU is not useful on its own as a chronometer in this case. Even when all the 
variables are used simultaneously by SPSS, exactly the same formula is produced. Values 
before 1836 are overestimated and after 1836 underestimated. 
3.6.5 Alternating Equations 
Testing of the formula of Rossetti Letters on Rossetti Poems, and similarly for Poe, was 
carried out in order to investigate any possible transfer between genres. Moreover, since 
Dickinson's letters are relatively well-dated, if the test were successful, it could be applied 
on Dickinson. Unfortunately, when the Rossetti letters formula is used on Rossetti poems, it 
produces even later dates than the dates derived by the poems formula. Correlating DATE 
vs. PREDYEAR1 (which is the date predicted by the letters formula) shows no significant 
correlation. Similarly, using the poems formula on the letters there is no close 
correspondence, and generally, as there is movement towards the later years, the dates are 
more and more underestimated. Again, correlation of DATE with PREDYEAR2 (date 
predicted by the poems formula this time) is not significant. 
By using the formula of Poe letters on Poe poems the predicted date does not closely 
correspond to the actual date in almost no cases. In general, the majority of the poems are 
being overestimated, and the correlation between DATE and PREDYEAR1 is weak (r = 
.297) although significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). When the poems formula is used on 
the letters, as expected, the model does not work properly. The predicted dates get assigned 
one of two possible values depending on the values of the binary variable - 1834.79 if the 
value ofQU is 0 (less than 0.01% frequency of occurrence) or 1840.53 ifit is 1 (more than 
0.01 % frequency of occurrence). In other words, if quotation marks exist in the letter, then 
the letter is dated 1840, if not, it is dated 1834. Correlation of DATE with PREDYEAR2 is 
weak (r = .28), but significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed). 
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3.6.6 Merging Genres 
It was thought worth examining the merged genres for each author as an attempt to find an 
overall trend and general tendencies in the language usage reflected by the lexical variables 
regardless of the type of text they were located in (Brunet, 1991: 76). For Rossetti, when the 
most significantly correlated variables are fed into stepwise regression, formula (3.11) is as 
follows: 
PRED _DATE = 	 1884.267 - 8.111 *SEM - 1.244*COMMA - 1.363*ANDCONJ 
- . 824*THE -4.932*QUE + 5.341 *EXC + 5.634*AMP 
+ 1.1 37*PRIVATE - 3.432*PAS I2 	 (3.11 ) 
whose R2 accounts for 54.3% of the variance. Only in four cases do the predicted dates 
correspond within the year to the actual ones. When SPSS used all the variables, two more 
variables entered the equation - after the removal of the same outliers as previously - and R2 
was raised by 4.1 %. Formula (3.12) is given below: 
PRED DATE ALL = 	1897.818 - 8.053*SEM-1.4*COMMA -1.632*ANDCONJ 
- 5.113*QUE + 5893*EXC + 5.071 * AMP + 1.437*PRIVATE 
- 1.861 *MODALS - 4.067*PAS - .622*DETS - .455*ADJS I3 
(3.12) 
Merging the Poe genres and regressing the variables with the most significant correlations 
produced formula (3.l3): 
PRED_DATE = 1830.976 + 4.817*QU + .3589*PERSONAL + .569*PRESENT I4 
(3.13) 
12 In order of appearance: semicolon, comma, 'and', 'the', question mark, exclamation mark, 

ampersand, private verbs, passives. 

13 The variables are: semicolon, comma, 'and', question mark, exclamation mark, ampersand, private 

verbs, modal verbs, passives, determiners, adjectives. 

14 Also in order of appearance: quotation marks, personal pronouns, and verbs in present tense. 
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whose R2 accounts for 24.8% of the variance. Year 1843 is roughly the cut-point; before 
1843 the actual year is overestimated, after 1843 it is underestimated. When SPSS is 
allowed to choose from all the variables, the formula gets slightly altered. This time R2 is 
raised by 10% and COMMA and STOP get inserted into the formula, both with positive 
coefficients. Formula (3.14) is given below: 
PRED_DATE_ALL == 1824.414 + 4.541*QU + .51 *PERSONAL + .675*COMMA 
+ 1.025*STOP (3.14) 
3.7 Discussion 
In the Rossetti letters formula the presence of semicolons declines steeply over time, with 
commas following gently, whereas the presence of exclamation marks appears to pick up. 
Exclamation marks terminate sentences in a more informal, expressive and subjective 
manner, being related to content more directly compared to full-stops, whereas semicolons 
and commas are markers of clause boundaries or breathing pauses whose decline in the 
letters suggests the existence of fewer clauses and embedded sentences as the years progress 
of possibly simpler syntactic structure. However, smaller sentences or simpler syntax do not 
necessarily exclude semantic complexity; it may be that Rossetti's later sentences conveyed 
more semantically complex ideas than those in her youth, although only content analysis 
would provide such evidence (see formula 3.6). 
Poems showed a decline in the use of verbs in passive voice, in semicolon, in conjunction 
'and', and in the use of modal verbs. Passives express the thematic prominence of the object 
in a sentence, and shift the reader's attention from the actor to the object of the action. 
Consequently, often the actor disappears from the sentence, either because the actor is 
obvious or unimportant or treated as unimportant. Apparently, Rossetti is using passives less 
frequently as she grows older, shifting the thematic prominence from the object to the 
subject and treating the subject as important. The use of 'and' relates to the linking of two 
clauses or two sentences assigning them equal value so that either clause could stand alone 
without the other clause. If Rossetti uses 'and' less frequently, she is not linking as many 
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sentences or clauses of the same syntactic level with 'and' as when she was young. 
Inspection of the regression formula reveals an increase in the use of ampersand as a 
'disguised' form of 'and'. By adding 'ampersand' to 'and' the effect of significant 
correlation with DATE disappears. Therefore, Rossetti is actually not modifying her use of 
the conjunction 'and' but only disguises it under a different form later in life. Modals 
express possibility, uncertainty, necessity, and allow the writer to bring in his judgements 
and evaluations. If modal verbs are becoming less frequent, Rossetti is gradually not 
expressing personal opinion but stating facts. For the increase in the use of hapax 
dislegomena, it could be argued that as she grows older she has the tendency to repeat her 
vocabulary, however, the rate at which the increase takes place is not high. Semicolon'S use 
is similar to the one in letters explained previously. 
When regression selects from all the variables (formula 3.5), in Rossetti letters question 
marks show an additional decline attributed to the same reasons as exclamation mark's 
decline. In Rossetti poems (formula 3.7), the increase in hapax dislegomena is replaced by a 
decrease in hapax legomena, adjectives, and exclamation marks, signifying a slight increase 
in repetition and noun characterisation. The use of exclamation mark has showed an increase 
in letters, and by demonstrating a decrease in poems suggests the existence of an overall 
change in the way Rossetti is using the exclamation mark. 
On the whole, as prediction models the formulae are weak and do not assign the correct 
composition date to the majority of cases. Although correlation of actual to predicted date is 
significant in both cases, it is not strong. Possible reasons that have affected the models are 
that the chosen variables were not of strong correlation with date, and the text size of each 
individual poem/letter might be too small for such an analysis. 
In the case of Poe's poems (formula 3.l0) nothing correlates significantly with date except 
quotation marks, and as a correlation it is rather weak. Therefore, when quotation marks are 
used for the regression model it is only natural to expect low prediction accuracy, as indeed 
was the case. Although it was highly anticipated that more punctuation markers would have 
been picked up based on Poe's efforts for improvement, the fact that they did not may be 
attributed to the structured nature of poetry since often indentation and stanzaic forms 
account for punctuation usage; or indeed to text size. 
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For Poe letters (formula 3.8) the situation is similar to Rossetti letters: the model does not 
accurately predict enough cases. However, it has been suggested in the literature that Poe's 
and Rossetti's developmental lines exist on the semantic level (Laffal, 1997; Crump, 1979), 
and hint at the potential of the syntactic and structural ones due to the poets' extant revisions 
of the manuscripts. 
In Poe's letters, punctuation marks are also mainly selected. Quotation marks, commas, and 
full-stops slightly increase, whereas the preposition 'of slightly decreases. Since Poe is not 
using statistically significant longer sentences as marked by strong stops ('.', '?', '!') 15, it 
may be assumed that more embedded clauses or more lists of items are being utilized. On 
the other hand, Poe's punctuation usage was mainly a guide to natural pauses for breath; 
therefore, correction of pauses, addition of more pauses in his letters or an increase in 
number of sentences may be attributed to the detected pattern. The increase of quotation 
marks both in letters and in verse suggests high frequency of quoted phrases, dialogue, and 
usage at the beginning of a verse line a.s it was the Victorian practice. Similarly, the decrease 
in the use of the preposition 'of partly reflects a decrease in the use of prepositional phrases 
with 'of functioning as the head. Only a study of syntactic variables would support such 
hypotheses. 
When stepwise regression selects from all the variables, four variables are added to the 
initial Poe Letters formula (3.9). These are mean word length, 'be' as main verb, the article 
'a', and adjectives. 'Of disappears from the equation. Poe is using smaller words, replacing 
the article 'the' with 'a', and using the verb 'to be' less, which is primarily associated with 
static information. In Poe's poems the formula remained the same. 
It was thought that merging of the genres would measure the overall effect and change in 
language usage since alternating the regression formulae is a severe test for dating ­
correlation between predicted date and actual date hardly exists. The idea was that the 
presence of common variables in the formulae by the same author would indicate that their 
values have been affected across genres. Poe's merged formula (3.13) chose, among the best 
15 Values of mean sentence length as measured by strong stops for all of the poets are as follows: Poe 
letters (spearman r = -.033), Poe poems (speannan r = -.220), Rossetti letters (r '" -.229 signiticant at 
the 5% level after the removal of one outlier), and Rossetti poems (spearman r = .149). 
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correlated variables, quotation marks, personal pronouns, and verbs in present tense. The 
general merged formula (3.14) added the comma and the full stop and omitted verbs in 
present tense. As it was anticipated, punctuation marks do correlate with date. Additionally, 
it seems that a document will be dated late if it is high in personal pronouns, verbs in present 
tense, and there exist quotation marks, regardless of it being a letter or a poem. However, the 
total variation accounted for by the merged formula is much less than the variation 
accounted for by the letters' formula since there were not enough variables in the poems 
which correlated with date initially. 
For the merged samples of Rossetti's work, correlation between predicted date and actual 
date is higher than for each genre separately, although still not as high as desired (formula 
3.11). The selected variables are semicolon, comma, 'and', 'the', question mark, and 
passives which all show a decrease, and exclamation mark, ampersand, and private verbs 
which reveal an increase. Apparently there is a general shift in the use of punctuation marks 
across the genres. 'and' declined in poems, and although it does not significantly correlate 
when examined in letters only, its pattern does support the variable's selection when used in 
the combined sample. The decrease in 'the' suggests a decrease in the use of nouns defined 
by the definite article, and/or a possible replacement by the other articles or other 
determiners. The decrease in passives is accounted for by the same reasons as in the Rossetti 
poems, and the increase in private verbs implies that the author wishes the reader to be 
aware of the author's emotional and intellectual preoccupations. 
3.8 Conclusion 
On the whole, it may be remarked that change is detectable in arbitrarily chosen authors in 
whose work different types of linguistic complexity such as punctuation marks and syntactic 
variables proved to be the most promising. Notably, in Rossetti's case, prediction was better 
in terms of correlation of predicted and actual date and variation accounti!d for by the 
models when the genres were merged, rather than when each genre was examined 
individually. For Poe, prediction is higher in letters but not very different from that in the 
combined genres, as expected since the prediction levels of his poetry were comparatively 
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low. In Rossetti's case, however, poems appear to be easier to be predicted in comparison to 
her personal correspondence. This suggests that different types of genres by different poets 
will be dated with different degrees of accuracy when multivariable-type models are 
utilized. In addition, although predictive accuracy is not as high as anticipated for the 
particular poets, when individual genres are examined, variables characteristic for that genre 
and poet emerge more clearly. So far, some changes in Poe's use of punctuation were 
detected, as indicated in the literature, despite the fact that they are not very clear and did 
not show up strongly in poetry. Therefore, based on such observations, the test of merged 
genres will not be replicated for the remaining of the thesis. Furthermore, since prediction 
quality for the separate genre analyses was moderately restrictive, definite conclusions have 
been avoided. It is clear that more texts and more poets are needed, with which the 
opportunity to examine a broader selection of stylistic markers is hoped that it will provide 
more satisfactory observations. 
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4 Variable Selection 
Chapter three described the first pilot study on which a number of stylistic markers were 
tested in order to assess their predictive power on a selected sample of personal 
correspondence and poetry by two authors. It was observed that variables from the 
morphosyntactic, character-based, and lexical categories do correlate with age in the textual 
samples of two different poets for whom knowledge about stylistic development was not the 
selection criterion. However, since the number of variables in each category was not equal, 
and since it was judged that the use of only three different types of categories were limited, 
it was decided to enrich all variable categories already employed, as well as add several 
more, based on the common variables identified in chapter two, section 2.5. 
For this purpose, the present chapter offers a general description of the finally selected 
variable types involved in the current thesis and the justification for their selection. 
Generally, different variable types were chosen to eliminate subjective selection of stylistic 
markers as much as possible and to identify the type of stylistic variables most able to 
accurately predict the year of composition of a piece of work or discriminate between 
different time periods. The selected variable types are character-based, lexical, content­
based, morphosyntactic (see summary in section 2.5), phonemic, and entropic. The selection 
was mainly established on previous research in which the stylistic-type markers had shown 
promise in at least one type of discrimination problem and had been identified in at least two 
stylochronometric studies (see chapter two, and summary in section 2.5). Furthermore, 
several of the selected markers had already been identified as potential candidates for use by 
investigating the variables lists mentioned in chapter three (see section 3.2). Others, like the 
entropic variables, were selected following suggestions of by Khmelev and Tweedie (2001) 
(see section 4.6.1) who had conducted authorship attribution related work, while the 
phonemic variables were selected following both Craik and Kaferly (1987) and especially 
Whissell (1999b) who provided the means for phonological investigation. However, in 
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general, not every marker encountered has been counted due to the current impracticality of 
the task. Finally, the syllabic and vocabulary richness measures were not incorporated in the 
current thesis. It was thought that six different types of stylistic markers were already 
sufficient for the present purposes, and because it was necessary to simply stop at some 
point since the more markers that were being investigated, the higher the probability of 
obtaining meaningful results simply by chance. 
Section 4.1 outlines the character-based variables, whereas section 4.2 presents phonemic­
based variables and phonemic categories. Section 4.3 briefly describes the lexical variables, 
whereas section 4.4 offers general background knowledge on the field of content analysis 
and a description of three software programs which incorporate content-based dictionaries 
used in the present thesis. Finally, section 4.5 presents the syntactically and morphologically 
oriented variables, whereas section 4.6 describes the last variable category which is entropy­
oriented. 
4. 1 Character-based variables 
4.1.1 Alphabetic letters and space 
Beginning with character-based variables, alphabetic letters and space were intuitively the 
first choice of stylistic markers due to their straightforward computerization, available 
abundance, and lack of requirement for background knowledge. Studies which have also 
used them as part of their variables lists, such as Butler (1979), Ule (1982), Ledger (1989), 
Ledger and Merriam (1994), and Forsyth and Holmes (1996), confirmed the markers' 
stylistic potential since they had been investigated in stylochronometric studies. The 
assumption on which their selection was based was that if language change is a fact and is 
detectable, then all levels of style ought to be affected more or less to some degree. 
Therefore, it is possible that desirable trends may as well be reflected in the alphabetic 
vocabulary as the authors discard words and introduce others or use some with greater or 
lesser frequency as the years progress. 
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4.1.2 Punctuation 
Punctuation is primarily defined as "the use of spacing, conventional signs, and certain 
typographical devices to promote understanding and to guide correct reading, whether silent 
or aloud" (McDermott, 1990: 7). This is being achieved by punctuation's ability to mark the 
"boundaries at the beginning and end of an utterance and at various points within the 
utterance to emphasize particular expressions, to segment the utterance into manageable 
information units, to solicit the listener's permission of the utterance to be continued, and so 
on" (McDermott, 1990: 6). However, punctuation is not simply "a reading device, pure and 
simple ... [which] marks the joints in thought" (Salisbury, 1939: 796). As an attribute of 
nonverbal communication, punctuation is considered a compliment of silence, stillness or 
absence of it, and often emphasized emotion, evoked and indicated to the reader when a 
punctuation sign is present in a written text, simultaneously permitting the "mental 
reconstruction of real-life speech and movement" via an abundance of "poetic, 
psychological, and cultural associations ... for both writer and reader" (Poyatos, 1981: 93, 95; 
Thorndike, 1948: 222). It is maintained that punctuation is associated with meaning since 
meaning will dictate the selection of the punctuation mark and the punctuation mark will 
invoke the particular sentence grammar (Salisbury, 1939: 799, 803). It is also accepted that 
it is possible to achieve a mathematical use of punctuation, for instance, in neutral texts such 
as scientific ones, however, although guidelines exist to offer assistance to prospective 
authors and the like, when strong personal style is an expectation or a requirement, liberality 
of use may be anticipated (Garrison, 1906: 237). 
Although punctuation as a stylistic marker very rarely appears in the stylometric literature 
(Butler, 1979; Whissell, 1996; Jackson, 2002) under the assumption that it does not often 
reflect the original intentions of its author due to printer interventions and text-editing 
(Butler, 1979: 301), it was judged to be appropriate for the current thesis for a number of 
reasons. Primarily, it fulfils the one-character definition in a similar fashion to the alphabet. 
Secondly, punctuation is actively part of the writing process, as individualistic and personal 
as word usage and "not entirely a matter of convention" (Little, 1980: 2). This is due to the 
fact that punctuation is also influenced by function by incorporating ample discursive, 
structural, phonemic, and intonational information which may be extracted by close 
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investigation of the text (Froese, 1983: 193; Say & Akman: 464). Consequently, no two 
authors are expected to punctuate in the same manner (Carrison, 1906: 233) since often the 
subject matter, target audience, and chronological period during which composition is taking 
place differ (Thorndike, 1948: 227). Moreover, no punctuation use is expected to remain 
constant while accompanying a writing style that is also expected to evolve over time. 
Thirdly, the fact that variorum scholarly editions were available for three out of the four 
poets 1 rendered obvious that problems such as printers' interventions or availability of 
publication of final versions of manuscripts only hindering similar studies for other authors 
would not occur in the present case. Variorum and scholarly editions offered the opportunity 
to study the original punctuation as firstly conceived by the authors and as subsequently 
transcribed by the editors of the different editions without fear of contamination from 
external sources. It was, therefore, assumed that quantitative measurement of punctuation 
mark instances would reveal the preferred patterns of usage for the present study's control 
authors for text segmentation. 
A full listing of the punctuation marks used in the current thesis is provided in Appendix B, 
section B.2, as well as a brief description of a Python program written to obtain the variable 
frequencies2 . 
4.2 Phonemes and Phonemic categories 
The decision to incorporate phonemic information in the variable list was inspired by Craik 
and Kaferly's (1987) work on Sophocles (see section 2.3.3.1), and by Whissell's (1999b) 
research on phonosymbolism which relates to the emotional meaning of phonemes and 
differing emotional tone as examined in a wide variety of texts. Supported by the idea that 
sounds are not mere symbols of meaning but are carriers of meaning, too, if two texts are of 
different meaning as defined by emotionality, then different sounds ought to characterize 
1 Concerning the first publication versions of the work of the fourth poet, Edna 8t Vincent Millay, 

they were generally accepted to have been published following very closely her final original 

manuscripts (see Appendix D.l). 

2 The section containing all the Python program descriptions may be found at the end ofAppendix B, 

in section B.3. 
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them. Whissell examined correlations of automatically phonetically transcribed passages as 
measured by proportional frequencies of individual phonemes in the texts and frequencies of 
different phonemic categories with two dimensions of language emotionality (namely 
activation and evaluation) measured by occurrences of words assigned to each dimension 
based on the same passages. The aim was to establish the case that texts of differing 
emotional tone are characterized by a biased preference for phonemes representative of their 
emotional nature (Whissell, 1999b: 19-21). If, for example, the highly frequent phoneme Irl 
occurs in a text, and if Ir/ were synonymous to aggressive discourse, then one would expect 
the text to be expressing angry or aggressive emotions. Accordingly, if Irl were indirectly 
expressing aggressive emotions, its distribution would depend on the degree of aggression in 
the texts, therefore, according to fluctuations of aggression in different texts, different 
distributions for Irl would be expected (Whissell, 1999b: 27). 
In line with her hypothesis, Whissell (1999b: 46-47) observed that different phonemes and 
phonemic categories succumbed to different distributions according to text genre, and 
different phonemes and phonemic categories were related to emotion in different degrees in 
the emotionality dimensions for individual texts. In addition, various phonemic categories 
exhibited strong evidence of a "clear emotional character", while texts assumed of similar 
nature demonstrated "differences consistent with their emotional character". Finally, 
examination of individual words presented evidence of association between the phonemes 
the words consisted of and their emotional character which led to the conclusion that sounds 
are in fact related to emotion. The explanation provided to justify such observations relied 
on the fact that "all vocal communication was once emotional and that the muscles involved 
in the production of phonemes are also involved in the expression of emotion on an ongoing 
bases" Whissell (1999b: 47). 
Although in the present study phonemic emotionality was not of primary interest, Whissel\'s 
individual phonemic categories and the means she used to obtain their frequency 
distributions were selected as appropriate under the assumption that if an author's language 
changes over time, the language's emotionality carried over by the words the author uses 
ought to be additionally influenced; consequently, the words' associated phonemic 
information is bound to be affected, as well. The same software used by Whissell to obtain 
the phonetically-transcribed texts was employed. The program, which is called 
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English2Phoneme (Wasser, 1990) and had been developed as part of phonetic research by 
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (1976)3, broadly transcribes graphemes to phonemes in 
Middle American English according to sixteen vowels and twenty consonants by making 
"no allowances for differences between accented and non-accented syllables or for the co­
articulation of phonemes" (Whissell, 1999b: 46). Table BJ in Appendix B depicts the 
phonemes as produced by the program along with pronunciation samples as provided by 
Whissell (1999b: 23-24, 30-33). 
4.3 Lexical variables - most common words 
Lexical variables are considered a traditional tool in the stylometric field since they have 
found application in every possible stylometric scenario often with good quality of results. 
Variability in terms of identity such as most common function words, most common words 
in general, hapax legomena, hapax dislegomena, and higher frequencies, has often been 
accompanied by variety in the total number of words used in order to represent the category; 
examples of studies which have used most common words are Ule (1982), Burrows (1987), 
Whissell (1996; 1999a), and Can and Patton (2004), whereas examples of studies which 
have concentrated only on function words often excluding pronouns are Mosteller and 
Wallace (1964), Ule (1982), Frischer (1991), Binongo (1994), Martindale and McKenzie 
(1995), Lowe and Matthews (1995), Baayen et al. (1996), Tse et at. (1998), and Forsyth et 
al. (1999). 
The common assumption behind this marker is that, especially for authorship attribution 
problems, such words entertain different distributions for different authors and additionally 
remain relatively stable within an author's lifetime. Therefore, they are excellent choice for 
discrimination between literary works. However, as Wells et al. (1987: 100) explain. it is 
possible that "vocabulary may indicate chronology, if a writer's usage of certain words 
follows a predictable pattern" in the sense that literary works composed in chronological 
3 The present author was not able to obtain this reference, therefore. it is included in the footnotes: 
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (1976) Automatic Transiatioll of English Text to Phonetics (Report 
7948) Washington, DC: U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. 
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proximity are more likely to share more words than works which have been composed in a 
distant time period. Furthermore, especially in the case of function words, they are 
additionally perceived as an "economical way of tapping into the use of syntax" (Baayen et 
al., 1996: 129). When there is reference to most common words, usually Burrow's (1992) 
method is followed, (see section 2.3.3.3 for the relevant footnote), which has been defended 
as permitting texts to 'select' the particular words to be studied, thus partly avoiding the 
influence of personal judgement and partly of thematic relevance (especially when content 
words are ignored) based on minimal textual processing. 
In the present study, two types of most common words were used. The first type refers to 
counting occurrences of the fifty most common words obtained from the BNC (British 
National Corpus) and measured in each individual text sample. Words from the BNC were 
selected as representing a relatively timeless group, also in relative proximity to the textual 
samples used. A full list is provided in Appendix B, table BA. The second type refers to 
identifying occurrences of the fifty most common words found in each author's genre and 
then subsequently counting their occurrences in each individual text for the particular author. 
The second type of common words is considered to be more representative of each author's 
most frequent genre vocabulary. It is expected that slightly different words will be most 
common in each author's genre, mostly due to different content words entering the 
individual lists; therefore, these lists have not been included in Appendix B since it was 
deemed impractical. In both list types, orthographic words rather than lemmata were used to 
maintain computational simplicity. 
4.4 Content analysis 
Offspring of the sociology field, and initially created for the purposes of analyzing primarily 
newsprint text, Content Analysis (CA) is defined as a general research method which 
operates under a specific set of procedures in order to classify textual material by a 
reduction process. The aim is to draw "inferences about the sender(s) of the message, the 
message itself, or the audience of the message" from text material (Weber, 1990: 5, 9). 
Different CA research designs are available requiring different procedures to be followed 
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according to the interests of the researchers 4 and a great range of applications may be 
identified at anyone times. 
Conducting CA mainly involves classifying content words such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
and adverbs into content categories in a consistent fashion under the assumption that content 
words entertain similar meanings with the words defining each category either functioning 
as synonyms or harboring similar connotations (for instance, implying preoccupation with 
death and dying) (Bauer, 2000: 149; Weber, 1990: 21). Interpretation of results is based on 
the similarity of scores for different texts suggesting the texts' preoccupation with similar 
issues, and is always related and linked back with the original texts themselves in order to 
reinforce interpretation (Weber, 1990: 59, 61). It is assumed that, if a particular category is 
overused, possible redundancy or repetition is present in the text, therefore, a reduced 
amount of information is expected to be communicated as the reader is approaching the end 
of the text (Weber, 1990: 56,73). 
One of the major arguments against CA's use is the fact that, under classification, words 
become isolated from their context, language seriation is disturbed or becomes obsolete, and 
as a result, part of the communication process is lost or distorted. Simultaneously, any 
interpretations offered, although they approach very closely the state of affairs, they never 
quite perfectly describe it, since the written medium is the only thing examined in isolation 
from the communicative process characterizing the particular situation of interest (Bauer, 
2000: 145). There is also the tendency to ignore very infrequent or absent words, although a 
focus on absence is in theory feasible, as well as function words which bridge the 
vocabulary aspects of language with syntax. In essence, possibly valuable information that 
could aid in more accurate interpretations remains unexploited (Bauer, 2000: 148), since 
syntax and complete semantic infom1ation within sentences such as identification of actors, 
4 Such as the purely descriptive based on frequency counts of the words falling under each category, 
normative analyses which compare results with pre-determined norms, cross-sectional analyses based 
on empirical comparisons and data, longitudinal analyses which carry out comparisons over long 
periods, and parallel analyses which combine different longitudinal analyses together (Bauer, 2000: 
135). 
5 These range from comparison of media or levels of communication, to determination of 
psychological states of persons or groups, to detection of propaganda, to revelations concerning 
primary interests of individuals, groups, institutions, or societies, to descriptions of attitudes and 
behaviours in terms of responses to particular types of communication, to detection of differences in 
narrative form in popular song lyrics, and many more (Weber, 1990: 9-10). 
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actions, recipients of actions, idiomatic expressions, and emotionally charged phrases such 
as in 'I'll get you' are often discarded (PCAD Manual; Weber, 1990: 75). 
However, assigning words under categories implies that not all words need to be classified, 
and having categories that would incorporate almost everything in the text is neither 
practical nor does it clarify interpretation necessarily (Weber, 1990: 76). Furthermore, 
longitudinal studies are thought to preserve the impression of sequence since any trends 
sought to be established are viewed over sequential periods. Moreover, Weber (1990: 10, 
74) and Bauer (2000: 147) explain that CA operates directly on human communication texts 
by incorporating both qualitative and quantitative research elements in a systematic and 
well-documented fashion that often reveals information difficult to detect otherwise. 
Consequently, the more data there is available, the better the results obtained, although 
adequate sampling procedures may often be required or recommended. In addition, the fact 
that the availability of human communication texts spreads over decades to say the least, 
may provide with reliable culture indicators "that may span even centuries". Finally, the 
manner according to which CA is conducted does not allow the investigator to intervene 
with the communicative process in which both the sender and receiver of the message is 
involved in, as in, for instance, with interviews, thus providing for un-tampered material. 
CA also depends on the researcher and the interpretations that will be provided, and when 
classification is carried out by computer equipment, then reliability is at its peak since word 
ambiguity, category definitions, and coding rules have all been clearly dealt with or defined 
from the start and no opportunities exist for undermining. 
On the whole, CA often permits inferences that probably could not be made by other means 
(Weber, 1990: 75). Therefore, based on results of the studies already described in chapter 
two, stylistic markers derived from the CA field were decidedly included in the variables 
list. For this purpose, three different programs incorporating four different dictionaries have 
been used. Their brief description is provided below. 
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4.4.1 The General Inquirer 
The General Inquirer is the first CA software developed for the English language (Stone, et. 
al., 1966). It was originally written in the PLil programming language and used to run on 
large mainframe IBM computers only, although its updated Java version is currently freely 
available for academic purposes (N.a., 2002). The program offers the two general-purpose 
content dictionaries Harvard Psychosociological dictionary version IV-4 (Dunphy et al., 
1989; Kelly and Stone 1975; Zuell et al., 1989) and Lasswell Value Dictionary (LVD) 
(Namenwirth & Weber, 1987; Zuell et al., 1989). The Harvard dictionary has two sets of 
categories; the first hierarchical set is used for word categorization as expected, while the 
second one, which is independent of the first, is mainly used for disambiguation purposes. 
Although this implies that the categories are not mutually exclusive (Weber, 1990: 34), 
disambiguation categories are also available for CA. L VD was originally created as a tool 
for analyzing political documents such as newspaper editorials and party platforms, thus, is 
was constructed by word-categories dealing with wealth-oriented vocabulary (Weber, 1984: 
133; 1990: 28). The combination of the two dictionaries brings the total number of content 
categories within the GI to 182. GI incorporates disambiguation routines for very common 
homographs and routines to remove common regular suffixes in order to obtain plain stems 
able to match inflected word forms and eventually improve precision. When the program is 
run, all the words in the text are tagged with subscripts according to the pre-selected 
categories and a designated output .dat file is provided with columns assigned to each 
category measured (N.a., 2002; Stone et al., 1962: 485; Weber, 1984: 137; 1990: 30). The 
file may subsequently be used by a statistical package. 
The program was selected because of the availability of a variety of flexible and 
standardized categories to choose from, and of the opportunity to use a standardized 
computerized and hence objective way for word classification. A detailed description of the 
program's categories and of the words classified under each one is provided in N.a. (2002), 
whereas table B.5 in Appendix B contains a brief description of them. The GI has been used 
by Martindale and McKenzie (1995) in the analysis of the Federalist papers using relative I ;1 
frequencies of fifty-five content categories from the Harvard Psychosocial Dictionary Mark 
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III, and by Forsyth et al. (1998) who examined the discriminatory power of a number of 
syntactic and content variables in combination on a set of benchmark stylometric problems. 
4.4.2 LlWC 
The second CA software, and correspondingly the third CA dictionary used, is LIWC 2001 
(Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) (Pennebaker et at., 2001). LIWC 2001, which is 
composed of approximately 2,300 words and word stems, processes one ASCII text file at a 
time on a word-by-word basis by providing relative frequencies per 100 of words that are 
being matched to a number of user-selected linguistic, psychological, and personal concerns 
dimensions. The total number of LIWC categories6 amounts to seventy-four. Each word 
may be matched to more than one category, and each category is arranged hierarchically. 
The designated output file of the program is in .dat format, including rows and columns for 
individual filenames and variable types that can be subsequently transferred to a statistical 
package for further analysis. 
Besides Pennebaker and Stone's (2003) study mentioned in section 2.3.4.6, LIWC has been 
successfully used for examination of language patterns and analysis of psychological states 
reflected in written, often literary, material. Representative studies include examinations of 
reflections of personality, health and social behaviour in linguistic style (Pennebaker & King, 
1999), use of linguistic cues to identify adaptive bereavement (Pennebaker & Mayne, 1997), 
examination of cognitive operations related to depression and depression-vulnerability in 
written material (Rude et al., 2004), language patterns in works of suicidal and non-suicidal 
poets (Stirman & Pennebaker, 2001), and detection of linguistic deception in written work 
based on stylistic analysis (Newman et al., 2003). Influenced by the positive results of these 
studies, and by the fact that the categories are general yet representative and manageable in 
size, LIWC was selected for the present thesis. 
6 For a full listing ofthe categories that were used in the present thesis see table B.6 in Appendix B. 
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4.4.3 PCAD 2000 
PCAD 2000 (Psychiatric Content Analysis and Diagnosis) (Gottschalk & Bechtel, 2002) is 
the third CA software selected for this study. It was developed in order to automate and 
widespread the investigative process of clearly specified and classified complex 
psychobiological interesting states such as anxiety, hostility, and depression. This was 
achieved by the application of the Gottschalk-GIeser CA scales 7 via scoring machine­
readable verbal behavior, mainly verbal communication produced in five-minute intervals 
for research and clinical purposes. Based on a dictionary of over 300,000 words and 
idiomatic phrases, the software has the capability of automatically detecting clause 
boundaries in sentences by utilizing grammatical and syntactic information without 
discarding very frequently occurring words, thus evading any shortcomings produced by 
software which do not have such facilities. Scoring a maximum of ten ASCII text files at a 
time, four output files are provided, a detailed verbal report, and three files that include the 
desired information in numbers may be used by any statistical package. 
PCAD 2000 was selected because it offers specified content analysis from a 
psychobiological perspective which may possibly reveal interesting information about the 
development and progress of any psychobiological states in the writing of the control 
authors. Moreover, the fact that it utilizes grammatical and syntactic information to achieve 
a more accurate and complete scoring and classification renders it ideal for the task ahead. 
Past studies which have been conducted on written archival, textual, or handwritten material 
using PCAD 2000 include analysis of suicide notes (Gottschalk & Gieser, 1960), of the 
writings of the Unabomber (Gottschalk & Gottschalk, 1999), and of several adolescent 
writings of Napoleon Bonaparte (Gottschalk et ai, 2002), thus appropriating the use of the 
software on personal correspondence and poetry based on the assumption that such texts 
were composed in spontaneity, an essential requirement for the use of the dictionary scales. 
7 For a brief and partial description ofthe scales see table B.7 in Appendix B. 
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4.5 Syntax 
The decision to include syntactic variables in the final variable selection was influenced, 
besides the results of the first pilot study, primarily by two studies. The first one by Baayen 
et al. (1996) concerned an authorship attribution experiment which tested rewrite rules8 in a 
syntactically annotated corpus using principal components analysis and discriminant 
analysis. The researchers' work stemmed from the observation that the frequencies of 
function words used in Burrows' (1992) work appeared to tap into the syntactic aspect of 
texts. Baayen et al. (1996) were able to observe that frequencies of syntactic rewrite rules 
proved more efficient than simple word frequencies in determining authorship. Enhanced 
accuracy was additionally obtained when more refined syntactic distinctions were put to use. 
This led to the conclusion that "the direct examination of the frequencies of syntactic 
constructions leads to a higher discriminatory resolution" (Baayen et at., 1996: 129) when 
compared with classification accuracy obtained by most frequent function words since much 
less variability of syntactic constructions was observed within the texts examined compared 
to word variability. 
The second study had been conducted by Forsyth et al. (1998) who examined different types 
of stylistic markers on an empirical trial of text categorization based on a set of benchmark 
problems such as authorship, chronology, content-based, and miscellaneous. Using syntactic 
and content variables with a simple nearest-centroid classifier9 and based on percentage of 
correct classification, the researchers were able to observe that the two types of markers 
appeared to perform as well as most common function words which are considered the most 
popular stylistic marker for similar analysis. Moreover, such results suggested that 
"combining semantic with syntactic tags leads to higher classification accuracy than using 
them separately" (Forsyth et aI., 1998: 2). 
8 Rewrite rules refer to the "combination of a node and its immediate constituents" and are considered 
the "building blocks of syntactic trees" (Baayen et al., 1996: 123). 
9 According to Forsyth et al. (1998: 4-5), "this algorithm ...uses a training set of examples with 
known class membership to compute a centroid (multi-dimensional average) for each category. Then 
on an unseen case a measure of distance from (or equivalently, proximity to) each class centroid is 
computed and the current case is assigned the category of the centroid which it most resembles", 
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Examples of additional studies which have been syntactically oriented have been conducted 
by Milic (1967), Opas (1996), and Wickman (1976). The opportunity to incorporate 
syntactic variable types in the present analysis was provided by Biber's (1988) list (section 
3.2), since the variables Biber calculated were judged of sufficient variety and quantity, and 
were of both syntactic and grammatical nature. 
Prior to calculating his variables, Biber developed his own tagger that allowed him to 
transform his text samples into their grammatical tagged versions in order to feed them into 
other programs assigned to count frequencies of tagged items and syntactic constructions. 
Biber's tagger was not used for the present analysis; instead the online demo of the FDG 
tagger was preferred, also used to replace the AMALGAM tagger that had gone offline at 
the time the study was taking place. 
4.5.1 FOG (Functional Dependency Grammar) Tagger 
The FOG (Functional Dependency Grammar lO) syntactic tagger (also known as Conexor 
Machinese Syntax) was developed in 1997 (Tapanainen & Jarvinen, 1997) as an improved 
version of the ENGCG tagger with a parser implementation. The advantage of the updated 
version of the program was in the reduction of ambiguity by three quarters compared to the 
earlier versions without affecting the error rate in head assignment and dependency relations 
between tokens. The FOG tagger is considered to be a "high performance 'super-tagger' for 
English" (Barbu & Mitkov, 2001), which provides morphological and syntactic information 
(such as number, part of speech, grammatical function, the position of the verb in the 
sentence, and the number of the word in the sentence being analyzed in the given moment) 
for most words in a given text, in addition to surface syntactic parsing. By analyzing 1,000 
words per second, parsing is presented in the form of functional dependency links between 
10 Functional dependency grammar operates under the following features: 1. nucleus is considered the 
basic syntactic element and not word. 2. There is only one head in every element. 3. Dependency 
grammar produces linguistic trees. 4. Dependencies between nuclei are formed via links, 5. which 
may cross each other. 6. Modifiers may be omitted. 7. The parser may analyse even ungrammatical 
sentences as long as some level of structure can be identified. 8. Finally, "there is one level of 
syntactic description, the surface-syntactic description, and no transformations" (Jiirvinen & 
Tapanainen, 1997). 
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words indicating the identity of heads and modifiers of heads without compromising speed 
and efficiency (Connexor Natural Language, 
Tapanainen, 2003). 
An example output is provided below (figure 4.1): 
1 I 
2 am 
3 writing 
4 to 
5 thank 
6 you 
7 for 
8 my 
9 cash 
10 prize 
11 and 
12 to 
13 say 
14 good-by 
15 
16 for 
17 
18 Friends 
19 
20 was 
21 my 
22 last 
23 contribution 
24 
25 <s> 
i subj:>2 
be 
write 
to 
thank 
you 
for 
i 
cash 
prize 
and 
to 
say 
good-by 
v-ch:>3 
main:>O 
pm:>5 
obj:>3 
obj:>5 
phr:>5 
attr:>9 
attr:>10 
pcomp:>7 
cc:>5 
pm: >13 
cc:>5 
obj: >13 
for pm: >20 
friend obj:>20 
be 
i 
cnt:>13 
last 
contribution 
det:>23 
<s> 
2004; Jarvinen & Tapanainen, 1997; 
@SUBJ %NH PRON PERS NOM SG1 
@+FAUXV %AUX V PRES SG1 
@-FMAINV %VA ING 
@INFMARK> %AUX INFMARK> 
@-FMAINV %VA V INF 
@OBJ %NH PRON PERS ACC 
@ADVL %EH PREP 
@A> %>N PRON PERS GEN SG1 
@A> %>N N NOM SG 
@<P %NH N NOM SG 
@cc %CC CC 
@INFMARK> %AUX INFMARK> 
@-FMAINV %VA V INF 
@OBJ %NH N NOM SG 
@CS %CS CS 
@OBJ %NH N NOM PL 
@+FMAINV %VA V PAST 
@PCOMPL-S %NH PRON PERS GEN 
SG1 
@DN> %>N DET 
@OBJ %NH N NOM SG 
@PCOMPL-S %NH N NOM SG 
Figure 4. J: Example FDG output of the first sentence of the only 19J0 letter available in Millay's 
letter sample. 
The given output is presented in five columns separated by tubs. The first column offers a 
numerical index for each word, while the second one presents the word as found in the text, 
and the third one gives the lemma. The fourth column provides a dependency function, if 
identified, with the type label and an index which points to the word's head!!, and the fifth 
shows the word's syntactic function for tags beginning with 4@', the word's surface 
syntactic tags which begin with '%', and any morphological information deemed 
appropriate. 
11 The pointer assigned to the main element of the sentence is zero. 
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FDG, which was selected due to its accurate performance in head assignment compared with 
state-of-the-art statistical methods (Jarvinen, 2003: 54; Tapanainen & Jarvinen, 1997), was 
used to syntactically tag all the samples for the present study. This was achieved by using 
the online demo of the tagger (Connexor, 2003) upon obtaining permission (Voutilainen, 
2003). The demo can be used by inserting the required text in the appropriate box and 
pressing 'OK'. After a few seconds, the tagged output is being provided, which was required 
to be copied and pasted in empty text files for further processing. 
The full list of Biber variables in the form that Biber originally intended and not as they 
were used in the pilot study of chapter three, are described in Appendix B, section B.6. The 
description for each variable begins with the name of the variable as provided by Biber 
(1988), the algorithm used, along with some information of what each variable signifies and 
represents for the English language. 
4.6 Entropic Measures 
Entropic measures, which are considered measures of vocabulary richness, have been part of 
stylometric studies for some time the justification being that style "may be said to be 
characterized in part by recurring, redundant, conventional features of a language" (Bruno, 
1974: 19). Therefore, if entropic measures were to be combined with the linguistic pattem­
formation reality of natural language during message transmission, then the result would be 
suitable variables able to account for the probabilistic distributional properties of linguistic 
units with which language transmission occurs. Fucks (1952: 127-128) agrees that statistical 
entropy is the appropriate measure to quantify the presence and magnitude of the "order­
disorder relations in a text", since it is "specific, conceptually clear, and easy to compute", 
whereas, as Johnson (1979: 221) puts it, "entropy is traditionally used in language work as a 
kind of summary indicator of the information load of the symbols in an alphabet or 
vocabulary expressed in terms of the number of binary decisions needed on the average for 
the correct identification of a given code symbol". 
1 
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An explanation of the theory for both entropy and related measures are presented in 
Appendix B section B. 7, whereas a brief description of some of the studies which have used 
entropic variables for stylometric purposes follows in section 4.6.1. 
4.6.1 Entropy in Stylistics 
To take account of the sequential nature of language, entropic measures have been used in 
stylometric analyses as part of the search for appropriate stylistic markers tackling a range of 
stylistic problems. For example, Fucks (1952) calculated entropic values of syllable 
distributions and their associated characteristics in order to examine whether it is meaningful 
to associate texts with their respective properties expressed numerically but based on order 
and coherence, whereas Somers (1961) combined first and second-order entropy into the 
coefficient of constraint D in order to measure the overall average grammatical cohesiveness 
and stylistic quality imposed by the Greek language on three texts of the New Testament. 
Bruno (1974), on the other hand, drew upon Fucks' work and used, among other variables, 
first and second-order entropy to examine the heterogeneity of the medieval German epic 
Nibelungenlied, aiming to distinguish between parts characteristic of oral tradition and parts 
incorporated during the early 13th century by poets of the court, while Khmelev and Tweedie 
(2001) utilized conditional probabilities of letter bigrams to successfully test for authorship 
among the works of forty-five authors derived from the Gutenberg Project, data obtained 
from Baayen et. aI., (1996), and The Federalist!]. 
4.6.2 Transitional variables 
Khmelev and Tweedie's (2001) comments inspired the inclusion of entropic versions of all 

the selected variable types. Although the researchers noted that letter bigrams were rather 

12 Other studies which have used n-grams of linguistic units, although whose values have been 

calculated in terms of relative frequencies and not conditional probabilities, are KjeU (1994) (see 

section 0.1.2), Hoom et al. (1999) (see section 0.1.6), and Forsyth and Holmes (1996). 
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too small a unit to adequately characterise or enhance interpretation of the texts stylistically, 
besides the fact that their distribution may depend on the texts' subject matter (Khmelev & 
Tweedie, 2001: 304), it was estimated that the fifty most common letter bigrams of each 
author's genre measured in each individual text are adequate as possible stylochronometric 
indexes. Since the researchers' observations led them to the suggestion that possibly more 
interesting information may be detected in bigrams of function words or most common 
words or syntactic transitions that may tap on syntactic text elements, as Wickman (1976) 
had already done in order to investigate the authorship of an anonymous German romantic 
19th century novel, it was decided to extend the present variable list by the incorporation of 
such variables that would reflect Khmelev and Tweedie's suggestions. Consequently, a 
number of different python routines described in Appendix B.3 were written to deal with the 
calculation of entropic measurements for all selected variable types, except for the content 
ones. This was due to lack of suitable CA software output for that purpose. 
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5 Pilot Study 2 
Chapter four described the different variable types selected to conduct the separate 
experiments for the present thesis and explained the reasoning behind their selection. In an 
attempt to gauge their suitability on documents in which stylistic trends, in relation to time, 
have been detected and accepted as such in advance, a replication of the 1980 study by 
Brainerd was performed on Shakespearean plays as a second pilot study. Accepting the 
dates provided by Brainerd as accurate, and not wishing to challenge any of his results, the 
aim of this chapter is to firstly reproduce Brainerd's findings and secondly to obtain similar 
levels of accuracy with his study with the entirety of the different sets of variables described 
in chapter four. 
The chapter begins with a detailed description of Brainerd's study (section 5.1) explaining 
the procedure Brainerd followed, the choices made, and the final observations he reached. 
Following, an exposition of the main differences with the present pilot study is presented 
along with the methodology which is to be adopted (section 5.2), whereas the descriptions of 
three experiments closely replicating Brainerd's method and of three experiments which 
adopt a slightly different approach follow subsequently (section 5.3). In particular, the first 
set of experiments aims to ascertain and quantify the predictive accuracy of the selected 
predictors by following Brainerd's method, whereas the second set of experiments aims at 
obtaining accurate results by using the variable types described in chapter four. The second 
method also suits authorial canons which do not exist in machine-readable form in their 
entirety, as is the case for the work of the main control authors to be used in this thesis. A 
comparison of the two approaches concludes the chapter (section 5.4). 
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5. 1 Brainerd (1980) 
In order to determine and assess the predictive accuracy of a number of lexical, metrical, 
and structural variables, Brainerd (1980) examined correlations with date of composition of 
Shakespearean plays with the intention of employing the best discriminator variables on the 
plays of disputed dates. The aim was, firstly, to observe, or not, deviations from the disputed 
dates given to several Shakespearean plays as mentioned in Evans et al. (1974), and, 
secondly, to identify those plays which are of a distinctively different writing style from that 
of the authentic ones. 
The variables Brainerd selected included average verse line length in words, percentage of 
split lines I, percentage of contractions involving pronominal forms, and relative frequencies 
per hundred of 120 most frequent - or words in connection to high-frequency - lemmata2 
which formed an approximate total of 450 word forms. No distinction of grammatical 
categories was made to obtain lemmata frequencies. 
5.1.1 Brainerd's methodology 
Brainerd's study was completed in three phases. The first phase was used to identify the 
most sensitive discriminators by producing scattergrams and bivariate correlations with date 
of composition for the thirty-eight plays he included in his sample, and subsequently 
selecting those which produced an absolute correlation of .400 and above. For technical 
reasons, date of composition was transformed to Relative Date of Composition (ROC) by 
subtracting from the variable YEAR the mean date of composition of the thirty-eight plays, 
which is 1600. A total of twenty lemmata were accepted as suitable discriminators. 
Subsequently, each discriminator was separately regressed on ROC to obtain values for the 
slope and intercept. 
As Brainerd (1980: 229) explains, split lines occur "when a verse line begun by one character is 
finished by a second". 
2 For instance, and, can, might, which, and others. 
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The second phase proceeded by selecting the ten3 most suitable discriminators out of the 
selected twenty based on the correlation coefficient produced when the nineteen accurately­
dated plays in the Brainerd's test set were examined. The ten discriminators were combined 
into a mUltiple regression equation for which jackknife (see Appendix A.3.2.2) was 
performed to assess the stability of the m coefficients in equation (5.1): 
where RDC is the predicted dependent variable, ex is the slope, mk is the regression 
coefficient of k possible independent X predictors, and e is the error in the model. 
Comparison between the Mean Error Sum of Squares (MESS)4 of value 1.66, produced 
when multiple regression was run using all nineteen plays, with the average of the Sum of 
Squares (MSEi of value 5.09 obtained by the nineteen multiple regressions when leaving 
one play out each time, revealed instability among the mUltiple regression coefficients 
which was attributed to the existence of correlations among the predictor variables. To 
stabilize the coefficients and overcome the correlations' issue, Principal Components 
Analysis (peA) was employed according to which the ten-dimensional space was expected 
to be reduced to a single dimension without loss of information. The single dimension was 
expected to highly correlate with RDC since it would consist of good discriminators for the 
date variable, as indeed turned out to be the case. The new form of the regression equation is 
given by equation (5.2): 
3 The ten selected variables were relative frequency of split lines among lines of verse, 'because', the 
lemma might, 'most', 'which', and the lemma who which showed an increasing pattern, and the 
lemma more, the lemma with, the lemma unto, and 'why' which were depicted as declining. 
4 MESS for the nineteen plays is obtained by the formula 
MESS =~t (RDC j - Rbcj ) according to which RDCi is the Relative Date of 
19 r=l 
Composition of the ith play and RDCj is the predicted date by using the formula (5.1) divided by the 
total number of available plays. 
5 MSE for the nineteen plays is provided by MSE =_1_ f (;?DCi - RDC(i)) for which is the 
19 r=l 
predicted value for play i which is produced by a regression equation obtained when only eighteen 
plays are used. As Brainerd (1980: 226) explains, MSE ought to be near MESS to confirm the 
existence of stable coefficients. 
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RDC = a +mU + & (5.2) 
according to which U is the single dimension consisting of the ten selected discriminators. 
Jackknife was performed in order to compare the new MSE (equal to 1.11) with the MESS 
(equal to 1.05) obtained when equation (5.2) was used. The result was a more stable 
predictor compared to the ten discriminators when used individually, which permitted the 
reasonable assumption of obtaining accurate dates for the disputed plays up to statistical 
error (Brainerd, 1980: 227). 
Phase three permitted the use of equation (5.2) on the nineteen plays of disputed 
composition dates for which the t-test was used to determine whether RDC differs 
significantly from RDC. The t-statistics, recorded for the second phase as standardized 
residuals, were examined under the assumption that a significant t-statistic indicates a 
significant deviation from the observed RDC suggesting that RDC is incorrect. 
Standardized residuals exceeding t = 3.2 for the 0.5% and t = 4.0 for the 0.1 % level for t 
with 17 degrees of freedom amount to seven representing the plays Love's Labour Lost, 
All's Well that Ends Well, King John, Richard 111, Henry VIII, Hamlet, and The Two Noble 
Kinsmen. Brainerd proceeded by attempting to explain RDC deviations drawing from 
bibliographic history of the plays and other sources. Briefly, the reasons provided were 
mixed authorship for The Two Noble Kinsmen, and possible revisions made at later stages 
for the remaining plays. 
Finally, Mahalanobis distances were calculated to identify the plays which appeared deviant 
from the Shakespearean canon. Brainerd concluded that Love's Labour's Lost, Titus 
Andronicus, Pericles, and the three Henry VI plays appeared distinctively different due to 
reasons of authorial collaborations or authorial revisions at a later stage in life whether of 
the original play or of plays by other authors, as in the case of the Henry VI plays. 
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5.2 General Methodology 
The plays used derived from Craig (1914), except for The Two Noble Kinsmen, which was 
obtained from Whitehead (2000) since Craig does not include it. Minor text editing was 
deemed necessary6. Once the texts were ready, the Python programs described in Appendix 
B.8 were run in order to produce and prepare the datasets based on the variables also 
described in the same chapter. In addition, BRAINERD.PY was written in order to calculate 
the frequencies of all Brainerd's variables. The statistical package used for that purpose was 
SPSS version 11. 
Six experiments were conducted. For the first three, Brainerd's method was followed as 
closely as possible, the main difference being the type of variables used. The aim was to 
observe whether different types of variables in combination or as separate categories are 
able to detect changes over time in plays for which change over time is accepted as a fact on 
a similar level of accuracy to that achieved by Brainerd. 
Brainerd's study was also replicated using the variables he calculated after exclusion of the 
variable 'split lines among lines of verse', the reason being that Brainerd does not provide a 
justification for including only the particular non-lexical variable (r = .930) in his selection 
of the ten variables to enter the regression equation since the remaining ones achieved much 
higher correlations in the nineteen plays (percentage of contractions involving pronominal 
forms r = .900, average length of a verse line in words r = -.840) than any of the lexical 
variables. Since, therefore, the variable's inclusion appeared to be a matter of convenience, 
consequently, only nine variables were used to run regression in the present experiments. 
In particular, the steps taken for the completion of these experiments were: 
1. 	 Assessment of normality was performed via the Kolmogorov-Smimoff normality 
test. 
2. 	 Bivariate correlations of the variables with RDC based on all thirty-eight plays were 
obtained and recorded for variables whose correlation was over the absolute value 
6 Details concerning text editing are provided in Appendix C. 
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of .400. Additionally, scattergrams were produced to assess deviations from 
linearity and to identify outliers. 
3. 	 Bivariate correlations of the variables with RDC based on the nineteen plays in the 
test set were obtained and recorded for variables whose correlation was over the 
absolute value of .400 in the thirty-eight plays. 
4. 	 Simple linear regressions on those variables with correlations greater than 0.4 were 
obtained and ex and m coefficients were recorded. 
5. 	 Nine variables were selected among all categories as best discriminators based on 
the correlation coefficients obtained from the test set. 
6. 	 Multiple linear regression was performed with the nine selected variables entered 
simultaneously. Non-significant regression coefficients were expected and MESS 
was recorded. 
7. 	 Multiple linear regression with jackknife was performed to assess the stability of the 
regression coefficients and MSE was calculated and recorded. 
8. 	 Comparison between MESS and MSE led to reduction of the nine-dimensional 
space to Principal Components by use of PCA. 
9. 	 Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression on Principal Components7 (RPC) took place. 
MESS and MSE were recorded. 
10. 	Separate Standard Errors of the Estimate were calculated for each of the samples for 
use in the derivation oft-statistics. 
11. Assessment 	of which plays - if any - deviate significantly from the pre-assigned 
dates took place. 
12. Final results were compared between experiments. 
Finally, three more experiments were conducted on Brainerd's variables, on mixed variable 
categories, and on separate individual categories. The method used was the stepwise method 
of Multiple Linear Regression on the top nine variables which revealed a significant 
correlation with RDC and which had been previously identified on the test set only. The 
justification for the extra three experiments concentrated on aiming to compare accuracy and 
efficiency of the two approaches, as well as final results in order to assess the suitability of 
stepwise linear regression as a first method for the main study which relies only on test sets. 
7 In accordance to Dixon (1983), who states that Regression on Components with BMDP, which is 
the statistical program Brainerd used, takes place in stepwise fashion. 
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Furthermore, since the second main difference with Brainerd's approach is that the selection 
of variables will be based on dated-material only, such an approach would suit the work of 
authors which is not currently available in machine-readable form in its entirety, a non­
tri vial task. 
For these experiments, the following procedure was adopted: 
1. 	 Assessment of nom1ality was perfonned via the Kolmogorov-Smimoff nonnality 
test. 
2. 	 Bivariate correlations of the variables with RDC based on the nineteen plays in the 
test set were obtained, and recorded for variables whose correlation was significant 
either at the 5% or the 1% level of significance. 
3. 	 Simple linear regressions on those variables with correlations greater than .400 were 
obtained and a and m coefficients were recorded. 
4. 	 Scattergrams were additionally produced to assess deviations from linearity and to 
identify outliers. 
5. 	 Stepwise multiple linear regression was performed with the nine selected variables 
entered in the stepwise function. Significant regression coefficients were expected 
and MESS was recorded. 
6. 	 Stepwise multiple linear regression with jackknife was performed to assess the 
stability of the regression coefficients and MSE was calculated and recorded. 
7. 	 Comparison between MESS and MSE led to reduction of the nine-dimensional 
space to Principal Components by use of PCA when appropriate. 
8. 	 RPC took place. MESS and MSE were recorded accordingly. 
9. 	 Separate Standard Errors of the Estimate were calculated for each ofthe samples for 
use in the derivation of t-statistics. 
10. 	Assessment of which plays - if any - deviate significantly from the pre-assigned 
dates took place. 
11. 	Final results between experiments were compared. 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Partially Replicating Brainerd - Experiment 1 
The greater-than-absolute .400 correlations of the best nine Brainerd variables based on the 
thirty-eight plays and on the test set with their respective a and m coefficients (to use 
Brainerd's notations), are presented in table 5.1. The variables are included in descending 
order of absolute best correlation. For a full listing of bivariate correlations for the Brainerd 
variables see Appendix C, table C.l. 
Table 5.1: The greater than absolute .400 correlations oUhe nine selected Brainerd's variables. 
variable description correlation Brainerd's a m outliers correlation 
name coefficient Correlation coefficient 
(38 plays) (38 plays) (19 plays) 
MOST most .684 .68 -8.879 63.842 .813 
BECAUSE because, 'cause -.673 -.68 6.169 -251.324 TGV(+) -.679 
WHICH which .655 .66 -11.166 40.841 .679 
MORE more, moe, .621 .64 -19.382 68.782 .502 
more-
WITH with, with't, -.600 -.61 31.326 -35.390 -.575 
wi' 
UNTO unto, unot, -.595 -.60 4.573 -82.894 -.620 
unto't 
MIGHT might, mightst, .532 .55 -8.448 135.328 .546 
mought 
WHO 	 who, whom, .441 .43 -9.138 31.363 .676 
whose, who's, 
who'll, various 
forms of -ever, 
-soever, ­
somever 
WHY 	 why -.407 -.41 7.134 -38.415 -.523 
A discrepancy was noted for the total number of words in several plays between the word 
counts 	obtained using the Python programs and the word counts provided by Brainerd 
(1970). However, the difference does not exceed the 5% cut-off point (see Appendix C, 
table C.2). All variables in table 5.1 were part of the group selected by Brainerd, and entered 
the regression equation as expected. Figure 5.1 presents scattergrams for the above 
mentioned variables. 
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Figure 5.1: Scattergrams for MOST, BECA USE, WHICH, MORE, WITH_, UNTO, MIGHT, WHO, 
and WHY with Relative Date ofComposition (RDC) as measured in the thirty-eight plays. 
The regression function, which was obtained when mUltiple linear regression was run on the 
test set, was of the following form (5.3): 
RDC = 8.208 - 3.178*BECAUSE + 26.666*MIGHT + 1.372*MORE +19.466*MOST 
- 59.22*UNTO + 13.712* WHICH + 6.446*WHO -13.225*WHY 
-15.039*WITH . (5.3) 
whereas R2= .963, the recorded MESS equals 1.008, and MSE equals 5.925 after using 
jackknife. Three out of the nine coefficients are significantly different from zero, as table 5.2 
shows, and these are the coefficients for the variables UNTO, WHICH, and WITH_. 
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Table 5.2: Model coefficients for the regression formula (5.3), with t-values calculated. 
unstandardized coefficients standardized 
coefficients 
model B Std. Error Beta sig. 
(Constant) 8.208 9.102 .902 .391 
BECAUSE -3.178 42.743 -.012 -.074 .942 
MIGHT 26.666 22.403 .131 1.190 .264 
MORE 1.372 8.644 .016 .159 .877 
MOST 19.466 10.318 .235 1.887 .092 
UNTO -59.220 22.486 -.283 -2.634 .027 
WHICH 13.712 5.361 .292 2.558 .031 
WHO 6.446 6.958 .1l0 .926 .378 
WHY -13.225 11.675 -.177 -1.133 .287 
WITH -15.039 6.585 -.249 -2.284 .048 
In addition, the discrepancy between MESS and MSE highlight the instability of the 
regression coefficients and the possible correlation between the predictor variables. For this 
purpose, peA with no rotation is employed, since Brainerd does not provide any rotation 
details, which results in the extraction of four factors accounting for 83.821 % of the 
variance. The first factor is presented below (formula 5.4) while figure S.2A-B show scatter 
plots of the first two principal components: 
U -.190*BECAUSE + . 149*MIGHT + .147*MORE + .220*MOST- . 164*UNTO 
+.I78*WHICH + .183* WHO - .IS4*WHY - .141 *WITH (5.4) 
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Figure 5.2A: Principal Components plot for the first two principal components of experiment 1. 
Expansion ofeach case's label is provided in table 5.3, page 119. 
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Figure 5.2E: Principal Components plot for the first two principal components ofexperiment 1. Each 
case's label is obtainedfrom table 5.3, page 119. 
The graphs in figures S.2.A-B distinguish sharply and clearly between the nineteen entries 
representing the different plays in two clearly defined periods, with the exception of As You 
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Like It which is found very close to the 1610s cluster. The clusters are separable mainly on 
the horizontal axis which is the most powerful, while on the vertical axis the 1610s cluster 
shows greater variation than then 1590s cluster. The clusters are also relatively in diagonal 
opposition from each other, which is a common pattern when clear distinction is present. A 
relatively clear order is depicted in the 1610s cluster, although the 1590s cluster appears 
more mixed. Two Gentlemen of Verona is separately observed from the two clusters, a fact 
most likely attributed to its doubtful authorship. 
The resulting regression equation is of the form (5.5): 
RDC = 1.711 + 5.207*U (5.5) 
In this case, R2 = .944, MESS, when based on RPC, is equal to 1.509, whereas the value of 
MSE is 1.967 for which the difference of 0.458 is much smaller compared to the one for 
Multiple Linear Regression which is 4.917. 
Consequently, formula (5.5) was applied to the nineteen plays not in the test set. t-tests were 
calculated by using the formula for the Standard Error of the Estimate (5.6) copied from 
Brainerd (1980: 225) to assess the difference between RDC and RDC: 
(5.6) 
where k is the number of selected predictors in the regression equation, here being part of 
the degrees of freedom. As Brainerd indicates, a significant t for a particular play would 
suggest that the predicted RDC may not be accurate. For the present experiment, the 
degrees of freedom are 17, therefore, the value of t at the 5% level two-tailed is t = 2.1098 
and the value of t at the two-tailed 1 % level is t = 2.8982. Table 5.4 contains the recorded t­
statistics for each disputed play in the column headed' Standardized Residual'. 
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Close examination reveals that there is no difference between RDC observed and 
RDC predicted for any of the cases in the test set or the dubious sample as far as the 5% 
confidence level is concerned. The tested variables appear to produce results in accordance 
with the Shakespearean dating provided by The Riverside Shakespeare, as ought to also be 
the case in the Brainerd paper. 
Table 5.3: The test set, reproduced from Brainerd (J 980: 224) for convenience ofreference with the 
graphs in figure 5.2A-B, page 117, and table 5.4, page 119. 
Comedies 
TGY The Two Gentlemen ofVerona 1594 
MM Measure for Measure 1604 
ADO Much Ado About Nothing 1598.5 
MND A Midsummer's Night Dream 1595.5 
MY The Merchant of Venice 1596.5 
AYL As You Like It 1599 
TN Twelfth Night 1601.5 
Histories 
R2 Richard II 1595 
IH4 Henry IV, Pt. 1 1596.5 
H5 Henry V 1599 
Tragedies 
TRO Troilus and Cress ida 1601.5 
JC Julius Caesar 1599 
MAC Macbeth 1606 
LR King Lear 1605 
OTH Othello 1604 
ANT Anthony and Cleopatra 1606.5 
Romances 
TMP The Tempest 1611 
WT The Winter's Tale 1610.5 
CYM Cymbeline 1609.5 
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Table 5.4: CASE LABEL is the abbreviation usedfor each playas used by Brainerd; CASE WEIGHT 
is equal to 1 if the play is of undisputed composition date, and equal to 0 if it is not; 
STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL is the value of the [-statistic comparing RDC OBSERVED with RDC 
PREDICTED. 
Case Label RDC RDC Residual Case Standardized 
observed predicted RDC-RDCpred weight Residual 
I TMP 11.0 9.8944 1.1056 1 .7575 
2 TGY -6.0 -6.9420 .9420 1 .6454 
3 WIY -3.0 1.3598 -4.3598 0 -.5257 
4 MM 4.0 4.9328 -.9328 1 -.6391 
5 ERR -8.0 1.4614 -9.4614 0 -1.1409 
6 ADO -1.5 -1.9767 .4767 1 .3266 
7 LLL -5.5 1.9181 -7.4181 0 -.8945 
8 MND -4.5 -4.8569 .3569 1 .2445 
9 MY -3.5 -2.2749 -1.2251 1 -.8394 
10 AYL -1.0 -.0261 -.9739 1 -.6673 
11 SHR -6.5 1.2393 -7.7393 0 -.9332 
12 AWW 2.5 2.2650 .2350 0 .0283 
13 TN 1.5 1.2021 .2979 1 .2041 
14 WT 10.5 9.7255 .7745 1 .5307 
15 IN -6.0 1.8037 -7.8037 0 -.9410 
16 R2 -5.0 -3.8643 -1.1357 1 -.7781 
17 IH4 -3.5 -3.0351 -.4649 1 -.3185 
18 2H4 -2.0 1.7264 -3.7264 0 -.4493 
19 H5 -1.0 -2.1699 1.1699 1 .8016 
20 IH6 -10.5 1.4180 -11.9180 0 -1.4371 
21 2H6 -9.5 1.3373 -10.8373 0 -1.3068 
22 3H6 -9.5 1.2372 -10.7372 0 -1.2947 
23 R3 -7.5 1.6923 -9.1923 0 -1.1084 
24 H8 12.5 2.2865 10.2135 0 1.2316 
25 TRO 1.5 1.3528 .1472 1 .1009 
26 COR 7.5 2.0268 5.4732 0 .6600 
27 TIT -6.5 1.2744 -7.7744 0 -.9374 
28 ROM -4.5 1.5660 -6.0660 0 -.7315 
29 TIM 7.5 2.0804 5.4196 0 .6535 
30 JC -1.0 -1.1167 .1167 1 .0800 
31 MAC 6.0 5.7096 .2904 1 .1990 
32 HAM 0.5 1.9751 -1.4751 0 -.1779 
33 LR 5.0 6.9447 -1.9447 1 -1.3325 
34 OTH 4.0 2.6070 1.3930 1 .9545 
35 ANT 6.5 8.0940 -1.5940 1 -1.0922 
36 CYM 9.5 8.2998 1.2002 1 .8224 
37 PER 7.5 2.2854 5.2146 0 .6288 
38 TNK 13.0 1.9814 11.0186 0 1.3286 
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5.3.2 Combination of variable types - Experiment 2 
To combine Brainerd's approach with that ofthe first pilot study described in chapter three 
in terms of incorporating different types of variables in a single regression formula, different 
types of stylistic variables were measured for that purpose. The greater than absolute .400 
correlations of nine variables based on the thirty-eight plays and on the nineteen plays 
forming the test set, with their respective a and m coefficients are presented in table 5.5. For 
a full listing and scattergrams, see Appendix C, table C.3 and figure C.l respectively. 
Table 5.5: The greater than absolute .400 correlations oUhe nine selected variables. 
variable name description correlation a m outliers correlation 
coefficient coefficient 
(38 plays) (19 plays) 
COMPAREG 	 based on 21 .790 -21.946 32.788 .704 
words 
indicating 
comparisons 
PRON]RO 	 pronoun .728 -50.431 627.414 .719 
followed by 
pronoun 
ADV ADJ 	 adverb -.702 -23.283 -532.745 -.629 
followed by 
adjective 
BECAUSE 'because' -.674 6.102 -259.293 TGY (+) -.690 
WHICHB 'which' .654 -11.214 41.496 .676 
ACHIEVEL 	 based on 60 .612 -18.480 29.036 .695 
words 
indicating 
achievement9 
PRON DET 	 pronoun .601 -26.810 1183.423 .661 
followed by 
determiner 
NOMINAL 	 nominalizations .593 -14.825 18.174 TNK (-) .681 
ADV PRON 	 adverb .554 -16.825 230.460 .641 
followed by 
Qronoun 
8 The words in this category present in the dated sample are another, best, better, further as in 
'additionally, in addition' and further as in 'more distant', least, less, lower, more, most, other, 
supreme, worse, and worst. The remaining words in this category not present in the dated sample are 
farther, maximum, minimal, minimum, optimal, ultimate, and uppermost. 
9 The words in the achievement category present in the dated sample are accomplish, achiev-, 
advance-, award-, beaten, best, better, celebrat-, challeng-, champ-, climb-, compet-, conclude-. 
conclus-, control-, create-, creating, determina-, determined, excel-, fail-, first, goal-, honour-, 
initiat-, lose, loser-, losing, motive-, original, perfect, perfection, power-, praise-, prize-, prodllce~, 
purpose-, solution-, solve-, sucC-, tried, tries, try, victor-, win, winn-, wins, work, working, and works. 
Other words in the category not present in the dated texts are ahead, closure, honor-, motivate-, 
originat-, outcome-, product, productive-, trying, unsuccessful, and worked. 
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The scattergrams for the selected variables are shown in figure 5.3: 
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Figure 5.3: Scattergrams for the variables COMPAREG, PRON]RO, ADV_ADJ, BECAUSE, 
WHICHB, ACHIEVEL, PRON_DET, NOMINAL, and ADV_PRON with RDC based on the thirty­
eight plays. 
The obtained regression function is of the following form (5.7): 
.R.bC=-25.588 + 7.618*COMPARE + 6.09*ADV AD] + 17.175*ADV PRON­
45.841 *PRON DET + 167.087*PRON PRON - 100.221 *BECAUSE + 
5.747*NOMINAL + 2.015*ACHIEVE + 12.42*WHICH. 
(5.7) 
R2 equals .946, MESS equals 1.466, and MSE equals 8.585 with jackknife. The difference 
between MESS and MSE is equal to 7.119. Table 5.6 shows that all of the regression 
coefficients are not significantly different from zero. 
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Table 5.6: Model coefficients f!!r the regression fprmula (5.72, with calculated t-values. 
unstandardized coefficients standardized 
coefficients 
model B Std. Error Beta sig. 
(Constant) -25.588 11.246 -2.275 .049 
COMPARE 7.618 4.448 .218 1.713 .121 
ADV A 6.090 81.485 .009 .075 .942 
ADV PRON 17.175 59.167 .048 .290 .778 
PRON DET -45.841 328.129 -.023 -.140 .892 
PRON PRO 167.087 96.614 .251 1.729 .118 
BECAUSE -100.221 46.463 -.378 -2.157 .059 
NOMINAL 5.747 4.318 .205 1.331 .216 
ACHIEVEL 2.015 6.668 .039 .302 .769 
WHICHB 12.420 5.855 .259 2.121 .063 
Once more, the instability of the regression coefficients is evident in the absence of 
significant t-values, and the intercorrelations of the predictor variables is evident in the 
discrepancy between MESS and MSE which may be tackled by use of PCA. No rotation is 
employed, which results in the extraction of two factors, accounting for 69.456% of the 
variance. The first factor (5.8) is printed below: 
U .156*COMPAREG-.167*ADV ADJ+.l57*ADV PRON+ 
.144*PRON DET + .167* PRON PRO - .137*BECAUSE + 
.148*NOMINAL + . 172*ACHIEVEL +.147* WHICHB. 
(5.8) 
Figures 5.4A-B below provide scatter plots of the first two principal components. 
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Figure 5.4A: Principal Components plot for the first two principal components oj experiment 2. 
Expansion ojeach case's label is provided in table 5.3, page 119. 
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Compared with Brainerd's graphs, the graphs in figures 5.4.A-B do not show as clearly 
distinguishable clusters since they are not diagonally opposed, while Troilus and Twelveth 
Night are observed in the 1590s cluster. However, they are still satisfactorily 
distinguishable. The first principal component is the stronger one on which the 1590s group 
appears of slightly greater variation. Moreover, a relative linear separation is visible. Two 
Gentlemen a/Verona remains as an outlier due to its doubtful authorship. 
The resulting regression equation is of the following form (5.9): 
RDC = 1.711 + 5.063*U (5.9) 
Here, R2 is equal to .893, MESS, when derived from RPC, equals 2.910, and MSE is equal 
to 3.610 with an improvement in difference of 0.7. Table 5.7, below, reveals that no 
predicted relative date is significantly different from the observed date, except play nine, 
The Merchant o/Venice, which belongs to the test set. 
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Table 5. 7: Data for Experiment 2, presented in a similar fashion to those in table 4.3. 
• 

Case Label RDC RDC Residual Case Standardized 
observed predicted RDC-RDCpred weight Residual 
1 TMP 11.0 7.6517 3.3483 1 1.8565 
2 TGV -6.0 -4.5992 -1.4008 1 -.7767 
3 WIV -3.0 3.2037 -6.2037 0 -.6711 
4 MM 4.0 5.4284 -1.4284 1 -.7920 
5 ERR -8.0 3.0634 -11.0634 0 -1.1968 
6 ADO -1.5 .5868 -2.0868 1 -1.1571 
7 LLL -5.5 3.7950 -9.2950 0 -1.0055 
8 MND -4.5 -6.6753 2.1753 1 1.2061 
9 MV -3.5 .9681 -4.4681 1 -2.4773 
10 AYL -1.0 -.5796 -.4204 1 -.2331 
11 SHR -6.5 3.2003 -9.7003 0 -1.0493 
12 AWW 2.5 4.2319 -1.7319 0 -.1873 
13 TN 1.5 -.0955 1.5955 1 .8846 
14 WT 10.5 10.5778 -.0778 1 -.0431 
15 IN -6.0 3.7118 -9.7118 0 -1.0506 
16 R2 -5.0 -6.7047 1.7047 1 .9452 
17 IH4 -3.5 -3.0757 -.4243 1 -.2352 
18 2H4 -2.0 3.8644 -5.8644 0 -.6344 
19 H5 -1.0 -.8550 -.1450 1 -.0804 
20 IH6 -10.5 3.5826 -14.0826 0 -1.5234 
21 2H6 -9.5 3.1471 -12.6471 0 -1.3681 
22 3H6 -9.5 3.1172 -12.6172 0 -1.3649 
23 R3 -7.5 3.3729 -10.8729 0 -1.1762 
24 H8 12.5 4.5029 7.9971 0 .8651 
25 TRQ 1.5 1.1699 .3301 1 .1830 
26 COR 7.5 4.4467 3.0533 0 .3303 
27 TIT -6.5 3.1460 -9.6460 0 -1.0434 
28 ROM -4.5 3.1196 -7.6196 0 -.8242 
29 TIM 7.5 4.0945 3.4055 0 .3684 
30 JC -1.0 .1870 -1.1870 1 -.6581 
31 MAC 6.0 5.3540 .6460 1 .3582 
32 HAM 0.5 3.9137 -3.4137 0 -.3693 
33 LR 5.0 4.8026 .1974 1 .1095 
34 OTH 4.0 2.5831 1.4169 1 .7856 
35 ANT 6.5 5.6160 .8840 1 .4901 
36 CYM 9.5 10.1596 -.6596 1 -.3657 
37 PER 7.5 3.9249 3.5751 0 .3867 
38 TNK 13.0 3.8542 9.1458 0 .9893 
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5.3.3 Individual Variable Types - Experiment 3 
In order to address the issue of which type of variables is best in predicting date of 
composition, a third experiment was carried out using variables from each individual 
variable category without mixing them together. That is, eight mUltiple linear regressions 
were performed in total, followed by PCA and RPC when deemed appropriate. A maximum 
number of nine variables were employed in each case. The results are summarized in table 
CA in Appendix C. Tables for standardized residuals were not produced due to the expected 
volume of the data. 
Table 5.8 is a summary table for all three experiments so far, presenting the percentage 
values for the significant coefficients for each multiple regression formula in addition to 
discrepancies between MESS and MSE. The table is sorted according to best prediction 
accuracy based on the smallest discrepancy between RPC MESS and MSE, as well on the 
stability of the model. For a full listing of the significance values for the multiple regression 
coefficients, see Appendix C, table C.5. The results accentuate the instability of the 
regressIOn coefficients and the necessity of PCA when appropriate when individual 
categories are examined. The second to last column in the table reveals a marked 
improvement in the discrepancy for all cases. 
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variable type R2 MESS MSE MSE­
MESS 
I 
R2 MESS MSE MSE­
MESS 
total 
failed 
redictions 
Brainerd's nine .963 1.01 5.93 4.92 .944 1.51 1.97 0.46 0 
mixed .946 1.47 8.59 7.12 .893 2.91 3.61 0.70 0 
cate ories 
syntactic .940 1.64 9.07 7.43 .841 4.34 5.35 1.01 0 
content .814 5.05 15.07 10.02 .663 9.17 10.59 1.42 1 
syntactic 
.812 5.10 18.31 13.21 .617 10.43 12.37 1.94 1
transitions 
lexical .919 2.19 11.28 9.09 .550 12.24 14.28 2.04 0 
character 
.629 10.08 22.10 12.02 .477 14.22 20.99 6.77 0transitions 
characters .185 22.16 26.13 3.97 
phonemic .200 21.74 26.32 4.58 
lexical 
.335 18.09 24.55 6.46transitions 
Compared with experiments one and two, individual categories appear to perform worse 
with the categories content and syntactic transitions producing cases that are not accurately 
predicted. The category performing worst is lexical transitions, whilst the one performing 
best is syntactic variables for which the values of MESS and MSE are both relatively small 
and close. This suggests better accuracy and stability for the regression model. However, 
mixed categories do perform better with even smaller values for MESS and MSE and with a 
smaller discrepancy between them. Moreover, no case is misclassified. Finally, Brainerd's 
selection of discriminators is the one to produce the best results with the smallest 
discrepancy between the error values. It would seem that, for the first three experiments, the 
choice of predictors plays a major part in the quality of results. In the case of mixed 
categories, although the variables may not appear as accurate as Brainerd's predictors, they 
are still able to detect stylistic trends over time to a very satisfactory level. 
It had been mentioned at the beginning of the chapter that the aim of the first three 
experiments had not been to question Shakespearean dates as used and predicted by 
Brainerd but rather to test the prospect of producing similar results to those of his original 
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study. A discrepancy of 0.24 between the difference in RPC MESS and MSE for the first 
two experiments and a difference between the individual values for MESS and MSE for 
each experiment less that 2 indicates that the selected variables have sufficiently minimized 
the error values and may be considered for the type of analysis presented here. 
As an initial observation, it appears that as long as there is an accepted stylistic trend over 
time present in the text, the trend may be detected. Discriminators tailored to the text they 
derive from tend to have higher and stronger correlations since they will have been selected 
based on previous observations or theory, however, the stronger the trend the more likely it 
is it will be expressed in multiple dimensions by other different kinds of discriminators, 
which may result in various levels of predictive accuracy. 
5.3.4 Brainerd Study with Stepwise Regression Method ­
Experiment 4 
Eleven variables previously selected by Brainerd which significantly correlated with RDC at 
the 5% and 1 % level of significance in the test set are presented in table 5.9 in descending 
order of frequency. The first nine variables were used in stepwise multiple linear regression 
analysis. 
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Table 5.9: The eleven most significant correlations oj Brainerd's variables when the test set is 
examined. 
variable description correlation Brainerd's outliers 
name coefficient Correlation 
(19 plays) (19 plays) 
MOST most .813 .81 
BECAUSE because, 'cause -.679 -.69 TGV (+) 
WHICH which .679 .68 
WHO 	 who, whom, whose, who's, who'll, various .676 .68 
forms of 
-ever, -soever, -somever 
UNTO 	 unto, unot, unto't -.620 -.64 
WITH with, with't, wi' -.575 -.58 R2 (+) 

MDN (+) 

MIGHT might, mightst, mought .546 .61 TN (+) 

WHY why -.523 -.57 TGV (+) 

FOR for -.515 -.52 TGV (+) 

HAVE 	 had, hadst, has, hast, hath, have, having, 'hath, .503 .51 
have's, 'ave, 'ad, 'as, 'a, ha', h'as, ha't, have't, 
hat'st, ha'th, had't, h'ad 
MORE 	 more,moe, more- .502 .54 
Figure 5.5 shows scattergrams of the eleven variables with clear trends. 
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Figure 5.5: Scattergrams for MOST, BECAUSE, WHICH, WHO. UNTO, WITH_. WHY, MIGHT, 
FOR, HA VE, and MORE, based on the nineteen plays in the dated sample. 
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When stepwise linear regression is performed, the variables MOST and WHO are selected 
(formula 5.10): 
RDC = -14.698 + 54.275*MOST + 26.030*WHO (5.10) 
for which all coefficients are significant. The resulting R2 is .834, MESS is calculated as 
4.5035, and MSE as 6.2043. When the variables are entered into PCA, one factor (formula 
4.11) is extracted which significantly correlates with RDC accounting for 67.55% of the 
variance. RPC (formula 5.12) produces R2 equal to .820, whereas MESS and MSE are 
equal to 4.8939 and 6.0993 respectively. 
U = .608*MOST + .608* WHO (5.11 ) 

RDC = 1.711 + 4.852*U (5.12) 

No case is misclassified when the standardized residuals are examined, neither for the test 
set, nor for the dubious sample. The value of the standard error for the dubious sample is 
equal to 8.9642. Appendix C, table C.6 contains the standardized residuals. 
5.3.5 Mixed Categories for Stepwise Regression Method­
Experiment 5 
In order to combine different types of stylistic variables in one regression formula using the 
stepwise method, the greater than absolute AOO correlations were measured in the test set 
only so that the best nine variables could be selected. The results are presented in table 5.1 0 
in descending order of frequency. For a full listing, see Appendix C, table C.7. 
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Table 5.10: The greater than absolute .400 correlations of the nine selected variables for stepwise 
• 

multiple linear regression in descending order offrequency. 
variable name description 	 correlation outliers 

coefficient 

(19 plays) 

WHOBl WH relative clauses on object .787 
positions 
LNDASH natural logarithm of dash .757 
APOSTR apostrophe .745 
CONTRACT Biber's contractions .721 
SP_L space followed by the letter '1' -.721 
PRON PRO pronoun followed by pronoun .719 
COMPAREG based on 21 words indicating .704 
comparison 
ACHIEVEL based on 60 words indicating .695 
achievement 
BECAUSE 'because' -.690 TGV (+) 
DASH, when initially examined, was found to be non-normal, hence the logarithmic 
transformation. The scattergrams for the variables in table 5.10 are presented in figure 5.6: 
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Figure 5.6: Scattergrams for the variables WHOBJ, LNDASH, APOSTR, CONTRACT. SP_L, 
PRON_PRO, COMPAREG, ACHIEVEL, andBECAUSEwithRDC 
When these variables are used with stepwise mUltiple linear regression, the resulting 
formula which contains only significant regression coefficients is of the form: 
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RDC = -12.933 +49.329*WHOBJ + 265.038*PRON_PRO 
-98.421 *BECAUSE + 3.668*LNDASH. (S.13) 
The resulting R2 is equal to .942. MESS, when calculated, reaches the value 1.S9, whereas 
MSE the value 2.96. After insertion of the selected variables into PCA one factor is 
extracted accounting for S9.048% of the variance of the fonn: 
U =-.297*BECAUSE + .373*WHOBJ + .340*LNDASH + .283*PRON PRO 
(S.14) 
After Regression on Principal Components is run, R 2 reaches the value of .921 for formula 
(S.lS): 
RDC = 1.711 + 5.142*U (5.15) 
MESS equals 2.14 and MSE equals 2.59. Play nine, The Merchant a/Venice, from the dated 
test set is incorrectly predicted, and play thirty-eight, Two Noble Kinsmen, from the dubious 
sample is also incorrectly predicted. The wrong date assigned to play thirty-eight may be 
due to LNDASH since the play contains only a very limited number of dashes - possibly 
attributed to the different book edition from which the play was obtained - therefore, cannot 
be predicted accurately by a model which favours the particular punctuation mark. As for 
play nine, it appears that there is a combination of all the variables in the model that causes 
the elevated standardized residual value. The value of the standard error for the dubious 
sample equals 7.8994. Table C.8 in Appendix C contains the standardized residuals. 
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5.3.6 Individual Categories with Stepwise Regression Method ­
Experiment 6 
The final experiment utilized variables with significant correlations at the 5% and 1 % 
significance level from each individual variable category and measured in the test set. Seven 
stepwise mUltiple linear regressions were performed, followed by peA and Regression on 
Principal Components when appropriate. The maximum number of variables permitted in 
each regression formula was nine and all resulting regression coefficients were significant. 
Table C.9 in Appendix C summarizes the findings. Tables for standardized residuals were 
not produced due to the expected volume of the data. 
Table 5.11 summarizes the discrepancies between MESS and MSE for both stepwise 
multiple linear regression and RPC. The table is sorted according to the highest value of R2 
obtained when running RPc. 
Table 5. J J: Descending order ofsummary statistics in terms ofbest prediction and stability. The last 
column contains the total number of ailed redictions or each RPC model. 
SteEwise MultiEle Linear Re~ession . Regression on PrinciEal Com2onents 
variable type R2 MESS MSE MSE­ R2 MESS MSE MSE- total 
MESS MESS failed 
redictions 
Brainerd's .834 4.51 6.20 l.69 .820 4.89 6.10 1.21 0 
nine 
mixed .942 1.59 2.56 0.97 .921 2.14 2.59 0.45 2 
cate ories 
syntactic .913 2.36 4.38 2.02 .830 4.62 5.75 1.13 
syntactic 
transitions .825 4.75 7.71 2.96 .810 5.16 6.22 1.06 
lexical 
transitions .827 4.71 9.87 2.96 .803 5.37 8.19 2.82 0 
content .821 4.87 7.37 2.50 .741 7.03 8.52 1.49 0 
characters .717 7.69 9.65 1.96 .717 7.79 9.03 1.24 1 
character 
transitions .812 4.93 8.16 3.23 .711 6.22 7.91 l.69 0 
honemic .883 3.19 8.78 5.59 .669 8.99 11.17 2.18 0 
The best results are obtained with the mixed categories datasets, followed by syntactic 
transitions and syntactic variables. There is some discrepancy detected between the error 
., 
A 
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values, however, it is not velY substantial except for the phonemic variables. When RPC is 
run, virtually all values of R2 somewhat decrease, whereas the values of the error measures 
increase. The discrepancy between the error values also decreases. This suggests that the 
models are more stable when they incorporate principal components instead of raw 
variables, however, in cases where stepwise multiple linear regression is used, subsequent 
use of principal components analysis may not be necessary. 
Comparing the two different approaches, close inspection of tables 5.8 and 5.11 reveals a 
marked improvement for almost every dataset, even in cases where slightly lower R2 
values are observed for the stepwise multiple regression method due to the fact that the 
recorded error values and the discrepancy between them is much lower than previously 
noted. The effect is even more pronounced for the characters, phonemes, and lexical 
transitions datasets which experience major improvements in all values. This suggests that 
the method has produced more stable model coefficients of good prediction power and more 
reliable models as a result. The exception is with Brainerd's nine variables model which 
experiences deterioration in both prediction and error values, although the reSUlting model is 
both statistically significant and more stable. This may be a reflection of the difference in 
Brainerd's choice of method and limited available variables from the stepwise method to 
choose from. 
Finally, the fact that all variables that entered the regression models were selected from the 
dated plays only may also playa part, since there are more chances in detecting strong 
predictors for the sample under investigation rather than using predictors whose selection 
has being based on other criteria, too. This additionally explains the higher chances of 
obtaining statistically significant predicted values for several cases when an unseen sample 
is being tested (as with the mixed categories case in table 5.l1). 
I 
,I 
5.4 Conclusion 
In general terms, it may be claimed that the second pilot study succeeded in its initial goals, II 
that is, satisfactory prediction levels and comparative results were obtained with Brainerd's II 
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study suggesting that acceptable predictive power in various degrees is attainable by the 
individually selected variable types in passages for which evidence for stylistic 
chronological change exists. Likewise, selection of the stepwise mUltiple linear regression 
method proved to be suitable for the goals of the research when tested with variables which 
have not been selected on a theoretical basis. Furthermore, as an extension to the results of 
the first pilot study, current evidence suggests that premium results are to be expected with 
multivariable-type regression models which are perceived as combining the best information 
from the broader variables field, since it is expected that more stylistically variable 
information may be covered in this manner. It would be of interest to replicate such findings 
in the main body of the present research using a bigger sample and an extended variety of 
authors and genres. 
1 '2Q 
6 First Experiment- Multiple Linear Regression 
Chapter five presented the second pilot study conducted on Shakespearean data. The aim 
was to examine the predictive power of all the selected stylistic markers using multiple 
linear regression on a sample of data known for its chronological pattern prior to the 
markers' application on the expanded 19th century samples. Brainerd's 1980 study, which 
was additionally replicated to achieve comparison between his results and the results 
presently obtained, was selected as a model appropriate for such a task. Satisfactory 
prediction levels and comparative results were obtained with Brainerd's study, thus 
reinforcing the suitability of the selected markers described in chapter four and method for 
the current task. It was additionally observed that multivariable-type regression models 
produced the most accurate results. 
Based on the additional observations that genre and author appear to influence predictive 
accuracy, as well as increased predictive accuracy may be expected with multivariable-type 
regression models, chapter six describes the first experiment of the thesis. To ensure 
adequate sample size and variety in the number of authors used, poetry and personal 
correspondence of two more authors were added in the initial samples, in particular the work 
of Edna St Vincent Millay and William Butler Yeats. The two new authors were selected 
based on the availability of their accurately-dated work in terms of sufficient and useable 
texts in both types of genres. They also lived as close as possible to the chronological period 
shared by the remaining poets in the sample. 
The chapter opens with a brief informational background on the life and language use of the 
new poets (section 6.1), and continues with a brief description of ANOVA1 (section 6.2) as 
the second method to conduct the second part of the present experiment (the first part uses 
1 Although ANOVA is a common procedure in social sciences, it is not routinely used for stylometry, 
which justifies the fact that the method's description is included in the main body of the thesis. 
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multiple linear regression). Subsequently, section 6.3 explains the methodology followed, 
section 6.4 continues with the analysis of results, section 6.5 discusses the findings, and 
section 6.6 closes the chapter with several concluding remarks. 
6.1 Two New Authors 
6.1.1 William Butler Yeats 
William Butler Yeats (1865-1939) has the longest spanning career among the authors in the 
sample having written his first poem at the age of fifteen and the last one at the age of 
seventy-three. His early work is "not [generally] highly regarded" (Orel, 1968: 1) since it 
characterizes the imitative and immature apprentice in him (Murphy, 1975: 4). Early themes 
centre around opposing experiences expressed via antinomial pairs such as ideal-real, 
escape-involvement, imagination-intellect, body-soul, reason-dream, selflessness-ego, and 
contemplation-action, which are weaved in an escapist world of romantic tradition, Celtic 
mythology, symbolism, imagination, beauty, and the distaste of ugly reality (Jeffares, 1989: 
xix; Murphy, 1975: 1-2). Suffering from dyslexia (Riddick, 2001: 228) resulted in illegible 
texts due to difficult handwriting, bad spelling, and rhetorical rather than grammatical 
punctuation. As Kelly and Domville (1986: xlviii) note, "[Yeats] rarely used hyphens; he 
did not like to enclose vocatives in commas, and he often neglected to put commas before 
quotations, or to capitalize the first word in a quotation". He was also constantly revising 
(Kelly & Domville, 1986: xlix), even when he was spending "long stretches of time when 
he wrote very little poetry at all" (Orel, 1968: 89). 
Yeats's poetry changed over the years as the poet developed into a person more attune with 
public, political and national events. In particular, a noticeable shift that had been observed 
"during and after [Yeats's] association with the Abbey theatre in the opening years of the 
twentieth century". During that time, the syntax of the poems was progressively acquiring 
the form of common everyday speech. It is possible, however, that such criticisms 
influenced by Yeats's comments as well, since Yeats himself wrote to H.J.C. Grierson in 
February 21 st 1926 that "my own verse has more and more adopted - seemingly without any 
will of mine - the syntax and vocabulary of common personal speech", suggesting that the 
shift occurred unconsciously. Nevertheless, in a later essay (Yeats, 1961; cited in Jaynes, 
1980: 11) Yeats writes that "then, and in this English poetry has followed my lead, I tried to 
make the language of poetry coincide with that of passionate normal speech. I wanted to 
write in whatever language comes most naturally when we soliloquise, as I do all day long, 
upon the events of our own lives or of any life where we can see ourselves for the moment", 
clearly indicating conscious style manipulation (Jaynes, 1980: 11). On the whole, the poetry 
of his middle period was more personal, communicated by his active engaging presence in 
the texts, considerably detached from the early mythology and symbolism, and more attune 
to universal issues (Jaynes, 1980: 13). The language was now being "stripped of 
adjectives ... [whereas a surplus of] verbs and nouns" (Jeff ares , 1989: xix), as well as 
subject-verb contractions which create a sense of informality (Jaynes, 1980: 13) appear to 
have settled in the place of adjectives to accommodate for his new public and literary 
pursuits (as seen in "narrative art in short stories, ... narrative poems and verse plays" 
(Jeffares, 1989: xx». The final years found Yeats achieving a compromise between the two 
earlier periods both in terms of language usage and in terms of themes (Jaynes, 1980: 13). 
Now his work was finally characterized by the "powerfully emotive poetry technically 
accomplished in its rhyming, its rhythm, [and] its repetitive patterns (Jeffares, 1989: xxii). 
He was awarded the Nobel Prize ofliterature in 1923. 
The exact number of letters Yeats composed in his lifetime amounts to approximately 7000, 
however, only one fourth of his personal correspondence has been properly prepared for 
scholarly editions at the present time (Gould et al., 1997; Kelly & Domville, 1986; Kelly & 
Schuchard, 1994). Bad spelling, lack of punctuation, and inaccurate dating plague the 
documents, although the sense of immediacy conveyed through the personal development of 
this "private ...vivid and living personality" from "painful self-doubts ... [and] moods of 
despair ... [to] maturity and self-confidence" allow the reader to follow the growth of Yeats's 
literary art in all of its expressions (Kelly & Domville, 1986: xxvi-xxxiv). 
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6.1.2 Edna St Vincent Millay 
Having composed her first poem at the age of fifteen, Edna St Vincent Millay (1892 - 1950) 
experienced her first publication at the age of seventeen in 1912 with the poem 
"Renascence", which was perceived at the time as a "cry of amazed joy, of terror and delight, 
youthful, fresh, [and] untutored by any religious or literary training whatsoever" (Yost, 
1937: 10). After "Renascence", seven volumes of poetry totalling 316 poems and five 
volumes of poetic plays followed. With her poetic development closely following her 
personal development, Millay succeeded in remaining unaffected by the literary movements 
of her time even at the start of her literary career. Winner of the Pulitzer prize in 1923, she 
never wrote about the subject of poetry, unlike her American contemporaries, and never 
engaged in formal poetic experimentation which would hint at an "uncertainty of direction 
or a weakness of poetic power" (Yost, 1937: 10); instead, traditional poetic forms dominated 
her cannon allowing her to express sentiment through simplicity, boldness, intensity, 
passion, and integrity of opinion (Yost, 1937: 7, 52). Yost (1937: 7) mentions that the 
subject matter on which her poetry has concentrated was almost always of great sentimental 
gravity and was never taken lightly, whereas the poems' stylistic qualities centred around 
"classical allusions, ellipsis of the pronouns, inverted phrase order, Shakespearean tonal 
echoes, a certain weight of line rhythm... [enriched with interest] in the simple and 
fundamental aspects of life, no special vocabulary, [and] no tricks of style" (Yost, 1937: 18, 
28) with an absolute devotion to meticulous punctuation (MacDougal, 1952: x). A gradual 
change of mood and themes is detectable in her texts, ranging from "delicate melancholy, 
nostalgia for the simplest countryside, romantic grief for the passing of love, the death of 
lovers, homeliness"; to images of sea, deserted earth, history of human kind, "joy, triumph 
of beginning, foreboding, anguish, bitterness of blow acknowledged, common sense, 
persuasive rationalisation," pathos, distress, desire, love, companionship, delight; to freedom 
for the female spirit, sorrow, pity, and life deserted - the subject of death was never touched 
upon (Yost, 1937: 19-21,25,32). 
Her personal correspondence amounts to 281 letters although an estimate of 500 letters 
ought to be in existence. In her later years following her marriage, her husband took over her 
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correspondence, therefore, her output comparatively diminished. Several letters are known 
to have been destroyed or are simply unavailable (MacDougal, 1952: xi). 
6.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
Analysis ofYariance (ANOVA) is a hypothesis testing procedure primarily used to compare 
the means of one or more variables (factors) for two or more populations, and to evaluate 
results from research designs in which more than one independent factor is involved. Known 
additionally as factorial designs, it is possible to perform one-factor ANOYA, two-factor 
ANOYA, three-factor ANOYA, and so on according to the number offactors utilized. 
In ANOYA the aim is to examine whether the observed differences in the investigated 
populations, or in the samples drawn from these populations, are genuine or are attributed to 
the natural variability among populations and samples. If the differences are due to the latter, 
then they originate from the same sample or population. In reality, ANOYA examines the 
variability of the sample values within each independent factor and between independent 
factors, and explains its origin. Two interpretations in general are of interest: 
1. 	 There are no differences between the populations because the observed differences 
between the samples drawn from these populations are due to chance (sampling 
variability). 
2. 	 The differences between the sample means are real and accurately reflect genuine 
differences between the populations. 
If the variability of the sample means is greater than expected by chance, then the population 
means are not equal and the null hypothesis (interpretation 1) is rejected. In addition, in 
order to perform ANOV A, the assumptions of independence of samples, normally 
distributed populations, and equality of population variances need to hold, although 
ANOY A is relatively robust to minor violations of the last two. 
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Since the experiments presented in this chapter involve an independent measures design2 
with four independent factors, an explanation of two-factor analysis of variance follows 
which can be easily extended to three or four-factor analysis. 
ANOV A is carried out by calculating the F statistic (F-ratio), which is the ratio of the 
variability between the populations (between-treatments variability) caused by general 
differences in the treatment conditions for the samples to the variability within populations 
(within-treatments variability or error term), which is the variability within each sample due 
to chance. The between-treatments variability is a combination of the variability produced 
by different treatment conditions among the samples, such as texts drawn from authors born 
in different English-speaking countries; individual differences of the subjects under 
investigation like personality, background, abilities, attitudes; and experimental error which 
is the chance of performing an error caused by poor equipment, human factors such as 
tiredness or lack of attention, etc. The within-treatments variability, on the other hand, is a 
combination only of individual differences and experimental error. 
For the independent measures ANOV A, the F-ratio is structured as follows: 
variance (differences) between sample means 

F = ---------------------------------------------------------------- => 

variance (differences) expected from sampling error. 

treatment effect + individual differences + experimental error 

F = -----------------------------------------------------------------------------­
individual differences + experimental error 

If there is no treatment effect, the F-ratio is expected to be equal to 1 since the numerator 
and the denominator would be nearly identical. The F-ratio is indexed by two values for the 
degrees of freedom, one for the numerator and one for the denominator, which depend on 
the number of cases used to calculate the two variances. 
Two-factor ANOVA examines three independent hypotheses, one for each factor and one 
for both factors combined. Specifically, it tests and calculates an F-ratio for differences of 
2 Each ofthe populations uses its own distinct sample. 
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the sample means among the levels3 of factor A, differences of the sample means among the 
levels of factor B, and differences of the sample means due to unique combinations of the 
levels of both factors A and B, which cannot be explained by the factors individually. A 
statistically significant large value for the F-ratio signifies a sample means difference greater 
than chance, therefore, the null hypothesis of equal means in the population may be rejected. 
Examination of the differences of the sample means due to combinations of factors are 
referred to as interaction effects, because the effect of one factor depends on the levels of the 
second, whereas examination of the sample mean differences among the levels of one factor 
for differences reflected on the dependent variable are known as main effects. "If the design 
of the research study is represented as a matrix with one factor determining the rows and the 
second factor determining the columns, then the mean differences among the rows would 
describe the main effect of one factor, and the mean differences among the columns would 
describe the main effect of the second factor" (Gravetter & Wallnau, 1996: 452-453). In 
both cases, however, unless the F-ratio demonstrates that either main or interaction effects 
are significant and so exist in the population, any observed mean differences would need to 
be interpreted as due to sampling error. 
6.3 Methodology 
The data were obtained by running the Python programs described in Appendix B.8. 
Initially assessment of the assumption of linearity of the variables took place by examination 
of bivariate scatterplots between each independent variable and the dependent variable 
YEAR 4. When a great number of zero counts were present in the data or when the 
distribution of the independents appeared to be positively skewed, the variables were 
transformed either to their binary form (values greater than 0.01 were given the value of 1 
and 0 otherwise) or they were logged. Examination of the normality assumption was 
executed via the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test, whereas parametric Pearson 
3 Referring to the different types of values for each factor. 

4 YEAR is exactly equivalent to the dependent variable DATE used in chapter three, but YEAR was 

deemed a better name for the particular variable. 
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Correlation coefficients provided correlation values between the dependent and the 
independent variables (see Appendix D, table D.2). 
All the variables which produced significant correlation coefficients were finally selected 
and entered into their respective stepwise regression model as a means of pre-selection to 
avoid entering unacceptably large numbers of variables in the equations. The rational behind 
this approach stems from Agresti's (1996: 92) suggestions, according to whom the 
researcher is more likely to obtain "numerically stable" and generalizable models when the 
number of variables in the model is restricted. This is due to the fact that the greater number 
of variables in the model is, the greater the values that the standard errors of those variables 
reach, indicating that the derived model would be more dependent on the sample it was 
based on. Although such a pre-selection would guard from confounding, it would not, 
however, guard from overfitting characteristic of datasets with a greater number of variables 
than available cases and which produces unstable coefficient estimates. Moreover, the 
inclusion of a large number of variables in the model does not guarantee that all variables 
will be statistically significant, although the overall correlation of the combined predictors 
may as well be significant. Furthermore, dropping predictors without theoretical justification 
is not acceptable since the performance of the remaining predictors may be affected along 
with the value ofR2 . 
Following the final screening of the variables, the guidelines presented below were adhered 
to: 
1. 	 The stepwise mUltiple regression models (see Appendix A.3.1) were run with SPSS 
version 11 using default parameters. 
2. 	 Besides model fit, additional statistics obtained were values ofR 2 representing the 
percentage of variance accounted for by the weighted predictors in the regression 
model, collinearity diagnostics such as Tolerance and VIP values to report possible 
instances of multicolinearity, casewise diagnostics for identification of outliers, 
histograms and normal probability plots of the residuals, bivariate scatterplots of the 
standardized dependent variable vs. the standardized residuals to examine their 
dispersion, and standardized residual values, unstandardized predicted values, and 
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deleted residuals5 , which were used to calculate values of MESS following the 
formula given in section 5.1.1 and to examine compliance with regression 
assumptions (see Appendix A.3.2). MESS, which was obtained using jackknife (see 
Appendix A.3.2.2), serves the purpose of determining the amount of shrinkage in 
predictive accuracy when the regression model is to be used with untested samples 
in order to evaluate the quality of results obtained when using the testing sample. 
3. 	 The normality of standardized residuals was confirmed by the Kolmogorov­
Normality test. Initial values of MESS were also calculated and visually compared 
for large discrepancies with MSE. 
4. 	 Once stepwise mUltiple regression was completed, three four-way ANOV A were 
performed using the dependent variables MESS (Mean Error Sum of Squares), MSE 
(Mean Sum of Squared Errors), and VARSTOT (Total Number of Variables as 
selected by stepwise linear regression for the final models). The dependent variables 
were analysed using the factors GENRE (two levels: Poem, Letter), AUTHOR (four 
levels: Millay, Rossetti, Poe, Yeats), ORDER (two levels: First, Second), and 
V ARIABLE TYPE (six levels: character-based, content, entropic, lexical, phonemic, 
syntactic). ANOVA was selected in order to tease out main effects and all two-way 
interactions for each factor, and assess whether there is a significant difference in 
the use of the different factors. 
5. 	 Eight additional datasets were created for which variables that were encountered at 
least twice in the different stepwise linear regression models were included. The aim 
was to assess the multivariable-type models constructed by stylochronometers 
common to at least two authors for predictive accuracy and optimum MESS and 
MSE values. The procedure followed was similar to the one for the creation and 
examination of the stepwise linear regression datasets for each individual variable 
type. ANOVA was again used to examine if the factors AUTHOR and GENRE only 
have any effect ofVARSTOT, MESS, and MSE. 
6. 	 Finally, eight more datasets were created for which all the variables selected from 
stepwise linear regression for each author and genre separately were used. The aim 
5 A deleted residual is the equivalent of the residual for a case when that case is excluded from the 
calculation of the regression coefficients, and it is equal to the difference between the dependent 
variable and the adjusted predicted value. The adjusted value is equal to the predicted value for a case 
when the particular case is excluded from the calculation of the regression coefficients. 
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was to assess the individual multivariable-type models for predictive accuracy and 
optimum MESS and MSE values. The procedure followed was, once more, similar 
to the one for the creation and examination of the stepwise linear regression datasets 
for each individual variable type. ANOV A was used to examine the effects of the 
factors AUTHOR and GENRE on V ARSTOT, MESS, and MSE. 
The methods of Principal Components Analysis and Regression on Principal Components 
were not followed up as with the pilot study in section 5.1.1, the reason being that it was 
primarily of interest to examine the behavior of each predictor individually and not their 
combined effect as masked under a single function as the product of Principal Components 
Analysis. 
6.4 Results 
Table D.3 in Appendix D presents the stepwise linear regression results for each separate 
dataset. The first numeric column contains values of R2 showing the amount of variance 
accounted for by the model, the second one shows the resulting models, and the final two 
present the error values of MESS and MSE. 
Examination of the first four columns of table D.4 in Appendix D shows the first-order 
content, lexical, character, and phonemic variables, and second-order character transitions 
derived from the poetic Yeatsian corpus to dominate the first top ten positions along with 
Rossetti's content variables from both poetry and personal correspondence, and Poe's 
content and character datasets. The ordering is based on performance measured according to 
the percentage of explained variation by R2 and predictive accuracy. The worst datasets 
appear to be first-order entropic variables measured in the letters of Rossetti, Yeats, and 
Millay, along with second-order entropic and phonemic variables measured in the letters of 
Poe, Yeats, Millay, and the poems of Rossetti and Yeats. The instability indicated by large 
variations and discrepancies in MSE and MESS values suggests the presence of instability 
in the regression models. The remaining columns show the same results ordered according 
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to MSE values, this time favouring Yeats's letters measured by content, syntactic, 
characters-based, and phonemic variables, as well as lexical and character transitions. 
Moreover, satisfactory MSE values are obtained by Poe's letters when examined with 
content, character, and lexical variables. The worst MSE values are obtained by Yeats's 
poems (phonemes, phonemic transitions, lexical, lexical transitions, characters, character 
transitions, syntax, syntactic transitions, and second-order entropy). 
To reinforce such empirical observations, three four-ways ANOV A were conducted on 
measures such as V ARSTOT, MESS, and MSE. Table 6.1 presents the relevant hypotheses 
for which the significance level of a = 0.05 was used for all analyses: 
Table 6.1: List a/the dependent variables, the/actors along with their respective levels, and the Null 
and h . Al . H h dt e respective ternatlve rypot eses teste . 
Dependent 
variable Factor(s) Levels Ho HI 
Main effects At least 
Author 
(AUTHOR) 
Millay, 
Poe, 
Rossetti, 
Yeats 
)11 =)12 = )13 = )14 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
from the 
others 
]" ANOVA: 
Final 
Genre 
(GENRE) 
Letter, 
Poem )15 = )16 )15,* f.l6 
VARSTOT 
selected by 
Order 
(ORDER) 1st, 2
nd f.l7 :::: )18 )17,* f.l8 
stepwise 
regression. 
2'''' 
ANOVA: 
MESS 
(Mean 
Variable type 
(VARTYPE) 
I 
I 
Character, 
content, 
entropy, 
lexical, 
phonemic, 
syntactic. 
f.l9 = f.l1O= .uII = f.l12= f.l13= J.l14 
At least 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
from the 
others 
Error of Interactions VARTYPE-
Sum of AUTHOR 
Squares) 
3'" 
ANOVA: 
VARTYPE­
GENRE 
The 
effect of 
MSE 
(Mean Sum 
of Squared 
Errors) 
VARTYPE­
ORDER 
GENRE­
AUTHOR 
(please 
consult 
column 
above) 
There is no interaction between factor 
A (e.g. VARTYPE) and factor B (e.g. 
AUTHOR). The effect of factor A 
does not depend on the levels of 
factor B (and B does not depend on 
A). Etc. 
one 
factor 
does 
depend 
on the 
levels of 
GENRE­
ORDER 
the other 
factor. 
AUTHOR­
ORDER 
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Following the derivation of the ANOVA models, the assumptions of normality and linearity 
were assessed by examination of normal probability plots and results of the Kolmogorov­
Smirnov test6 for the obtained standardized residuals. Also bivariate correlations between 
the standardized residuals and the predicted values were examined, whereas Levene's tese 
was used to assess the assumption of equal variances in the groups. 
In all cases, mean was recorded as zero and standard deviation as 0.75. Finally, No 
violations of multivariate assumptions were recorded (Levene's test for VARTSTOT F(80, 
13) = 1.064, P > 0.05), except for the assumption of equal variances for MESS and MSE for 
which, however, the square root transformation produced the desired effect (the transformed 
dependent variables were SQMESS and SQMSE and the results of Levene's test were F(80, 
13) = 1.740,p > 0.05 and F(80, 13) = 1.683, P > 0.05 respectively). 
Furthermore, tables D.S and D.6 in Appendix D contain the results of the regression models 
for each multivariable-type dataset created by variables found common in at least two 
authors, and the results of regression models for each individual multi variable-type dataset 
created according to all variables contained in the regression models for each author 
respectively. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 reveal the ordering of those datasets in terms of quality of 
prediction by R2 and MSE. 
6 The Kolmogorov-Smimov test compares "the set of scores in [a] sample to a normally distributed 
set of scores with the same mean and standard deviation. If the test is non-significant (p > 0.05) it 
tells us that the distribution of the sample is not significantly different from a normal distribution" 
(Field, 2000: 46). 
7 As Field (2000: 238) explains, if Levene's test is non-significant (p > 0.05), the null hypothesis that 
the difference between the group variances is zero may be accepted since the variances are found 
statistically equal. If unequal variances are detected, they may often be stabilized by using the square 
root transformation of the dependent variable, although there is no guarantee that such an action will 
result in the desired effect. In such circumstances the only option left is to report an inaccurate F­
value. 
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Table 6.2: Prediction results for the multivariable-type datasets based on the 35 variables that were 
found common in at least two authors, sorted according to R2 for the first four columns only as an 
indication ofperformance. The remaining columns show the same results but sorted according to 
MSE 
Author-Genre R2 MSE MESS Author-Genre R2 MSE MESS 
Yeats Poems .722 97.240 79.068 Yeats Letters .530 16.793 14.169 
Poe Poems .678 20.458 15.389 Poe Poems .678 20.458 15.389 
Rossetti Letters .593 59.516 48.057 Poe Letters .440 23.841 19.811 
Rossetti Poems .551 50.067 36.711 Millay Poems .503 38.476 31.863 
Yeats Letters .530 16.793 14.169 Rossetti Poems .551 50.067 36.711 
Millay Poems .503 38.476 31.863 Rossetti Letters .593 59.516 48.057 
Poe Letters .440 23.841 19.811 Yeats Poems .722 97.240 79.068 
Millay Letters .278 105.469 94.129 Millay Letters .278 105.469 94.129 
Multivariable-type regression models based on common variables in all authors achieved 
variable levels of predictive accuracy with Yeats's poems reaching a high R2 value 
compared with Millay's letters which reached the lowest. The results are visually slightly 
better compared with the R2 values obtained for single variable-type regression models, 
also evident when table 6.2 is sorted according to MSE values: the smallest MSE with the 
smallest difference with MESS is found with Yeats's letters whereas the largest value and 
the largest discrepancy are found once more with Millay's letters. 
Table 6.3: Prediction results for the multivariable-type datasets based on selected regression 
variables for each author and genre separately, sorted according to R2 for the first four columns 
only as an indication of performance. The remaining columns show the same results but sorted 
accord'zng to the MSE 
,,-.-,.,---.-----,~ 
R2 R2Author-Genre MSE MESS Author-Genre MSE MESS 
Yeats Poems .818 69.883 51.642 Poe Poems .795 9.810 13.161 
Rossetti Poems .805 22.940 15.965 Yeats Letters .729 11.301 8.167 
Poe Poems .795 9.810 13.161 Poe Letters .656 15.588 12.184 
Millay Letters .757 43.388 31.645 Rossetti Poems .805 22.940 15.965 
Yeats Letters .729 11.301 8.167 Millay Poems .613 30.953 24.822 
Rossetti Letters .668 50.996 39.258 Millay Letters .757 43.885 31.645 
Poe Letters .656 15.588 12.184 Rossetti Letters .668 50.996 39.258 
Millay Poems .613 30.953 24.822 Yeats Poems .818 69.883 51.642 
Multivariable-type regression models based on variables characteristic of each individual 
author and genre show that prediction accuracy is improved, not only compared with 
muItivariable-type regression models based on common variables across all authors, but also 
with the individual variable-type regression models. In this case, Yeats's poems have 
achieved the highest R2 , although, the large discrepancy between the MSE and MESS 
values as well as the size of the values themselves indicate instability in the regression 
model, as with the remaining results - still, however, they are not as high as those obtained 
for Yeats's letters in the previous table. Much better appear to be the results for Poe's poems 
and letters with satisfactory values for all statistics. Generally, small values of MESS and 
MSE compared with those for the remaining datasets and a large value for R2 appear to be 
the key for satisfactory model performance. 
In order to examine the effects of author identity and genre on the current error measures, 
three two-ways ANOYA were conducted on YARSTOT, MESS, and MSE in order to assess 
whether any of the multi variable-type models were influenced by the two factors. Table 6.4 
presents the relevant hypotheses for which the significance level of a =0.05 was used for all 
the multivariable-type regression model analyses: 
Table 	6.4: List of the dependent variable for the sixteen mixed datasets. the factors along with their 
t' I l d th Mild th fAiterna lve typoth estedrespec lve eve s. an e u an e respec lve (H eses t . 
Dependent 
variable Factor(s) Levels Do HI 
lSI ANOVA: Millay, At least one 
Final V ARSTOT 
selected by 
Author 
(AUTHOR) 
Poe, 
Rossetti, pI =p2 =p3 =p4 
sample mean is 
different from the 
stepwise Yeats others 
regression. 
2nd ANOVA: MainMESS (Mean 
effectsError of Sum of Genre Letter,Squares) 	 p5 =p6 )J.5 :¢ )J.6(GENRE) Poem 
3rt! ANOVA: 
MSE 

(Mean Sum of 

Squared Errors) 

Similarly to the three four-ways ANOY As conducted for the individual variable-type 
models, the assumptions of normality and linearity were assessed by examination of normal 
probability plots and the Kolmogorov-Smimov test for the obtained standardized residuals. 
Bivariate correlations were additionally examined between the standardized residuals and 
the predicted values. In all cases, mean was recorded as zero and standard deviation as 0.65. 
No violations of multivariate assumptions were recorded. 
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Finally, one three-ways ANOVA was conducted to measure predictive accuracy between the 
two different multivariable-type models using the factor MODEL (individual, common). 
Table 6.5 shows the relevant hypotheses for which assumptions were assessed in a similar 
fashion to the previously mentioned ANOV A tests. 
Table 6.5: List of the dependent variable for the sixteen mixed datasets, the factors along with their 
I l d h N; II d h . Al . H h drespective eve s, an t e u an t e respective ternatlve typot eses teste . 
Dependent Factor(s) Levels Ho HI 
variable 
Author Millay, j.J.l =j.J.2 =j.J.3 =j.J.4 At least one 
(AUTHOR) Poe, sample 
Rossetti, mean is 
Yeats different 
Main from the 
effects others 
;Sf ANOVA: 
MSE 
(Mean Sum 
of Squared 
Errors) 
Interactions 
Genre 
(GENRE) 
model 
(MODEL) 
GENRE­
AUTHOR 
GENRE­
MODEL 
AUTHOR­
MODEL 
Letter, 
Poem 
Individual, 
common 
(please 
consult 
column 
above) 
j.J.5=j.J.6 
p7=p8 
There is no interaction 
between factor A (e.g. 
V AR TYPE) and factor B 
(e.g. AUTHOR). The 
effect of factor A does not 
depend on the levels of 
factor B (and B does not 
depend on A). Etc. 
p5*p6 
p7*J1.8 
The effect 
of one 
factor does 
depend on 
the levels 
of the other 
factor. 
The first ANOV A test was conducted with the dependent variable V ARSTOT to assess 
whether its distribution is affected by the independent factors of AUTHOR, GENRE, 
ORDER, or V ARTYPE. Table 6.6 presents the results. 
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Table 6.6: Four-fcLctor ANOVA resultsfor Total Number of Variables (VARSTOT). 
VARSTOT (Total Number of Variables as selected by stepwise regression) 
Variable(s) 
VARTYPE­
GENRE 
VARTYPE­
AUTHOR 
Interactions VARTYPE­
ORDER 
GENRE-AUTHOR 
GENRE­
ORDER 
ORDER-AUTHOR 
VARTYPE 
Main GENRE 
Effects AUTHOR 
ORDER 
F-ratio 
F(5, 52) = 1.332 
Significance 
p> 0.05 
F(l5, 52) = .659 p> 0.05 
F(4, 52) = 2.271 
F(3, 52) = 5.198 
F(l, 52) = 2.628 
F(3, 52) = .861 
F(5, 52) = 24.157 
F(1, 52) = 1.558 
p> 0.05 
P < 0.05* 
p> 0.05 
p> 0.05 
p < 0.05* 
P > 0.05 
F(3, 52) = 1.376 
F(1, 52) = 18.935 
P > 0.05 
p < 0.05* 
Comment 
no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
significant main effect 
no significant main 
effect 
no significant main 
effect 
significant main effect 
The second ANOV A test was conducted with SQMESS as the dependent variable and was 
examined according to the four factors. Table 6.7 presents the obtained results: 
Table 6. 7: Four~factor ANOVA results for Squared Mean Error Sum ofSquares (SQMESS). 
SQMESS (Squared Mean Error Sum of Squares) 
Variable(s) 
V ARTYPE-GENRE 
V ARTYPE-AUTHOR 
Interactions V ARTYPE-ORDER 
GENRE-AUTHOR 
GENRE­
ORDER 
ORDER-AUTHOR 
VARTYPE 
Main GENRE 
Effects AUTHOR 
ORDER 
F-ratio 
F(5, 52) = .593 
F(15, 52) = .868 
F(4, 52) = 1.911 
F(3, 52) = 276.700 
F(l, 52) = 5.812 
F(3, 52) = 2.802 
F(5, 52) = 7.661 
F(l, 52) = 65.133 
F(3, 52) = 53.806 
F(l, 52) = 13.577 
Significance Comment 
P > 0.05 
p > 0.05 
p> 0.05 
p < 0.05* 
P < 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
~< 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
no significant 
interaction 
no significant 
interaction 
no significant 
interaction 
significant interaction 
significant interaction 
significant interaction 
significant main effect 
significant main effect 
significant main effect 
significant main effect 
As far as the last ANOVA is concerned, SQMSE was examined also with the four factors. 
MSE is the leave-one-out cross-validated version of SQMSE and hence it is considered 
unbiased and trustworthy compared to SQMESS in terms of generalizability to new samples. 
Table 6.8 shows the results: 
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Table 6.8: Four-factor ANOVA results for Squared Mean Sum ofSquares (SQMSE). 
SQMSE (Squared Mean Sum of Squaresl 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARTYPE- no significantF(5, 52) =.554 p> 0.05GENRE interaction 
VARTYPE- no significant F(15, 52) = .910 p> 0.05AUTHOR interaction 
Interactions VARTYPE- no significant F(4, 52) = 2.052 p> 0.05ORDER interaction 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 52) =409.038 p < 0.05* significant interaction 
GENRE- significant interaction F(l, 52) = 5.614 P < 0.05*ORDER 
ORDER-AUTHOR F(3, 52) = 3.080 P < 0.05* significant interaction 
VARTYPE F(5, 52) = 6.445 P < 0.05* significant main effect 
Main GENRE F(1, 52) = 98.057 p < 0.05* significant main effect 
Effects AUTHOR F(3, 52) = 78.799 p < 0.05* significant main effect 
ORDER F(1, 52) = 13.294 p < 0.05* significant main effect 
When Y ARSTOT, MESS, and MSE were examined for the multivariable-type models based 
on common variables with the two factors in a two-way ANOYA for main effects, the 
results in table 6.9 were produced: 
Table 6.9: Two-factor ANOVA results for VARSTOT, MESS, and MSE based on multi-author 
multivariable-type reJ;ression models for variables common in at least two authors. 
Main Effects for the eight multi-author multivariable-type datasets 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARSTOT 	 GENRE F(1, 3) = 15.000 p < 0.05* significant main effect 
AUTHOR F(3, 3) = 2.600 p>0.05 no significant main effect 
GENRE F(l, 3) = .038 p>0.05 no significant main effect MESS AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .536 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 

GENRE F(1, 3) = .002 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
MSE AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .488 p>0.05 no significant main effect 
When the same dependent variables based on the multivariable-type models created by 
variables characteristic of each author and genre were individually examined against the two 
factors in a two-way ANOYA for main effects, the results in table 6.10 were obtained: 
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Table 6.10: Two-factor ANOVA results for VARSTOT, MESS, and MSE based on individual 
multivariable-type regression models for variables in the final models for each individual author and 
genre. 
Main Effects for the eight individual multivariable-type datasets 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARSTOT 	 GENRE F(l, 3) = .267 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
AUTHOR FC3, 3) = .683 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
GENRE F(1, 3) =4.159 p>0.05 no significant main effect MESS AUTHOR F(3, 3) = 10.164 p < 0.05* significant main effect 
GENRE F(1, 3) = 4.260 p> 0.05 no significant main effect MSE AUTHOR F(3, 3) = 10.607 P < 0.05* significant main effect 
Finally, examination ofMSE for all the different multivariable-type trees is conducted, for 
which the obtained results are the ones presented in table 6.11. 
Table 6.11: Three-factor ANOVA results for MSE based on the different multivariable-type 
regresslOn mo d I e s. 
MSE (Mean Square Error) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
AUTHOR *GENRE F(3, 3) = .460 p> 0.05 no significant interaction Interactions AUTHOR*MODEL F(3, 3) = .623 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE*MODEL F(l, 3) = .241 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
AUTHOR F(3, 3) = 1.402 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
main effects 	 GENRE F(l,3)=.314 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 

MODEL F(1,3)=.118 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 

6.5 Discussion 
The first ANOV A test examined the presence of possible significant differences among the 
sample means of the four factors AUTHOR, GENRE, ORDER, VARTYPE for VARSTOT. 
Significant main effects were detected for the independent variables ORDER and 
V ARTYPE, confirming the influence the two factors exercised on the selection of the final 
variables in the model construction; it appears to be of importance whether the final 
variables in the model are of first- or second- order and whether they are of a particular type, 
suggesting that different variables produce different results, which, with hindsight, is a 
logical observation and expectation. 
One significant interaction was observed between AUTHOR and GENRE (figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1: Estimated Marginal Means ojVARSTOTjor thejactors GENRE and AUTHOR. 
Millay's letters appear to produce more variables compared with her poetry, a pattern also 
observed for Poe's samples. Rossetti's and Yeats's letters appear to produce fewer variables, 
especially Yeats's correspondence; however, the author's poems seem to be the most 
productive in terms of variable numbers. For the remaining authors, poetry produces more 
variables for Rossetti's datasets, followed by Millay's and finally Poe's. In general, it seems 
that all four factors influence the prediction of the total number of variables included in the 
regression models. 
ANOVA testing of SQMESS revealed significant main effects of GENRE, AUTHOR, 
ORDER, and VARTYPE. This suggests that the magnitude of the expected error is 
influenced by the type of genre the particular author is writing in, the identity of the author, 
and the order as well as the type ofvariabJe(s) being measured. 
Such strong effects are accompanied by significant interactions among almost all the 
abovementioned independent factors, which are clearly depicted. in the graphs following. 
The first graph (figure 6.2) shows the significant interaction detected between AUTHOR 
and GENRE. 
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Figure 6.2: Estimated Marginal Means oJSQMESSJor theJactors GENRE and AUTHOR. 
It may be seen that the lines for the two genre groups cross each other thrice. Neither is the 
difference between any pair of lines the same for the four authors, nor is the effect of the 
factor AUTHOR the same for both genres. Since the dependent variable represents 
SQMESS, the higher the line is on the graph, the greater the main effect of the factor, and 
the greater the error estimate for the model produced. Therefore, Yeats has the largest 
SQMESS for poetry and lowest for letters, whereas Millay has the highest SQMESS for 
letters. Compared to Rossetti, Millay has the lowest SQMESS for poems, which is also 
shared by Poe for poems. This means that it is much more difficult to assign Yeats's poems 
to their correct composition date than it is for the letters. It also means that Yeats's poems 
are the most difficult of all the texts to assign correctly, since Yeats also has the longest 
career among the authors used, followed by Millay's letters, although the difference between 
the two is great. Poe appears to be the easiest of all, although the relative difference for each 
of his genres seems to be equal with that of Rossetti's. On the whole, different authors 
appear to produce regression models of variable predictive accuracy according to the genre 
they write in, however, it is not possible at this stage to identify which genre is the most 
difficult to assign. 
In the second graph (figure 6.3), the significant interaction between AUTHOR and ORDER 
may be inspected. 
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Figure 6.3: Estimated Marginal Means ofSQMESSfor thefactors ORDER and AUTHOR. 
Although the interaction lines do not cross as they did in the previous AUTHOR-GENRE 
graph, they are not parallel either. The effect seems to be similar for all authors, that is, 
second-order variables appear to raise values of SQMESS error, thus preventing as accurate 
prediction of text cases across all authors as when compared to first-order variables. 
However, the effect seems to be more pronounced for Yeats's work compared to Poe's work 
which is found at the other extreme. This suggests that second-order variables in Yeats's 
genres should be expected to produce less accurate results. 
Finally, the significant interaction detected between ORDER and GENRE (figure 6.4) as 
seen by the non-parallel lines reveals that the size of SQMESS is affected both by the type 
of genre it is measured in and by the order ofthe variables under investigation. 
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Figure 6.4: Estimated Marginal Means ofSQMESSfor thefactors ORDER and GENRE. 
The graph indicates that poetry is expected to produce more variably and erroneous results 
with second-order variables than with first-order ones, whereas examination of personal 
correspondence may result in more consistency between the levels of SQMESS derived 
from the two types of variable order. 
When SQMSE is examined as the independent variable in the ANOV A analysis, the results 
reveal very similar patterns in terms of significant main effects and interactions. As it is 
evident from the graphs, the only difference lies in the slightly elevated values of cross­
validated SQMSE compared with SQMESS, which was anticipated. Consequently, similar 
interpretations hold for graphs (6.5-6.7). 
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Finally, as far as VARSTOT, MESS, and MSE for the multivariable-type models are 
concerned, V ARSTOT examined for the models produced based on variables common to all 
authors resulted in the significant main effect of GENRE, whereas both MESS and MSE 
examined for the models produced based on variables common for each author's genre 
resulted in the significant main effect of AUTHOR. This suggests that when authors are 
examined collectively, differences in genre will result in different numbers of variables in 
the regression models, whereas when authors are examined individually, restrictions in 
genre and freedom of choice in different variable types, author identity plays major part. 
However, accuracy (MSE) and differences in the number of variables in the models 
(V ARSTOT) remain unaffected by the different variable selection methods of obtaining the 
regression models, although comparison of individual variable-type models with 
multi variable-type ones shows that, at first glance, individual variable-type models are less 
accurate than multivariable-type models either based on one author or on many. 
6.6 Conclusion 
In summarizing, the following points were observed: 
1. 	 It was noted that the total number of variables included in each univariable-type 
regression model was influenced by the factors of order and variable type separately, 
as well as by the interaction of author and genre. 
2. 	 Predictive accuracy was additionally observed to have been affected by author 
identity interacting both with genre and order, as well as by genre interacting with 
order, while variable type imposed an independent effect along with the remaining 
factors in isolation. 
3. 	 However inconsistency was detected. It is possible that results have been affected 
by the fact that Yeats's letter sample is much more restricted than his poetry due to 
the fact that his letter corpus is not currently available in its entirety (see section 
6.1.1). 
4. 	 Furthermore, regarding multivariable-type models, results indicate that predictive 
accuracy is not affected in the multi variable-type regression models based on 
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common variables in the individual models from at least two authors for any of the 
authors or genres, 
5. 	 Although the total number of variables in those types of models appeared to have 
been influenced by the type of genre. 
6. 	 On the contrary, predictive accuracy seems to have been affected by author identity 
when the multivariable-type models derive collectively from each author's genres, 
whereas the total number of variables entering those models remained 
uncompromised by the different factors. 
7. 	 However, when different types of approaches in regression model building are 
compared for predictive accuracy on the whole, then accuracy remains unaffected. 
The same effect is observed for the total number of variables in the regression 
models. 
It does not seem, therefore, possible at this stage to suggest a strategy for taking all these 
different parameters into account when conducting stylochronometric analysis based on 
multiple linear regression. According to the present evidence, the search for universal 
stylochronometers may not be as straightforward as it was initially hoped. Simultaneously, 
the idea of using personal correspondence to date poetry seems precarious. 
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7 Second Experiment - Regression Trees 
Chapter six presented a series of experiments on four control authors using stepwise linear 
regression. The aim was to identify types of possible predictor variables of satisfactory 
predictive power which would correlate linearly with year of composition or first available 
publication date. It was initially observed that factors such as author, genre, order, and 
variable type affect accuracy of prediction in an inconsistent fashion. Furthermore, when 
multivariable-type regression models were assessed for accuracy on the whole, no model 
type appeared to be more accurate than the other, although multivariable-type regression 
models impressionistically produced more accurate results than their univariable-type 
counterparts. 
The experiments in chapter seven follow a similar path with one main difference. The aim 
here is to detect any patterns in the data including non-linear correlating with date of 
composition or first available publication date. This is to be achieved by employing the 
same set of variables as in chapter six. The main difference is the use of a non-parametric 
method namely regression trees, as an alternative to stepwise linear regression and as a type 
of approach not routinely adopted in stylochronometry, although non-linear regression 
models have been tested by Frisher (1991) and Yardi (1946). Regression trees have been 
used when a need for detecting non-linear patterns in the data is apparent. In addition, 
regression trees are known to produce accurate results, although they tend to be not so 
accurate if the data have a good linear structure (Breiman et. al., 1984: 264). It is hoped that 
modern methods such as regression trees will be more effective in identifying possible 
accurate predictors. 
The chapter opens with an explanation of the theory behind regression trees (section 7.1) 
and of the necessary criteria for their construction. Following, the error measure which 
determines the accuracy of the tree and its estimation is presented, and the nature of 
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stopping rules needed for producing a 'right-sized' tree is described. Next, pruning methods 
and the selection process for the optimum tree are explained, along with the introduction of 
GUIDE (section 7.2), the regression tree system chosen for this series of experiments. The 
results section (7.4) continues after GUIDE, which hosts the results of the experiments, 
whereas the discussion section (7.5) accompanied by the conclusion section (7.6) close the 
chapter. 
7. 1 Regression Trees 
A regression tree is a treelike structure which has been developed to represent a decision 
process for regression purposes, and which consists of branches (links) and leaves (nodes) 
aspiring to identify the attributes of the objects under examination functioning as best 
discriminators. The aim is to produce a simple yet reliable model of the relationship between 
one or more categorical/continuous independent variables and a dependent continuous 
variable. Regression trees are classified as non-parametric since they can deal with non­
linear patterns in the data without being affected by outliers. 
Permitting one or more variables at each decision node, a regression tree assigns objects to 
predetermined ordered response groups. When a regression tree is being constructed, data 
for each case traverse down the tree beginning at the root node, splitting nodes as they 
progress, until a terminal! node is reached. Figure 7.1 shows a GUIDE2 regression tree 
produced as an illustrative example for the data on one hundred poems by Millay based on 
forty-four character-based variables (see Appendix E, table E.1). 
1 Temlinal nodes are nodes of a distinct category which are not split any further (Breiman et ai., 

1984: 21-22). 

2 GUIDE is the software used for this experiment (see section 7.2). 
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AMPER S; 0.0188 
o 

YES NO 
COLON S; 0.1060 
NO1922.92 
1940.09 1925.65 
Figure 7.1: 0.01-SE GUIDE tree produced using Millay's character-based data. AMPER stands for 
ampersand and COLON for colon. 'YES' and 'NO' indicate whether the data satisfY the condition at 
each node or not. 
N ext to each node is the question which determines the nature of the split. If a case satisfies 
the condition, the case follows the left branch towards the left node; otherwise the case 
follows the right branch. Each terminal node contains a constant which is the average value 
for the response variable based on all cases that reach the node. For figure 7.1, the number 
beneath each terminal node is the final predicted sample average of the dependent variable 
YEAR over all cases for that terminal node. For instance, for all cases which do not satisfy 
the condition AMPER S; 0.0188 & COLON S; 0.1060 the sample average YEAR is 1922.92. 
To use this tree with new data, observations for each case would be dropped down the tree 
until the terminal nodes are reached. The predicted value for each terminal node would be 
the sample average of the dependent variable for the new data for that particular group. 
Prior to the construction of the predictor tree, the following criteria need to be established: a 
splitting rule for each intermediate node; a condition that determines when a node becomes 
terminal, and, therefore, when to stop splitting; and a procedure for assigning the predicted 
value of the response variable to the terminal nodes in order to select the right size tree 
(Breiman et aI., 1984: 28-29, 229). 
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7.1.1 Splits 
Splits are defined according to their ability to divide the sample data to a left descendant 
subgroup and to a right descendant subgroup in such a way as to produce "purer" subgroups 
in comparison to the parental ones. Moreover, the splits' nature depends upon the value of 
only a single variable (Breiman et al., 1984: 29). Once a good split is determined, the 
descendant subgroups are also searched for splits of similar quality. Two general procedures 
are available for split definitions. If the variables are a mixture of numerical and categorical 
variables, firstly, proportions of cases belonging to each numerical response group in each 
subgroup are obtained; secondly, a measure of node impurity3 to assess the goodness of the 
split is utilized - in tree regression least squares deviation4 is used; finally, a set of candidate 
splits gets defined at each subgroup. When the tree algorithm is run, , the best split for each 
variable which maximizes the goodness of the split is initially selected at each subgroup; 
then the best split of the best ones is selected as final to represent the partitioning test and 
construct the node. Eventually, the associated split will direct all cases which satisfy the split 
condition to the left descendant node and those who do not to the right descendant node. 
However, if the variables are numerical only, then recursive partitioning takes place with 
which the data space is partitioned to smaller and smaller rectangles of more homogeneous 
groups5 (Breiman et al., 1984: 23-30). 
In essence, a split gets selected as best when it most decreases the error of the predictor. The 
error of the predictor refers to the accuracy of the predictor when constructed by using a 
learning sample and subsequently tested on unseen data. In regression problems mean 
squared error is used as the error measure6 (6.1): 
3 When all groups are mixed together in the terminal node, node impurity is at its highest, whereas 

when the terminal node contains only one group node impurity is at its smallest. 

4 Equivalent to the node variance. 

S For example, for two numerical variables XI' x2 ' 0 ~ Xi ~ 1, i =1,2 , falling into group 1 and group 

2, the tree would recursively partition the sample space in such a way so that the rectangles gradually 

contain individuals of each different group separately. 

6 If a learning sample L consisting of N cases (Xl»'! ),....,(xNyN) was used to construct a 

predictor d (x), in order to measure the accuracy of the predictor a new very large test sample 
(i;,y;),,,,,(,~~, ,y~,) of size N2 could be used. Therefore, in equation (6.1), N2 is the second very 
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which is the mean of the squared deviations of the observed values from the predicted ones. 
According to the size of the learning sample, several ways exist to estimate it, namely the 
resubstitution estimate, independent test sample estimate, V-fold cross-validation, and N­
fold "leave-one-out" cross-validation which are described in Appendix A.3.2.2. However, 
because the mean squared error depends upon the scale of measurement on which the 
dependant variable is based, there is not a straightforward interpretation. For this reason the 
relative mean squared error, a normalized version of the mean squared error, is also 
available. The relative mean squared error RE*(d) ofapredictor d(x) usedtopredictYis 
given by 
RE*(d) =R*(d)/R *(f.1), (6.2) 
where R*(d) is the mean squared error of the predictor, and R*(f.1) is the variance of the 
dependent variable Y when there is no information for the measurement space7• 
Therefore, f.1 which represents the mean of the dependent variable Y, is used as a constant, 
and is defined as,u =E(Y). R *(,u) is given by R*(f.1) = E(Y - f.1)2. ,u is used to assess 
the performance of the predictor based on the measurement space containing the 
measurement vectors by comparing the mean squared error to the 'constant' variance 
R*(,u). Although RE*(d) is positive and usually less than 1, occasionally an outcome 
greater or equal to 1 may arise, indicating that the predictive accuracy of the particular 
predictor is very poor. To calculate RE *(d) using the resubstitution estimate, the test 
sample estimate, or the cross-validation estimate the following formulae are used: if the 
mean of the dependent variable is given by y =Lyn/N then the variance is given 
large test sample, d(:X:) is the predictor constructed using the N sample, and y~ is the dependent­

variable value for each case in the second N z sample (Breiman et al., 1984: 221-222). 

7 In other words, when the algorithm has produced a trivial tree. 
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by R(y) =L(Y" - y)2 IN. Therefore, the resubstitution estimate RE(d) for RE*(d) is 
equal to R(d)/R(y), for the test sample estimate it is REIS (d)= RIS (d)/ RIS (Y), and for 
cross-validation it is given by RECV(d) = Rcv(d)/R(y). 
7.1.2 Pruning 
In the past, splitting was scheduled to stop - and thus create terminal nodes - when the 
impurity measure was less than a predefined threshold. Unfortunately, this stopping rule8 did 
not always produce accurate results and more complicated stopping rules could not improve 
the situation. Nowadays, however, instead of attempting to stop the tree growing at the right 
nodes, a maximum size tree is grown first, which is then selectively pruned upward. This is 
performed in order to minimize the error estimate until all the response values in a node are 
the same - although this is not always possible - or each terminal node contains a minimum 
number of cases - usually five. This results in a sequence of trees which gradually decrease 
in size, and on which test sample or cross-validation is used to select the tree with the lowest 
estimated error (Breiman et aI., 1984: 37). 
In general, pruning is performed by deleting all 'weak' descendants of a node of a branch, 
except the root node, by calculating each node's error so that the error of the tree each time 
is as small as possible. However, because of the extremely large number of smaller trees 
produced by pruning, selection of the most appropriate tree in its size range in terms of 
performance is necessary. This is accomplished by use of minimal error-complexity pruning 
whose formula isRa(T)= R(T)+alf\. In this formula R(T) is the error estimate for the 
tree, IfI is the complexity of the subtree defined as the number of terminal nodes, anda , a 
real number, is the complexity cost per terminal node parameter. Therefore, the minimal 
8 When the threshold was very low the resulting tree was too large. By increasing the threshold, the 
following problem occurred: although there were nodes with small impurity, their descendants, 
however, could include splits that would lower the impurity measure even further (Breiman, et. aI., 
1984: 37, 61). 
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error-complexity measure is formed by adding to the error estimate of the tree a cost penalty 
of complexity (Breiman et aI., 1984: 66, 233). For each value of a there exists a 
corresponding tree which minimizes minimal error-complexity pruning. When a is small, 
the complexity cost per terminal node is also small and the tree is large with many terminal 
nodes. As a increases, the resulting trees retain fewer terminal nodes, and for a very large 
the maximum sized tree will have retained only the root node with all branches pruned. The 
best tree is the smallest unique subtree which minimizes minimal error-complexity pruning 
having a value for the parameter a in the region of ak sa < ak+! for 0 =aj < a2 < .... 
7.1.3 Selecting the right-size tree 
Generalizing over the characteristics of the "right-size" tree, it is important that all facts 
have been accounted for by the tree's complexity, however, not at the expense of simplicity; 
that only information which increases predictive accuracy has been selected for the tree's 
construction; that ideally the phenomenon under investigation has been well explained by 
the tree's structure (Statsoft Inc., 1984-2003). 
The selection procedure for the optimum tree uses the error estimate as a guide and 
calculates it via the resubstitution estimate, independent test sample or cross-validation. If 
the resubstitution estimate is used, the largest tree is selected. Independent test sample 
estimate uses the first sample to acquire the smaller pruned trees and the second sample to 
calculate the error estimate of the smaller tree by averaging on the error of all cases. With 
cross-validation, on the other hand, a minimal error-complexity subtree is grown and pruned 
for every learning sample L - Lv and parameter a, and cross-validation9 estimates are 
produced once more for each subtree. 
9 Cross-validation calculates the misclassification rate using trees of smaller size than the maximum 
sized tree since they are based on a fraction of the data. Therefore, these trees tend to be less accurate, 
and cross-validation tends to overestimate the classification error (Breiman et ai., 1984: 77). 
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To assess the accuracy of the independent test sample estimate or the cross-validation 
estimate, it is possible to plot the error estimates against the number of terminal nodes. This 
produces a curve of "a fairly rapid initial decrease followed by a long, flat valley and then a 
gradual increase" (Breiman et at., 1984: 79) for a larger number of terminal nodes . 
• 
• 
" 
• 
• 
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Figure 71' The error estimate k(Tk) as afunction ofthe number oftenninal nodes I~ I. The image 
is reproducedfrom Breiman et at. (1984: 79), 
The minimum is located in the valley region where it minimizes the "honest" estimate of the 
error. At that stage the "honest" estimate is almost constant except for "up and down 
changes well within the ±1 SE range lO" (Breiman et at., 1984: 79). However, due to the 
instability of the "honest" estimate caused usually by small changes in parameter values, the 
final number of terminal nodes fluctuates for the best tree which minimizes that estimate. 
Therefore, the 1 SE rule was devised to overcome this instability and to choose the simplest 
most accurate tree whose accuracy is compared to the "honest" estimate of the error based 
on the minimum number of terminal nodes. The condition that needs to be satisfied is 
10 If there was a distribution consisting of sample means, the standard deviation for this type of 
distribution would be called standard error (SE) (Gravetter & Wallnau, 1996). The derivation of the 
standard error for regression trees can be found in Breiman et. a!. (1984) in pages 225-226 and in 
sections 11 A and 11.5. 
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i?(Tkl)s; i?(Tko )+ SE(i?(Tko )) where SE(i?(Tko )) is the standard error of the "honest" 
estimate of the error, i?(TkQ ) is the "honest" estimate of the error based on the minimum 
number of terminal nodes within one standard error, Tkl is the tree selected, and k\ is the 
maximum k number of terminal nodes. Since, however, the 1 SE rule is a heuristic, the 
researcher is free to examine the group of the subtrees with their respective estimates in 
order to decide on a different selection criterion. 
Breiman et at. (1984: 252) mention that when the data are of a well-defined structure, then 
the tree will reflect it. An unstable tree would indicate "correlated variables, alternative 
prediction rules and noise. [However,] tree structured regression is quite robust with respect 
to the measurement variables, [although] less so with respect to the response variable" 
(Breiman et at., 1984: 252). Nevertheless, regression trees are useful when there is need for 
accurate predictors or understanding of the type of variables and of the interactions among 
them which underline relevant experiments. The aim is to provide simple descriptions of the 
conditions under which cases are categorized (Breiman et al., 1984:6). This is achieved by 
their ability to handle mixed data-types and non-linear relationships - violations of the 
normality assumption have no effect since tree-based methods are non-parametric. 
Additionally, regression trees can accommodate missing data by being able to statistically 
predict the missing elements or use only the existing ones, and also produce the output of 
the regression pattern in a simple and easy to interpret manner. One drawback, however, is 
the need for a large dataset (StatSoft Inc., 1984-2003). 
7.2 Generalized, Unbiased Interaction Detection and 
Estimation (GUIDE) 
The first tree algorithm, AID (Automatic Interaction Detection), was developed in 1963 by 
Morgan and Sonquist (1963). Based on a set of predictor variables, AID searches a group of 
cases to identify the predictor which best separates the data into two homogeneous groups at 
a split point which most minimizes the tree's error estimate. Using a predefined threshold, 
, , 
~']#)%::>§hG~t',';,::;; ,),~:, 
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the algorithm stops splitting if the total decrease in the error estimate cannot exceed the 
threshold. FIRM (Formal Inference-based Recursive Modelling) (Hawkins, 1999) is a 
descendant of AID, and its main difference is that it produces multi-level splits rather than 
binary. In addition, FIRM uses Bonferroni-adjusted significance tests 11 to select splitting 
predictors. CART (Classification And Regression Trees) (Breiman et aZ., 1984) fits a 
constant to each node, produces binary splits, and the split points it selects are according to 
the size of the reduction for the error estimate. In tenns of obtaining the tree, a different 
method has been adopted. CART starts by growing a very large tree which it then prunes 
according to which branches contribute least to minimizing the error estimate. This is 
performed by use of cross validation or test sample according to the availability of data. 
Finally, SUPPORT (Smoothed and Unsmoothed Piecewise-Polynomial Regression Trees) 
(Chaudhuri et al., 1994) fits a linear or polynomial regression model to each node which 
produces considerably shorter trees than those produced by having a constant fit. SUPPORT 
uses the signs of the residuals 12 from the model fitted at each node and separates the cases 
into two groups. This is done by using two-sample t-tests and Levene's test to select the 
appropriate variables based on the smallest p-value. To determine the size of the tree it uses 
a "cross-validatory multi-step look-ahead stopping rule" which appears to be as effective as 
pruning (Chaudhuri et aZ., 1994: 147-149). 
Several deficiencies accompany the above algorithms. SUPPORT cannot handle categorical 
predictors or detect pairwise interactions 13. The threshold used by AID is difficult to specify 
due to over- or under-fitting hazards if the wrong value is selected. AID also uses the greedy 
search 14 approach (which is used by CART, as well) to select variables for minimizing the 
error estimate in the models. However, as an approach, it is known to be biased towards 
variables with many values (Breiman et al., 1984: 42; Loh, 2002: 361-365). Lastly, Hawkins 
II The Bonferroni adjustment test refers to the necessary adjustment the alpha level should experience 
when more than one test is being conducted in a particular study. This is often taking place by 
dividing the acceptable alpha level by the number of comparisons intended (Simon, 2005). 
12 These are obtained by subtracting the observed values from the sample mean of the group for the 
dependent variable, at each node. 
13 According to Wilkinson (1992: 4-5), "interaction is not correlation" but in tree regression it relates 
to the relationship between two variables "represented by branches from the same node which have 
different splitting predictors further down the tree". 
14 Greedy search refers to an approach for constructing top-down trees without lookahead. It is known 
for its tendency to get caught in local optima either by noise or by interdependencies among 
variables. 
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(1997: 17, cited in Loh, 2002: 363) has reported a bias related to the Bonferroni adjustment 
used by FIRM to over-correct and choose predictors which produce fewer splits. 
Loh (2002) has proposed the GUIDE (Generalized, Unbiased Interaction Detection and 
Estimation) algorithm as a successor of SUPPORT to compensate for the above drawbacks. 
GUIDE can handle categorical predictors, has insignificant selection bias, and remains 
unaffected by redundant variables. Combining ideas from both SUPPORT and CART, 
GUIDE fits a constant (the sample mean of the dependent variable) at each node, computes 
the residuals between the observed values at each node and the sample mean for the 
dependent variable, and divides the cases into two groups according to the signs of the 
residuals. In order to detect pairwise interactions, GUIDE uses the chi-square test between 
the residuals at each node and the groups of the predictors, which is referred to as the 
curvature testIS. If the interaction is very simple then a test for pairwise interactions is used 
known as interaction test I6. The variable selected is the one with the smallest p-value from 
both the curvature and interaction test. To select the split points for ordered predictors, 
GUIDE offers the G (for 'greedy search') method and M (for 'median') method. The former 
identifies the value which minimizes the error estimate in the regression model, but can be 
computationally intensive. The latter uses the sample median!7 for a split value as the 
sample mean of X. For categorical predictors, GUIDE reverts to a classification-type 
solution. It selects the subset of values of the categorical predictor selected for splitting for 
which the sum of the variances in the data found in the left and right nodes is minimized. 
This results in smaller computation costs. To produce the tree, GUIDE uses the minimal 
cost-complexity method of CART - which is identical to the minimal error-complexity 
method described previously - with V-fold CV. 
15 Once the residuals are obtained after the constant is fitted, the numerical data are divided into four 

groups at the sample quantiles. A chi-square statistic is then computed on a 2 x 4 contingency table 

with the signs of the residuals as the X variable and the groups as the Y variable. Then the chi-square 

p-value is computed. If categorical data are involved, the categories of the variables are used as the 

columns in the contingency table (Loh, 2002: 367). 

16 For two numerical variables (X"X i) the interaction effect is measured by firstly, dividing their 

space into four quadrants. This is achieved by splitting each variable in half at the sample median. 

The quadrants are used as columns in a contingency table, again the residuals are used as rows, and 

the chi-square and its p-value are computed. For categorical variables their value pairs are used to 

divide the sample space. For mixed variables, a combined approach based on the above is adopted 

(Loh, 2002: 367-368). 

17 The median is preferred to the mean to avoid "highly unbalanced nodes if the data are skewed" 

(Loh, 2002: 371). 
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GUIDE has been selected as the algorithm for this experiment as the most unbiased, 
accurate, and readily obtainable. 
7.3 Methodology 
7.3.1 GUIDE parameters 
In order for GUIDE to use the datasets, with which no transformed variables were used 
presently, description files of the form presented in figure 7.3 were created: 
mlchar.dat 
NL 
column, varname, vartype 
1 filename x 
2 age x 
3 author x 
4 gender x 
5 genre x 
6 year d 
7 space n 
8 a n 
9 b n 
Figure 7.3. The Millay-characters description file for GUIDE. The single letters next to the variable 
names indicate the different variable roles. x denotes a variable excluded FOIn the analysis, d marks 
the dependent variable, and n is for numerical variables used both for splitting and for jilting linear 
models. When the "constant" option is used (see table 7.1), n is automatically transformed to s, used 
for splitting the nodes only since a constant is jitted at each node; then the variable cannot be used as 
a regressor in the linear models. 
The first line provides the name of the datafile, the second gives the code for missing values. 
The third line indicates the three columns used in the description file, which are 'column' 
(specifying the order of the variables in the datafile), 'variable name' (specifying the 
variable name), and 'variable type' (specifying the variable type). Finally, the appropriate 
information is provided according to the desired format. 
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After preparing the description files, the parameters presented in table 7.1 were used, 
following GUIDE's advanced options. 
Table 7.1: GUIDE arameters. 
GUIDE Prom t Choice 
Selected regression tree model Least squares 1 
Selected regression tree to fit Constane9 
Method to select variables Unbiased interaction for curvature detection 
Split point selection method for numerical Slower method based on exhaustive search 
variables 
Minimum node size 3 
Prune by Cross-validation 
Number of SEs for pruning 0.01 
Number offolds for cross-validation 10 
GUIDE produces two output files, one with the impute20, terminal node id, observed and 
fitted value for each case in the training sample, and one which includes the cross-validation 
tree sequences, a table of the size of Cross-Validation Mean Squared Error (MSE), Cross­
Validation Median Squared Error (MEDSE), and Cross-Validation Standard Error (SE) of 
subtrees, a table for the split and interaction variables, the pruned regression tree, and the 
regression coefficients of each node. The selection for the best tree for each case was guided 
by MEDSE based on the fact that the median entertains a minimal sensitivity to distribution 
of deviations from predictions since it is more robust for outliers or heavy tails than the 
mean. Therefore, thanks to MEDSE's indifference to non-symmetric distributions, the 
possibility of allowing non-linear results to emerge increases. 
7.3.2 ANOVA datasets 
Following the acquisition of the first round of results, for which the obtained regression 
trees may be found in Appendix E, table E.1, the first ANOVA dataset was created for the 
18 Least squares regression had to be selected since Quantile regression was resulting in no trees, and 

Poisson regression, the final GUIDE option, was not appropriate for the present purposes. 

19 The 'constant' option had to be selected since all other options of multiple linear, and simple linear, 

were resulting in no trees. 

20 Impute takes values yes/no (n/y) if it is necessary to estimate any missing values in the independent 

variable while predicting the dependent variable (Loh, 2002: 12, 31). 
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dependent variables VARSTOT (Total Number of Variables selected by GUIDE in the final 
trees21 ), MSE (Mean Square Error for the final tree), MEDSE (Median Square Error for the 
final tree), and MSEscaled (also known as Relative Mean Squared Error). Since MSE and 
MEDSE are considered as estimates of variance, and since they reinforce each other by 
highlighting significant results although they are not the same, it was thought appropriate to 
examine them both. The independent factors selected were GENRE, AUTHOR, ORDER, 
and VARTYPE (variable type) for the same levels as in chapter six. The computer software 
utilized was SPSS version 11. Four four-way ANOV A were performed in order to tease out 
main effects and all two-way interactions for each factor for each independent variable, and 
assess whether there is a significant difference in the use of the different factors. The results 
are presented in section 7.4. 
The next step was to create eight additional datasets which included all the best variables 
common in the regression trees for at least two poets, not including those at the terminal 
nodes, in order to measure the mUltivariable-type trees for predictive accuracy and assess a 
likely optimum MSE. The steps followed were similar to the ones for the creation of the 
eight datasets described in section 6.3. Subsequently, GUIDE was run with the same 
parameters to create a multivariable regression tree for each dataset and a second two-way 
factor ANOVA table for main effects was created. This time ORDER and VARTYPE were 
ignored. Finally, eight more datasets were created which included all variables present in 
each author and genre in order to assess the predictive accuracy of each tree according to 
author identity. GUIDE was again used with the same parameters in order to construct the 
multivariable-type regression trees. ANOV A was utilized to examine the effect of the 
factors AUTHOR and GENRE on the quality of the regression trees. 
For all ANOV A models, assessment for linearity was performed by examining normal 
probability plots of the residuals after the construction of the model, by running bivariate 
correlation on the residuals with predicted values, by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to 
21 Variables found at the terminal nodes were not all considered in the counting. The assumption was, 
which was partly justified by prior examination of the full datasets' unpruned trees, that variables at 
the terminal nodes were included in the split variables table produced by GUIDE because they would 
have appeared in the tree if there was to be no pruning at all. For this reason and their reduced 
assuming importance, only half the number of variables found at the terminal nodes were included in 
the counting. 
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assess deviations from normality, and by using Levene's test to assess deviations from 
constant variance. 
7.4 Results 
Examination of the first three colunms of table E.3 in Appendix E, which is sorted in 
descending order of frequency based on non-parametric bivariate correlation values, reveals 
that the first top ten positions are occupied by Poe's lexical variables based on his letters, 
Millay's phonemic transitions based on her poems, followed by Poe's character located in 
his poems and lexical variables found in Rossetti's poems. The next non-parametric 
correlation values observed belong to Yeats's content variables as measured in his poems, 
Rossetti's lexical variables as calculated in her letters, phonemic transitions as found in her 
poems, and syntactic transitions as found in Yeats's letters. The final two positions are 
occupied by second-order entropic variables measured in Poe's poems, and character 
variables in Rossetti's letters. The worst datasets in terms of performance appear to be 
Yeats's second-order entropic variables in his letters, his lexical variables in his letters, first­
and second-order entropic variables as well as characters in Rossetti's poetry, and first- and 
second-order entropic variables as well as phonemic in Millay's poetry. On the whole, there 
is additional variation in the MSE values provided for each dataset. The remaining three 
columns show the same results sorted according to MSE values for which Yeats's syntactic 
variables, characters, lexical, and second-order entropy occupy the first positions as 
measured in his personal correspondence. Incidentally, non-parametric correlation values for 
his syntactic variables are relatively satisfactory. The worst MSE value is given by Yeats's 
lexical variables measured in his poetry. 
To confirm such empirical observations, four four-way ANOV A were conducted on 
V ARSTOT, MSE, MedianMSE, and MSEscaled. Table 7.2 presents the type of hypotheses 
examined for which the significance level used was a;:: 0.05 . 
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Table 7.2: List afthe dependent variables, the factors along with their respective levels, and the Null 
and the respective Alternative H)lJJotheses tested[Qr the individual datasets. 
Dependent Factor(s) Levels
variable 

Main 

effects 
 Millay, 
Author Poe, 
(AUTHOR) Rossetti, 
Yeats 
rt ANOVA: 
VARSTOT Genre Letter, 
selected by (GENRE) Poem 
GUIDE. Order 1st ,2nd (ORDER) 
]"'1 ANOVA: 
Character,MSEof 
content,
varstot Variable 
entropy,
selected by type lexical,GUIDE. (VARTYPE) phonemic, 
syntactic.Jrd ANOVA: 
MedianSE Interactions VARTYPE 
(MEDSE) of 
-AUTHOR 
varstot 
selected by VARTYPE 
GUIDE. 
-GENRE 
4th ANOVA: VARTYPE (pleaseRelative 
-ORDER 
consultSquared 
columnError GENRE-
above)(MSEscaled) AUTHOR 
GENRE­
ORDER 
AUTHOR­
ORDER 
Ho HI 
At least 
j..tl =j..t2 =j..t3 =f.J4 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
from the 
others 
115 =j..t6 115"1= j..t6 
117 =f.18 f.J7 "1= f.18 
At least 
Jl9::: J110 =Jll1 =J112 =J113 =J114 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
from the 
others 
There is no interaction between factor 
A (eg. VARTYPE) and factor B (eg. 
AUTHOR). the effect offactor A 
does not depend on the levels of 
factor B (and B does not depend on 
A). Etc. 
The 
effect of 
one 
factor 
does 
depend 
on the 
levels of 
the other 
factor. 
No violations of multivariate assumptions were recorded. Residuals, which have mean zero 
and standard deviation 0.73, when correlated with predicted values produced a zero non­
significant correlation for all cases. Normal probability plots of the residuals showed no 
deviations from normality, which was additionally verified by non-significant Kolmogorov­
Smimov normality tests. Levene's test could not be calculated due to insufficient degrees of 
freedom. 
Tables E.4 and E.5 in Appendix E contain the results of the regression models for each 
multivariable-type dataset created by variables found common in at least two authors, and 
the results of regression models for each individual mUltivariable-type tree created 
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according to all variables contained in the regression models for each author's genre 
respectively. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 below reveal the ordering of those datasets in terms of 
quality ofprediction by non-parametric bivariate correlation and MSE. 
Table 7.3: Prediction results for the multivariable-type trees based on the fifteen variables found 
common in at least two authors, sorted according to the non-parametric bivariate correlation for the 
first three columns only as all indication of performance. The remaining columns show the same 
resu lts sorted accord'lIlg to MSE 
Author-Genre Correlation MSE Author-Genre Correlation MSE 
Millay Poems .645 56.48 Yeats Letters .497 31.90 
Yeats Poems .565 243.90 Poe Letters .355 39.69 
Millay Letters .530 131.10 Millay Poems .645 56.48 
Yeats Letters .497 31.90 Poe Poems -- 65.80 
Rossetti Letters .468 100.60 Rossetti Poems .393 92.75 
Rossetti Poems .393 92.75 Rossetti Letters .468 100.60 
Poe Letters .355 39.69 Millay Letters .530 131.10 
Poe Poems -- 65.80 Yeats Poems .565 243.90 
Multivadable-type regression models based on common variables in all authors achieved 
variable levels of predictive accuracy with Millay's letters reaching a high non-parametric 
correlation value of .428 compared with Poe's letters which reached the lowest (.101). The 
results are of lower quality compared with the non-parametric correlation values obtained 
for single variable-type regression trees (table 7.4) based on visual inspection. It may be 
observed that Rossetti's poems achieved the highest prediction level in terms of non­
parametric correlation values, although the respective MSE value is not particularly small, 
and with the exception of possibly Yeats's letters and poems, all the individual 
multi variable-type trees produce satisfactory results. 
Table 7.4: Prediction results for multivariable-type trees based on selected variables for each author 
and genre separate~y, sorted according to the non-parametric bivariate correlation for the first three 
I TI . I h hid d' MSEco umns. Ie remaminJ; co umns s ow t e same resu ts sorte accor zng to 
Author-Genre Correlation MSE Author-Genre Correlation MSE 
Rossetti Poems .912 84.50 Yeats Letters .517 31.07 
Poe Poems .883 54.06 Poe Letters .847 33.82 
Poe Letters .847 33.82 Poe Poems .883 54.06 
Millay Poems .828 62.97 Millay Poems .828 62.97 
Rossetti Letters .744 91.91 Rossetti Poems .912 84.50 
Yeats Poems .719 219.10 Rossetti Letters .744 91.91 
Millay Letters .663 104.70 Millay Letters .663 104.70 
Yeats Letters .517 31.07 Yeats Poems .719 219.10 
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In order to examine the way different authors and genres affect the current error measures 
produced by the multivariable-type trees, four two-ways ANOV A were additionally 
conducted on VARSTOT, MSE, MedianMse, and MSEscaled. Table 7.5 presents the 
relevant hypotheses for which the significance level of a = 0.05 was used for all the 
multivariable-type trees analyses: 
Table 7.5: List of the dependent variables, the factors along with their respective levels, and the Null 
and the respective Alternative Hypotheses tested/or the multivariable-type tree datasets. 
Dependent 
variable Factor(s) Levels Ho Hl 
r' ANOVA: Millay, At least one 
YARSTOT selected 
by GUIDE. 
Author 
(AUTHOR) 
Poe, 
Rossetti, J..l.l =f.L2 =;B =f.L4 
sample mean 
is different 
Yeats from the others 
2nd ANOVA: MSE 
of varstot selected 
by GUIDE. 
3rd ANOVA: 
MedianSE 
(MEDSE) ofvarstot 
selected by GUIDE. 
Main 
effects 
Genre 
(GENRE) 
Letter, 
Poem f.L5 =f.L6 f.L5"* f.1.6 
4th ANOYA: 
Relative Squared 
Error 
(MSEscaled) 
Similarly to the four four-ways ANOVAs conducted for the individual variable-type models, the 
assumptions of normality and linearity were assessed by examination of normal probability plots and 
results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the resulting standardized residuals. Bivariate correlations 
were examined between the standardized residuals and the predicted values. In all cases, 
mean was recorded as zero and standard deviation as 0.65. No violations of multivariate 
assumptions were recorded. 
Finally, one three-ways ANOVA was used to measure predictive accuracy between the two 
different multi variable-type models using the factor MODEL (individual, common). Table 
7.6 shows the relevant hypotheses, for which assumptions were assessed in a similar fashion 
to the previously mentioned ANOVA tests. 
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Table7.6 : List of the dependent variable for the sixteen mixed datasets, the factors along with their 
. I I d th M II d th {' Alt (' H h drespective eve s, an e u an e respec lve erna lve rypot eses teste . 
Dependent Factor(s) Levels Ho Ht 
variable 
Author Millay, At least 
(AUTHOR) Poe, one 
Rossetti, sample 
Yeats J..ll =J-l2 = ;.13 =J-l4 mean is 
different 
Main effects from the 
others 
1'1 
ANOVA: 
MSE 
(Mean 
Sum of 
Squared 
Errors) 
Interactions 
Genre 
(GENRE) 
model 
(MODEL) 
GENRE­
AUTHOR 
GENRE­
MODEL 
AUTHOR 
-MODEL 
Letter, 
Poem 
Individual, 
common 
(please 
consult 
colunm 
above) 
J-l5=J..l6 
J-l7 =J..l8 
There is no 
interaction between 
factor A (e.g. 
V ARTYPE) and 
factor B (e.g. 
AUTHOR). The 
effect offactor A 
does not depend on 
the levels of factor B 
(and B does not 
J-l5 :;/: J-l6 
Ji7 :;/: Ji8 
The effect 
of one 
factor 
does 
depend on 
the levels 
of the 
other 
factor. 
depend on A). Etc. 
The four-factor analysis of variance for total number of variables (VARSTOT) produced the 
results in table 7.7. 
Table 7. 7: Four~{actor ANOVA resultsfor Total Numbero{Variables (VARSTOT). 
Total Number of Variables (VARSTOT) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
V ARTYPE-GENRE F(5, 46) = .688 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
VARTYPE- F(15, 46) = no significant interaction p > 0.05 AUTHOR 1.060Ioteracti0 os V ARTYPE-ORDER F(4, 46) = 1.724 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 46) = 2.061 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE-ORDER F(l, 46) = .843 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
ORDER-AUTHOR F{3, 46) = 1.045 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
no significant main VARTYPE F(4, 46) = 1.591 P > 0.05 
effect 
no significant main GENRE F(l, 46) = 1.622 p > 0.05 Main effect 
Effects no significant main AUTHOR F(3, 46) = .504 p>0.05 
effect 
no significant main ORDER F(1, 46) = .843 P > 0.05 
effect 
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The four-factor analysis of variance for Mean Square Error (MSE) produced the following 
results (table 7.8): 
Table 7.8: Four-factor ANOVA results for Mean Square Error (MSE). 
Mean Square Error (MSE) 
Variablees) F-ratio Si~nificance Comment 
no significantV ARTYPE-GENRE F(5, 46) =2.224 P > 0.05 interaction 
VARTYPE- no significantF(l5, 46) = 1.047 p>0.05AUTHOR 	 interaction 
no significantInteractions V ARTYPE-ORDER F(4, 46) = .994 	 P > 0.05 interaction 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 46) = 1458.327 p < 0.05* significant interaction 
no significantGENRE-ORDER F(1, 46) = .329 p> 0.05 interaction 
no significant ORDER-AUTHOR F(3, 46) = .272 p> 0.05 interaction 
no significant main VARTYPE F(5, 46) = 1.553 P > 0.05 
effect 
significant main GENRE F(1, 46) = 484.279 P < 0.05* Main effect 
Effects significant main AUTHOR F(3, 46) = 461.536 p < 0.05* 
effect 
no significant main 
i 
ORDER F(1, 46) = .905 p > 0.05 
effect 
For MEDSE, ANOV A resulted in the following (table 7.9): 
Table 7.9: Four-factor ANOVA results for Median Square Error (MEDSE). 
Median Sq uare Error (MEDSE) 

Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 

VARTYPE- no significant 
F(5, 46) = 1.148 P > 0.05 GENRE interaction 
VARTYPE- no significant F(15, 46) = .826 p >0.05AUTHOR interaction 
VARTYPE- no significant Interactions F( 4, 46) = .500 	 p >0.05ORDER interaction 
GENRE-AUTHOR FC3, 46) =652.193 p < 0.05* significant interaction 
GENRE- no significant F(1, 46) =.010 p> 0.05ORDER 	 interaction 
no significant ORDER-AUTHOR F(3, 46) = .495 P > 0.05 interaction 
no significant main VARTYPE F(5, 46) = .619 p> 0.05 
effect 
Main GENRE F(1, 46) = 184.564 p<0.05* significant main effect 
Effects AUTHOR F(3, 46) "" 193.463 J! < 0.05* significant main effect 
no significant main ORDER F(1, 46) = .145 p>O.05 
effect 
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In order to assess the improvement of guessing the mean, MSE was divided by the variance 
of each tree when no branches were formed, to produce relative error value as an alternative 
to MSE which is seen as a measure of raw success. MSE is the square deviation from the 
predicted value on average, and relative error or MSE scaled is the proportion of error when 
an attempt to prediction is made. 
Four-way analysis of variance produced the table printed below (table 7.10): 
Table 7.10: Four-jjzctor ANOVA resultsjor Relative Mean Squared Error (MSEscaled). 
Relative Mean Squared Error (MSEscaled) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARTYPE- no significant interaction F(5, 46) = 1.474 p> 0.05GENRE 
VARTYPE- no significant interaction F(15, 46) = 1.193 p> 0.05AUTHORInteractions VARTYPE-	 no significant interaction F(4, 46) = 1.051 P > 0.05ORDER 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 46) = 4.919 p < 0.05* significant interaction 
GEt\RE-ORDER F(l, 46) = .311 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
ORDER-AUTHOR F(3, 46) = .581 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
no significant main VARTYPE F(5, 46) = 1.436 p> 0.05 
effect 
no significant main GENRE F(1,46)= 1.147 p> 0.05Main effect 
Effects no significant main AUTHOR F(3, 46) = 1.170 p> 0.05 
effect 
no significant main ORDER F(1, 46) = 1.686 p> 0.05 
effect 
Subsequently, two-way analysis of variance was performed for the final multi-variable 
GUIDE trees based on common variables found in at least two authors. The results are 
presented in table 7.11: 
Table 7.11: Two-factor ANOVA results for VARSTOT, MSE, MEDSE, and MSEscaled based Oll 
common variables found in at least two authors. 
Main Effects for the eight individual multivariable-type datasets 

Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 

VARSTOT 	 GENRE F(l, 3) =.015 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 

AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .428 p > 0.05 no significant main effect 

GENRE F(l, 3) = .593 jJ> 0.05 no significant main effect 
MSE AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .471 p > 0.05 no significant main effect 

GENRE P(l, 3) =.372 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
MEDSE AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .405 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 

GENRE FD, 3) == .001 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
MSEscaled 
AUTHOR F(3, 3) == .099 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
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When the different multivariable-type trees characteristic of each author and genre 
individually were tested against the two factors in a two-way ANOV A for main effects, the 
results in tabIe 7.12 were obtained: 
Table 7.12: Two-factor ANOVA results for VARSTOT, MSE, MEDSE, and MSEscaled based on 
variables selected bLGUIDE and obtained from each individual regression tree. 
Main Effects for the eight mutH-author multivariable-tyl~e datasets 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARSTOT 	 GENRE F(I,3)=.l39 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .409 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
GENRE F(1, 3) = .608 p > 0.05 no significant main effect MSE AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .423 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 

GENRE FO, 3) = .443 ~>0.05 no significant main effect 
MEDSE AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .407 P > 0.05 no significant main effect 

GENRE F(l, 3) = .007 p > 0.05 no significant main effect 
MSEscaled AUTHOR F(3, 3) = .004 P > 0.05 no significant main effect 
Finally, examination of MSE, MSEscaled, and VARSTOT for all the different 
multivariable-type trees was performed for which the obtained results were the ones 
presented in tables 7.13-7.15. 
Table 7.13: Three-factor ANOVA results for MSE based on the different nzultivariable-type 
regresslOn mo des. 
MSE (Mean Square Error) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
AUTHOR*GENRE F(3, 3) = 89.561 J! < 0.05* ! significant interaction Interactions AUTHOR *MODEL F(3, 3) = .028 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE*MODEL F(l, 3) = .005 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
AUTHOR F(3, 3>-=32.836 p < 0.05* significant main effect 
Main effects 	 GENRE F(l, 3) =44.025 P < 0.05* significant main effect 

MODEL F(l, 3) = 2.850 P > 0.05 no significant main effect 

Table 7.144: Three-factor ANOVA results for MSEscaled based on the different rnultivariable-type 
. dregressIOn rno 	 es. 
Relative Mean Squared Error (MSEscaled) 

Variable(s) F-ratio SiJ?;nificance Comment 

AUTHOR * GENRE F(3, 3) == 6.512 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
Interactions AUTHOR *MODEL F(3, 3) =.433 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE*MODEL FO, 3) = .361 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
AUTHOR F(3, 3) =.343 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
Main effects 	 GENRE F(l, 3) = .125 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 

MODEL F(1, 3) =4.692 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
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Table 7.155: Threejactor ANOVA results for VARSTOT based on the different multivariable-type 
. dregressIOn rno es. 
V ARSTOT (Total Number of Variables in the rel:!ression tree modelsl 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
AUTHOR*GENRE F(3, 3) = 1.259 p> 0.05 no significant interaction Interactions AUTHOR*MODEL F(3, 3) = .799 P > 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE*MODEL F(l, 3) = .366 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
AUTHOR Fj3, 3) = .304 ~> 0.05 no significant main effect 
Main effects GENRE F(l, 3) = .012 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
MODEL F(1, 3) = 5.586 p > 0.05 no significant main effect 
7.5 Discussion 
The first ANOV A examined whether there were any significant differences among the 
sample means for the four factors AUTHOR, GENRE, ORDER, VARTYPE for VARSTOT 
(total number of variables picked up by GUIDE). The result was no significant interaction 
among the variables and no significant main effect for any of them. This means that none of 
the above mentioned factors influences the total number of variables but rather the opposite, 
that the total number of variables that GUIDE interpreted as important appears as 
unpredictable among the different authors. 
The second ANOVA tested MSE against the four factors. Only one significant interaction 
was identified, that between AUTHOR and GENRE, as well as significant main effects. 
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Figure 7.4: Estimated Marginal Means ofMSEfor factors AUTHOR and GENRE. 
Figure 7.4 looks similar to figure 6.5, suggesting a similar underlying pattern is being 
detected. One possibility is linked to the parameters used with GUIDE (see Appendix E.l) 
such as least squares regression tree model and constant value to fit at each tree node which 
had to be selected since no other option was producing a tree at an22• A second possibility is 
that MSE is indeed affected by the factors author and genre in the particular fashion, 
producing more inaccuracies in the predictive model for Yeats's poetry than letters, and the 
least inaccurate results with Poe's and Rossetti's genres, while Millay's letters are more 
error prone in terms of prediction compared to her poems. Essentially, a similar 
interpretation is appropriate for figure 7.4 in accordance to that provided for figure 6.5. It 
may be said that different authors appear to produce regression models of variable predictive 
accuracy according to the genre they write in. It may be, however, that this result is a caveat, 
produced by the fact that the availability of Yeats's letters is restricted and does not cover 
entirely Yeats's lifetime23 (see section 6.1.1). It may also be attributed to the possibility of 
Yeats's poems having more of a linear structure than those of the remaining poets, a fact 
which would invite greater inaccuracy from the part of the predictor. 
22 Other GUIDE options for the selected regression tree to fit included multiple linear and simple 
linear. 
23 The issue created by Yeats's letters, that is, the fact that only letters written during 1865-1904 were 
publicly available, was identified well within the preparation stage of the data, meaning after the 
preparation of the entirety of his poems had been completed. It was judged unrealistic at that stage to 
track a different suitable author due to time restrictions concerning the submission of the thesis. It is 
maintained that had that fact been realised from the start, Yeats would not have been selected as a 
suitable candidate. 
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The third ANOVA analysed MedSE for the four factors, and again one significant 
interaction effect was identified, that for AUTHOR and GENRE. Figure 7.5 shows the I 
significant effects between the two factors. I 
300,----------------, 
200 
III poem 
4------~----~---__I • letter 
poe rossetti yeats millay 
AUTHOR 
Figure 7.5: Estimated Marginal Means ofMEDSE for factors A UTHOR and GENRE. 
Figure 7.5 is also very similar to figure 7.4, and consequently to figure 6.5, therefore, the 
same interpretation holds. 
The fourth ANOV A analysis examined the relative error against the four factors, in order to 
assess the size of the improvement for guessing the mean rather than just the raw 'success'. 
The result was a significant interaction for AUTHOR and GENRE, providing further 
evidence that the impact of the two combined factors in the current analysis is strong. 
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Figure 7.6: Estimated Marginal Means ofRELMSEforfactors AUTHOR and GENRE. 
Examination ofthe interaction graph (figure 7.6), revealed a clear crossing of the lines once, 
at the same time depicting strong differences between the effects of the factor AUTHOR on 
the two genres. Evidently, the greatest improvement in predictive accuracy from guessing 
the mean occurs with Poe's poems, followed by Millay's poems and Rossetti's and Yeats's 
letters who appear to experience the same amount of improvement. Poe's letters and 
Rossetti's poems, however, seem to do worse suggesting that the produced GUIDE trees are 
of no value in Poe's and Rossetti's case for the specific genres. Millay's letters do slightly 
better, while the greatest improvement is depicted in Yeats's poems. Interestingly enough, 
figure 7.6 when compared with either figure 7.4 or figure 7.5, reveals a relatively opposite 
image; the closeness of the points on the genre lines in figures 7.4 and 7.5 is replaced by the 
maximum distance between them, whereas the great distance between the Yeats's points on 
the line are replaced by almost literally the minimum. Moreover, it is suggested that 
regardless of the fact that Yeats's letters spread over twenty-eight years while the range of 
the poems spreads over fifty-four years, both genres are almost equally easy or difficult to 
have a date assigned to. It seems that, except for Yeats, GUIDE's trees are influenced and 
are affected according to the author; however, the effect actually becomes significant when 
combined with different types of genre. Therefore, GUIDE would be expected to produce 
trees of variable quality according to different genres and authors without at this stage being 
able to distinguish which type of genre is easiest to predict 
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Finally, when the multi-variable trees were examined for the total number of variables in the 
final multivariable trees, MSE, and MedSE, there were no significant interactions or main 
effects. This implies that no multivariable tree was more accurate than the other, although 
visual inspection between individual variable-type regression trees and individually­
authored multi variable-type trees favoured the latter. However, when multi variable-type 
trees were assessed for MSE taking under consideration the difference in which each model 
was constructed, significant main effects of AUTHOR and GENRE appear, as well as a 
significant interaction between the same factors. The results are presented in figure 7.7 
below: 
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III letters 
iii poems 
millay 
AUTHOR 
Figure 7.7 : Estimated Marginal Means ofMSE for factors A UTHOR and GENRE. 
Although figure 7.7 looks familiar, some differences are detectable. Rossetti's trees achieve 
similar error values for both types of genres whereas similar discrepancies at similar levels 
with figure 7.4 are detected for the remaining authors. It seems that regardless of the 
selected method to construct the regression tree models, differences in authorship and genre 
will have a greater effect on predictive accuracy than anything else. 
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7.6 Conclusion 
The important observations that were made by this experiment are that: 
1. 	 Predictive accuracy of the individual regression trees is influenced by authorship 
and genre both interactively and individually. 
2. 	 When the relative error of the predictor is investigated, the effect is reduced to the 
interaction of the individual factors, suggesting that the observed pattern in bullet 
point one may either have been influenced by the restricted availability of Yeats's 
personal correspondence (see section 6.1.1) or a possibly restricted non-linearity in 
his poetry, while a similar point may be made for Rossetti's and Poe's poems and 
letters respectively. 
3. 	 Simultaneously, the total number of variables in the final trees remains unaffected. 
4. 	 Examination of both predictive accuracy and total number of variables in the final 
trees of the multi variable-type trees constructed either by variables common to at 
least two authors or by variables observed in the final trees of each author for each 
genre were observed as remaining unaffected. 
5. 	 When the differently constructed models are investigated in combination, significant 
influence of authorship and genre as well as their interaction is detected. 
6. 	 However, the pattern disappears when the relative error of the predictors IS 
examined, suggesting that the effects detected in bullet point five, like those in 
bullet point one, may be the result of the restricted availability of Yeats's letters (see 
section 6.1.1). 
To summarize, this study has also led to the conclusion that authors and genres differ 
inconsistently, simultaneously affecting the predictive accuracy of the regression trees 
especially when relative error of the predictors is concerned. In other words, this advocates 
that not all authors and genres can be dated; therefore, the accuracy of dating may depend 
not only on individuals separately but also on their preferred type of writing. Moreover, as 
far as regression trees as a method are concerned, the manner of constructing the final 
predictors, their predictive accuracy, and the final number of variables in the models, 
remains unaffected by different variable selection approaches. Consequently, any firm 
claims remain inappropriate at this stage. 
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8 Third experiment - Ordinal Logistic Regression 
Chapter seven concentrated on the analysis of the four authors' samples using GUIDE, a 
software which constructs regression trees. The aim was to detect nonlinear patterns in the 
data in order to assess the discriminatory power of the selected stylistic markers when 
examined under a prediction problem. It was observed that authors and genres differ 
inconsistently, although they do appear to affect the predictive quality of the regression trees. 
Furthermore, although multivariable-type regression trees based on individual authors and 
genres appeared initially to have greater predictive power than regression trees based on 
common variables in at least two authors and univariable-type regression trees, the effect 
disappeared once the relative error of the predictors was investigated. 
The purpose of chapter eight is to examine the performance of the sample data following 
analysis focusing on a multinomial dependent variable representing different phases of the 
authors' lifetimes. In particular, the aim is to assess the quality of discrimination provided 
by the data according to three different arbitrarily chosen age periods. The selected method 
is ordinal logistic regression, a specialized form of binary logistic regression analysis, which 
accommodates for multiple categories that may be ordered in the dependent variable. In the 
following pages, a general description for both methods, binary logistic regression and 
ordinal logistic regression, is provided (section 8.2) since ordinal logistic regression is an 
extension of binary logistic regression, and since logistic regression in general is not a 
common procedure in stylometry. However, because of similarities between logistic 
regression and discriminant analysis, discriminant analysis is also briefly described (section 
8.1) mainly to justify the selection of the former. Following the description of the methods 
(section 8.3-8.4) and a brief mentioning of logistic regression in language studies (section 
8.5), the general methodology for the relevant experiments is presented (section 8.6), 
continuing with the exposition of the obtained results (section 8.7), the discussion stemming 
from them (section 8.8), and the concluding section (8.9). 
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8.1 Multiple Discriminant Analysis 
Discriminant analysis (DA) is a technique appropriate when it is desirable to map the 
relationship between a set of independent metric variables and one categorical dependent 
variable of one or more categories (groups) for classification purposes. The process involves 
the derivation of a linear variate known as the discriminant function which discriminates in 
the best possible manner between the groups of the dependent variable. This is achieved by 
identifying the independent variables which express the biggest differences between the 
groups by adjusting the weights of the variate for each independent variable included. The 
effect is maximization of the between-group variance in contrast to the within-group 
variance for optimum group separation, and production of a discriminant Z score for each 
individual data case. 
1,1 
DA tests the hypothesis that the group means in the independent variables used for testing 
are equal. The aim is to obtain group means or centroids by averaging across all obtained Z 
. ! 
scores in the groups in order to compare the distance of each individual data case with the 
typical location of its centroid, as well as compare the distance between the centroids 
themselves. If there are more than two groups in the dependent variable, DA will produce 
more than one discriminant function (Hair et az', 1998: 244-245, 249,251). 
DA operates under the assumption of multivariate normality expressed in the independent 
variables, and equal dispersion according to the definition of the groups of the dependent 
variable. However, it is supported that violations of these assumptions deter the method 
from producing reliable results. In particular, it is not possible to model nonlinear 
relationships in DA unless the included independent variables are transformed in a nonlinear 
fashion. Also, if sample size is small or group sizes are unequal, the statistical significance 
of the resulting estimation is compromised (Hair et al., 1998: 259). 
Furthermore, excessive multicolinearity may negatively influence the results, since when 
two or more variables are highly correlated they do not add much to the explanatory power 
of the model they are being incorporated in. As already described in Appendix A.3.2.1, high 
multicolinearity implies that the variables are highly predicted by each other. It also causes 
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overestimation of the standard errors of the regression coefficients when regression analysis 
is used. This negative impact, for which caution is always suggested, is clearly visualized in 
the use of stepwise procedures in order to examine a range of models incorporating the 
strongest predictors. Finally, outliers may also have a negative impact on the classification 
accuracy, therefore, alertness and caution towards them is often recommended (Hair et at., 
1998: 259). 
Unfortunately, it is often not possible to meet all of these assumptions. Therefore, alternative 
techniques such as logistic regression are usually recommended. Specifically, logistic 
regression is not bound by such strict assumptions and is regarded as more robust under 
their violation, hence superior to DA under such circumstances. This additionally suggests 
logistic regression's wider applicability in cases where DA would have been the first 
immediate option. However, it is also accepted that when the multivariate assumptions are 
met for both DA and logistic regression, the techniques produce comparable results (Hair et 
at., 1998: 246, 259, 276) except in the case when the obtained predictions are very close to 0 
or 1 in logistic regression (Press & Wilson, 1978: 702-705). 
Furthermore, logistic regression IS also very similar to linear regression 111 terms of 
interpreting statistics and diagnostics, as well as incorporating nonlinear effects in the 
predictors through dummy-variable coding. However, there are fundamental differences 
between the two methods; in logistic regression the researcher is dealing with the probability 
of an event occurring or not, whereas linear regression directly predicts values for the 
dependent variable which is occurring regardless. Since probability values are bounded 
between 0 and 1, so are the predi cted values of the dependent variable. Linear regression 
cannot handle such nonlinear relationships because certain of the assumptions it adheres to 
would be violated. In particular, linear regression assumes that the dependent variable can 
take values from minus infinity to plus infinity, but with binary values related to the 
binomial distribution this is inappropriate and indicates an immediate nullification of any 
linear normality-oriented statistical testing. In addition, the presence of heteroscedacity due 
to unequal variance caused by the binary nature of the dependent variable, which forces 
residuals to be undesirably low near the values 0 and 1 and high for the remaining values, 
also affects standard errors and significance testing stemming from unstable and biased 
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estimates for the regression coefficients (Agresti, 1989: 292; Bender & Grouven, 1997: 546; 
Garson, 2004; Hair et at., 1998: 246- 277). 
Initial examinations of the data for use with multiple linear regression (see Chapter 4) 
revealed that the data distributions were in their majority non-normal, mostly due to high 
presence of zero values. Moreover, since dating based on different composition years did 
not prove as fruitful as anticipated, it was decided to adopt a different approach, namely to 
split the dependent variable in three categories, and treat the problem as classificatory. 
However, non-normal distributions are 110t appropriate with DA, as it has already been 
explained, and concerns about adequate sample size were also raised. Consequently, logistic 
regression was selected as a more appropriate method. Although logistic regression implies 
the occurrence of only two groups in the dependent variables, alternative extensions for 
more than two groups are available and are explained in sections 8.3 and 8.4. 
8.2 Logistic Regression 
Logistic regression 1 is appropriate when the dependent variable is dichotomous and the 
independent variables are either continuous, dichotomous, or a combination of the two. The 
dependent variable expresses the probability that the events represented are likely to occur 
or not [p( y =1)], and not the event itself: hence the values it can receive are constrained 
between 0 and I with a cut-off point of a value equal to 0.5; values close to zero indicate 
high improbability that the event will occur, whereas values close to 1 indicate the opposite. 
This surpasses the problems faced by linear regression and the binary nature of the 
dependent variable. 
The odds2 of an event, which are used to evaluate the strength of the relationship between 
variables by determining the likelihood that an observation belongs to the first target group 
I The notation used here for Logistic Regression relies heavily on Agresti (1989; 1996) and Menard 
(2002). 
2 The odds are used to replace the probability value that Y = I because if the linear form or 
combination of the independent variables was used instead, the resulting values for the dependent 
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as opposed to the second, are described as the probability that the event occurs divided by 
the probability that it does not (8.1): 
p(y -1)
odds(Y = 1) = - (8.1 )
1- P(Y =1) 
The logit, on the other hand, or the natural logarithm of the odds which ranges from minus 
to plus infinity hence knows no boundaries value-wise, acquires an equivalent role to the 
values obtained by the dependent variable in linear regression. Consequently, a linear 
relationship may be assumed between the logit or likelihood ratio that the dependent 
variable is equal to 1 and the independent variable X, as in (8.2): 
logit( y) =1n( PUt) )J =a + j3X (8.2)
1-P Y=l 
The values of the logit are affected according to the changes in the odds values: as the odds 
decrease from 1 towards 0, the logit becomes negative and increasingly large, whereas as the 
odds increase from 1 to infinity, the logit becomes positive and, again, increasingly large. 
The use of the logit as the dependent variable completely solves the problem that values of 
the dependent variable could have possibly exceeded the maximum/minimum probability 
value-restrictions (Menard, 2002: 13). With this equation, it is also easier to draw parallels 
with linear regression. Tn linear regression a unit change in one of the predictors is 
associated with a direct change in the response variable equal to the j3 value of the same 
predictor, whereas in logistic regression a unit change in one of the predictors is associated 
with a logit change in the log odds (or j3 logit coefficients) of the response occurring, and 
not the response itself, although this clearly complicates the interpretation of the response 
variable. Also, from a different perspective, if the logit coefficient is positive, it means that 
the particular independent variable has the power of increasing the odds that the dependent 
variable will be assigned the observed value. A negative logit coefficient means that the 
variable could possibly exceed the probability constraints of 0 and 1. Since odds have at least a 
minimum value of 0, the obtained values are closer to the probability values. Consequently, the 
problem is partially solved (Menard, 2002: 12). 
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odds that the dependent variable is assigned the observed value decrease. This may be 
IIadditionally depicted in the following graph (figure 8.1) which presents the relationship 
between the dependent and the independent variables as summarized by the S-curve: II 
1 
F(Y) 
0·5 
o 
o x 
.1 
Figure 8.1: The logistic curve. 
The S-curve, which is characteristic of the logistic regression formula, and which is the 
actual curve fitted to the data, shows that probability approaches zero when the values of the 
independent variables are also low, whereas the opposite is in effect when those values are 
high and are approaching 1 (Hair et al., 1998: 277-278; Wright, 1995: 219). 
It is possible to return to the odds values by using exponentiation of the logit, which is the 
antilog function for natural logarithms, as in (8.3): 
odds(Y =1)= exp(a + j3X) = e1n[oddS(1'=1)] = e" (eft y' (8.3) 
that links the log odds with the independent variable X. a is equivalent to the intercept of the 
straight line for the dependent variable. As (8.3) shows, for a one-unit change in the 
independent variable X, the odds change by e fi . When j3 is equal to 0, then efi = 1, and the 
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odds remain unaffected by any changes in X. This implies independence between the 
dependent and the explanatory variable. However, when f3 > 0, then ef3 > 1, which 
indicates that the odds increase according to X and the event is more likely to occur. On the II 
;·,1 
other hand, when f3 < 0, then ef3 < 1, hence the odds decrease as the predictor values 
increase. In effect, probability acquires higher values for higher values of X (Agresti, 1989: 
292; Field, 2000: 164-166; Fielding, 2003; Garson, 2004; Hair et al., 1998: 278; Wright, 
1995: 223). 
To properly interpret the coefficients, one is advised to take account of the difference 
between two logits for the different values of the dependent variable, X 0: 1 and X 0: 0: 
I 
J " 
'I 
Equation (8.5) shows the "desired logit difference in terms of the model" (Agresti, 1996: 48). 
jIt may be interpreted based on the odds ratio which is perceived as a measure of association: 
I 
1 
OR _ p(y = 1)/[1- p(y = I)J (8.5) 
- p(Y=O)/[l-P(Y=O)J 
and is defined as the odds for X 1 divided by the odds X = O. If the expreSSIOn IS0: 
substituted by the logistic model, the result is 
(8.6) 
Equation (8.6) shows the connection between the odds ratio and the logistic regression 
coefficient for a binary dependent variable. The odds ratio indicates the likelihood for the 
outcome to be assigned to the first category of the binary dependent variable vs. the second 
(Agresti, 1996: 48-50). 
Finally, it is possible to convert the odds to the initial probability value that Y = 1 by (8.7): 
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exp(a + f3X) e(a+(3X)p(y =1)= =--,---,- (8.7) 
\11+ exp(a + f3X) 1+ e(a+,BX) 
Equation (8.7), which is mathematically equivalent to (8.2), is known as the 'logistic model'. 
Probability increases as X increases for positive values of J3 , whereas it decreases as X 
increases for negative values off3. The logistic model may be extended by replacing J3X 
with multiple independent variables as inJ3JX j + J32X2 + ... + J3nXn (Bender & Grouven, 
1997: 546-547; Menard, 2002: 13). The fJ logit coefficients are also known as the 
unstandardized logistic regression coefficients. They are analogous to the unstandardized J3 
coefficients in linear regression by indicating the relative impact of each predictor. In 
addition, as partial slope coefficients, they represent the partial effect each individual 
predictor is having on the slope of the regression line for the dependent variable. 
In reality, logits, odds, and probability, all express the same quantity in different 
mathematical forms; however, logits are the most difficult of the three to comprehend when 
interpretation is involved. On the other hand, using logits aids the analysis of dichotomous 
dependent variables (Menard, 2002: 13). 
8.2.1 Assumptions 
The assumptions governing logistic regression do not require that normally distributed 
independent variables are used in the model, neither for homogeneity of variance to be 
present for each level of the independent variables, if the variables are categorical. In 
addition, it is not necessary for the error terms to be normally distributed, although they are 
assumed to be the result of independent sampling. However, meaningful coding of the levels 
in the dependent variables is expected, such as the convention of using 0 and I for binary 
dependents, and mutually exclusive categories. Likewise, all non-redundant variables need 
to be involved in model fitting because if important variables are ignored, it is possible that 
the error term may be overestimated, or have the common variance variables share with the 
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remaining important ones in the model attributed to the independent variables in the model 
only. The opposite also holds true when redundant variables are included3 (Garson, 2004; III 
Wright, 1995: 220). 
j
It is also of importance to adhere to the assumption of linearity in the logit. As Menard 
(2002: 69) describes it, "if the change in logit(}) for a one-unit change in X is constant and 
does not depend on the value of X', then there is a linear relationship between the logit and 
the independent variable whose change by one-unit is ref1ected by the logistic regression 
coefficient. To detect the presence of nonlinearity, the Box-Tidwell transformation (Hosmer 
& Lemeshow, 1989: 90) may be applied, which adds extra terms in the logistic model of the 
form(X)ln(X). If the logistic coefficient that will be obtained from the transformation is 
I 
~ 
statistically significant, the presence of nonlinearity between the 10git(Y) and X cannot be 
denied. The procedure is considered robust against small departures from linearity, although 
the precise nature of nonlinearity cannot be determined. If eventually linearity is not 
achieved, a more appropriate model than the logistic regression model ought to be applied. ITransformations of the logit or inclusion of quadratic or cubic terms based on the 
independent variables could possibly rectify the issue (Bender & Grouven, 1997: 549-550), 
along with possible omission of influential cases from the final model. 
Unfortunately, logistic regression is not immune to high multicolinearity. Increased 
correlations between the independent variables cause additional overestimation of the 
standard eITors of the logit coefficients, resulting in the coefficients' reduced reliability. 
VIF4 values may be consulted in this case in order to decide whether to accept the analysis 
with possibly unreliable logistic coefficients, or to adopt other remedial approaches such as 
combining the collinear variables into a single variable using factor analysis. It is not 
recommended to omit any of the collinear variab les because of the "risk of omitted variable 
bias" (Menard, 2002: 77). Use of factor analysis may also suggest that the adopted model or 
approach for conducting logistic regression may in reality be inappropriate. Although the 
first option of accepting results as are, based on the "combined effects of all of the variables 
3 However, in practice, as Wright (1995: 220) mentions, this assumption is rarely adhered to. 

4 See section 3.4.2.1. 
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111 the model" may not be entirely satisfactory, it is at least safer than the remaining 
approaches (Menard, 2002: 78). 
Finally, low error In the recording of measurements and absence of missing cases is 
preferred, as well as absence of outliers. Outliers can be detected by examination of 
standardized residuals 5, and if identified, judgement needs to be exercised on their possible 
removal, or further modelling in a separate study (Garson, 2004). 
8.2.2 Statistics 
To calculate the logit coefficients, logistic regression applies Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation (MLE). MLE aims at maximizing the log likelihood (LL) that the values of the 
dependent variable will be predicted by the observed values of the independent variable 
given the estimated parameters of intercept and slope; that is, as Wright (1995: 223) puts it, 
"the coefficients maximize the probability (likelihood) of obtaining the actual group 
memberships for cases in the sample. Thus, the logistic regression coefficients are known as 
maximum likelihood parameter estimates". Likelihood is a probability, therefore varies 
between 0 and 1, whereas LL is the log of this probability and varies from 0 to minus 
infinity!'. Maximization of LL is achieved by selecting coefficients that raise the likelihood 
of occurrence for the observed values. The process begins by assigning arbitrarily chosen 
initial values to the logit coefficients, and continues in an iterative manner by determining 
the necessary changes in size and direction which will maximize LL. For this purpose, 
examination of residuals and re-estimation of the logistic function takes place. Iteration 
continues until convergence is reached. The maximum number of iterations is the number of 
maximum attempts at identifying the best logistic model (Field, 2000: 166, 172; Garson, 
2004; Menard, 2002: 14). 
5 Standardized residuals of values larger than 2.5 are considered outliers at the .01 level, whereas 

standardized residuals over 1.96 are thought of as outliers at the .05 level (Garson, 2004). 

6 Since any number which is less than 1 produces a negative log. 
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Log-likelihood is used to calculate two different tests of model significance, such as "scaled 
deviance" (also known as "deviation chi-square" or DM ) and model chi-square (known also 
as "likelihood ratio test") or G M' DM is the equivalent of the error sum of squares in linear 
regression; it reveals the amount of error not explained by the final model and evaluates the 
significance of the logistic regression even after inclusion of the independent variables in the 
model. It is also "generally regarded to be more informative than the Pearson Chi-square in 
Logistic" (Menard, 2002: 46-47). DM is obtained by multiplying LL by -2. The resulting 
statistic has a chi-square distribution with N-l degrees of freedom that facilitates comparison 
across different models. Large log-likelihood values highlight the presence of many 
unexplained observations in the dataset; they are therefore undesirable since they suggest 
that the model achieved a poor fit. Smaller values, however, advise on the opposite, with the 
minimum value being 0 reflecting a perfect fit. It is also possible to compare the models 
produced at different stages before the final model in order to examine changes in predictive 
quality in steps (Agresti, 1996: 11; Field, 2000: 177-180; Garson, 2004; Hair et al., 1998: 
280; Menard, 2002: 21). 
To assess the quality of prediction, GIyf is used which measures the difference between the 
current model and its original state including only the constant (initial chi-square). The 
constant is equal to logit(p) = constant7 . The value of GM is equivalent to initial chi-square 
Do minus DM · Since GM also has a chi-square distribution, using only the number of 
independent variables as the available degrees of freedom, it is possible to calculate the 
test's statistical significance. If significance is obtained, the researcher may be confident that 
the model is more accurate than when the constant was the only parameter included. For this 
reason, GM is regarded as analogous to the F-test sum of squares in linear regression 
(Agresti, 1996: 125; Garson, 2004; Field, 2000: 178; Lea, 1997; Menard, 2002: 21-22,43). 
However, this test is not valid if the model contains continuous variables, or if the number of 
cases is large (Bender & Grouven, 1997: 548). 
7 When there is only one independent variable appropriate for the logistic model, the first stage of 
model fitting begins with only the constant term and an initial log likelihood value. In the next step, 
the model is fitted including both the independent variable and the constant which results to a new log 
likelihood value. The likelihood ratio test GAI is the result of the difference between these two values 
multiplied by -2 (Agresti, 1996: 15). 
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The Hosmer and Lemeshow's (H-L) Goodness-of-Fit test examines the proportional 
improvement in quality of the model containing initially only the constant following fitting, 
that is, after the inclusion of the independent variables. The test is performed by dividing the 
available data into deciles according to predicted probabilities, and subsequently calculates a 
chi-square value based on the observed and expected frequencies (Garson, 2004). If the test 
is found significant, the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the observed and 
expected values of the dependent variable is rejected; therefore, the model predictions are 
assumed significantly different from the observed ones which is clearly undesirable. A non­
significant H-L Goodness-of-fit suggests that the predicted values derived from the model 
are in significant accordance with the observed ones, and the test is sensitive to sample size 
with larger samples improving its detection power. However, the test only confirms that the 
fitted model significantly explains some of the variance in the dependent variable; the exact 
amount is not known (Field, 2000: 181; Garson, 2004). 
Finally, the Wald statistic, which assesses whether the logistic regression variable 
coefficients are significantly different from zero, also has a chi-square distribution with 
degrees of freedom equal to the number of categories minus 1 if the independent variables in 
the model are categorical, or 1 if they are continuous. The Wald statistic is analogous to the 
t-test in multiple regression and uses the standard error in its formula (8.8). 
(8.8) 
where f3 is the unstandardized logit coefficient (the "maximum likelihood estimate of the 
slope parameter" (Agresti, 1996: 16» and SE is the estimate of its standard error. It is 
suggested that an insignificant Wald statistic for a particular independent variable may well 
result in the omission of that variable from the model (Garson, 2004). However, large logit 
coefficients would inflate SE, thus causing the Wald statistic to be underestimated. This 
suggests that inflated SEs encourage the occurrence of Type II error since the probability of 
erroneously rejecting a significant predictor increases (Agresti, 1996: 16). Therefore, as far 
as significance testing in logistic regression is concerned, model chi-square is usually 
prefelTed rather than the Wald statistic, at least in cases where continuous variables arc not 
'1· 
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present in the dataset. The Wald statistic is also sensitive to small sample sizes (Field, 2000: 
180, Garson, 2004; Menard, 2002: 43). 
8.2.3 Measures of Effect Size 
Although R1 is available in linear regression as a measure of the percentage of variance 
explained by the model for the dependent variable, there is not a direct equivalent in logistic 
regression. This is due to the fact that the variance is equally shared between an equally 
sized dichotomous dependent variable, however, the more asymmetrical the split between 
the variable categories, the lower the variance. This means that each category in the binary 
dependent variable has its own frequency distribution which suggests that comparing R 2 for 
linear regression and the single level of the metric independent variable - if one may 
2 
describe it as such - cannot be directly compared with an R for logistic regression which 
accommodates for different levels in the independent variable. Analogous measures have 
been developed such as Cox and Snell's R~ , Nagelkerke's R~, and McFadden's Ri, in an 
attempt to quantify strength of association rather than goodness of fit. For this reason, it is 
expected that, given a small sample, analogous R 2 S might be of high value even though 
goodness of fit might have been judged as unacceptable, for example, by model chi-square 
(Garson, 2004). 
i 
Iiill 
R~I 8 is based on likelihood, and was created as an attempt to provide a measure of similar 
2 
interpretation to linear regression's R . However, its interpretation is not easy because 

usually its maximum value is constrained below 1. In order to compensate, Nagelkerke 

8R~f is equal to 1- (Lo / LM ?/N where Lo is "the likelihood function for the model that contains 
only the intercept, LM is the likelihood function that contains all the predictors, and N is the total 
number of cases" (Menard, 2002: 25). 
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modified9 R~ so that the accepted values are constrained between 0 and 1. This explains 
why Nagelkerke's R~ may sometimes be higher than R~ (Cox & Snell, 1989; Garson, 
2004; N agelkerke, 1991). 
However, Menard (2002: 46) notes that these two measures are of questionable validity. 
Menard (2002: 24) maintains that the most analogous case to the sum of squares in linear 
regression, also analogous to R
1 
,is the likelihood ratio given by formula (8.9): 
(8.9) 

Ri is interpreted as "a proportional reduction in -2LL or a proportional reduction in the 
absolute value of the log-likelihood measure" (Menard, 2002: 24, Italics by Menard). -2LL 
functions as the analogous measure of variation for least squares regression, indicating the 
reduction of variation in the model when the independent variables are included. Its values 
range from 0 to 1, suggesting degrees of zero to perfect prediction, and it is known as 
McFadden's R' (1974). However, McFadden's R' is conceived as more appropriate for 
logistic regression because it accommodates for a proportional reduction in variation in an 
equivalent fashion with least squares regression R 2; does not depend on sample size as R~ 
and R~ do; and is not susceptible to influences from the proportion of cases in possession 
of the characteristic under studiO (Menard, 2002: 27). 
9 The adjusted Cox and Snell's R 1 is given by 
R~ =ll- (La / LM yiN Yll- (La )21N J= R~ Imaximum possible R'~1 (Menard, 2002: 25). 
1 
10 The possibility for use of the least squares R in logistic regression does exist, however, only as a 
1 
supplement to measures of association of the variables in the model. This is because R offers the 
opportunity for a direct comparison betwecn the results of least squares, ANOYA, and discriminant 
analysis with logistic regression. However, it does not work as efficiently for ordinal dependent 
variables compared to Ri (Menard, 2002: 27). 
11 
B.3 Multinomial Logistic Regression 
Extensions of binary logistic regression exist to handle polytomous dependent variables with 
more than two categories (Multinomial logistic regression) or polytomous dependent 
variables with more than two categories that can be ranked (Ordinal logistic regression). 
Both approaches follow closely the theory of logistic regression with the exception that in 
multinomial logistic regression the log odds of three or more comparisons between 
categories are carried out simultaneously, such as in comparing the probability of A vs. B, A 
vs. C, B vs. C (Garson, 2004), although for ordinal logistic the comparisons would be, for 
instance, between successive categories as in A vs. Band B vs. C (Menard, 2002: 92). 
Menard (2002: 97) suggests several approaches when the dependent variable involves 
ordered groups, such as treating the ordinal dependent variable simply as nominal; treating it 
as if it was a true ordinal variable; thinking of the ordinal dependent variable as a 'crude 
measurement of an underlying interval/ratio scale'; or treating it as if it was of interval 
nature. It is recommended that, in the first case, the best option would be to run multinomial 
logistic regression (Agresti, 1996; Bender & Grouven, 1997; Menard, 2002) or even DA if 
the assumptions are met, while, for the second approach, a cumulative logit model would be 
more appropriate. The third approach would be paired with Weighted Least Squares analysis 
using polychoric correlations, and the fourth one would use Ordinary Least Squares 
regression, which is most probably best when the dependent variable involves many groups 
(Menard, 2002: 98). 
For the present study, explanation has already been provided for the reasons DA is not 
appropriate (see section 8.1). Multinomial logistic regression is not as suitable since the .. ~ 
dependent variable is of ordinal nature, hence, an approach which takes account of this 
characteristic would be preferable, otherwise the obtained odds ratios may not accurately 
address the research questions of the analysis and some information loss would be 
inevitable I I (Bender & Grouven, 1997: 547; Wright, 1995: 288). Polychoric correlations are 
correlations extracted between categorical variables only (McLerran, 2004), for which there 
II In addition, extra unnecessary parameters might have to be estimated leading to higher chances of 
insignificant obtained results, although the estimated parameters would still be unbiased. 
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is no real application in the current datasets in their present state to be used in Logistic 
Regression. Polychoric correlations are also not provided by SPSS, hence the third approach 
is not presently feasible. Finally. least squares regression is not really suitable because the 
dependent variable involves only three groups. Consequently, the cumulative logit model is 
the best option, since not only is it available with SPSS, but it is also provided as an 
implementation in Ordinal Logistic Regression, which is a more appropriate method for 
ordinal data than Multinomial Logistic Regression. 
However, a brief explanation of the Multinomial Logistic Regression theory will provide a 
smooth transition towards Ordinal Logistic Regression. In addition, Multinomial Logistic 
may prove indispensable in cases which Ordinal Logistic assumptions do not hold. 
Therefore, in Multinomial Logistic Regression, one category of the dependent variable is 
arbitrarily defined as the baseline reference category Y= ho to which all the remaining 
categories are compared. If there are M categories present, then M-I logistic equations are 
produced, each assigned to one category for the purpose of describing the relationship 
between the dependent variable and the variables that predict it. According to Menard 
(2002: 92), each logistic category of the dependent variable, except the baseline category, is 
defined as 
for h = 1, 2, ... ,M-1. (8.10) 
whereas the baseline category is equal to 1 as in go (Xl' X 2"'" X k ) =1; h represents the 
particular values assigned to the dependent variable Y, k represents the different predictor X 
variables, and g stands for logit. To obtain the assigned predicted probabilities of Y being 
equal to any value except that of the baseline category, (8.11) is used: 
(8.11) 

while the probability for the excluded category ho =M is given by (8.12): 
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As it is obvious, the denominator remains the same, whereas the parameters are equal to 
zero when the probability of the baseline category is obtained. It is possible to obtain the 
binary logistic regression model when the number of dependent categories is equal to 2 with 
one resulting equation used to describe the relationship (Menard, 2002: 92). 
8.4 Ordinal Logistic Regression 
The cumulative logit model, or proportional odds model 12, is one of the most popular ordinal 
logistic regression methods which may be utilized when the independent variables are of 
continuous nature (Agresti, 1989: 293; 1996: 292). It is based on the use of cumulative 
probabilities defined as 
(8.13) 
\1 
Cumulative probabilities are used to estimate the odds of the ordinal response variable 
occurring, as in being assigned to one of its k ordered categories, as in 
(8.14) 
for k+ 1 ordered categories. If, for instance, the odds were equal to 5, it would mean that the 
data were five times as likely to produce a response assigned to category i or below than 
they would be to produce a response attributable above category i. 
12 The formulae following below are a combination and adaptation of those provided by Agresti 
(1989), Bender and Grouven (1997), and Menard (2002). 
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The cumulative odds ratio, defined as 
p(Yj ~i)/P(Yj >i) 
(8.15)Aji = p(Yj +1 ~ i )/ p(Yj +1 > i) 
for Yj equalling the value of Y for a randomly selected case from level j of X, accounts for 
comparisons between the different levels of the response variable and a nominal or ordinal 
independent variable. If, for instance, A = 5, it would mean that the data at level j of the X 
independent variable are more likely to produce a result assignable to a category i or below, 
and less likely to produce higher results on Y when compared with data at the i+ 1 level of 
the X variable. Although, as Menard (2002: 31) notes, the odds ratio may successfully be 
used for 2x2 contingency tables, for larger tables more odds ratios would have to be 
calculated, a fact which diverges from the use of a single accuracy of prediction measure. 
Nevertheless, "when these log odds ratios exceed 0 for all pairs of adjacent rows and all cut 
points for the response, larger values of Yare more likely to occur at higher levels ofX, and 
the association is characterized as positive" (Menard, 2002: 32) . 
The cumulative logit is defined as 
for i=l, ... ,k (8.16) 
which, according to Agresti (1989: 292), uses the dependent variable as if it were 
dichotomous. This is achieved by combining the first i categories against the remaining k 
ones. At each cut-point of the dependent variable, a cumulative logit is created with a total 
of k for all of the dependent levels. To describe all cumulative logits at the same time, (8.17) 
may be used: 
for i=1 , .. .,k (8.17) 
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which, in this form, bears many resemblances to the mUltiple linear regression model. As a 
convention, usually the right-hand side of the equation IS written as 
ai - f3ilXil - ... - f3illlXiJII . In effect, k model equations are obtained with one logistic 
coefficient f3 parameter for each independent variable for each different category. However, 
treating the f3 coefficients as independent of the category i, renders the f3 coefficients 
identical in statistical significance - assuming they had been estimated separately - across 
the different category models with only the intercept entertaining different values. This in 
turn suggests that the effect of the X variables is expected to be the same for each 
cumulative probability, which would have the same shape (Agresti, 1989: 293). Hence the 
odds would be derived from the following (8.18): 
for i=l, ... ,k (8.18) 
differing only with respect to the intercept, and in reality being proportional. This is what 
gives the model its name. In this manner, constant parallel slopes are created (Menard, 2002: 
98) (figure 8.2): 
Logit(Y) 
i 
x 
Figure 8.2: Example of parallel regression slopes ill which the f3 coefficients remaill statisticalZv 
similar. 
\1 
" 
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However, the proportionality assumption, and hence the cumulative logit model, is not 
always valid for all ordinal response variables, unless the dependent variable relates to an 
underlying latent continuous dependent such as age groups (Agresti, 1989: 297; Bender & 
Grouven, 1997: 547). If the researcher's interest lies, on the other hand, on a fixed set of 
categories for the dependent variable, then the adjacent variables logit model may be more 
suitable since it models the relationship between adjacent categories and is additionally 
affected by the selection of the response categories (Agresti, 1989: 297). 
Finally, it is common practice to assess global and even individual goodness of fit after the 
final fitting of the model, either with obtained residuals and/or comparisons between 
observed and predicted response values, since global fit does not guarantee fit among all 
individual values. 
8.5 Logistic Regression in Language Studies 
Logistic regression has already found several applications in the study of language. 
However, due to size limitations concerning the thesis, relevant information has been 
provided in Appendix F for the interested reader. 
8.6 Methodology 
Logistic regression is often preferred when there is need to determine the percent of variance 
present in the binary/ordinal/multinomial dependent variable and accounted for by the 
independent ones. The interpretation of the logistic coefficients becomes of secondary 
importance when the experiment concentrates on assessing the quality of correct 
classification of objects into groups based on a set of independent variables; when there is 
interest in examining whether the dependent variable is affected by the independents; when 
it is desirable to identify the best variables that may be used for prediction; and when the 
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researcher wishes to establish which independent variables significantly affect the dependent 
variable or by comparison of the -2LL values for models which include or do not include the 
variables under consideration (Lea, 1997). Finally, especially for the ordinal logistic model, 
the convenience presented lies with the quantification of an independent variable's impact 
measured by the logistic coefficient and the derivation of the odds ratio in a simple and 
efficient manner (Bender & Grouven, 1997: 548). For all the above reasons, logistic 
regression was selected as the appropriate method for the present experiment. 
Menard (2002: 28) indicates that "there is no consensus at present on how to measure the 
association between the observed and predicted classification of cases based on logistic 
regression or related methods such as discriminant analysis". This is mostly due to the fact 
that goodness-of-fit measures have been more the subject of development for theory testing 
purposes rather than for accuracy of classification. It has also often been observed that 
goodness-of-fit produces results in accordance with accurate classification (Menard, 2002: 
37), although a satisfactory fit does not necessarily imply high correct classification rates. 
Although Menard recommends a measurement for the proportional change in error known 
as predictive efficiency 13, it was decided to substitute predictive efficiency, as well as 
average correct classification which is the most intuitive measure for classification, with 
Klecka's tau. 
Klecka's tau (1980: 50-51) measures the proportional reduction in classification error in a 
similar fashion to predictive efficiency (equation 8.19): 
13 Predictive efficiency may be calculated as: 

d·. fJi' (errors without the model) - (errors with the model) 
pre [ctlve e IClel1('r= -'-------------'--'----------'­
., errors without the model 
Errors without the model refers to the number of cases observed to be in each category, whereas 
errors with the model refers to the wrongly classified cases for the dependent variable when the 
model is used, and it is the equivalent of the SSE in the method of Least Squares. This measurement 
is recommended under the assumption that, if the acquired model does improve on the dependent 
variable's classification, the mea~urement becomes the equivalent of the proportional reduction in 
error. Furthermore, it is possible that the acquircd prediction will actually be worse than chance, 
therefore, a "proportional increase in error" may be dctectabk (Menard, 2002: 28-29). 
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(8.19) 

where nc stands for the number of correctly classified cases, niDI for the total number of 
cases, Pi signifies the prior probabilities for the individual groups, ni is the total number of 
cases in each group, and g is the total number of groups. The maximum value that can be 
obtained representing best prediction is 1, while in theory prediction equal to random 
assignment is represented by 0, although values smaller than zero imply acquired prediction 
worse than chance. Tau offers a value of improvement in correct classification which is 
independent of the number of groups in the dependent variable, a measurement of 
importance since the availability of Yeats's letters is restricted only to his first two life 
periods. Consequently, if any comparisons were to be made, the discrepancy between the 
number of groups would have influenced the results. Moreover, Klecka's tau's flexibility 
allows it to be applied to different classification problems, therefore, it was decided to 
additionally employ it for the experiment described in chapter nine, thus, permitting 
immediate comparisons between the two adopted methods. This also explains the reason 
average con·ect classification was not investigated any further. 
Prior to ordinal analysis, the dependent variable YEAR was transformed into the 
polytomous ordinal variable PERIODS representing three categories, namely early, middle, 
and late. The division of YEAR was arbitrarily chosen to consist of three parts of equal size. 
It is accepted that such a decision is unlikely to satisfy general opinion in its entirety. 
Division of periods in an author's lifetime has so far appeared to rely on subjective grounds 
based on literary and biographic criticism, however, no agreement has been noted; for 
example, Jaynes (1980: 12) divided Yeats's lifetime in three periods, whereas Forsyth 
(1999: 470) selected two, and Frischer (1991) used five periods to divide the Horacian 
corpus. It is maintained that arbitrary proportional division is an appropriate starting point in 
order to examine the behaviour of the method and the discriminating power of the 
independent variables. The particular type of division may be retained and retested in future 
research or discarded if observed to perform inadequately under comparative studies. 
Therefore, the start of the early period was the year of the first available text in the genre 
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under investigation, and not just in the selected sample, whereas the end of the period was 
recorded as the year of death of the author. Then, the number of total years was divided by 
three to form the non-overlapping category-periods. 
I 
Subsequently, non-parametric Spearman Correlation coefficients were obtained between the 
dependent variable PERIODS and the untransformed independent variables. This decision 
was governed by the fact that the available number of independent variables far exceeds the 
acceptable number l4 for those needed for inclusion in the ordinal model threatening with 
occurrences of overfitting. Moreover, the fact that SPSS does not provide the option of 
stepwise procedures 15 in ordinal logistic regression, the non-parametric coefficients were 
expected to provide a means of pre-selection for the variables which exhibit a strong 
significant relationship with the dependent variable, thus reducing the total number of 
i independent variables in the ordinal model to an acceptable level. Non-parametric 
I correlation was selected because the dependent variable is polytomous, and because a great majority of the independent variables incorporate violations of normality. Table F.l III Appendix F provides the obtained non-parametric significant correlation coefficients. 
I 
I 	 After the final screening of the variables, a general methodology for all the datasets was 
followed as indicated below: 
1. The ordinal logistic regression model was run using SPSS version 11 for the default 
, parameters with split sample estimation of seventy cases (training sample) against 
thirty cases (validation sample), followed by examination of the parallel slopes 
, statistic. Split-sampling estimation was selected for validation as a last resort since 
I SPSS does not provide any leave-one-out or K-fold cross-validated classified values for ordinal logistic regression. 
i, 14 Actually, there is no precise rule which pinpoints an appropriate number for independent variables; 
although, one rule of thumb exists. The rule suggests that there should be at least ten cases available 
, 
t 	 for each independent variable when the independent variables are not categorical. When the variables 
are categorical, dichotomies should direct the number of cases to be equal to the lesser of the groups 
(Garson, 2004; Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989). J IS Stepwise procedures are in fact available for binary logistic regression in SPSS which had to be 
used with Yeats's letters, although (0 maintain consistency with the remaining samples, none of the 
procedures were adopted. If a stepwise procedure had been used, thc process would have been similar 
to mUltiple linear regression, the difference being that the likelihood ratio would have been the 
statistic on which selection would have been based. 
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2. 	 If the parallel slopes statistic was found insignificant, then the proportional odds 
assumption would hold. Therefore, examination of the Wald statistic was 
subsequently performed to assess the significance of each individual variable. Since 
the experiment represents the exploratory part of the current research, problems 
identified in the literature in relation to the Wald statistic were disregarded for the 
time being. Statistically insignificant variables were omitted from the model 
(Agresti, 1996: 92), and the model was refit and compared with the first one. 
3. 	 Once the statistically significant variables remained, assessment of linearity in the 
logit was carried out using the Box-Tidwell transformation. Statistically significant 
Box-Tidwell-transformed variables identified as nonlinear were then either 
transformed, or influential cases were omitted (Bender & Grouven, 1997: 550) and 
the model was refit. 
4. 	 For each final model, statistics such as values of -2LL including the intercept only, ­
2LL of the full model, model chi-square, deviance chi-square16, McFadden's R2 , 
and Nagelkerke's R2 were recorded and examined to assess each model's quality. 
5. 	 Calculation of statistics was preceded by multicolinearity assessment and 
collinearity diagnostics to evaluate the validity of the results (Field, 2000: 201). In 
particular, Tolerance and VIF were examined by running a linear regression analysis 
using the same variables that were to be entered in the ordinal logistic model. In 
cases where multicolinearity was recorded as high, the logistic analysis was run 
with a reduced set l7 of variables whenever appropriate. Multicolinearity diagnostics 
were afterwards carried out once more. 
6. 	 In cases where the assumption of parallel lines was also violated, that is, if the 
parallel slopes statistic was found significant, then the proportional odds assumption 
would not hold. Therefore, multinomial logistic regression was run instead (Menard, 
2002: 98). The steps following application of multinomial logistic very closely 
resemble those listed in steps 2, 3, and 4 for ordinal logistic regression. 
7. 	 The cumulative odds ratio was employed to calculate the likelihood of each case 
being assigned to its respective category and to obtain average percent correct 
I 
i 16 Deviance chi-square produces results similar to the H-L test in terms of indicating good model fit 

(Menard, 2002: 47), therefore, its examination is appropriate here. 

17 This eventually only applied in the category of lexical variables covering both first- and second­

order. 
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classification values by appropriate cross-tabulations. The numbers are included in 
Appendix F, tables F.4 - F.6 for the interested reader, although the results have not 
been employed as part of the experiment. 
8. 	 Values of Klecka's tau were calculated based on equation 8.19. 
9. 	 Once logistic regression was complete, four four-way ANOVA were performed 
accommodating for four dependent variables, namely FIN2LL (final -2LL values), 
IMPR2LL (proportional reduction in error as measured by -2LLfinall-2LLinitial), 
VARSTOT (total number of finally selected variables used in logistic regression 
analysis), and KLECATAU (Klecka's Tau). The procedure followed was similar to 
the one explained in detail in section 6.3. Assessment for linearity was performed by 
examining normal probability plots of the residuals after the construction of the 
model, by running bivariate correlation on the residuals with predicted values, by 
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to assess deviations from normality, and by 
using Levene's test to assess deviations from constant variance. 
For the particular case of the limited availability of Yeats's letters, ordinary logistic 
regression was used only with two categories, EARLY and MIDDLE, since there was no 
available third category. Accordingly, the appropriate steps were followed, and the results 
were recorded and interpreted. 
It was not possible, however, to prepare datasets which would include commonly found 
variables in at least two authors or to collect all the significant variables in the models under 
one for each author. This was due to the fact that since ordinal and multinomial logistic as 
run by SPSS do not offer the option of stepwise variable selection, the sheer amount of 
variables was found to be inappropriate for the available datasets (sixty-nine variables were 
identified as common in one way or another to all authors). Consequently, complete 
separation of the data was to be expected, hence the additional experiments were not 
conducted since any obtained results would be meaningless. 
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8.7 Results 
A satisfactory reduction in error represented by the model chi-square for the final model, 
which includes all the final selected variables compared with the one containing only the 
constant, was obtained for most of the datasets as can be seen in tables F.2-F.3 in Appendix 
F. 
Instances of complete separation in the data, that is, perfect prediction of the dependent 
variable, were detected within the content datasets, in particular with Rossetti's poems 
content database, and both content databases for Yeats (letters, and poems). In such cases, 
which are characterized by G rn =Do, Dm =0 and R2L =1 , large values of standard errors 
and regression coefficients are obtained 18 - although not always (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 
1989; Menard, 2002: 79). Complete separation is usually cause for concern indicating 
problems with the number of variables in the final model, the datasets, the methodology, or 
the theory behind the study. This is due to the fact that the parameter models are 
inefficiently estimated, although they are not considered biased and they do not produce 
inaccurate inferences (Menard, 2002: 79). In the present case, instances of complete 
separation are most probably attributed to the large number of variables in the final models 
which exceeds suggestive limits set by empirical heuristics for the respective sample size (n 
= 70; variable numbers for: Rossetti poems = 36, Yeats letters = 27, Yeats poems = 42). It is 
also possible to achieve a quasi complete separation, a separation that is not as perfect as the 
complete separation, with similar characteristics, as in the case of content variables for Poe's 
letters (total number of variables in the model = 19). 
Four four-way ANOVA experiments were conducted using the information presented in 
tables F.2, F.3, and F.4 Appendix F. Table 8.1 shows the different hypotheses examined, for 
which a = 0.05 was the significance level used. 
18 It is also possible to achieve a quasi-complete separation, a separation that is not as perfect as the 
complete separation, with similar characteristics. 
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Table 8.!: List of the dependent variables, the factors along with their respective levels, and the Null 
ternatlve rypot eses teste .and the reS]!ectlve Ai' H h d 
Dependent 
variable Factor(s) Levels Ho HI 
Main At least 
effects 
Author 
(AUTHOR) 
Millay, 
Poe, 
Rossetti, 
Yeats 
f.11 =f.12 =f.13 =J14 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
from the 
others 
]" ANOVA: 
Final 
Genre 
(GENRE) 
Letter, 
Poem I f.15 =f.16 f.15 =F f.16 
FIN2LL Order 
(ORDER) lSI, 2
nd JL7 =Ji8 f-l7 =F p8 I 
2/1d ANOVA: 
IMPR2LL 
(scaled 
-2LL). 
3rdANOVA: 
VARSTOT 
Variable 
type 
(VARTYPE) 
Character, 
content, 
entropy, 
lexical, 
phonemic, 
syntactic. 
p9 = plO = pI1 = pI2 = p13 = pI4 
At least 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
fi-om the 
others 
found as Interactions VARTYPE 
significant 
-AUTHOR 
by logistic 
4thANOVA: 
KLECATAU 
VARTYPE 
- GENRE The 
effect of 
(Klecka's 
tau) 
VARTYPE 
-ORDER 
GENRE­
AUTHOR 
(please, 
consult 
column 
above) 
There is no interaction between factor A 
(e.g. VARTYPE) and factor B (e.g. 
AUTHOR). The effect of factor A does 
not depend on the levels of factor B 
(and B does not depend on A). Etc. 
one 
factor 
does 
depend 
on the 
levels of 
GENRE­
ORDER 
the other 
factor 
AUTHOR­
ORDER 
Upon testing of the ANOVA models, assessment for compliance with linearity and 
normality assumptions was undertaken. No ANOVA experiment exhibited violations of 
them, except for violation of the assumption of homogeneity of variances for which 
Levene's test was found significant in one case (FINAL2LL F(n, 13) = 2.001, P = .082, 
IMPR2LL F(n, 13) = 3.084, P = .014, VARSTOT F(77, l3) = 1.177, p = .393, 
KLECA TAU F( 60, 11) = .651, p = .857). Since the square root transformation did not help, 
results are here presented with the knowledge of reporting an inaccurate F value (Field, 
2000: 284). 
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The four-factor analysis of variance for final -2LL values (FIN2LL) produced the results 
presented in table 8.2. 

Table 8.2: Four~factor ANOVA results forfinal-2LL (FIN2LL). 

Final -2LL (FIN2LL) 
Variable(s) 
VARTYPE-GENRE 
VARTYPE-
Interactions 
AUTHOR 
VARTYPE-ORDER 
GENRE-AUTHOR 
GENRE- ORDER 
ORDER-AUTHOR 
VARTYPE 
Main GENRE 
Effects 
AUTHOR 
ORDER 
F-ratio 
F(5, 48) = 4.181 
F(15, 48) = 1.713 
F(5, 48) = 2.018 
F(3, 48) = 5.881 
F(l, 48) = .700 
F(3, 48) = .443 
F(5, 48) = 2.295 
F(1,48)= 1.814 
F(3, 48) = 1.818 
F(!, 48) = 2.814 
Significance 
P < 0.05* 
p> 0.05 
p > 0.05 
p < 0.05* 
P > 0.05 
P > 0.05 
P > 0.05 
p > 0.05 
P > 0.05 
p > 0.05 
The four-factor analysis of variance for proportional reduction 
produced the results presented in table 8.3. 
Table 8.3: Four-factor ANOVA resultsfor Relative -2LL (IMPR2LL). 
Relative -2LL IMPR2LL) 
Variable(s) 
VARTYPE­
GENRE 
VARTYPE­
AUTHOR
Interactions VARTYPE­
ORDER 
GENRE-AUTHOR 
GENRE-ORDER 
ORDER-AUTHOR 
VARTYPE 
Main GENRE 

Effects 

AUTHOR 
ORDER 
F-ratio 
F(5, 48) = 4.043 
F(l5, 48) = 1.538 
F(5, 48) = 1.921 
F(3, 48) = 2.239 
F(l, 48) = .209 
F(3, 48) = 1.015 
F(5, 48) = 2.101 
F(l, 48) = 13.205 
F(3, 48) = 1.116 
F(1, 48) == 10.396 
Significance 
p < 0.05* 
p> 0.05 
p> 0.05 
p > 0.05 
p> 0.05 
1'> 0.05 
p > 0.05 
p < 0.05* 
p > 0.05 
p < 0.05* 
Comment 

significant interaction 

no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant main 
effect 
no significant main 
effect 
no significant interaction 
no significant main 
effect 
in error (IMPR2LL) 
Comment 
significant interaction 
no signitIcant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant interaction 
no significant main 
effect 
significant main effect 
no significant main 
effect 
significant main effect 
Relative -2LL was examined in order to measure the proportional reduction in error due to 
the model; in other words, to examine whether the inclusion of the particular variables in the 
model produce significantly better results than if only a constant was to be used. 
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The third ANOYA dependent variable, V ARSTOT, represents the number of variables 
entering the logistic models which also proved to be significant. The variable was examined 
to assess whether its distribution is influenced by the independent factors of AUTHOR, 
GENRE, ORDER, and YARTYPE, or whether it is immune to their effects. Table 8.4 
presents the ANOYA results. 
Table 8.4: Four-factor ANOVA results for Total Number of Variables counted as significant 
(VARSTOT) 
Total Number of Variables counted as significant (VARSTOT) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARTYPE-GENRE F(5, 48) = .471 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
VARTYPE- F(l5, 48) = p> 0.05 	 no significant interaction AUTHOR 1.074 
Interactions 	 VARTYPE-ORDER F(5, 48) = .714 P > 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 48) = .932 Q> 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE- F(l, 48) = 1.775 P> 0.05 no significant interaction ORDER 
ORDER-AUTHOR I F(3, 48) = 3.065 P < 0.05* significant interaction 
VARTYPE F(5, 48) = 3.274 P < 0.05* significant main effect 
no significant main GENRE F(1, 48) = .170 P > 0.05 
effectMain 
no significant main Effects AUTHOR F(3, 48) = .387 p> 0.05 
effect 
no significant main ORDER F(l, 48) = 2.110 P > 0.05 
effect 
Finally table 8.5 contains the ANOYA results obtained when Klecka's improvement in 
classification over chance is examined for possible influences by the previously mentioned 
factors. 
I 
I 
w 
I 
I 
f 
i,'t 
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Table 8.5: Four-factor ANOVA results for Klecka's tau (KLECATA U). 
Klecka's tau (KLECATAU) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARTYPE- i 
I F(S, 31) = 2.261 p> 0.05 no significant interaction GENRE 

VARTYPE­ F(13, 31) = 1.838 p> 0.05 no significant interaction ACTHOR 
Interactions VARTYPE­ F(5, 31) = .S66 p> 0.05 no significant interaction ORDER 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 31) = 4.283 P < 0.05* significant interaction 
GENRE-ORDER F(l, 31) = 1.239 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
ORDER-AUTHOR F(3, 31) = S.150 p < 0.05* significant interaction 
no significant main VARTYPE F(S, 31) = 2.409 p> 0.05 
I effect 
I no significant main Main GENRE F(1, 31) = 2.502 p> 0.05 
effectEffects AUTHOR F(3, 31) = 3.168 p < 0.05* 	 significant main effect 
no significant main ORDER F(l, 31) = .200 p> O.OS 
effect 
8.8 Discussion 
The first ANOYA test examined whether differences in authorship, genre, order of variables 
and different variable types had an impact on the final deviance value representing the 
amount of error not explained by the final model. No significant main effects were detected, 
however, two significant interactions between the factors AUTHOR and GENRE, and 
VARTYPE and GENRE were recorded. These are presented in figures 8.3-8.4 respectively. 
120,-----------------. 
110 
ro 80 
c 
.~ 
~ 70 
poe rossetti 
GENRE 
• poem 
letter 
yeats millay 
AUTHOR 
Figure 8.3: Estimated Marginal Mea//,I' (~f'FIN2LLfor the/actors GENRE and A UTlfOR. 
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It may be seen that for Poe, Rossetti, and Millay, poetry produces the smallest values for 
model error whereas the opposite is in effect for Yeats, although the error produced by 
letters for Millay is not very different in value to that of her poetry. It appears that it is 
generally more difficult to classify personal correspondence with ordinal or multinomial 
logistic regression rather than poetry, although the effect is notably the opposite for Yeats's 
genres. However, this could be due to the fact that Yeats's letters were classifiable under 
only two categories, which is a more straightforward task than classifying elements under 
three categories. 
14U,-----------------, 
2 40 
ro poem

E 

~ 20 letter +---~--~---~---~-~ 
character content entropy lexical phonemic syntactic 
VARTYPE 
Figure 8.4: Estimated Marginal Means ofFlN2LLfor the factors VARTYPE alld GENRE. 
Concerning the significant interaction between V ARTYPE and GENRE, it may be observed 
that for poetry the content variables record the lowest final error values followed by lexical, 
syntactic, character, phonemic, and entropic, whereas for letters, best results are obtained by 
lexical variables, followed by phonemic, syntactic, character, entropic, and finally content 
ones. Generally, the graph shows that letters are classified easier than poetry, although the 
different variable types do not appear to operate in a consistent fashion. 
The second ANOVA test examined the possibility that the proportional reduction in error 
(IMPR2LL) in each model was also influenced by the four factors. Significant main effects 
were detected for the factors GENRE, and ORDER. This is suggestive of the dependency of 
proportional reduction in error on the different type of genre utilized and the kind of order a 
particular stylistic marker is measured in. In other words, results of variable quality were 
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produced according to the type of variable-order measured in either poetry or personal 
correspondence. 
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character content entropy lexical phonemic syntactic 

VARTYPE 
Figure 8.5: Estimated Marginal Means ofIMPR2LLfor thefactors VARTYPE and GENRE. 
The graph in figure 8.5 shows once more that best results have been obtained in poetry with 
the content variables as with figure 8.4, however, the observed pattern deviates thereafter. 
Content variables are followed by character-based ones, then by lexical with which there is 
not much difference, phonemic, syntactic, and finally entropic ones. For lexical 
correspondence, it may be observed that best results in terms of proportional reduction in 
error are obtained with character-based variables; lexical, phonemic, and syntactic which 
achieve the same level of improvement; content, and entropic ones. Generally, the lexical, 
phonemic, and syntactic variables achieve relatively the same level of improvement for each 
respective genre. 
The third ANOVA experiment analysed the influence of the four factors on the total number 
of variables (V ARSTOT) labelled significant by SPSS for the final models. It appears that 
this number is affected by the significant main effect of VARTYPE, suggesting that 
variation in significant variables being obtained with logistic regression in the final models 
is influenced by the different variable types. 
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Significant interaction of authorship with differences in order of variable-types were also 
detected. Figure 8.6 presents the relative graph: 
1.8-r-----------------, 
\, 
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" C1J 
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/
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.8 .~ 
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Cii firs!E 4 
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Figure 8.6: Estimated Marginal Means of VARSTOTfor the factors A UTHOR and ORDER. 
Second-order variables resulted in the least number of significant variables to remain in the 
logistic model in Poe's and Yeats's case. The difference with first-order variables for these 
two authors is great For Millay, the numbers do not differ as much. For Rossetti, the 
opposite pattern is detected; fewer first-order variables remain in the logistic models 
compared to second-order ones, however, the difference is not as exaggerated as in Poe's 
and Yeats's case. 
The final ANOVA analysed Klecka's tau's behaviour in relation to the four factors. A 
significant main effect was detected with the AUTHOR factor along with significant 
interactions between AUTHOR and ORDER, and AUTHOR and GENRE. Figures 8.7-8.8 
present the detected patterns. 
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Figure 8. 7: Estimated Marginal Means ofKLECA for the factors A UTJ{OR and ORDER.. 
The graph shows that, by compensating for the unequal numbers of groups in the dependent 
variable, the order different variable types are calculated in affects accuracy according to 
author. First-order variables produce more accurate results for the male authors, less 
accurate for the female authors, while second-order variables produce much better results 
for the early 19th century poets, and a lot worse for the late 19th , early 20th century poets. 
Author effects still playa major part, therefore, regardless of the restricted availability of 
Yeats's letters. 
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Figure 8.8: Estimated Marginal Means ofKLECA for the/c/clors A UTHOR and GENRE. 
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The final graph shows Yeats's and Millay's letters to produce the least accurate results in 
comparison with Poe's and Rossetti's. Poetry, on the other hand, seems easier to classify 
on the whole, with best results obtained for Poe, followed by Yeats, Rossetti, and Millay. 
Compensation for unequal number of groups reverses the Yeatsian pattern observed in 
figure 8.3. 
8.9 Conclusion 
The points made during the ordinal experiment were the following: 
1. 	 The final amount of error not explained by the final model was found to be 
influenced by separate interactions of genre with authorship and genre with 
individual variable types suggesting that accuracy is not independent of the 
combination of those factors, 
2. 	 The proportional reduction in error was influenced by the combined effect of genre 
interacting with individual variable types, as well as the separate effects of genre 
and order, pointing the fact that greater accuracy may be achieved once genre in 
relation to variable types and the order they are calculated in are taken into account. 
3. 	 The type of variables appeared to affect the total number of variables in the final 
logistic models, which were also influenced by the interaction of authorship with 
order the variables are calculated in, proclaiming that discrepancies are to be 
expected, 
4. 	 Finally, Klecka's tau was observed to have been influenced by the effect of 
authorship, the borderline significant effect of variable types, and the separate 
interactions of authorship with order and genre. The final results suggest that the 
detected patterns are genuine and are not influenced by Yeats's letters. 
On the whole, it is evident that discriminating between different time-periods for various 
authors, variables-types, order each variable-type is calculated in, and using different genres 
is not a straightforward task. Accuracy of the logistic models, total number of significant 
variables in the logistic models, and Klecka's tau which remains relatively unaffected by 
discrepancies in the dependent variable categories, have all been affected to some degree by 
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the above mentioned factors. The possibility that the selected validation method has 
influenced the method's outcomes remains, although results were unbiased, whereas the 
detected author effects appear to be genuine. It would be of interest to examine the models 
in bigger and more diverse samples. The search for universal stylochronometers, however, 
appears to remain a difficult and complicated task. 
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9 Fourth Experiment - Artificial Neural Networks 
Chapter eight described the analysis of the data from the Ordinal Logistic Regression 
perspective, aiming at detecting the types of stylistic variables that would have been more 
capable of discriminating between early, middle, and late work of the sample authors. 
Results appeared inconsistent with every factor of interest influencing the outcome to a 
certain extent. 
Chapter nine extends the assessment of the variables' discriminatory potential by examining 
the application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) on the same stylochronometric problem. 
It has been attested that ANNs operate efficiently under nonlinear complex inputs due to 
their ability to adapt to datasets and to the datasets' underlying organization regardless of the 
databases' size or complexity (Ripley, 1996: 6; Tweedie et al., 1996b: 250). It is 
additionally maintained that their inherent fault tolerance permits minimum disruption from 
noise present in the data. One of their well known characteristics is their ability to generalize 
to similar problems - a much appreciated property when limited data is available (Tweedie 
et ai., 1996b: 250). They have also recently been incorporated in the category of available 
stylometric tools since new applications in authorship studies and genre detection, which are 
considered pattern recognition problems, have emerged in the majority of which neural 
networks have been observed to oLltperform "conventional linear stylometric methods" 
(Matthews & Merriam, 1997). 
The present experiment takes place partly to extend current neural network applications and 
partly to assess the network's performance and classification accuracy when 
sty lochronometric markers are selected for input. It is expected that deviations from 
normality or noise inherent in the data will not affect the quality of results, whereas any 
complexity present will be identified and accounted for. 
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The chapter begins with a description of the artificial neuron (section 9.1), its most common 
architectures, explains the process with which the network is trained, briefly introduces the 
most common learning algorithm also used for the present experiment, and lists several of 
its applications. Following, section 9.3 touches upon the presence of ANNs on past 
stylometric studies, whereas section 9.4 describes the methodology used including the 
software program employed for the analysis. The results section (9.5) is presented next, 
followed by the discussion section (9.6), and the concluding remarks (9.7). 
9.1 The Artificial Neuron 
Consisting of processing elements (neurons) and directed weighted links (connections), a 
typical ANN follows a tree-like structure (figure 9.1): 
connection neuron 
Input layer Hidden layer Output layer 
Figure 9.1: A simple ANN. 
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In figure 9.1, circles represent the processing elements (imitating the biological neurons l ) 
and the arrows the connections (modeling dendrites and axons) by which activation patterns 
are distributed. In most networks, nodes which accept values from data are called 'input' 
nodes and produce only output. Nodes which accept values from input nodes in addition to 
producing output are termed 'hidden'. Nodes accepting only input values are known as 
'output'. The synaptic nature of the biological neurons is modeled by the assignment of 
different weights (parameters) to different connections, which signify the connections' 
strengths. These weights are subsequently multiplied with the input values before being 
processed by the receiving node. Particular stimulus for the biological neuron, taking place 
under specific conditions, may alter the neuron's synaptic strengths, thus, causing it to 
adapt. Such modification in the artificial neurons is modeled by weight changes. If the 
weight value is negative, the connection decreases the activation value which is to be passed 
to the succeeding neuron; therefore, the particular neuron's nature becomes inhibitory. If the 
weight value is positive, then the opposite excitatory effect is created. By summing the 
weighted values to get a quantity equal to the total input, then by employing an input-output 
function to transform the particular quantity into the node's activation value, and by finally 
comparing the result to a predetermined threshold, the node produces output close to 1 if it 
I The conception and architecture of ANNs has been partly inspired by observations in the structure 
and behavior of biological neurons. It has been estimated that 100 billion nerve cells are part of the 
human brain. These cells, known as neurons, function as communication channels for transmitting 
nerve signals from the brain to the rest of the organism, in order for the organism to function 
properly. The basic structure of a simple neuron consists of the neuron's nucleus and soma (body) 
contained in a membrane, and branches which emanate from the soma, linking the neuron to 
neighbouring neurons. Branches which lead to the nucleus and provide the input are known as 
dendrites, whereas branches leading away from the nucleus towards other neurons, thus distributing 
the output, are known as axons. Short-spanned electrical impulses are generated in the membrane, 
which are transmitted to other neurons via the axon towards electrochemical junctions of microscopic 
gaps known as synapses. Synapses function as contact points between cells. The impulse, which 
travels through the axon, stimula.tes the end of the nerve to or above the nerve's sensitivity threshold, 
according to the impulse's strength and its positive (excitatory) or negative (inhibitory) nature. The 
reception of excitatory input compared to inhibitory input is what defines the neuron's distinctive 
processing ability. Since between 1,000 and 10,000 synapses are typically eligible for every neuron, 
impulses which occur simultaneously and constantly have their weighted effect summed. I f the 
weighted sum exceeds or is equal to the threshold, the neuron "fires" and a new impulse is generated 
via chemical and electrical reactions at the synapse. The new impulse then travels through the 
dendrites to the neighbouring neural nucleus, eventually resulting in sensory and motor activities. 
After the transmission of the impulse is terminated, the neuron resumes its original state to allow the 
occurrence of subsequent impulses. Such constant change and adaptation regarding the effect of 
impulses at the synapses in order to inJluence the behaviour of neighbouring neurons promotes 
learning for representation of complicated information (Bocrcc, 2003; Gurney, 1997: 1-2, 7; Hilton, 
1992: lOS; Nelson & Illingworth, 1991: 37-39). 
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equals or exceeds the threshold and closer to 0 otherwise (Gurney, 1997: 2,4; Hinton, 1992: 
105; Ripley, 1996: 143; Zell et aI., n.d.: 23). 
9.1.1 Architecture of Artificial Neural Networks 
There are two mall1 types of ANNs, feed-forward and feedback networks. Feed-forward 
networks (figure 9.1) permit only unidirectional flow of information from input from 
previous nodes to output to the successive nodes. The connections do not form cycles, and 
there are no intra-layer connections. This type of architecture is predominantly used in 
pattern recognition applications, including stylometric problems. Feedback networks, on the 
other hand, permit bidirectional flow of information by creating cycles in the connections. 
Every time an input is introduced to the network, the amount of time needed for the 
network's response is not trivial, hence, feedback networks train laboriously. Although 
feedback networks can be quite complicated, they are considered to be powerful and 
dynamic since they continuously adapt until the optimum solution is reached. Feedback 
networks alter their optimum state once a new input is presented to them and a new 
optimum solution is required (Sarle, 1997; Stergiou & Siganos, 1996). 
There is an additional distinction between single-layer and multi-layer structures. The 
single-Iayer2, perceived as the most general and in theory the most computationally 
powerful case, represents structures in which all neurons are interconnected, whereas the 
multi-layer structure is weaker and consists of labeled-by-layer neurons (Stergioll & 
Siganos, 1996). 
2 The single layer network or single layer Perceptron was also the 'ancestor' oftoday's ANNs, which 
was devised by Frank Rosenblatt in 1958 as a retina model with pattern-recognition capabilities to 
imitate the visual system. Consisting of three layers - input for sensory data collection, hidden for the 
association, and output for the response accepting binary values of 0 and 1 - the network, as Nelson 
and Illingworth (1991: 116) note, was randomly and not locally connected. Since the network used a 
linear transfer function, it was later collapsed to a single layer. The perceptron's abilities were limited 
to generalizing to testing data similar to the training data, and the data in general had to be linearly 
separable. It was this limitation which caused major criticism leading to temporary inactivity in the 
ANNs' field for more than a decade. Nonetheless, the problems that the Perceptron can handle, it 
handles well, such as classifying shapes, recognizing characters, and manipulating robotic vision 
systems (Nelson & Illingworth, 1991: 116). 
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9.1.2 Training 
The type of target data accepted by ANNs is both categorical and quantitative depending on 
the problem at hand. Classification problems usually involve a restricted target number of 
categories with a finite number of cases assigned to each. Regression problems, on the other 
hand, may involve quantitative target values only, quantitative target values which have 
been treated as categorical such as binary variables or number of children, or binary encoded 
categorical target values. In either case, the output values are usually interpreted as posterior 
probabilities. 
Appropriate weight modifications translate into network training In order to improve 
performance and achieve learning which is usually performed in supervised, unsupervised, 
or graded fashion. Supervised learning involves training the network using data - usually in 
large numbers - which include information about both the input and the desired output 
values. Training data is split into the training set and the validation set. The training set is 
used to provide enough examples for the network to fit the weights, and the validation set to 
adjust the architecture - such as choosing the number of hidden nodes and selecting the final 
network structure. The aim is that the network's values approach the output target values in 
a manner that minimizes the error (difference) between them. If the error is seen as a 
function of the network's weights, it is possible to pinpoint the exact value of the error at 
each different weight, thus trace the course of learning. Appropriate training results when 
the global minimum of the error function is reached, although this may be hindered by local 
minima, extensive plateaus, and troughs present on the error surface when the error function 
is graphed. It is the use of learning algorithms such as back-propagation, radial basis 
function (Bishop, 1995; Ripley, 1996) and others, which facilitate correct training. Once the 
process is complete, new data - the test set - not seen during training and only used to 
access the overall performance hence the network's ability to generalize to unseen cases, is 
applied, which does not include any information about the desired result. The aim is to have 
the network computing output values which approximate the output target values. This is 
examined by comparing the obtained output to the desired correct output and by calculating 
the error. The larger output determines the classification and the error value provides an 
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unbiased estimate of the generalization error (Sarie, 1997; Ripley, 1996: 354; Tweedie, et 
at., 1996b: 254; Matthews & Merriam, 1993: 205). 
In unsupervised learning, the actual output is not incorporated into the training set, but the 
network is expected to construct groups based only on the internal evidence the data 
provides. In essence, clustering or dimensionality reduction takes place, which is appropriate 
in situations where the befitting output is unknown or too difficult to determine (Sarle, 1997; 
I Tweedie, et al., 1996b: 254). 
I As far as graded learning is concerned, it is useful in situations in which the desired output is 
I 
, not available for all training cases, such as in control and process-optimization applications. 
Graded learning shares characteristics with supervised learning, the exception being that a 
grade or mark which represents the performance of the network when an number of training~ 
cycles have been completed is used (Tweedie, et al., 1996b: 254). 
9.1.3 Inherent Structure 
9.1.3.1 Activation Function 
In mathematical terms, in order to compute a neuron's activation, the input values provided 
by the preceding neurons are needed, along with the weights connecting the preceding 
neurons with the current neuron, the old activation value of the neuron, and its threshold. 
These are combined in the following general formula3: 
a j (t + 1) = fact (net j(t), aj(t), ej ) (9.1) 
where a j (t) is the activation of the processing element j in step t, netj (t) is the network 
input in unit j in step t, and ej is the threshold or bias of unit j. The bias is treated as a 
weight by the learning algorithm. It is also used to determine the point at which the 
3 Formulae (9.1 )-(9.7) are obtained by Zell et al. (n.d. : 21-22,25-26). 
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activation function a i (t + I), whose purpose is to describe the manner according to which 
the output of a neuron behaves, has its steepest ascent (Wilson, 2004; Zell et al., n.d.: 21). 
Different activation functions are eligible for use, such as the step function which produces a 
binary result according to, for example, whether the total network input is greater than 1. 
However, the step function inhibits the existence of continuous knowledge transmitted over 
the entire network. For this purpose, another function with a softening effect which binds the 
output with the activation result in a smooth fashion compared to the step function is usually 
employed. This is the sigmoid function, also known as a special case of the logistic function 
(9.4) (explained in section 8.2), which has a monotonically increasing S-shaped curve, and 
which, firstly, computes the weighted summed total network input as in (9.2): 
and then it "squashes" it: 
1 fact (x) = 1 _< (9.3)
+e' 
Combining (9.2) and (9.3), the activation function (9.4) is obtained: 
1 
Qj(t+l)= ._(2:>owlJ ) (9.4)1+ e i I} II .I 
where a 
. 
j (t) is the activation of unit} in step t; net 
. 
i (t) is the network input in unit} in step 
t; 0 i (t) is the output of unit i in step t;} is the index of some unit in the network; i is the 
index ofa predecessor of the unit}; wij is the weight of the link from unit i to unit}; and OJ 
is the threshold or bias of unit}, which can be trained just like any other weight used in 
networks that simulate the threshold as a link weight, achieved by having a fixed value 
assigned to the threshold. In other words, the neuron's activation is the result of the 
combination of the activation function with the total network input. Figure 9.3 shows a 
schematic representation of the process. As Gurney (1997: 18-19) mentions, while net j (t) 
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"tends to large positive values, the sigmoid tends to 1 but never actually reaches this value. 
Similarly it approaches but never quite reaches 0 as [the network input net j (t)] tends to 
large negative values". The sigmoid function is of the S-shape - hence the name - and it is 
symmetric at the 0.5 value on the y axis, which is interpreted as the threshold e (figure1 
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Figure 9.2: The x axis represents the network input net i (t) and the y axis the values o(the 
activation function n a .(t + 1). 
.I 
The main purpose of the logistic function is to permit the network to deal with complex 
structures by introducing non-linear elements. It additionally aims to smoothly restrict, 
hence "squash". the raw sums of the inputs within certain limits, such as 0 and 1, in order 
for the inputs to contribute to the successive nodes in a similar fashion (Tweedie et a!., 
1996b: 252). 
4 The graph is a modified version of the graph used in TheFreeDictionary.com (2004). 
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Figure 9.3: A simple neuron. This is an adaptation affigure 1 found in Tweedie et al. (l996a: 5). 
Finally, the output function is used to compute the output of all the neurons following their 
activation. Output functions allow for processing of the activation function before the 
occurrence of the output (Zell et at., n.d.: 34). Usually, the identity function, which returns 
its argument unchanged, suffices for this purpose: 
OJ (t) =};"'I (a j (t)) (9.5 ) 
where aj (t) is the activation of unitj in step t, 0i (t) is the output of unit i in step t. and j is 
the index of some unit in the network. 
9.1.3.2 Weights Modification 
The behavior of ANNs is not affected only by the choice of the activation function, but also 
by the appropriate modifications of the weights which translate into network training. 
Network training occurs when learning algorithms, which are responsible for weight 
modifications, are employed during the learning phase. 
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In particular, leaming algorithms which incorporate some version of the Hebbian rule are 
used. The Hebbian rule states that the connection between two neurons is the strongest when 
both neurons are simultaneously active (Ripley, 1996: 146). Its general formula is: 
where L1wij stands for the weight changes, Wu is the weight of the link from unit ito unitj, 
a j (t) is the activation of unitj in step t, t j is the teaching input or desired output of unitj, 
0; (t) is the output of unit i at time t, g(.. .) is a function which depends on the activation of 
the unit and the teaching input, and finally, h(. ..) is a function which depends on the output 
of the preceding unit and the current weight of the link. 
In order to train a feed-forward network with supervised learning, the input pattern needs to 
be presented to the network where it is propagated forward with initially small random 
arbitrarily-chosen weights between -1 and 1 until its activation value reaches the output 
nodes. Subsequently, the obtained output 0; of the unit i is compared with the teaching 
output tj of the target unit), and the error OJ is calculated. The error OJ is then used with 
the output 0; of the unit i to calculate the necessary changes for adjusting the weights wii 
which also include the threshold (Matthews & Merriam, 1993: 204). The aim is to reduce 
the error OJ as much as possible. Since there is no teaching output available for the hidden 
units, the errors O. for the hidden units are calculated using the errors o. from the layer 
.J J 
which follows them, which would have been already available by the previous calculations. 
Following the same procedure, the errors are propagated backwards reaching eventually the 
input layer; by then, the weights have been updated once. The same process is then repeated 
by presenting another pattem to the network until the weights are 'frozen' and the network 
converges, that is, produces results as close to the original output as possible in relation to an 
acceptable level of accuracy of classification. Assuming the network has been properly 
trained, adequate generalization and correct classification of the testing set is expected, else 
it is of limited practical use. This whole iterative process of fitting weights which generally 
relate to the training patterns and which progressively change and adapt to fit the training 
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patterns as best as possible is what constitutes the training algorithm. The network may then 
be used on the testing set by using the 'frozen' weights at their converged values (Gurney, 
1997: 4; Hinton, 1992: 105-106; :'v1atthews & Merriam, 1993: 204-205; Zell et aI., n.d.: 37­
38). 
9.1.3.3 Back-propagation 
The procedure just described is known as back-propagationS because the errors (deltas) of 
the weights are propagated backwards in the network. Back-propagation uses the 
generalized delta-rule, which is a modification of the Hebbian rule, and which is expressed 
as follows: 
(9.7) 

5. = f" (net. Xt . - 0 ) if unitj is an output unit J '.1 J.I I 
if unitj is a hidden unit 
where 7] (eta), a constant value between the range of 0.1 and 1.0, is the learning factor that 
specifies the step according to which the learning algorithm descends towards the desired 
global minimum on the error surface. In essence, it represents the proportion according to 
which the weights are changed in relation to the gradient of the error criterion (Goodman, 
1996: 149). If 7] is small, the algorithm proceeds accurately although slowly, however. if 
7] is too large the algorithm does not work efficiently because it fails to locate the minimum 
since it "bounces off the canyon walls of the error surface" (Wilson, 2004), 5, is the error 
(difference) between the teaching output and the teaching input of unitj, t is the teaching 
.I 
input of unitj, OJ is the output of the preceding unit i, i is the index of a preceding unit to 
the current unitj which has a link weight of wjk from i tOj,j is the index of the current unit, 
5 A detailed mathematical derivation of the algorithm can be found in Ripley (1996). 
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and k is the index of a successor unit to the current unit j which has a link weight of W jk 
from) to k. 
Because in backpropagation the errors are propagated backwards in the network, it is said 
that backpropagation is used to calculate the gradient of the error produced by the network 
in direct relation to the weights used. However, in order to compute the new weights with 
the gradient value which will minimize the error, a new algorithm is usually employed 
known as simple stochastic gradient descent. This algorithm, which is often incorporated in 
references to backpropagation, is "an incremental hill-climbing algorithm that approaches a 
minimum or a maximum of a function by taking steps proportional to the gradient (or the 
approximate gradient) at the current point" (Wikipedia, 2004). From the view point of the 
error surface (figure 9.4B), when the network weights change affecting the initial error value 
and causing it to change towards the minimum error value, point F on the error surface will 
descend into a "valley" towards the steepest slope of the error surface at point G. This type 
of descend is what classifies backpropagation as a gradient descent method (Wikipedia, 
2004). 
However, it is important to specify a large number of training epochs or cycles so that the 
algorithm has the opportunity to reach the minimum of the function without being trapped to 
local minima. As the algorithm descents into a valley, if the valley does not lead towards the 
lowest error point on the entire error surface, the valley is termed a local minimum (figure 
9.4A) and the algorithm needs to retrain the network with a new set of randomly chosen 
weights. This means that training will begin at a different random point on the error surface 
which will most likely lead to a different valley, thus, bringing the algorithm at least one 
step closer in locating the global minimum en-or (Wilson, 2004). 
When back-propagation updates the weights after the introduction of each training pattern, it 
is called online back-propagation with gradient descent, whereas when it accumulates and 
sums all the weight changes for all the patterns, and applies them to the network after the 
network has completed one full cycle with the training set, it is known as offline or batch 
gradient descent back-propagation with gradient descent (Wikipedia, 2004; Zcll et aI., n.d.: 
26,68). 
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The back-propagation algorithm, when it was initially developed, was able to reach a solution for a 
wide variety of regression and classification problems. Nowadays it is typically used in multilayer 
arrangements of neurons forming Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) (Matthews & Merriam, 1993: 204). 
9.1.3.4 Regularization 
However, if learning proceeds for too long or the number of training cases is very small, it is 
possible to obtain inappropriately large weights which do no match the true distribution of 
the data and which accommodate for all of the characteristics of the dataset they were 
trained on, especially specific random features and noise which are unrelated to the target 
outputs. Presence of large weights may cause a surplus of variance at the output with 
possible target output falling far away from the accepted range of the original data, which 
additionally suggests that the size of the weights bears a stronger impact on the network than 
the number of weights. The result is the inability of the network to generalize to unseen 
cases, notably if the dataset used is quite large and complex possibly incorporating 
unavoidable errors. The observed image is that of a continuing increase in the performance 
of the network on the training set contrasted with degradation in performance on unseen test 
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cases, which is undesirable and opposite of the expected and accepted result. Hence, to 
avoid over-fitting, regularization methods which allow the weights to grow to appropriate 
size are usually employed which safeguard from overtraining and permit better 
generalization (Bartlett, 1997: 134-140; Goodman, 1996: 124,151; Wikipedia, 2004). 
There are two types of regularization methods, nonconvergent and convergent. 
Nonconvergent methods, such as early stopping, halt training of the network before 
convergence of the training function is obtained regardless of the method used to stop 
training. Convergent methods, on the other hand, such as weight decay and Bayesian, allow 
training to stop when the residual errors become asymptotic at a suitable minimum which 
mirrors satisfactory generalization, thus having a direct effect on the training function 
(Goodman, 1996: 124). 
Early stopping is one regularization method often used with backpropagation and gradient 
descent, which works by partitioning the training set in two. The large part constituting of 
approximately 70-80% of cases randomly selected is used for training, whereas the 
remaining 30-20% is used for validation. During training, which typically uses a large 
number of hidden nodes, small initial random weights and a slow learning rate, the 
performance of the set of weights developed on the training set is measured on the testing 
set. It is then observed that the error on the training set drops in a monotonic fashion, in 
contrast to the larger error on the testing set which initially drops and subsequently rises 
while the algorithm enters the overtraining phase. It is expected to stop the algorithm at the 
precise point where the error on the test set begins to rise in order to gain in generalization 
quality. The finally selected network which achieved the best performance on the validation 
sample will be later used to test a separate sample of unseen cases which is different from 
the one that was originally split. Early stopping is considered ideal for backpropagation and 
large topologies without significant overfitting (Caruana et al., 2001; Wilson, 2004). 
Weight decay is considered to be a penalty imposed on large weights at the connections 
during optimization with backpropagation, and added at the error function. Smaller weights 
result in smoother error surfaces which are less affected by noise or outliers. Weight decay 
is usually calculated as the sum of squared weights times a decay constant, and forces the 
weights, especially the large ones, at smaller absolute values than would have been obtained 
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otherwise each time the weights are updated, unless reinforced by the dataset. Since the 
selection for the appropriate decay constant affects the generalizability of the network, the 
recommended approach is to train several networks with standardized variables and with 
different decay values in order to obtain the generalization error. Decay values may range 
from -0.00 1 to -0.9 as one tenth of the learning rate value. Then it is possible to select the 
constant that minimizes this error. Weight decay is often considered problematic and 
computationally intensive since different types of weights related to input, hidden and 
output connections usually require different constants if satisfactory generalization is to be 
achieved, in addition to the fact that the their contribution to the shape of the regression 
surface is ignored; for this reason weight decay is not recommended as a regularization 
technique (Goodman, 1996: 125-126, 152; Ripley, 1996: 157; Sarle, 1997; Zell et al., n.d.). 
An alternative method to weight decay is hierarchical Bayesian learning, which is based on 
prior and posterior probabilities derived from the network weights. The probabilities are 
subsequently compared in order to identify significant adjustments of the posterior 
probabilities taking place to achieve a closer fit to the data. The "posterior distribution" of 
weights may be used to obtain a posterior probability for one case after input values have 
been adjusted, resulting in a "predictive distribution" for the particular case which 
additionally provides information on the uncertainty of the prediction. The definition of the 
prior probability distribution occurs hierarchically and is based on the use of 
hyperparameters - with analogous functions to weight decay constants for some of them 
(Sarle, 1997). 
Hyperparameters are closely linked with the method of Automatic Relevance Determination 
(ARD)6 (MacKay, 1995), a dynamic optimization penalty which, besides "enforcing prior 
distribution assumptions on parameters or group of parameters" in an adaptive manner 
(Goodman, 1996: 84), permits the inclusion of inputs of uncertain importance by switching 
them off, without having them affecting the quality of prediction or classification. 
Consequently, the decay rates for the irrelevant input variables "will automatically be 
inferred to be large, preventing those inputs from causing significant overfitting" (MacKay, 
1995: 27). This, in turn, offers indication of simpler and more efficient model architectures. 
6ARD is explained in more detail in section 9.4.1. I. 
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In general, Bayesian learning is useful for evaluating prediction uncertainties, appropriate 
selection of network structures, and adaptation of the network's data such as relevance of 
input variables and smoothness of the error function (Sarle, 1997). However, besides the fact 
that early stopping is simpler and easier to implement compared with convergent methods 
(Caruana et al., 2001), it has additionally been attested by Wang et at. (1994: 24) that 
stopped training methods operate in a consistent manner, hence they are effective, whereas 
decay methods do not. The researchers demonstrated that good generalization is attainable at 
a specific optimal stopping time before the network converges on the training set, although 
this does not necessarily imply that the stopped training procedure will correctly pinpoint it. 
In addition, Amari et at. (1995: 25) mention that it is possible for stopped training methods 
to obtain more accurate generalization errors when the optimal stopping point is reached. At 
the same time, since stopped training methods operate with split-sample estimations, they 
are susceptible to variation since the starting point and the optimal stopping point, as well as 
the fitted weights, are highly dependent on the chosen split between training and validation 
sets, in addition to the fact that not all cases will be included in the training sub-sample 
which will be used to estimate the model (Goodman, 1996: 125). On the other hand, a 
similar criticism applies to convergent methods which operate under the assumption that 
over-fitting is a "global phenomenon", not significantly variable in different regions of the 
model surface (Caruana et al., 2001). 
9.1.4 Applications 
In reality, current ANNs are only extremely simplified parallel algorithms loosely imitating 
biological neurons, and are not able to explain the brain's function (Zell et at., n.d.: 13; 
Gurney, 1997: 5). Nevertheless, they have proved quite useful in situations where inherent 
fault tolerance against noisy input is desirable, where training data is available in amplitude 
but which cannot be easily described by rigid rules as those employed by expert systems. 
For this purpose, ANNs are often used in statistical modeling as better alternatives to 
statistical nonlinear techniques such as cluster analysis for classification and nonlinear 
regression for regression purposes for large and poorly understood datasets. They are also 
commonly employed in medical diagnoses, financial markets for prediction purposes, 
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textual character recognition, function approximation mapping problems, interpretation of 
visual scenes, speech recognition, and learning of robot control strategies. Moreover, due to 
their parallel processing nature, they are often perceived and employed as an alternative to 
conventional AI techniques. This is due to each node operating independently although in 
parallel with its neighbours, which permits the storage and distribution of knowledge via 
specific topologies, as well as via the weights assigned to the links over the entire network 
rather than in specific memory locations (Zell et al., n.d.: 18-19; Gurney, 1997: 5, Sarle, 
1997). 
9.2 Stylometry and Neural Networks 
The stylometric community is familiar with ANNs and their applications, especially in the 
field branches of authorship attribution and genre detection. A handful of notable studies 
have appeared over the years inspired by Mathews and Merriam's study in 1993, which had 
been presented as an introduction to the field. Due to size restrictions for the thesis however, 
summaries of these studies are provided in Appendix G.l. 
I 

I 
 9.3 Methodology 
The datasets used for the experiments were the same with the ones used in chapter eight; the 
only difference being that a choice was made to comply with the heuristic mentioned in 
Matthews and Merriam (1993: 204) which states that the number of training data for each 
network should equal the number of input units m times 10 plus the number of output units 
times 10 as in: 
K training vectors = IO(m + output neurons) (9.8) 
,
~. 
, 
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This heuristic is in place to ensure that enough data cases are available for the network to 
train sufficiently. For this purpose, the maximum number of input units that were available 
for the datasets with N=lOO was calculated to eight with three output units, and for the 
sample of Poe's letters which has N=73, the number of input units was reduced to four for 
three output units. Non-parametric correlations were also used in this case to reduce the 
number of variables to a manageable size across the datasets, and a further restriction for the 
top seven and four variables respectively was also imposed (see Appendix G, table G.I). 
According to Sarle (1997), there is no universally accepted heuristic, rule, or algorithm, 
governing the selection of the number of hidden nodes or layers in a neural network, and 
various proposed methods such as having the number of hidden nodes equalling half the 
number of input and output nodes taken together, the number of hidden nodes being double 
the number of input nodes, and the number of hidden nodes equalling the number of 
principal components as dimension accounting for approximately 70-90% of the variance in 
the training sample, appear to not to be taking into consideration the size of the training 
sample, the level of noise present in the target outputs, and "the complexity of the function". 
Furthermore, the predominant view is that large networks result in overfitting because 
excess capacity causes the network to overtrain for a particular model (Caruana et aI., 2001). 
On the same view several of the stylometric studies were based as well, (Kjell, 1994; 
Matthews & Merriam, 1993; 1994; Tweedie et at., 1996) in which the researchers have 
supported that, there is no requirement for a model to be complex in order to represent 
complex information, therefore, at least for authorship attribution, three hidden nodes have 
been accepted as sufficient based on trials to obtain minimum training error. 
This is contrary to what Sarle (1995), and Caruana et al. (200 I) maintain. According to 
them, the common belief that large networks overfit the training data because there is 
"insufficient capacity to learn models that are too complex", is actually a misconception 
(Caruana et al., 2001). In the studies just mentioned, it has been observed that the expected 
overfitting in the larger networks tested never occurred when the networks had been trained 
on real problems; rather the same quality of generalization, or even better at times, was 
recorded. Moreover, a very limited number of hidden units may result in high training and 
generalisation errors due to "underfitting and high statistical bias", whereas too many hidden 
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units may result in low training but high generalization error because of the occurrence of 
high variance and overfitting (Sarle, 1997). 
Typically, a researcher should test many different networks with different numbers of 
hidden nodes in order to select the one which achieves the most reduction for the estimated 
generalisation error; however, this approach is not necessary if regularization methods are 
used. Especially in early stopping, a great number of hidden units avoid "bad local optima" 
(Sarle, 1995; 1997). However, Sar1e (1997) notes that more hidden nodes than available 
training cases seem unnecessary since it is impossible to come across bad local minima with 
such great numbers of hidden units. In addition, although it is difficult to achieve values for 
the training error close to the global optimal value with backpropagation even when the 
number of weights is greater than the number of cases a great number of weights ensures the 
location of a good local optimum which is usually sufficient (Bishop, 1995); consequently, 
training and generalisation error are reduced. For this purpose it was decided to use as many 
hidden nodes as the original training cases, which translates into 100 hidden nodes for each 
genre sample and dataset, except for Poe's poems, for which the number of hidden nodes 
was reduced to seventy-three. 
Finally, the ordinal output variable PERIODS was recoded into three output7 binary units, 
each flagging the appropriate value of EARLY, MIDDLE, LATE in a similar division with 
ordinal logistic regression for the respective cases in the datasets. 
9.3.1 NevProp3 
The software used for the experiments 1S NevProp3 which stands for "Nevada 
backPropagation" version 3 and is a feed forward multilayer backpropagation artificial 
neural network. Written in the C programming language, the software was developed as part 
of a multidisciplinary project at the University of Nevada Center for Biomedical Modelling 
7 Unfortunately it was not possible to use each different composition year as network output due to 
the shear amount of sample cases that would have been required to form sufficient size groups for 
optimum classification. 
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Research in relation to epidemiological healthcare between 1992 and 1996. The aim was to 
improve the prediction and classification accuracy of mathematical models based on 
relevant databases, although its applicability is not restricted to medical databases only. 
NevProp3 is a relatively easy-to-use character-based-interface DOS program which runs 
either interactively or with command-line arguments. It is mainly used for making and 
validating predictions, selecting important variables, and estimating effects and confidence 
intervals (Goodman, 1996: 7, 11). 
In particular, the program generally offers automatic default configuration for fully 
interconnected three layer networks, and offers flexibility in terms of using predefined 
networks, or creating one's own for training and analysis. It additionally allows for selection 
of input and output variable subsets specified by the user; offers randomization and 
standardization of the training data prior to training; provides user-selected reporting of 
intervals for error measures during training in addition to the held-out training subset, as an 
option; and produces output files for results, weights, and training and testing predictions 
including original targets. Moreover, the convergent and nonconvergent regularization 
methods available in NevProp3 are fixed weight decay, Bayesian regularization and 
automated early stopping by error criterion based on K-fold subset cross-validation. As far 
as validation methods are concerned, NevProp3 offers uploading of holdout test set for 
independent validation; automated bootstrapped modelling in order to correct optimistically 
biased error statistics with their respective standard errors; and production of confidence 
intervals for the final model or across bootstrapped models (Goodman, 1996: 12,56). 
The software was selected for its simple user-friendly interface, its extensive documentation, 
its basic operations, and the option it provides to examine the datasets with automated early 
stopping for regularization and bootstrap for validation which allow for network topologies 
with large numbers of hidden units without the need of testing many different networks in 
order to select the best performing one. 
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9.3.1.1 Network Parameters 
Table 9.1 lists the parameters used during the training phase. The training algorithm 
employed is backpropagation with gradient descent, and weight initialization uses computer 
clock time. The regularized method selected is automated early stopping (Auto Train) for the 
reasons explained in section 9.2.3.4. In addition, early stopping is considered fast, and ideal 
for smaller training sets (Sarle, 1997), whereas the only decision required by the user is to 
specify the size of the validation set. Auto Train operates in two phases. In the first phase, 
user-specified recurrent splits of the data occur to obtain multiple versions of the original 
dataset as holdout training samples and holdout validation samples. This results in a 
relatively stable cumulative target value in order to fit the final model. In addition, the user­
specified recurrent splits of the data are used to reduce sampling variation resulting from a 
single sample split, since the particular error estimation approach follows closely the cross­
validation method. PercentHoldout is invoked in this case which specifies the percentage of 
cases which will be drawn from the bottom of the original dataset after they have been 
shuffled (ShujjleData), and will be used as the validation set. For the present experiments, 
10% was selected as the percent holdout validation sample with ten user-specified recurrent 
splits of the data. 
Subsequently, a model is fit on each of the holdout training samples and tested against the 
holdout validation sample in order to store the value of the error and the epoch at which the 
error on the validation sample was the lowest. Character-based graphical displays for the 
error in the training sample are also produced at the completion of phase 1. The weights 
produced from phase I are not used for the final model, instead NevProp3 concentrates on 
the average error criterion per case on the training set recorded at the epoch with the lowest 
recorded error. In phase II the original complete training set is used for model fitting using 
the same initial random weights, and training stops when the error criterion equals or 
exceeds the average error criterion per case across all holdout training samples obtained 
during phase 1. Finally, statistics such as learning rate and average penalized cross-entropy 
are produced (Goodman, 1996: 57, 69,125, lSI-ISS; Prechelt, 1998). 
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In the context of artificial neural networks, leave-one-out CV (see section 3.4.2.2) might not 
be as efficient when the number of misclassified cases is used as the error function to obtain 
the average over all correct classifications as the estimate of the error of the network. It is 
important to note that CV is not the same as the hold-out method used for early stopping in 
neural networks. It is also believed that small changes in the data are responsible for large 
changes in the obtained models, hence leave-one-out is not as reliable for model selection in 
this sense (Sarle, 1997; Waugh et at., 2002: 192). Therefore, in the present case training 
completes with automated bootstrapped modeling, bootstrapped standard errors, and 
confidence intervals. Bootstrap was considered the appropriate choice since use of a holdout 
test set for independent validation was not an option with the available data (Goodman, 
1996: 12). In particular, for a value of 100 NBoots, that is 100 bootstrapped datasets, 
NevProp3 starts by training the full model as pre-specified by the selected parameters. 
Following, 100 bootstrap samples of the same size with the original dataset are extracted 
with replacement from the original dataset. Consequently, it is accepted that some cases will 
not be represented in the bootstrapped samples and others will be duplicated. Using the 
same random weights with the original dataset, training will proceed for each booted 
sample. The obtained booted models are utilized to adjust for the optimistic bootstrapped 
bias of the full model when training completes. The number of training cycles used for 
training is 10,000 and the number of reports between cycles is the default value 500, which 
is apparently calculated based on the user-specified number of training cycles for a neat and 
readable standard output. 
Point estimates ofpredictions are provided in the output results file, along with bootstrapped 
confidence intervals derived from predictions across all bootstrapped models, in order to 
acquire a sense of confidence in the produced outcomes. This is achieved by computing the 
bootstrapped standard deviation of the predicted values on the training data; then by 
generating the confidence intervals via addition and subtraction of 1.96 times the standard 
deviation from the full model error value; finally by inverting the log-odds with the inverse 
logit function because the output is binary in order to produce the confidence intervals as 
probabilities. It is important to note that as the program stands, the weights obtained from 
the booted models are not saved once the full model is derived, which means that it is not 
possible to compute confidence intervals for the dependent variable on the test data. Finally, 
NevProp3 provides a graphed display of the average cumulative bootstrapped bias as a 
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function of the number of booted models specified. Based on the R2 index8 the graph is 
used to confirm that the bias correction estimate was stabilized with the pre-specified 
number of booted models (Goodman, 1996: 73, 85, 99, 110). 
Table 9.1: Parameters use d withNevPro£..3 
Function Parameters 
OptimizeMethod Back-propagation with globally adaptive 
gradient descent learning rate 
17 (eta) LearnRate 0.01 
Cycles 10,000 
ShuffleData9 YES; Computer Clock time used for 
randomization 
Weight initialization Computer Clock time used for 
randomization 
ScoreThreshold 0.1 
OutputUnitType 3 (automatic detection) 
Activation function logistic 
10fN YES 
Output function SoftMax (multiple logistic lunction) 
NBoots 100 
AutoTrain YES 
PercentHoldout 10% 
NSplits 10 
MinEpochs 200 
UseARD LastEpoch 
The value of Score Threshold, plus or minus, signifies the acceptable range within which 
values of the output variable need to fall to be classified as correct; hence Score Threshold 
represents the error range present in the model. In theory, as training proceeds, predictive 
accuracy improves; therefore, fewer cases are expected to exceed Score Threshold with time. 
When output variables are binary, the range of ScoreThreshold is equal to 1, so in order for 
a case to be classified as correct, a value of 1 needs to be obtained (Goodman, 1996: 160). 
With OutputUnitType set to automatic, NevProp3 scans the output variable and decides 
whether it is linear or binary in order to invoke the appropriate output function. For the 
8 According to Goodman (1976: 73, 85, 99, 110) the R2 index is appropriate both for binary 

classification and prediction problems, howev~r, Bishop (1995: 230-241) states that average eross­

entropy is preferred for classification problem~ as a more accmute function to represent binary 

variables (see later in section). 

9 When 'shuffle' is selected, optimal learning is ensured by the presentation of the patterns to the 

network in a random fashion for different cycles (Zelle! aI., n.d.: 47). 
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present experiments, the 1-o.f-N10 probabilistic classification option had to be pre-specified 
in the network file in order to inform the network that overlapping probabilities of 
membership in the output binary variables are not desirable. This subsequently invokes the 
output function, which in this case is SoflMax. SoftMax allows the researcher to interpret the 
binary network output as posterior probabilities by forcing the values not only to lie between 
oand 1 but also their sLIm to equal I. SoftMax is considered a multinomial logistic function 
operating under the general formula 
for \vhich c is the number of categories in the dependent variable, and qi is the network 
input to each output unit for i=1,2, ... ,c (Goodman, 1996: 66,106; Sarle, 1997). 
Finally, NevProp3 offers the UseARD hyperparameter setting which uses ARD, the 
Bayesian adaptation of weight decay that may be selected when an estimate of the relevance 
of each predictor and its corresponding weight is necessary (see section 9.2.3.4). ARD was 
developed by MacKay (1994; 1995) to combat the presence of random correlations between 
irrelevant input and output variables since the coefficients for such inputs will not reach zero 
no matter which cListomary network or regularization method is in use. Irrelevant variables 
affect network performance especially in cases where there are few data compared to input 
variables (MacKay, 1995: 27). ARD works by assigning priors which embody "the concept 
of relevance" via "multiple regularisation constants, one'a' [constant] associated with each 
input, controlling the weights from that input to the hidden units, and the weights going to 
the outputs" (MacKay, 1994: 4, I). Based on Bayesian approaches, the constants assigned to 
irrelevant variables are automatically assumed to be large which switches off their 
cOlTesponding variables so that they will not significantly affect model fitting. 
NevProp3 may invoke UseARD after the last training epoch, which means that optimization 
was achieved without ARD because only the total number of the final well-determined 
----------,----­
10 M-of-N classification offers independent probability estimates for the output variables (Goodman, 
1996: 142). 
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parameters and estimated relevance was required. In this case the resulting relevance 
reported is variance-adjusted (Goodman, 1996: 59). When, however, ARD is llsed in full 
model I , "an input-specific variance-based penalty is applied throughout optimization" 
(Goodman, 1996: 60), and a reduced number of weights are utilized for the estimation of the 
model without degrading performance. [n essence, with both approaches the penalty is being 
normalized. With relevance estimates it is possible to compare weight groups, especially 
when the input data have been standardized prior to network training (Goodman, 1996: 54, 
56, 59-60, 71). 
NevProp3 reports several error measures at the end of the training phase, sllch as average 
negative log-likelihood or Average Cross-Entropy (ACrEn or MCE)12, R2 or Brier Score, 
and Nagelkerke R2. In particular, ACrEn, is the equivalent of 
(9.10) 
which is a modified version of the known entropy formula 
(9.11 ) 
explained in Appendix B.7. Tailoring the theory to this chapter's requirements, entropy of a 
source is considered the amount of information successively emitted as a stationary stream 
of symbols which is required to be communicated to a recipient. It is considered a measure 
of predictability and its value depends on the level of randomness present: the higher the 
randomness, the higher the entropy, hence the higher the amount of information transmitted. 
in the sense that the more probable a message is the less information it conveys. In formula 
(9.10), M is a message source transmitting random independent from-l-to-i\r' messages with 
II In reality, both modes result in very similar results when early stopping is llsed, suggesting that full 

ARD does not improve regularization in this case but just detcrmines effective paramcters «joodman: 

1996: 98). 

12 MCE is the equivalent of Mean Square Error (MSE), however it is used fex binary dependent 

variables, whereas MSE is more appropriate ror continuolls dcpemkJ1( variabks (Cloudnmn .. 199(): 

94). 
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probabilities ranging from PI to PN . It is assumed that the more frequent the message, the 
shorter the encoding that is required for the information that the message conveys for 
accurate transmission. In addition, all encodings are expected to be of appropriate length to 
allow for all messages to be uniquely distinguished. -log 2 Pi is the most efficient length 
for symbol encoding to transmit the information of the message, based on the idea that the 
more frequent the message, the shorter the encoding it would require to be represented. 
However, since the individual probabilities of the random independent messages are usually 
obtained through samples or controlled conditions, it is reasonable to assume that the 
estimated probability distribution q representing the true distribution p differs, resulting in a 
less than perfect information encoding. This leads to equation (9.10), also known as cross­
entropy, which obtains its minimum value when equality between p and q is achieved. 
Cross-entropy is always greater than entropy H(M) as it is only an estimated model of the 
true information available, however the closer cross-entropy is to the true entropy, the more 
accurate the model is. In the context of neural networks, (9.10) acquires a more elaborate 
notation such as in (9.12), as suggested by Bishop (1995: 231), according to which 
E =-I [t i In(Yi )+ (1- ti ) In (1 - Y i ) ] (9.12) 
where E stands for the Error function cross-entropy, tj is the target value for case i and Yi 
is the estimated output value produced by the neural network for the particular case. Again, 
the minimum value is achieved when t. 
I 
=y 
I 
.. 
Average cross-entropy is appropriate as an error function when the target variables are of 
dichotomous nature, in contrast to the Average Sum of Squares (MSE) which depends of the 
normal distribution, and which is not recommended to describe binary data (Bishop, 1995: 
230-241; Juola, 1997; 1998: 142; Teahan, 2000: 946). The MSE measure represents "the 
mean squared differences between predictions and their corresponding dependent variable 
target" (Goodman, 1996: 100), and it is alternatively preferred when entropy cannot be 
calculated. NevProp3 labels it as Brier Score and it is available when the dependent variable 
is dichotomous. 
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Finally, Nagelkerke R 2 is a nonlinear monotonic transformation of ACrEn, functioning as 
the logistic equivalent ofR 2 which indicates the amount of variance in the dependent 
variable accounted for by the independent variables in the model, and has already been 
described in the previous chapter. Nagelkerke's measure is useful for discrimination 
between different categories and permits the comparison between different models on a 
given dataset as a way of explaining the total amount of variance accounted for by the 
models. The worst prediction a model can make is assumed to be the mean of the dependent 
variable (Garson, 2004; Goodman, 1996: 105). 
NevProp3 operated under similar conditions to ordinal analysis, that is the dependent 
variable used was YEARS for the three non-overlapping categories of early, middle, late, 
and the number and type of variables selected were based on the non-parametric Spearman 
correlation coefficients obtained for the previous experiment between PERIODS and the 
untransformed independent variables. 
Following network training and validation after which the results were tabulated in SPSS 
version 1 1, four four-way ANOV A were performed for the variables MCE (Mean Cross 
Entropy based on Bootstrap), ADJMCE (Adjusted Mean Cross Entropy based on 
Bootstrap), TOTVARS (Total Number of Variables entering the network), and KLECATAU 
(Klecka's tau) (see section 8.6). Assessment for linearity was performed by examining 
normal probability plots of the residuals after the construction of the model, by running 
bivariate correlation on the residuals with predicted values, and by using the Kolmogorov­
Smirnov test to assess deviations from normality. Levene's test was not possible to be 
computed due to insufficient degrees of freedom 
It was not possible in this case either (as for the ordinal logistic regression experiment) to 
prepare datasets which would include commonly found variables in at least two authors or to 
collect all the signi ficant variables in the models under one for each author. This was due to 
the limited available sample size which restricted the number of input variables for which 
there was no way of objectively selecting the ones to be included. 
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9.4 Results 
Due to the fact that the dependent variable's categories within the datasets were unbalanced, 
it was expected that the produced networks would be biased towards the bigger category in 
order to minimize overall error. This would occur because the biggest category would have 
been analyzed more frequently than the smaller ones; hence the weights would carry higher 
values, rendering the network prone to guessing the biggest category. Consequently, the 
generalization of the networks to the texts' population is compromised. The heavily biased 
categories are shown in table G.2, Appendix G, in the column headed % COlT. Class. The 
biased categories usually appear as the ones entertaining the highest rate of classification. In 
the remaining columns, Full MCE is the average cross-entropy accuracy statistic which is 
based on the model derived from the full dataset. MCE is the average cross-entropy based 
on all the derived booted models, which were each obtained from their respective booted 
datasets. Boot Full MCE is the value of average cross-entropy derived from the full dataset 
when all the booted models are tested on it, and it is considered an estimate of the variance 
of the original full model. In this case only 63% of unique cases are tested, therefore, a 
deterioration of accuracy is expected, that is, values of Boot Full MCE will be higher than 
MCE. Bias refers to the difference between MCE and Boot Full MCE. It is used to estimate 
the optimism of the accuracy measure when tested on the full dataset, as a way of validation 
of the model and of combating overfitting because there is lack of an independent test 
sample. This is done by subtracting Bias from Full MCE in order to obtain the Adjusted Full 
MCE measure. Since we are dealing with cross-entropy values which are negative and 
which are expressed as negative log-likelihood, values closer to zero are preferred. For this 
purpose, bias is negative in order to raise the MCE values when subtracted (Goodman, 1996: 
100). 
Table G.3 in Appendix G presents relevance determination values for each variable included 
in the networks, while table GA presents Klecka's tau values. In order to examine the effects 
of different factors such as author, genre, variable type, and order of variable type, four four­
way ANOVA were performed based on the hypotheses presented in table 9.2 below: 
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Table 9.2: List of the dependent variables, the factors along with their respective levels, and the Null 
and t JIe respective AI' Hrypot eses teste d.ternatlve h 
Dependent 
variable Factor(s) Levels Ho HI 
Main At least 
effects 
Author 
(AUTHOR) 
Millay, 
Poe, 
Rossetti, 
Yeats 
f.11 = f.12 = f.13 =f.14 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
from the 
r" ANOVA: others 
Final 
TOTVARS 
Genre 
(GENRE) 
Letter, 
Poem ,uS =,u6 ,uS * p6 
used by the 
network. 
Order 
(ORDER) 1st, 2
nd p7 =118 ,u7 *,u8 
2,uI ANOVA: 
MCE(Mean 
Cross 
Entropy). 
3,,1 ANa VA: 
Variable 
type 
(VARTYPE) 
Character, 
content, 
entropy, 
lexical, 
phonemic, 
syntactic. 
,u9=plO=,ull=p12=,u13=p14 
At least 
one 
sample 
mean is 
different 
from the 
others 
ADJMCE Interactions VARTYPE 
(Adjusted 
-AUTHOR 
MCE based 
on bootstrap) 
4'h ANOVA: 
VARTYPE 
-GENRE The 
effect of 
KLECATAU 
(Klecka's 
Tau) 
VARTYPE 
- ORDER 
GENRE­
AUTHOR 
(please, 
consult 
column 
above) 
There is no interaction between factor 
A (e.g. VARTYPE) and factorB (e.g. 
A UTH OR). The effect of factor A 
does not depend on the levels of 
factor B (and B does not depend on 
A). Etc. 
one 
factor 
does 
depend 
on the 
levels of 
GENRE·· 
ORDER 
the other 
factor. 
AUTHOR ­
ORDER 
All the ANOV A tests conducted successfully passed diagnostics for linearity and normality 
of standardized residuals, and zero correlation was obtained between them and predicted 
values for the dependent variable. 
The first ANOYA examined whether the total number of variables (TOTVARS) in each 
individual network was under the influence of the above mentioned factors. The results are 
presented in table 9.3. 
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Table 9.3: Four~lactor ANOVA results f2r Total Number oiVariables entering the ANN (TOTVARS). 
TOTVARS (Total Number of Variables entering the ANN) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARTYPE-GENRE F(5, 38) == .442 ~> 0.05 no sigpificant interaction 
VARTYPE- F(15,38)== P > 0.05 no significant interaction AUTHOR 1.140 

Interactions F(4,38)=
VARTYPE-ORDER 	 P < 0.05* significant interaction 10.443 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 38) = 5.376 p < 0.05* significant interaction 
GENRE-ORDER F(l, 38) = 1.480 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
ORDER-AUTHOR Fe3, 38) = .305 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
VARTYPE F(5, 38) = 7.343 p < 0.05* significant main effect 
F(1,38)==GENRE 	 P < 0.05* significant main effect Main 10.436 
Effects AUTHOR F(3, 38) = 5.831 P < 0.05* significant main effect 
no significant main 
I ORDER P(l, 38) == .030 I P> 0.05 
I 	 effect 
The four-factor ANOVA analysis for MCE produced the results in table 9.4. 
Table 9.4: Four-factor ANOVA results for Mean Cross Entropy (MCE). 
MCE (Mean Cross Entropy based on bootstrap) 
Variable(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
VARTYPE-GENRE F(5, 38) == 1.088 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
VARTYPE- F(15, 38) == p> 0.05 I no significant interaction AUTHOR 1.645Interactions VARTYPE-ORDER F( 4, 38) = 6.988 p_ < 0.05* significant interaction 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 38) == 3.046 P < 0.05* significant interaction 
GENRE- ORDER F(!, 38) == .003 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
ORDER-AUTHOR F(3, 38) == 1.065 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
F(5, 38) = VARTYPE 	 P < 0.05* significant main effect 11.468 	 , 
no significant main Main GENRE F(J, 38) = 2.705 p> 0.05 
effectEffects 
AUTHOR F(3, 38) = 5.805 p < 0.05* , significant main effect 
110 
~ 
significant main ORDER F(l, 38) == 3.403 p> 0.05 
effect 
Table 9.5 shows the results for ADJMCE. 
I 
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Table 9.5: Four-factor ANOVA resultsfor Adjusted Mean Cross Entropy (ADJMCE). 
ADJMCE (Adjusted Mean Cross Entropy) 
Interactions 

Main 

Effects 

Variable(s) 
VARTYPE­
GENRE 
VARTYPE­
AUTHOR 
VARTYPE­
ORDER 
GENRE-AUTHOR 
GENRE-ORDER 
ORDER-AUTHOR 
VARTYPE 
GENRE 
AUTHOR 
ORDER 
F-ratio 
F(S, 38) = 1.290 
F(l 5, 38) '" 1.097 
F(4, 38) = 9.671 
F(3, 38) = 22.121 
F(1, 38) = 5.597 
F(3, 38) '" 2.996 
FC5, 38) == 9.324 
FCI, 38) '" 7.076 
FC3, 38) = 17.513 
F(1,38)= 14.195 
Significance Comment 
p> 0.05 
p> 0.05 
P < 0.05* 
p< 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
P < 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
p < 0.05* 
no significant 
interaction 
no significant 
interaction 
significant interaction 
significant interaction 
significant interaction 
significant interaction 
significant main effect 
significant main effect 
significant main effect 
significant main effect 
ADJMCE (adjusted MCE) was examined to assess whether, by subtracting the optimistic 
bias (bias = MCE-Full Boot MCE) from the original Full MCE based on the full original 
dataset, the more accurate statistic is influenced by any of the major factors. Finally, table 
9.6 shows the obtained figures for four-way ANOVA based on KLECATAU (Klecka's tau): 
Table 9. 6: Four~factor ANOVA resultsfor Klecka's tau (KLECATA U). 
KLECATAU Klecka's tau) 
Variable(s) F-ratio 
VARTYPE-GENRE F(5, 38) = .240 
Interactions 
VARTYPE­
AUTHOR 
VARTYPE-ORDER 
F(l 5,38) = .406 
F(4~ 38) 0=_6.433 
GENRE-AUTHOR F(3, 38) = .532 
GENRE-ORDER --~ P(1, 38) = .827 
ORDER-AUTHOR F(3, 38) = .574 
VARTYPE P(5, 38) == 3.769 
Main GENRE 
F(1,38)= 
10.844 
Effects 
AUTHOR F(3, 38) "" .440 
ORDER F(l, 38) == 5.779 
Si~nificance 
p> 0.05 
P > 0.05 
~~05* 
p> 0.05 
P > 0.05 
I P > 0.05 

p < 0.05* 

P < 0.05* 
P > 0.05 
p < 0.05* 
Comment 
no significant interaction 
no signi ficant interaction 
significant interaction 
1---' -­
no significant interaction 
no significant intcraction 
. no significant interaction 
significant main effect 
significant main effect 
110 significant main 
effect 
significant main effect 
KLECATAU was examined in order to assess the size of the influence of the previously 
mentioned factors by being unaffected by unequal group sizes in the dependent variable. 
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-9.5 Discussion 
The first ANOVA, which investigated factor influences on TOTV ARS, revealed significant 
effects from the factors VARTYPE, GENRE, and AUTHOR. It seems that the finally 
selected number of variables for each network is affected by the identity of the author being 
investigated, the type of genre the author writes in, and the type of variables selected as 
important based on bivariate non-parametric correlations. These effects are accentuated by 
the significant interaction effects exhibited by GENRE-AUTHOR and VARTYPE-ORDER. 
The first interaction highlights the individual intluence of the two factors, while the second 
interaction presents a further aspect of the influence exercised by the factor of variable type, 
especially when combined with different types of variable order. The following graphs 
(figures 9.5-9.6) clearly demonstrate the results: 
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Figure 9.5: Estimated Marginal Means o[TOTVARS[orjactors A UTi-fOR and GENRE. 
Despite the restricted number of variables that were allowed to enter each network, letters 
enjoy a relatively smooth downward trend from Millay towards Yeats in terms of the 
average number of variables used; however, poems exhibit a marked decline for Poe's 
poetic dataset. The remaining poets seem to entertain relatively similar numbers in their 
respective networks. However, it is possible that the strong effect of AUTHOR and GENRE 
is influenced by the fact that Poe's poctic sample was smaller than the remaining ones of the 
other authors. The smaller sample size restricted the maximum number of variables that 
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were allowed to enter the networks (four for Poe's poems compared to eight for all the 
remaining authors and genres) in order to achieve consistency with the selected heuristic. 
There is still though a clearly visible line-crossing at the right-hand side of the graph, 
possibly suggesting that even if the average number of variables permitted in the networks 
for Poe's poems was so restricted, a significant interaction may have been detected. 
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Figure 9.6: Estimated Marginal Means ojTO TVA RSjor factors ORDER and VARTYPE. 
Concerning the significant interaction between variable type and order, fIrst-order entropic 
variables appear to produce the fewest variables worth entering the networks as measured by 
significant non-parametric correlations complying with the selected heuristic, followed by 
the second-order phonemic ones 13. The most variables present are attributed to first-order 
content and first-order lexical variables. On the whole, more first-order variables are found 
worthy of inclusion in the networks than second-order ones, and with the exceptions just 
mentioned, the remaining variable types seem to produce roughly similar numbers. 
The second ANOVA test investigated factor effects on MCE. Significant effects were 
detected with V ARTYPE, and AUTHOR, while significant interactions with V ARTYPE­
ORDER, and GENRE-AUTHOR. The respective graphs (figures 9.7-9.8) reveal the patterns 
clearly: 
13 The sentence "Non-estimable means are not plotted" in figures 9.6, 9.8, 9. J0, and 9. J3 refers to the 
fact that there are no data available for the calculated variables; for this purpose, the line-graph is 
depicted as interrupted. 
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Figure 9.7: Estimated Marginal Means ofMCEforfactors GENRE and AUTHOR. 
Figure 9.7 shows the significant interaction between AUTHOR and GENRE in which the 
graph lines cross each other twice. Millay's letters appear to be easier to classify compared 
to her poems, however, the opposite pattern is in effect for Rossetti's genres. Notably the 
effect here is unique in the four authors for whom poetry presents the most difficulty. Poe's 
letters appear to be the easiest to correctly classify. Finally, Rossetti's and Yeats's letters 
show to be the hardest to predict out of every author, whereas Yeats's poems are the hardest 
in terms of both authorship and genre . 
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Figure 9.8: Estimated Marginal Means ofMCEforfac{ors ORDER and VARTYPE. 
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Order and variable type interactions seem to also influence the size of the error statistic. In 
general, first-order variables appear to produce smaller error values with the exception of the 
first-order entropic values, whereas character-based variables appear to produce the smaller 
error. Phonemic variables and syntactic ones are the second best whereas content and lexical 
ones follow closely. In terms of second-order variables, the enor values are much higher, 
especially for the second-order phonemic variables which are followed by the entropic ones, 
the lexical ones, the syntactic ones, and finally the character based ones. Comparative results 
appear to be produced with lexical and syntactical variables since the difference between the 
two orders for each variable type is smalL followed by characters, entropic, and finally 
phonemic. It may be observed, therefore, that different variable types, according to the type 
of order they are calculated in, are to be expected to produce MCE of variable quality, 
although certain types of variables appear to produce relatively consistent results between 
the two orders. 
The third ANOVA examined how the corrected error measure behaved under the influence 
of the four factors. It may be seen that this time all factors playa significant role with effects 
highlighted by significant interactions between different genres and authors, variable types 
and order (which had been detected previously with the unadjusted measure), different 
genres and variable orders, and order and differences in authorship . 
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Figure 9.9: Estimated Marginal Means o/ADJMCE/orfac/ors A UTl-lOR and GENRE. 
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The graph in figure 9.9 follows a similar principle to the graph in figure 9.7; however the 
differences between the poets' genres are noticeably more accentuated. Values of the error 
measure have increased for the poetic genre and for Yeats's letters, and although the 
individual patterns have remained more or less the same. The exception seems to be 
Rossetti's work which shows to have maintained relatively similar values for ADJMCE, 
suggesting the reliability of the results attributed to her. For Millay, the error value for her 
letters remains at the same level, however, the error for her poetry has increased 
substantially. A similar trend is observed with Poe's poems whose adjusted error value has 
increased somewhat, while the error value attributed to his personal correspondence has 
slightly decreased. An increase is also detected in the error produced by Yeats's poems, 
however, the error attributed to his letters has increased disproportionately, and the pattern 
compared to figure 9.7 has been reversed, suggesting the unreliability of the pattern 
previously detected. 
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Figure 9. J0: Estimated Marginal Means ofADJMCE pH/actors ORDER and VARTYPE. 
A similar situation is detected in figure 9.10 with the significant interaction between 
ditTerent variable types and the order they are calculated in. The adjusted error assigned to 
each different second-order variable type appears to increase whereas first-order variables 
retain error at their initial levels. Exceptions are first-order entropy, lexical, and syntactical 
variables whose adjusted error also increases compared with figure 9.8. The greatest 
difference is again detected between the entropic and the phonemic variables whereas the 
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smallest between the syntactic and the lexical variables. Generally, first-order character 
variables are the ones closer to the original error measure, while second-order phonemic 
ones are the furthest ones . 
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Figure 9. J!: Estimated Marginal Means ofA DiMeE for factors ORDER and GENRE. 
The significant interaction between ORDER and GENRE, although true, does not show 
clearly on the graph since the lines do not cross. However they are not parallel either. In 
general, there appears to be more deviation from the original value of the error measure for 
second-order variables than in the first-order one, although the di fference appears greater in 
the authors' poetry rather than in their personal correspondence . 
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The last interaction conceming ADJMCE was detected between order and authorship, for 
which first-order variables appear to produce reduced adjusted error values for all authors, 
although Yeats is still the most difficult to classify, whereas Poe and Rossetti are the easiest. 
Second-order variables follow a similar pattern to the first-order ones, although while 
entertaining higher adjusted error values, however, Yeats's error value is largely 
exaggerated compared to the remaining poets. Therefore, not only do second-order variables 
appear to be not as appropriate for classification purposes with ANNs, but, especially for 
Yeats's case, they appear to be the most unfavourable choice. 
Finally, the fourth ANOV A examined Klecka's tau in relation to the four factors, which 
found them all but the author factor exhibiting significant effects. It appears that Klecka's 
tau is influenced by the type of genre an author writes in and the variable type selected for 
examination be that first or second order. Lack of a significant main effect for authorship 
suggests that classification unaffected by the number of categories in the dependent variable 
is not affected by the person examined, while previous findings concentrating on the 
particular factor suggesting the opposite may have been relying on a caveat since no control 
over the author-related categories was exercised. Figure 9.13 presents the additional 
significant interaction effect detected, that of V ARTYPE and ORDER . 
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The graph shows striking similarities more with graph 9.10 of the ADJMCE (instead of 
graph 9.8 belonging to MCE), only on the reverse, however, since the pattern is essentially 
the same, a similar interpretation holds. The exception comes with the syntactic variables 
which depicts the reverse pattern compared with the graph in figure 9.10, although their 
values are extremely close. Generally, such similarities indicate the reliability of the 
ADJMCE measure in relation to the particular interaction. 
9.6 Conclusion 
In the last experiment, the following points were observed: 
1. 	 The error measure was influenced by differences in variable types, especially when 
interacting with order favouring first-order variables over those of second-order, 
with the exception of mainly the entropic variables which demonstrated the opposite 
classificatory effect. This suggests that, prior to any analysis, appropriate 
consideration of details concerning the type and calculation of selected markers 
should improve classification accuracy. 
2. 	 Authorship also affected classification accuracy, and was found to interact with 
genre once more. Different authors are, therefore, expected to produce artificial 
neural networks of variable classification accuracy depending on the type of genre 
they are being investigated in. 
3. 	 The adjusted error measure obtained following the bootstrapping process appeared 
to be separately influenced by all four factors, authorship, genre, variabJe types, and 
order, as well as by genre interacting with authorship and order, and order 
interacting with variable types and order. This implies that true classification 
accuracy is much more fragile than the error measure of the classifier would 
suggest, and by taking account of as many factors as possible, improvement in 
classification ought to be observed. 
4. 	 The total number of variables in each artificial neural network appeared to depend 
on the independent factors variable types, authorship, and genre, on genre 
interacting with authorship, and on variable types interacting with order. It is 
intuitively reasonable that such variation ought to be expected, however, the true 
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extent of the factors' influence is not presently easy to quantify since the restrictions 
of the size of the samples necessitated a limit over the variables allowed to construct 
the networks. 
5. 	 Finally, despite personal correspondence appearing to be easier to classify when 
order was taken under consideration, and first-order variables appearing to provide 
improved results for all authors compared to second-order ones, such effects 
disappeared when compensation for differences in the dependent variable groups 
took place with Klecka's tau, even though the interaction between different 
variable-types and order remained, thus strengthening its reliability. Genre still 
appeared as a strong independent influence in classification. 
Generally, the emerged patterns appeared inconsistent. However, larger texts and more data 
would be preferable to make firm claims and improve classificatory performance, although 
this would be difficult with the limited availability of Poe's poetry and Yeats's letters. 
Nevertheless, this would have offered the opportunity to examine whether the ceiling effect 
on the maximum number of variables that were allowed in the networks, especially for 
Poe's poems, had any real effect on the present results. 
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10 Discussion 
Chapter nine described the final experiment based on an ANN which used the datasets of 
chapter eight. The aim was to examine the discriminating power of the selected variable 
types with a non-parametric method for classification purposes in order to detect non-linear 
patterns in the data. It was observed that the results produced by the network were greatly 
affected by the four factors authorship, genre, order, and variable type in various degrees. 
The final chapter aims to bring together all observations derived from the previously 
conducted experiments in order to discuss the findings, compare the different methods, and 
draw appropriate conclusions. Therefore, section 10.1 begins by comparing the multiple 
linear regression experiment with the regression trees one, while section 10.2 compares the 
results of logistic regression analysis with those obtained from the artificial neural network. 
Subsequently, section 10.3 highlights the findings of the present study, and section 10.4 
examines problems encountered during the completion of the experiments. Finally, section 
10.5 discusses possibilities for further work, while section 10.6 concludes the thesis. 
10.1 Multiple Linear Regression and GUIDE Regression Trees 
It became evident from sections 6.4 and 7.4 that the methods mUltiple linear regression and 
regression trees did not respond to the available data in the same manner. For example, in 
multiple linear regression, although the total number of variables included in the final 
regression models was found to be influenced by the interaction of author and genre (see 
Varstotl column in table 10.1), GUIDE's results (Varstot2 column, same table) showed the 
final numbers of variables in the trees being completely unaffected by them, that is no 
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Varstotl refers to total variables selected by the regression models, Sqmess/Sqmse are the squared MESS and 1I1SE error values 
examined in chapter six, Common refers to the mullivariable-type models constructed using common variables in at least two 
authors, Genres represents the multivariable-(lpe models constructed using variables in lhe final stepwise regressioll models found 
ill each author's genre, alld Models refers to the comparison between the different multivariable-type models. For Regression Trees, 
Varstot2 refers to the total number of variables included in the final regression trees, Mse/Medse are the error values of the 
individual variable-type trees, Relmse is the relative MSE error value for each tree, Common/Genres refers to the multivariable­
(Jpe trees constructed either by common variables ill the trees for at least two authors or by variables identified in the regression 
trees in each author's genre and Models Mse refers to the comparison of the different multivariable-type regression trees when 
examined in terms ofMSE. The bullet points are in parentheses to indicate that when Relative MSE is investigated for comparison 
purposes, the detected effects disappear. Vartype refers to the different variable types used in the analyses. 
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regression tree produced allowed for prior prediction, for any author or genre, of the total 
number of variables that were to be selected. This suggests that selection for GUIDE was 
based on different criteria, partly purely mathematical and automatic, and partly on factors 
currently unaccounted for but possibly reflected on the selected stylistic variables. It has also 
been known from the literature that GUIDE remains unaffected by redundant variables (see 
section 7.3); therefore, it was sensible to allow the program to select suitable variables for 
tree construction without any interference. However, stepwise linear regression is not 
insensitive; also the available sample size and variables initiaJJy exceeded suggestive 
guidelines for appropriate application of the method (see section 6.3). As expected, different 
results would have been obtained for the regression analyses if pre-selection of suitable 
variabJes at the initial stage according to bivariate correlations had not been pursued. 
Concerning individual factors, variable types as well as order were observed to have an 
effect only on multiple linear regression when total number of variables in the final model 
(Varstotl column, table 10.1) and error of the model (SqmesslSqmse column, table 10.1) 
were assessed. Prediction for multiple linear regression, as it seems, is affected by the type 
of variables a researcher selects to examine. This remark lends partial support to the 
proposition that some markers are suitable for some problems and others are not (Holmes, 
1994: 104; 1998: 111; Rudman, 2000), which implies that by using variables that have been 
tested in different cases but the one presently examined, jeopardized prediction accuracy is 
to be expected. 
A striking result was the commonness of the detected influence exercised by the 
combination of both the authorship and genre factors, although separately their detection 
was restricted (see columns Varstotl. SqrnesslSqmse, MselMedse, ReImse, and il/fodeIs Mse 
although that effect eventually disappears as explained in page 263, table 10.1). This 
suggests that prediction accuracy, quality, and efficiency of regression models and 
regression trees may be expected to be affected by authorship, especiaJJy when different 
genres are compared, clearly showing that the two factors operate both in isolation and 
combined. Ideally, one would have preferred those factors to have remained neutral since 
their contribution renders not only the application of different methods for comparison 
purposes but also the search for stylochronometers complicated and currently unpredictable. 
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Finally, predictive accuracy of the regression models was observed to be dependent on the 
combination of order with both genre and variable types, although such interaction was not 
observed in the regression tree models (see column SqmesslSqmse, table 10.1). 
The great influence of all the factors to a greater or lesser degree was supported by a five­
factor ANOVA conducted on the combined ANOV A datasets for the two methods, this time 
including the two-level factor METHOD (stepwise, regression trees) for main effects and all 
two-way interactions to assess the impact of the different methods on the outcomes. Results 
are presented in table 10.2 (only significant results are printed): 
Table 10.2: Five-factor ANOVA results for Mean Squared Erro r (MSE). 
MSE (Mean Squared Errorl 

Variable(s) F-ratio
Interactions AUTHOR*GENRE F(3, 129) = 537.313 

AUTHOR*METHOD F(3, 129) '" 8.655 

GENRE*METHOD F(1, 129) =11.394 

ORDER*METHOD F(l,129)=6.902 

Main Effects 	 AUTHOR F(3, 129) =151.890 

GENRE Fjl, 129) =149.085 

VARTYPE F(5, 129) =3.125 

I 	 ORDER l F(l, 129) =3.872 
METHOD F(l, 129) =43.804 
All factors produced significant mam effects, suggesting that prediction accuracy is 
independently affected by each factor to a greater or lesser degree. However, additional 
interactions were detected, starting with the effect of AUTHOR and GENRE. Figure 10.1 
shows the respective pattern: 
1 ORDER is borderline significant (p "" .051). 
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Figure 10.1: Estimated Marginal Meansfor MSEfor thefactors AUTHOR and GENRE. 
As in figures 6.6 and 7.4, a similar pattern is here being detected, only the pattern in figure 
10.1 is a compromise between the two. Again, the genre Jines cross thrice without 
maintaining the same difference between them for any of the authors. The higher the line on 
the graph, the greater the error detected, so Yeats's poems still appear to be the most 
difficult to predict, while the easiest are Poe's and Millay's. On the contrary, Yeats's and 
Poe's letters are the easiest samples to predict as far as personal correspondence is 
concerned, while Millay's are the most difficult - although nothing compares with the 
difficulty of Yeats's poems as explained previously. The difficult with his poetry may be 
attributed to the fact that his poetic career spans the longest among the selected authors, 
hence the poems selected originate from a more scattered distribution theoretically. 
Generally, different authors appear to produce regression models of variable predictive 
accuracy according to the genre they write in, however, MSE does not offer the opportunity 
to identify which genre is the most difficult to assign. 
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Figure 10.2: Estimated Marginal Meallsfor MSEfor thefactors AUTHOR and METHOD. 
Concerning the detected interaction between AUTHOR and METHOD, it may be seen from 
figure 10.2 that stepwise linear regression produced better results for all individual authors 
compared to the regression trees approach, although the difference in error for Poe is 
negligible when contrasted with that for Yeats or Rossetti. Millay follows Poe in terms of 
the minimum difference in error detected between the two methods although she is in 
greater agreement with Rossetti. Generally, the error of each predictor method is still 
considerable, however, it is possible that greater linearity than non-linearity was present in 
each author's work, therefore, the regression trees resulted in greater inaccuracies when 
compared with stepwise linear regression. 
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The better quality of results for stepwise linear regression may be additionally observed in 
figure 10.3 in which it is obvious that regression trees achieved greater error values when 
compared with the linear version of the method. The pattern is the same for both genres; 
letters achieved better accuracy compared with poetry, although the difference between the 
two methods for personal correspondence is not as great as that for poetry, and poetry in 
general proved to be more difficult to predict. 
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Figure 10.4: Estimated Marginal Meansfor MSEjor the/actors ORDER and METHOD. 
In figure 10.4, it is clear that smaller error values are obtained when stepwise linear 
regression is used on first-order variables rather than on second-order variables, although 
regression trees produce similar error values for both orders. Generally though, greater 
accuracy is obtained with stepwise linear regression rather than with regression trees. 
Simultaneously, for all interactions detected, it is important to remember that all patterns are 
additionally influenced by the separate effects of each factor, thus rendering prediction 
generalizations currently rather difficult. 
Three-way ANOYA conducted for the individually-author muItivariable-type models and 
regression trees for the additional factor METHOD revealed no significant interactions or 
main effects. Predictive accuracy, therefore, between different methods, authors and genre 
for multivariable-type models based on each individual author is not affected by any of 
those factors. In other words, no individually-authored multi variable-type models are any 
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more accurate than any other across different methods. The results are presented in table 
10.3: 
Table 10.3: Three:factor ANOVA results/or Mean Squared Error (MSE)f(Jr individually-authored 
1 . . bl d I e s.mu (Ivana e-tvpe Ina 
I\1SE (Mean Square Error) 
VariabJe(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 
AUTHOR*GENRE F(3, 3) = 3.177 p > 0.05 no significant interaction interactions AUTHOR*METHOD F(3, 3) = .605 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE*METHOD F(l, 3) = .869 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
AUTHOR F(3, 3) = 1.363 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
main effects GENRE F(1, 3) = 1.446 p> 0.05 no significant main effect 
METHOD F(l,3)=6.811 P > 0.05 no significant main effect 
In addition, three-way ANOV A was conducted for the multivariable-type models and 
regression trees based on common variables found in at least two models by different 
authors for the additional factor METHOD. One borderline significant interaction was 
detected, that between AUTHOR and GENRE (see table 10.4 and figure 10.5), affecting 
predictive accuracy for multivariable-type models based on at least two common variables 
among different authors. As figure 10.5 indicates, genres still behave inconsistently, 
producing variable predictive accuracy for individual authors, and in particular, relatively 
similar results for Poe and Rossetti for both genres bearing in mind that different methods 
are being examined, however, great discrepancy and opposite patterns for Yeats and Millay 
for both genres. 
Table 10.4: Thrce-factor ANOVA results/or Mean Squared Error (MSE) for mll!tivariable-Iype 
models based on common variables in at least two author<;.. 
MSE (Mean Square Error) 

VariabJe(s) F-ratio Significance Comment 

AUTHOR*GENRE F(3, 3) = 9.036 p = 0.052 borderline sig. interactioninteractions 
AUTHOR*METHOD F(3, 3) = .735 p > 0.05 no significant interaction 
GENRE*METHOD F(l, 3) = 1.119 p> 0.05 no significant interaction 
AUTHOR F(3, 3) =2.577 p > 0.05 no significant main effect 
main effects GENRE F(1,3)=2.168 p > 0.05 no significant main effect 
METHOD F(l, 3) =6.370 P > 0.05 no significant main effect 
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Figure 10.5: Estimated Marginal Means/or MSE/or the/actors AUTHOR and GENRE. 
Although the obtained results suggest that stepwise linear regression is more accurate than 
regression trees, it would seem more appropriate to state the question in terms of which 
method is most appropriate for the data at hand based on order, author and genre, since the 
samples used for the analysis are rather restricted for the particular factors. The possibility 
exists that the variable types selected were not able to accurately represent poetic 
complexity to a similar degree with that obtained for personal correspondence, and as a 
consequence any nonlinear poetic patterns were either not accurately reflected or not 
accounted for sufficiently for GUIDE to accurately detect. Therefore, it is important to 
choose the appropriate method when individual variable types are examined taking into 
consideration the remaining factors, especially authorship and genre, even in cases where 
multivariable-type models are constructed from common variables across authors. 
10.2 Logistic Regression and NevProp3 ANN 
Results concerned with the classification part of the study were more complicated (see table 
10.5). An authorship and genre interaction was detected to affect the error measure and 
Klecka's tau (see Fin21I and Taul columns, table 10.5) indicating that classification 
accuracy is affected by authorship and genre interactions, although genre in isolation 
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impacted only the proportional reduction in error (column Impr2!!), while effects of 
combinations of authorship and order were limited to the total number of variables selected 
for the logistic models, and again Klecka's tau (columns Vartotl and Taul). On the whole, 
the proportional reduction in error measure along with Klecka's tau appeared the most 
susceptible to the separate factors, although the two measures had not any influencing 
factors in common, highlighting the fragility of the obtained results and the necessity for 
complex models. 
In relation to the individual factors, authorship affected tau's values, while genre and order 
affected the proportional reduction in error. Finally variable types affected both the total 
number of variables that remained in the significant logistic models and tau's values, 
although the effect was borderline significant. It seems that depending on the enol' measure 
investigated, separate factors contribute separate effects. More samples accommodating for 
greater variety of authors and genres ought to produce more consistent results. 
Authorship and genre played a part in the neural network, too, although in a more 
pronounced manner since the two factors were detected to impact most NevProp3 
measurements both combined and in isolation. Therefore, depending on the identity of the 
author examined, variations in the total number of variables used for the network (column 
Varstot2) and the error produced by the network (columns MCE and AdjMCE) would have 
to be expected, as it is suggested from the present results. The effect may be especially 
enhanced when the genre factor is also active. Genre was separately detected as significant 
in the analysis of tau's values as an independent factor (column Tau2). 
A similarly strong influence was detected between variable types and order whose 
interactions impacted all variables under consideration (see all columns under Artificial 
Neural Networks) - although as separate factors, variability in stylistic marker types has a 
much stronger effect than order which is observed to disturb only the adjusted error value 
and Klecka's tau. Since the order effect has been detected in error values which are neither 
influenced by number of groups in the classification categories nor by the individual dataset 
variability represented by the classifier's error, it would be reasonable to assume that order 
is not to be ignored in classification problems of this kind. Moreover, since variable types as 
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Varstotl refers to total /lumber of variables which finally remained as significant in the ordinal models, Fin211 is the final -2LL 
values, Impr211 is the proportional reduction in error, Tau 1 refers to Klecka's tau values for Logistic Regression. Varstot2 is the 
total number 0/ variables which entered the artificial neural networks, MCE is the Mean Cross Entropy based on Bootstrap. 
AdjMCE is the Adjusted Mean Cross Entropy based on Bootstrap. and Tau2 refers to Klecka's values for the Artificial Neural 
Network. Vartype refers to the d(fferent variable opes tested. The parelltheses surrounding the bullet point in the column ofTau! 
represent the borderline significant effect a/variable f)pe ~whell Klecka's tall was examined. 
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a factor was detected for all measurements, similarly to order, it should be seriously taken 
into account when such classification problems are being undertaken. Furthermore, all the 
factors were witnessed to regulate the measurements of interest to a certain degree for both 
classification problems; in particular, variable types and order dominated, followed by genre 
and authorship indiscriminately in terms of rate of appearance. In terms of the classification 
problem, the Artificial Neural Network demonstrated the greater effect. 
It may be said that all factors in isolation proved to be of importance to a certain extent. This 
is indicative of the complexity underlying dating matters. It would seem that classification 
as a task in its entirety when measured by these two classification methods appears to be 
more susceptible to factorial influences and their intermediate combinations, especially 
author and genre, and variable-type and order (although meaningful ANOVA results were 
tilting towards the network platform) than prediction, which is mostly affected by genre and 
authorship when individual methods are examined in isolation. 
Possible explanations for the detected patterns relate to the initial variable selection. For 
logistic regression, each model was initially allowed to select from available significant non­
parametric correlations. The models were subsequently scanned in order to remove 
insignificant variables while models resulting in complete separation of the data were 
ignored. For the network, although non-parametric correlations were still available, an upper 
limit to the final number of variables that were to be used in the models had to be set due to 
restrictive sample sizes. In addition, the fact that Poe's poems reduced the usable number of 
variables even more for the particular genre and author may well have played a part in 
obtaining significant effects and interactions. 
As explained in section 8.6, Klecka's tau provides a proportional reduction in classification 
error while simultaneously remaining unaffected by the number of groups in the dependent 
variable. Klecka's tau was utilized to circumvent the problem created by the limited 
availability of Yeats's letters. Observing table 10.5, it may be seen that although a 
significant interaction between authorship and order affects tau, that significant interaction is 
replaced in NevProp3 by differences in variable types and order, accompanied by significant 
main effects of genre, variable types, and order. Order, is therefore, anticipated to play the 
decisive influence in method selection. 
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To judge the effect of the different classification methods on the classification rate, one five­
way ANOVA was conducted on values of Klecka's tau acquired from the two methods and 
on the additional two-level factor METHOD (logistic, network) for main effects and all two­
way interactions. Results are presented in table 10.2 (only significant ones are included). 
The significant main effects of GENRE, VARTYPE, ORDER, and METHOD were detected, 
along with two-way interactions of VARTYPE and ORDER, and VARTYPE and 
METHOD. The detected interaction between GENRE and METHOD is relatively borderline 
significant (p = .064). Figure 10.6 shows the first interaction: 
Table 10.6. Five-factor ANOVA resultsfor Klecka's Tau (KLECKATAUj. 
MSE(Mean Squared Error) 
I Interactions 	 Variable(sl F-ratio 
GENRE*METHOD F(J. 99) = 3.518 
VARTYPE* ORDER F(5, 99) = 5.104 
VARTYPE* METHOD F(5, 99) = 4.177 
Main Effects 	 GENRE F(l, 99) = 7.188 
VARTYPE F(5, 99) = 3.523 
ORDER F( 1,99) = 5.838 
I 	 METHOD F(l, 99) = 22.453 
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Figure 10.6: Estimated Marginal Meansfor KLECATAU for thefactors VARTYPE and ORDER. 
The first significant interaction is depicted in figure 10.6. It may be observed that first-order 
variables perform much better compared to the second-order ones with the exception of the 
entropic and syntactic variables - although for the latter the difference is minimal. First­
,--',.: '. 
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order variables provide tau values slightly more variable than second-order variables do , 
with second-order phonemic variables and first-order entropic variables producing the worst 
results for both methods . 
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Figure J0.7: Estimated Marginal Means for KLECATA U for the jactors VARTYPE and METHOD. 
The second detected interaction between the different methods and variable types revealed 
that logistic regression did not perform as well as the neural network, with the single 
exception of the entropic variables. Character-based variables and content ones measured 
with logistic regression achieved the same level of accuracy with the phonemic variables 
used by the neural network, whereas a similar pattern was detectable between the logistic 
regression entropic variables and the neural network lexical variables. On the whole, 
syntactic, character-based, and content variables used by the network produced the best 
results, whereas phonemic, syntactic, and lexical as used by logistic regression produced the 
worst. It may be said, therefore, that classification accuracy is affected by the choice of 
methods, genre, and order of the different variable types, a rather complicated pattern for 
which more elaborate models would be appropriate. 
The final relatively borderline significant interaction is depicted in figure 10.8: 
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The logistic method appears to produce similar results of insufficient quality for both poetry 
and personal correspondence in comparison to the ANN although poetry fares slightly 
worse. The ANN on the contrary, produces much better results when personal 
correspondence is examined rather than when poetry is analyzed despite the fact that letters 
were susceptible to unequal groups across the four authors. 
10.3 Findings 
The current thesis had been initially undertaken in order to empirically investigate 
chronological changes in the writing style of a number of authors writing in English over 
their life span. The aim had been to discover universal stylistic information based on lexical, 
semantic, syntactic, character-based, phonemic, and entropic variables of satisfactory 
discriminatory or prediction power which was to be combined with the best method most 
able to work with the selected variable type. Ultimately, the most efficient pairing would 
have been proposed for future testing of appropriate undated work to obtain relative dates of 
composition. 
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Using texts of unknown stylochronometric value, this thesis provided evidence in favour of 
the existence of stylistic change. Moreover, the detected change was observed to be 
expressed via the arbitrarily selected stylistic markers, although instances of stability, which 
were encountered in their majority, were also detected in the form of insignificant bivariate 
correlations between certain variables and year or period of composition. Not every variable 
was observed to follow the same pattern in every author and genre; rather inter-individual 
variation was detected although individual stylochronometers were also identified. 
The present results raised the question about the usefulness of the unconsciousness 
requirement for stylochronometric problems in agreement with Laan's (1996) comment. 
Theoretically speaking, once genre and, especially authorship, are accounted for, there does 
not seem to be a necessity to detect only unconscious markers that change over time since 
any good marker that has an appropriate detectable pattern could offer valuable information 
concerning its user's stylistic development. It is also necessary to keep in mind that since 
words are not independent, change in one variable ought to signify a change in a related 
variable, even if the particular change is so small as to remain statistically undetected. If 
unconsciously-used stylistic markers change over time, it is possible that they may 
eventually be detected to not change independently to consciously-used markers since any 
such parallel studies have not been undertaken to the present researcher's knowledge. Such 
an analysis might be plausible if appropriate language constraints are defined in relation to 
the stylistic markers studied so that change may be at least initially and experimentally 
described in a closely defined language space. 
Observations from the second pilot study suggested that choice of type of predictors and the 
particular order they are calculated in would play an important part in the quality of the 
outcome. Results from the main experiments have provided evidence in favour of this 
pattern, although the effect has not been consistent across all measurements. Furthermore, 
although multi variable-type models were observed to be of higher predictive value when 
compared with the individual-type models in the first two main experiments, the manner in 
which the multivariable-type models had been constructed was found to be unimportant in 
terms of accuracy. The models were additionally resistant to effects of authorship and genre 
for mUltiple linear regression and in reality also for regression trees, since the detected 
pattern disappeared when relative error was examined. Moreover, no model of that kind was 
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observed to be more accurate than the other. Visual comparison between variance accounted 
for in the multivariable-type regression models of the first pilot study with those obtained in 
the mUltiple regression experiment showed great improvement both for Rossetti and Poe in 
both genres (see table in Appendix H). It is possible that for individual authors Forsyth et 
al.'s (1998: 2) statement, "combining semantic with syntactic tags leads to higher 
classification accuracy than using them separately", may be expanded, therefore, to include 
variable types such as lexical, content, entropic, and phonemic, although more tests are 
needed. 
FUJihermore, prediction accuracy and total number of variables included in the final models 
were observed to be affected by combinations of factors in various degrees. However, most 
notably authorship and genre dominated prediction methods, while authorship, genre, 
variable type, and order all played a significant part in classification methods. When 
comparison between the different methods within each type of approach was conducted, the 
factors of method, authorship and genre dominated in prediction, while the factors of genre, 
variable type, order, and method influenced classification. Consequently, it was suggested 
that use of personal correspondence to date poetry would not be an acceptable strategy, 
neither merging of the two genres since deterioration in accuracy is to be expected. Genre 
clearly dominates among the factors, methods, and types of problems; therefore, it is 
imperative that it is properly accommodated for. It is plausible that appropriate variables 
primarily tailored to genre requirements rather than author identity may prove to be more 
accurate for stylochronometric purposes, especially since typical relationships between 
variables and genres are more readily and universally identified rather than genres with 
authorship, although a three-way combination of the factors, or even four-way, would be 
most useful. 
Consequently, it can be summarized that the initial pattern sought for has not been detected. 
Instead of identifYing the best universal variable type of the most discriminating power used 
by the most accurate method, it has emerged that effects of different genres especially in 
combination with individual authorial variation and differences in method, as well as of all 
the remaining factors complicate and hinder generalizable conclusions. It may be said that 
approaches which favour treatment of each stylochronometric problem as an individual case, 
at least at the current stage until more relevant data are obtained, may be more appropriate. 
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10.4 Failings 
A number of issues were raised that had not been possible to overcome. To begin with, high 
discrepancy between the available sample size and the number of variables for each 
experiment appeared to create difficulties for stepwise linear regression, ordinal regression, 
and the artificial neural network. In the first case, human intervention was unavoidable in 
order to reduce the number of variables to a manageable size instead of throwing all 
variables in and allowing the stepwise procedure to do the final selections. For ordinal 
regression, the same issue arose which, combined with the fact that no stepwise procedure is 
available for ordinal regression in SPSS, forced the employment of a relatively inappropriate 
validation method for the available sample size. However, results remained unbiased. As far 
as the neural network was concerned, restrictions had to be imposed in the final number of 
variables to be used for the models. A much larger sample, if feasible, might have avoided 
all these issues. 
Furthermore, although the selected minimum sample sIze was arranged to fit with 
potentially small poems such as those composed by Dickinson, the fact remained that a 
significant number of zero counts was encountered which led to a great number of 
transformations for the available variables for the stepwise linear regression experiment. 
Larger texts would have avoided such a procedure. In addition, more noisy data are expected 
to be extracted from such small text size. 
It is possible that Yeats's letters restricted availability has partly affected all outcomes, 
especially in the regression experiments, although it was feasible to compensate for it in the 
classification experiments. More authors with more readily available and well-dated work 
are expected to produce results of wider generalizability. 
As far as classification was concerned, arbitrarily selected periods defined the three groups 
with which classification took place. The groups were selected in this way to avoid 
influences of subjectivity since judgement on biographical material in terms of significant 
personal life events would have had to be exercised in order to decide for the best cutting 
point of the different literary-life periods. It is acknowledged that the obtained division 
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might not be representative of the actual state of events. On the other hand, it is always 
possible that even if significant life events had been identified, there might have not been 
exact overlap between life events and literary change, since certain life events generally 
exercise more influence on the individual compared to others. Such arbitrary division 
additionally overcame the possibility that less than or more than three life periods would be 
able to be detected, as it has been observed in other studies (Forsyth, 1999; Jaynes, 1980). 
This maintained consistency across different authors, and more importantly, eliminated even 
more serious problems of text availability arising from the division of the literary career in 
smaller workable periods from the ones currently faced. 
The previous statement links well with the difficulty which arose with the prior probabilities 
within each period during the classification experiments which were highly influenced by 
the availability of texts by each author and by the fact that the original samples had been 
obtained by random sampling covering the whole range of the authors' lifetime. Therefore, 
large discrepancies were noted in some cases with certain periods being highly unbalanced. 
To maintain the consistency and identity of the sample, therefore, the classification methods 
had to tolerate unbalanced categories. 
10.5 Future extensions 
As it has been revealed, relying on dated material based on control authors in order to date 
completely independent and separate work is not a straightforward task. It is not advocated 
that it is impossible, however, at the current stage it appears to be highly complicated. 
Factors such as authorship, genre, variable types, order in which variables are calculated, 
and even different methods need to be taken into account in order to obtain meaningful and 
accurate results. For this purpose, many more authors carefully selected to be matched to as 
many dimensions as possible would have to be investigated using much larger sample sizes, 
possibly even with an extended collection of variable-types, and more methods. It is 
necessary to identify the extent of the complexity of the issue before appropriate models can 
be developed and applied. 
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It is maintained that even if no single universal stylochronometer is eventually obtained, the 
possibility still exists that stylistic markers would be able to categorize authors in clusters 
according to detected patterns. Therefore, instead of testing for one single universal 
stylochronometer, it may be possible to test three or four or more depending on the level of 
detail investigated. This idea partly takes into account individual variability which has been 
discussed in section 2.4.4, as well as the possibility of authorial stability in writing style in 
some respects. 
Moreover, different types of variables could possibly be incorporated to account for 
dimensions not readily captured by stylistic variables only, such as psychological factors, 
historical or personal events, health issues, etc. if accurate prediction is of utmost 
importance. Documents are neither produced in isolation nor are completely independent 
from their author, his/her immediate surroundings, the culture he/she lives in, or time era. 
All these factors and many more are inherent parts of the composition process, therefore, if 
they are accounted for, it is believed that prediction accuracy will invariably improve. The 
variability and inconsistency of results detected suggests that current models are not able to 
capture the multidimensionality of the issue. Therefore, proper complex models would need 
to be established. Change may not be seen as unidirectional or one-dimensional. 
10.6 Conclusion 
As Keyser (1992: 73) notes, "authors vary, even significantly, and we must expect that. 
Minds change, both in knowing and in writing, and necessarily so, and therefore we as 
minds can never know with ultimate precision any other mind". Most probably; but in 
theory it is possible that research may bring stylometers as closely as possible to that goal. 
Stylistic stabi Iity and change exist and are detectable at least to some degree, both in linear 
and nonlinear fashion, and are expressed in a greater variety of stylistic markers than what 
convenience would dictate. Such variety appears to be int1uenced by factors such as genre 
and authorship mainly, although order and identity of variable-type often playa part, too. 
Consequently, different methods and models would need to take account of these parameters 
to treat the available information effectively, although it is anticipated that this \vill take 
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place from different perspectives and for different prospects for a more satisfactory outcome. 
It is suspected that many more parameters, besides language-oriented ones, are playing an 
important part, with mental and physical health, and major life events being a few examples. 
Researchers in search of accurate stylochronometric results would benefit from accurately 
identifying and defining these extra parameters and accounting for as many as possible to 
improve prediction and classification accuracy. Although standardized stylochronol11etry 
may not be presently feasible, it is still too early to dismiss the possibility altogether. 
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Appendix A 
A.1 Text Selection Criteria for Rossetti and Poe 
Selection of the final text samples for poetry was based on one variorum edition for 
Rossetti (Crump, 1979; Crump, 1986; Crump, 1990) and on two scholarly editions for 
Poe (Mabbott, 2000; Stovall, 1965). Texts of known composition dates were prefened. 
Moreover, since in the editions used for text selection the editors record significant 
minor changes as variants, the idea of reconstructing the original manuscripts was very 
appealing. However, in Rossetti's case, problems were created by, first of all, the 
manuscripts themselves. Some poems had more than one manuscript copy of the same 
composition date, some manuscripts had mUltiple copies with different kinds of 
revisions, a few manuscripts had missing parts or pages, and a number of manuscripts do 
not exist anymore. Additionally, in tel111s of the variants recorded, which revealed 
numerous original changes in punctuation, individual words, complete lines, indentation, 
complete stanzas, titles, subtitles, and epigraphs, particular problems were created by the 
replacement or deletion of items more than once, the introduction or omission or 
deletion of complete lines, and the inclusion or deletion of unpublished complete stanzas 
in published parts of the poems. 
For Poe poems, the problems caused by the variants were similar to the Rossetti ones. 
However, Poe did not date his poems properly, and did not keep copies himself. Thus, 
the composition dates provided by the editor derive mostly from external evidence. 
Furthemlore, some of the very early poems do not exist. 
It was eventually decided to reproduce the revised and latest versions of the manuscripts 
prior to first publication when possible, excluding all items deleted in one way or the 
other by the authors, and keeping only the final additions. This choice allows for a close 
examination of the poets' original work and habits of speech free frol11 any external 
editorial interventions or subsequent revisions made by the authors themselves. The 
assumption was that whatever revisions were made by the authors were made on the day 
of composition or very close to that period. For the problems created by the manuscripts 
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themselves each case was examined individually. Indentation was ignored and texts of 
less than fifty words were excluded!. 
For Rossetti poems the policy followed for the text selection excluded, items which were 
of an unknown composition date; poems which were included in dated letters but the 
poems themselves did not have a particular date assigned to them; poems which were 
assigned two different separate dates2 or a time~span of two years; and poems with the 
word 'circa' attached next to the date, indicating they were dated by William Michael 
Rossetti3. In addition, all of her Italian poems were excluded, along with poems which 
included undated parts not clearly separated by the author to avoid tampering with the 
unity of the poems as the poet initially intended them to be. Finally, several poems 
which were parts of bigger poems were also excluded, since the bigger poems - which 
are only in manuscript form - were never published as a whole. Everything else was 
termed well-dated and formed a group. The group also included poems written in 
multiple differently~dated parts - as divided by the author - which were treated as 
individually dated poems4. Even if a number of parts were of the same composition date 
but only one was of a different date, those of the same date were also separated and 
treated individually to achieve consistency. One hundred poems were finally selected 
randomly using a Python program5 written by the present author. 
For Poe poems the policy was slightly different. It was decided to reconstruct the 
securely dated manuscripts when existing, else to use the earliest publication or version 
available unless the publication date was after his death or the poem was published five 
years after the believed period of composition. Multiple versions of poems, which are 
I The minimum size of fifty words was selected, firstly, to comply with the size of Dickinson's 
poems since a great number of them are very small (see section 1.1), and, secondly, because it 
was motivated by other studies which have also worked with smaller samples - Jaynes (1980) 
used minimum eighty words, and Smith and Kelly (2002: 424) mentioned satisfactory results 
with texts of 150 words) than what is usually recommended. 
2 For example, the "Prince's Progress" was completely excluded, although its composition date is 
known. The poem had been composed in two different periods five years apart from each other 
without being naturally separated from the author. 
3 It is believed that the information supplied by William Michael Rossetti and especially the 
dating of his sister's work is SUbjective, therefore, Crump (1979; 1986; 1990) treats such poems 
separately. 
4 A clearly divided poem consists of parts which comprise of different subtitles, are visually 
separated, and concentrate on clearly defined themes and identifiable attributes which not only 
permit them to unify with the remaining parts to form the bigger entity the complete poem but 
also to stand on their own without affecting the poem's unity or cohesion as such. 
5 The Python program (RANDOM.PY), which is a randomiser, selects numbers randomly from a 
predefined list of a known lower and upper limit given a desired range by avoiding any 
duplicates. 
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treated by the editor as separate and different, are ignored. The reason behind the 
different policy is due to the limited number of poems that Poe wrote - one hundred in 
all - and to the need for consistency in terms of using samples of earliest possible 
versions preferably with known composition dates to take advantage of the variant 
recordings. Fifty-five poems were finally selected out of ninety-two securely dated, of 
which two were'Al Aaraaf and 'Tamerlane'. Since these poems are very big compared 
with the remaining ones, and since they comprise of distinct parts pre-defined by their 
author, it was decided to split the poems according to those parts in order to obtain a 
better sampling balance. Therefore the total number of poems considered for Poe's 
poetry arose to seventy-three. 
For the letters6 the editors use holograph manuscripts whenever possible. The documents 
excluded were letters which were assigned a date followed by a question mark, undated 
letters, letters dated by William l'vI ichael Rossetti in Rossetti's case, incomplete letters 
due to missing pages or the poor condition of the manuscripts, and letters which were 
less than fifty words. The variants were similar to the poems in terms of deletions or 
additions, so they were dealt with in a similar fashion. For both poets a random selection 
of one hundred letters from each took place using the Python program. The texts were 
then typed and proof-read in order to obtain machine-readable versions. 
A.2 Details Concerning the Stylistic Markers 
A number of different Python routines were written to manipulate AMALGAM's output 
to calculate Biber's variables. Initially, the tokenized texts were converted to lower case, 
and then the lexical versions of the words were removed, leaving only the LOB tags 
behind. Subsequently, several LOB tags were merged into broader grammatical 
categories (table A.I) to obtain the initial grammatical classification that Biber used for 
his analysis (table A.2) and to accommodate for the small size of several of the texts. 
6 The Poe letters were selected using Ostrom's edition (1948), and the Rossetti letters using 

Harrison's (1997; 1999; 2000). 
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T,ableA. J List 0 l merg:edLOB ta~ s. 
Tags used in the Python 	 Tags represented 
routines 
article 	 at, ati 

ppla,pplas,pplo,pplos,pp2,pp3,pp3a,pp3as,pp30,
pers'yron (personal pronouns) pp30s, ppl, ppls, ppls 
indef pron (indefinite pronouns) 	 pn, pn", pn$, pn$' 
pp$, pp$$, wp, wp$, wpor, wpr, wp$r, wpo, wpa 
other'yron (other pronouns) the first two tags represent possessive pronouns; the rest are 
wh-pronouns) 
be (verb 'to be') 	 be, bed, bedz, beg, bern, ben, ber, bez 
do (verb 'to do ') 	 do,dod,doz 
have (verb 'to have') 	 hV,hvd,hvg,hvn,hvz 
nn, nl1", nnp, nl1ps, I111S, I111S", nnu, nnu", nnus, np, npl, npls, 
noun (including gerunds and 
nps, npt, npt", npts, nn$, nnp$, nnps$, nn8$, np$, npl$, npls$, genitives) 
nps$, npt$, npts$ 

jj,jj",jjr, jjr", jjt,jjt",jnp, jjb,jjb" (the last two are for 

adj (adjectives) 
attributive adjectives only) 
adverbs 	 rb, rb", rb$, rbr, rbt, ri, rn, rp, wrb 
adverbials nr, nrs, nr$, nrs$ 
. prep (prepositions) in, in" 
cc (coordinating conjunctions) 	 cc, cc" 
sc (subordinating con iuncti ons) 	 cs, cs" 
numeral 	 cd, cd$, cd-cd, cdl, cd I $, cd I S, cdS 
ordinal 	 od,od$ 
prestense (present tense) 	 vb, vb", vbz 
pasttense (past tense) 	 vbd,vbn 
~ualifier 	 abl, ql, qlp 
abn, abx, ap, ap", ap$, aps, aps$, dts, dt, dt$, dti, dtx, wdt, determiner 
wdt", wdtr 
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Table A.2: Biber's tags based on the tagger he used for his analysis and copiedfrom his book 
(Biber. 1988:222). 
+ Used to separate constituents 
0 Marks optional constituents 
# Marks word boundary 
I Marks disjunctive options 
xxx Stands for any word 
DO Do, does, did, don't, doesn't, didn't, doing, done 
HAVE Have, has, had, having, -'ve#, -'d#, haven't, hasn't, hadn't 
BE Am, is, are, was, were, being, been, -'m#, -'re#, isn't, aren't, wasn't, weren't 
MODAL Can, may, shall, wilL -'11#, could, might, should, would, must, can't, won't, 
couldn't, mightn't, shouldn't, wouldn't, mustn't 
AUX MODALlDO/HAVE/BE/-'s 
SUBJPRO I, we, he, she, they (plus contracted forms) 
OBJPRO Me, us, him, them C£lus contracted forms) 
REFLEXPRO Myself, ourselves, himself, themselves, herself, yourself, yourselves, itself 
PRO SUBJPROIOBJPRO/POSSPRO/REFLEXPRO/you/her/it 
PREP Prepositions 
CON] Conjuncts 
ADV Adverbs 
AO]S Adjectives 
N Nouns 
VBN Any past tense or irregular past participial verb 
VBG -ing form of verb 
VB Base form of verb 
VBZ Third person, present tense form of verb 
PUB 'public' verbs 
PRY 'private' verbs 
SUA 'suasive'verbs 
V Any verb 
WHP WH IJronouns - who, whom, whose, which 
WHO Other WH pronouns - what, where, when, how, whether, why, whoever, 
whomever, whichever, wherever, whenever, whatever, however 
ART Articles - a, an, the 
OEM Demonstratives - this, that, these, those 
QUAN Quantifiers - cach, ~11, every, many, much, few, several, some, any 
NUM Numerals ­ one... twenty, hundred, thousand 
OET ART/OEM/QUANINUM 
ORO Ordinal numerals - first. .. tenth 
QUANPRO Quantifier pronouns - everybody, somebody, anybody, everyone, someone, 
I anyone, everything, something, anythin~ 
TITLE Address titles 
CLoP Clause punctuation ('.', '!', '7', ':', ';', '-') 
ALL-P All punctuation (CL-P plus', ') 
For the modified Biber's list, Biber's algorithms were used as guidelines for the 
calculation of each variable. The routines for Biber's variables operated under the 
following general format: 
1. 	 Reading one text at a time and one tokenized line of tagged text at a time, 
searches were conducted to either straightforwardly identify particlllar words, 
such as prepositions or public verbs (see below). 
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2. 	 Subsequently, counters were incremented by one for each particular variable 
that was being investigated and for which an occurrence was being identified. 
3. 	 Finally, an output text file which contained results in relative frequencies per 
hundred presented in rows and columns was being provided as the end result. 
The file could then be used by any statistical program for further analysis. 
A separate routine was written which calculated punctuation frequencies, with which all 
punctuation marks were initially isolated, then sorted, and counters were incremented 
accordingly. Similarly, for the counting of the six most common words in the BNe, all 
the words in the text were sorted and their frequencies were obtained. Output files were 
produced containing information on each punctuation mark, each word of interest, as 
well as values for bi10garithmic type/token ratio, hapax legomena, and hapax 
dislegomena for which different counters had been incremented. Finally, for mean word 
length in orthographic letters, the total number of individual orthographic letters was 
obtained by tokenization, was counted, and was divided by the total number of words. 
Below are Biber's stylistic markers and their description provided for the first pilot 
study. Whenever a marker represents a merged category, it is indicated in the text. 
Biber's algorithms are supplied whenever there was need to rely on them in order to 
calculate the markers' occurrence frequencies. For markers that have been used in 
previous studies in a similar form, a list of related papers is provided. 
1. 	 Verbs in past tense (PAST): all the verbs in past tense form. They are seen as 
the primary surface marker of narrative; this marker has been used in register 
comparison (Biber, 1988: 223; Moerk, 1973; Opas, 1996). 
Examples: He dreamt of his dead son last night. 
Suddenly she appeared out of nowhere. 
2. 	 Verbs in present tense (PRESENT): all the verb base forms or verbs in third 
person singular present excluding infinitives. They are treated "as a marker of 
immediate, as opposed to removed, situations" (Biber, 1988: 224; Bruno, 1974; 
Moerk, 1973; Opas, 1996). 
Examples: I run everyday for one hour. 
She usually combs her hair before sleep. 
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3. 	 Adverbials (ADVS): an adverbial is a word or a phrase used as an adverb (see 
marker number 16). Adverbials include place and time adverbials, hedges, 
downtoners, amplifiers, and emphatics that Biber (1988: 224) separates. See also 
Rudman (2000). 
Examples: above, inside, downstairs, recently, tomorrow, uphill, soon, 
simultaneously 
i. 	 I shall probably visit her mother in Londonfor an hour or so. 
4. 	 Personal pronouns (PERSONAL): they are seen as markers of "interpersonal 
focus" (Biber, 1988: 225; see also Milic, 1982; Milic, 1967; Whissell, 1996; 
Moerk, 1973). 
Examples: I, you, he, she, it, we, they 
5. 	 Other pronouns (OTH_PRONS): this merged list includes possessive and wh­
pronouns (Moerk, 1973; Milic, 1967). 
Examples: mine, yours, his, hers, its, ours, theirs, 
whose, who, whom 
6. 	 Indefinite pronouns (lNDF_PRN): Biber (1988: 226) uses them "as markers 
of generalized pronominal reference" (see also Milic, 1967; Quirk et a1., 1985). 
Examples: Anybody, anyone, anything, evctybody, everyone, everything, 
nobody, none, nothing, nowhere, somebody, someone, 
something 
7. 	 Determiners (DETS): words that limit the meaning of a noun and come before 
adjectives that describe the same noun (LDCE). These include all articles, 
demonstratives, quantifiers, and numerals (Biber, 1988:223). 
Examples: A, an, the 
That, this, these, those 
Each, all, every, many, much, few, several, some 
One ... twenty, hundred, thousand, million 
8. 	 ~ouns (NOUNS): as an indicator of "informational focus as opposed to 
primarily interpersonal or narrative foci". Nominalizations, which here are 
included in nouns, have been used "as markers of conceptual abstractness" 
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(Biber, 1988: 227; see also Milic & Slane, 1994; Milic, 1982; Milic, 1967; 

Bruno, 1974; Moerk, 1973; Opas, 1996; Rudman, 2000). 

Examples: Dictionary, tree, car, house, garden, class, pocket 

9. 	 Gerunds (GERUNDS): words ending in -ing. They are used without 
distinguishing their different functions. Biber (1988: 227) includes them in his 
nominal forms but here are treated separately. See also Milic (1967). 
Examples: Distinguishing, commencing, characterizing, attributing, 
combining 
10. 	Verbs in passive voice (PAS): passive voice in verbs is used when the agent 
(doer) of the sentence is treated as unimportant, or when it is necessary to shift 
the reader's focus to the object of the sentence. Passives are seen as markers of 
"decontextualized or detached style that stereotypically characterizes writing" 
(Biber, 1988: 228; Moerk, 1973; Opas, 1996), and the algorithm provided by 
Biber is: 
a. 	 BE + (ADV) + (AD V) + VBN + (by). 
b. 	 BE + NIPRO + VBN + (by). 
Examples: 	 She was being scolded by her mum. 

I am invited to a classical music concert. 

11. 	Be as main verb (BE): the verb 'to be', not functioning as an auxiliary (Biber, 
1988: 228; Moerk, 1973). See marker number 12. The algorithm that Biber 
provides is: 
BE + DETIPOSSPROITITLEIPREPIADJ 

Examples: I am happy to see you. 

He was extremely energetic for his age. 

12. 	Existential 'there' (THERE): when 'there' is not considered a participant, but 
functions as a subject in the sentence. (11) and (12) are seen as "markers of the 
static, informational style ... since they preclude the presence of an active verb" 
(Biber, 1988: 228). 
Examples: There was a strange sound in the background. 
There is a lot to gain from such an experienced teacher. 
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13. 	Infinitives (INFINITI): verbs of the form 'to <verb>'. They are considered a 
form of complementation (Biber, 1988: 232; Moerk, 1973; Opas, 1996; Milic, 
1967). 
Examples: to see. to taste, to hold. to feel 
14. 	Prepositions (PREPS): a word "used to show the way in which other words are 
connected" (LDCE). They are treated as packers of information into units, and 
tend to occur frequently in formal and abstract styles (Biber, 1988: 237; Quirk et 
al., 1985; see also Ule, 1982; Holmes, 1994; Moerk, 1973; Opas, 1996; Milic, 
1967). 
Examples: By, from, at. of, on, for, into, since, in, to. with, despite, round, 
as, about. over 
15. 	Adjectives (ADJS): words that characterise nouns (Biber, 1988 :237; Milic, 
1982; Milic, 1967; Moerk, 1973; Opas, 1996; Rudman, 2000). 
Examples: common, useful, tremendous, gorgeous, horrible 
16. 	Adverbs (ADV): a word or group of words that describes or adds to the 
meaning of a verb, an adjective, another adverb, or a whole sentence (LDCE). 
Excluding adverbials, they are used to "expand and elaborate the information 
presented in a text" (Milic, 1982; see also Biber, 1988: 237; Moerk, 1973; 
Rudman, 2000; Milic, 1967). 
Examples: quite. just, only, well, back, somewhere, therefore 
17. 	Mean word length (MLENGTH) in orthographic letters (Biber, 1988: 239; see 
also Milic & Slane, 1994). 
18. 	Modal verbs (MODALS) indicating possibility, ability, permISSIOn, 
obligation/necessity, volition/prediction (Biber, 1988: 241). 
Examples: Ought, should, must, will, would, shall, can, may, might, could 
19. 	Private verbs (PRIVATE), as a specialized verb class which expresses 
intellectual state or "non-observable intellectual acts" (Biber, 1988:242; Opas, 
1996; Quirk et a!., 1985). 
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Examples: 	 Anticipate, assume, believe, conclude, decide, demonstrate, 
determine, discover, doubt, estimate, fear, feel, find, forget, 
guess, remember, reveal, see, understand. 
20. 	Stranded prepositions (STRPREPS), which are all the prepositions followed 
by a punctuation mark. 
21. 	Split auxiliaries (SPLITAUX), which are auxiliaries followed by one or more 
adverbs and then by the verb (Opas, 1996; Biber, 1988). Biber calculates them 
as follows: AUX + ADV + (ADV) + VB. 
22. The 	 frequency of the individual punctuation marks (see also Smith, 1984; 
Whissell, 1996; Brunet, 1991) of dash (DASH), 
23. 	ampersand (AMPER), 
24. 	quotation mark (QU), 
25. 	exclamation mark (EXC), 
26. 	question mark (QUE), 
27. 	semicolon (SEMIC), 
28. 	colon (COLON), 
29. 	comma (COMMA), 
30. 	full-stop (STOP) and 
31. 	open and close brackets (BRACKET). 
32. the frequency of the six most common words in the BNC corpus which are 'the' 
(THE), 
33. 	'and' (ANDCONJ) 
34. 	'or (OF) 
35. 	 'to' (TO_WORD) 
36. 	 'in' (IN) 
37. 	 'a' (A). 
'the' and 'of "may indicate nominal character of text, since there is association with 
nouns" (Milie & Slane, 1994; see also Forsyth et a!., 1999; Burrows, 1989; Burrows, 
1992; Milic, 1982; Milic & Slane, 1994; Frischer, 1991; Lowe & Matthews, 1995; 
Whissell, 1996; Ule, 1982; Holmes, 1994; Bruno, 1974; Moerk, 1973). These words, 
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being the most common in the BNC and usually in the majority of texts, are regarded as 
words independent of context, content or genre. It is also assumed that they perhaps 
reflect unconscious habits of the author. If change can be detected in such words which 
are in principle associated with syntactic constructions, then it could be claimed that 
particular habits have been identified that change over time. 
38. 	Bilogarithmic Type/Token ratio (BlLOGTTR): types are called the different 
words in a text, tokens are all the words in the text. The type/token ratio 
expresses what proportion of a text's words is unique. Bilogarithmic type/token 
ratio is the logarithm of types divided by the logarithm of tokens (Forsyth, 2000: 
58). 
39. 	Hapax legomena (HAPAXLEG), which are all the words in a text found only 
once (Milie & Slane, 1994; Keyser, 1992), and the hapax legomena/token ratio 
which indicates what proportion of a story's vocabulary is used only once and at 
which rate new units appear "or the rate at which the vocabulary of units 
increases" (Baayen et. aI., 1996; see also Allen, 1974, Ule, 1982; Holmes, 1992; 
Rudman, 2000; Smith and Kelly, 2002). 
40. 	Hapax dislegomena (DISHAPAX), which are all the words in a text found 
only twice (Holmes, 1992; Rudman, 2000), and the hapax dislegomena/token 
ratio indicates what proportion of a story's vocabulary is used only twice. 
The frequency of the six most frequent words in the BNC corpus, the distribution of the 
individual punctuation marks, the distribution of hapax legomena, hapax dislegomena, 
and bilogarithmic Type/Token ratio were not included in Biber's model but were used 
from the studies mentioned previously. All the variables are calculated in terms of 
relative frequencies per 100 (except mean word length and bilogarithmic type/token 
ratio). 
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A.3 Multiple Linear Regression 
The regression coefficient f3i in the regression formula 
(A.3.1) 
is the slope of the regression line representing the amount of change on the dependent 
variable. This change is brought upon a unit change on the independent variable when 
the remaining independent ones are held constant. The magnitude of change depends 
upon the size of the coefficient; the larger the coefficient is, the more dramatic the 
change on the dependent variable and hence on the slope of the regression line. {-tests 
assess the size of the coefficients based on the coefficients' associated standard errors 
which offer information on whether the coefficient values would vary across multiple 
samples7. In simple regression, the t-test examines the null hypothesis that the 
coefficient value is equal to zero, hence that the regression line is not horizontal. 
However, in multiple regression this is not readily visualized, so whether the predictor is 
a significant contributor to the estimation of the regression model is ex.amined instead. 
When a predictor is identified as non-significant at the .05 level, the predictor is usually 
dropped from the regression equation. This would also suggest in simple linear 
regression that the regression line produced is flat (Field, 2000: 113-114, 149; Garson, 
2004). 
The straight regreSSIOn line is the product of the method of least squares which 
calculates the minimum sum of squared vertical differences possible between the actual 
data points and the predicted ones of the dependent variable based on the best-fitting 
regression coefficients obtained by the regression model in such a way so that they 
minimize those values. When these differences, also known as deviations or residuals, 
lie above the line, they are considered as underestimated, while differences from data 
points below the line are considered as overestimated. Large residuals suggest poor fit of 
the regression model, whereas small suggest the opposite (Field, 2000: 105-106; Wright, 
1995: 225). 
7 If coefficients are expected to vary across multiple samples, hence to be unstable, this will be 
reflected in large standard error values. Consequently, the ::;ignificance test associated with each 
coefficient will not be as powerful. 
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The measurement which is used to assess the improvement in model prediction is R 2 , 
known as the multiple regression coefficient, and it is equivalent to the squared Pearson 
correlation coefficient. It is also known as the proportionate reduction in error obtained 
when the dependent variable is estimated by the known independent ones. R2 reveals 
the error occurring when the dependent variable is predicted compared to the error 
obtained when only the dependent variable's mean is used to estimate the predicted 
values for all cases. The statistic expresses the correlation between the observed and the 
final predicted values obtained by the multiple regression model, and it is calculated as 
follows: 
(A.3.2) 
according to which SS II is the Sum of Squared Residuals expressing the differences or 
error between the observed and the predicted values obtained by the regression line, 
therefore 1- [SS II] represents the percentage of difference that is not explained by the 
SST 
model; SS r is the Total Sum of Squares of the dependent variable reflecting the total 
amount of difference between the individually observed values and those predicted by 
the mean of the dependent variable; and SSM is the Sum of Squares for Regression 
which is equivalent to the difference between the predicted values and the mean of the 
dependent variable, or else the improvement in prediction, hence reduction in inaccuracy 
which results by fitting the regression model instead of the mean. Large values of 
SS~f suggest large improvements in prediction, therefore, they are more desirable than 
smaller values. The final statistic represents the amount of variance accounted for in the 
dependent variable by the independent variables in the regression model in relation to 
the original variance value. The values of R2 range from 0 to I, however, values 
extremely close to I are not easily obtained, except for when n-I variables enter the 
model equation, and are not very useful either (Field, 2000: 107-109; Tabachnick & 
Fidell, 1989: 134-135). 
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To examine the significance, magnitude and quality of prediction represented by R 2 , the 
F-ratio is used. Being originally part of ANOYA8, the F statistic is calculated by 
F =MSM = SSM lei/iv! (A.3.3)
MS R SSRldfR 
and in the context of linear regression, MS M is the Mean Sum of Squares for the Model 
which is equal to the Sum of Squares for the Model (SS fi,1 ) divided by the number of 
variables in the model (dj~ ), and MS R is the Residual Mean Squares equal to the Sum 
of Squared Residuals (SS R ) divided by the number of estimated parameters (dfR)' A 
large highly significant F value implies that the quality of prediction resulting from the 
model instead of the mean would not happen just by chance, therefore, the null 
hypothesis of the independent variables bearing no linear relationship to the dependent 
variable may be rejected. Consequently, confidence may be expressed about the derived 
model and its results (Field, 2000: 112). 
A.3.1 Methods of regression 
Predictor selection is a crucial part in multiple regressIOn SInce the values of the 
regression coefficients are directly susceptible to their predictors' credibility, as well as 
to the way the predictors are entered in the model. Past research and theoretical 
importance are considered best guides for such a task when exploratory research is not 
of primary interest, although random selection of hundreds of attributes is to be avoided. 
After selection and prior to inclusion of the variables in the regression model, different 
methods are available which manipulate the order of their entry. This affects the finally 
obtained parameters (Field, 2000: 119-120). 
The most general regression method is forced entry according to which all predictors 
enter the model simultancously without their order affecting the results. It is usually 
employed when there is a solid theoretical background upon which predictor selection 
was performcd, although it is possible that not all predictors will significantly contribute 
8 ANOVA and the F-ratio are explained in more detail in section 6.2. 
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to the final model. The difference with the method of hierarchical blockwise entry is that 
here the order is pre-determined based on importance in terms of predicting the 
outcome. The assessment is based on F-tests which compute the significance of each 
variable being added whose effect will reflect in the R2 value. In addition, known 
predictors are entered first, with new ones following either in forced entry, 
hierarchically, or in a stepwise manner (Field, 2000: 119-120; Light, 1995: 21). 
Stepwise methods specify the order of entry; however, the decision is solely based on 
mathematical calculations. With the forward stepwise method, the model is constructed 
by including only the intercept and predictors are added as the procedure is progressing. 
Variable selection is based on which independents best predict the values in the response 
variable according to which ones have the highest zero-order partial correlation with the 
dependent variable while all the remaining variables are being controlled for. If 
prediction quality is significantly improved, the predictor is retained and the search for 
more predictors continues. The second predictor will be selected based on whether it 
explains enough of the remaining variance not accounted for by the first predictor, and 
will be retained according to whether it significantly contributes to the model's 
prediction. In this case, part correlation is assessed, which involves the relationship 
between the dependent variable and the predictor while controlling for the effect the 
variable already in the model has on the predictor; and so on until R2 does not increase 
significantly or until all variables have been included in the model (Field, 2000: 119­
120,152). 
The stepwise method is executed in exactly the same fashion, the only difference being 
that after inclusion of a new predictor in the model, the model is constantly reassessed 
by a removal test. This is performed in order to identify the most redundant predictor in 
the model. Finally, the backward stepwise method is available, which begins by 
including all the variables in the initial model and proceeds by removing each one based 
on their contribution to prediction accuracy. In all stepwise methods, the t-test is used 
for variable selection and its values are then compared against either its absolute value 
or its probability value. If the predictor is found not to be significantly contributing to 
the model, it is removed and the model is re-evaluated for the remaining predictors 
(Field, 2000: 119-120, 152). 
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It is maintained that stepwise methods are often affected by random sampling variation 
and small differences in the semi-partial correlation of the predictors in relation to the 
dependent variable which may produce seldom replicable results if a different sample is 
used with the same model (Menard, 2002: 54). This may result in exclusion or inclusion 
of predictors in the model often resulting in theoretical implications. Thus, stepwise 
methods are considered best for exploratory research when no theoretical background 
exists for any research to rely on, when obtaining the best fitting model purely for 
prediction purposes is of primal interest without any concerns for causality (Field, 2000: 
121, 168-169; Light, 1995: 21), and because selection of predictors for inclusion is 
performed objectively. 
A.3.2 Assumptions 
In order to properly use multiple linear regression, adherence to several assumptions is a 
priority, otherwise the validity of results is compromised. To begin with, a linear 
relationship between the dependent and the independent variables is assumed. Absence 
of linearity underestimates the amount of variance explained by the model, as well as the 
importance of the predictors. In the presence of non-linear terms, incorporation of 
exponential or interactive terms is often recommended, although the danger of 
introducing multicolinearity or overfitting of the model due to chance variations is ever 
present. 
Overfitting is typically characterized by large estimated coefficients and standard errors, 
and usually occurs when the number of variables in the model exceeds the number of 
available sample cases. It represents the fitting of noise in the data instead of any true 
relationships present, and any subsequent applications of the derived model would most 
likely result in reduction of R2 values. Remedies of overfitting are applied via cross­
validation which attempts to obtain stable values for R 2 based on a training and a hold­
out sample (Agresti, 1996: 92; Garson, 2004). 
The model predictors are expected not to correlate with any external variables not 
included in the model but with those which may influence the dependent variable. This 
implies that if such variables exist they ought to be included in the model. Furthermore, 
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the dependent variable is expected not to influence any of the independent variables 
which are to enter the model or not. This is to comply with the requirement of 
uncorrelated population error9 to avoid biased results. As an assumption, it may only be 
measured critically. Uncorrelated popUlation error is different from uncorrelated residual 
errorlO which is always uncorrelated with the independent variables. 
In addition, the variance present in the residuals needs to be constant at each level of the 
independent variables to avoid heteroscedacity. When variance is not constant, this 
indicates that either there exists an interaction effect between a variable included in the 
model and one omitted or that the distribution of some of the predictors is skewed. 
Consequently, it is possible that different models may be necessary to accommodate for 
the different variance ranges. What is more, conventional statistical regression tests 
become invalid. Heteroscedacity may be detected by residual plots depicting a specific 
funnel pattern which suggests the increase in error as the values of the dependent 
variable increase instead of random dispersion as a cloud of data points. In SLlch cases, 
revision of the initial model is necessary for either transformation of the original 
variables or incorporation of any omitted ones (Field, 2000: 128, 158; Garson, 2004). 
Violation of the homoscedacity assumption with direct effects on biased regressIOn 
coefficients is also linked with the presence of outliers in the dataset. Being 
distinguished from surrounding cases by exhibiting high residual errors which exceed 
more than two standard deviations of the original estimate, outliers require justification 
for their inclusion in the dataset. Usually, transformation of the original variables may be 
able to visibly remove outliers, however, physical removal from the dataset is not 
recommended without investigation. Nevertheless, it is accepted in cases where there is 
evidence that variables not included in the model explain the outliers' occurrences, 
suggesting that a separate model is needed to accommodate them. Outliers may also 
suggest that additional predictor variables are necessary (Field, 2000: 128; Garson, 
2004). 
Moreover, residuals need to be independent, be normally distributed with zero mean and 
standard deviation of one, and be randomly dispersed. Such a pattern would imply that 
9 It is the difference between the actual values of the dependent variable and those which are 

obtained by the popUlation regression model. 

10 The uncorreJated residual error is equal to the difference between the observed and the 

predicted Y values based on the sample regression model. 

h. 
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the differences between the observed and predicted values are quite small with much 
larger differences happening less frequently. Residuals are best assessed in standardized 
form, as residuals divided by their standard deviation (Standard Error). Unusually large 
residuals greater than 3 are often cause for concern since such large values are unlikely 
to happen purely by chance; therefore, if more than 1 % of the sample produces such 
standardized residuals, there is strong evidence for the unacceptability of the level of 
error in the model and its quality of representation. Independence is a necessity for the 
predicted values, as well (Field, 2000: 123,128,159). 
A.3.2.1 Multicolinearity 
Multicolinearity is also perceived as a nuisance. Reflecting high correlation usually 
above .800 among independent variables, the reSUlting standard errors of the regression 
coefficients become inflated in its presence when variables are added or deleted. In 
addition, the size of R 2 becomes restricted since only one of the predictors which 
highly correlates with a second one will account for the largest part of the available 
unique variance, whereas the second predictor only for very little. Consequently, the 
variance of those two predictors combined is only slightly higher than when only one 
predictor is considered. This hinders proper assessment of the role of each independent 
variable in the model because the coefficients assigned to each variable are transposable. 
Had the two predictors been uncorrelated and accounting for different percentages of 
variance, when both predictors would have been included in the model, R2 would have 
been much larger. Therefore, the presence of correlated predictors increases occurrences 
of Type II Error, that is, rejecting as non-significant predictors who are in fact 
significant. This in tum results in unstable models with unreliable coefficients of 
increased probability of lacking statistical significance that do not guarantee comparable 
results across samples. However, the values of the estimated coefficients are not 
changed by the presence or absence of multico linearity, only their reliability, hence their 
relative importance (Field, 2000: 131-132). 
Multicolinearity may be assessed by inspection of tolerance or Variance-Inflation Factor 
(VIF) values which are produced by omitting the dependent variable and by regressing 
each independent variable on the remaining ones. The tolerance value for such a model 
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is equal to 1- R 2 . High correlation among independent variables results in very low 
tolerance values approaching zero. It is suggested that tolerance values approaching .2 
are cause for concern and indication that the regression coefficients are unstable with 
large standard errors (Garson, 2004; Menard, 2002). YIF is the opposite of tolerance 
(YIF = lItolerance), therefore, high YIF values are signs of high multicolinearity and 
instability of the coefficients present in the model. Garson (2004) notes that values 
greater than 4 for tolerance are often cause for concern, whereas Bowerman and 
O'Connel (1990) find that average YIF values greater than 1 are evidence of 
multicolinearity influencing the regression model. 
Several strategies to rectify multicolinearity involve using larger sample sizes which 
reduce standard errors, or combining variables into composite ones if theory permits it. 
Moreover, the most correlated variables may be removed, although this is not 
recommended if those variables had been selected based on theoretic grounds and really 
ought to be included in the model. It is also possible to substitute the correlated variables 
with a cross-product or a combination of the variables into a single one and incorporate 
it in the model as an interaction term. Finally, principal components analysis may be 
used to reduce the variables into factor scores and then use those as the independent 
variables. 
In effect, adherence to model assumptions produces unbiased models. As a result, it may 
be inferred that the likelihood of the obtained model based on the sample and of the one 
obtained from the population having many similarities is increased (Field, 2000: 130). 
A.3.2.2 Error Estimation and Validation 
Often obtaining a regression model- or any statistical model for that matter - simply by 
using all available sample cases is not sufficient since confidence in the model's 
stability, performance, bias, and generalizability is often sought. For this purpose, 
unbiased error estimation of the predictor model and validation methods selected 
according to available sample size, usually accompany statistical methods such as 
regression analysis, One such validation method is cross-validation (CY) used 111 
situations where sample size is smaller than required but not too small. In particular, K­
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fold CV randomly selects K data cases and separates them from the training data in order 
to form a validation set. The remaining cases form the training set and are used to obtain 
the predictor model which is then tested on the validation set in order to estimate the 
error of the predictor model. This process is repeated until all cases have been part of the 
validation set. Once training is complete, the error produced by the predictor model on 
the validation set is summed and averaged over all K trials. Small K forces the error 
estimate to be pessimistically biased due to the different sizes between the original 
dataset and the training dataset selected for CV, therefore, values between five and ten 
are usually preferred and have been found to produce satisfactory results, whereas values 
greater than ten do not appear to offer any improvement to the error estimate. On the 
whole, although CV is prone to elevated variance values, it is considered a relatively 
unbiased stable validation method which means that all the predictors constructed using 
almost the entire sample produce error estimates nearly equal to the true error of the 
original predictor model (Breiman et al., 1984: 11-13,223; Goodman, 1996: 125, 151­
155; Ripley, 1996: 70-71; Sarle, 1997; Tweedie et at., 1996a: 5). 
If K is equal to the sample size, it is called leave-one-out CV which is appropriate for 
small datasets and large numbers of variables. It is often preferred when the error of the 
predictor is estimated as the Mean Squared Error. Leave-one-out CV is more elaborate 
and computationally expensive than K-fold. It is perfom1ed by having N-l training data 
form the training set and using the left-out case as the validation set. This process is 
repeated N times, until all cases have been left out once and the error is calculated as the 
average of the error obtained on all validation sets (Breiman et al., 1984: 11-13,223; 
Sarle, 1997). 
For much smaller than desirable samples, jackknife testing may be used. Jackknife is 
performed in the same manner as leave-one-out CV with the addition of obtaining the 
final predictor model by using all N cases (Tweedie, et al., 1996b: 255). Another 
difference is that CV is used to estimate the error of the predictor; however, jackkni fe is 
preferred when the bias of a statistic is of interest. Jackknife involves computation of the 
particular statistic in each training sub-sample in order to obtain the average of the 
statistic over all sub-samples. This average value is subsequently compared with the 
value of the statistic when calculated over the entire original sample aiming to estimate 
the original sample's bias. The standard error of the statistic may also be calculated by 
jackknife. Jackknife is useful when the bias of the training error needs to be estimated in 
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order to be used for calculation of the error of the predictor (Efron, 1983; Ripley, 1996: 
73). 
Bootstrapping is considered a more efficient approach than CV when model validation is 
of interest. Bootstrap is performed by selection of B subsets from the original sample 
which are also of size N, however, random selection of subset cases takes place with 
replacement. The result is some level of replication in the subset cases for a particular 
subset, simultaneously implying that several cases from the original sample are not 
being represented. Nevertheless, the booted subsets are regarded as analogous to the 
original dataset as the original dataset is to the population to which generalization is 
aimed. For this purpose, it is assumed that the predictive accuracy of the booted subsets 
compared with the original dataset will deteriorate in the same fashion to the 
deterioration of the predictive accuracy of the original dataset when compared with 
unseen cases. However, this eliminates the necessity of having a separate independent 
test sample for final model validation. Although one sample is available from the 
population of interest, the booted subsets that can be obtained are almost unlimited. For 
this reason, it is possible to examine the behaviour and distribution of the models 
derived from the booted subsets with confidence that the results will also approximately 
apply to the population of the data as well. When the original dataset is examined to 
produce the full model, it is expected that its accuracy will be optimistically biased 
because no independent test set is examined alongside. This optimism, however, may be 
calculated by the development and examination of the booted subsets following the 
same steps for the development of the full model. That is, for each booted subset the 
optimistic measure of accuracy is calculated, and then the original dataset is tested with 
the obtained booted model I I . Following, the booted subset accuracy measure is 
subtracted from the original sample accuracy measure for all B booted subsets, thus 
correcting it, so that the average booted value, also known as bias correction, and booted 
variance are obtained. The booted variance may also be used as an estimate of the 
variance of the original full model. It is expected that variation in the optimistic bias 
across the booted models will be present since the process is sample-based (Goodman, 
1996: 99-100, 160-161; Ripley, 1996: 74; Sarle, 1997). 
11 It is assumed that since the original dataset contains cases 110t represented in the booted subset, 
the non-represented cases play the role of the independent test sample (Goodman, 1996: 100). 
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The final method for unbiased error estimation is the independent test sample estimate 
according to which the original dataset is randomly divided into two independent parts 
to achieve representation, and the second smaller part is used for testing only. The 
predictor model is obtained on the larger part, and the testing part provides the unbiased 
estimate of the error. This is realized by computing the error for every case in the second 
sample and then taking the average. It is recommended as the easiest unbiased method 
when sample data are in abundance, since in smaller datasets independent test sample 
estimate reduces considerably the amount of data used to create the two subsets. 
However, there are instances where extra amount of data are scarce, the resulting split 
may not be of desirable quality, the split percentage is always debatable, and the results 
are variable. At the same time, obtaining point estimates based on the test set usually 
does not provide confidence intervals (Breiman et. aI., 1984: 221-223; Goodman, 1996: 
109; Ripley, 1996: 67; Sarle, 1997). 
AA Scatter Plots of the Prediction Models 
Scatter plots of the prediction models of each author in the first pilot study for each 
genre. In all scatter plots, predicted value is plotted against actual value. 
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Appendix B 
B.1 General Information concerning variables and text 
processing 
Table B.l,' Summarv table for the 852 variables used in the JJtesent thesis. 
Character-based i 
[ I · t' . 127 letters of the alphabet (e.g. C/, h, ,d, x, y), and space, re alIve requencles per 11 . k' [ 'I/() ..]100] punctuatlOn mar s e.g.,:. " 
254 contem variables using the L1WC, GI, and PCAD 2000 software 
I. 54 L1WC example categories (briefly); 
self-reflection - words indicating realization, understanding 
inhibition - words indicating constraint and blocking 
2. 174 General Inquirer example categories (briefly): 
active - words suggesting an active orientation, such as 
acquire, alter 
pleasure - words rei1ecting the enjoyment of a feeling, 
Content including words which show confidence, interest and 
[relative frequencies per commitment. Examples are bliss, delight, commitment, 
100J enjoy. 
3.26 PCAD 2000 example categories (briefly): 
Death anxiety - words referring to death and dying, the threat 
of death, or anxiety about death experienced by or occurring 
to the selt~ and to others, or to inanimate objects. Denial of 
death anxiety is also included. 
1st Hopelessness ,~ words showing the person being in a state of Order despair, lacking confidence, losing hope, ambition, and
variables interests. 
8 1 SI order entropy-related variables such as 
/" order entropy based on individual phonemesEntropic 
relative lSi order elltropy based on individual characters 
1'" order character-based entropy based on the whole corpus. 
Lexical 100 lexical variables 
[relative frequencies per I. 50 most common words in each author's genre, sllch as love, now. 
100] 2. 50 most common words in the BNC - such as all, has, were. which 
64 phonemic variables 
I. individual phonemes such as II', AE, AD andPhonemic 2. phonemic categories (examples): [relative frequencies per 
a. dental consonants (It ill, Idill)100] b. tense consonants (Ipl, III, Ik/) 
c. front vowels (liyl, lihl, leh/, lael) 
63 syntactic and morphologic variables obtained from Biber's list such 
Syntactic as 
[relative frequencies per 1. contractions (n 'I, 've, 'd) 
100] 2. subordinator-that deletion, e.g.l think [thatl he tries to ... 
1-___-,__=-__--::---:-__-;.....:3:..:.,..:c;.::o,:.:nj.l,:·1u:,;.n:;:c;,:ts:.,;·s:..:'l:.::IC::,:h,;:(l:.;,:s.,::a=:::il?oge ther, conseq II elIllv. h owel'1!r, ralher. 
]1111 order entropy based Oil individual characters 
Character-based 50 most common different bigrams of 27 characters - letters of the 
[conditional alphabet and space, e.g. "a immediately/allowed hy s', '0 illllllediately 
2nd . probabilities] followed by t'. 
Order 14 2"d order entropy-related variables such as 
variables 
Entropic 2"d order entrop)' based 011 individual phonemes 
'--___-'-______"_____""_~:}/"(ier (!/arac!t:;!"-based entr?JjV bas!,d Oil ti!e whole corpus 
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Table B.l (continued) 
I. 100 bigrams formed by the ten most common words based on each 
author's corpus e.g. 'the probability of to following you', 'theLexical probability afthatfollowing it'.[ conditional 2. 36 word bigrams based on the six most common words of the BNC probabilities] 
corpus1 e.g. 'the probability af a following and', 'the probability of and 
following to'. 
12 phonemic variables 2nd Phonemic 
consonant/vowel bigrams and trigrams, e.g. . the probability that aOrder [conditional 
vowel is following a consonant', 'the probability that a vowel is
variables probabilities] following two consonants' 
112 syntactic variables 
I. lOa bigrams based on merged syntactic categories using FDGSyntactic 
tagger's tags, e.g. 'the probahility a noun/allows all articlt'[ conditional 2. content/function word bigrams and trigrams, e.g. 'the probahilitl' ofaprobabi lilies] function word fallowed by a content word', 'the probability ofa content 
word fi)llowil1g a function word which foliows a content word'. 
Table B.2: Tnzl (Textual Mark-up Language) tags alld informatioll they represent. The tags were used 
to prepare tie! smilE!Ie texts III mac 1lfze-reacI bl a eJ . j,orm. 
Common html tags Information Genre html tags Information contained 
to all genres contained 
<body> <greet> opening greeling statement 
main body of text
</body> </greet> such as 'Dear Mary' 
greeting statement 0 flen 
<foreign> <greet2> included within the main foreign words 
</foreign> </greet2> body of the text addressed 
at a second recipient 
<quote> <poem>quotations poems
</quote> </poem> 

<tail> additional inforn1ation <close> closing letter statement 
Letters
</tail> regarding the text </close> such as 'Yours sincerely' 

second closing letter 

<close2> statement often following 

example of information that may be contained </close2> body text after the first 
in <tail></tail>: closing statement 
<sign> signattlre following first 
by=Millay Edna St Vincent </sign> closing statement 
year=1912 <sign2> signature following second 
from=Letters of Edna St. Vincel't </sign2> closing statement 
Millay 
Poems <head>
refline=Macdougall, A.R. (1952) text title 
</head>Letters of Edna St. Vincent 
<head>Millay New York: Harper & Bros. text title 
</head>genre=letter 
<subtitle>gender=female subtitles
</subtitle>
recipient=To Mr. Arthur Davison 
<description> introductory descriptive Ficke Plays 
</description> notes concerning the play_place=Camden, Me. 
<act>date=Dec. 15, 1912 act
<fact>age=20 
<name> name of character 
</name> speaking 
1 Although there are common words in both lists - the tcn most common words bascd on the whok 
corpus for each author and in the six most common words of the BNC - the bigrams lists they create 
are different and are calculated by different programs. Therefore, the ii·equcncies, although similar, 
do not actually overlap although they may be close. 
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B.2 Character-based Variables: Punctuation marks 
1. 	 Periods [.] (FULLSTOP) are conventionally incorporated in abbreviations at the 
end of sentences, and usually at the end of phrases, or single words indicating a 
full stop, hence a break in writing. The break satisfies the need to "establish the 
topic, to make a comment about a preceding sentence, [or] to individualize items 
in a series", especially in informal style (Little, 1980: 2). 
2. 	 Commas, [,] (COMMA) on the other hand, provoke a weaker type of break in 
the sentence, often associated with a shift in meaning which is required to connect 
with the previous clause, phrase or word. In terms of responsibilities, commas 
conventionally allow for the seriation of word, which may well function as a 
counting mechanism, the setting off of secondary phrases, the isolation of 
quotations, and the typical presentation of dates and addresses. They also 
accompany conjunctions, introductory phrases and modifiers which follow proper 
nouns, although variation in usage is possible (Salisbury, 1939: 803; Little, 1980: 
3-5). 
3. 	 Periods and commas may occasionally substitute for the semicolon [;]~ 
(SEMICOL) "although [they] are not themselves interchangeable in these 
, locations" (McCorkle, 1962: 675). Carrison (1906: 237) characterizes the 
i 
semicolon as "the big brother of the comma" since it fulfils a similar coordinating 
..... . 
function to that of the comma, often supported by the presence of a coordinating 
conjunction, but rather relating to long clauses which are independent and 
, 
syntactically - although not semantically - complete2 (Pearce, 1983: 54). thus 
~ 
offering better comprehension and clarity. Carrison (1906: 238) also indicates that 
the semicolon "plays at seesaw with the dash, too, most familiarly in the case of 
the hanging participial clause. However, it may also dispute the dash before a 
relative pronoun when it is desired to mark the whole of what precedes as the 
, 
~. 
2 Although if an item already contains a comma, the semicolon may also be present to separate single 
I 	 words in a list-like fashion (Little, 1980: 5). 
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antecedent, instead of the nearest noun or phrase". Finally, Little (1980: 6) notes 
that the semicolon usually characterizes passages written in formal style. 
4. 	 Colons (COLON), which are predominantly considered an element of the formal 

sty Ie 3, seem to entertain a wider variety of uses ranging from introducing 

explanations, appositions, lists, to quotations in anaphoric fashion. However, it is 

not always immediately clear whether a comma would be preferable, especially in 

cases in which the preceding clause is necessary to connect with the following for 

a complete meaning (Little, 1980: 6; Parsons, 1915: 599). Similar ambiguity 

arises with linkage required between two independent sentences or appositional 

phrases for which a semicolon also seems appropriate (Little, 1980: 7). 

5. 	 The dash [--] (DASH) suggests indefinite silence due to verbal omission or 

concealment of thoughts followed by memory association either of the author or a 

particular character in the text in an abntpt manner (Parsons, 1915: 599; 

Thorndike, 1948: 224). It is characteristic of informal writing, adding secondary 

thoughts as phrases to utterances that have preceded it. Moreover, the dash 

usually appears in pairs as round brackets do, unless a full stop is found more 

appropriate - although ambiguity as to the author's intentions to imply silence or 

bracket equivalency may well be present (Poyatos, 1981: 103). 

6. 	 Round brackets [( )] (BRACKETS) are more formal, although they do share a 

similar function to the dash (Pearce, 1983: 55). 

7. 	 As far as the hyphen [-] (HYPHEN) is concerned, it plays an important role in 

compound-word creations in addition to fulfilling "quasi-quotation functions" 

(Pearce, 1983: 55). 

3 According to Little (1980: 8), informal punctuation is distinguished by comma omissions prior to 
conjunctions in series, rare appearances of semicolons, quotation use introduced by commas, and 
emphasis placed by heavy use of colons. Formal punctuation, on the other hand, enjoys greater use of 
colons and semicolons, longer although less frequent quotations, and comma usage before a 
conjunction in a series. In general, "not all English punctuation is a matter of convention; most of it 
actually serves a purpose". 
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<,s ~-"---"''-'-----'---'--------___.....l 
8. The apostrophe ['] (APOSTR) represents genitive, letter or syllable omissions as 
in contractions, and ellipsis (Pearce, 1983: 55). 
9. 	 Inverted commas [" "J (DINV) are characteristic of quotations, of creating a 
sense of distance between the phrase in inverted commas and the preceding 
phrase, of meta-language, and of proper nouns, of emphasis, and of marking 
clauses, sentences, and phrases of interest (Little, 1980: 1). Although they are 
often counted in pairs due to the fact that in instances of direct speech only the 
first part of the inverted commas is supplied by the authors, each item was 
counted as an individual occurrence for the present thesis. 
10. 	 Exclamation marks [I] (EXMARK), besides being used for expressing emotion 
or surprise, they provide the author's personal touch in the text and make the 
passage more vivid. 
11. 	 Finally, the use of the question mark [?] (QMARK) is straightforward. 
All punctuation marks were calculated as relative frequencies per 100. 
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B.3 Phonemes and Phonemic categories 
Table B.3.· Phonemes and phonemic categories used from Whissell (1999: 23-24,30-33), measured in 
re ative requencles per 100I f" 
Variable name Description 
I AA fAther 

2 AE fAt 

3 AH bUt 

4 AO lAWn 

lAW hOW 
. 6 AX About 
7 LAY hIde 
8 CH CHar 
9 DH eiTHer 
EH gEt 

1 1 ER mURdER 

12 EY gAte 

13 HH How 

14 IH bIt 

IY bEEt 

16 NG suNG 

17 I OW lOne 

18 OY tOY 

19 SH leaSH 

TH eTHer 

21 UH fUll 

22 UW fOOl 

23 WH WHere 

24 ZH leiSure 

B Back 
, 26 I D Dime 
27 I F Fault 
28 I G Goat 
29 J Jar 
I K Coat 

31 L Laugh 

32 i M I suM 

33 N suN 

i 34 P Pack 
R Rate 
I 36 S Sue 

37 T Time 

38 V Vault 

.­
39 W Wear 

Y Youn~ 

41 Z Zoo 
.. 

42 I AGGRESSI ~ressjvc consonants:.~.l.~ 
._--"."----_..43 ALVEOLAR alveo1ar consonants: InI, Itl, Id/, lsi, Iz/, Irl, III 

44 APPROXIM approximant consonants: Irl, Iyl, 11I,'.../wl ____.___.. 

-
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Table B 3 (continued) 
45 BACK back vowels: luh/, luw/, laol, laal 
; 46 BILABIAL bilabial consonants: IrnJ, Ipl, Ibl 
47 CENTRE centre vowels: lerl, lah!, laxl 
48 DENTAL dental consonants: Ith/, Idhl 
49 FRICATIV fricative consonants: /fl, Iv/, Ithl, /dh/, lsi, Iz/, Ish/, /zh/, Ich/ 
50 FRONT front vowels: liyl, lih/, leh/, lael 
51 HIGH high vowels: liy/, luw/, lih/, luhl 
52 LABIODEN labiodental consonants: IfI, Ivl 
53 LAX lax vowels: lih/, leh/, lael, luh!, lahl 
54 LOW low vowels: lael, lah/, laal 
55 NASAL nasal consonants: Iml, Inl, Ing/ 
56 OBSTRUEN obstruent consonants: IrnJ,lnl, Ing/, IfI, lvi, Ith/, Idh/, lsi, Ish/, Iz/, Izh/, Ichl 
57 PALATALV palatalveolar consonants: Ish/, Izh/, Ich/, Ijl 
58 RISING rising diphthongs: lowl, lawl, layl, leyl 
59 SIBILANT I sibilant consonants: lsi, /Z/, Ishl, /Zh/,/ch/, Ij/ 
60 STOPP stop consonants: Ip/, Ibl, Itl, Idl, Ik/, Igi 
61 TENDER tender consonants: 11/, Iml 
62 TENSE C tense consonants: Ip/, Itl, IkJ 
63 TENSE V tense vowels: liy/, leyl, laal, laol, lowl, luw/, /ay/, lawl, loyl 
64 VELAR velar consonants: Ingl, Ik/, Ig/ 
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8.4 Lexical category 
Tahle B.4: Top fifty words in the BNC corpus in relative frequencies per 100. 
word sis;nijies that the variable is based on the BNC corpus. 
50 most common words 50 most common words 
in the BNC corpus 
:'\iTB (n't as in not) 
NOTB 
OFB 
ONB 
ORB 
SB ('S GENITIVE) 
SAIDB 
SHEB 
THATB 
THEB 
THEIRB 
THEREB 
THEYB 
THISB 
TOB 
WASB 
WEB 
WEREB 
WHATB 
WHICHB 
WHOB 
WILLS 
WITHB 
WOULDB 
'B' at the end of each 
in the BNC corpus 
I, AB 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
ALLB 
ANB 
ANDB 
AREB 
ASB 
ATB 
BEB 
BEENB 
BUTB 
BYB 
CANB 
FORB 
FROMB 
HADB 
HASB 
HAVEB 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
18 HEB 
19 HERB 
20 HISB 
I 21 IB 
22 IFB 
23 INB 
24 ISB 
25 ITS 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
-
49_ 
1--rso i YOUB 
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8.5 Content Analysis Categories 
Table B.5: Content categories from the General Inquirer (Na., 2002) using the Harvard 
P! . 1 d LVD d' ["S)lC lOSOCza an lC zonanes. 
variable 
name 
description 
I POSITIV Positive outlook 
2 NEGATIV Negative outlook 
3 PSTV Positive words 
4 AFFIL Words indicating affiliation or supportiveness 
5 NGTV Negative words 
6 HOSTILE Words indicatingattitude or concem with hostility/aggressiveness 
7 STRONG Strength 
8 POWER Indicating COtlcem with power/control/authority 
9 WEAK Implying weakness 
10 SUBMIT Submission to authority/power/dependence on others, vulnerability to others, withdrawal 
II ACTIVE Active orientation 
12 PASSIVE Passive orientation 
13 PlEASUR Enjoyment of a feeling, including words indicating confidence, interest and commitment 
14 PAIN Suffering, lack of confidence, or commitment 
15 FEEL Particular feelings, including gratitude, apathy, and optimism, not those of pain or pleasure 
16 AROUSAL Excitation, aside from pleasures or pains, but including arousal of affiliation and hostility 
17 EMOT Words related to emotion that are used as a disambiguation category, but also available for general use 
18 VIRTUE Assessment of moral approval or good fortune, especially from the perspective of middle-
class society 
19 VICE Assessment of moral disapproval or misfortune 
21 UNDRST Understated: de-emphasis and caution in these realms 
22 ACADEM Academic, intellectual or educational matters, including the names of major fields of study 
23 DOCTRIN Organized systems of belief or knowledge, including those of applied knowledge, mystical beliefs, and arts that academics study 
Economic, commercial, industrial, or business orientation, including roles, collectivities, 
24 EeON@ acts, abstract ideas, and symbols, including references to money. Includes names of common 
commodities in business 
25 I EXCH Buying, selling and trading 
26 ECON Economy related used in disambiguating, but may be used also on its own 
I 27 EXPRSV Arts, sports, and self-expression 
28 LEGAL legal, judicial, or police matters 
29 r MIUT Military matters 
I 30 POUT@ 
Clear political character, including political roles, collectivities, acts, ideas, ideologies, and 
symbols 
31 POUT Broader political category used in disambiguation 
32 REUG Religious, metaphysical, supernatural or relevant philosophical matters 
33 ROLE Identifiable and standardized individual human behavior patterns, as used b)' sociologists 
34 COlL All human collectivities (not animal). In disambiguation but may be used also on its own 
I 35 WORK Socially defined ways for doing work 
36 RITUAL Non-work social rituals 
37 SOCREL Socially-defined interpersonal processes 
38 RACE Racial or ethnic characteristics 
39 KIN(i( Kinship 
40 MALE Men and social roles associated with men 
41 FEMALE Women and social roles associated with women 
----------­42 NONADLT Infants through adolescents 
43 HU General references to humans, induding ro)cs 
-­44 ANI Animals, fish, birds, and insects, including their collectivitil.!s 
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Table B.5 (continued) 
45 PLACE CO 	 Words related to place subdivided in: 

Created locations that typically provide for social interaction and occupy limited space, 
~~ SOCIAL 
47 I REGION Region, 
48 ROUTE Route, 
49 AQU/\ TIC Aquatic, 
50 LAND Places occurring in nature, such as desert or beach, 
51 SKY And aerial conditions, natural vapours and objects in outer space. 
52 OBJECT Object related category, subdivided in:I 
53 TOOL Tools, 

54 FOOD Food, 

55 VEHICLE Vehicle, 

56 BLDGPT Buildings, rooms in buildings, and other building parts, 

57 COMNOBJ Tools of communication, 

Natural objects including plants, minerals and other objects occurring in nature other than 58 NATOBJ people or animals, 

59 BODYPT And eighty lJarts of the body. 

60 COMFORM Form, format or media of the communication trans,\ction 

61 COM I Also for communication, used in disambiguation but may be used on its own 

I 62 SAY Four words for 'sai and 'tell'. 
63 NEED Expression of need or intent 
I 64 GOAL Names of end-states towards which muscular or mental striving is directed 
Activities taken to reach a goal, but not including words indicating tbat the goals have 65 TRY been achieved 
I 	66 MEANS Objects, acts or methods utilized in attaining goals 
67 PERSIST "stick to it" and endurance 
68 COMPLET Goa Is have been achieved, apart li'om whether the action may continue 
69 FAIL Goals have not been achieved 
70 NATRPRO Processes found in nature, bir1h to death 
71 BEGIN Begin 
72 VARY Change without connotation of increase, decrease, beginning or ending 
173 INCREASE Increase 
74 DECREAS Decrease 
75 FINISH Termination of action 
76 STAY 
77 RISE Rise~ 78 EXERT Exert 

79 I FETCH Includes carryinz 

80 TRAVEL For all physical movement and travel from one place to another in a horizontal plane 

81 FALL Fall 

82 THINK Presence or absence of rational thought processes 

Awareness or unawareness, certainty or uncertainty, similarity or difference, generality or 
83 KNOW_CON 	 specificity, imporiance or unimportance, presence or absence, as well as components of 
mental classes, concepts or ideas 
Presumption that occurrence of one phenomenon is necessarily preceded, accompanied or84 CAUSAL followed by the occurrence of another 
8S OUGHT Moral imperative 
86 PERCEIVE Perceptual process of recognizing or identi ['ying something by means or the senses __ 
87 COMPAREG Comparison 
88 EVAL@ .Judgment and evaluation, whetherJlositive or negative, including means-ends judgments 
89 EVAL Evaluative words that are used in disambiguation. 
90 SOLVE (Mostly verbs) referring to the mental Qrocesses associated with problem solving 
91 ABS@ Tendency to use abstract vocabulary: 
92 ABS Tendency to use abstract vocabulary mainl>.'. used f<?r disambiguation 
-"------­Qualities or degrees of qualitic$ which can be detected or measured by the human senses. 93 I QUALITYG 
I Virtues and vices are separate 

94 QUAN Assessment of quantity, including the use of numbers 
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Table B 5 (continued) 
95 J\LJ'vlBI 
96 ORD 

97 CARD 

98 FREQ 
99 DIST 
100 TIME@ 
101 TIME CON 
102 SPACE 
103 POS 
104 DIM 
lOS REL 
106 COLOR 
107 SELF 
108 OUR 
109 YOU CON 
110 NAMEGI 
III YES 
112 NO 
113 NEGATE 
114 INTRJ 
115 lAY 
116 DAY 
117 SY 
118 IPADJ 
119 [NDADJ 
~77-r~~~~~~~~~~::~---~------------------------------------------------------~120 POWGAINr-=:-=--r7":-:-:c::=:-:::==::::-+-Pcc0=-\ccV=.:Clcc·I::·n~c_re_a_s-:-in....g,--__________________________...___________ 
121 POWLOSS 
122 POWENDS 
123 POWAREN 
124 POWCON 
125 POWCOOP 
126 POWAUPT 
127 POWPT 
128 POWDOCT 
129 POWAUTH 
130 POWOTH 
131 RCETHIC 
132 RCRELIG 
133 RCGAIN 
Power decreasing 
The goals of the power process 
Political places and environments except nation-states 
Words for ways of conflicting 
Ways of cooperating 
Individual and collective actors in power process 
Non-authoritative actors (such as followers) in the power process 
Recognized ideas about power relations and practices 
Tools or forms of invoking formalpower 
Power words not in other subcategories 
Words of values concerning the social order 
Religion, eighty-three words that invoke transcendental. mystical or supernatural grounds 
for rectitude 
Rectitude gain, thirty words such as worship and forgiveness 
134 I RCLOSSr.-:;-;:-...J-~~~::::-_~R:,:.:::ec::.:t.:,:itc::ll:.::d::.e.:,:lo::.:s:::s!..,w:.::::,o.:,:rd:::s:..,·:such as sin and denounce 
135 RCENDS 
136 RSPGAIN 
137 RSPLOSS 
138 RSPOTH 
139 AFFGAIN 
Numbers 
Ordinals 
Cardinals 
Assessment of frequency or pattern of recurrences, as well as words indicating an 
assessment of non-occurrence or low frequency (also used in disambiguation) 
Distance and its measures (used in disambiguation) 
A time consciousness, including when events take place and time taken in an action, 
Includes velocity words as well 
A more restrictive TIME category used as a marker lor disambiguation 
A consciousness of location in space and spatial relationships 
Position 
Dimension 
A consciousness of abstract relationships between people, places, object;; and ideas, apart 
froll1 relations in space and time 
Colour, used in disambiguation 
Pronouns referring to the singular self 
Pronouns referring to the inclusive self ("we", etc.) 
Pronouns indicating another person is being addressed directly 
Eighty-six names identified in the Harvard IV dictionary 
Agreement, including word senses "of course", "to say the least", "all right" 
Disagreement, with the word "no" itself disambiguated to separately identify absence or 
negation 
Reversal or negation, including about twenty "dis" words, forty "in" words, and 100 "un" 
words, as well as several senses of the word "no" itself; generally signals a downside view 
Exclamations as well as casual and slang references, words categorized "yes" and "no" 
such as "amen" or "nope", as well as other words like "damn" and "farewell" 
Verbs giving an interpretative explanation of an action, such as "encourage, mislead, 
flatter" 
Straight descriptive verbs of an action or feature of an action, such as "run, walk, write, 
read" 
State verbs describing mental or emotional states. usually detached from specific 
observable events, such as "love, trust, abhor" 
Adjectives referring to relations between people, such as "unkind, aloof, supportive" 
Adjectives describing people apart from their relations to one another. such as "thrifty, 

restless" 

Rectitude ends, thirty-three words includin~Lheavel1 and the higGi!:.e~~~:L1CY word "oug,ht" J 
Garner.ing of respect, such as congratulatiol1.:"i. ..._"__.. , ' --1 
Losing of respect, such as shame 
Words regarding respect that arc neither gain nor los~---' I 
Reaping affect 
I 
I 
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Table B.5 (continued) 
140 AFFLOSS Affect loss and indifference I 
141 AFFPT Affect participant, friends and family 
142 AFFOTH Affect words not in other categories 
143 WLTPT Wealth participant 
144 WLTTRAN Wealth transaction 
145 WLTOTH Wealth-related words not in the above, including economic domains and commodities 
146 WLBGAIN Related to a gain in well being 
147 WLBLOSS Related to a loss in a state of well being, including being upset 
148 WLBPHYS Physical aspects of well being, including its absence 
149 WLBPSYC Psychological aspects of well being, including its absence 
150 WLBPT Concern for well-being, including infants, doctors, and vacationers 
151 ENLGAIN Enlightenment gain 
152 ENLLOSS Enlightenment loss I 
153 ENLENDS Enlightenment ends 
I 
Enlightenment Qarticieant _ 

155 ENLOTH Other enlightenment words 

156 SKLASTH Skill aesthetic 

157 SKLPT Skill participant 

158 SKLOTH Other skill-related words 

159 TRNGAIN Transaction gain, general words of accomplishment 

160 TRNLOSS Transaction loss, general words of not accomplishing. but having setbacks instead 

161 TRA.NLW Words of transaction or exchange in a broad sense, but not necessarily of gain or loss 

162 MEANSLW Referring to means and utility or lack of same 

163 ENDSLW Desired or undesired ends or goals 

164 ARENALW Settings, other than power related arenas 

165 PTLW Actors not otherwise defined by the dictionary 

166 NATlON A list of 169 nations (which needs updating) 

167 ANOMIE "a negation of value preference", nihilism, disappointment and futility 

168 NEGAFF Negative affect "denotingnegative feelings and emotional rejection" 

Positive affect "denoting positive feelings, acceptance, appreciation and emotional 
~.I":l'i~~PT 
169 POSAFF 
support" 
170 SURELW "a feeling of sureness, certainty and firmness" 
171 IF CON "denoting feelings of uncertainty, doubt and vagueness" 
172 NOTLW Words "thal show the denial of onc sort or another" 
173 TI\1ESPC "a general space-time category" 
174 I FORMLW Formats, standards, tools and conventions of communication I 
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Table B.6: LlWC 2001 dimensions, variable names, and word examples. The part o/the table which 
! h" d· bemg d" 1 . d Iirom K Ie"omputll1g s (J005)_is re evant to t [S stu y is [rectty cople ovac I erVlces 
Dimension i Variable name Examples #Words 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
1 Affective or Emotional Processes AFFECT happy, ugly, bitter 615 
2 Positive Emotions POSEMO happy, pretty, good 261 
3 Positive feelings POSFEEL happv, joy, love 43 
41 Optimism and enerssy OPTIM certainty, pride, win 69 
' ]\egative Emotions NEGEMO hate, worthless, enemy 345 
6 Anxiety or fear ANX nervous, afraid, tense 62 
7 Anger ANGER hate, kill, pissed 121 
8 Sadness or depression SAD grief, cry, sad 72 
9 Cognitive Processes COGMECH cause, know, ought 312 
Causation CAUSE because, effect, hence 49 
I 1 Insi.l!ht INSIGHT think, know, consider 116 
12 Discrepancy DISCREP should, would, could 32 
13 Inhibition INHIB block, constrain 64 
14 Tentative TENTAT maybe, perhaps, guess 79 
Certainty CERTAIN always, never 30 
16 Sensory and Perceptual Processes SENSES I see, touch, listen III 
17 I Seeing SEE I view, saw, look 31 
18 Hearing HEAR heard, listen, sound 36 
19 Feeling FEEL touch, hold, felt 30 
Social Processes SOCIAL talk, us, friend 314 
21 Communication COMM talk, share, converse 124 
22 Other references to people OTHREF 1 st pi, 2nd, 3rd per prns 54 
23 Friends FRIENDS pal, buddy, coworker 28 
24 Family FAMILY mom, brother, cousin 43 
Humans HUMANS boy, woman, group 43 
RELATIVITY 
26 Time TIME hour, day, oclock 113 
27 Past tense verb PAST walked, were, had 144 
28 Present tense verb PRESENT walk, is, be 256 
29 Future tense verb FUTURE will, might, shall 14 
Space SPACE around, over, up 71 
31 Up UP up, above, over 12 
32 Down DOWN down, below, under 7 
33 Inclusive INCL with, and, include 16 
34 Exclusive EXCL but, exceet, without 19 
Motion MOTION walk, move, go 73 
PERSONAL CONCERNS 
36 Occupation OCCUP work, class, boss 213 
37 School SCHOOL class, student, college 100 
38 Job or work JOB employ, boss, career 62 
39 Achievement ACHIEVEL try, goal, win 60 
Leisure activity LEISURE house, TV, music 102 
41 Home HOME house, kitchen, lawn 26 
42 Sports SPORTS football, game, plav 28 
43 Television and movies TV TV, sitcom, cinema 19 
-
44 Music MUSIC tunes, song, cd 31 

Money and financial issues MONEY cash, taxes, income 75 
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Table B 6 (continued) 

46 I Metaphysical issues METAPH God, heaven, coffin 85 

47 Religion RELlG God, church, rabbi 56 

48 Death and dying DEATH dead, burial, coffin 29 

49 Physical states and functions PHYSCAL ache, breast, sleep 285 

50 Body states, symptoms BODY ache, heart, cough 200 

51 Sex and sexuality SEXLAL lust, penis, fuck 49 

52 Eating, drinking, dieting EATING eat, swallow, taste 52 

53 ' Sleeping, dreaming SLEEP asleep, bed, dreams 21 

54 Grooming GROOM wash, bath, clean 15 

Table B. 7: PCAD 200() dimensions. variable IWllles, and word examples. The table is being copied 

from GB Software (n.d.) and the dimensions are only partly described here. 

VariableI Scales 	 References to 
names 
Anxie!y 
1 Death anxiety DEATH AN death, dying, threat of death, or anxiety about death 
I injury, tissue or physical damage, or anxiety about injury or 2 Mutilation anxiety MUTILATE 
I 	 threat of such 
desertion, abandonment, ostracism, loss of support, falling, loss3 Separation anxiety SEPARATE 
of love or love object, or threat of such 

adverse criticism, abuse, condemnation, moral disapproval,
4 Guilt anxiety GUILT AN guilt, or threat of such 

ridicule, inadequacy, shame, embarrassment, humiliation,
5 Shame anxiety SHAME_AN 
overexposure of deficiencies or private details, or threat of slIch 
Diffuse or non-specific by word or phrase to anxiety and/or fear without distinguishing 6 	 i DIFFUSEanxiety type or source of anxietv 

Hostility 

e.g. Self adversely criticizing, depreciating, blaming, 
Hostility directed expressing anger, dislike of other human beings, criticizing or 7 	 HOSTOVER
outward - overt 	 depreciating others in a vague or mild manner, depriving or 
disappointin~other human beings 
e u Others adversely criticizing, depreciating, blaming,
°0· 
Hostility directed 	 expressing anger, dislike of other human beings, criticizing or8 	 HOSTCOVR
outward - covert 	 depreciating others in a vague or mild manner, depriving or 
dis~ointingother human beings 
e.g. self wanting to die, needing or deserving to die, self 
blaming, expressing anger or hatred to self, considering self Hostility directed 9 	 HOSTINWD worthless or of no value, causing oneself grief or trouble, or inward 
threatening to do so, to self needing or deserving punishment, 
paying for one's sins, needing to atone or do penance 
e.g. Others adversely criticizing, blaming, expressing anger or 
dislike toward self or threatening to do so, abandoning, robbing 
10 Ambivalent hostility AMBIVALE 	 self, causing suffering, anguish, or threatening to do so, 
depriving, disappointing, misunderstanding self or threatening 
to do so 
Social alienation - Personal disorganization scale 
e.g. Interpersonal references to thoughts, feelings or reported 
actions of avoidance, leaving, deserting, spuming, not11 Schizophrenic SCHIZOPH 
understanding of others, to unfriendly, hostile, destructive 
_tho_~shts, feeling~,_or actions 
12 Cognitive impairment COGNITIVE 	 e.g. Interpersonal references to unfriendly, hostile, destructive 
thoughts, feelings, or actions, to congenial and constructive 
thoullhts, feel ings, or actions 
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Table B. 7 (continued) 
Scales Variable References to 
names 
e.g. self or others getting or receiving help, advice, support, 
13 Hope HOPE sustenance, confidence, esteem, to feelings of optimism about the present or future, to being or wanting to be or seeking to be 
the recipient of good fortune, good luck. God's favor or blessing 
Depression 
e.g. not being or not wanting to be or not seeking to bc (he 
14 Hopelessness HOPELESS 
recipient of good fortune, good luck. God's favor or blessing. to 
self or others not getting or receiving help, advice. support, 
sustenance, confidence, esteem 
15 Self-accusation SELFACCU Guilt depression, shame depression 
I 16 Psychomotor retardation PSYCHOMO 
General retardation and slowing down in thinking, feeling, 
action 
or 
17 Somatic concerns SOMATIC e.g. Hypochondriacal component, sleep disturbances, general somatic symptoms 
disturbances, sexual 
Death and 
18 mutilation DEATHMUT Death depression, mutilation depression 
depression 
19 Separation depression SEPDEPRE 
Desertion, abandonment, ostracism, loss of support, falling, loss 
of love or love object, or threat of such 
20 Hostility directed 
outward HOSTDIRO HOSTOVER + HOSTCOVR 
Health/Sickness 
21 Health HEALTH Feelings of well-being, health, being symptom-free (physical or 
mental) 
22 Sickness SICKNESS Feelings of poor health, (physical or mental) 
having symptoms, pain, suffering 
e.g. giving to, supporting, helping or protecting others, to warm, 
23 Human relations HUMAN RE loving, congenial human relations or human relations in which a 
desire to be closer is expressed 
24 Achievement 
strivings ACHIEVEM 
e.g. work, occupation, job, including naming and identification, 
hobby, leisure activity, recreation, including naming and 
identification 
e.g. Statements referring to having, getting, wanting or needing 
help, support, protection, can:, approval, love, doctoring, and 
25 Dependency 
strivings DEPENDE0I 
divine assistance; 
lncludes any oral 
References to 
activity, such 
oral activities, food, etc. 
as chewing gum, eating, 
smoking, drinking, swallowing, sucking, and biting; Denial of 
dependency stri vings 
e.g. Statements referring to having, getting, wanting or needing 
26 Frustrated dependency FRUSTRATE 
help, support, protection, care, approval, love, doctoring, and 
divine assistance, (0 oral activities, food, etc. Includes any oral 
activity, such as chewing gum, eating, smoking, drinking, 
swallowing, sucking, and biting 
27 Quality of Life QUALITY (Human Relations + Positive Hope) - (Social Alienation and Personal Disorganization + Depression + Health/Sickness) 
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B.6 Biber's Syntactic Variables 
I. 	 Verbs in past tense (PAST): all verbs identified in the past tense form and marked as 
such by the FDG tagger. They are seen as the primary surface marker of narrative; this 
marker has been used in register comparison (Biber, 1988: 223). 
2. 	 Verbs in perfect aspect (PASPECT): all verbs identified in the perfect aspect form 
according to Biber's algorithm: HAVE+(4DV)+(ADV)+EN and HAVE+NIPRO+EN 
(questions) including all contracted forms of 'have'. It was hypothesized that 
occurrences of perfect aspect verbs were suggestive of narrative or description of past 
actions which affect the present (Biber, 1988: 223). Examples include He dreamt of 
his dead son last night and Suddenly she appeared out ofnmvhere. 
3. 	 Verbs in present tense (PRESENT): all verb base forms or verbs in third person 
singular present excluding infinitives. They are treated "as a marker of immediate, as 
opposed to removed, situations" (Biber, 1988: 224). 
4. 	 Place adverbials (PLACE): although Biber's adverbial categories were merged for 
the first pilot study, they were separated for the second pilot study and the main study. 
Therefore, the list of place adverbials that was used is the following: aboard, above, 
abroad, across, ahead, alongside, around, ashore, astern, away, behind, below, 
beneath. beside, downhill, downstairs, downstream, east, far, hereabouts, indoors, 
inland, inshore, inside, locally, near, nearby, north, nowhere, outdoors, outside, 
overboard, overland, overseas, south, wuierj'oot, underground, underneath, uphill, 
upstairs, upstream, west (Quirk et al., 1985: 514ff). Place adverbials are associated 
with the physical aspects of the text world (Biber, 1988: 224). 
5. 	 Time adverbials (TIME): based on Quirk et al. (1985: 526ft), the items which 
populated the list are the following: (!/tenvards, again, earlier, early, eventually, 
formerly, immediately, initia!~'y', instantly, late, lately, later, momcntaril.v, now, 
nowadays, once, ()riginal~v, presently, previously, recently, shortly, simultaneously, 
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soon, subsequently, today, tomorrow, tonight, yesterday, Time adverbials are 
characteristic of temporal aspects of texts (Biber, 1988: 224). 
6, 	 First person pronouns (PRONt): /, me, we, us, my, our, myself, ourselves, ourself 
The counting included instances of contracted forms. First person pronouns indicate 
author involvement and interpersonal communication (Biber, 1988: 49, 225). 
7. 	 Second person pronouns (PRON2): you, your, yourself, yourselves including 
contracted forms. They are prefencd to indicate personal involvement when an 
addressee needs to be refened to who/which needs to be involved in the situation 
described at the time (Biber, 1988: 49, 225). 
8. 	 Third person pronouns (PRON3): she, he, they, her, him, them, his, their, himse{!: 
herself,' themselves. As Biber (1988: 225) indicates, "third person personal pronouns 
mark relatively inexact reference to persons outside of the immediate interaction" and 
are usually characteristics of nanative, as well as of personal involvement (Biber: 
1988: 49). 
9. 	 The pronoun 'it' (IT): this pronoun is often observed in cases where generalization 
is appropriate and where nouns, phrases, and clauses may be substituted to create the 
impression of "inexplicit lexical content due to strict time constraints and a non­
informational focus" (Biber: 1988: 49). 
10. 	 Demonstrative pronouns (DEMONST) (as in this is abs'urd): thatlthisltheselthose. 
Demonstrative pronouns function as referents to external or internal presences in the 
text be that "nominal entit[ies] or to ... inexplicit, often abstract concept[s]" (Biber, 
1988: 226). 
11. 	 Indefinite pronouns (INDEF) as given 111 Quirk et. al. (1985: 376f!): anyhody, 
anyone, anything, everybody, everyone, evelJithing, l1o/Jod)" none, I/othing. flo'vvhere, 
sOlnehody. someone, something which function as "generalized pronominal 
references" (Biber, 1988: 226). 
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12. Pro-verb do (DO) according to Biber's algorithms: DO when NOT in the following 
constructions: DO+(ADV)+V (DO as auxiliary) and ALL-P/WHP+DO (DO as 
question). Do as a pro-verb is often identified as a substitute for entire clauses, as in 
the sentence John did it, "reducing the informational density of a text and indicating a 
lesser informational focus, due to processing constraints or a higher concern with 
interpersonal matters (Biber, 1988: 226). 
13. 	 Direct WH-questions (WHDIR) according to the following algorithm: CL­
P+ WHO+A UX (where AUX is not part of a contracted form). Often questions 
express the involvement of the person who asks the question with the addressee, as 
well as the presence of interpersonal relationships (Biber, 1988: 49,227). 
14. 	 Nominalization (NOMINAL) instances were counted only as words ending in -tion, 
-men!, -ness, -ity. Nominalizations indicate compactness of ideas and abstract 
information in fewer words than what would have been expected had verbs been 
originally used, as well as detachment and decontextualization (Biber, 1988: 49, 227). 
IS. 	 Gerunds (GERUNDS) are calculated by counting occurrences of the tags 'lNG' and 
'N', which are counting occurrences of gerunds as nominal functions. Gerunds are 
closely related to nominalizations. 
16. 	 Total other nouns (NOUNS) include all words marked as 'N' and not measured in 
any other category in order to obtain an indication of detachment, decontextualization, 
and of the nominal character of the text (Biber, 1988: 49, 227). 
17. 	 Passives (PASSIVES) are calculated according to Biber's algorithms as follows: 
BE+(ADV)+(ADV)+VBN+(by) and BE+NIPRO+VBN+(by) (question form). The 
presence of passive form suggests a detached style according to which only 
information is usually provided. This is due to the fact that identification of the agent 
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is generally avoided since he is either unimportant or not necessary to be named 
(Biber, 1988: 228t 
18. 	 'To be' (BE) used as the main verb (Biber, 1988: 229). Often used when the need to 
classify or identify something arises, 'to be' is considered a "marker of the static and 
informational style" since no active verbs is possible to follow it (Biber, 1988: 228). 
19. 	 Existential 'there' (THERE) (Biber, 1988: 229) represents the process of existing by 
avoiding the introduction of too much information. 
20. 	 As part of subordination (20-23), which is generally perceived as "an index of 
structural complexity" most prominent in unplanned discourse, Biber (1988: 229-230) 
calculates occurrences of various syntactic constructions aiming to identify different 
functions of the feature that had been observed in past studies (for instance, Biber 
1986a). Beginning with that-verb (THATVB) complements, the algorithms that 
Biber provided (1988: 229) are the ones presented below, each one immediately 
followed by the modified version used by FDG.PY when appropriate: 
a. 	 and/norlbut/orla!so/ALL-P+ that +DET/PRO/there/p!ural noun/proper 
noun/TITLE (these are that-clauses in clause-initial position as in '1 said that 
he slept'). FOG.PY, after having ensured that the word 'that' and its 
preceding ones have been found, searches for occurrences of one of the 
following tags: OET, PRON+PERS, N+PL, N+NOM. If the correct 
combination of words and tags has been identified, the assigned temporary 
variable is incremented by one. 
b. 	 PUB/PRviSUA/SEEMIAPPEAR+that+xxx (where xxx is NOT: 
V/AUX/CL-P/and. However, that-clauses which function as complements 
to verbs not included in the above-mentioned verb classes are not counted. 
c. 	 PUB/PRV/SUA+PREP+xxx+N+that (where xxx is any number of words, 
but NOT=N). Biber (1988: 230) explains that this algorithm allows for an 
intervening prepositional phrase between one of the specialized verbs and 
their complements. 
4 Although Biber distinguiShes between agentless passives and by-passives (Biber, 1988: 228). no 
distinction was made here since not many by-passives were expected in the texts. 
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d. 	 That-complementation is used to allow for ideas to expand usually In 
planned discourse (Biber, 1988: 230). 
21. 	 That-adjective (THAT ADJ) complements as in I'm glad that you enjoy it according 
to the algorithm ADJ+that. That-adjective complements are often regarded as 
entertaining a similar function to that of that-verb complements, however, since no 
methodology currently exists to "ensure a researcher in advance of their distributions", 
Biber separates them and treats them as different features (Biber, 1988: 230). 
22. 	 WH-clauses (WHCLAUSE), which function as complements to verbs like in the 
sentence I believed what he told me (taken by Biber, 1988: 230), are calculated as 
follows: PUBIPRVISUA+WHPIWHO+xxx (where xxx is NOT = AUX, which 
excludes WH-questions.) The particular algorithm was constructed only for WH­
clauses which function as object complements to the verb classes included in the 
algorithm. Chafe (1985; Cited in Biber, 1988: 230) also notes that they are used by 
the author to expand on ideas and are often observed in combination with first and 
second person pronouns, questions, contractions, hedges, and emphatics (Biber, 1988: 
230). 
23. 	 Infinitives (TOINF). Biber defines infinitives as the word 'to' followed by an 
optional adverb and the base form of a verb. This definition groups together "all 
infinitival forms: complements to nouns, adjectives, and verbs as well as 'purpose' 
adverbial clauses" (Biber, 1988: 232). Infinitives are mainly used for "integration and 
idea-unit expansion" (Biber, 1988: 232). 
24. 	 Participles (24-27) are well-known for their various functions: they may be 
encountered as "nouns, adjectives, or verbs, and within their use as verbs, they can 
function as main verbs (present progressive, perfect, or passive), complement clauses, 
adjectival clauses, or adverbial clauses", although all such distinctions are not always 
used (Biber, 1988: 232). Biber incorporates four participial distinctions in his list, 
beginning with present participial clauses (PRESCLAS) as in StufJing her mouth 
with food. Mary opened the window. The algorithm provided is as follows: ALL­
P+VBG+PREPIDETlWHPIWHOIPROIADV Participles are useful when sentence 
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structure elaboration is desirable, Since such constructions are characteristic of 
sentence complexity (Biber: 1988: 49). 
25. 	 Past participial clauses (PASTCLAS) were identified as in the following sentence: 
Built in a single week, the house would stand for fifty years. The algorithm Biber 
provided is ALL-P+ VBN+PREPIAD V (Biber: 1988: 233). 
26. 	 Past participial WHIZ deletion relatives (PASTWHIZ), which are provided by the 
algorithm NIQUANPRO+ VBN+PREPIBEIAD V, are functioning as reduced relatives. 
As Biber (1988: 233), "they are more compact and integrated and therefore well­
suited to the production of highly informational discourse under severe time 
constraints". An example sentence is the following: the solution produced by this 
process. 
27. 	 The last type of participles, present participial WHIZ deletion relatives 
(PRESWHIZ), as in the sentence, the event causing this decline is ... was calculated 
according to N+ VBe (Biber, 1988: 233). 
28. 	 Biber (1988: 234-235) incorporated occurrences of relative structures (28-33) as a 
way of bringing nouns into focus by providing exact information related to them or 
refer to them in an unambiguous manner. The first relative structure that he analyses 
is that-relative clauses on subject position (THATSUB), as in the sentence the dog 
that bit me. The particular construction is represented as follows: 
N+that+(AD V)+A UX/V. 
29. 	 That-relative clauses on object position (THATOBJ) (as in the dog that 1 saw) 
calculated by N+that+DETISUBJPRO/POSSPRO/it/ADJlp!ural noun/proper 
noun/possessive noun/TITLE (this does not distinguish between that complements to 
nouns and true relative clauses.) 
30. 	 WH-relative clauses on subject position (WHSUB), as in the sentence the man who 
likes popcorn is the second relative structure that Biber (1988: 235) analyzes given 
the algorithm xxx+)yy+N+ WHP+(ADV)+A {jX/V (where xxx is NOT any form of the 
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verbs ASK or TELL). The algorithm is structured in a way which excludes indirect 
WH-questions such as Tom asked the man who went to the store. 
31. 	 WH-relative clauses on object position (WHOBJ), as in the sentence the man who 
Sally likes is analyzed by xxx+yyy+N+ WHP+zzz (where xxx is NOT any form of the 
verbs ASK or TELL to exclude indirect WH-questions. In addition, zzz is not ADY, 
AUX, or Y, in order to exclude relativization on subject position). 
32. 	 rinally, pied-piping relative clauses (PIPING) represent sentences such as the 
manner in which he }vas told, and the respective algorithm is PREP+ WHP. 
33. 	 Biber analyzes adverbial clauses (34-37) as a means of revealing informational 
relations in the written medium. Four common categories are preferred since they 
may be accurately identified automatically; and these are causative, concessive, 
conditional, and others. Under the causative adverbial subordinators, because 
(BECAUSE) is the only subordinator with a clear causative function in contrast to as, 
for and since which may incorporate others, too (Biber, 1988: 235). 
I 	 34. Under the concessive adverbial subordinators, although and though (ALTHOUGH) 
I 
are counted since they are often used to present background information to the reader 
or for "framing-purposes" following a general pattern for adverbial clauses (Biber, 
1988: 235). 
i
I" 
\ 35. 	 The conditional adverbial subordinators if and unless (IFUNLESS), which express 
uncertainty or speculation, are also used for framing, but do not operate under a single 
function due to their variable positions (pre- and post-) that they may occupy in a 
sentence (Biber, 1988: 235). 
I 
36. Finally, other adverbial subordinators (ADYS), which entertain multiple functions 
I such as condition, reason/cause, purpose, comparison, and concession, are counted by 
I 
Biber as since, while, whilst, whereupon, whereas, lvizereby. such that. so that xxx, 
such that xxx, inasmuch as, forasmuch as, ins(~f'ar as, insomuch as, as long as, as 
soon as (where xxx is NOT: N/ADJ) (Biber, 1988: 235). 
IIi 
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37. 	 Total prepositional phrases (PREPS) are examined by counting frequencies of the 
following lexical items: against, amid, amidst, among, amongst, at, besides, between, 
by, despite, during, except, for, from, in, into, minus, notwithstanding, of, ojf, on, onto, 
opposite, out, per, plus, pro, re, than, through, throughout, thru, to, toward, towards, 
upon, versus, via, with, within, without. The list is derived from Quirk et al. (1985: 
665-7), however, certain items, such as down and after, which serve functions such as 
adverbial, conjunctive, or subordinative are excluded. Prepositions are known for 
their importance in structuring sentences of highly loaded information on the logical 
nominal type by the construction of grammatical units and the expansion of ideas 
contained within (Biber: 1988: 49, 238). As Somers (1966: 129) notes, they may be 
used in an idiosyncratic fashion, and are frequent in formal abstract styles (Biber, 
1988: 238). 
38. 	 The number of attributive adjectives (ATTRIBUT), as in the big house, was 
calculated according to ADJ+ADJ/N (plus any ADJ not identified as predicative). 
Adjecti ves, especially attributive ones, integrate, enrich, and expand information 
incorporated in a passage. 
39. 	 Predicative adjectives (PREDICAT) (as in the house is big) are regarded as more 
"fragmented... [They are additionally often] used for marking stance (as heads of that 
or to complements)" (Biber, 1988: 237), and are calculated according to 
BE+ADJ+xxx (where xxx is NOT ADJ, ADV, or N), and BE+ADJ+ADV+xxx 
(where xxx is NOT ADJ or N) (where xxx is NOT ADJ or N). 
40. 	 Total adverbs (ADV) are included as marked by the FDG tagger, however, any 
adverbs categorized as hedges, amplifiers, downtoners, place adverbials, and time 
adverbials, are excluded. Adverbs serve similar functions to adjectives in terms of 
integration, expansion, and elaboration of information (Biber, 1988: 237-238). 
41. 	 Conjuncts (CONJUNCT) are counted as follows: alternatively', altogether, 
consequently, conversely, eg, e.g., else, furthermore, hence, however, i.e., instead, 
likeWise, moreover, namely, nevertheless, nonetheless, notwithstanding, other'vvise, 
rather, silllilarly, therefore, thus, viz, 
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a. 	 in +comparison/contrast/particular/additioniconciuston/consequence/sum/s 
ummary/any event/any case/other words, 
b. 	 for + example/instance, 
c. 	 hy + contrasticomparison, 
d. 	 as a + result/consequence, 
e. 	 on the + contrQly/other hand, 
f. 	 A LL-P+that islelselaltogether+[, 1 
g, ALL-P+rather+.Ixxx (where xxx is NOT: ADJIADV). 
Conjuncts function as markers of logical relations between neighbouring clauses, 
therefore, are dominant in structured discourse abundant in information (Biber, 1988: 
239), 
42. 	 Downtoners (DOW) are counted as almost, barely, hardly, merely, mildly, nearly, 
only, partially, partly, practically, scarcely, slightly, somewhat. These are words 
which affect the impact of the verb in a negative manner by diminishing its effect 
(Quirk et. aI, 1985: 597-602). They are also indicative of probability and uncertainty 
(Biber, 1988: 240). 
43, 	 Hedges (HEDGE) were calculated by instances of at aboutlS'Omething like/more or 
less/a1mos tim ayh el.,cxx sort of/xxx kind of (where xxx is NOT: 
DET/ADJ/POSSPROIWHO - excludes sort and kind as true nouns). Although they 
are markers of probability or uncertainty like downtoners, they are less formal, and do 
not have as great a negative impact on verbs rather than on whole utterances (Biber, 
1988: 240). 
44, 	 Amplifiers (AMPL) are counted as the 'antonyms' of downtoners, since they 
enhance the impact of the verb in a positive fashion (Quirk et. al., 1985: 590-597): 
absolutely, altogether, complete~v, enormously, entirely, extremely, fi"~v, greatly, 
highly, intensely, perfectly, strongly, thoroughly, totally, utterly, vely. 
45, 	 Emphatics (EMPHA), whose presence characterizes informal discourse. are counted 
according to the folJO\ving algorithm: for sure/a lot/ such ,dreal + 
ADJlw+ADJIDO+ V/justlr('al~v/m()st/more. As Biber (lnR: 241) explains, they 
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"mark the presence (versus absence) of certainty while amplifiers indicate the degree 
of certainty towards a proposition". 
46. 	 Discourse particles (PARTICLE), which may also be idiosyncratic according to the 
author (Somers, 1966: 129), are counted as CL-P+wellinowianywayianyhowianyways. 
Although they operate under various functions, they are often indicative of 
conversational discourse by controlling the passing of information (Biber, 1988: 241). 
47. 	 Demonstratives (DEMONST): thatlthisltheselthose as indicated by FDG using the 
tags 'DET' and 'OEM'. Demonstratives are used to indicate deixis, and "exophoric, 
text-external, reference" (Biber, 1988: 241). They are often characteristic of 
unplanned discourse (Ochs, 1979; cited in Biber, 1988: 241). 
48. 	 Modal verbs, which are characterized by the interpersonal function since personal 
evaluations are permitted to enter the text, are considered as markers expressing 
degrees of possibility, obligation, usuality, and inclination of events or situations. The 
possibility modals (POSSIBLE) are expressions of possibility, probability, and 
reliability. Biber (1988: 241) includes the following in his list: canlmaylmightlcould 
(and contractions). 
49. 	 The list of necessity modals (NECESSIT) includes ought/should/must (and 
contractions) indicating obligation (Biber, 1988: 241). 
50. 	 The list of predictive modals (PREDICT) includes willlwould/shall (and 
contractions) being suggestive of prediction, inclination, and evaluation of willingness 
(Biber, 1988: 242). 
51. 	 Of interest were certain types of verbs (52-55) sharing similar characteristics based on 
the role they serve, which is usually of cognitive nature or expressive of mental 
functions. In particular, public verbs (PUBLIC) expressing actions that may be 
witnessed publicly formed the first category. The verbs included are: acknowledge, 
admit, agree, assert, claim, complain, declare, deny, explain, hint, insist, mention, 
proclaim, promise, protest, remark, reply, report, say, suggest, S}'I'ear, write. Counting 
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included both past and present forms of the verbs. As it may be observed, these verbs 
express speech acts and are often utilized as introductions to statements of indirect 
speech (Biber, 1988: 242). 
52. 	 Private verbs (PRIVATE) are expressions of "intellectual states or non-observable 
intellectual acts" (Biber, 1988: 242). These are: anticipate, assume, believe, conclude, 
decide, demonstrate, determine, discover, doubt, estimate, fear, feel, jind, forget, 
guess, hear, hope, imagine, imply, indicate, infer, know, ieam, mean, notice, prove, 
realize, recognize, remember, reveal, see, show, suppose, think, understand. 
53. 	 Suasive verbs (SUASIVE) are indicative of "intentions to bring about some change 
in the future" (Biber, 1988: 242): agree, arrange, ask, beg, command, decide, demand, 
grant, insist, instruct, ordain, pledge, pronounce, propose, recommend, request, 
stipulate, suggest, urge. 
54. 	 The verbs 'seem' and 'appear' are perception verbs (SEEMAPPR), which operated 
by emphasizing evidence which is to be processed by "the reasoning process" (Biber, 
1988: 242). 
55. 	 Contractions (CONTRACT), which are preferred in informal language (Biber, 
1988: 243), were counted according to the following: 
N's+ VIA UXIAD V+ VIAD V+AUXIDETIPOSSPROIPREPIADJ+CL-PIADJ. Biber 
indicates, contractions are considered a "reduced form and a disprefered structure", as 
well as a "phonological" or "orthographic reduction" (Biber, 1988: 56-60,243). 
56. 	 Subordinator-that deletion (SUBTHAT)~ which is considered a disprefered 
structure as in 1 think [that} he went to ... is calculated by Biber (1988: 244) according 
to the following: 
Q. PUBIPR VISUA +demonstrative proISUBJPRO, 
b. PUBIPRVISUA+PROIN+AUXIV, 
c. PUBIPRVISUA+ADJIADVIDETIPOSSPRO+(ADJ)+N+AUKIV. 
If contractions are seen as phonological or orthographic reductions, subordinator-that 
deletion is considered a "syntactic reduction" (Biber, 1988: 244). 
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57. Stranded prepositions (STRPREP) are also members of the same disprefered 
category. As it is evident in the following sentence, the candidate that 1 was thinking 
of. .. , they "represent a mismatch between surface and underlying representations, 
since the relative pronoun and the preposition belong to the same phrase in underlying 
structure" (Biber, 1988: 244). They are calculated according to PREP+ALL-P. 
58. 	 Split infinitives (SPLITINF), also a dispreferred structure, as in he wants to 
convincingly prove that... and calculated by to+ADV+(ADV)+ VB, are often avoided 
as instances of mismatch (Biber, 1988: 244). 
59. 	 The last dispreferred structure, split auxiliaries, as in they are objectively shown to ... 
and calculated by A UX+ADV+(ADV)+ VB, are not as rare, although they are 
structured in a analogous fashion to split infinitives (Biber, 1988: 244). 
60. 	 Phrasal coordination (COORDIN), characteristic of logical relations between 
clauses, was counted as occurrences of ADV/ADJ/VIN along the sides of 'and' as in 
the following: xxxI + and + xxx2 (Biber, 1988: 245). 
61. 	 Independent clause coordination (lNDEPCC) 
a. [.J +and+it/so/then(voll/there+ BE/demonstrative pro nlSUBJPR 0, 
b. CL-P+and 
c. and+ WHP/WHOladverbial subordinator/discourse particleiconjunct (Biber, 
1988: 245). 
As Biber (1988: 245) notes, phrasal and clause coordination complement each other, 
therefore, to merge the two categories together will not produce the desired effect. 
62. 	 Synthetic negation (SYNEG): llo+QUANTIADJIN as well as instances of neither, 
and nor; however, no as a response is excluded (Biber, 1988: 245). 
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63. 	 Analytic negation (AKEG) as represented by not and its contracted forms. It is 
considered "more colloquial and seems to be more fragmented" (Biber, 1988: 245) 5. 
All morpho-syntactic variables were calculated as relative frequencies per 100. The variable 
sentence relatives that refers to the entire clause which follows as a type of commentary in 
the sentence Bob likes fried mangoes, which is the most disgusting thing I've ever heard of 
(Biber, 1988: 235) and which is represented by instances of comma [,] followed by which 
was not calculated because Biber calculates it manually, 
Table B.8: English morphological tags provided by the FDG tagger and used by FDG.PY. The 
/h Ilo wing lnjjJrmalioll has been copiedji'Olll Conexor 0\1 (2002). 
POS Subfeature Explanation Example 
N I noun These integrated algorithms are stored 011 the 
compuler's hard disk. 
-­ case NOM Nominative These integrated algorithms are stored on the com~llter's hard disk. 
GEN Genitive These integrated algorithms are stored on the 
computer's hard disk. 
-- number SG Singular These integrated algorithms are stored on the 
computer's hard disk. 
PL Plural These integrated algorithms are stored on the 
computer's hard disk. 
"SODA :Aanual of Operation", R.C. Brigham 
ABBR Abbreviation and e.G.Bell, School ofElec Ellg, UNew S 
Wales, Sydnev, NSW (1958). 
-­ case and 
number like 
nouns 
These integrated algorithms are stored on the 
A Adjective computer's hard disk, from which they are downloaded into the DSP board's random 
access memory (RAM). 
5 Two variables in Biber list were not calculated. These were tyre/token ratio and mean word length 
in alphabetic letters. Although mean word length had been calculated in the first pilot study, it was 
decided to drop it from subsequent analyses since it did not show to significantly correlate with year 
of composition. In addition, it could not be assigned to any of the selected variable categories. As for 
the type/token ratio, it has been widely criticised in the literature as being dependent on variable text 
size, therefore, it was deemed inappropriate for the current analysis. 
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Table B.8 (continued) 
POS Subfeature 
I __ compari son ASS 
CMP 
SUP 
J\UM 
-- number CARD 
ORD 
SG 
PL 
PRON 6 
-- case and related 
features NOM 
GLeN 
ACC 
INDEP 
-- number SG 
SGI 
sm 
PL 
PLI 
PLJ 
-­ comparison ASS 
CMP 
SUP 
-- other pronoun 
subfeatures PERS 
DEM 
RECIPR 
WH 
<Interr> 
<Relf> 
<Rd> 
DET 
-- case GEN 
Explanation 
Absolutive 
Comparative 
superlative 
Numeral 
Cardinal 
Ordinal 
Fraction, singular 
Fraction. plural 
pronoun 
'\Jominative 
Genitive 
accusative 
The independent 
genitive form 
functioning always as 
head ofNP 
singular 
Singular, first 
person 
Singular, third 
]Jerson 
plural 
Plural, first person 
Plural, third person 
absolutive 
comparative 
superlative 
personal 
demonstrative 
reciprocal 
Relative or 
interrogative 
pronoun beginning 
with the letters 'wh' 
or 'how' 
interrogative 
rd1exive 
relative 
determiner 
genitive 
Example 
BiR 
BiRger 
Biggest 
Software can be split roughly into two main types 
.- system software and application software or 
pro\!;rams. 
2010 

First 

One-third 

Two-thirds 

Others go further and define software to be 

programs plus documentation though this does 

not correspond with common usage. 

I Others 
Other's 

Him 

Theirs 
Other 
Me 
Him 
Others 

Us 

Them 

Much 

More 

Most 

Us 
l1zese 

Each other 

Which 
Whl' 

Herself 

I iI/hieh 
If you are running the mess-dos emulator, control­
,lit-insert will cause a soft boot of rhe emulator, 
while leaving the rest of the system running. 
Whose 
6 "With pronouns the only obligatory tag is 'proD'. The anglcbracket tags occur in from of the 'pron' 
tag, when relevant. After the 'pron' tag come the tags 'pers, recipr, wh, dem, or degree of comparison, 
when relevant. )lext is the place for case, then number, and last, 'indep', when relevant" (Conexor oy, 
2002). 
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Table B 8 (continued) 
POS Subfeature 
I __ number SG 
PL 
-­ comparison ABS 
eMP 
SUP 
-- other DEM 
subfeatures of 
dctcI111i ners 
WH 
ADV I 
-- comparison 	 ABS 
CMP 
SUP 
-- other 
sub features for <Ex> 
adverbs 
WH 
1'-: G; 
EN 
V 
AUXMOD 
INF 
-
IYfP 
SUBJUNCTIVE 
-- tense PRES 
PAST 
L::::Jl ers II J1 SGI 
sm 
1-- other 
sub features for <N+> 
verbs 
-----~.--
CC 
-1.___ 

Explanation Example 
singular All option 
plural These options 
absolutive Manv options 
comparative More options 
st1perlative Most options 
demonstrative This option 
I 
Determiner beginning lYVhicli option 
with the letters 'wh' or 
'how' 
I -~ 
--­
adverb Others go further and define 
software to be programs plus 
documentation. 
absolutive Far 
comparative Further 
superlative Furthest 
There are various models of the 
Existential there software life-cycle, and many 
methodologies for the different 
phases. 
Adverb beginning with 
the letters 'wh' or 'how' Why 
The Berkeley UNIX mechanism for 
Present participle 	 creating a virtual connection 
between processes. 
These illtegrated algorithms arc 
stored on the computer's hard disk, 
Past participle 	 ii-om which they are dowllloaded 
into the OSP board's random access 
memory (RAM). 
Others go further and defineVerb; used only for 
software to be programs plus finite verbs and documentation though this does notinfinitives 
correspond with common usage. 
Modal auxiliary Would 
infinitive Would he 
imperative John, come here! 
subj uncti ve The casket be brought it. 
Present tense Are 
Past tense iVerec-,S· If· -­
, mgu ar: 1rS_!J:lcrson Am 
Singular, third l1erson Is 
Noun-verb combination 	 India 's got. .. 
. . . Her. so-and-so needs an instruction J 
mte'J""'" Ito do ,",h-,nd-,",h.
• '"••____" ____... 	 • ..••• 
Co~rdinating 	 AI/d 
conj LlC!\~~~:~__________ 
~oo 
....________J 
7 According to Conexor oy (2002), "the tags EN and ING are used only for participles fLinctioning as 
a verb. With FDG participles in nominal funetions are classified as adjcctives or nouns." 
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Table B 8 (continued) 
POS Subfeature 
CS 
PREP 
NEG-PART 
IKFMARK> 
<?> 
Explanation 
I Subordinating 
conjunction 
pre~osition 
The negative particle 
Infinitive marker 
Mark for unknown 
word; occurs in from of 
a part-of-speech tag 
Example 
If 
OJ 
Are not, aren 'f 
To do this in order to do that 
IIlccliallsim 
Table B.9: English syntactic fUllctional tags used by the FDG tagger and processed by FDG.PY 
I Syntactic tag Explanation 
@+FAUXV Finite auxiliary predicator 
_@-FAUXV Non-finite auxiliarv predicator 
@}+FMAINV Finite main predicator 
@-FMAINV l\on-finite main predicator 
@F-SUBJ Formal subject 
B.7 Entropic variables 
B.7.1 First-order Entropy 
Example 
If you're running the mess-dos emulator, control­
alt-insert will cause a soft boot of the emulator, 

while leaving the rest of the system running. 

Software can be split roughly into two main types. 

Sockets form the interface between U\!IX standard 

I/O and network communication facilities. 

If you're running the mess-dos emulator, control­
alt-insert will cause a soft boot of the emulator. 

while leaving the rest of the system running. 

There are various models of the software life-

cycle. 

Bejng a quantitative measure of uncertainty, randomness, and disorder present in a set of 
events, entropy is defined as follows 8: 
For an event A, which is represented by a set of outcomes that have resulted from some 
random experiment, and whose probability of occunence is equal to P(A) , its self­
information is provided by (B.1): 
8 The definition of entropy and subsequent formulae are taken from Sayood (1996: 13-21, 146) and 
Edwards (1964: 44). 
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(B. 1 ) 
Since the value of the logarithm 9 -log, increases as x decreases from 1 to 0, a small 
probability for event A would result in a high value of self-information whereas the opposite 
will be true for a high probability of occurrence for the same event lO . For two independent 
events A and B, self-information would be equal to 
(B.2.a)i(AB)= logx P(~B) = logx P(A~(B) 
1 1.( ) .and due to independence log, P(A) + log, P(B) = I A + z(B) (8.2.b) 
For more than two independent events which are sets of outcomes produced by some 
random experiment S, represented in the set Ai' and whose union comprises the experiment 
S as in (B.3) 
UAI =S (B.3) 
the average self-information associated with the experiment S is equal to the entropy H of 
the experiment, given by (B.4): 
Assuming that each element from set Ai is independent and identically distributed, (8.4) 
may be written as (8.5) 
9 According to the base of the logarithm used to calculate the probabilities, it is possible to obtain 

different units of information; therefore, log base 2 provides the result in bits, log base e in nats. and 

log base 10 in hartlcys (Sayood, 1994: 14). 

10 Events high in probability of occurrence are considered uninteresting since they are anticipated, 

however, events low in probability of occurrence are considered highly interesting and important 

since they are unexpected (Sayood, 1994: 14). 
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H(S) = -L P(X, )log p(X,) (B.5) 

for an experiment S. Formula (B.5) is known as the first-order entropy. 
Entropy, as defined by Shannon and Weaver (1949), quantities the average uncertainty or 
predictability associated with the informational content present within the written symbols 
of a text, usually in bits per symbol. In this case, the text is seen as a random process that 
generates symbols in a sequence, and the summation of the formula represents all possible 
symbols that the random process, seen as the source, can emit (Donnelly, 1998: 17). 
The higher the entropy value, the more complex the structure of the text is expected to be 
(Bruno, 1974: 18). However, since the measure is text-size dependent, as long as entropy is 
measured on a fixed number of attributes, maximum entropy H max is: 
Hmax = - f(~JlOg(~) = logS (B.6) 
1=' S S 
1 
which, for a set of fixed symbols S, P, = S for all i (Johnson, 1979: 221). By increasing the 
number of attributes by some number k, H max results in a different value (B.7): 
H~ax ;:: - S+kL[ - 1 ) log[ - 1 ) ;:: log(S + k) > Hmax (B.7) 
1=' S+k S+k 
As a consequence, accurate interpretation cannot be attained if the number of possible 
attributes is not fixed. However, this may be overcome by use of a refined version of 
entropy taking account of differences in text length. In particular, it has been proposed 
(Johnson, 1979: 222; Holmes, 1985: 335; 1994: 93) to divide entropy by the log of text 
length and subsequently multiply the measure by 100 to put it on a 100 scale. Values close 
to zero would be suggestive of absolute uniformity, hence of an "increase in intemal 
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structure" within the text examined, whereas values close to 100 would be suggestive of 
absolute diversity, hence "an increase in disorder or randomness" (Holmes, 1994: 93). The 
resulting value (although without the multiplication by 100) is known as relative entropy 
(Edwards, 1964: 45) and the actual formula is provided below (B.6): 
Relative H =H flog S (8.6) 
Relative H additionally permits the calculation of redundancy as a measure of "the amount 
of information incorporated in a message which expresses the reduction in uncertainty based 
on the probability of the event we wish to measure". Redundancy is measured as in (8.7) 
(Edwards, 1964: 44): 
Redundancy = 1 - Relative H (8.7) 
Consequently, being the complement of entropy, as the value of entropy increases, 
redundancy decreases along with the expected informational content of the text. 
B.7.2 Second-order Entropy 
It is additionally possible to define the relationship between two random variables using 
second-order entropy as the conditional entropy of a random variable Y given another 
random variable X for which the resulting value represents the amount of information that is 
still required for Y to be communicated given that the information contained in X is known. 
In essence, conditional entropy is "the average value of the conditional self-information" 
(Sayood, 1994: 146). Therefore, the conditional self-information may be provided by (B.8): 
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for an event A given the occurrence of an event B. If, for instance, event B represents the 
fact that "Mary did not sleep at all last night" and event A represents the fact that "Mary is 
tired", then the conditional probability P(A IB) would be close to 1, since the conditional 
self-information i(AIB) would be close to zero. It is generally expected that a person who has 
not slept enough will be tired the following day, hence event A does not contain much extra 
information. In addition, average conditional self-information is of more interest, like 
average self-information; consequently, average conditional self-information is calculated as 
in (B.9) - which in fact represents the measure of conditional entropy: 
H(ylx)= -LLPll;!yJpCv;)logP(v1Ix;) (B.9) 
j 
Conditional entropy represents the amount of disorder or uncertainty still present for a 
random variable X, after the value of Y has been obtained in order to reduce the initial 
uncertainty, or in terms of text structure, the interrelations between text units as viewed in 
groups or patterns (Bruno, 1974: 18). Therefore, it can be shown that 
(B. 10) 
B. 7. 2. 1 N-grams 
In essence, conditional entropy depends on the calculation of bigrams as single symbols 
whose frequency is of interest. Bigrams, which are n-grams of n = 2, and n-grams, in the 
case of running text, are any CO-OCCUlTing overlapping n-character slices of a longer string or 
any co-occurring n-word slices of a longer word string representing dependence. For 
instance, the word 'train' consists of the following bigrams: 'tr', ora', 'ai', 'in'; the following 
trigrams: 'tra', 'rai', 'ain'; the following 4-grams; 'trai', 'rain'; and the 5-gram 'train'. 
Usually, when character n-grams are measured, blanks are appended to the beginning and 
end of words as they would appear in running text to accommodate for natural word 
boundaries. 
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I 
I 
I 
The mathematical value that represents n-grams is derived from empirical transitional 
frequencies since the occurrence of a particular n-gram is measured within a sequence of 
discrete symbols and its probability of occurrence depends on the occurrence of the previous 
symbol in the sequence. Because of such dependence, the process results in a first-order or 
simple Markov chain model (Khmelev & Tweedie, 2001: 300), although assuming that the 
sequence on which the transi tional frequencies are based on is large and representative of 
the larger sequence of measurement interest, the process is called ergodic (Edwards, 1964: 
45). Consequently, conditional probabilities may be calculated. 
Table B.lO: F irst- and second-order entropic varia bles andIdescription.t leir 
Variable name Description 
Entropic variables: 1st order 
1 LETHI 1st order entropy based on individual characters 
2 LETRELH1 relative 15t order entropy based on individual characters 
3 ! LETREDNI redundancy_of 151 order entrop:t based on individual characters 
4 CENT] 1st order character-based entropy based on the whole corpus 
5 PHONHI 1st order entropy based on individual phonemes 
6 PHORELHI relative I sl order entropy based on individual phonemes 
7 PHOREDNI redundancy of 1st order entropy based on individual phonemes 
1518 WENT] order word-based entropy based on the whole corpus 
Entropic variables: 2nd order 
I LETH2 2"0 order entropy based on individual characters 
2 LETRELH2 relative 2"0 order entropy based on individual characters 
3 LETREDl'\2 redundancy of 2M order entropy based on individual characters 
4 CENT2 2'lCl order character-based entropy based on the whole corpus 
5 CRATIOI ratio of CENTl/CENT2 
6 CRATI02 ratio of CENT2!CENTl 
7 CDIF I difference of CENT I-CENT2 
8 PHONH2 2'''i order entropy based on individual phonemes 
9 PHORELH2 relative 2nd order entropy based on individual phonemes 
10 PHOREDN2 redundancy of 2nd order entropy based on individual phonemes 
II WENT2 2nd order word-based entropy based on the whole corpus 
12 WRATIOI ratio ofWENTl/WENT2 
13 WRATI02 ratio ofWENT2/WENTl 
14 WOlF difference ofWENTl-WENT2 
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Table B.II: Conditional probabilities ofbig rams formed by the top six words in the BNe corpus. 'B' 
at the end ofeach word signifies that the variable is based on the BNC corpus. 
Bigrams using top 6 words Bigrams using top 6 words 
from the BNC corpus from the B~C corpus 
A AB OF AB 
A ANDB OF ANDB 
A INB OF INB 
A OFB OF OFB 
A THEB OF THEB 
A TOB OF TOB 
AND AB THE AB 
AND ANDB THE ANDB 
AND INB THE INB 
AND OFB THE OFB 
AND THEB THE THE 
AND TOB THE TOB 
IN AB TO AB 
IN ANDB TO ANDB 
IN INB TO INB 
Il'-i OFB TO OFB 
IN THEB iTO THEB 
IN TOB TO TOB 
Table B.12: 100 bigrams formed by the top ten most common words in each author's genre measured 
in conditional probabilities. The selected variables originate ji~OIn Millav ' s letters. 
1 AA AND A IA IN A IT A 
2 A AND AND AND I AND IN AND IT Al'iD 
3 AI AND I I I INI ITI 
4 A IN AND IN I IN IN IN IT IN 
5 A IT AND IT I IT I IN IT IT IT 
6 A OF AND OF IOF IN OF IT OF 
7 A THAT AND THAT I THAT IN THAT IT THAT 
8 A THE AND THE I THE IN THE IT THE 
9 A TO AND TO I TO IN TO IT TO 
10 A YOU AND YOU I YOU IN YOU IT YOU 
1 OF A THAT A THE A 
----.,-~ ------,----­
r--ruE.A.N D 2 OF AND THAT AND 
TO A 
TO AND 
YOU A 
'YOU-AND 
3 OF I THAT I THE I TO [ YOU I 
I 4 OF IN THAT IN THE IN TO IN YOU IN 
5 OF IT THAT IT THE IT TO IT YOU IT 
6 OF OF THAT OF THE OF TO OF YOU OF 
7 OF THAT THAT THA THE THAT TO THAT YOU THAT 
8 OF THE THAT THE THE THE TO THE YOU THE 
9 OF TO THAT TO THE TO TO TO YOU TO 
10 OF YOU THAT YOU THE YOU TO YOU YOU YOU 
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Table HI3.· Merged FDG tagger grammatical tags which were used to produce 100 syntactic 
It· ( . d d f(trwlSltlOll b·19rams. fl el]ec IOns remazne unaccounte or. 
Tag Description 
N all nouns, abbreviations 
A all adjectives 
! NUM I all numerals 
PRON all pronouns 
OET all determiners 
ADV ! all adverbs 
V all verbs including present and past participle forms 
CO"US all conjunctions including subordinating 
PREP all prepositions, infinitive 'to' 
NG all negation forms 
Table B.14: Second-order grammatical variabLes as conditional probabilities ofbigrams alld 
trigrams ofconlent and timelion words. 
content-function word transitions 
1 CC Content word followed by Content word 
2 CF Content word followed by Function word 
3 FC Function word followed by Content word 
4 FF Function word followed by Function word 
5 CCC Content word followed by Content word followed by Content word 
6 CCF Content word followed by Content word followed by Function word 
7 CFC Content word followed by Function word followed by Content word 
8 CFF Content word followed by Function word followed by Function word 
9 FCC Function word followed by Content word followed by Content word 
10 FCF Function word followed by Content word followed by Function word 
11 FFC Function word followed by Function word followed by Content word 
12 FFF Function word followed by Function word followed by Function word 
Table Hi5: Second-order phonemic variables as conditional probabilities ojbigrams alld trigrams oj 
consonants and vowels 
phonemic transitions 
1 i P CC I Consonant followed by consonant 
2 P CV Consonant followed b~ vowel 
3 ' P VC Vowel followed by consonant 
4 P VV Vowel followed by vowel 
5 P CCC Consonant followed by consonant followed by consonant 
6 P CCV Consonant followed by consonant followed by vowel 
7 P cve Consonant followed by vowel followed by consonant 
8 P CVV Consonant followed by vowel followed by vowel 
9 P VCC Vowel followed by Consonant followed bv consonant 
10 P VCV Vowel followed by Consonant followed by vowel 
11 P VVC Vowel followed by vowel followed by Consonant 
12 P VVV Vowel followed by vowel followed by vowel 
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Table B.16.· The fifty most common second-order character-based bigrams as conditional 
b b F' Th 'I h" . d'pro a I itleS. e laS sign In lcates space. 
character transitions character transitions 

1 SPACE A The bigram '#a' 26 I SPACE The bigram 'i#, 

2 SPACE B The bigram '#b' 27 I N The bigram 'in' 

3 SPACE C The bLgram '#c' 28 I S The bigram 'is' 

4 SPACE F The bigram '#f 29 I T The bigram 'it' 

5 SPACE H The bigram '#h' 30 L SPACE The bigram 'lW 

6 SPACE I The bigram '#i' I 31 LL The bigram '11' 

7 SPACE L The bigram '#1' 32 ME The bigram 'me' 

I 8 SPACE M The bigram '#m' 33 N SPACE The bigram 'n#' 
9 SPACE 0 The bigram '#0' 34 I N D The bigram 'nd' 

10 SPACE P The bigram '#p' 35 NG The bigram 'ng' 

11 SPACE S The bigram '#s' 36 P SPACE The bigram 'p#' 

12 SPACE T The bigram '#t' 37 ON The bigram 'on' 

13 SPACE W The bigram '#w' 38 OR The bigram 'or' 

14 SPACE Y The bigram '#y' 39 OU The bigram 'au' 

15 AN LETT The bigram 'an' 40 R SPACE The bigram 'r#' 

16 A R The bigram 'ar' 41 R E The bigram 're' 

17 AT The bigrall1 'at' 42 ; S SPACE The bigram 's#' 

18 D SPACE The bigram 'd#' 43 S T I The bigrall1 'st' 

19 I E SPACE The bigrall1 'e#' 44 T SPACE The bigral11 't#' 

20 EN The bigram 'en' 45 TE The bigral11 'te' 

21 ER The bigram 'er' 46 TH The bigral11 'th' 

:22 F SPACE The bigram 'f#, 47 ITO The bigram 'to' 

23 G SPACE The bigral11 'g#' 48 V E i The bigral11 've' 

24 I H A The bigram 'ha' 49 Y SPACE The bigram 'y#' 

25 HE The bigram 'he' 50 YO The bigram 'yo' 

B.B Python programs 
B.8.1 Character-based 
CHARPUN.PY was written by the present author in order to tokenize every character, space, 
and punctuation mark in the sample texts, and then to increment counters to obtain relative 
frequencies per hundred from each item of interest. Finally, an output file is provided with 
the name of the file processed each time, followed by variables and percentage values of 
relative frequencies of the results. The output file contains additional information 
concerning the identity of the author, hislher gender, the type of genre the text is written in, 
the age of the author and the first available year for the document, and it is repeated for all 
the output files produced by the software written for the present thesis. In addition, this 
information is provided by light html mark-up tags found at the end of the machine-readable 
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documents. A full list of the html tags used and the information they contain is presented in 
table B.2. 
8.8.2 Phonemic 
Once all texts were phonetically transcribed, PHONEME.PY was used to extract relative 
frequency counts per hundred. Reading one text line at a time, the program initially clears 
any phonemic transcription of punctuation marks and then separates individual phonemes. 
Following, counters for each phoneme are incremented which are then printed in a 
designated output .txt file that may be used by any statistical package for further analysis. 
8.8.3 Lexical 
One python routine 11 was created which was used to calculate relative frequencies per 
hundred of the fifty most common words based on the BNC by identifYing each word in the 
text and incrementing its respective counter, whereas a full program, COMMON.PY was 
developed to count occurrences of the most common words in each author's genre in each 
individual text by creating a temporary genre-corpus of the particular author, sorting each 
word according to frequency, obtaining the fifty most common ones, and subsequently 
incrementing respective counters for each of the selected words when that word was 
identified in each individual text. 
II The particular routine is incorporated in the FDGBlBER.PY program which was developed to 
extract syntactic variable frequencies, and it is mentioned in section B.8.4. 
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8.8.4 Syntactic 
A Python program named FDG .PY was written which utilized a modified version of Biber's 
algorithms Biber provided for the calculation of each variable using the syntactic 
information generated by FDG 12 The program begins by reading the FDG output text file by 
converting each line of text into a list, and by inserting each line-list into a larger text-list. 
Subsequently, each line-list is processed one at a time according to requirements. In cases 
where ambiguity has not been resolved by the tagger and more than one syntactic function 
tag, hence line-list for that particular word, exists to characterize a word occurrence, 
FDG.PY randomly selects a syntactic function tag line-list from the ones provided which are 
associated with the word of interest. This decision was made following advice by 
Voutilainen (2003), who clarified that the tagger outputs any tags for ambiguous words 
randomly as well. When the output file is ready for further processing, python routines 
created to calculate variable frequencies are invoked and run. The routines have been 
designed to utilize a word's position in each item in the main text list and each tag's position 
within the secondary word lists. 
B.8.5 Entropic 
CORPENT.PY was created in order to calculate first- and second-order entropy values of 
alphabetic characters and the character of space in each individual text based on the 
markers' overall frequencies in the author's genre under examination. To calculate first­
order entropy, conditional probability values were calculated for each character. This was 
achieved by creating a Python dictionary able to contain information for individual items 
such as word type and associated frequency excluding punctuation. Subsequently, those 
values were used to calculate probabilities that were finally fed into the entropic formula. To 
calculate second-order entropy, firstly, the texts were converted into their bigram form, and 
then a similar Python dictionary was constructed to hold information about bigram 
12 The full list of the syntactic and morphological tags provided by FOG and used by FOG.PY is 
provided in tables 8.8 and 8.9 respectively. 
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IJ The ten merged categories may be found in table B.13. 
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frequencies. These values were finally used to calculate conditional probabilities of each 
individual bigram in the text, in order to use them in the second-order entropy formula. In 
addition, relative entropy, redundancy, first-order entropy/second-order entropy ratio, the 
inverse of this ratio, and the difference between the two entropy values were obtained. 
WCORPENT.PY was created in exactly the same fashion, the only difference being that 
now the language item under investigation was words. Similar additional variables were 
produced. COMTRANS.PY followed yet again the same principle, however, this time 
conditional probabilities of the fifty alphabetic letter bigrams including space in a text file 
were calculated based on the transition frequencies of the fifty most common letter bigrams 
in the author's genre, whereas PHONEME.PY similarly incorporated routines to calculate 
first- and second-order entropy based on conditional probabilities of phonemic bigrams, 
conditional probabilities of consonants and vowels bigrams and trigrams, and similar 
entropic values based on each individual text only. Finally, TRANSTAGS.PY reduced 
Biber's morphological categories to ten 13, converted all texts into their morphological 
syntactic bigram form, and calculated the bigrams' conditional probabilities, whereas 
CFGRAMS.PY was developed to calculate conditional probabilities of content-function 
word bigrams and trigrams. 
Appendix C 
C.1 Editing of Shakespeare's Plays - Brainerd Study 
According to the program used, the following text editing took place: 
1. CHARPUN.PY, CORPENT.PY, COMTRANS.PY: 
before after 
JE Ae 
a:: ae 
CE Oe 
ce oe 
No double quotes were present in the documents. 
2. PHONEME.PY 
a. As in 1. 
b. Foreign phrases were ignored. 
3. COMMON.PY, WCORPENT.PY 
a. As in 1. 
b. 
Verb suffixes 	 -'d changed to -ed 
-' st -est 
the following contractions were expanded: 
'twixt betwixt 
'tween, tween, tweene between, betweene 
'tis, ('is, tis it is 
'twas, t'was, twas it was 
'twere, t'were, twere, tw'er, it were 
t'wer 
'twould, t'would, twould it would 
'twill, ('will, twill it will 
'em them 
o'er over 
e'er ever 
e'en even 
, It wilt 
'dst wouldst 
'rt art 
by'r by our 
whe'r whether 
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'fore before 

't it 

'r 	 -er/-re 
's -es/his/us 

'm am­
'g ag­
'n -en 

th' the 

'larum alarum 

'bout about 

y' ye 

y'ar ye are 

'oman woman 

0' of/on 

ha' have 

i' in 

t' to 

'I 	 'Il 
ther's, wher's there's, where's 
gainst against 
Although COMMON.PY expands contractions like 'fl, can't, shan't, re, 've, and 'm, one contraction 
remains unchanged, 'd, because at the time the program was written there was not a syntactic tagger 
available to help with disambiguation, and expanding the contraction manually was deemed 
impractical. 
4. 	 FDG.PY, LIWC, PCAD2000, General Inquirer, TRANSTAGS.PY, CFGRAMS.PY 
a. 	 As in 3, as far as the contractions part is concerned. 
b. 	 The altered verb endings in 3.b were changed to modern spellings, that is, those 
verb endings were omitted, because the content analysis software had trouble 
identifying the words. 
c. 
thou, thee, ye you 

thy your 

thine your, yours 

thyself yourself 

hast have 

hath has 

hadst had 

dost, doest do 

doth, doeth does 

didst did 

canst can 

couldst could 

wilt will 

wouldst, wouldest would 

shalt shall 

shouldst, shouldest should 

mightest, mightst might 

mayest, mayst may 

wert, wast was 

art are 
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C.2 First Experiment 
Table Cl: The greater than absolute .400 correlations ofthe variables tested on Shakespeare's texts 
for experiment one, based on the thirty-eight plays and on the nineteen well-dated ones. a and m 
coefficients are also recorded. 
variable description correlation Brainerd's a m outliers Brainerd's correlation 
name coefficient correlation correlation coefficient 
(38 plays) coefficient coeffi c ient (19 plays) 
(38 plays) (19 plays) 
AND and, and't, -0488 -.50 25.53 -8.53 -AI -.401 
an't, an', 
and-a 
BECAUSE because, -.673 -.68 6.17 TGV -.69 -.679 
'cause 251.32 (+) 
COULD could, 0484 .48 -10.59 132.23 .31 .323 
couldst, 
couldest 
FOR for -.495 -.51 20.70 -21.98 -.52 -.515 
HAVE had, hadst, .514 .53 -22.96 17.71 .51 .503 
has, hast, 
hath, have, 
having, 
'hath, 
have's, 
'ave, 'ad, 
'as, 'a, 
ha', h'as, 
ha't, 
have't, 
hat'st, 
ha'th, 
had't, h'ad 
MIGHT might, .532 .55 -8.45 135.33 .61 .546 
mightst, 
mought 
MORE more, .621 .64 -19.38 68.78 .54 .502 
moe, 
more-
MOST most .684 .68 -8.88 63.84 .81 .813 
MUST must .653 .65 -16.15 86.00 .15 .155 
NOTHING nothing, .447 .46 -7.02 91.76 .35 .312 
nothing-
ONE one, ones, .503 .50 -11.61 51.41 .14 .154 
one's 
THOSE those .511 .55 -6.80 105.57 .38 .362 
UNTO unto, unot, -.595 -.60 4.57 -82.89 -.64 -.620 
unto't 
WHICH which .655 .66 -11.17 40.84 .68 .679 
Table C 1 (continued) 
WHILE while, 
whiles, 
whilst 
-.402 
-.47 5.68 101.72 3H6 
(+) 
-.32 
-056 
WHO who, 
whom, 
whose, 
who's, 
who'll, 
plus 
various 
0441 043 
-9.14 31.36 
.68 
.676 
forms of-
ever, -
soever, ­
somevcr 
i
, 
» 
WHY 
WITH 
V\'OULD 
YET 
why 
with, 
\vith't, wi' 
\'!auld, 
\vouldst, 
j'd, I'ld, 
thou'dst, 
'twould, 
would'!, 
you'ld, 
wad, 
you'd, 
she'd, 
he'd 
yet 
-0407 
-.600 
.656 
.499 
-AI 
-.61 
.67 
.51 
7.13 
31.33 
-18.76 
-12.28 
-38.42 
-35.39 
58.80 
63.37 
-.57 
-.58 
.33 
.16 
-.523 
-.575 
.316 
.154 
~ -----­
I 
~ 
f: 
,l 
I
, 
•i 
I 
I 
~ 
f 
~ 
i-'. 
l 
t 
I( 
~. 
I 
i. 
I. 
,t,' 
~: 
4 
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Table C.2: The corrected Brainerd data, accompanied by total word counts for each play, both 
Brainerd's and those based on the programs described in Appendix B.8. The last column calculates 
whether the difference between Brainerd's and the current author's word counts exceeds 5% 
difJJ:rence. 
case label ROC Brained's Residuals standardized total Brainerd's difference percent 
observed RDC (RDC- residuals words total 
predicted wordsRDC) 
1 TMP 11.0 10.0411 .9589 .94 16032 16036 -4 .02 
2 TGV -6.0 -7.0522 1.0522 1.03 16881 16883 -2 .01 
3 WIV -3.0 -3.8599 .8599 .22 21190 21119 71 .34 
4 MM 4.0 4.7401 -.7401 -.72 21289 21269 20 .09 
5 ERR -8.0 -5.1790 -2.8210 -.71 14360 14369 -9 .06 
6 ADO -1.5 -3.0501 1.5501 1.51 20782 20768 14 .07 
7 LLL -5.5 1.6840 -7.1840 -1. 81 21027 21033 -6 .03 
8 MND -4.5 -4.0747 -.4253 -.42 16077 16087 -10 .06 
9 MV -3.5 -1.6791 -1.8209 -1.78 20908 20921 -13 .06 
10 AYL -1.0 .2625 -1.2625 -1.23 21314 21305 9 .04 
11 SHR -6.5 -8.5958 2.0958 .53 20421 20411 10 .05 
12 AWW 2.5 7.2106 -4.7106 -1.19 22557 22550 7 .03 
13 TN 1.5 1.3584 .1416 .14 19436 19401 35 .18 
14 WT 10.5 9.4059 1.0941 1.07 24545 24543 2 .01 
15 IN -6.0 -.8218 -5.1782 -1.30 20371 20386 -15 .07 
16 R2 -5.0 -4.1488 -.8512 -.83 21768 21809 -41 .19 
17 IH4 -3.5 -3.280 I -.2199 -.21 23896 23955 -59 .25 
18 2H4 -2.0 -05298 -1.4702 -.37 25727 25706 21 .08 
19 H5 -1.0 -2.0023 1.0023 .98 25569 25577 -8 .03 
20 IH6 -10.5 -7.2826 -3.2174 -.81 20524 20515 9 .04 
21 2H6 -9.5 -8.8500 -.6500 -.16 24450 24450 0 .00 
22 3H6 -9.5 -9.0166 -.4834 -.12 23311 23295 16 .07 
23 R3 -7.5 -3.8980 -3.6020 -.91 28282 28309 -27 .10 
24 H8 12.5 7.4361 5.0639 1.28 23311 23325 -14 .06 
25 TRO 1.5 .7815 .7185 .70 25479 25526 -47 .18 
26 COR 7.5 4.7714 2.7286 .69 26688 26579 109 .41 
27 TIT -6.5 -7.4361 .9361 .24 19796 19790 6 .03 
28 ROM -4.5 -3.6730 -.8270 -.21 23967 23913 54 .23 
29 TIM 7.5 4.7135 2.7865 .70 17799 17748 51 .29 
30 Je -1.0 -1.1762 .1762 .17 19099 19110 -11 .06 
31 MAC 6.0 6.0983 -.0983 -10 16466 16436 30 .18 
32 HAM 0.5 4.6863 -4.1863 -1.05 29620 29551 69 .23 
33 LR 5.0 6.1530 -1.1530 -1.13 25258 25221 37 .15 
34 OTH 4.0 3.2651 .7349 .72 25957 25887 70 .27 
35 ANT 6.5 7.9195 -1.4195 -1.39 23811 23742 69 .29 
36 CYM 9.5 8.9381 .5619 _55 26842 26778 64 .24 
37 PER 7.5 4.1985 3.3015 .83 17703 17723 -20 .11 
38 TNK 13.0 5.5268 7.4732 1.88 23402 23403 -1 .00 
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C.3 Second Experiment 
Table C.3: The greater than absolute .400 correlations a/the variables tested on Shakespeare's texts, 
based on the thirty-eight plays and 011 the nineteen well-dated ones. a and 111 coefficients are also 
recorded. * alier a variable name indicates that the variable had also been detected by Brainerd. 
variable correlation a m outliers correlation 
name coefficient coefficient 
(38 plays) (19 plays) 
Lexical variables based on the fiftx: most freguent words of the BNe 
SB -.529 13.002 -22.605 -.306 
ANDB* -.487 25091 -8.521 -.410 
AREB .557 -24.686 47.202 .105 
FORB* -.457 18.793 -20.377 -.484 
HAVEB .451 -19.688 24.982 .400 
ITB .566 -15.727 12.350 .549 
THEREB .439 -10.575 39.678 .281 
THEYB .487 -10.732 36.817 .261 
WHICHB* .654 -11.214 41.496 .676 
WHOB* .433 -7.521 49.262 .427 
WILLB -.554 15.972 -24.109 -.550 
WITHB* -.596 31.017 -35.71 0 -.563 
WOULDB* .572 -17.341 57.088 .116 
Lexical transitions based on the six most frequent words of the BNC 
A THEB .403 -19.198 119.479 .048 
AND ANDB -.577 21.849 -114.330 -.473 
IN ANDB -.431 17.866 -82.728 -.278 
THE AN DB -.423 22.360 -101.109 -.277 
Syntactic 
PRON3 .483 -21.955 5.651 .177 
IT .565 -15.730 12.284 .549 
DEMONST .463 -19.923 31.277 .562 
INDEF .476 -8.913 53.227 .450 
DOW .567 -9.110 231.296 .322 
HEDGE .466 -6.175 188.137 .315 
BECAUSE -.674 6.102 -259.293 TGY (+) -.690 
ALTHOUGH .489 -8.849 108.741 .594 
SEEMAPP .443 -5.3 I 6 81.031 .314 
POSSIBLE .500 -24.151 39.288 .135 
NECESSIT .592 -21.321 56.720 .285 
BE .401 -20.589 7.016 .358 
THERE .419 -7.524 44.854 .235 
CONJUNCT -.424 16.136 -49.029 -.291 
NOMINAL .593 -14.825 18.174 TNK(-) .681 
STRPREP .463 -10.333 78.294 .338 
SPLITAUX .409 -12.266 59.627 .246 
Table C3 (continued) 
WHSUB .479 -3.585 179.955 .474 
WHOBJ .506 -5.599 173.945 .787 
CONTRACT .539 -10.209 15.997 TNKH .721 
A PREP 
ADV ADJ 
ADV PRON 
CON] ADV 
NG PRON 
NUM_CONJ 
NUM DET 
NUM NG 
NUM_PRON 
PREP N 
PREP PRON 
PRON DET 
PRON PRO 
V ADV 
TH 
D 
J 
Z 
SIBILANT 
DISCREP 
CERTAINf 
,, 	 OTHERREF 
~ 	 PAST 
~ 	 INCL 
OCCUP 
JOB 
ACHIEVEL 
FEEL 
OVRST 
NATOBJ 
INCREAS 
OUGHT 
COMPAREG 
QUAN 
REL 
SV 
LNNAME 
IPADJ 
INDADJ 
Syntactic transitions 
-.445 26.173 -239.809 
-.702 -23.283 -532.745 
.554 -16.825 230.460 
-0406 19.883 -203.028 
.472 -7.349 121.030 
-.453 31.864 -238.356 
0412 -18.296 433.209 
.429 -8.777 2312.238 
.643 -33.673 205.682 
-0438 20.263 -86.017 
.481 -28.479 89.945 
.601 -26.810 1183.423 
.728 -500431 627.414 
.499 -43.588 475.051 
Phonemic 
-.440 20.203 -14.893 
-0431 47.677 -10.861 
-.425 15.451 -42.744 
.416 -35.653 14.760 
.433 -92.787 10.782 
Content (UWC, General Inguirer) 
.496 -29.599 13.955 
.421 -19.843 20.567 
.418 -30.740 3.330 
.425 -17.290 7.656 
-.528 43.793 -6.617 
.529 -20.750 20.507 
.547 -13.236 52.261 
.612 -18.480 29.036 
-0438 5.462 -135.160 
0470 -22.968 6.365 
.403 -6.789 26.762 
.418 -8.132 66.522 
.584 -22.256 56.887 
.790 -21.946 32.788 
0426 -19.322 5.730 
.452 -22.579 18.534 
.430 -23.634 3.479 
-.434 -5.287 -2.189 
-.476 8.381 -102.770 
-.531 15.592 -31.804 
-.300 
-.629 
.641 
-.533 
.565 
-.421 
.410 
.586 
.470 
-.370 
.531 
.661 
.719 
.521 
-.293 
-.190 
-.340 
-.228 
.448 
.079 
-.180 
.293 
.621 
-.455 
.550 
.576 
.695 
IH6 (+) -.395 
.110 
.303 
.539 
.201 
.704 
.086 
.115 
.206 
-.176 
-.042 
-.203 
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Table C.3 (continued) 
SURELW .499 -19.344 18.862 -.030 
IF .469 -19.659 18.052 .110 
Lexical transitions based on the ten most common words 
AND TO .404 -17.248 131.252 .452 
MY_A .417 -9.490 148.854 .136 
MY AND -.621 19.805 -110.862 -.373 
MY YOU .591 -11.634 148.332 .235 
TO MY -.410 10.495 -121.608 -.054 
TO YOU .411 -9.144 101.216 -.038 
YOU A .448 -10.291 132.229 .233 
Lexical variables based on the fift:i most common words 
AND -.496 25.788 -8.761 -.418 
ARE .670 -22.007 51.414 .191 
FOR -.470 19.526 -20.875 -.487 
HAVE .556 -20.533 28.436 .475 
IT .565 -15.638 12.386 .545 
THY -.434 6.516 -13.869 -.032 
WITH -.605 31.263 -35.844 -.588 
Character-based variables 
A -.426 97.739 -16.062 -.387 
D -.451 48.415 -15.188 -.180 
E .405 -75.133 7.908 TNK (+) .168 
J -.418 7.166 -81.297 -.430 
DASH .544 -5.297 36.239 TMP (+) .653 
TNKH 
Character transitions based on the fifty most common ones 
E S .648 -38.504 536.545 ADOH .422 
H_SPACE -.416 32.775 -258.311 -.415 
H I .552 -43.000 313.966 .384 
ND -.535 39.570 -206.817 -.519 
N_O .551 -31.407 260.965 .405 
ON .454 -33.617 332.980 .420 
OR -.432 26.838 -215.757 2H6 (+) -.199 
3H6(+) 
RE .510 -51.015 248.221 TNK (+) .265 
Y_SPACE -.504 46.800 -72.825 -.031 
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Figure C 1: Scattergrams of the variables used in the second experiment showing absolute 
correlations over AOO both in the test set and in all of the thirty-eight plays, as measured in the 
thirty-eight plays, 
"U 
~.l,., 
ALTHOUGH It' );1>'0 INCREAS 
~d'~]
/SJf;Jf 
COMPAREG 
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Table C4: Eight different Muftiple Linear Regressions with Regression 011 PCs when appropriate were conducted for eight different variable 
types. ORDER indicates whether the variables are singletolls or bigrams, COEFFICIENTS include the coefficients in combination with their 
variables as they would appear in the regression formula. RDC is Relative Date of Composition. and SE is Standard Error of the Estimate 
calculated indicatively for the dubiolis sample. Failed Predictions contains any cases that appear to have significantly different predicted dates 
FOIn the observed ones. 
Multiple Linear Regression Regression on Principal Components 
order variable coefficients R 2 MESS MSE coefficients R2 MESS MSE SE for failed 
type dubious predictions 
sample 
1s( characters 7.082 .185 22.16 26.13 7.88 
order -62.766*J 
phonemic -60.614 .200 21.74 26.32 7.98 
7.245*SIBILANT 
lexical 	 36.903 .919 2.19 11.28 1.711 .550 12.24 14.28 7.48 
-6.480*AND 3.972*( 
-13.073*FOR -.186*AND 
-25.274*HA VE -.027*FOR 
-201.918*IT .202*HAVE 
47.694*WITH .194*IT 
211.069*ITB -.l77*WITH 
30.681 *WHICHB 	 . 193*ITB 
4. 763*WILLB 	 .118*WHICHB 
-61.683*WITHB 	 -.104*WILLB 
-.180*WITHB) 
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Table C4 (continued) 
2nd syntactic -52.241 .812 5.10 18.31 J.71J .617 10.43 12.37 8.76 test set: T0V 
order 2.938* ADY ADJ 4.207*( 
IS8.279*ADY PRON -.144*ADV A 
48.137*NG PRON .186* ADY PRON 
-1062.302*NUM N0 .119*NG PRON 
-13.718*NUM PRON .181*NUM NG 
44.S86*PREP PRON .167*NUM PRON 
1024.177*PRON DET .170*PREP PRON 
49.740*PRON PRON .077*PRON DET 
S1.l30*Y ADY .190*PRON PRON 
.089*Y _ ADY) 
characters 44.107 .629 10.08 22.10 1.711 .477 14.22 20.99 8.24 
249.IS1*E S -2.684*( 
-209.826*H SPACE -.OS7*E S 
-203.0S4*N D .393*H SPACE 
-118.655*N 0 .320*N D 
188.S14*0 N -.418*N 0 
.051*O_N) 
2.547*( 
.638*E S 
-.046*H SPACE 
+.115*N D 
.027*N 0 
.S62*O_N) 
J:lhonemic 
entropic 
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C.4 Third Experiment 
!able C.5: I-values and their significance for the Regression Coefficients of the regression formulae 
__':.!.!..!!:'J.!!l'yll (!1/ t 3. . 
variable 
type 
variables Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 
Sig. 
~-~--,--
B Std. Error Beta 
Syntactic 	 (Constant) 
-15.268 3.526 
-4.330 .002 
IT 
-3.077 2.440 -.166 -1.261 .239 
DEMONST 19.729 6.488 .425 3.041 .014 
INDEF 5.902 10.309 .062 .573 .581 
BECAUSE -98.804 31.037 -.373 -3.183 .011 
ALTHOUGH 29.078 18.913 .179 1.537 .159 
NOMINAL 1.525 3.837 .054 .397 .700 
WHSUB 27.492 34.332 .095 .801 .444 
WHOBJ 70.500 37.599 .279 1.875 .094 
CONTRACT 3.019 2.871 .137 1.052 .320 
Content 	 (Constant) -48.536 19.933 -2.435 .033 
PAST 2.188 2.439 .170 .897 .389 
INCL 2.540 2.392 .257 1.062 .311 
OCCUP -18.223 16.451 -.420 -1.108 .292 
JOB 35.314 18.391 .365 1.920 .081 
ACHIEVEL 47.913 23.728 .936 2.019 .069 
INCREAS -11.944 27.516 -.092 -.434 .673 
COMPAREG 12.204 7.804 .349 1.564 .146 
-1.750 .114Syntactic (Constant) -52.241 29.853 
transi tions 
ADV_.ADJ 2.938 159.913 .004 .018 .986 
.444 .270ADY PRON 158.279 134.553 	 1.176 
NO]RON 48.137 73.806 .191 .652 .531 
-.673 .518NUM NO -1062.302 1579.530 -.232 
-.119 .908NUM PRON -13.718 114.920 -.051 
.696 .504PREP]RO 44.586 64.092 JOO 
2.089 .066PRON DET 1024.177 490.259 .525 
49.740 358.615 .075 .139 .893PRON]RO 
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Table C5 (continued) 
Lexical (Constant) 36.903 14.267 2.587 .029 
AND
-
-6.480 2.646 -.444 -2.449 .037 
FOR -13.073 5.301 -.407 -2.466 .036 
HAVE -25.274 10.872 -.535 -2.325 .045 
IT -201.918 120.303 -10.860 -1.678 .128 
WITH
-
47.694 91.882 .789 .519 .616 
ITB 211.069 118.590 11.369 1.780 .109 
WHICHB 30.681 9.988 .639 3.072 .013 
WILLB 4.763 7.248 .142 .657 .528 
WITHB -61.683 91.446 -1.027 -.675 .517 
Character (Constant) 44.107 44.208 .998 .337 
transitions 
E S 249.151 132.325 .392 1.883 .082 
H SP -209.826 175.073 -.384 -1.199 .252 
ND -203.054 81.592 -.601 -2.489 .027 
N 0 -118.655 134.181 -.315 -.884 .393 
ON 188.514 129.270 .288 1.458 .168 
Character (Constant) 7.082 2.962 2.391 .029 
J -62.766 31.935 -.430 -1.965 .066 
Phonemic (Constant) -60.614 30.216 -2.006 .061 
SIBILANT 7.245 3.510 .448 2.064 .055 
Lexical (Constant) .824 10.974 .075 .941 
transitions 
AND ANDB -60.926 34.381 -.376 -1.772 .095 
AND TO 97.437 59.741 .346 1.631 .122 
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C.5 Fourth Experiment 
Table C. 6: Standardized residuals for the Brainerd variables in experiment 4 when stepwise multiple 
linear regression is used. 
case label RDC Brained's Residuals standardized 
observed variables (RDC- residuals 
RDC RDC)
predicted 
1 TMP 11.0 10.7529 0.2471 0.11 
2 TGV -6.0 -3.8406 -2.1594 -0.92 
3 WIV -3.0 2.1565 -5.1565 -0.58 
4 MM 4.0 6.4176 -2.4176 -1.03 
5 ERR -8.0 2.7587 -10.7587 -1.20 
6 ADO -1.5 -3.1965 1.6965 0.73 
7 LLL -5.5 2.9942 -8.4942 -0.95 
8 MND -4.5 -4.9276 0.4276 0.18 
9 MV -3.5 -0.7552 -2.7448 -1.17 
10 AYL -1.0 1.5246 -2.5246 -1.08 
11 SHR -6.5 2.3611 -8.8611 -0.99 
12 AWW 2.5 3.1757 -0.6757 -0.08 
13 TN 1.5 -0.7572 2.2572 0.97 
14 WT 10.5 6.3134 4.1866 1.79 
15 IN -6.0 3.1012 -9.1012 -1.02 
16 R2 -5.0 -2.9852 -2.0148 -0.86 
17 lH4 -3.5 -5.5015 2.0015 0.86 
18 2H4 -2.0 2.7774 -4.7774 -0.53 
19 H5 -1.0 1.1774 -2.1774 -0.93 
20 1H6 -10.5 2.7603 -13.2603 -1.48 
21 2H6 -9.5 2.7969 -12.2969 -1.37 
22 3H6 -9.5 2.6981 -12.1981 -1.36 
23 R3 -7.5 3.0148 -10.5148 -1.17 
24 H8 12.5 3.2171 9.2829 1.04 
25 TRO 1.5 1.8241 -0.3241 -0.14 
26 COR 7.5 3.1701 4.3299 0.48 
27 TIT -6.5 2.7243 -9.2243 -1.03 
28 ROM -4.5 2.5973 -7.0973 -0.79 
29 TIM 7.5 3.5010 3.9990 0.45 
30 JC -1.0 -1.8654 0.8654 0.37 
31 MAC 6.0 6.5705 -0.5705 -0.24 
32 HAM 0.5 3.3444 -2.8444 -0.32 
33 LR 5.0 8.5318 -3.5318 -1.51 
34 OTH 4.0 2.4004 1.5996 0.68 
35 ANT 6.5 4.3394 2.1606 0.92 
36 CYM 9.5 6.4771 3.0229 1.29 
37 PER 7.5 3.7940 3.7060 0.41 
38 TNK 13.0 2.8833 10.1167 1.13 
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C.6 Fifth Experiment 
Table C. 7: The greater than absolute .400 correlations ofthe variables tested all Shakespeare's texts, 
_!!C!:.sed on t/~!2i-,~teen well-dat~£!ays o!Y:!L _______ _____________ 
vanable r vanable r !variable r 

name (19pJays) name (19 plays) I name (19 plays) 

Character variables 
~-------------,----~".-
L -.670 CH .495 POSFEEL -.544 

APOSTR .745 DH .466 FRIENDS -.473 

SEMICOL .499 OW .524 PAST .621 

LNDASH .757 L -.617 occuP .550 

V -.480 JOB .576 

Lexical variables APPROXIM -.596 ACI-I1EVEL .695 

BILAB .500 PLEASUR -.471 

FORB -.484 TENSE C .477 EMOT -.466 

HADB .546 WORK .464 

INB -.484 VEHICLE .515 

WILLB MEANSLW .471 

ITB BEGIN .526

-m ~;~~ti'~ri'bl~ ~~i 
ORB INCREAS .539 

WASB COMPAREG .704 

WHICHB .676 I PASPECT .515 DIM -.499 

WITHB -.563 I IT .549 PHYSCAL -.457 

IT 
.545 I DEMONST .562 SEXUAL -.532 

WITH -.588 BECAUSE -.690 

~----------------FOR 
-.487 AL THOUGH .594 ~...-.:oC=ha;:.:.r::..:accc:..:te;.:..r..:.:;tr=an=s=iti:c:.on:.::s,---_ 

HAVE .475 NOMINAL .681 

IN -.493 WHSUB .474 SP L -.721 

WHOBJ .787 M_E -.650 
PIPING .477 ND -.519 
DO .508 S T .460 
PRESCLAS -.505 
--.,-"--­
Lexical variables 
..---~-~----.--.--
A_A .555 AND ANDB -.473 
ADV A -.629 AND_INB -.656 
ADV]RON .641 IN_THEB .499 
CONJS_AD -.533 THE_INB -.495 
CONJ_V .477 TO_THEB .464 
DET PRON -.585 IA -.544 
N_PRON -.590 OF THE .520 
N_V .547 YOU_OF .485 
NG]RON .565 [S AND -.513 
NUM NG .586 
NUM]RON .470 
PREP PRON .531 
PRON DET .661 
PRON PRON .719 
V_ADV .521 
VV .671 
-,~...--.,----,----,"----,~ 
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Table C. 8: Standardized residuals for the mixed-categories variables in experiment 5 when stepwise 
multiple linear regression is used. 
case label RDC Mixed Residuals standardized 
observed RDC (RDC- residuals 
predicted RDC) 
TMP 11.0 11.1995 -.1995 -.13 
2 TGY -6.0 -5.0070 -.9930 -.64 
3 Wry -3.0 -1.1581 -1.8419 -.23 
..f MM 4.0 1.6411 2.3589 1.52 
5 ERR -8.0 -2.5448 -5.4552 -.69 
6 ADO -1.5 -2.9952 1.4952 .97 
7 LLL -5.5 -.8463 -4.6537 -.59 
X MND -4.5 -5.8342 1.3342 .86 
9 MY -3.5 -.1957 -3.3043 -2.14 
10 AYL -1.0 -1.4613 .4613 .30 
II SHR -6.5 -2.4848 -4.0152 -.51 
12 AWW 2.5 -2.1436 4.6436 .59 
13 TN 1.5 .2425 1.2575 .81 
14 WT 10.5 8.7302 1.7698 1.14 
15 IN -6.0 -2.1562 -3.8438 -.49 
16 R2 -5.0 -3.7172 -1.2828 -.83 
17 IH4 -3.5 -1.4499 -2.0501 -1.33 
18 2H4 -2.0 -2.3479 .3479 .04 
19 H5 -1.0 -1.0920 .0920 .06 
20 1H6 -10.5 -2.1474 -8.3526 -1.06 
21 2H6 -9.5 -3.0531 -6.4469 -.82 
22 3H6 -9.5 -3.4091 -6.0909 -.77 
R3 -7.5 -2.4241 -5.0759 -.6423 
24 H8 12.5 -.5778 13.0778 1.66 
25 TRO 1.5 1.3963 .1037 .07 
26 COR 7.5 -.3506 7.8506 .99 
27 TIT -6.5 -3.5655 -2.9345 -.37 
28 ROM -4.5 -1.8503 -2.6497 -.34 
29 TIM 7.5 -1.3418 8.8418 1.12 
30 JC -1.0 -1.5168 .5168 .33 
6.5718 -.5718 -.3731 MAC 6.0 
32 HAM 0.5 -1.1698 1.6698 .21 
33 LR 5.0 5.3150 -.3150 -.20 
34 OTH 4.0 5.5310 -1.5310 -.99 
35 ANT 6.5 4.4974 2.0026 1.29 
36 CYM 9.5 10.6445 -1.1445 -.74 
37 PER 7.5 -1.4090 8.9090 1.13 
38 TNK 13.0 -6.2513 19.2513 2.44 
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Table C9: Seven different Stepwise Multiple Linear Regressiolls with Regression on Principal COlllpollents when appropriate were conductedfor 
seven different variable types for variables which expressed significant correlations when examined in the test set. ORDER indicates whether the 
variables are Singletons or bigrams, REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS include the coefficients in combination with their variables as they would 
appear in the regressionformula. R indicates the correlation coefficient, RDC is Relative Date of Composition, and SE is Standard Error of the 
Estimate calculated indicatively for the dubious sample. Failed Predictions contains any cases that appear to have significantly different predicted 
dates (1'0111 the observed olles either in the test set or ill the du.bious sample. 
Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression Regression on Pdncipal C()mponents 
order variable stepwise R2 MESS MSE coefficients R2 MESS MSE SE for RPC failed 
type regression dubious predictions 
coefficients sample 
IS/ characters -.334 .717 7.69 9.65 1.711 
order 5.562 *LNDASH 
10.051 * APOSTR 
4.537*( 
.564*LNDASH .717 7.79 9.03 8.03 
dubious case: 
TNK 
.564*APOSTR) 
phonemic -168.788 .883 3.19 8.78 I 1.711 .669 8.99 11.17 5.208 
-5.886*L 4.383*( 
31.202*CH I .093*CH 
7.845*TENSE C .102*DH 
9.909*BILABIAL -.530*L 
13.763*DH .472*BILABIAL 
.340*TENSE _ C) 
syntactic -15.661 .913 2.36 4.38! 1.711 .830 4.62 5.75 8.79 test set: 
96.647*WHOBJ 4.882*( R2 
19.965*DEMONST . 164*DEMONST 
-96.471 *BECAUSE -.394*BECAUSE 
32.618*ALTHOUGH ,636*ATHOUGH 
.421 *WHOBJ) 
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Table C9 (continued) 
1Sf content 
-10.485 .745 6.92 8.62 .730 
order 23.848*COMPAREG 
-8.976*SEXUAL 
lexical 
2nd syntactic -33.522 .825 4.75 7.71: 1.711 
order 341.l60*PRON PRO 4.823*( 
785.486*PRON DET -.453*DET PRON 
-472.452*DET PRON .4 76*PRON DET 
.445*PRON]RO) 
lexical 15.434 .827 4.71 9.87 1.711 
-131.828* AND INB 3.53*( 
222.920*YOU OF .912*YOU_OF 
34.102*TO THEB -.195*AND INB 
-257.172*THE INB .131 *THE INB 
.332*TO _ THEB) 
-3.252*( 
.149*YOU OF 
.474*AND INB 
.453*THE INB 
-.31 O*TO_ THEB) 
characters 70.590 .812 4.93 8.16 1.711 
-858.684*SP L -4.705*( 
-119.569*N D .418*SP L 
-74.872*M_E .547*M E 
.427*N_D) 
entropic 
phonemic 
1.7 I 1 7.35 8.4 7 8.58 
4.577*( 
.691 *COMPAREG 
-.691 *SEXUAL) 
.810 5.16 6.22 8.62 test set: 
JC 
.803 5.37 8.19 8.99 
.771 6.22 7.91 8.15 
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Appendix 0 
D.1 Text selection criteria for Yeats and Millay 
Selection of texts for Yeats and Millay were relatively more straightforward than for 
Rossetti and Poe. For Yeats, in particular, although a variorum edition of his poetry exists 
(Allt & Alspach, 1957), the editors decided not to include minor variant changes based on 
Yeats's manuscripts since not all of his manuscripts have currently come to light. Therefore, 
all the variant changes that are included are final and begin with the first available 
publication version, which was consequently the version used for the reconstruction of the 
Yeatsean samples. This was also the practice followed by Jaynes (1980: 11). The 
justification was based on the assumption that those versions were approved and authorized 
by Yeats for publication for the given time in his published career, although he was 
notorious for his revisions which he continued till the very end, and which include spellings, 
punctuation, words, lines, stanzas, even entire poems. 
Besides the variorum edition, one more text (Finneran, 1989) was used for the final text 
selection since a number of poems not included in the variorum edition had been identified. 
In both editions, editors retain emendations to a minimum and do not attempt to alter 
Yeats's original spellings and punctuation. A total of one hundred poems were selected by 
the Python randomiser used in the first pilot study. 
Three editions were used to obtain Yeats's letters (Gould et al., 1997; Kelly & Domville, 
1986; Kelly & Schuchard, 1994) in which holographic letters are used when possible. 
Editorial emendations are clearly stated, therefore, can be avoided. Letters which were of 
dubious composition date or unknown date were ignored. One hundred letters were finally 
randomly selected. 
For Millay, no variorum edition unfortunately exists. Due to the fact that her work was 
transformed into propagandistic material during the 1940s, she has been relatively ignored 
as a poet in the recent years. However, her work has been published in various personal 
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Poe Rossetti Yeats Total 
40,559 20,664 27,708 125,016 
) 17,331 21,417 23,979 79,737 
5
-
57,890 42,081 51,687 204,753 
collections, several even enjoying multiple editions over the years (Millay, 1917; 1920; 
1921a; 1921b; 1922; 1923; 1928a; 1928b; 1931; 1934; 1939; 1940; 1942; 1956; 19691), 
which has allowed for the identification of the earliest publication version based on book 
collections for most of her poems. Poems published after her death were ignored since it was 
not possible to know when she had written them (Millay, 1954). Moreover, Millay was 
known for using manuscript versions of poems rather scarcely. She would prefer to compose 
and revise poetry in her mind and only note down the words if the poem was complete in her 
thought. One hundred letters were finally selected. 
ller letters were obtained based on the MacDougall (1952) edition, who explains that the 
hook includes only a selection of them since others either had to be omitted, had been 
tkstroycd, had heen sent to people of her very close circle and are therefore considered 
rather too personal. MacdougaJ1 uses the poet's original spelling and punctuation except 
when it was clear that errors had been made. Editorial interventions had been clearly 
labelled and are therefore omitted when encountered, while letters in which the editor had 
omitted words or sentences were excluded from the final selection. A final sample of one 
hundred accurately dated letters was obtained using the Python randomiser. 
For hoth pocts and genres minimum sample size permitted was fifty words. Table D.I 
presents the tinal size in words of the selected samples which were used for the main thesis. 
I The 1956 and 1969 collections of poems which had been published after her de~th were only used to 
obtain a l;(Jmplete list of Millay's published poems o~ .whic~ to base text selectlOn. All the avaIlable 
Mill,!)' books and editions were consulted from the Bntlsh LIbrary. 
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D.2 Results of Experiment 1 
Table D.2: Significant Pearson bivariate correlations between the variables usedfor the experiment 
d h d d . bl YEARan t e epen en! varza e 
bivariateMillay letters Millay poems 
correlations 
Characters 
SPACE -.212 SPACE 
M -.206 C 
N .333 L 
T .261 N 
Y -.293 W 
BAMPER -.354 FULLSTOP 
BDASH -.201 BCOLON 
BCOLON .355 
BQMARK -.237 
Character transitions 
AN .273 
D SP .200 
o U -.229 
I LNSP Y -.286 
Content 
NEGEMO .299 
INSIGHT .203 
CERTAIN -.213 
SOCIAL -.252 
OTHEREF -.230 
PHYSCAL .245 
HOPE -.314 
HOPELESS .207 
LNSICK .259 
PSTV -.213 
AFFIL -.212 
STRONG .201 
UNDRST .301 
. MEANS .261 
EN LOTH .213 
BPOLIT .219 
BBLDGPT .210 
BDECREAS 
-.268 
BPOWAREN .200 
BPOWAUTH 
-.198 
BRCETHIC .200 
BENLPT 
-.205 
BMEANSLW 
-.296 
SPACE A 
SPACE C 
SPACE T 
SPACE W 
DISCREP 
NGTV 
SELF 
SCHIZOPHREN 
STRONG 
WLBPHYS 
WORK 
BSAD 
BFAMILY 
BOCCUP 
BJOB 
BACHIEVE 
BMEANSLW 
BHOME 
BMONEY 
BVICE 
BLAND 
BFOOD 
BVEHICLE 
BORD 
BPOS 
BCOLOR 
BNAME 
BPOWENDS 
BPOWPT 
BPOWDOCT 

BPOWAUTH 

bivariate 
correlations 
-.300 
.301 
-.219 
.219 
-.238 
.227 
.205 
-.201 
.286 
.273 
-.249 
-.286 
.201 
-.333 
.313 
.244 
.234 
.201 
.313 
.223 
.255 
.253 
.288 
.233 
.216 
.334 
.232 
.208 
.214 
.214 
.239 
.214 
-.238 
.251 
.266 
.202 
.207 
.240 
Table D.2 (continued) 
BAFFLOSS 1 .255 
LNHUMANREL -.427 
First order Entropy 
PHOHl -.231 LETHI .227 
PHONRELHI -.231 LETREDI .227 
PHOREDI .231 LETRELI .227 
WENTI .367 
Second order Entropy 
No significant correlations detected LETH2 .258 
LETRED2 .258 
LETREL2 .258 
CENT2 .289 
CRATIOI -.264 
CRATI02 .265 
PHOH2 .230 
PHOREL2 .230 
PHORED2 .230 
WENT2 I -.361 
WRATIOI .366 
WRATI02 -.383 
WDIF .377 
Lexical(BNC) 
AB -.205 AB -.234 
THEB .275 BTHISB .227 
Lexical (50 common) 
A -.216 A -.220 
JUST -.251 BTHIS .227 
LIKE -.238 
ME -.285 
THE .271 
BAM -.255 
Lexical transitions 
BTHE INB .199 BIN THEB .248 
I YOU -.222 BTHE OPB .207 
BA I -.231 BTHE TOB .253 
BA YOU -.266 BTO INB .375 
BAND OF .351 BA MY -.241 
BIT IN .267 BAND I -.198 
BIT THE .301 BAND THE .214 
BAND YOU .262 
B1 OF -.200 
BIN THE .266 
BIN TO .254 
BOF A -.222 
BOF MY -.203 
Phonemes 
AE .197 AY -.203 
AO 
-.197 CH .228 
AX .274 EY -.231 
IY 
-.257 IY -.219 
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Table D.2(continued) 
UW 
M 
N 
R 
Y 
APPROXIM 
BACK 
LAX 
TENDER 
TENSE V 
BP VVV 
PAST 
PRESENT 
BE 
BBECAUSE 
BSYNEG 
BSUBTHAT 
A CONJS 
DET N 
NUM CONJS 
NUM PREP 
NUM PRON 
BA N 
BCONJS PREP 
Poe letters 
F 

L 

COMMA 

BINVCOM 

BHYPHEN 

SP 0 

E S 

I SP 

o F 
ON 

LNI N 

-.234 SH 
-.224 UH 
.308 S 
-.230 V 
-.254 W 
-.296 APPROX 
-.255 OBSTRUENT 
.212 RISING 
-.241 TENSE V 
-.288 BJ 
Phonemic transitions 
-.209 PCC 
PCV 
Sy_ntax 
.214 PRONI 
-.275 PREPS 
-.208 MODALS 
-.355 NOUNS 
.202 BTHATOBJ 
-.213 I BPASTWHIZ 
Syntactic transitions 
-.238 CC 
.215 CFC 
-.225 CFF 
.210 BAD V V 
-.209 BNG ADV 
-.226 BNUM A 
.244 BNUMNUM 
BV N 
Bivariate Poe poems 
co rrelatio ns 
Characters 
-.227 SPACE 
.367 B 
.302 E 
.275 H 
.308 L 
W 
APOSTR 
BINVCOM 
Character transitions 
-.318 SP D 
-.268 SP H 
.220 SP W 
-.236 AN 
-.284 EA 
-.260 N SP 
-.277 
-.294 
.221 
.201 
-.291 
-.233 
.254 
-.243 
-.276 
.219 
.374 
-.367 
-.332 
.228 
-.287 
.247 
.257 
.271 
.215 
.208 
-.207 
.321 
-.199 
.199 
.237 
.234 
Bivariate 
correlations 
-.232 
.276 
.235 
-.356 
.267 
-.439 
-.593 
.383 
-.351 
-.271 
-.317 
.356 
-.236 
-.554 
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Table D
.-
:1 (continued) 
Content 
UP -.198 
TOTANX -.212 
SEPAREDEP -.198 
POWER -.250 
SOCREL -.212 
COMNOBJ .213 
DAV .208 
ENDSLW -.222 
BINHIB -.280 
BSPORTS .209 
BGROOM -.218 
'BARoUSAL -.234 
BLEGAL -.210 
BMILIT -.309 
BCOLL -.327 
BRACE -.237 
BMALE -.243 
BNEED -.219 
BFINISH -.220 
BTRAVEL -.219 
BINTRJ -.274 
BPOWLOSS -.310 
BPOWPT -.313 
BPOWAUTH -.256 
BWLTOTH -.204 
BMEANSLW -.415 
TIME 
PAST 
NEGATIV 
EMOT 
ROLE 
HU 
TIME@ 
TIMEGI 
BFRrENDS 
BDEATH 
BAROUSAL 
BPOLIT(Q) 
BCOLL 
BNONADULT 
BSTAY 
BEXERT 
BRCRELIG 
BAFFPT 
BMEANSLW 
First order Entropy 
No significant correlations WENTl 
Second order Entropy 
No significant correlations WENT2 
I RATIO I 
RATI02 
DIF 
Lexical (50 common) 
HAVE -.228 WITH 
I .218 BARE 
OF 
-.214 BME 
BANY -.313 BNOT 
BARE -.207 BTHrS 
BHE -.244 BWHERE 
BMR 
-.232 BWHlCH 
BSO .203 
BUPON 
-.351 
BWOULD 
-.337 
Lexical (BNC) 
HAVEB 
-.222 WITHB 
18 .222 BAREB 
NOTB 
-.201 BBEENB 
OFB 
-.202 BCANB 
-.291 
.281 
-.234 
-.238 
.289 
.346 
-.303 
-.340 
.254 
.240 
-.277 
-.262 
.291 
-.339 
.250 
-.255 
.283 
.236 
.270 
.328 
-.473 
.454 
-.445 
,420 
-.267 
.236 
-.253 
-.237 
.319 
.259 
-.283 
-.299 
.242 
-.244 
.372 
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Table D 2 (continued) 
BHEB 	 -.222 BHADB 
BWOULDB -.318 BHASB 
BTHISB 
BWHICHB 
Lexical transitions 
THE OFB -.252 
BA INB -.291 
BIN INB -.230 
BOF TOB -.235 
BTHE AB -.248 
I HAVE -.204 
THE OF -.261 
BA IN -.316 
BA ME -.207 
BAND HAVE -.250 
BHAVE OF -.234 
BHAVE YOU -.243 
BME YOU -.210 
BTHE A -.245 
BA THAT 
BA TO 
BAND THAT 
BTHAT AND 
BTHAT TO 
BTHE I 
BTHAT IN 
Phonemes 
SH -.215 DH 
L .391 NG 
V -.222 TH 
APPROXIM .329 WH 
TENDER .344 B 
L 
W 
APPROXIM 
Phonemic transitions 
-.283 
-.235 
.367 
-.234 
.265 
-.238 
.296 
.241 
.267 
.234 
.311 
.289 
.301 
-.299 
-.351 
I 	 .272 
.284 
-.341 
.234 
BP VVV 	 -.253 no significant correlations 
Syntax 
PASPECT -.220 
ADV .237 
PREPS -.272 
PRIVATE .201 
NOMIl\:AL -.328 
ANEG .211 
, THATVB .243 
BSUASIVE -.234 
BSPLlTAUX -.230 
BPRESWHIZ -.206 
PRESENT 
BASPECT 
BPUBLIC 
BTHATOBJ 
BWHSUB 
BPRESCLAS 
Syntactic transitions 
CCC .205 ADV N 
AV 
-.302 NG PRON 
NUM PRON .231 PREP DET 
PRON N 
-.206 I PREP PRON 
PRON V .232 ' BAN 
V DET 
-.228 BADV CONJS 
BCONJS N 
-.201 BNG PRON 
BN DET -.214 
.231 
-.232 
.301 
.307 
-.270 
.322 
-.246 
-.292 
.234 
-.263 
.238 
.233 
-.298 
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Bivariate Rossetti Poems 
correlations 
Characters 
Table D.2{~ontinued) 
Rossetti letters 
SPACE 

A 

M 

COMMA 

BEXMARK 

BlNVCOM 

BSEMICOL 

, 
SP I 

SP T 

I SP 

ON 

T SP 

TO 

AFFECT 
POSEMO 
SPACE 
PHYSCAL 
DEATHANX 
PSYCHOMOT 
ROLE 
HU 
SPACEGI 
WLBTOT 
BANGER 
BlOB 
BGROOM 
BMALE 
BFAIL 
BSTAY 
BEXERT 
BTRAVEL 
BTHINK 
BEVAL(aJ 
BNUMB 
BORD 
BPOS 
BNAME 
BYES 
BNO 
, BIPADJ 

BPOWARE 

BPOWCON 

BRSPLOSS 

BNATION 

Bivariate 
correlations 
-.274 
.276 
.339 
-.315 
.389 
.229 
.230 
-.318 
-.334 
-.296 
-.402 
.351 
.208 
-.320 
-.263 
.227 
-.376 
-.350 
-.253 
-.291 
-.420 
-.271 
-.243 
-.246 
-.292 
-.352 
-.273 
-.282 
-.243 
-.205 
-.408 
-.250 
-.222 
-.319 
-.319 
.296 
-.273 
-.225 
-.214 
-.256 
.282 
-.245 
-.282 
-.334 
.429 
.213 
-.366 
.265 
-.201 
.250 
-.215 
.246 
-.211 
Content 
.230 
I .200 
.247 
.224 
.235 
.241 
.206 
.210 
.209 
.262 
-.294 
-.211 
-.354 
-.255 
, 
-.218 
-.255 
-.218 
-.259 
-.229 
-.259 
-.197 
-.215 
-.248 
-.250 
.213 
Character transitions 
SP 0 
R SP 
RE 
T H 
AFFECT 
NEGEMO 
HU 
HOPE 
HOPELESS 
SICKNESS 
ACHIEVSTR 
NEGATIV 
NGTV 
WEAK 
PASSIVE 
PAIN 
EMOT 
OVRST 
QUALITYG 
SV 
WLBTOT 
TRANLW 
BPOSFEEL 
BOPTIM 
BANX 
BSAD 
BDISCREP 
BHEAR 
BCOMM 
-.270 , BFUTURE 
-.235 
-.256 
-.261 
-.244 
-.204 
H 
M 
0 
SEMICOL 
BAMPER 
BSPORTS 
BSEXUAL 
BSLEEP 
BHOSTILE 
BVICE 
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Table D.2(continued) 
LNHOSTOUT -.206 	 BMILIT 

BFINISH 

BREL 

BSELF 

BRCTOT 

BAFFOTH 

BWLBPSYC
I 
BNEGAFF 
BPOSAFF I 
First order Entropy 
LETHl -.234 CENTl 

LETRELHl -.234 WENTl 

I LETREDHI -.234 
Second order Entropy 
LETH2 -.197 CENT2 
LETRELH2 -.197 CRATIOI 
LETREDH2 .197 CRATI02 
COIF 
WENT2 
WRATIOI 
WRATI02 
I WDIF 
Lexical (BNC) 
IS .233 
TOB -.282 
BBYB -.252 No significant correlations BHEB -.240 
BHISB -.252 
BTHEYB -.216 
Lexical (50 common) 
I .232 AND 
TO -.243 TO 
BBY 
-.252 BARE 
BHE 
-.240 BBE 
BHIS 
-.252 BFOR 
BONE 
-.280 BHIS 
BMY 
BSHALL 
BTHOU 
BTHY 
BWE 
Lexical transitions 
BAND MY 
-.209 BAT TO 
BAND TO 
-.284 BAND FOR 
BAND YOU 
-.197 BAND THE 
BMY TO 
-.267 BTHE AND 
BOF THE 	
-.218 
BOF TO 	
-.358 
BTHE TO 
-.214 
BTO AND 
-.220 
-.265 
-.233 
-.213 
.216 
-.291 
.227 
-.449 
-.236 
-.255 
.254 
.284 
.347 
-.277 
.279 
-.247 I 
-.284 
.300 
-.286 
.293 
-.275 
.269 
-.239 
-.241 
-.234 
-.222 
.249 
-.203 
-.205 
-.218 
.208 
.306 
-.225 
-.288 
-.354 
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Table D 2 (continued) 
I BTO I -.280 
i BTO YOU -.306 
Phonemes 
No significant correlations 
AE -.237 TH 
AX -.203 UW 
ER .236 0 
M -.252 M 
I CENTRE .203 Y 
Z 
APPROXIM 
BILABIAL 
DENTAL 
I LASIODEN 
TENDER 
BOY 
Phonemic transitions 
PVC 
P VV 
P CVC 
P CVV 
Syntax 
TOINF -.223 PREPS 
PRESENT .210 MODALS 
SDOW -.283 BE 
SINDEPCC -.210 NOUNS 
BPRESCLAS -.202 BPRONI 
BALTHOUOH 
BSUASIVE 
BPREDICT 
BPREDICAT 
BPASSIVE 
BNOMINAL 
BPRESCLAS 
Syntactic transitions 
BCONJS N -.275 NUM N 
BPREP ADV 
-.223 PREP DET 
BPREP NO 
-197 PRON V 
BPRON NUM 
-.329 VV 
SA V 
BN V 
BivariateYeats letters Yeats poems 
correlations 
Characters 
0 
-.215 A 
T 
.226 B 
W 
-.224 C 
BEXMARK 
-.229 D 
BINVCOM 
-.283 F 
BAPOSTR 
.239 K 
-.225 
.211 
-.198 
.279 
.203 
-.208 
.235 
.293 
-.308 
.200 
.259 
-.204 
.223 
-.212 
.231 
-.225 
.231 
-.310 
-.222 
I .-433 
.235 
-.201 
-.229 
-.358 
-.262 
-.320 
-.293 
-.241 
.348 
-.222 
-.231 
-.336 
-.274 
-.233 
Bivariate 
correlations 
.213 
.288 
.385 
-.215 
-.226 
.237 
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Table D 2 (continued) 
BCOMMA .206 T .318 
W -.463 
COMMA -.225 
BHYPHEN -.226 
BDASH -.336 
BCOLON -.267 
LNFULLSTOP .204 
Character transitions 
SP F -.239 SP B .206 
SP 0 -.300 SP F -.202 
SP T .237 SP I .256 
E SP .201 SP M .220 
H E -.309 SP 0 -.227 
R SP -.216 SP W -.345 
LNH A .263 AN -.208 
AT .466 
EN .259 
HA .314 
H E -.328 
N SP .212 
ND -.354 
NG -.332 
R SP -.200 
S SP -.219 
T SP .289 
TH -.369 
Content 
TENTAT -.201 COGMECH .384 
SPACE -.220 DISCREP .262 
INCL .212 TENTAT .251 
OBJECT -.296 OTHEREF -.240 
COMNOBJ -.254 PAST .213 
SV .240 INCL -.515 
EN LOTH -.238 EXCL .411 
BLEISURE .236 SV .317 
BSPORTSL .327 WEAK -.199 
BTV .413 PASSIVE -.205 
I BSEXUAL -.211 OVRST .363 
BACADEM .218 UNDRST .208 
BPOLITCiil .2?2 HU .197 
BRITUAL .409 PLACE -.227 
BSAY .203 KNOW .397 
BCOLOR -.215 ENLOTH .260 
BRSPOTH .241 BSAD -.376 
BWLBTOT .222 BCAUSE .250 
2 The words that belong in this category are aerobic-, baseball, basketball, bicyc-, exercis-, fitness, 
football, game, golf. gym, hockey, jog, play, played, playing, plays, pool, rugby, running, ski, skiing. 
soccer, sport-, swim-, team-, tennis, voflevb-, weights, Clnd workout. 
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Table D 2 (continued) 
BOCCUP I .198 
BACHIVE .253 
BSLEEP -.263 
BAFFPT .236 
BENLENDS .227 
BARENALW -.205 
BNATION .212 
LNHOSTIN .245 
First order Entropy 
WENT1 -.244 No significant correlations 
Second order Entropy 
CENT2 -.238 CENT2 .264 
R.ATIOI .217 RATIOl -.240 
RATI02 -.217 RATl02 .242 
CDIF .206 CDIF -.231 
WRATI01 -.211 
WRATI02 .219 
WDIF -.235 
Lexical (BNC) 
No significant correlations 
Lexical (50 common) 
THAT .344 A .312 
BBOOK -.275 AND -.373 
OF -.265 
THAT .323 
THE -.282 
BBUT .378 
BBY -.222 
BCAN .341 
BMAN .276 
I BSHE -.227 
I BWHAT BWITH .305 -.349 
Lexical transitions 
I TO .261 BA S .198 
BHAVE OF -.229 BA THAT .321 
BI THAT .255 BAND AND -.288 
BIN HAVE 
-.428 BAND OF -.390 
BOF IT 
-.251 Bl A .228 
BTHE THAT .238 BOF THE -.237 
. BTHAT A .311 
BTHAT S .240 
BTHE IN -.222 
BTHE OF -.199 
Phonemes 
AE 
.236 AE .259 
TH 
.252 AX -.221 
T 
.211 EH .226 
FRONT 
.219 IV -.329 
lNG -.201 
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Table D.2 (continued)
I 
.268I 
-.246 
.388E-----t-----f-7-----+~

-.254 
.434 
-.285I·---·-·---·----r---~_____l_~

-.570r- ---.- --.------+------I-~::-:::-:::-==-:----+------.:.:.~ 
-.365t-·····---·-··-·--·-------T----t-;:;~~~-_+-----=~~ 
.261f·--···-···-·-------j---------1-::::.:::::=~_:___--+------.:~_.l
-.273!- ... -...------.--t-----~~~-__l_---=.: ~ 
r~B~p~~V~V~V~----,~~~~~~~-----~-----.l 
I .224 r~=~--·-------· .523 
1-'--­ .242 .276 
.361 [~~'.----' 
.211 
i 
.215i-·-------·--I---.........:.:::......::..~-~-----+---....:.::.:.::....j 

I -.203t-·--·-------------+------+--='--...:.~-------+----=:.:~ 
.221~-.--.-----------+------+..::.....::::...:....:::...:....----I-----.:.::.:::..:...j
-.207(.--------t------+~~:_:___-_+--.......:.::.:~

-.207 ~--------~--~~~--~--~ 
!})ASPECT -.207 
L ..-----------------ji----.........:.::=-+=-=.:..:.=.-----I-----=-=..:.....j

-.297L~9UNS 
-.228! BPLACE .-------+---~:..:..:..___t__:::..=~~--____I_---....:.::.:~ 
!BALTHOUGH -.344 
113~\DVS----' .261 tjfl~I~EDfc'A_---...- ..----j----.........:.::-=-+--=.::.:.....;:::..='------t------==~
-.296 
.206l.BSPLITAUX 
-.218L.!~TII ATO1c:.::.3J._____+_----.::-::--::-+--=':::=:::-:-::.:-::~---,---------7::--:--1 
I BTHATYB -.223t---­
-.205rCFC ~.._c...::~_--._----J.---.....:.::::::::.:...j.-.:...:-=:::.-::.==----+---~-;:-l
.250i eFr 
.311[(~()NJ PR:::=.O..:..;t\__.__-+___~__t_::::.:...:..::::-.:..:=~-+_--~~ 
I DET A I ~EUM CO~-,-N,:::.J.----J..---~='+------_+------j 
~~A NUM _________~----~~------r---~ 
L!3DET PRON 
I BNG A 
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Table D.3: Stepwise linear regression results for all four poets and their respective genres. The first 
column shows the variable type processed. the second one includes R2 as the percentage ofvariance 
accounted for by the variables in the model. and the last two columns show MESS (Mean Error of 
Sum of Squares) and cross-validated MSE (Mean Sum of Squares. which is the unbiased version of 
MESS) respectively. It is maintained that the closer MSE is to MESS the more stable and accurate the 
regression model is. The letter '8' in frollt ofseveral variables indicates that the particular variable 
was transformed into binalY because it was not normally distributed, the letters 'LN' inFant afsome 
other variables indicate that the particular variables have been transformed to their logged form for 
similar reasons to those that affected the transformation of the binary ones. and the letter 'B' at the 
end of several variable names suggest that the variable belongs to the lexical variables selected 
based on the BNe corpus; this is to correctly distinguish them from their similar version, of lexical 
variables based on the 50 most cOll1mon words o{the sample genre the particular author was writing 
in 
Millay Letters 
Variable types R2 Model MESS MSE 
1903.7S9 
S.4S0*BCOLON 
-6.66S*BAMPER 
characters .40S -3.830*Y 77.511 90.244 
-4.224*BQMARK 
2.810*T 
2.751 *N 
1901.612 
character transitions .IS0 47.384*A N 110.793 117.590 
-S.268*LNSP Y 
1935.S22 
4.003*NEGEMO 
-10.731 *BDECREAS 
content .436 -.831 *SOCIAL 82.485 92.981 
5.512*BRCETHIC 
3.975*MEANS I 
-2.405*CERT AIN 
1st order entropy .054 2142.726 
-46. 785*PHOH I 123.363 129.974 
2"d order entropy -­ -­ -­ -­
lexical 
bnc .076 
1921.280 
1.8638THEB 120.50 125.54 
1933.838 
-2.060*ME 
lexical 
50 common .265 
-5.206*JUST 
-2.171*A 96.100 111.170 
-6.515*LIKE 
1.655*THE 
1928.241 
lexical transitions 
bne .309 
7.206*BAND OF 
-6.231 *BA YOU 
6.428*BIT THE 
90.095 99.676 
-5.086*BA I 
lexical transitions 
-­ -­ -­ -­50 common 
- -­
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Table D 3 (continued) 
1930.745 
3.579*N 
phonemic .277 -4.850*AO 94.285 102.572 
-3.291*M 
-4.746*Y 
1391.206phonemic transitions .044 124.646 130.295
-5.039*BP VVV 
1935.205 
-9.959BBECAUSE
syntactic .274 94.576 103.4927.120*BSYNEG 
-1.181 *PRESENT 
1926.063 I 
6.607*BCONJ PREP 
-5.878*BA N 
syntactic transitions .279 93.972 107.996
-33.459*A CONJS 
-45 .856*NUM_ CONJS 
17.179*DET N 
Millay Poems 
Variable types R2 Model MESS MSE 
1964.261 
3.568*C 
characters .259 -1.933*SPACE 47.548 52.475 
1.764*FULLSTOP 
-2.065*W 
1922.347 
character transitions .194 137.867*SP _C 44.262*SP T 51.723 56.730 
'----~ 
-
-53.429*SP W 
1932.968 
3.156*BMONEY 
-.789*SELF 
2.964*BSAD 
content .489 1 0.245*BPOW AUTH 32.780 39.224 
.652*SCHIZOPH 
-4.2 J7*BCOLOR 
4.645*BORD 
2.994*BMEANSLW 
1S{ order entropy 
.135 1853.513 8.18*WENTl 55.480 57.535 
I 2
nd order entropy .147 1963.651 
-78.347*WRATI02 54~719 56.765 
lexical 
bnc .099 
1930.081 
-1.074AB 
3.37*BTH1SB 
57.812 61.120 
lexical 
50 common .093 
1929.937 
3.418*BTHIS 58.160 61.460 
-l.013A 
lexical transitions 
bnc .179 
1925.655 
6.925*BTOJNB 52.700 56.100 
3.254*BTHE 0f~ 
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Table D 3 (continued) 
lexical transitions 
50 common 
I 
I phonemic 
phonemic transitions 
syntactic 
syntactic transitions 
Poe Letters 
Variable types 
characters 
character transitions 
content 
1st order entropy 
2nd order entrOp)l 
lexical 

bnc 

lexical 

50 common 

.267 
.286 
.233 
.208 
R2 
I 
.341 I 
.192 
.488 
.175 
.294 
1925.969 
4.166*BIN THE 
-9.759*BA MY 47.100 
5. 725*BAND _YOU 
5.899*BIN TO r 
1955.632 
-5.256*UH 
-l.066*TENSE V 45.794 
-2.373*W 
-2.958*SH 
-­ -­
1933.867 
-.793*PRONI 
11.451 *BTHA TOB] 49.214 
-.805*MODALS 
1917.011 
5.770*BADV V 
-11.799*BNG ADV 50.788 
17.410*CFC 
Model MESS 
1832.778 
2.311*L 
2.494*BHYPHEN 23.3441.191 *COMMA 
-2.508*F 
2.559*BDINV 
1844.796 
-84.144*SP_O 28.605
-29.737*O_N 
-4.150*LNI N 
1850.304 
-4.245*BMEANSLW 
-7.428*SEPDREPR 
4.757*BSPORTS 
-3.365*BMILIT 18.122 
-1.399*SOCREL 
-2.S1S*BPOWAUTH 
.697*DAV 
-3.680*BGROOM 
1844.886 
-3.738*8WOULDB 29.218l.712*NOTB 
-1.366*HA VEB 
1845.215 
-3.762*BUPON 
3.555*8S0 24.987 
-3.072*BANY 
-1.421*HAVE
-- --.-..­
51.510 
51.045 
52.386 
53.866 
MSE 
26.654I 
30.762 
21.931 
31.485 
27.463 
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T U D3 (continued)(0 I! .r-­I lexical transitions 1845.635 
.126 
-3.028*BA INBbnc 30.900 32.810 
-7.11 *THE OFBr-·-----· 
1846.278I lexical transitions 
-2.864*BA IN
.20050 common 28.310 31.030 
I 
-3.932*BAND_HAVE 

_._--'._-,-,----~~"., -
-8.572*THE OF 

1841.733I 
I phoncmic 
.253 2.527*L; 26.431 28.651
-2.652*Vi 
•• -.,. +'- -~ ". ,---.. "¥.-
-4.391 *SHI ­
I phonemic transitions 
.064 1843.795 33.131 34.449 
,,-- ,-".,~,. _."".."._,.,- -.--. -1090*BP VVV I 
1845.896 I 
1.779*NOMINALsyntaL'lil.: 
.234 27.105 28.909 I2.911 *THATVBI 
-1.816*PASPECT JI 1849.649 
1 syntactic transitions .164 
-15.108*A V 29.594 31.730 I 
-33.569*V DET 
Poe Poems 
! 
i Variable types R2 Model MESS MSE 
1854.025i 
I 
-4.103* APOSTR I characters .508 -3.284*W 57.352 61.590 
-1. 944*HI 
! 2.714*B 
i 1854.239 
I charac\(;r transitions 381 -48.935*N SP 65.698 69.071 I 
I -106.783*SP D 
!----_.... _.... _--_. 
o 
••--.----- ~,,~-,,"-~--t 
j 
, 1831.306 
1.66*HU 
9.149*BMEANSLW 
content .523 -5.898*BPOLIT@ 31.255 37.999 
5.942*FRIENDS 
3.293 *BRCRELI G 
-1.474*TIMEGI 
- 1763.1561"' order entropy .108 58.463 62.5587.747*WENTl 
1896.531 
21111 onl\:r entropy .224 50.838 53.809 
-15.281 *WENT2 
1834.033 
5.170*BCANB 
lexical 384 -4.357*BHADB 45.980 52.190 bne 5.938*BTHISB 
-5.029*BHASB 
1837.141 
6.097*BTHISh:x.ieal 57.44051.660
.265 
-4.968*BWHICH50 cornman 

-4.111 *BME 

--~.,"",". ~,,,.-,,,,-
409 
-- -- -- --
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Table D 3 (continued) 
lexical transitions 

bnc 

lexical transitions 

50 common 

phonemic
I 
phonemic transitions 
syntactic 
syntactic transitions 
Rossetti Letters 
Variable types 
characters 
character transitions 
content 
1st order entropy 
jl1d d 
_ or er entropy 
.206 
.353 
I
.356 
.197 
R2 
.473 
.168 
.511 
.055 
.039 
1834.152 
7.408*BTHAT IN 
-6.579*BA TO 
1824.933 
-6.850*WH 
-4.4494*W 
1.378* APPROXIM 
4.085*NG 
1836.523 
8.191 *BPRESCLAS 

-6.717*BPASPECT 

4.996*BPUBLIC 

-3.829*BWHSUB 

1839.584 

-7.210*BNG PRON 

3.694*BA N 
-9.82*ADV N 
Model 
1848.804 
8.234*BEXMARK 
-4.734 *BSEMI COL 
-3.230*COMMA 
-1.661 *A 
-3.971*M 
2.653*SPACE 
1879.920 
97.259*SP [ 
-55.813*0 N 
-83.469*SP T 
1857.494 
-9.402*BGROOM 
-4.710*BPOWAREN 
2.841 *SPACE 
-19.480*LNTOTHOST 
2.132*WLBTOT 
10. 165*DEATHANX 
-5.604*BPOWCON 
4.775*BYES 
1.538*ROLE 
1828.333 
305.580*LETRED 1 
1907.595 
-55.547*LETRELH2 
51.984 56.292 
42.393 48.462 
5l.687 58.365 
62.127 67.153 
MESS MSE 
62.323 71.045 
98.297 106.165 
I 
57.741 72.023 
111.732 115.587 
113.588 118.386L.___ 
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Table D.3 (continued) 
1877.569 
-1.514*TOBlexical 
.225 -4.570*BBYB 91.570 101.670bnc 
-4.744*BHISB 
1. 156*IB 
1877.583 
-5.870*BONElexical 
.242 -1.332*TO 89.591 99.49450 common I 
-S.417*BHIS 
1.215*1 
1878.282lexical transitions 
.142 -6.496*BTO _ TOB 101.340 107.570bnc 
-4.795*BTO AB 

1878.579 

lexical transitions -6.942*BOF TO

.239 89.957 98.57150 common -5.825*BMY TO 

-4.987*BAND TO 

1894.844 

, 
phonemic .118 -3.257*M 104.288 111.003 
-2.813*AE 
phonemic transitions -- -- -- -­~.. 1877.713 
syntactic .138 -8.271 *BDOW 101.844 109.252 
-1.99*TOINF 
1877.218 
-
syntactic transitions .189 7.991 *BPRON NUM 95.862 102.340 
-21.744*BPREP NO 
-4.474*BCONJS N 
Rossetti Poems 
Variable types R2 Model MESS MSE 
1852.736 
9.033*8 
characters .348 2.379*0 53.268 59.292 
-3.527*SEMICOL 
-1.922*H 
1869.692 
-36.109*T I-I
character transitions .260 60.491 65.52689.535*SP_0 
-28.122*R E 
]865.078 
-4.0]2*BWLBPSYC I 
U105*HU 
-1.456*PAIN 
-3.789*BPOSAFF
content .600 32.688 41.544
-.7S2*OVRST 
-3.707*BCOM 
5.906*BMILIT 
-4.827*BPOSFEEL 
3.548*BAFFOTH 
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Table D.3 (continued) 
1st order entropy .081 
2nd order entropy .122 
lexical 
.342bnc 
lexical 
I .38250 common 
lexical transitions 
.258bnc 
lexical transitions 
.20750 common 
phonemic .259 
phonemic transitions .053 
syntactic .405 
syntactic transitions .222 
Yeats Letters 
Variable types R2 
characters .339 
1785.173 75.1307.489*WENTI 
1706.626 71.75545.352*CENT2 

1853.850 

-4.249*BWOULDB 

2.349*TOB 53.790 
-6.773*BAREB 
8.006*BWHICHB 
1857.929 
-1.250*AND 
-4.318*BBE 
1.468*TO 50.534
-4.224*BHIS 
4.412*BMY 
4.775*BWE 
-3.466*BONE 
1860.183 
-12.969*AND THEB 
-3.691*BAND INB 60.600 
4.871 *BA TOB 
-4.037*BOF INB 
1858.191 
-6.668*BTHE AND 64.762 
6.157*BA TO 
1865.673 
-3.045*DENT AL 
-2.72S*Z 60.554 
2.011 *LABIODEN 
-3.564*BOY 
1761.411 77.35399.222*P CVC 
1835.607 
.803*NOUNS 
6.997*BPRONI 48.635 
-5.121 *BPASSIVE 
-5.437*BPRESCLAS 
1859.994 
35.097*NUM_N 63.574
-25.301 *V V 

-12.144*PRON V 

Model I MESS 
1910.581 
-3.150*BDINV 
3.425*BAPOSTR 
-2.671 *W 19.923 
-6.S72*BEXMARK 

-2.230*BDASH 

- J.l50*O 

78.418 
75.382 
59.730 
59.795 
66.620 
69.359 
68.271 
81.127 
53.696 
69.377 
MSE 
22.523 
412 
-- -- -- --
, 

Tab[e D 3 (continued) 
1902.804 
-lS.487*H E 
character transitions .296 52.763*SP T 20.570 22.656 
-70.792*SP_0 
-73.565*SP F 
1894.401 
3.828*BTy3 
-4.511 *BCOLOR 
content .412 2.490*BRlTUAL 17.718 20.823 
.502*SY 
-.695*TENT AT 
-.728*OBJECT 
1935.8351st order entropy .059 28.349 29.453
-4.354*WENTl 
1958.4912nd order entropy .057 28.436 29.409
-18.347*CENT2 

lexical 1894.940

.118 26.600 28.320bnc 1.723*THATB . 

1896.161
lexical 
.171 1.534*THAT 24.985 27.26950 common 
-2.623*BBOOK 

lexical transitions 

bnc 

1894.305 

lexical transitions -9.992*BIN HA YE 

.326 20.301 22.23750 common 3.34*BI THAT 
7.411 *I TO 
1889.722 
phonemic .114 3.190*TH 26.713 28.092 
1.338* AE 
1895.796phonemic transitions .058 28.405 29.5772.635*BP YYV 
1893.157 
-4.312*BAOVS 
syntactic .365 3.259*BSPLITAUX 19.135 21.174 
4.006*BTHATOBJ 
1.188*PASPECT 
1895.946 
-3.961 *BNGA 
syntactic transitions .166 11.158*OET_A 25.124 28.135 
-
3.063*BOET PRON 
3 The words classified under this category are actor-, actress-, ad, cehebrit-, channel, corned-, 
commercial, drama, .filnz, movie, mtv, remote, show, soaps, television, theat-, tv, vcr, and video. This 
category has come up in Yeats's letters because it represents theatrical content relating to 
performances of plays he was composing. 
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Table D 3 (coniinued) 
Yeats Poems 
Variable types R2 Model MESS MSE 
1961.419 
-9.127*WI 
-12.083*BDASH 
characters .570 -3.287*COMMA 139.87 158.151 
6.411 *C 
-3.677*D 
-5.155*F 
1896.157 
122.033*A T 
40.157*N SP
character transitions .507 140.012 162.306118.154*SP I 
-30.493*R SP 
125.765*SP B 
1919.315 
-1.458*INCL 
-5.623*BSAD 
1.626*OVRST 
-7.248*BSUBMIT 
content .627 8.193*BAFFPT 105.981 134.470 
-8.874*BNO 
-7.261 *BAQUATIC 
l.31S*EXCL 
6.613*BACHIEVE 
-S.135*BYOU 
1" order entropy -- -- -- -­
1757.9032nd order entropy .070 264.127 275.65447.706*CENT2 

1920.061 

6.099*BBUTB 

-10.159*BWITHB 

-1.491*ANDB 

lexical 9.277*BCANB

.603 112.64 138.81bnc -11.427*BTHISB 

8.733*BWHATB 

l.565*AB 

-6. 119*BYOUB 

-2.055*OFB 

1919.619 1
7.864*BBUT 
-IO.SS7*BWITH 
-1.647*ANDlexical 
.S48 5.293*BCAN 128.239 155.32350 common 
-9.601 *BSHE 

-.907*THE 

7.195*BWHAT 

!.755*A 

1914.564 

lexical transitions 
-9.438*BAND OFB

.211 224.090 243.240bnc 9.544*BA AB 

-10.425*BlN OFB 

414 
TaMe D...1 (colltinued)r-'­ 1915.402I 
-12.S59*BAND OFI lex. ical transitions 
-S.003*BAND AND
.40950 common 167.800 190.10217.556*BTHAT S I 
10.754*BTHAT -A I 
6.558*BI A r--'--­
1911.025 ~l -9.l34*W 
phcHK'mic 
 2.446*TENSE C 13S.446 153338 -4.080*IY - •.._----_._- .._--- 4.114*B 
1753.153pIll lI1L'll1ie transitions .049 270.091 279.376169.813*P CVC 
1952.209 
-10.259*BPRON2 
-1.926*PREPS 
18.911 *BHEDGEsyntactic .451 155.999 180.678
-4.225*COORDIN 
-S.388*BADVS 
-1.571 *PRON3 
-5.730*BPREDICT 
1914.250 
16.0S7*BNG PRON sy'ntactic transitions .178 233.37822.180*PREPN 249.952 1 
-40.627*NUMPREP
-,-.---.-".~~--."-...•-~~" 
! 
j 
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Table D.4: The first Jour columns show the results of table D.2 sorted according to R 2 only as an 
indication ofperformance. The remaining columns show the same results sorted according to MSE. 
The following abbreviations are used: ml = milfay letters, mp = millay poems, pI = poe letters, pp == 
poe poems, rl = rossetti letters, rp == rossetti poems, yl == yeats letters, yp == yeats poems, chars = 
characters, ent1 == first order entropy, ent2 = second order entropy, lex = lexical, 'tr' == transitions, 
50com ==)-0 most common wor ds, bnc =BNC corpus. 
filename R2 MESS I MSE filename R2 MESS MSE I 

ypcontent .627 105.981 i 134.470 y1content I .412 17.718 20.3~3~1 

1yplexbnc .603 112.640 138.810 ylsyntax .365 19.135 21.174 i 

rpcontent .600 32.688 41.544 plcontent .488 I 18.122
1 
ypchars .570 139.870 i 158.151 yllextr50col11 .326 20.301 -}};}~-I1 
yplex50col11 .548 128.239 i 155.323 ylchars .339 19.9231 
ppcontent .523 31.255 I 37.999 y1charstr ,296 20.570 .~~t}~j
ypphonel11es ,512 138.4461 153.338 p1chars .341 23.344 

rlcontent I .511 57.741 I 72.023 yllex50com .17l 24.985 

Ip_pchars .508 57.352 61.590 pllex50com .294 24.987 --~~:!~ 
I ypcharstr .507 ! 140.012 , 162.306 )iIphonemes .114J 26.713 1 -~~~])2fl 
mpcontent i .489 32.780 I 39.224 ylsyntaxtr I .166 25.124 28.135 I 
----- --,,- .--- "I 
plcontent .488 18.122 I 21.931 yllexbnc .118 1 26.600 28.320 : 
I rlchars .473 I 62.323 71.045 plphonemes .253 I 26.4311 
.YJl.syntax .451 155.999 I 180.678 plsyntax .234 27.105 

mlcontent .436 82.485 1 92.981 y1ent2 .057 28.436 
 f!~~l 
ylcontent .412 17.718 i 20.823 ylentl .059 28.349 ~.45~~ 
yplextr50com ! .409 167.800 1 190.102 vlphonemestr ' .058 28.405 29.577 

mIchars I .405 77.511 ! 90.244 plcharstr ,192 28.605 36~7621 

~ntax .405 48.635 1 53.696 pllextr50com .200 28.310 ---I 
31.0~.Q~ 
pplexbnc .384 45.980 i 52.190 pllexbnc .175 I 29.218 31.485 I
--" ~--. ----"-1 
rplex50com .382 50.534 : 59.795 plsyntaxtr .164 29.594 31.730 
~----.--~ 
ppcharstr I .381 I 65.698 1 69.071 pJlextrbnc .126 ! 30.900 32.810 

3 lsyntax .365 19.135 , 21.174 plphonemestr .064 1 33.131 34.449 

-----~----
ppsyntax .356 51.687 I 58.365 ppcontent .523 31.255 37.999
., 

ppphonemes I .353 42.393 I 48.462 mpcontent .489 I 32.780 39.224 

.---------.-.-.i 

rpchars ! .348 53.268 ! 59.292 rpcontent , .600 i 32.688 I 41.544 j 

rplexbnc i .342 ' 53.790 : 59.730 })Qphonemes I .353 I 42.393 J 48.462- i 

plchars .341 23.344 • 26.654 mpphonemes i .286 45.7941- 51:045
1 
------._-_.­
jlchars I .339 19.923 I 22.523 mplextr50com I .267 i 47.100 I 51.510

_._--"-_. 

yllextr50col11 ! .326 20J01 : 22.237 pplexbnc ! .384 45.980 ! 52.190 
--" 

mllextrbnc J .309 90.095 ! 99.676 mpsyntax .233 49.214 52.3861 
ylcharstr .296 20.570 i 22.656 I11pchars ..259 47.548 i 52.475 

.Qllex50com I .294 24.987 I 27.463 rpsyntax .405 48.635 1 53.696 

mpphonemes .286 45.794 I 51.045 ppent2 .224 50.838 53.809 

mlsyntaxtr ! .279 93.972 ! 107.996 mpsvntaxtr .208 50.788 53.866 

mlphonemes .277 94.285 I 102.572 mp I extrbnc i .179 52.700 56.100 

-,--"----~ ..-." 
mlsyntax .274 94.576 i 103.492 pplextrbnc 1 .206 51.984 56.292 

m~extr50com .267 47.100 I 51.510 mpcharstr .194 51.723 i 56.730 

l1111ex50com .265 96.100 i 111.170 mpent2 .147 54. 719 1_".?~:i6-5-
Ipplex50cOl11 .265 51.660 i 57.440 pplex50com .265 i 51.660 57.440 
i..!:2..charstr , .260 60.491 : 65.526 mpent! .135 55.480 I 57.535
-i1----- . _.'-' 

rpphonemes .259 60.554 i 68.271 ppsJ:ntax .356 51.687 1"___ ~~.}_6~ 
.j

mpchars i .259 47.548 I 52.475 1pchars ' .348 53.268. 59.292J
"-"---"0'"._.- __ ._ 
lJ21extrbnc i .258 60.600 i 66.620 rplcxb~__I_.342121.J.29_J. 59.730 ! 
.1 
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Table D 4 (continued) 
plphonemes .253 26.431 ! 28.651 rplex50com .382 50.534 59.795 I 
rlJex50com I .242 89.591 : 99.494 mpIexbnc .099 57.812 61.119 
rllextr50com I .239 . 89.957 i 98.571 mpIex50com I .093 58.160 . 61.460 
pisyntax i .234 I 27.105 I 28.909 ppchars .508 57.352 61.590 
mpsyntax I .233 49.214 : 52.386 JJpentl .108 58.463 62.558 I 
rllexbnc I .225 91.570 101.670 rpcharstr .260 I 60.491 65.526 I 
ppent2 .224 50.838 53.809 rplextrbnc .258 60.600 66.620 
lf11syntaxtr .222 63.574 69.377 ppsyntaxtr .197 62.127 I 67.153 
yplextrbnc .211 224.090 . 243.240 rpphonemes .259 60.554 I 68.271 
mpsyntaxtr .208 50.788 53.866 ppcharstr .381 65.698 69.071 
rplextr50com .207 64.762 69.359 rplextr50com .207 64.762 69.359 
pplextrbnc .206 51.984 56.292 rpsyntaxtr .222 63.574 69.377 
pllextr50com .200 28.310 I 31.030 rlchars .473 I 62.323 71.045 
ppsyntaxtr .197 62.127 i 67.153 rlcontent .511 57.741 72.023 I 
n1Qcharstr .194 51.723 56.730 rpent2 .122 71.755 75.382 
picharstr I .192 28.605 I 30.762 rpentl .081 75.130 78.418 I 
rlsyntaxtr .189 95.862 I 102.340 rpphonemestr .053 77.353 I 81.127 I 
mplextrbnc .179 52.700 I 56.100 mIchars 0405 77.511 90.244 
ypsyntaxtr .178 I 233.378 I 249.952 m1content 0436 82.485 92.981 
pllexbnc .175 I 29.218 I 31.485 rJlextr50com .239 89.957 98.571 
yIlex50com .171 24.985 I 27.269 rllex50com I .242 89.591 99.494 i 
richarstr .168 98.297 ! 106.165 mllextrbnc .309 90.095 99.676 ! 
ylsyntaxtr .166 I 25.124 28.135 rllexbnc .225 91.570 i 101.670I I 
plsyntaxtr i .164 29.594 i 31.730 r1syntaxtr .189 I 95.862 I 102.340 
michal'str .162 109.256 116.981 mlphonemes .277 94.285 102.572 I 
mpent2 .147 54.719 i 56.765 mlsyntax I .274 94.576 103.492 
rllextrbnc .142 101.340 i 107.570 rlcharstr .168 98.297 106.165 
risyntax .138 101.844 I 109.252 rllextrbnc .142 101.340 107.570 
mpentl .135 55.480 ! 57.535 m1syntaxtr .279 93.972 ! 107.996 
pllextrbnc .126 30.900 32.810 r1~ntax .138 101.844 I 109.252 
rpent2 .122 71.755 75.382 rlphonemes .118 I 104.288 11l.003 i 
rlphonemes .118 104.288 I 111.003 mllex50com i .265 96.100 I 111.170 , 
J/llexbnc .118 26.600 ' 28.320 rlent! : .055 I 111.732 I 115.587 i 
vlphonemes .114 26.713 i 28.092 mlcharstr i .162 I 109.256 : 116.981 I 
ppent1 .108 58.463 I 62.558 rlent2 .039 i 113.588 I 118.386 I 
mplexbnc .099 57.812 61.119 mllexbnc .076 ' 120.500 I 125.540 
mplex50com .093 58.160 61.460 mlent1 .054 123.363 I 129.974 I 
.D2.ent J .081 75.130 78.418 m1phonemestr I .044 124.646 130.295 I 
mlIexbnc .076 J 20.500 ! 125.540 ypcontent ..627 I 105.981 I 134.470 ! 
.Yllent2 .070 I 264.127 : 275.654 yplexbnc i .603 112.640 I 138.810 ! 
I plphonemestr .064 33.131 ! 34.449 ypphonemes ! .5J2 138.446 ! 153.338 I 
ylentl .059 28.349 i 29.453 yplex50com I .548 . 128.239 i 155.323 I 
ylphonemestr .058 28.405 I 29.577 ypchars I .570 139.870 i 158.151 : 
ylent2 .057 28.436 ! 29.409 ypcharstr .507 I 140.012 : 162.306 J 
rlentl .055 1 111.732 115.587 ypsyntax .451 155.999 \ 180.678 i 
mlent1 .054 ! 123.363 I 129.974 yplextr50com .409 167.800 I 190.102 I 
rpphonemestr .053 77.353 81.127 yplextrbnc I .211 I 224.090 ! 243.240 ! 
J'IlPhonemestr .049 270.091 279.376 ypsyntaxtr I .178 I 233.378 i 249.952 : 
mlphonemestr .044 I 124.646 130.295 ypent2 I .070 264.127 I 275.654 ! 
rlent2 .039 113.588 118.386 ypphonemestr .1.049 i 270.091 I 279.376 : 
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Table D.5. Regression results for multivariable-type datasets based on thir(v-jive variables found 
common in at lemt two authors c 
Multivariable-type datasets based on thirty-five variables 
common in at least two authors I 
Author­ R2 Model MESS MSEGenre 
1925.859 
L624*THE 
-6.882*BA N Millay 
.304 -2.381 *A 94.129 105A69Letters 
-3.687*MPHO 
2.995*AE 
97.869 *SPACE 0 
1582.096 
8.465*WENTI 
-2.59*SH 
6.635*BDINV 

Millay 12A96*BTHA TOB] 

.503 31.863 38A76Poems -4.96S*BEXMARK 

11.384*BPOWAUTH 

16.701 *BNGPRON I
-3.061 *BCOLOR 
A08*THE 
1846.S44 
-3.577*BMEANSLW 
3.013*BDlNV 
-3.98S*BMILITPoe Letters .440 19.811 23.841
-93.946*SP 0 
2.297*BNG PRON I 
1.142*COMMA I 
-3.267*SH 
1792.602 
-3.010*W 
S.728*BCANB 
-S.761*BNG PRON 
-4.SS0*BP VVVPoe Poems .678 IS.389 20.458S.910*BDINV 
6.214*WENTI 
-SA39*BGROOM 
.810*THE 
-2.060*IT 
1902.785 
6.81S*BEXMARK 
-9.89S*BGROOM 
-2.927*COMMA IRossetti 
-3.088*MPHON
.S93 48.057 59.516Letters 3.873*SPACE 

-lJ73*TO B 

-86.142*P evc 

-1.850*AE 

4.883*BPOWAUTH 
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Table D.5 (continued) 
1790.001 
4.838*BA TO 
2.314*0 I 
-1.555*AND
-
Rossetti 
Poems .551 
7.423*WENTl 
-2.207*IT 
1.905*P ASPECT 
36.711 50.067 
-.800*OVRST 
3.183*BAN 
-4.947*BTHATOBJ 
-3.338*BCANB 
1938.379 
-3.375*BADVS 
4.006*BTHATOBJ 
Yeats Letters .530 1.843*COMMA 
-76.893*SPACE 0 14.169 16.793 
2.490*BP VVV 
-4.045*WENT1 
-2.097*W LET 
1939.431 
-6.000*WPHON 
-4.418*W 
-9.920*BGROOM 
7.060*BCANB 
Yeats Poems .722 -10.251 *BTHISB 79.068 97.240 
-1.424*AND
-
-5.661 *F I 
9.08*BNG PRON 
l.503*OVRST 
3.764*C 
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Table D.6: Regression results for multivariable-type datasets based on variables 
found onlv within each author's dataset. 
MultivariabJe-type datasets based on variables selected from each author 
Author-
Genre R2 Model MESS MSE 
1935.711 
-3.964*BBECAUSE 
4.743*BAND_OF 
l.968*NEGEMO 
5.398*BCOLON 
-5.711 *BRCETHIC 
Millay 
Letters .757 
3.674*MEANS 
-2.934*BA [ 
2.791 *T 
31.645 43.388 
-1.539*PRESENTS 
-4.498*AO 
-3.929*BAMPER 
-3.781*BYOU OF 
-3.545*BP VVV 
-1.069* APPROXIM 
1956.421 
-67 .662*WRA TI02 
3.297*BTO INB 
2. 162*FULLSTOP 
-2.579*SH 
Millay 
Poems .613 
-10.319*BNGADV 
3.284*BTHISB 24.822 30.953 
0.410*SCHIZOPH 
-4.083*UH 
4.395*BIN30 
3.218*BAND YOU 
I 2.477*BTHE OFB 
I 
1852.347 
-3.236*BMEANSL W 
4.001 *BHYPHEN 
-10.754*A V 
-1.904*HA VE 
Poe Letters .656 -3.512*BMILIT 12.184 15.588 
-2.609*F 
-1.030*NOMINAL 
O.813*COMMA 
-2.089*BAIN 
1.921*BDINV 
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raT! 
Table D 6 (continued) 
1842.439 
-2.443 * APOSTR 
-31.032*N SP 
6.751 *BCANB 
6. nO*BPUBLICPoe Poems .795 9.810 ! 3.161
-4.509*BHASB 
-4.252*BHADB 
3.220*B 
-3.617*BFRIENDS . 
-2.223 *BPOLIT@ 
1887.437 
9.400*BEXMARK 
-5.024*BOFTO 
-5.86J*BGROOM 
-3.533*MRossetti 
.668 -2.632*COMMA 39.258 I 50.996Letters 104.494*SP I 
-5.356*BDOW 
-1.937*AE 
-13 .040*LNTOT ALH 
-4.040*BPOWAREN 
1853.815 
-3.361 *BWLBPSYC 
0.471 *NOUNS 
-1.321*PAIN 
1.094*0 
-1.408*SEMICOL 
-O.878*H 
3.338*BPRON1Rossetti 
.805 61.028*SP 0 15.965 22.940Poems 
-3.068*BPASSIVE 
-1.169*Z 
I -3.586*BAND INB 
3.539* BWHICHB I 
5.240*BAFFOTB 
-19.592*T_B 
-3.103*BPOSFEEL 
-2.404*BHIS 
1962.572 
-5.017*BIN_HAVE 
2.179*BRITUAL 
-3.000*BADVS 
l.596*BTV 
-49.689*SPACE 0 
Yeats Letters .729 2.878*BSPLITAUX 8.167 11.301 
-3.022*BDET]RON 
-.594*TENTA T 
-2.110*W LETTER 
-16.949*CENT2 
2.449*BTHATOBJ 
-7.099*H EI 
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II 
Table D 6 (continued) 
1843.616 
-4.820*WPHO 
42.888*A T 
-S.01S*W 
S.698*BBUTB 
-6.037*BDASH 
-O.678*INCL I 
Yeats Poems .818 145.201*SP I 51.642 69.883 
1.669*A 
11.2S7*BTHA TS 
-4.824*BAQUA TIC 
S.989*BWHAT 
-4.447*BSAD 
-4.083*BSHE 
81.046*P CVC 
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Appendix E 

Table E.1: 0.01-SE Regression Trees with IO-fold cross-validation for all authors and genres. NODE 

LABEL indicates whether the node is a splitting one or a terminal one, and SPLIT VARIABLE is used 

h Ih'd r Ih . ble a I eaClI node.to s ow e 1 entzty 0 e vana 
Millay Letters 
Variable Node SplitTreetypes label variable 
Node 1: AMPER <~ 1.88395E-02 
Node 2: COLON <== 0.10605 1 AMPER 
Node 4: V-mean = 1.92565E+03 2 COLON 
characters Node 2: COLON> 0.10605 4T K 

Node 5: V-mean == 1.94009E+03 5T U 

Node 1: AMPER > 1.88395E-02 3T U 

Node 3: V-mean == 1.92292E+03 

character 
 Node 1: Y -mean = 1.92788E+03 IT SPACE T transitions 

content Node 1: V-mean = 1. 92788 E+03 IT ENLOTH 

15t order 
 Node 1: V-mean = 1.92788E+03 IT WENTI 
entropy 

2"d order 

Node 1: Y -mean == 1.92788E+03 IT WDIF
entropy 

lexical Node 1: Y -mean = 1.92788E+03 IT A 

Node 1: ANDOF <= 7.29443E-02 
 1 AND_OFlexical Node 2: V-mean == 1.92515E+03 2T A_OFtransitions Node I: ANDOF > 7.29443E-02 3T TO ANDNode 3: V-mean = 1.93608E+03 

phonemic Node 1: V-mean = 1.92788E+03 IT Y 

phonemic 

Node 1: V-mean == 1.92788E+03 IT PCVCtransitions 

syntactic Node 1: V-mean == 1.92788E+03 IT BECAUSE 

Node 1: CONJPRE <= 5.44118E-02 

Node 2: V-mean = 1.92459E+03 1 CON] PRE 

Node 1: CONJPRE > 5.44118E-02 2T A CONJS 

syntactic 
Node 3: NUMPREP <= 0.24853 3 NUM PREPtransitions 
Node 6: V-mean = 1.92562E+03 6T ADV_V 
Node 3: NUMPREP > 0.24853 7T DET DET 
Node 7: V-mean == 1.94020E+03 
Millay Poems 
Variable Node SplitTree!)'pes label variable I 
characters Node 1: V-mean = 1.92940E+03 IT HYPHEN I 
character INode 1: V-mean = 1.92940E+03 IT I S transitions 
content Node 1: Y -mean = 1.92940E+03 IT UNDRST 1 
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Table E 1 (continued) 
1sl order 
entropy 
Node 1: WENTI < 9.14439 
Node 2: V-mean == 1.92543E+03 
Node 1: WENTl > 9.14439 
Node 3: V-mean ­ 1.93173E+03 
1 
2T 
3T 
WENTl 
CENT 1 
LETREDI 
2nd order 
entropy 
Node 1: WDIF < 4.91705 
Node 2: V-mean = 1.92392E+03 
Node I: WDIF > 4.91705 
Node 3: V-mean == 1.93123E+03 
1 
2T 
3T 
WDIP 
CRATIOI 
CENT2 
lexical Node 1: V-mean -­ 1.92940E+03 IT THISB 
lexical 
transitions I 
I 
Node 1: TOINB < 0.10819 
Node 2: V-mean == 1.92772E+03 
Node 1.: TOrNB > 0.10819 
Node 3: V-mean ­ 1.9361OE+03 
1 
2T 
3T 
TO_INB 
THAT_THE 
A TO 
phonemic 
Node 1: W < 2.64475 
Node 2: V-mean == 1.93111E+03 
Node 1: W> 2.64475 
Node 3: V-mean ­ 1.92295E+03 
1 
2T 
3T 
W 
K 
M 
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Table £.1 (continued) 
phonemic 
transitions 
Ll Node 7: PYV > 4.30806 Node15:PVey<= 0.36131 
Node 1: pee <= 40.76442 
Node 2: pcve <= 0.94400 
Node 4: pee <= 39.68882 
Node 8: V-mean '" 1.92200E+03 
Node 4: pee> 3968882 
Node 9: V-mean = 192733E+03 
Node 2: pevc> 0.94400 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.92133E+03 
Node 1: pee> 40.76442 
Node 3: pvee <= 0.61944 
Node 6: pece <= 0.23215 
Node 12: pccc <= 0.20749 
Node 24: pee <= 41.38023 
Node 48: pccv <= 0.82236 
Node 96: Y-mean'~ 193040E+03 
Node 48: pecv > 0.82236 
Node 97: V-mean = 1.92500E+03 
Node 24: pee> 41.38023 
Node 49: PVVC <= 0.98148 
Node 98: V-mean = 1.93225E+03 
Node 49: PVVC > 0.98148 
Node 99: V-mean = 1.93925E+03 
Node 12: peec > 0.20749 
Node 25: peee <= 0.22169 
Node 50: PVV <= 6.50338 
Node 100: V-mean = 1.93175E+03 
Node 50: PVV > 6.50338 
Node 101: V-mean = 1.91967E+03 
Node 25: pcce> 0.22169 
Node 51: pce <= 43.00934 
Node 102: V-mean = 1.92360E+03 
Node 51: pce > 43.00934 
Node 103: V-mean = 1.91933E+03 
Node6:PCCe> 0.23215 
Node 13: PCC <= 42.44719 
Node 26: PVC <= 95.25246 
Node 52: V-mean = 193380E+03 
Node 26: PVC> 95.25246 
Node 53: V-mean = 1.94133E+03 
Node 13: pee> 42.44719 
Node 27: pee <= 4266848 
Node 54: Y -mean = 1.92275E+03 
Node 27: pee> 42.66848 
Node 55: pey <= 56.05478 
Node 110: pye <= 94.22305 
Node 220: V-mean = 1.92320E+03 
Node 110: PVC> 94.22305 
Node 221: V-mean = 1.93157E+03 
Node 55: PCY > 56.05478 
Node 1 11: pyye <= 0.95000 
Node 222: V-mean = 1.93500E+03 
Node III: pyye> 0.95000 
Node 223: V-mean = 1.93900E+03 
Node3:PVeC> 0.61944 
Node 7: pyy <= 4.30806 
Node 14: V-mean = 1.92850E+03 
1 pee 
2 peyC 
4 pec 
8T PVVC 
9T pee 
5T pce 
3 Pyec 
6 pecc 
12 pecc 
24 pee 
48 pcey 
96T pyye 
97T pye 
49 PVYC 
98T PYY 
99T PVC 
25 pecc 
50 PYY 
lOOT PYYC 
JOlT pecc 
51 pee 
102T pey 
103T pvc 
13 pee 
26 PVC 
52T pcce 
53T pec 
27 pee 
54T pvc 
55 pey 
110 pvc 
nOT pey 
221T PYYC 
111 PYVC 
222T PYYY 
223T pcc 
7 PVV 
14T pey 
15 PYCV 
30T PYY 
31T Pyec 
Node 15: PVCY > 0.36131II .___N~Od~e~3~0~:~V~-I~ne~'a~n_=_.~1.~9~39~3~8=E+_0~.3~____________~____~____________~ Node 31: V -mean ~ 1.93460E+03 
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Table 1 ;lJ.£ontilllu:d)r·-----­
: SYlltactic Node 1: V-mean - 1.92940E+03 IT DEMS I 
I syntaetic i 
r------"'--" 
Node 1: V-mean == 1.92940E+03 IT PREP]ROl\ IL._t£~II~Ltions
._----,-- I 
I 
i I 
I Poe Letters 
I ;r---·-----­
i Vnriable Node SplitI Tree I ~._.•!Y.Pcs 1----- label variable 
charaeters Node 1: V-mean = 1.84191 E+03 IT HYPHEN 
chanl\:te!" . 1.84191E+03 IT SPACE 0transiI;on, to", 1: Y-me,," -­
r"'~~~' 
; (ont~_1.1L__~(~<:!e 1: Y -mean = 1.84191E+03 11 FAIL ij ,- l'~' .~.) I 
Node 1: Y -mean == 1.84191 E+03 11 LETH1nle!" , 
°1'~: .._... ___ 
rlier ~ Node 1: V-mean = 1.84191E+03 11 CDIF(2r' _. 
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Table E I (continued) 
lexical 
lexical 
I transitions 
l phonemic 
I phonemicl transitions 
Node 1: UPON < 9.61538E-02 
Node 2: SO <== 0.26846 
Node 4: YOUR <== 0.93067 
Node 8: IB <== 3.49556 
Node 16: ANB <== 0.13441 
Node 32: V-mean == 1.84233E+03 
Node 16: ANB > 0.13441 
Node 33: V-mean = 1.83433E+03 
Node 8: IB > 3.49556 
Node 17: V-mean = 1.84617E+03 
Node 4: YOUR> 0.93067 
Node 9: HAvEB <= 0.92692 
Node 18: V-mean == 1.84380E+03 
Node 9: HAvEB > 0.92692 
Node 19: BUTB <== 0.28571 
Node 38: V-mean == 1.83625E+03 
Node 19: BUTB > 0.28571 
Node 39: V-mean = 1.83067E+03 
Node 2: SO> 0.26846 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.84689E+03 
Node 1: UPON> 9.61538E-02 
Node 3: OFB <== 3.22746 
Node 6: WOULDB <= 1.33731 
Node 12: BEENB <= 0.42811 
Node 24: V-mean == 1.84050E+03 
Node 12: BEENB > 0.42811 
Node 25: V-mean = 1.84414E+03 
Node 6: WOULDB > 1.33731 
Node 13: V-mean = 1.83433E+03 
Node 3: OFB > 3.22746 
Node 7: MR <= 0.13294 
Node 14: ONB <= 0.46568 
Node 28: TOB <= 2.85293 
Node 56: V-mean = 1.84020E+03 
Node 28: TOB > 2.85293 
Node 57: V-mean = 1.84575E+03 
Node 14: ONB > 0.46568 
Node 29: V-mean = 1.83700E+03 
Node 7: MR > 0.13294 
Node 15: SB <= 0.45523 
Node 30: WHOB <= 0.1600 I 
Node 60: V-mean == 1.83640E+03 
Node 30: WHOB > 0.16001 
Node 61: V-mean = 1.82875E+03 
Node 15: SB > 0.45523 
Node 31: V-mean -- 1.83925E+03 
Node I: Y -mean = 1.84191E+03 
Node 1: Y -mean 1.84191 E+03 
Node 1: Y -mean = 1.84191 E+03 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
32T 
33T 
17T 
9 
18T 
19 
38T 
39T 
5T 
3 
6 
12 
24T 
2ST 
13T 
7 
14 
28 
56T 
571 
29T 
IS 
30 
60T 
6lT 
3lT 
lT 
IT 
iT 
UPON 
SO 
YOUR 
18 
ANB 
ASB 
BYB 
SB 
HAVEB 
NOT 
BUTB 
AB 
BEB 
CANB 
OFB 
WOULDB 
BEENB 
ATB 
WHATB 
SB 
MR 
ONB 
TOB 
ASB 
ANDB 
SB 
SB 
WHOB 
SAIDB 
HERB 
WEREB 
THE_OFB 
TENDER 
PVvC 
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Table E J (continued) 
Node 1: ADY <= 5.59262 

Node 2: PRES WHIZ <= 0.22311 1 ADV 

Node 4: Y -mean = 1.84116E+03 2 PRESWHIZ 

syntactic Node 2: PRESWHIZ > 0.22311 4T IFUNLESS 

Node 5: V-mean = 1.83491E+03 5T ADVS 

Node 1: ADY > 5.59262 3T PUBLIC 

Node 3: V-mean == 1.84428E+03 

syntactic 
 Node 1: Y-mean= 1.84191E+03 IT PRON N 
transitions 
Poe Poems 
Variable Node SplitTree types label variable 
Node 1: APOSTR <= 1.15186 1 APOSTRNode 2: V-mean == 1.83878E+03
characters 2T CNode 1: APOSTR > 115186 3T SPACENode 3: V-mean = 1.82775E+03 

Node J: NSPACE <= 0.26489 
 1 N_SPACE
character Node 2: Y -mean == 1.84200E+03 2T EA
transitions Node 1: NSPACE> 0.26489 3T ANNode 3: Y-mean= 1.83154E+03 

Node 1: AROUSAL <== 0.42478 
 1 AROUSALNode 2: V-mean = 1.83841E+03 
content 2T UPNode 1: AROUSAL> 0.42478 3T EXPRSVNode 3: V-mean = 1.83012E+03 
1'{ order 
Node 1: V-mean = 1.83455E+03 IT WENTl 
entropy 
Node 1: WENT2 <= 3.96047 I1 WENT22nd order Node 2: V-mean = 1.84069E+03 I2T WOlF 
entropy Node 1: WENT2 > 3.96047 3T CRATI02Node 3: Y-mean= 1.83115E+03 

lexical Node 1: V-mean == 1.83455E+03 IT CANS 

lexical 
 Node 1: V-mean == 1.83455E+03 IT I AND transitions 

Node 1: W <= 1.44579 
 1 WNode 2: V-mean = 1.83968E+03phonemic 2T MNode 1: W> 1.44579 3T AHNode 3: V-mean = 1.83188E+03 

phonemic 
 Node 1: Y -mean = 1.83455E+03 IT PCCtransitions 

syntactic Node 1: V-mean = 1.83455E+03 IT POSSIBLE 

syntactic 
 Node 1: Y -mean == 1.83455E+03 IT V ADY transitions 
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Table E. J (continuedj_ 
Rossetti Letters 
Node 
label 
I 
2 
4T 
5T 
3T 
1 
2 
4T 
5T 
3T 
1T 
1T 
lIT 
1 
2 
4T 
5T 
3T 
IT 
1T 
1T 
IT 
1T 
Node 
label 
1 
2T 
3T 
_____'---__ 
Split 
variable 
EXMARK 
SPACE 
B 
W 
FULLS TOP 
TSPACE 
ER 
SE 
SPACE M 
E SPACE 
NAME 
LETH1 
CENT2 
TOB 

CANB 

ONB 

WITHB 

OFB 

OF TO 
CENTRE 
PCV 
PASPECT 
CON.! PRE 
JJ 

Split 

variable 

H 
~ASH 
_ __. 
Variable 
types 
characters 
character 
transitions 
content 
1sl order 
entropy 
2nd order 
entropy 
lexical 
lexical 
transitions 
phonemic 
phonemic 
transitions 
syntactic 
syntactic 
transitions 
Tree 
Node 1: EXMARK <= 0.10515 
Node 2: SPACE <= 18.99430 
Node 4: Y -mean = 1.86304E+03 
Node 2: SPACE> 18.99430 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.87274E+03 
Node 1: EXMARK > 0.10515 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.88020E+03 
Node 1: TSP ACE <= 0.29690 
Node 2: ER <= 0.10406 
Node 4: V-mean = 1.86140E+03 
Node 2: ER> 0.10406 
Node 5: Y -mean = 1.87255E+03 
Node 1: TSPACE > 0.29690 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.87655E+03 
Node 1: V-mean = 1.87236E+03 
Node 1: Y -mean = 1. 87236E+03 
Node 1: Y -mean = 1.87236E+03 
Node I: TOB <= 3.39394 
Node 2: CANB <= 0.46212 
Node 4: V-mean 7~ 1.87467E+03 
Node 2: CANB > 0.46212 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.88425E+03 
Node 1: TOB > 3.39394 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.86643E+03 
Node I: Y -mean '" 1.87236E+03 
Node I: V-mean = 1.87236E+03 
Node 1: V-mean = 1.87236E+03 
Node I: V-mean = 1.87236E+03 
Node 1: V-mean = 1.87236E+03 
Rossetti Poems 

Variable 

Treetypes 
l Node 1: H <= 5.67404 Nadel, Y-m"" " 1.857308+03characters Node 1: H> 5.67404 Node 3: V-mean = IJS035E+03___. 
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Table E 1 (continued) 
character 
transitions 
content 
151 order 
entropyI 
2nd order 
entropy 
Node 1: RE < 0.27636 
Node 2: TH <= 0.34235 
Node 4: Y -mean = 1.86124E+03 
Node 2: TH> 0.34235 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.85353E+03 
Node 1: RE > 0.27636 
Node 3: Y -mean = 1.84894E+03 
Node 1: Y -mean 1.85494E+03 
Node I: CENT! < 4.09088 
Node 2: V-mean == 1.85341E+03 
Node 1: CENTI > 4.09088 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.86360E+03 
Node 1: CDIF < 0.76076 
Node 2: V-mean == 1.85872E+03 
Node 1: eDIF > 0.76076 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.85242E+03 
1 
2 
4T 
ST 
3T 
IT 
1 
2T 
3T 
1 
2T 
3T 
RE 
TH 
At\ 
SPACE H 
T_H 
PAIN 
CENTl 
PHOHI 
WENTl 
CDIF 
CRATIOI 
PHOH2 
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Table E 1 (continued) 
Node 1: WOULDB <'" 0.43501 
Node 2: AND <== 0.71078 
Node 4: Y -mean = 1.87050E+03 
Node 2: AND> 0.71078 
Node 5: ANB <= 1.04178 
Node 10: WILL <== 2.57300 
Node20: WILL <= 1.00067 
Node 40: THE <= 4.48093 
Node 80: FROMB <== 1.29619 
I Node 160: THA TB <= 1.85696 
Node 320: HERB <= 5.08936 
Node 640: WITHB <= 0.87076 
Node 1280: V-mean = 1.85286E+03 
Node 640: WITHB > 0.87076 
Node 1281: SO <'" 0.59645 
Node 2562: Y -mean = 1.85512E+03 
Node 1281: SO> 0.59645 
Node 2563: V-mean = 1.86367E+03 
Node 320: HERB> 5.08936 
Node 641: V-mean = 1.85175E+03 
Node 160: THATB > 1.85696 
Node 321: Y -mean = 1.86040E+03 
Node 80: FROMB > 1.29619 
Node 161: V-mean == 1.86533E+03 
lexical Node 40: THE> 4.48093 
Node 81: OFB <= 1.81275 
Node 162: V-mean == 1.84850E+03 
Node81:0FB> 1.81275 
Node 163: IB <= 0.48350 
Node 326: Y -mean = 1.85311 E+03 
Node 163: IB > 0.48350 
Node 327: THEIRB <= 0.64809 
Node 654: V-mean = 1.84933E+03 
Node 327: THEIRB > 0.64809 
Node 655: V-mean == 1.86767E+03 
Node 20: WILL> 1.00067 
Node 41: NOTB <= 1.69944 
Node 82: IFB <= 0.17544 
Node 164: Y -mean = 1.85060E+03 
Node82:IFB> 0.17544 
Node 165: V-mean "" 1.85800E+03 
Node 41: NOTB > 1.69944 
Node 83: V-mean = 1.86075E+03 
Node 10: WILL> 2.57300 
Node 21: V-mean == 1.86200E+03 
Node 5: ANB > 1.04178 
Node II: V-mean = 1.87233E+03 
Node 1: WOULDB > 0.43501 
Node 3: V-mean '" 1.84863£+03 
I WOULDB 
2 AND 
4T SB 
5 ANB 
10 WILL 
20 WILL 
40 THE 
80 FROMB 
160 THATB 
320 HERB 
640 WITHB 
1280T WITHB 
1281 SO 
2562T THEYB 
2563T HASB 
641T ME 
321T FROMB 
161T ANB 
81 OFB 
162T ANDB 
163 IB 
326T ALLB 
327 THEIRB 
654T CANB 
655T HAVEB 
41 NOTB 
82 IFB 
164T INB 
165T THISB 
83T AREB 
21T SB 
liT ALLB 
3T LOVE 
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Table E.l (continued) 
lexical 
transitions 
~honemic 
phonemic 
transitions 
syntactic 
syntactic 
transitions 
Node 1: ANDTHE <= 0.19375 
Node 2: ANDINB <= 3.12500E-02 
Node 4: TOrNB <= 0.17424 
Node 8: INANDB <= 0.10000 
Node 16: MYTO <= 5.55556E-02 
Node 32: AAB <= 0.26786 
Node 64: V-mean = 1.87860E+03 
Node 32: AAB > 0.26786 
Node 65: V-mean = 1.85950E+03 
Node 16: MYTO > 5.55556E-02 
Node 33: V-mean == 1.84920E+03 
Node 8: rNANDB > 0.10000 
Node 17: Y-mean= 1.85117E+03 
Node 4: TOINB > 0.17424 
Node 9: V-mean == 1.86762E+03 
Node 2: ANDINB > 3.12500E-02 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.85415E+03 
Node 1: ANDTHE> 0.19375 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.85133E+03 
Node 1: V-mean = 1.85494E+03 
Node 1: PVV <= 7.24503 
Node 2: peev <= 0.80152 
Node 4: pvve <= 0.84659 
Node 8: V-mean = 1.86500E+03 
Node 4: pvve> 0.84659 
Node 9: PVVV <= 6.78733E-02 
Node 18: V-mean = 1.85825E+03 
Node 9: pvvv > 6.78733E-02 
Node 19: Y-mean= 1.84983E+03 
Node 2: peev> 0.80152 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.85]90E+03 
Node 1: PVV > 7.24503 
Node 3: pvee <'" 0.54377 
Node 6: V-mean = 1.86000E+03 
Node 3: pvee > 0.54377 
Node 7: V-mean =. 1.84742E+03 
Node 1: PASSIVES <= 0.22783 
Node 2: NOMINAL <== 0.83695 
Node 4: SEEMAPPR <= 0.73314 
Node 8: TOINF <= 1.05310 
Node 16: V-mean = 1.85620E+03 
Node 8: TOINF > 1.053] 0 
Node 17: V-mean = 1.86690E+03 
Node 4: SEEMAPPR > 0.73314 
Node 9: V-mean = 1.87450E+03 
Node 2: NOMINAL> 0.83695 
Node 5: V-mean == 1.85095E+03 
Node I: PASSIVES> 0.22783 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.85129E+03 
Node 1: V-mean == 1.85494E+03 
I 

2 

4 
8 
16 
32 
64T 
65T 
33T 
17T 
9T 
5T 
3T 
IT 
1 
2 
4 
8T 
9 
18T 
19T 
5T 
3 
6T 
7T 
I 
2 
4 
8 
]6T 
17T 
9T 
1	 5T 
3T 
IT 
AND THE 

AND INB 

TO INB 

IN_ANDB 

MY TO 

A AB 

I_TO 

A OFB 

AND MY 

I AND 

A AB 

FOR THE 

A THEB 

APPROXIM 
PVV 

peev 

pvve 

pee 

PVVV 

peev 

pee 

pee 

pvee 

pee 

peve 

PASSIVES 

NOMINAL 

SEEMAPPR
ITOINF 
I PASTWHIZ 
eOORDIN 

DEMONST 

PASPECT 

ADVS 
PRONJDV I 
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Table £.1 (continued) 
Yeats Letters 
Variable 
types Tree 
Node 
label Split variable 
Node 1: COMMA <= 0.80323 
Node 2: OINV <= 0.82319 1 COMMA 
Node 4: Y-mean = 1.89716E+03 2 DINV 
characters Node 2: OINV > 0.82319 4T F 
Node 5: Y-mean = 1.89053E+03 15T QMARK 
Node I: COMMA> 0.80323 3T FULLS TOP 
Node 3: Y -mean = 1.89957E+03 
character 
transitions Node 1: Y-mean = 1.89714E+03 IT SPACE 0 
content Node J: Y-mean = 1.89714E+03 IT TV 
15t order 
entropy Node I: Y -mean = 1.89714E+03 IT WENTI 
2nd order 
entropy 
Node 1: COIF <= 0.75701 
Node 2: Y-mean = 1.89612E+03 
Node 1: COIF> 0.75701 
Node 3: Y-mean = 1.90020E+03 
I 
2T 
3T 
CDIF 
LETRED2 
LETH2 
lexical 
Node 1: BOOK <= 0.71789 
Node 2: Y -mean = 1.89814E+03 
Node 1: BOOK> 0.71789 
Node 3: Y-mean = 1.89359E+03 
1 
2T 
3T 
BOOK 
ALL 
THEYB 
lexical 
transitions I Node 1: Y-mean = 1.89714E+03 1T TO IN 
I-phonemic Node J: Y -mean = 1.89714E+03 IT T 
phonemic 
transitions Node 1: Y-mean = 1.89714E+03 IT PVCV 
Node 1: THATOBJ <= 0.15360 
Node 2: NOUNS <= 17.56099 
Node 4: Y-mean "" 1.89846E+03 I THATOBJ 
Node 2: NOUNS> 17.56099 2 NOUNS 
Node 5: DOW <= 0.27943 4T THATVB 
Node 10: THATVB <= 0.36413 5 DOW 
syntactic Node 20: Y -mean = 1.88972E+03 10 THATVB 
Node 10: THATVB > 0.36413 20T STRPREP 
Node 21: Y-mean = 1.89630E+03 21T DEMONST 
Node 5: DOW> 0.27943 II T SUBTHAT 
Node 11: Y -mean = 1.89789E+03 3T PRIVATE 
Node 1: THA TOBJ > 0.15360 
Node 3: Y-mean = 1.90046E+03 
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Table E 1 (continued) 
syntactic 
transitions 
Yeats Poems 
Variable 
types 
characters 
character 
transitions 
content 
1st order 
entropy 
2nd order 
entropy 
Node 1: NUMCONJ < 0.12987 
Node 2: ANUM <= 5.81395E-03 
Node 4: PRONPRO <== 7.01970E-02 
Node 8: Y-mean = 1.89344E+03 

Node 4: PRONPRO > 7.01970E-02 

Node 9: Y -mean = 1.90024E+03 

Node 2: ANUM> 5.81395E-03 
Node 5: Y-mean = 1.88917E+03 
Node 1: NUMCONJ > 0.12987 
Node 3: Y -mean == 1.89921 E+03 
Tree 
Node 1: Y-mean L91367E+03 
Node I: TH < 0.41818 
Node 2: Y-mean = 1.91985E+03 
Node I: TH > 0.41818 
Node 3: OR <= 0.12410 
Node 6: Y -mean = 1.90865E+03 
Node 3: OR> 0.12410 
Node 7: SPACEB <= 6.75268E-02 
Node 14: Y-mean = 1.89123E+03 
Node 7: SPACEB > 6.75268E-02 
Node 15: Y-mean - 1.92367E+03 
Node 1: KNOW < 1.17663 
Node 2: INCL <= 8.39500 
Node 4: MUTILATI <= 1.07550 
Node 8: U'l\iDRST <= 1.83113 
Node 16: Y-mean == 1.90122E+03 
Node 8: UNDRST > 1.83113 
(\jode 17: Y-mean= 1.91890E+03 
Node 4: MUTILA TI > 1.07550 
Node 9: Y-mcan = 1.92350E+03 
Node 2: INCL > 8.39500 
Node 5: TOT ALAN <= 1.89900 
Node 10: POSAFF <= 0.82418 
Node 20: Y-mean == 1.89300E+03 
Node 10: POSAFF > 0.82418 
Node 21: Y-mean == 1.92900E+03 
Node 5: TOTALAN> 1.89900 
Node 11: Y-mean = l.89353E+03 
Node 1: KNOW> 1.17663 
Node 3: Y-mean - 1.92231 E+03 
Node 1: Y-mean == 1.91367E+03 
I Node 1: Y-mean= 1.91367E+03 
1 
2 
4 
8T 
9T 
5T 
3T 
Node 
label 
IT 
I 
2T 
3 
6T 
7 
14T 
1ST 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16T 
17T 
9T 
5 
10 
20T 
2lT 
11 T 
3T 
IT 
IT 
NUMCONJ 
ANUM 
PRONPRO 
ADVPREP 
VV 
CONJSA 
PREPA 
Split variable 
W 
I T_H 
SPACE_O 
o R 

E A 

SPACE B 

R E 

o U 
KNOW 
INCL 
MUTILATI 
UNDRST 
AFFECT 
VARY 
OPTIM 
TOTALAN 
POSAFF 
CAUSE 
SENSES 
PSYCHOMO 
EXERT 
LETHI 
CENT2 
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Table £.1 (continued) 
lexical 
Node 1: WITHB < 0.85476 
Node 2: Y-mean = 1.92094E+03 
Node 1: WITHB > 0.85476 
Node 3: Y-mean = 1.90017E+03 
1 
2T 
3T 
WITHB 
THISB 
HAVEB 
lexical 
transitions Node 1: Y-mean '" 1.91367E+03 IT THE THE 
phonemic 
Node 1: W < 1.94676 
Node 2: Y-mean = 1.92003E+03 
Node 1: W > 1.94676 
Node 3: Y-mean = 1.90016E+03 
1 
2T 
3T 
K 
W 
OBSTRUENT 
phonemic 
transitions Node 1: Y -mean = 1.91 367E+03 IT PVVC 
syntactic Node 1: Y -mean 1.91367E+03 IT DEMS 
syntactic 
transitions Node 1: Y -mean = 1.91367E+03 IT NG PRON 
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Table E.2: Non-parametric bivariate correlation values accounting "orpa ·t· I r
• • J< 1 ICU ar percentages 0 
vcmance 1I1 each tree model and their corresnonding MSE values Dashe . d· t b r . y . S III lca e a sence 0 
meaningful regression trees. 
l 
Millay Letters Correlation MSE Millay Poems Correlation MSE I 
.., --'-'--"'--~--'---. 
characters .458 I 139.20 characters 
-- 64.15 
chamcter transitions -- 130.40 character transitions 
.._..__ .._-- ..._------'- - 64.15 
, con ten t 
-- 130.40 content 
-­ 64.15 r?i-~~ler entropy 
-- 130.40 1sl order entropy 
.361 62.57L2":~~~d~r entroE~ -- 130.40 2nd order entropy 
.370 58.89 
I lexical -- 130.40 lexical 
-- 64.15Ik~~aj-iransitions .429 114.60 lexical transitions 
._---._----_._-- -----
.424 56.96 
--
130.40 phonemic 
.396 63.03lJ?_~2.I~~!~~~__1 
i phonemic -- 130.40 
.829 57.441phonemic transitions \_l.I:tl~i~~ons ___ 
L2tnt<l\.:tic -- 130.40 syntactic 
--
64.15 
l_~nta.ctic transitions 0410 130.00 syntactic transitions 
--
64.15 
Poe Letters Correlation MSE Poe Poems Correlation MSE 
characters 
-­
35.41 characters .762 44.63 
Uharacter transitions -­ 35.41 character transitions .557 60.40 
content -­ 35.41 content .540 60.87 
I I "Iorder entropy -­ 35.41 1st order entropy -­ 65.80 
i 2n , order entropy -­ 35.41 2nd order entropy .585 59.78 
lexical .845 46.67 lexical -­ 65.80 
pexical transitions -­ 35.41 lexical transitions -­ 65.80 
~llOnemic -­ 35.41 phonemic .471 59.85 Iphonemic -­ 35.41 -­ 65.80 phonemic transitions 
tran::;itions 
r sYntactic .459 36.40 syntactic , -­ 65.80 ~~i~tactic transitions -­ 35.41 syntactic transitions -­ 65.80 
I Rossetti Letters Correlation MSE Rossetti Poems Correlation MSEi 
~aracters .579 107.80 characters .361 88.85 
character tranSItions .476 108.30 character transitions .543 77.11 
r-S0ntent -­ 118.20 content -­ 81.82 
1st order entropy 
-­
118.20 1st order entropy .291 88.38 
1--" 
I 2nd order entropy -­ 118.20 2nd order entropy .333 74.55 
liexical .632 99.86 , lexical .739 105.70 
rk:xical transitions -­ 118.20 lexical transitions .549 89.89 
-­
118.20 phonemic -­ 8l.82~honemi' --­
phonemic -­ 118.20 phonemic transitions 
.632 I 85.14 
t~ansiti~ns 
Jlyntactlc -­ 118.20 syntactic .540 89.29 
-­
81.82~"ntaCiic tr""itions -­ 118.20 syntactic transitions 
Yeats Letters Correlation MSE Yeats Poems Correlation MSE I 
>,-----",-~.-«,~-,,~" 
characters .513 29.47 characters -­ 284.00l 
_~ -J~ _,._ ~_._".__,~ 
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Table E 2 (continued) 
If 
Yeats Letters Correlation MSE Yeats Poems Correlation MSE 
character transitions -- 30.17 character transitions .542 241.50 
content -- 30.17 content .676 234.30 
1st order entropy -- 30.17 1st order entropy -- 284.00 
2nd order entropy .291 31.46 2nd order entropy -- 284.00 
lexical .378 31.01 lexical .578 289.50 
lexical transitions -- 30.17 lexical transitions -- 284.00 
phonemic -- 30.17 phonemic .566 247.90 
phonemic -- 30.17 -- 284.00phonemic transitions 
transitions 
syntactic .578 23.14 syntactic -- 284.00 
s:Lntactic transitions .596 25.98 syntactic transitions 
--
284.00 
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Table £.4: O,OI-SE Regression Trees with lO-fold cross-validation for multivariable-type trees based 
on fifteen variables common in the regression trees ofat least two authors. 
Multivariable-type Trees based on 15 variables common to at least two authors 
Author- Tree Node Split variable 
Genre label 
Node 1: OPB <= 2,68629I 
Node 2: pvce <= 0.46850 
I Node 4: V-mean '" 1.94040E+03 1 OPB 
Node 2: pvee > 0.46850 2 P vee 
Node 5: pvv <= 9.53974 4T SO 
Node 10: Y -mean = 1.92582E+03 5 P VV Millay Node 5: pvv> 9.53974 lOT eOIFletters Node 11: V-mean == 1.9179IE+03 liT WOULDB 
Node I: OFB > 2.68629 3 eOIF 
Node 3: eOIF <= 0,68374 6T T H 
Node 6: V-mean = 1.92543E+03 7T P VV 
Node 3: eOIP > 0,68374 
Node 7: V-mean = 1.93975E+03 
Node 1: WOULDB <= 0,88121 
Node 2: TOINB <= 0.10819 1 WOULDBNode 4: pvce <= 0.61777 2 TO INB Node 8: V-mean = 1.92702E+03 4 P veeMillay Node 4: pvee > 0.61777 8T T H poems Node 9: V-mean = 1.93717E+03 9T p vveNode 2: TOINB > 0.10819 5T OFBNode 5: V-mean == 1.93610E+03 3T p vee Node 1: WOULDB > 0.88121 
Node 3: V-mean = 1,92050E+03 
Node 1: SO <== 0,26846 1 SONode 2: V-mean = 1.84020E+03Poe Letters 2T eDiFNode 1: SO> 0.26846 3T OFBNode 3: V-mean = 1.84400E+03 
Poe Poems , Node 1: V-mean == 1.83455E+03 IT WPHON 
Node 1: TOB <= 3.39394 1 TOBRossetti Node 2: Y -mean = 1.87666E+03 2T W PHON Letters Node 1: TOB > 3.39394 3T OFBNode 3: V-mean =. 1.86643E+03 
Node 1: WOULDB <== 0.4350 I ~, 1 WOULDBRossetti Node 2: V-mean == 1.85642E+03 2T TO INBI····.'···'··'.\ Poems Node 1: WOULDB > 0.4350 I 3T IENode 3: V-mean == 1.84863E+03 

Yeats Node 1: TOB <= 2.09933 

Letters Node 2: Y -mean = 1.89350E+03 
 1 TOBNode 1: TOB > 2.09933 2T eOIPNode 3: TOINB <= 0,10556 3 TOJNBNode 6: PVVC <== 0.98319 6 P VVC Node 12: Y -mean == 1.90028E+03 12T TO INSNode 6: PVVC> 0.98319 13T P VVC Node 13: V-mean == 1.8945SE+03 7T p vee Node 3: TOINS > 0,10556 
Node 7: V-mean '" 1.89897E+03 
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Table E 4 (continued) 

Node 1: WITHB <= 0.85476 
 1 WITHBYeats Node 2: V-mean = 1.92072E+03 2T P VVCPoems Node 1: WITHB > 0.85476 3T P CCV Node 3: V-mean = 1.90057E+03 
Table E.5: G.Ol-SE Regression Trees with lO-fold cross-validation for individual multivariable-type 
trees for each author and genre based on variables present in the regression trees oithat author. 
I Multivariable-type Trees based on variables present in the regression trees of each author 
Author- Tree Node Split variable 

Genre label 

Node 1: ANDOF <= 7.29443E-02 

Node 2: COLON <= O.! 7970 

Node 4: V-mean = 1.92258E+03 
 1 AND OFNode 2: COLON> 0.17970 2 COLONNode 5: NUMPREP <= 0.27386 4T AMPERNode 10: V-mean = 1.94933E+03 5 NUM_PREPNode 5: NUMPREP > 0.27386 lOT NUM]REPMillay Node 11: V-mean = 1.92900E+03 lIT COLONletters Node 1: ANDOF > 7.29443E-02 3 COLONNode 3: COLON <= 0.12397 6 NUM PREPNode 6: NUMPREP <= 0.21871 12T COLONNode 12: Y -mean = 1.92225E+03 13T CON] PRENode 6: NUMPREP > 0.21871 7T COLONNode 13: V-mean = 1.93575E+03 

Node 3: COLON> 0.12397 

Node 7: V-mean = 1.94267E+03 

I 
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Table £.5 (continued) 
Node 1: WENTI < 9.14439 
Node 2: W <= 2.63921 
Node 4: pvev <== 0.38417 
Node 8: Y -mean = 1.93925E+03 
Node 4: pvev > 0.38417 
Node 9: pev <= 61.13947 
Node 18: pvee <= 0.57619 
Node 36: pev <== 58.29031 
Node 72: PVC <= 93.76768 
Node 144: V-mean = 1.93633E+03 
Node 72: PVC> 93.76768 
Node 145: V-mean "" 1.92667E+03 
Node 36: pev> 58.29031 
Node 73: V-mean == 1.92633E+03 
Node 18: PVCC > 0.57619 
Node 37: V-mean = 1.92420E+03 
Node 9: PCV > 61.13947 
Node 19: V-mean = 1.92025E+03 
Node 2: W> 2.63921 
Node 5: V-mean = 1.92093E+03 
Node I: WENTI > 9.14439 
Node 3: TOINB <= 0.10819 

Millay Node 6: PCV <= 58.66683 

poems Node 12: W <= 1.20337 

Node 24: Y -mean == 1.93673E+03 
Node 12: W> 1.20337 
Node 25: WDlF <= 5.27580 
Node 50: V-mean = 1.93480E+03 
Node 25: WDlF > 5.27580 
Node 51: WDIF <= 5.65382 
Node 102: pvev <= 0.41114 
Node 204: WDIF <= 5.44433 
Node 408: V-mean = 1.93367E+03 
Node 204: WDlF > 5.44433 
Node 409: V-mean == 1.92267E+03 
Node 102: PVCV > 0.41114 
Node 205: V-mean == 1.92067E+03 
Node 51: WDIF > 5.65382 
Node 103: V-mean == 1.93290E+03 
Node 6: pev > 58.66683 
Node 13: V-mean == 1.92400E+03 
Node 3: TOINB > 0.10819 
Node 7: W <= 2.47036 
Node 14: V-mean = 1.93825E+03 
Node 7: W> 2.47036 
Node 15: V-mean 1.92850E+03 
1 WENTI 
2 W 
4 p_vev 
8T WENTI 
9 P_CV 
18 P_VCC 
36 P CV 
72 P_VC 
144T p_ee 
145T W 
73T W 
37T W 
19T W 
5T W 
3 TO_INB 
6 p_ev 
12 W 
24T p_ve 
25 WDIF 
SOT WENTl 
51 WDIF 
102 P_VCV 
204 WDIF 
408T W 
409T P_VVC 
205T P_CC 
1031 P_CCV 
13T P_CV 
7 W 
14T p_vev 
15T TO_INB 
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Table £.5 (continued) 
Node J: SO <= 0.26846 
Node 2: WOULDB <= O. J923 J 
Node 4: OFB <= 0.66667 
Node 8: V-mean = 1.84733E+03 
Node 4: OFB > 0.66667 
Node 9: TOB <= 3.85269 
Node 18:Y-mean= 1.84517E+03 
Node 9: TOB > 3.85269 
Node 19: Y -mean == 1.83960E+03 
Node 2: WOULDB > 0.19231 
Node 5: PRESWHIZ <== 0.26050 
Node J0: SB <== 0.65646 
Node 20: IB <== 4.99212 
Node 40: YOUR <== 1.27176 
Node 80: TOB <= 3.36840 
Node 160: Y-mean:o 1.84412E+03 
Node 80: TOB > 3.36840 
Node 161: ADY <= 4.19715 
Node 322: V-mean == 1.83600E+03 
Node 161: ADY > 4.19715 
Node 323: Y-mean:o 1.84075E+03 
Node 40: YOUR> 1.27176 
Node 81: Y -mean == 1.83700E+03 
Node 20: IB> 4.99212 
Node 41: ASB <== 0.25203 
Node 82: V-mean = 1.83967E+03 
Node 41: ASB > 0.25203 
Node 83: V-mean == 1.83233E+03 
Node 10: SB > 0.65646 
Node 21: V-mean == 1.84550E+03 
Node 5: PRES WHIZ > 0.26050 
Node 11: WHOB <= 8.68056E-02 
Node 22: V-mean == 1.83600E+03 
Node 11: WHOB > 8.68056E-02 
Node 23: V-mean == 1.82867E+03 
Node 1: SO> 0.26846 
Node 3: UPON <= 0.11416 
Node 6: Y-mean'" 1.84689E+03 
Node3:UPON> 0.11416 
Node 7: ANB <= 0.19730 
Node 14: V-mean == 1.83350E+03 
Node 7: ANB > 0.19730 
Node 15: SO <= 1.18003 
Node 30: BUTB <= 0.30981 
Node 60: V-mean == 1.83850E+03 
Node 30: BUTB > 0.30981 
Node 61: V-mean == 1.84529E+03 
Node 15: SO> 1.18003 
Node 31: V-mean = 1.83633E+03 
Poe Letters 
I SO 
2 WOULDB 
4 OFB 
8T ANB 
9 TOB 
18T PRESWHIZ 
19T MR 
5 PRES WHIZ 
10 SB 
20 IB 
40 YOUR 
80 TOB 
160T HAYEB 
161 ADY 
322T YOUR 
323T ADY 
8IT ADY 
41 ASB 
82T MR 
83T PRESWHIZ 
2IT UPON 
11 WHOB 
22T PRESWHIZ 
23T YOUR 
3 UPON 
6T HAYEB 
7 ANB 
14T PRESWHIZ 
15 SO 
30 BUTB 
60T MR 
6IT ADY 
3IT UPON 
~-------L----~~~~~~~~:~~~~________.~____L-______________ 
I 
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Table E 5 (continued) 
Poe Poems 
Node 1: APOSTR <= 1.15186 
Node 2: NSP ACE <= 0.26986 
Node 4: W <= 1.77182 
Node 8: APOSTR <= 0.76754 
Node 16: W <= 1.41560 
Node 32: W <= 1.31153 
Node 64: NSPACE <-= 0.22325 
Node 128: V-mean = 1.84575£+03 
Node 64: NSPACE > 0.22325 
Node 129: V-mean = 1.84233E+03 
Node 32: W> 1.31153 
Node 65: V-mean = 1.84067E+03 
NodeI6:W> 1.41560 
Node 33: V-mean = 1.84750E+03 
Node 8: APOSTR > 0.76754 
Node 17: Y -mean'" 1.84100E+03 
Node 4: W> 1.77182 
Node 9: Y -mean -= 1.83780E+03 
Node 2: NSPACE> 0.26986 
Node 5: APOSTR <-= 0.66446 
Node 10: W <= 1.62830 
Node 20: NSPACE <= 0.34032 
Node 40: V-mean = 1.84180E+03 
Node 20: NSPACE > 0.34032 
Node 41: V-mean = 1.83500H03 
Node 10: W > 1.62830 
Node 21 : W <= 2.05180 
Node 42: Y-mean= 1.83150£+03 
Node21:W> 2.05180 
Node 43: V-mean = 1.83740£+03 
Node 5: APOSTR > 0.66446 
Node 11: APOSTR <= 0.83256 
Node 22: V-mean = 1.83033E+03 
Node 11: APOSTR > 0.83256 
Node 23: V-mean -= 1.83100E+03 
Node 1: APOSTR> 1.15186 
Node 3: W£NT2 <= 4.03218 
Node 6: V-mean -= 1.83200E+03 
Node 3: WENT2> 4.03218 
Node 7: WENT2 <-= 4.12645 
Node 14: V-mean = 1.82800E+03 
Node 7: WENT2 > 4.12645 
Node 15: V-mean = 1.82700E+03 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 
128T 
129T 
65T 
33T 
17T 
9T 
5 
10 
20 
40T 
41T 
21 
42T 
43T 
11 
22T 
23T 
3 
6T 
7 
14T 
1ST 
APOSTR 
NSPAC£ 
W 
APOSTR 
W 
W 
NSPACE 
W 
APOSTR 
APOSTR 
APOSTR 
APOSTR 
WENT2 
APOSTR 
W 
NSPACE 
APOSTR 
AROUSAL 
W 
APOSTR 
W 
APOSTR 
WENT2 
APOSTR 
WENT2 
APOSTR 
WENT2 
APOSTR 
APOSTR 
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Table E.5 (continued) 
Node 1: TSPACE< 0.29690 

Node 2: SPACE <= 18.99294 

Node 4: TOB <= 1.84996 

Node 8: V-mean = 1.87320E+03 
 1 T_SPACENode 4: TOB > 1.84996 2 SPACENode 9: V-mean = 1.86267E+03 4 TOBNode 2: SPACE> 18.99294 8T T_SPACENode 5: ER <= 9.54903E-02 9T E R Node 10: V-mean = 1.86143E+03 5 E R Node 5: ER > 9.54903E-02 lOT TOBRossetti Node 11: EXMARK <= 6A8929E-02 11 EXMARKLetters Node 22: Y -mean = 1.87111 E+03 22T E R Node 11: EXMARK> 6.48929E-02 23T T_SPACENode 23: V-mean = 1.88286E+03 3 EXMARKNode 1: TSPACE> 0.29690 6 TOBNode 3: EXMARK <= 6.78119E-02 12T CANBNode 6: TOB <= 3.45703 13T T_SPACENode 12: V-mean = 1.87875E+03 7T TOBNode 6: TOB > 3.45703 

Node 13: V-mean = 1.86643E+03 

Node 3: EXMARK> 6.78119E-02 

Node 7: V-mean - 1.88229E+03 
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Table £.5 (colltlflued) 
Rossetti 
Poems 
Node 1: NOMINAL <= 0.79444 
Node 2: CENT1 <= 4.09286 
Node 4: TH <= 0.37235 
Node 8: TOINF <== 1.33343 
Node 16: RE <= 0.27636 
Node 32: TH <= 0.32800 
Node 64: RE <= 0.19293 
Node 128: V-mean == 1.86440E+03 
Node 64: RE> 0.19293 
Node 129: V-mean = 1.85733E+03 
Node 32: TH > 0.32800 
Node 65: ANDINB <= 7.41758E-02 
Node 130; V-mean == 1.85933E+03 
Node 65: ANDINB > 7.41758E-02 
Node 131: H <== 5.52083 
Node 262: Y -mean == 1.85640E+03 
Node 131: H> 5.52083 
Node 263: V-mean = 1.85100E+03 
Node 16: RE > 0.27636 
Node 33: V-mean == 1.84850E+03 
Node 8: TOINF > 1.33343 
Node 17: V-mean == 1.86686E+03 
Node 4: TH > 0.37235 
Node 9: CENTI <= 3.98822 
Node 18: V-mean = 1.85433E+03 
Node 9: CENTl > 3.98822 
Node 19: ANDINB <= 0.17424 
Node 38: TH <= 0.39454 
Node 76: V-mean == 1.85400E+03 
Node 38: TH > 0.39454 
Node 77: ANDINB <= 0.12698 
Node 154: SO <= 0.89464 
Node 308: TOINB <== 5.55556E-02 
Node 616: V-mean = 1.84900E+03 
Node 308: TOINB > 5.55556E-02 
Node 617: V-mean == 1.85100E+03 
Node 154: SO> 0.89464 
Node J09: V-mean == 1.84733E+03 
Node 77: ANDINB > 0.12698 
Node 155: V-mean = 1.85533E+03 
Node 19: ANDINB > 0.17424 
Node 39: V-mean == 1.84760E+03 
Node 2: CENT1 > 4.09286 
Node 5: INANDB <== 0.25000 
Node 10: V-mean = 1.87550E+03 
Node 5: INANDB > 0.25000 
Node 11: V-mean = 1.86233E+03 
Node 1: NOMINAL> 0.79444 
Node 3: NOMINAL <= 3.45058 
Node 6: NOMINAL <= 0.87338 
Node 12: CENTI <= 4.04051i Node 24: PASSIVES <= 0.13850 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 
128T 
129T 
65 
130T 
131 
262T 
263T 
33T 
17T 
9 
18T 
19 
38 
76T 
77 
154 
308 
616T 
617T 
309T 
155T 
39T 
5 
lOT 
lIT 
3 
6 
12 
24 
48T 
49T 
25T 
13 
26 
52 
104 
208T 
209T 
105T 
53T 
27 
54T 
55 
110T 
lIlT 
NOMINAL 
CENTl 
TH 
TOINF 
RE 
T H 
RE 
THE 
TO INB 
AND INB 
SEEMAPPR 
H 
WILL 
SEEMAPPR 
NOMINAL 
SO 
CENTI 
TO INB 
AND INB 
T H 
ANB 
AND INB 
SO 
TO INB 
NOMINAL 
ANB 
PASSIVES 
AND THE 
PASSIVES 
IN ANDB 
WOULDB 
PASSIVES 
NOMINAL 
NOMINAL 
CENT1 
PASSIVES 
TOINF 
PASSIVES 
AND_INB 
WITHB 
WITI1B 
WITHB 
OFB 
AND 
SEEMAPPR 
HERB 
AND INB 
R E 
PASSIVES 
PASSIVES 
WILL 
PASSIVES 
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Node 48: V-mean = 1.84800E+03 7T TO INS 
Node 24: PASSIVES> 0.13850 
Node 49: V-mean == 1.85333E+03 
Node 12: CENTl > 4.04051 
Node 25: V-mean == 1.85640E+03 
Node 6: NOMINAL> 0.87338 
Node 13: WITHS <= 0.94563 
Node 26: WITHB <= 0.80834 
Node 52: WITHB <== 0.57502 
Node 104: OFB <= 1.18236 
Node 208: V-mean = 1.84533E+03 
Node 104: OFB > 1.18236 
Node 209: V-mean = 1.84800E+03 
Node 52: WITHB > 0.57502 
Node 105: V-mean = 1.84575E+03 
Node 26: WITHB > 0.80834 
Node 53: V-mean = 1.84775E+03 
Node 13: WITHB > 0.94563 
I Node 27: RE <== 0.23654 
Node 54: V-mean == 1.85600E+03 
I Node 27: RE > 0.23654 Node 55: PASSIVES <= 0.68613 
Node 110: V-mean = 1.84633E+03 
Node 55: PASSIVES> 0.68613 
Node Ill: V-mean = 1.84900E+03 
Node 3: NOMINAL> 3.45058 
Node 7: V-mean =­ 1.85733E+03 
Node 1: THA TOBJ <= 0.15360 
Node 2: NOUNS <= 17.56099 1 THATOBJ 
Yeats 
Letters 
Node 4: V-mean = 
Node 2: NOUNS> 
Node 5: V-mean = 
1.89846E+03 
17.56099 
1.89349E+03 
2 
4T 
5T 
NOUNS 
COMMA 
DlNV 
Node 1: THATOBJ > 0.15360 3T PRON PRO 
Node 3: V -mean = 1.90046E+03 
Node 1: W <= 1.94676 
Node 2: UNDRST <-= 0.62243 
Yeats 
Poems 
Node 4: V-mean = 1.91129E+03 
Node 2: UNDRST > 0.62243 
Node 5: UNDRST <= 2.46559 
Node 10: V-mean = 1.92662E+03 
Node 5: UNDRST > 2.46559 
Node 11: KNOW <= 1.19880 
Node 22: I1'\CL <= 8.62500 
Node 44: V-mean == 1.92057E+03 
Node 22: INCL > 8.62500 
Node 45: Y-mean = 1.89329E+03 
Node 11: KNOW> 1.19880 
Node 23: V-mean = 1.92378E+03 
1 
2 
4T 
5 
lOT 
11 
22 
44T 
45T 
23T 
3T 
W 
UNDRST 
INCL 
UNDRST 
WITHB 
KNOW 
INCL 
SPACEB 
TH 
INCL 
W 
Node 1: W> 1.94676 
Node 3: V-mean = 1.90016E+03 
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Appendix F 

F. 1 Logistic Regression in Language Studies 
Besides Pennebaker and Stone (2003) and Can and Patton (2004) whose work has already 
been described in sections 2.3.4.3 and 2.l.5 respectively, Kessler et al. presented a paper in 
1997 regarding genre detection using facets with ordinary stepwise backward selection 
logistic regression and an artificial neural network '. It emerged that genre detection is not 
necessarily possible only with deep level structures but with surface generic cues, as we1l2• 
The experiments resulted in significantly better results when compared with the baseline of 
always choosing the biggest category, and obtained with surface cues, although marginally 
better results were reached with structural cues. Reportage and fiction were best classified, 
the brow category indicated possible problems with the distinction of the brow category as 
derived from the data, and only small differences were hinted between surface and structural 
cues when analyzed with logistic regression. Consequently, the researchers concluded that 
use of structural cues for facet categorization is of slightly higher benefit, although they 
disregarded the fact that more intense computation would be generally required. Appropriate 
variab Ie selection remained of outmost importance, and although the neural network 
produced the best performance on the whole for six classifications out often, overfitting and 
variable selection remained the biggest challenges (Kessler et al., 1997: 36,38). 
I The part of the paper referring to the al1ificial neural networks is described in Appendix G.l.S. 
2 A total of fifty-five cue variables averaged over text length were used and computed over 499 texts 
from the Brown corpus split into a training and validation set, and classified according to brow, 
narrative, and genre. The classification reflected reader-expected intellectual background as in 
popular, middle, upper-middle, high for the brow category, binary, as in 'yes'l'no' for the narrative 
category, and reportage, editorial, scitech, legal, nonfiction, and fiction for the genre category 
(Kessler et al., 1997: 32-34). The variables used were categorized under lexical cues (terms of 
address such as Mr. and Mrs., Latinate affixes, words expressing dates), charactu-Ievel cues 
(punctuation and other separators and delimiters marking phrases, clauses, and sentences), derivative 
cues-ratios and other measures of variation based on logarithmic combinations of lexical and 
character-level variables such as average sentence length, average words length, and type/token ratio, 
and structural cues (passives, nominalizations, topicalizcd sentences, fi'cqucncies of syntactic 
categories), and were incorporated as a control analysis. For genre and brow, ordinary stepwise 
backward selection logistic regression was also performed by treating each level of the dependent 
variables separately, then selecting the level which had reached the most positive score (Kessler et al., 
1997: 32-34). 
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F.2 Results tables 
Table F.!.' Spearman Bivariate correlations between each independent variable and the dependent 
variable PERIODS 
Bivariate BivariateMillay Letters Millay Poems 
correlations correlations 
characters 
SPACE -.234 SPACE -.280 
M -.217 C .264 
N .293 N .256 
T .244 T .216 
Y -.317 V .204 
AMPER -JOO W -215 
COMMA .217 FULLSTOP .217 
DASH -.296 COLON .262 
FULLSTOP -.241 
COLON .358 
SEMICOL .234 
QMARK -.267 
character transitions 
SP 0 .240 SP A -.238 
SP Y -.270 SP C .296 
D SP .239 SP T .338 
I G SP .201 SP W -.279 
1 
I I SP -232 D SP -.201 
IN .248 
ON .226 
OU -.207 
R E -.241 
YO -.210 I 
content 
NEGEMO .243 SAD .225 
SOCIAL 
-2.98 DlSCREP -.343 
OTHEREF -.298 HEAR -.203 
PAST .201 MOTION -.213 
PRESENT 
-.324 OCCUP .267 
PHYSCAL .253 ACHIEVE .279 
HOPE 
-.304 HOME .216 
HOPELESS .229 MONEY .332 
ACHIEVEM 
-.199 SCHIZOPHR .291 
QUALITY 
-.261 PSYCHOMOT -.? 14 
AFFIL 
.217 QUALITY -.300 
MEANS 
.206 STRONG .235 
DECREAS 
.283 UNDRST -.198 
YOU 
-.244 ECON@ .209 
DAV 
-.213 WORK .207 
POWCON 
.261 SAY . _ -._~ 
RCETHIC -.25~ ~ARY______._._..__-..?l)J 
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Tahle F 1 (continued) 
Bivariate 	 BivariateMillay Letters 	 Millay Poems 
correlations 	 correlations 
ENLPT i .252 DECREAS -.197 

MEANSLW .277 POS .214 

NEGAFF .252 COLOR -.246 

SELF -.292 

NAME .256 

SV -.201 

POWENDS .290 

RCENDS -.234 

WLBPHYS .202 

first order entropy 
PHOHI 	 -.267 WENTI .346 
I 	PHORELHI -.267 
PHOREDI .267 
second order entropy 
LETH2 .221 
LETRELH2 .221 
LETRED2 -.221 
CENT2 .259 
CRATIO] -.241 
CRATI02 .241 
COIF -.238 
no significant correlation detected 
PHONH2 .206 
PHORELH2 .206 
PHORED2 -.206 
WENT2 -.371 
WRATlOl .381 
WRATI02 -.381 
WOlF -.372 
lexical 
AREB 
-.243 AB -.240 
[FB 
-.236 BUTB -.199 
THEB 
.313 HERB -.204 
YOUB 
-.219 18 -.276 
AM 
-.352 WOULDB -.312 
ARE 
-.222 A -.224 
-
IF 
-.201 HER -.203 
JUST 
-.262 HIS .197 
LIKE 
-.273 I -.274 
ME 
-.213 UPON -.222 
THE 
.309 

YOU 
-.203 

YOUR 

-.207 
lexical transitions 
,---------:­AND TOB 
-.211 IN THEB .229 
AI 
-.215 THE TOB - .279 
! A YOU -:-·-·--.34TI
-.277 TO INB 

AND OF 

.378 A A I -.199 
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Table F 1 (continued) 
Bivariate 	 BivariateMillay Letters 	 Millay Poems 
correlations 	 correlations 
AND THE .222 I A MY -.254 
I YOU -.206 AND YOU .229 
IT Il': .287 IN THE .238 
IT THE .288 IN TO .235 
THE I -.203 	 ' OF A -.224 
YOU OF -.212 	 THE I -.228 
THE OF .256 
THE TO .283 
TO IN .262 
phonemes 
AX .328 EY -.264 
IY -.239 IY -.203 
UW -.265 SH -.319 
M -.230 UH -.277 
N .220 ZH .201 
R -.198 J -.255 
Y -.281 N .213 
APPROXIM -.287 S .226 
TENDER -.236 V .205 
TENSE V -.255 W -.294 
APPROXIM -.216 
OBSTRUENT .260 
RISING -.215 t-	 o 
TENSE V 	 -.234 
....-.-..2honemic transitions 
ec .397 
CV -.392
no significant correlation detected 
vee .355 
vev -.355 
syntax 
PAST .227 PRONI -.30 I 

PRESENT 
-.317 , PREDICT -.307 

PRON2 
-.247 MODALS -.250 

BEeAGSE 
-.290 NOUNS .205 

IFUNLESS 
-.237 THATOBJ .271 

, PREPS .244 WHCLAUSE -.214 

BE 
-.207 PASTWHIZ .244 
NOMINAL 
.267 
SYNEG 
.229 
STRPREP 
-.233 
SUBTHAT 
-.229 
PRESWHIZ 
.207 
.L. 
..____~nta.~t~~!l.itions _____.,__._____.._ 
A CONJS 
-.217 FFC .204 
ADV PRON 
-.228 FCF -.207 
CONJS DE 
.251 ADY V .325 
CONJS PRE 
.270 N PRON .201 
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Table F 1 (continued) 
Millay Letters 
CONJS PRO 

N ADV 

NU\1 CONJ 

NUM PREP 

NUM PRON 

Poe Letters 
IF 
~INV ---­
I COMMA 
HYPHEN 
SEMICOL 
SP 0 

E S 

o F 

ON 

I 
I SAD 
INHlB 
HEAR 
SPORTS 
AFFIL 
POWER 
SUBMIT 
MILIT 
COLL 
SOCREL 
RACE 
STAY 
NO 
INTRJ 
DAY 
POWLOSS 
POWCON 
POWAUPT 
POWOTH 
Bivariate Millay Poems 
correlations 
-.236 NO CONJS 
.197 
-.251 
.305 
-.246 
Bivariate Poe Poems 
correlations 
character 
~200_~~C£_______ 
.303 I BI-.--------r--::-: ­
.372 H 
.296 L 
.424 S 
.197 W 
Z 
DfNV 
APOSTR 
COMMA 
character transitions 
-_230 SP 0 
-.288 SP H 
-.255 SP W 
-.232 AN 
E A 
L E 
N SP 
content 
.204 
-.229 
.200 
.242 
-.223 
-.213 
-.291 
-.255 
-.217 
-.250 
-.199 
-.209 
-.238 
-.338 
.209 
-.268 
.246 
-.312 
-.214 
FRIENDS 
TIME 
PAST 
AROUSAL 
ROLE 
COLL 
NONADLT 
HU 
COM 
MEANS 
NATRPRO 
.QUAN 
TIME(iu 
TIMEO! 
SV 
Bivariate 
correlations 
.197 
Bivariate 
correlations 
-.328
r--' 
.231 
-.446 
.258 
.246 
-.469 
-.269 
.372 
-.616 
.323 
-.386 
-.356 
-.331 
.450 
-.306 
.290 
-.592 
.240 
-.332 
-.299 
-.360 
.262 
.287 
-.315 
.336 
.244 
272 
-.251 
.238 
-.319 
-.282 
-.257 
RCRELlO-­
.283!---':----------1-----------_.­
WLBLOSS .238 
ARENALW -.283 
IF ':.268­
.­
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Table F 1 (continued) 
Poe Letters 
no significant correlations 
SAIDB 
WOULDB 
ANY 
MR 
NO 
SO 
UPON 
WOULD 
I 
A INB 

IN INB 

THE OF 

A IN 

I AND HAVE 
HAVE YOU 
I I 
THE OF 
YOU I 
SH 

L 

V 

APPROXIM 

LABIODEN 

TENDER 

VC 

VV 

Bivariate Poe Poems 
correlations 
first order entropy 
WENTI 
second order entroJlY 
WENT2 
WRATIOI 
WRATI02 , 
WOlF 
lexical 
.211 BEENB 
-.321 BYB 
-.326 CANB 
-.250 HADB 
-.216 HASB 
.230 HERB 
-.262 NOTB 
-J24 THISB 
\VHICHB 
WITHB 
BY 
HER 
ITS 
ME 
NOT 
THIS 
WHERE 
WHICH 
lexical transition 
-.266 AND THAT 
-.249 IN THAT 
-.206 THAT IN 
-.282 THE IN 
-.223 
-.296 
.201 

-.224 

.215 

phonemes 
-.242 NG 
J09 TH 
-.217 WH 
.202 L 
-.199 W 
.312 Z 
ALVEOLAR 
Qhonemic transitions 
.265 

-.250 

Bivariate 
correlations 
0401 
-.534 
.508 
-.508 
0483 
-.281 
.268 
.362 
-.336 
-.295 
-.245 
-.233 
.354 
-.299 
-.263 
.241 
-.251 
-.256 
-.243 
-.305 
J23 
.274 
-.313 
.246 
-.280 
.281 
-.233 
.241 
-.323 
-.303 
.259 
-0405 
.267 
.292 
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Table F 1 (continued) 
Bivariate BivariatePoe Letters Poe Poems 
correlations correlations 
eve .234 

evv -.224 

vve .247 

syntax 
.284 PRESENT .256IADV 
. PREPS 
-.234 PASPECT -A15 
SUASIVE -.240 PUBLIC .242 
ATTRIBUT .228 ANEG -.248 
TADJS .202 COORDIN .240 
NOMINAL -.327 THATOBJ .271 
ANEG .207 WHSUB -.233 
SPLITAUX -.249 PRESeLAS .271 
PRESWHIZ -.246 , 
syntactic transitions 
AY -.260 CCC .243 
CONJS AD .244 ADY CONJS .320 
CONJS N -.239 ADY N -.335 
DET ADV .203 DET A -.231 
I PRON N -.216 NG PRON -.291 
Y NG .233 NUM A .277 
PREP PRO -.298 
Y NG -.238 
Bivariate BivariateRossetti Letters Rossetti Poems 
correlations correlations 
characters 
SPACE .331 H -.305 
A -.299 K .256 
K .202 N -.218 
M 
-.326 0 .270 
W .198 AMPER .325 
EXMARK .393 SEMICOL -.269 
I D1NY .221 

AMBER .257 

COMMA 
-.244 

DASH 
.219 

SEMICOL 
-.444 

QMARK 
-.231 

character transitions 
SP I 
.205 R E -.289 
SP T 
-.198 T H -.312 
E R 
.315 Y E .205 
o SP 
-.255 

ON 

-.257 

R SP 

.200 

, T SP 

.334 
.__. 

[T 0 
-.208 
1--­
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Table F. J (continued) 
Rossetti Letters Bivariate 
correlations Rossetti Poems 
Bivariate 
correlations 
content 
-.334 
-.241 
-.216 
-.308 
-.317 
-0308 
-.238 
-.250 
-.201 
.202 
.222 
-.223 
.229 
-.245 
-.262 
-.215 
-.286 
-.363 
-.313 
-.301 
-.274 
-.241 
.199 
-.215 
.240 
-.227 
-.201 
-.304 
-.200 
-.198 
-.341 
-.259 
.221 
-.217 
.286 
.298 
.385 
-.303 
.303 
-.262 
-.299 
.._:=c..:...... 
.299
'_'__~'"_m"____ 
AFFECT 
POSEMO 
POSFEEL 
FAMILY 
SPACE 
EXCL 
OCCUP 
JOB 
PHYSCAL 
GROOM 
HOSTOVER 
VIRTUE 
POLlT 
ROLE 
MALE 
FEMALE 
HU 
FAIL 
STAY 
TRAVEL 
THINK 
EVAL@ 
l\;UMB 
CARD 
SPACEGI 
POS 
NAME 
YES 
. NO 
INTRJ 
POWAREN 
POWCON 
RSPLOSS 
WLBPHYS 
WLBPT 
PTLW 
.222 
.216 
.266 
.283 
.248 
.226 
-.202 
-.228 
.250 
-.279 
-.213 
.212 
-.283 
.203 
-.301 
.276 
.214 
-.205 
-.208 
-.300 
-.199 
-.255 
-.240 
-.203 
.271 
-.234 
-.309 
.205 
-.240 
.217 
-.299 
-.251 
-.244 
.251 
.261 
-.233 
AFFECT 
POSEMO 
OPTIM 
NEGEMO 
SAD 
DISCREP 
HEAR 
COMM 
FUTURE 
SPORTS 
HOSTINW 
HOPELESS 
SOMATIC 
SICKNESS 
NEGATIV 
NGTV 
PASSIVE 
PAIN 
EMOT 
VICE 
OVRST 
MILlT 
ROUTE 
FINISH 
PERCEIV 
EVAL 
QUALlTYG 
SV 
RCENDS 
AFFLOSS 
WLBPSYC 
ARENALW 
NATION 
POSAFF 
no significant correlations detected 
WENT1 
second order entropy 
first order entropy 
CENT1 
I 
no significant correlations detected 
l 
CENT2 

CRATIOI 

CRATI02 

CDIF 
~FWRATIOI 
~------"-'-'-"-
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TaMe F. J (continued) 
I 
Bivariate BivariateRossetti Letters Rossetti Poems 
correlations correlations 
WRATI02 -.299 
WOlF .300 
lexical 
HASB -.215 i ANDB -.230 
HEB -.225 AREB -.272 
HERB .248 BEB -.233 
HISB -.286 HISB -.207 
THEIRB -.217 THEB -.203 
TOB -.345 TOB .267 
WOULDB -.356 
HAS -.214 AND -.319 
HE -.224 ARE -.215 
HER .249 BE -.233 
I HIS -.285 HIS -.207 
ME -.226 ITS -.204 
ONE -.210 MY .208 
TO -.305 SHALL -.277 
THE -.209 
TO .260 
lexical transitions 
AND INB .255 A TOB .218 

IN ANDB .212 AND THEB -.322 

OF TOB -.207 OF INB -.235 

TO TOB -.248 THE ANDB -.311 

AND MY -.211 TO INB .215 

I AND THE -.262 A AND -.197
II AND TO -.270 A MY .226 
! AND YOU 
-.266 A TO .246 
MY TO -.241 AND AND -.230 
OF AND -.197 AND FOR -.238 
OF MY -.218 AND THE -.312 
OF TO 
-.357 AND TO .201 
FOR A -.264 
FOR THE -.231 
FOR TO -.254 
OF IN -.217 
THE AND -.352 
TO THE -.211 
phonemes 
AE 
-.279 OY -.204 
AX 
-.207 K .245 
ER 
.268 M .201 
M 
-.299 N -.206 
BILABIAL 
-.251 R .205 
CENTRE 
.268 Y -210 
NASAL 
-.222 APPROXIM 
DENTAL ...L___=1tE-.237 
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Tabll.' F.l (COil tinued) 
l 
Bivariate\ Rossetti Letters Rossetti Poems Bivariate correlations correlations 
-.255~=-~~_~-----r------t-;:~~~~~~~T;:;-;ER~---+---"'::-=':~

.204 
I-_____________--r__"'-ph:::..o::.::n::.::e:.:.;m::.::i;:..cTtr'-7a:;;n~si::.:ti.::::on~s~_--,-_----~ 
.317I---------·---t------t-:-:V::":C:--___-+-___-- :~ 
! -.318r-···-~---·-------t_-----t-V~V~---_i----::::::_:~ 
[..--..._-----....._-------1- ----t-C~V~C;::;__-_-'r---___~='-1.325 
\ ..__________._-'--_____-:-Cc-V_V____---1____.--:.::::::::.-I
-.323 
!'T}ASPEC'f ·---·--..,-----_-:.2:::~~~n::..traS:::::XU;-;-A~SI;:-V~E::----r-------J
-.253li50w "'--. -. --r·------'-.::-'23::-::8+P;:.;R:::E:::=:D:::r-::C=T---+-----.::::::::...j
-.335i PRED[CA1~- ... _- -- r-·-·----.;::2::-31:--t--:-M::-::O:-::D~A--::L-::S:-----+----..:::.:::.:::....j
-.339~.--.-------------j-------+--::::-=':=_::_::=-=-:::--------t---~~
i ___. -.281_________t--____--+-P'::--'R-'-:E'-=D-'-:IC.:c:A::":T"--_-+-___~~ 
I PASSIVES -.272!.------------+-------i-=-c'..::.::..:::.::...:.-==----+----...:=.=..j
NOMINAL 
-.340
,.- .....---..---..------+-------t-~:_:_::__:_:::_---+_----~_:_1 
.3591..--------------'-------'-­jN...:;O...:;U:-N-=S'----__-'-___'----=-=-=---i
L syntactic transitions :--::(~'O~:N~lJ:~S:--N------r---~~-~.3=-5~IT=N~G~C=-O~N-JS~-,-------~
.221 

r CONJS PRE .272 NUM N .361
L---.-..----'------+-------I----------t---------l 
-.213'''':~:-(c-j..'::A':-::-:--___--t____--".2::.:3:-'::3+~PR::'-E_=_P:_:_=D:-:E::.:T::__:_---t-----_:_::_::_I 
.238~~G 1~£~)__-----~-------~.~19:-:7_rP::.:R~O~N~.-N~U~M~-r_-----~~ 
) ~UM PREP -.209 V V -.331 
i'I)-RON- Cb=-=-N----+-------'-.=-24:.c;2-t-...c--'--------+--------"--'---l 
L.. __•__" .. ::::..:....:..... ___+_____:.::...c:=-t-_______~------j 
I PRON NUM -.284 ~.----:::..:..:~----+_-------=.:~+-------+_-----_l 
~.~ ~v- :;~~ 
I Bivariate Bivariate 
, Yeats Letters . Yeats Poems I correlatIOns correlations 
t-....··_···_·,,-·------~---·-c-h-a-ra.Lc-te-r------'-----------j 
lA---" .205 A .198r8 --- ...-----.---.-··-·---.:_.::::22~2+B-=------t----~.3~O:;';-l8 
~E===-~__ __.__-=.:.-.2=-1~9+C=-----+-----_;;J~84~ 
Li~J____________~______=·2~21~~D---------~-----~-.2~2~9 
I T 328 F -.225I~X~-'1f.-~-::_==~~-_I_-------=~.:.:::;~~~:::..)~~-------t--------:::;-;~:~~

DINV -A17 T .314 
~=~~~:-..---.------~f-_-..-.-.-.____-+...!~2..:!..!~~~~E~N~--i-----~';:;:~~!;:;I 

L=---- __·-.JI--~_·___~C~O~L~02N~___...l---------.2-3~6 
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Table F 1 (continued) 
Yeats Letters i 

A I 

B 

F 
0 

T 

V 

EXMARK 

DrNV 

ASTER 

COMMA 

DASH 

QMARK 

SP F 

SP 0 

SP T 

E SP 

I H A 
H E 
IN 
o SP 
CAUSE 

TENTAT 

PAST 

PRESENT 

EXCL 

SCHOOL 

LEISURE 

Bivariate Yeats Poems 
correlations 
character 
.205 I A 

-.222 

-.219 

.221 

.328 

-.208 

-.215 

-.417 

.203 

.328 

-.268 

-.218 

B 
C 
D 
F 
K 
L 
T 
W 
Y 
EXMARK 
DINV 
COMMA 
HYPHEN 
DASH 
COLON 
character transitions 
-.248 

-.255 

.275 

.234 

.286 

-.271 

.200 

.235 

SP B 
SP H 
sp r 
SP M 
SP 0 
SP W 
AT 
E A 
EN 
H A 
H E 
N SP 
N D 
NO 
R SP 
S SP 
T SP 
TH 
content 
-.237 

-.225 

.266 

.257 

.204 

-.203 

.295 

SAD 
ANGER 
COGMECH 
CAUSE 
DISCREP 
TENTAT 
OTHREF 
Bivariate 
correlations 
.198 

.308 

.384 

-.229 

-.225 

.246 

-.241 

.314 

-.476 

-.199 

-.208 

-.220 

-.274 

-.237 

-.249 

-.236 

.272 

-.201 

.227 

.224 

-.262 

-.319 

0462 
-.263 

.204 

.313 

-.288 

.226 

-.350 

-.310 

-.203 

-.279 

.231 

-.347 

-.363 

.197 

0415 
.283 

.252 

.266 

-.279 
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Table F.l (continued) 
Yeats Letters 
SPORTS 
TV 
SEXUAL I 
AMBIVALEN 
NGTV 
STRONG 
WEAK 
POLIT(ai 
COLL 
RITUAL 
OBJECT 
COMNOSJ I 
SAY 
VARY 
OUR 
DAV 
POWPT 
RSPOTH 
EN LOTH 
ANOMIE 
I 
WENTl 

CENT2 
 I 
WDIF 
HADS 
I THATB 
TO S 

WHICHB 

Bivariate 
correlations 
.326 
A09 
-.229 
.204 
.235 
.2S4 
.238 
.234 
.207 
.367 
-.283 
-.226 
.331 
.208 
.209 
.208 
.234 
.276 
-.238 
.224 
Yeats Poems 
PAST 
INCL 
EXCL 
OCCUP 
ACHIEVE 
SLEEP 
GROOM 
HOSTINW 
SOMATIC 
SUBMIT 
PASSIVE 
PAIN 
OVRST 
HU 
PLACE ! 
AQUATIC 
LAND 
SKY 
KNOW 
SOLVE 
QUALITYG 
SPACEGI 
COLOR 
YOU 
NO 
SV 
AFFPT 
WLTPT 
WLBPSYC 
ENLENDS 
ENLOTH 
TRNLOSS 
ARENALW 
NATION 
IF 
first order entropy 
-.219 
second order entropy 
-.267 	 CENT2 
-.220 	 CRATIOI 
CRATI02 
CDIF 
lexical 
.233 AB 
.343 ANDB 
.243 BUTB 
"~-~~"---.-. 
.219 CANS 
Bivariate 
correlations 
.230 
-.541 
ASS 
.237 
.221 
-.279 
-.324 
.279 
.210 
-.298 
-.288 
-.312 
.339 
.201 
-.344 
-.291 
-.278 
-.283 
.437 
.198 
-.268 
-.245 
-.285 
-.299 
-.298 
.285 
.283 
.220 
-.262 
.238 
.279 
.20l 
-.202 
.198 
.209 
.252 
-.264 
.204 
-.260 
.349 
-.34_~ 
.271 
.260 
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Table F.I (continued) 
Bivariate 	 BivariateYeats Letters 	 Yeats Poems 
correlations 	 correlations 
AS -.211 OFB -.238 
BOOK -.354 ONB -.249 
HAD .235 ORB .299 
THAT .351 SHES -.210 
THINK .213 THATS .382 
TO .242 THEB -.276 
WHICH .221 WHATS .328 
WILLB -.302 
WITHB -.530 
YOUB -.210 
A .346 
AND -.348 
BUT .271 
CAN .299 
MAN .319 
OF -.268 
ON -.249 
OR .282 
SHE -.211 
THAT .370 
THE -.278 
WHAT .326 
WITH -.527 
lexical transitions 
A THAT .208 AND AB .297 
I TO ! .327 I AND ANDB -.247 
IN HAVE -.219 AND OFB -.286 
OF IT -.220 IN OFB -.284 
. THE THAT .207 	 OF INB -.222 
THE AB .255 
THE THEB -.232 
I 
A THAT .268 
AND AND -.278 
AND OF -.347 
AND THE -.203 
I I A .252 
IN OF -.232 
OF THE -.212 
THAT A .295 
THE IN -.226 
THE THE -.296 
TO THAT .207 
l phonemes 
AE 
.211 AE .238 
EY 
.211 CH .257 
TH 
.242 EH 	 .203 
B 
-.244 IY 	 -.282 L..-.-. 
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Table F 1 (continued) 
Yeats Letters 
G 
T 
APPROXIM 
BILABIAL 
LABIODEN , 
STOPP 
TENSE C 
ve 

VV 

VVC 

VVV 

PAST 

PASPECT 

PLACE 

-
ADVS 

SEEMAPPR 

NOUNS 

THATOBJ 

eFC 

CFF 

CONJS PRO 

DEI A 

DET PRON 

N PRON 

I NY 
NG NO 
NUM CONJ 
PREP N 
I PREP NG 
PRON PRO 
Bivariate 
correlations 
.220 
.378 
-.197 
-.235 
-.237 
.234 
.230 
Yeats Poems 
NG 
TH 
B 
D 
K 
L 
T 
V 
W 
APPROXIM 
BILABIAL 
DENTAL 
LABIODEN 
LAX 
PALATAV 
STOPP 
TENSE e 
phonemic transitions 

-.207 ve 

.229 VV 

-.226 evc 
.226 evv 
svntax 
.223 
.211 
-J06 
-.351 
-.246 
-.276 
.317 
PRON2 
PRON3 
INDEF 
OEMS 
PLACE 
PREPS 
DO 
PRESCLAS 
PRESWHIZ 
syntactic transitions 
-.226 
.231 
.268 
.238 
-.197 
-.265 
.211 
-.215 
.279 
-.222 
-.250 
.259 
eONJS NG 
DET A 
NG PRON 
NUM CON] 
NUM PREP 
PREP A 
Bivariate 
correlations 
-.208 
-.253 
.297 
-.262 
0406 
-.274 
.385 
-.220 
-.563 
-.419 
.276 
-.204 
-.229 
.237 
.265 
.318 
0480 
.228 
-.224 
.240 
-.228 
-.293 
-.262 
.254 
.253 
-0418 
-.289 
.238 
-.266 
-.212 
.203 
-.200 
.282 
-.210 
-.213 
-.217 
.---­
-_._--­
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7i/hle F.2: COIUIIINS {,I'O, three, alld jour present values for the initial -2LL, the final-1LL vallles, and 
til" fIIodel chi-square for a direct COmparison and evaluation of the reduction in error. Figures in 
hold intiica!e statistical significance, which is highly desirable in the model chi-square's case. 
COIlllll1l Jive presents the deviance chi-square DM in which case statistical significance is 
lIf1desirahle this lime. Absence ofstatistical significance suggests a satisfactOlY model fit. Column six 
and seven cOl/fain values for McFadden's Rt and Nagelkerke's RJ~' The iogits column shaH's fhe 
o/Jtaillt'd ullstandardi::ec/ coe({icients(or each associated category afthe dependent variable. whereas 
{h~'jJ(/r. t~:sJ:_ {,()/~II'!.'J indi(:ates whether the asswnp!ion ofE.arallel r~resslOll holds 
filename r initial [final model chi- D R2 I R2 par. I-21-:~,__ .:-_2LL ~uare :If L, N Logits 
9.011 [cat. 0] ~ 
13.51 7 [cat. I] 
-1.628*M41.611 90.853mlchars 132.464 90.853 110n­
.314 .528 1.219*N(5 df) (133 df) sig.
.700*TI I 
.918*COMMA 
5.767*COLON 
-3.703 [cat.O]I·.··.. I~~t~I 1~.- J( J 6.755 114.893 11011­rnkharstr ; 1-1.4_} LO.674 (ldf) .050 .109 
-.827[cat.IJ : (119 df) sig. I I10-_ -___ __ ,,_,, ___ I,"_,~ 
-9J47*R E 
i 
! [cat. OJ: 
-3.327 
·t---­
I AOO*OTHREFI ,I 
-2.212*POWCON 
4. 127*RCETHIC30.465 109.270micontcnt 139.735 109.270 .218 .409 -­(6 df) (132 df) 
I 
[cat. 1J: 
I 
-.896 
360*OTHREF 
-4.029*POWCON 
1.055*RCETHIC;--"'....-'-~~-.'<--
-28.440[cat. 0]2.492 136.317 11011­\ 
mknt I 136.32 I .018 .041 -25.845 [cat. 1](I df) (137 df) slg.l'S81i -5.881 *PHOHI
-j_._­;__ ~_~~L~;.~t2~~ -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
--1-··::---- -..­ 2.29 [cat. 0]
,I 8.247 77.196 11011­
I mlle.\: b lH,: I 92.()84 83.837 .058 .128 .237 [cat. I]IL (1 dt) (79 dt) sig. ____,___ 
-1.204*AREBi 
i -2.386 [cat. OJml1cx: 8.180 117.564 11011­I 128.695 120.515 .058 .127 .136 [cat. I]l:On1mon (1 df) (113 dt) sig.
-.832*AM
""-""--_._­
-1.751 [cat. 0]!I- common 11111cxtr: 12.986 51.081 2.028 [cat. I] 11011­64.039 .109 .207r7~25 (2 df) (56 dt) 6.630*AND_OF slg. 
4.350*IT THEL.~~!~~El~2:+c...l.__ .. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
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Table F 2 (continued) 
initialfilename 
-2LL 
mlphonemes 53.85 
I 
mlphonemestr -­
mlsyntax 54.552 
mlsyntaxtr 136.449 
mpchars 149.82 
I 
mpcharstr 148.783 
final 
-2LL 
52.23 
44.636 
113.813 
122.316 
128.480 
model 
chi-
square 
1.621 
(4 df) 
9.916 
(1 df) 
22.635 
(4 dt) 
27.504 
(3 dt) 
20.303 
(3 df) 
DM 
52.229 
(54 df) 
I 
37.271 
(41 df) 
113.813 
(134 df) 
122.316 
(135 df) 
128.480 
(135 df) 
R2 
L R,~ 
.030 .063 
i 
.074 .155 
.166 .322 
.184 .368 
.136 .286 
Logits 
-5.535 (cat. OJ 
-.542*AX 
.588* APPROXIM 
-1.248 [cat. 1] 
-.21I*AX 
.265*APPROXIM 
-2.307 (cat. 0] 
.784 [cat. I] 
-.3439*BECAUSE 
-3.86 [cat. 0] 
7.017*A CONJS 
18.523*l'-iUM_CONJ 
-3.339 [cat. 1) 
16.826* A coms 
17.368*NUM CON] 
2.944 [cat. 0) 
5.082 [cat. 1] 
1.905*Y 
.961 *FULLSTOP 
3.156*COLON 
.457 [cat. 0] 
2.106 [cat. 1] 
13.924*SPACE T 
-20.631 *SPACE-A 
33.346*SPACE C 
par. 
test 
non­
sig. 
nOD­
sig . 
non­
sig. 
I 
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Table F 2 (continued) 
modelinitial final par.filename chi~ Logits
-2LL -2LL testsquare 
-4S0.80 1 [cat. 0] 
30.969*SAD 
16.071 *DlSCREP 
-55.973*HEAR 
-24. 137*MOTION 
12.312*OCCUP 
-101.178*ACHIEVE 
-41.868*HOME 
47.9S1 *MONEY 
I -37.490*SCHIZOPHI I043.265*PSYCHOM 
-9.865*QUALlTY 
2.014*STRONG 
23.919*UNDRST 
-6.026*ECON@ 
-3.854*WORK 
100.003*SA Y 
22.958*VARY 
1 42.360*DECREAS 
-10.245*POS 
37.063*COLOR 
17.922*SELF 
lS.614*NAME 
-37.865*SV 
-172.660*POWENDS 
164.509*RCENDS 
-33.737*WLBPHYS153.607 0.0mpcontent 153.607 0.0 1.00 1.00(5 df) (86 dO 
-93.343 [cat. 1J 
38.496*8AD 
-13.335*DISCREP 
-34.556*HEAR 
12.644*MOTlON 
7.506*OCCUP 
-46.177* ACHIEVE 
5.021 *HOME 
-107.609*MONEY 
-11.389*SCHIZOPH 
218.215*PSYCHOMO 
-0.651 "QUALITY 
5.31O*STRONG 
19.015*UNDRST 
103.352*ECON@ 
6.373*WORK 
29.256*SA Y 
4.957*VARY 
5.002*DECREAS 
-9.466*POS 
-1.172*(,OLOR 
-2.878*SELF I 
-I28.0S0*NAME I 
I 
-J6.530*SV 
·175.841*POWENDS 
145'<J56*RCENDS .
-------"---_.1.-___..1.____________"--_ "-_____ L_:.!.L:I_~6.~~!:_~l'}·i!:~..L_._.J 
I 
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Table F. 2 (continued) 
modelinitial final par.filename chi- DM R2 L R2 N Logits
-2LL -2LL test 
square 
14.944 [cat. 0)5.665 145.294 non­
mpentl 150.959 145.294 .038 .088 15.850 [cat. 1)(1 df) (l37dt) sig.I.S97*WENTl 
-7.471 [cat. 0)7.191 145.747 non­
mpent2 152.938 145.747 .047 .110 -6.048 [cat. I)(1 df) (137 dt) sig.
-J6.072*WRATI02 
-2.2 [cat. 0]
I 
-.302 [cat. I] 22.325 113.233 non­
mplex: bnc 141.162 IIS.S37 .145 .307 -.417*HERB(3 df) (117 dt) sig.
-.379*1B 
-2.12*WOULDB 
-1.30 I [cat. 0]
mplex: 5.421 96.138 non­112.303 106.S82 .035 .084 .287 [cat. 1]
common (1 df) (91 dt) sig.I 
-.311*1 
-0.03013 [cat. 0]16.060 37.S08 non­
mplextr: bnc 68.829 52.769 .105 .231 1.780 [cat. I] (1 df) (37df) sig.6.1 19*THE TOB 
.389 [cat. OJ 
mplextr: 21.625 84.181 2.313 [cat. IJ non­119.879 98.254 .142 .300 
common (2 df) (80 dt) 3.104*THE OF sig. 
7.839*THE TO 
-1.532 [cat. O} 
1. 162*W9.167 136.844
mpphonemes 147.397 138.230 .062 .139 -­(2 df) (134 dt) 
-.548 [cat. 1] 
.458*W 
111.870 [cat. OJ 
I .817*P ee 
1.1 36*P-eY 
-217.563*P vee 
-204.693*P=YCY18.965 133.571
mpphonel11estr 152.34 133.57 .124 .268 -­(8 df) (l30dt) 99.203 [cat. 1] I
-1.711*P CC 
I 
-1.610*P-CY 
64338*P vee 
69.193*P YCY 
.368 [cat. 0] 
-46.570*THA TOBJ 7.544 0.0mp,yn(" 16.319 8.775 .049 .115 -­(2 df) (4 dt) 
.245 [cat. IJ 
-46.570*THATOBJ 
0.0847 [cat. 0]6.532mpsyntaxtr 64.374 57.842 42.131 .043 .101 1.380 [cat. I] non­(1 df) (37 dt) sig. I10.189*ADV V 
-2.417 [cat. 0] i 

-.441 [cat. 1J : 

plchars 118.363 
.283 
I 
-1.450*F Inon- \
33.457 84.90684.906 .466(4 df) (134 dt) .912*DINY ~ig 
.616*COMMA \ ' . I 
12.375*HYPHEN i
.....l..-..-.. 
--' 
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Table F 
.-
? (continued) 
modelinitial final par.filename chi- DM R2 L R2 /II Logits
-2LL -2LL test 
square 
-4.536 [cat. 0] 
29.173*SPACE 0 
12.520*E- S 
-1.854*O-F 
4. 174 * O'=-N14.363 107.400plcharstr 121.76 107.40 .118 .225 
-­(8 di) (130 di) 
-6.316 [cat. 1] 
17.165*SPACE ° 
23.555*E S 
8.276*0-F 
11.739*0 N 
-3.101 [cat. 0] 
7.681 * INTRJ 20.644 51.971plcontene 78.100 57.456 .177 .315 -­(2 df) (50 df) 
-1.627 [cat. 1] 
3.352*INTRJ 
plent 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
plent2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
-3.05 [cat. 0] non­7.880 87.399pllex: bnc 99.754 91.874 .067 .131 -1.426 [cat. 1] sig.(l df) (91 df) 
- J.092*WOULDB 
-7.337 [cat. 0] 
2.022*ANY 
4.426*NO 
1.714*UPON 
2.275*WOULDpllex: 40.052 76.858116.910 76.858 .343 .537 -­
common (8 df) (110di) 
-4.744 [cat. I] 
.380*ANY 
2.914*NO 
2.908*UPON 
2.040*WOULD 
-2.478 [cat. 0] non­
pllextr: 6.786 27.840 -.811 [cat. 1] sig . 49.784 42.998 . 055 .11 1 
common (I df) (29 df) 
­
4.454*HA VE YOU 

-2.307 [cat. 0] 

.082*THE_OFB 

2.855*A INB 

3.806*IN)NB
6.341 106.291pllextr: bnc 116.48 110.14 .051 .104 -­(6 df) (104 df) 
-1.879 [cat. 1] 
2.399*THE_ OFB 
-.110*A INB 
4.525*IN INB
'­
3 There is quasi I .
-comp etc separatIon in the data. 
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r.Iahfe F 7 ( _~~_'._:.:::.....£Onlinued) 
I .~~.~a~c T~~~i:! final -2LL model chi­souare DM R2 L R2 N Logits 
6.717 [cat. 0] 
par. : 
test i 
-i 
I 
2.613*SH , I 
-.264*L 
.328*V 
I 
i 
-
1.258*APPROXIM 
I 1.227*LABIODEN 
plphunt:l11l's 112.26 I 90.68 21.580 (12 df) 90.675 (126 dt) .192 .332 -.405*TENDER -­
3.143 [cat. 1] 
1.578*SH 
-.608*L 
-.285*V 
-.380*APPROXIM 
.690*LABIODEN 
-.233*TENDER 
176.862 [cat. 0] 
-21.860*P ve 
16.763*P-yy 
1984.298*P eye 
1513.300*P­eyV 
lphoncmcstrr 
i 
112.93 101.23 11.698 (10 dt) 
101.232 
(128 dt) .104 .192 
21.994*(yye 
289.834 [cat. 1] 
-­
-23.425*P YC 
I 
I 
-22.083*P­YY 
2040.090*P eye 
I 
I 
"-'-_.. -_... -\-_.__.t""--'­
1949.058*P­ CYV 
8.283*P-YYC 
-3.459 [cat. OJ 
.134*ADV 
I .270*PREPS 
.516*SUASIVE 
-.744*ATTRIBUT 
.139*NOMINAL 
-.982*ANEO 
1.066*SPLITAUX 
plsyntax 1 18.98 96.71 22.271 (16 dt) 
96.711 
(122 df) .187 .333 
1.986*PRESWHIZ 
-.580 [cat. IJ 
-­
-J42*ADV 
.108*PREPS 
.016*SUASIVE 
i 
-.223* ATTRIBUT 
.382*NOMINAL 
-.222*ANEG 
.547*SPLITAUX 
_.__,___.......L.-. 1.417*PRESWHlZ 
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Toable F.2 (continued) 
filename initial 
-2LL 
final 
-2LL 
model chi-
square DM R2 L R2 N Logits 
par. 
test 
plsyntaxtr 114.203 97.344 16.859 (2 df) 
97.344 
(136 
df) 
.148 .266 
-5.780 [cat. 0] 
-4.467 [cat. 1] 
-5.252*A V 
-15.605*PRON N 
non­
sig. 
-170.945 [cat. 0] 
7.516*SPACE 
-13.724*B 
13.510*H 
207.045*2 
-42.691 *DlNV 
10.869* APOSTR 
ppchal's 116.364 38.287 78.077 (14 dt) 
38.287 
(98 dt) .671 .857 
-12.592*COMMA 
-5.880 [cat. I] 
-­
.467*SPACE 
-3.198*B 
-.427*H 
6.889*Z 
-.609*DlNV 
1.033* APOSTR 
.460*COMMA 
-8.075 [cat. 0] 
ppcharstr 106.595 76.621 29.975 (2 df) 
70.337 
(92 dt) .260 .471 
28.359*N_SPACE 
-.333 [cat. 1] 
-­
-.167*N SPACE 
-.074 [cat. 0] 
1.765*TIME 
.288*PAST 
2.819* AROUSAL 
-1.292*COM 
-1.534*MEANS 
.733*NATRPRO 
-1.525*TIME@ 
-.744*TIMEGI 
.154*SV 
I -3.092*RCRELIG 
2.124*ARENALW 
-.164*IF 
ppcontent 114.455 28.200 86.255 (24 df) 
28.200 
(88 df) .754 .901 -569.468 (cat. I) -­
360.810*TIME 
105.713*PAST 
846.503* AROUSAL 
210.984*COM 
-645.274*MEANS 
340.520*NATRPRO 
-191.849*TIME@ 
-402.612*TIMEGI 
-137.257*SV I 
823.815 *RCRELIG 
-
I 529.839*ARENALW 
-2549.129*IF --=~ ----­
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r, bE F2 (,a e continued) 
filename 
I initial 
-2LL 
I final 
-2LL 
model 
chi- DM R2 L R~ Logits par. test 
square 
19.852 [cat. 0] 
ppent 1 113.226 104.026 9.200 (2 df) 
104.026 
(110d£) .081 .173 
-2.088*WENTI 
-9.734 [cat. I] 
-­
.989*WENTI 
120.346 [cat. 0] 
-12.023*WENT2 
-
48.505*WRATIO 1 
-
ppcnt2 115.500 95.744 19.756 (8 df) 
95.744 
(104 d£) .171 .337 
17.691 *WRA TI02 
9. 154*WDIF 
-­
-11.722 [cat. 1] 
-5.440 *WENT2 
-3.854*WRATIOI 
58.531 *WRATI02 
3.151*WDIF 
-.557 [cat. 0] 
I pplex: bnc 103.275 
I 
I 
56.021 47.254 (4 df) 
50.928 
(90 df) .394 .642 
1.175 [cat. 1] 
5.033*CANB 
-5.253*HASB 
nOD­
sig. 
2.098*THISB 
-l.l72*WHICHB 
-.978 [cat. 0] 
.862*HER 
1.406*ME 
.977*NOT 
pplex: 
common 
113.296 70.541 42.755 (8 df) 
68.208 
(90 dt) .356 .601 
-2.121*THIS 
.435 [cat. IJ 
-­
-46.625*HER 
.811*ME 
.141*NOT 
-2.941 *THIS 
.299 [cat. 0] 
19.359*IN_THAT 
pplextr: 
common 
24.742 12.182 12.560 (2 df) 
4.330 
(16 df) .113 .231 -.533 [cat. 1 J -­
-
194.371*IN THAT 
pplextr: 
bnc -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­
-­
-­
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Table F.2 (continued) 
model
initial final 	 par.filename 	 chi- DM R2 R2 LogitsL N
-2LL -2LL 	 test 
square 
-.009 [cat. 0] 
-4.150*NG 
2.283*TH 
4.397*W 
-1.978*Z57.524 51,823ppphonemes 109.347 51.823 ,526 .745 	 -­(8 df) (104 df) 
-3.053 [cat. 1) 
-7.237*NG 
2.378*TH 
3.459*W 
.191 *Z 
ppphonemestr -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
-.956 [cat. 0] 

26.284 46.495 	 .215 [cat. 1] non­ppsyntax 80.450 54,166 	 .224 .423(2 df) (68 df) -1.S52*PASPECT sig. 
5,697*PRESCLAS 
[ -.748 [cat. OJ2.034 86,936 	 non­ppsyntaxtr 101.166 99,132 	 .017 .040 0.09793 [cat. 1](l dt) (73df) 	 sig.I 	
-2.62*DET A 
-6.661 [cat. 0] 
26.599 103.144 	 -4.060 [cat. 1] non­
rlehars 131.129 104.530 	 .201 .372(2 df) (134df) -.992*M sig. 
I -3.487*SEMICOL 
1.520 [cat. 0) 
20.035*SPACE_ T 
I l.704*E_R 
3.324*O_N 
-22.709*R_SPACE37.240 87.302
r1eharstr 124.543 87,302 .299 I .496 	 -­(8 df) (130 df) 
-5.111 [cat. 1] 
46.562*SPACE_T 
-47.899*E_R 
27.113*O_N 
4.750*R SPACE 
-1.925[ cat. 0] 
-0.053[cat 1] 
0,196*NEGEMO 
3.448 187.346 	 - non­
r!content 190,793 187.346 	 .018 .040(5 df) (193 df) 1.615*HOPELESS Slg. 
0.622*ROUTEI 
-0.042*EVAL 
0.114*SV 
rlent 1 
-­
r1ent2 
--
-- -- -- -- -- -­
-1.982 [cat. 0] 
12.912 53.919 1 O.[49[oat.[j non-r!lex: bne 73.824 60.912 	 . 097 (2 dO (68 df) .198 0.850*HERB sig . 
' L.__ _____'-___ __ _ _____
-4.358*THEIRB_____, "--___. 	 , 
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Table F)
.-
(continued) 
modelinitial final par.filename chi- DM R2 L R2 N Logits
-2LL -2LL test 
square 
rllex: common 68.043 61.872 6.171 54.648 .047 .099 -1.697 [cat. 0] 
non­(1 dt) (65 df) .268 [cat. I] 
sig . 
. 745*HER 
-4.002 [cat. 0] 
-1.527 [cat. 1]
rllextr: 23.376 86.506 non­118.992 95.616 .176 .334 -2.035*MY _TO 
common (3 df) (77 dt) sig.
-3.147*OF _AND 
-7.440*OF TO 
--
1--------f-­
r1l extr: bnc -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
-5.099 [cat. OJ 
AIO*AE 
-A06*BILABIAL 
-.049*NASAL 
1.250*AX 
-.373*ER 
1.188*M 
-.235*CENTRE33.975 107.325
rlphonemes 141.30 107.33 .240 .443 -­(14 df) (124 df) 
-4.985 [cat. IJ 
.605*AE 
-.735*BILABIAL 
.248*NAS.AL 
1.153*AX 
-2.038*ER 
1.553*M 
-.006*CENTRE 
rl phonemestr -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
-2.398 [cat. 0] 
.546*PASPECT 
2.103*DOW 
.175*PREDICAT 
10.242 97.202
rlsyntax 113.57 103.33 .078 .161 -­(6 dO (l08 dO -AOI [cat. 1J 
.207*PASPECT 
1.996*DOW 
-
1.270*PREDICAT 
-1.327 [cat. OJ 
-10915*V A I12.741 75.188
rlsyntaxtr 101.693 88.952 .094 .194 -­(2 df) (76 df) 
, .728 [cat. 1] 
I -36.097*V A \ 
-5.293 [cat. OJ I 
1.680*N 
-7.035*AMPER25.020 98.298rpehars 123.318 98.298 .203 .363 -­(4 df) (134 df) 
-3.93Qcat. IJ 
1.298*N 
-3.302*AMPER 
-4.078 [l:a1. 0] 
13.421 -1.719 [cat. 1]rpeharstr 117.816 104.396 104.396 .114 .214 non­(2 df) (136 dO ·8.449*R.E I sig. I 
'-.__l.-.-....__.--....I.......__• ____~.__j
-7.930*T H : ; 
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Table F. 2 (continued) 
model 
filename initial 
-2LL 
final 
-2LL chi- DM R2 l­
R2 
N Logits 
par. 
test 
square 
-162.162 [cat. OJ 
-8.210* AFFECT 
-0.817*POSEMO 
14.254*POSFEEL 
-27.582*FAMILY 
57.323 *SP ACE 
-32.067*EXCL 
144.428*OCCUP 
-174.147* JOB 
-9.982*PHYSCAL 
25.299*GROOM 
267.I09*HOSTOVER 
42.469*VIRTUE 
13.138*POLrT 
1 82.849*ROLE 
14.187*MALE 
-4.750*FEMALE 
-200.208*HU 
30.960*FAIL 
51.076*STAY 
40. 129*TRA VEL 
-99.IS4*THINK 
-112.388*EVAL@ 
31.123*NUMB 
-157.637*CARD 
rpcontent4 119.966 0.0 119.966 (72 df) 
0.0 
(66 df) 1.00 1.00 
-3S.592*SPACEGI 
43.760*POS 
-166.712*NAME 
-­
74.107*YES 
-12S.525*NO 
22.101 * Il\'TRJ 
15.531 *POWAREN 
-3.086*POWCON 
-309.845*RSPLOSS 
26.650*WLBPHYS 
-49.687*WLBPT 
-1.846*PTLW 
-192.489 [cat I] 
12.626*AFFECT 
-38.921 *POSEMO 
-7.649*POSFEEL 
-60. 167*FAMILY 
12.766*SPACE 
-16.737*EXCL 
71.774*OCCUP 
-300.531 * JOB 
31.070*PHYSCAL 
58.177*GROOM 
266.784*HOSTOYER 
-36.233*VIRTUE 
29.613*POLIT 
-25.969*ROLE 
4 There is complete separation in the data. The results are meaningless. 
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S.733*MALE 
-S.492*FEMALE 
20.965*HU 
-222.094*FAIL 
109.976*STAY 
23.367*TRA VEL 
-96.571 "'THINK 
78.187*EV AL@ 
-21.699*NUMB 
36.522*CARD 
-11. 797*SP ACEGI 
132.427*POS 
157.587*NAME 
48.843*YES 
-63.105*NO 
71.552*INTRJ 
-70.673*POWAREN 
-81.849*POWCON 
-119.436*RSPLOSS 
-23.688*WLBPHYS 
62.370*WLBPT 
-6.862*PTLW 
20.043 [cat. 0]7.812 109.316 non­
rpent1 117.188 109.316 .067 .131 22.677 [cat. I] (1 dt) (137 df) sig.2.102*WENTI 
-32231.1 [cat. 0] 
1323.073*CENT2 
22603.569*CRA TIOI 
1546.370*CRATI02 
-6850.528*CDIF 
-852.670*WENT2 
-738.730*WRATIOI 
12044.400*WRATI02 
743. 844*WDIF33.669 78.519
rpent2 112.188 78.519 .300 .478 -­(16 dt) (122 df) 
-32891.6 [cat. I] 
1332.323*CENT2 
22816.891 *CRATIOI 
1808.625*CRATI02 
-6859.427*CDIF 
-918.664*WENT2 
-817.447*WRATIOI 
12780.363*WRATI02 
798.671 *WDIF 
-1.671 [cat. 0] 
23.314 98.551 .966 [cat. I] non­
rplex: bnc 124.638 101.324 .183 .338(2 dt) (130 dt) -.335*AND_B sig. 
-4.S47*WOULDB 
-1.725 [cat. 0]
rplex: 15.315 105.504 non­123.827 108.512 .120 .234 .832 (cat. 1] 
common (1 df) (131 dt) sig.
-.518*AND 
-.542 [cat. 0]
rplextr: 9.528 46.576 non­75.380 65.853 .078 .154 1.868 [cat 1]bnc (1 dt) (55 dt) sig.I -3.443* AND THEB 
.103 [cat. OJ 
rpJextr: 12.385 29.257 2.591 [cat. 1] non­52.732 40.347 .102 .197 
common (2 dt) (30 dt) -4.617*A_AND sig. 
3.019*A TO 
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T, bl F? d)a e .~ (continue 
filename initial 
-2LL 
final 
-2LL 
model 
chi- DM R2 L R~ Logits par. test 
square 
1.206 [cat. 0] 
rpphonemes 120.249 107.241 13.008 (2 df) 
105.855 
(I 34 di) .107 .206 
.647*K 
-1.4 J2 [cat. 1] 
non­
sig. 
l.790*K 
3126.919 [cat. 0] 
-10.317*P _ VC 
1O.161*P_VV 
-2095.205*P_CVC 
rpphonemestr 107.245 93.280 13.965 (8 dt) 
91.894 
(128 dt) .129 .229 
-3994.379*P_CVV 
3017.740 [cat. I] 
-­
28.789*P _ VC 
49.695*P _ VV 
-5895.108*P_CVC 
-7877.919*P CVV 
4.445 [cat. 0] 
rpsyntax 125.631 89.845 35.786 (2 df) 
89.845 
(136 di) .285 .480 
7.624 [cat. 1] 
-1.927*NOMINAL 
nOTI­
sig. 
.236*NOUNS 
-0.081 [cat. 0] 
rpsyntaxtr 122.641 102.707 19.934 (2 df) 
102.707 
(119 di) .163 .300 
2.696 [cat. 1] 
9.768*NUM_N 
non­
sig. 
-10.255*V V 
-3.286 [cat. 0] 
ypchars 153.266 120.791 32.475 (3 df) 
120.791 
(135 dt) .212 .418 
-1.433 [cat. 1] 
1.362*C 
-1.l48*W 
non­
sig. 
-.580*COMMA 
-1.281 [cat. OJ 
I 
l ypcharstr 153.690 114.254 39.437 (2 df) 
114.254 
(136 dt) .257 .485 
.958 [cat. 1] 
-45.189*SPACE_ W 
20.964*A T 
non­
sig. 
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Table F 
.-
7 (continued) 
modelinitial final I par.f1iename chi- I DM R2 R2 LogitsL N-2LL -2LL test square 
62.161[cat. OJ 
O.089*ANGER 
3.550*SAD 
3.019*COGMECH 
5.792*CAUSE 
-604 19*DISCREP 
-3.850*TENTAT 
3.763*OTHREF 
-1.959*PAST 
2.046*INCL 
-3.270*EXCL 
3.230*OCCUP 
6.832* ACHIEVE 
-3.134*SLEEP 
-4.832*GROOM 
AO.637*HOSTlNW 
-33.274*SOMATIC 
-4.705*SUBMIT 
1o406*PASSIVE 
15.062*PAlN 
-7A66*OVRST 
0.514*HU 
5.877*PLACE 
10.696* AQUATIC 
-3.752*LAND 
-11.739*SKY152.379 0.0ypcontent5 152.379 0.0 1.00 1.00 -6.456*KNOW -­(84 df) (50 df) l.768*SOLVE 
-I A 14*QUALITYG 
0.587*SPACEGI 
-4.589*COLOR 
-3.202*YOU 
34.912*NO 
2.849*SV 
-10.976* AFFPT 
-2 1.403 *WLTPT 
1.841 *WLBPSYC 
-6.794*ENLENDS 
-4.954*ENLOTH 
10.179*TRNLOSS 
-
11.872*ARENALW 
-I 0.239*NA TION 
704I0*If 
L 
-176.663 [cat. 1 J 
19.783*ANGER 
8.259*SAD 
-6.904*COGMECH 
7.153*CAUSE 
4.366*DISCREP 
-12. 172*TENTAT I 6.377*OTHREF 
5 Complete separation in the dataset. The results are meaningless. 
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-- -- --
--
--
I 
6.360*PAST 
2.S25*INCL 
-0.2S4*EXCL 
4l.670*OCCUP 
-22.782* ACHIEVE 
11.327*SLEEP 
-13.684*GROOM 
-13.0S1 *HOSTINW 
2S.330*SOMATIC 
O.149*SUBMIT 
-2.171 *PASSIVE 
22.69S*PAIN 
-S.101*OVRST 
O.102*HU 
25.03S*PLACE 
IS.624*AQUATIC 
-24.900*LAND 
-30.803*SKY 
-0.327*KNOW 
18.280*SOL VE 
-3. I 57*QUALITYG 
7.191*SPACEGI 
6.8S2*COLOR 
-S.349*YOU 
-S1.393*NO 
3.71S*SV 
-S.330* AFFPT 
-31.006*WLTPT 
7.41O*WLBPSYC 
-9.746*ENLENDS 
-9.963*ENLOTH 
14.365*TRl'-<LOSS 
-
4S.2S1 *ARENALW 
2.921 *NATION 
33.S92*IF 
ypentl -- -­
80.401 [cat. 0] 
81.802 [cat. 1] 
1.760 151.506 .567*CENT2 
.011 .028 -­ypent2 153.27 151.51 (4 df) (134 df) 11.065*CRATIOl 

71.259*CRATI02 

10.500*CDIF 

-.0351 [cat. 0] 

2.246 [cat. 1] 
46.782 106.574 
.30S .549 .S30*AB 
non­
yplex: bne 153.357 106.574 (3 df) (135 df) sig.1.820*WHATB 
-1.670*WITH B 
-1.393 [cat. 0] 
36.223 77.918 .580 [cat. 1] non­yplex: 
.236 .455120.349 84.126 (2 df) (102 df) 1.707*WHAT sig.common 
-1.729*WITH 
Table F 2 (continued) 
modelinitial finalfilename chi­
-2LL -2LL 
square 
12.238yplextr: bne 85.686 73.448 (2 df) 
yplextr: 20.086136.275 116.190 
common (3 df) 
53.643 
ypphonemestr 153.072 147.504 
153.357 119.277ypsyntax 
I 
ypsyntaxtr 147.527 139.248 
(3 dt)ypphonemes 151.010 97367 
5.568 
(3 df) 
34.079 
(4 df) 
8.279 
(1 dt) 
DM R2 L R2 N Logits 
par. 
test 
-.383 [cat. 0] 
54.685 1.253 [cat. 1] 11011­
.080 .180(54 df) 3.497*AND_AB I sig. 
-3.427*OF INB 
-1.712 [cat. 0] 
0.09699 [cat. 1J106.192 non­
.131 .281 -4.157*AND AND (107 df) sig.4.188*THAT A 
-3.735*THE THE 
.476 [cat. OJ 
2.886 [cat. 1J97.367 non­
.355 .609 -1.908*W(133 df) sig.I.767*K 
I 1.906*LNB 
119.835 [cat. 0] 
121.086 [cat. 1]147.504 
.036 .086 .732*p_Ve -­I (135 df) 1.038*P VV 
48.341 *p eve 
-6.254 [cat. 0] 
-4.317 [cat. 1] 
119.277 -.361 *PRON3 nOI1­
.222 .434(134 df) -1.067*PLACE sig. 
-.298*PREPS 
-2.814*PRESWHIZ 
-2.074 [cat. 0] 
133.703 -.419 [cat. 1] non­
.054 .126(123 df) - sig. 
I 9.492*NUM CON] 
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Table F.3: Columns two, three, and(our present values for the initial -2LL, thefinal-2LL values, and 
the !nodel chi-square for a direct comparison and evaluation of the reduction in error. Figures in 
hold lettering indicate statistical significance. Column five presents the Hosmer & Lemeshow 
goodness-of~fit chi-square (H-L). Significant values are undesirable. Column six and seven contain 
values for McFadden's Ri and Nagelkerke~' R~. The fogUs column shows the obtained 
unstandardi::.ed coelficients(or each associated category o/the dependent variable. 
modelFilename initial -2LL -2LL H-L R2 R2 
chi-square M N 
30.857 15.778ylchars 95.607 64.751 .356 .479(12 dt) (8 df) 
10.988 4.562ylcharstr 94.222 83.234 .145 .196(l df) (8 df) 
93.351 .000ylcontent(J 93.351 0.0 .736 1.00(27 df) (6 df) 
I 
6 A perfect fit has been detected. The results are meaningless. 
logits 
0.203 
0.089*A 
-0.654*8 
-0.941 *F 
0.674*G 
0.338*T 
-1.089*V 
-62.889*EXMARK 
-1.256*DINV 
-0.073*APOSTR 
0.430*COMMA 
-0.413*DASH 
-1.614*QMARK 
2.946 
-39.806*SPACE 0 
-593.320 
-87.7I7*CAUSE 
-28.806*TENT A T 
10 .170*P AST 
19.873*PRESENT 
-6.748*EXCL 
-37.247*SCHOOL 
75.565*LEISURE 
-129.648*SPORTS 
12.535*TV 
-176.636*SEXUAL 
421.988*AMBIVALE 
15.253*NGTV 
25.783*STRONG 
-40.099*WEAK 
74.519*POLIT@ 
1.767*COLL 
.738*RITUAL 
38.394*OBJECT 
-6.296*COMNOBJ 
165.1 OO*SAY 
41.453*VARY 
-I.024*OUR 
-17.973*DA V 
.317*POWPT 
14.749*RSPOTH 
-2.569*ENLOTH 
-108.40* ANOMIE 
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T.able F 3 (continued) 
Filename initial -2LL 
ylentl 94.222 
ylent2 95.607 
ylIex:bnc 92.36 
yllex: common 92.36 
yllextr: common 95.53 
...llIextr: bne -­
ylphonemes 88.643 
ylphonemestr 94.222 
ylsyntax 91.246 
ylsyntaxtr 96.812 
-2LL 
91.050 
90.463 
72.060 
69.600 
88.907 
58.802 
85.016 
83A92 
93.099 
model 
chi-square 
3.172 
(1 df) 
5.145 
(2 df) 
20.300 
(3 dt) 
22.760 
(3 dt) 
7.619 
(1 df) 
29.841 
(3 df) 
9.205 
(3 df) 
7.754 
(1 d!l 
3.713 
(1 df) 
H-L 
7.483 
(8 df) 
3.915 
(8 df) 
11.036 
(8 df) 
7A95 
(8 df) 
6.376 
(7 df) 
5.583 
(8 df) 
3.377 
(8 df) 
7.896 
(7 df) 
22.468 
(8 df) 
R2 
M 
.044 
.071 
.252 
.278 
.103 
I 
-­
I 
.347 
.123 
.105 
.052 
R~ logits 
.060 14.184 
-1.551 *WENTI 
30.294 
.095 I -S.590*CENT2 
-.292*WDIF 
-2.178 
1.707*HADB
.344 AIO*TO B 
1.741 *WHICHB 
-1.120 
-2.070*BOOK
.379 
.400*TO
-
2.430*WHICH 
-.859
.138 4.814*I TO 
-2.389 
-2.106*BA83 3.946*TH 
2.133*EY 
-173.024 
1.835*P VC 
.167 1.983*P VV 
-11.286*P VVC 
-.340
.144 
.455*PAST 
1.255
.069 
-4.797*PREP N 
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Table F.4: Klecka's tau values/or all the datasets. 
Tau Filename 
0.08 yllextrbne 
0.08 ylphonemestr 
0.07 ylsyntaxtr 
0.06 ypcontent 
0.04 ypentl 
0.03 ypent2 
0.00 ypphonemestr 
0.00 
0.00 
-0.01 
-0.0 I 
-0.02 
-0.02 
I -0.02 
-0.04 
-0.04 
-0.04 
-0.09 
-0.10 
I -0.11 
-0.13 
-0.31 
-0.45 
TauFilename Tau 
ppehars 0.65 
ppeharstr 0.49 
rpsyntaxtr 0.43 
ppelltl 0.42 
~content 0.40 
rleontent 0.40 
mllexcommon 0.39 
YJllexbnc 0.38 
~llexcommon 0.33 
ypphonemes 0.33 
pllexbnc 0.32 
rlehars 0.32 
mllexbnc 0.31 
i mlsyntax 0.31 
J2lchars 0.31 
rpent 1 0.30 
ypcharstr 0.29 
mpent2 0.28 
rlsyntaxtr 0.28 
yplexcommon 0.27 
rlent2 0.26 
rllexbnc 0.26 
r1lextrbnc 0.26 \ _fRlexbnc 
Filename 
mpehars 
pplexcommon 
plsyntaxtr 
pplextreommon 
y1charstr 
mpphonemestr 
mlsyntaxtr 
rlsyntax 
rpent2 
mpcharstr 
mpphonemes 
pplexbnc 
f£contenl 
yllextrcommon 
mplextrbne 
mp lextrcommon 
ppsyntax 
ylpponemes 
yplextrbnc 
rplexcommon 
rpsyntax 
ypsyntaxtr 
plcontent 0.25 
pllexcommon 0.25 
Jlpphonemes 0.25 
ppsvntaxtr 0.25 
yplextrcommon 0.25 
m llextrcommon 0.24 
mpsyntax 0.22 
mlchars 0.21 
J211extreommon 0.21 
mpentl 0.20 
mplexbnc 0.20 
mplexeommon 0.20 
rplextrbnc 0.18 
rplextrcommon 0.18 
rpphonemes 0.18 
ypchars 0.18 
mp~yntaxtr 0.17 
, JlPsyntax 0.17 
mlcharstr 0.16 
rlcharstr 0.16 
mpcontent 0.14 
yllexbne 0.13 
mlentl 
mlent2 
mllextrbnc 
mlphonemes 
mlphonemestr 
plcharstr 
plentl 
plent2 
pllextrbnc 
plphonemes 
plphonemestr 
plsyntax 
ppent2 
pplextrbnc 
ppphonemestr 
rlentl 
rllexeommon 
rllextrcommon 
rlphonemes 
rlphonemestr 
rpphonemestr 
ylehars 
ylsyntax 0.13 \ yleontent 
mlcontent 0.12 I ylentl 
rpehars 0.10 ylent2 
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Appendix G 
G. 1 Stylometry and Neural Networks 
G.1.1 Matthews and Merriam (1993; 1994) 
The first documented stylometric study based on the use of ANN was conducted by 
Matthews and Merriam (1993). Aiming to introduce neural computation to the stylometric 
community as a pattern recognition technique in line with the pattern recognition image of 
authorship attribution, the researchers constructed a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) in order 
to distinguish between the works of Shakespeare and Fletcher. Their objective was to 
discriminate between four plays typically associated with both authors: The London 
Prodigal; The Double Falsehood; Henry VIII; and The Two Noble Kinsmen. Two neural 
networks were constructed, one using five standardized function word ratio discriminators, 
and another network using five relative frequencies of different function words based on 
work by Horton (1987) and not used in the same form in the first network. Each ratio was 
based on 100 text blocks of 1000 words each from works of undisputed authorship which 
were used to train the networks. The networks were of 5-3-2 topology with the back­
propagation algorithm. Achieving 96% accuracy on the training set with CV with the 
Shakespearean and Fletcherian validation set, the researchers concluded that Henry VIII and 
The Two Noble Kinsmen appear to be more of the Shakespearean style, whereas The London 
Prodigal and The Double Falsehood were characterized more by Fletcher's hand. Expecting 
degradation in performance due to increased noise in measures based on individual acts, 
internal variation was present in the results. Specifically, two acts in The Double Falsehood 
were attributed to Fletcher and three acts in The Two Noble Kinsmen were attributed to 
Shakespeare. 
In the following year (Merriam & Matthews, 1994), a third network was constructed, used 
to discriminate between plays produced by Shakespeare and Marlowe, such as The True 
Tragedy; Edward III; Henry VI, Part 3; The First Part of the Contention. Five standardized 
function word ratios already examined by Merriam (1993) were used as discriminators 
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which were extracted from fjfty samples of 1000 word blocks of undisputed text utilized for 
training purposes. During the testing phase, the network topology of 5-3-2 combined with 
the back-propagation algorithm led to the conclusion that Edward III is of Shakespearean 
origin, although Marlowe's influential hand cannot be ignored. The remaining plays, except 
HenlY VI, Part 3, were attributed to Marlowe. Henry VI, Part 3 was separately examined by 
being split in sections composed and not-composed by Shakespeare, and it was concluded 
that the play showed strong evidence of being a Shakespearean revision of Marlowe's The 
True Tragedy. 
G.1.2 Kjell (1994) 
Kjell (1994) worked on the Federalist Papers!. Employing only a selection of normalized 
relative frequencies of letter bigrams at a time out of the total 676 possible pairs deemed of 
having the most discriminating power, Kjell trained several networks with the back­
propagation algorithm using various topologies. The training set included all fourteen papers 
written by Madison and fourteen papers by Hamilton matched for length. The remaining 
Hamilton papers formed the testing set. It emerged that, although networks could be trained 
to low error resulting in 100% correct classification during training, the testing phase 
produced inconsistent results for the same networks (Kjell, 1994: 123). In particular, one or 
more papers appeared to be attributed to Hamilton whereas it had been known from 
Mosteller and Wallace's (1964) work that they ought to have been attributed to Madison. 
Tweedie et al. (1996b: 256-257) commented that a testing set which relies wholly on 
Hamilton, does not allow for "the testing of the Madison classifier and it is important that 
\ The Federalist Papers represent eighty-five papers which concentrate on the United States 
Constitution by urging the citizens of New York for ratification. The papers were published in 1787­
1788 anonymously by Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and James Madison. External evidence has 
been sufficient to ascribe seventy-three of the papers to their respective authors, that is, fourteen were 
found to be written by Madison, fifty-one by Hamilton, five by Jay, and three were written jointly by 
Hamilton and Madison. Of the remaining twelve, which are refelTed to as the "disputed papers", 
Hamilton has claimed authorship, although originally it was believed they were written by Madison. 
The Federalist Papers have been studied extensively in authorship attribution studies as testing 
ground, following the definitive work of Mosteller and Wallace (1964), due to their employment of 
the same vocabulary and topics, as well as the limited time frame during which they were composed 
(Kjell, 1994: 119, 121; Tweedie eta!., 1996a: 3). 
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both aspects should be examined". In addition, the limited amount of training data could not 
possibly accommodate Kjell's use of large topologies, hence causing misclassification in 
networks which at first glance ought to perform adequately. 
Suspecting the one-sidedness of the testing set, Kjell proceeded to test all sixty-five 
undisputed texts by including them in the training set and by employing jackknife testing. 
The percentage of the cOlTectly assigned papers was used as the estimated accuracy of the 
network. Unfortunately, although similar topologies were tested, elTor-free classifiers 
produced inconsistent results (Kjell, 1994: 123): papers that ought to have been assigned to 
Madison, ended up being classified as Hamilton in the testing phase. 
G.1.3 Lowe and Matthews (1995) 
In order to contrast and compare the performance of ANNs with standard statistical 
techniques, Lowe and Matthews (1995) presented a technical introduction to Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) networks, which was combined with the practical details of constructing 
such a network in order to test it on the same disputed plays Matthews and MelTiam (1993) 
had investigated previously. Examining whether the use of an ANN was appropriate for the 
experiment, the researchers considered the possibility of linearly separating the datasets by 
use of a full Gaussian Classifier which operates under the assumption that "each data class 
may be described statistically as if it were generated according to a Gaussian distribution 
function with a full coverage covariance matrix" (Lowe & Matthews, 1995: 455), and 
Optimum Linear Transformation. As expected, this was not the case due to the number of 
misclassified cases obtained, although the power of the discriminators proved satisfactolY. 
To construct the network, fifty samples of complete acts ofplays for each author formed the 
training set, and five standardized discriminators were selected to create the input neurons. 
This was based on the frequency of what the researchers term common 'scaffolding' words 
such as 'are', 'in', 'no', 'of', and 'the', whose potential had already been identified by 
Horton (1987). The number of output nodes was two, one for each author, and one hidden 
layer was used. Subsequently, the validation set was constructed in a similar fashion, 
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drawing samples of acts from three Shakespearean plays and two Pletcherian ones. After 
training, the network managed to successfully attribute the texts to the correct authors, both 
in the training and in the validation set. In terms of the test set, although the power of 
classification was not as strong, the results broadly agreed with the currently accepted trends. 
The London Prodigal was classified as Pletcherian with Shakespearean influences, whereas 
The Double Falsehood appeared more Fletcherian than Shakespearean. As far as The Noble 
Kinsmen was concerned, the network attributed acts I and V to Shakespeare, act II to 
Fletcher, act III to Fletcher as a majority but with significant input from Shakespeare, and 
act IV to Shakespeare with significant input from Fletcher. The researchers noted that, 
although their results had been in agreement with previous studies (Matthews & Merriam, 
1993) and contemporary scholarship, since the use of acts from whole plays cannot nIle out 
the presence ofnoise, it was not possible to examine each act individually. 
G.1.4 Tweedie et al. (1996a) 
The Federalist Papers were also examined by Tweedie et at. (1996a) on the basis of eleven 
standardized relative frequencies of function words selected from the thirty-five ones 
already having been identified by Mosteller and Wallace (1964) as appropriate 
discriminators. The joint and disputed papers were used to form two distinct test sets, 
whereas the undisputed papers were used as the training set. Due to the large difference 
between the Hamilton and the Madison papers in terms of text availability, the Madison 
samples were replicated four times in order to reach the same quantity as the Hamilton ones. 
Selecting a network topology of 11-3-2 and the conjugate gradient method instead of back­
propagation, since gradient descent was perceived as faster, more advanced, and always 
reaching an optimum solution ifin existence (Tweedie et al., 1996a: 5), the researchers were 
able to reach the same conclusion as Mosteller and Wallace (1964) did, after successfully 
training their network; they were able to attribute all the disputed papers to Madison. 
As far as the joint papers were concerned, again the researchers reached similar conclusions 
with Mosteller and Wallace (1964) and classified the first two papers as composed by 
Madison while the third as dubious although more like Hamilton. In addition, further 
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internal analysis, suggests that the neural network could possibly have attributed the entire 
paper to Hamilton due to words used by Hamilton found also in the Madisonian part. 
Possibly examination of separate text sections could clarify the situation, however, small 
sample size proved an obstacle. On the whole, the neural network proved a better 
discriminatory technique in this case since it based its results on a much smaller set of 
discriminators than in the Mosteller and Wallace (1964) study (Tweedie et al., 1996b: 258). 
G.1.S Kessler et al. (1997) 
Kessler et af. (1997), whose work has already been partly described in section 8.5, included 
the use of ANNs in their study. In particular, the researchers employed a simple perceptron 
to fit a binary logistic regression model with 3-fold cross-validation that provided 
nonlinearity in the nondichotomous predictors, and a multilayer perceptron with a hidden 
layer of three times as large as the output layer. The technique for variable selection to avoid 
overfitting was based on the elimination of the cross-entropy error by summing it over the 
validation sets and eliminating the variable whose elimination resulted in the minimization 
of the cross-entropy error until minimization halts and the error starts to rise. It was 
observed that the neural networks compared with logistic regression were of "higher 
performance on average and [of] a much higher performance for some discriminations 
(though at the price of higher variability of performance)" (Kessler et al., 1997: 38). 
G.1.6 Hoorn et al. (1999) 
More recently, Hoom et al. (1999), using a connectionist model as well as a "window" 
\epresentation of randomly selected letters in a sequence, investigated the discriminatory 
power of relative frequencies of most common letter trigrams occurring at a pre-specified 
2 This involved "shifting over the text a 'window' through which only a short sequence of letters 
[could] be seen". Each "window" was considered a case, and each letter was represented by binary 
digits in a twenty-eight digit sequence including space and end-of-Iine, 0 suggesting that the letter is 
not present in the "window" and 1 otherwise. 
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minimum frequency of 0.4% in the work of at least one of three Dutch poets, Bloem (1887­
1966), Shauerhoff (1898-1936) and Lucebert (1924-1994). Stemming from the assumption 
that psychophonologica1 fingerprinting is possible, especially in poetry which is sound­
based, the researchers tested thirty poems for each author derived from their collected 
works, which were split randomly into both a training and a validation set of fifteen poems 
each four times for four different experiments. The first three experiments investigated 
discrimination between two authors and the last experiment among all three. The learning 
algorithm was standard backpropagation using various topologies based on the thirty finally 
selected trigrams as inputs, three output nodes for each author, different values for hidden 
nodes (0, 4, 8, 12) based on performance, and different training cycles (5,000; 10,000; 
30,000). For the window representation, the number of input nodes W was 4,8, 10, and 14, 
whereas the number of hidden nodes was 20, 40 and 60 which was determined by testing 
different network topologies and examining their perfOlmance. 
Overall percentage of correct classification was obtained by averaging over the four neural 
network experiments. No association was observed between the number of hidden nodes 
and the number of training cycles for neither of the experiments, nor between the number of 
training cycles and the combination of poets since the experiments were treated as a 
repeated experiment whose values could be averaged. The best performance was obtained 
by networks with zero hidden nodes (Lucebert vs. Bloem, and Slauerhoff vs. Bloem), as far 
as the trigram experiments were concerned, achieving 80-90% correct classification between 
pairs of poets, and approximately 70% corrected classification when all three poets were 
examined simultaneously. The researchers compared their results with results obtained from 
k-nearest neighbour classification and NaiVe Bayes classification, for which the percentage 
of correct classification was obtained by averaging over the percentage results of the two 
methods. It was observed that NaiVe Bayes classification was outperformed by both k­
nearest classification and the neural network for the trigram experiments which produced 
comparable results, whereas the neural network outperformed these methods when the three 
poets were examined simultaneously. The network for the "window" representation 
produced even better results when pairs of poems were examined, whereas for the three­
poets case the results were statistically equivalent to those obtained for the trigram 
representation. Finally, all methods produced lower correct classification percentages for 
Slauerhoff vs. Bloem since Slauerhoff was often classified as Bloem than Lucebert, but it 
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was hypothetically attributed to network bias stemming from the way the samples had been 
originally split or to pure coincidence (Hoorn et at., 1999: 325-329). 
G.1.7 Waugh et at. (2000) 
Finally, Waugh et at. (2000) reported on the use of the Cascor algorithm on three different 
datasets derived from text material. Their work was an attempt at constructing minimal 
neural networks for cases in which there is wide availability of variables in contrast to the 
size of the datasets. For the first dataset, work by Renaissance (108 examples) and 
Romantic tragedy (88 examples) authors in 188 text blocks of 2,000 words was used to 
derive relative frequencies of the 100 most frequent words per hundred. The second dataset 
involved three candidate authors for an addition to Thomas Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy. The 
authors were Jonson, Middleton, and Shakespeare with 164, 90, and 168 text examples of 
4,000 words each available respectively, in which, again, the relative frequencies of the 100 
most frequent words per hundred were counted. The final dataset used the Federalist Papers 
to resolve the Hamilton-Madison dispute, for which 104 randomly chosen examples selected 
from both authors were used to train the network. The selected discriminators were 
normalized word counts of eleven function words. 
In all the networks produced, the training set was correctly classified before the introduction 
of hidden nodes in the final network. When the testing sets were introduced, for the second 
dataset, the addition to Thomas Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy achieved 97% correct 
classification as being composed by Shakespeare - which was consistent with past studies 
(Craig, 1992) - against 3% suggesting it was written by Jonson. The Federalist data led the 
network to conclude that all the disputed papers should be attributed to Madison which was 
also consisted with past work (Mosteller & Wallace, 1964; Tweedie et al., 1996a). There 
was no testing phase for the first dataset since there were no unknown examples; however, 
an average of 97.9% correct classification was achieved during the training phase3 
) The researchers also investigated the issue of redundancy for classification purposes. Although 
redundancy or noise in datasets does not affect the network's performance, insignificant redundant 
inputs may caLIse degradation in performance due to "over-weighting [of] unimportant features and 
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Table 0.1: Network Topologies for each dataset. 
#hidden #hiddenFile #inputs #outputs File #inputs #outputs
nodes nodes 
mlehars 7 100 3 rlehars 7 I 100 3 
mleharstr 7 100 3 r!charstr 7 100 3 
mleontent 8 100 3 rleontent 7 100 3 
mlentl 3 100 3 rlent! -- -- -­
mlent2 
-- --
-- rlent2 
-- -- -­
mllex 7 100 3 r!lex 7 100 3 
mllextr 7 100 3 r!lextr 6 100 3 
mlphonemes 7 100 3 rlphonemes 7 100 3 
mIQhonemestr 
-- -- -- rlphonemestr -- -- -­
mlsyntax 7 100 3 rlsyntax 3 100 3 
mlsyntaxtr 7 100 3 rlsvntaxtr 7 100 3 
mpehars 7 100 3 11)chars 6 100 3 
m~chars 5 100 3 rpcharstr 3 100 3 
mpcontent 7 100 , ) I rpcontent 7 100 3 
mpent1 1 100 I 3 rpentl 2 100 3 
mpent2 7 100 i 3 1])ent2 7 100 3 
mpJex 7 100 3 rplex 8 100 3 
mplextr 7 100 3 rplextr 7 100 3 
..,
mpphonemes 7 100 3 I _rpphonemes 7 100 .) 
mpphonemestr 4 100 3 rpphonemestr 4 100 3 
m~syntax 7 100 3 rpsyntax 7 100 3 
mpsyntaxtr 5 100 3 rpsyntaxtr 3 100 3 
plchars 6 100 3 ylchars 8 100 2 
plcharstr 4 100 3 ylcharstr 8 100 2 
~lcontent 7 100 3 ylcontent 8 100 2 
~lentl -- -- -- vlentl 1 I 100 2 
plent2 
-- -- --
ylent2 2 100 2 
pllex 7 100 3 yllex 8 100 2 
pllextr 7 100 3 ylextr 5 100 2 
plphonemes 6 100 3 ylphonemes 8 100 2 
plphonemestr 5 100 3 ylphonemestr 4 100 2 
plsyntax 7 100 3 ylsyntax 7 100 2 
J2lsyntaxtr 6 100 3 ylsyntaxtr 8 100 2 
QPchars 4 73 3 ypchars 7 100 3 
ppcharstr 4 73 3 ypcharstr 7 100 3 
ppcontent 4 73 3 ypcontent 7 100 3 
thus biasing training" (Waugh et aI., 2000: 193). To test redundancy effects, they reduced the number 
of attributes in the first dataset by creating ten new smalJer ones. Four of the new datasets had twenty­
five attributes missing, two had fifty, and four had seventy-five. The results were positive even when 
seventy-five attributes were missing, although there was degradation in performance (Waugh et af., 
2000: 194). In this case, a larger number of variables were desirable to improve performance. When 
twenty-five attributes were missing, introduction of hidden nodes took place. In general, it appears 
that whenever there is reduction in the number of attributes, a minor deterioration in performance 
may be observed. It would also seem that "hidden nodes may be added only by forcing the network to 
over-train, hence these problems should be solvable by a perceptron-like ANN algorithm or LDA 
[Linear Discriminant Analysis] as required" (Waugh et aI., 2000: 195). On the whole, caution is 
advised on limited datasets used with neural networks. 
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Table G I (continued) 

ppentl 1 73 3 ypent1 I -- -- -­
ppent2 4 73 3 ypent2 4 100 3 

J2j)lex 4 73 3 yp1ex 7 100 3 

~jJlextr 4 73 3 yplextr 7 100 3 

ppphonel11es 4 73 3 ypphonel11es 7 100 3 

ppphonel11estr 1 73 3 ypphonemestr 4 100 3 

ppsyntax 4 73 3 ypsyntax 7 100 3 

~yntaxtr 4 73 3 ypsyntaxtr 6 100 3 
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--
-- --
--
--
--
Table C.2: NevProp3 results. % Correct Class is the percent correct classification of unique cases according fa categol), ill the dependent 
variable. Full MCE is the average cross-el1tropy based all the model which is derived fi'om the filll dataset. MCE is the average cross-entropy 
based 011 all the derived booted models, which were each obtained ./i·om their respective booted dataset,I·. BoOI Fill! MCE is the value of average 
cross-entropy derivedfi'ol1l the foil dataset when all the booted models are lested 011 it. Bias refers to the difference between MCE and Bool Full 
MCE 
Bootstrapped On T,'aill Set 
- ­
Nag­ Nag-	 Corr.% Boot-	 Nag- R2Full 	 Corr. R2Filename Periods Corr. MCE Full Bias 	 R2 on on Boot- Nag- ACrEn R2 MCE 	 Index on FullClass MCE 	 MCE full MCE R2 MCE 

Early 0.0 

mlchars 	 Middle 87.9 0,421 0,474 0.514 -0.040 0,461 0.063 -0.164 -0.299 -0.072 0,418 0.125 
Late 88.5 
Early 62.5 I 
mlcharstr Middle 86.2 0,430 0,485 0.535 -0.050 0,480 0.033 -0.198 -0.376 -0.146 0,427 0.129 
Late 30.8 
Early 12.5 
mlcontent Middle 91,4 0,431 0,487 0.528 -0.040 0,472 0.028 -0.208 -0.350 -0.113 0,429 0.130 
Late 73.1 
Early 0.0 
mlentl Middle 70.7 0.546 0.545 0.567 0.021 0.567 -0.404 -0.410 -0,498 
-0.492 0.545 0.182 
Late 0.0 
Early -­
mlent2 Middle -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
Late -­
Early 18.8 

mUex Middle 84.5 0.430 0.488 0.531 -0.043 0.473 0.033 -0.213 

-0.363 	
-0.117 0.427 0.129 
Late 53.8 
Early 0.0 
! 
mllextr Middle 84.5 0.457 0.492 0.532 -0.040 0.497 -0.061 -0.219 
-0.364 
-0.205 0.455 0.141 
Late 80.8 
-Early 25.0 
mJphonemes Middle 82.8 0.439 0,481 0.530 -0.048 0.487 0.003 -0.184 
-0.356 -0.168 0.437 0.133 ILate 	 73.1 
-_.. ­
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Table G.2 (continued) 
Bootstrapped On Train Set I 
Nag­
0/0 Boot-	 Nag- Nag- R2 COH. Full COH. R2 	 ACrENag- R2Filename 	 Periods Corr. MCE f'ull Bias R2 on on Boot-MCE Index on Full 	 nClass MCE 	 MCE full MCE R2 MCE 

Ear~ -­
mlphonemestr 	 Middle -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
Late -­
Early 50.0 
mlsyntax 	 Middle 86.2 0.442 0.480 0.523 -0.044 0.486 -0.009 -0.174 -0.329 -0.164 0.440 0.134 
Late 69.2 
Early 68.8 Imlsyntaxtr Middle 77.6 0.402 0.466 0.516 -0.050 00452 0.124 -0.129 -0.301 -0.048 0.399 0.116 I
Late 88.5 
Early 97.5 
mpchars Middle 68.8 0.449 0.488 0.534 I-0.046 00495 0.488 00401 0.319 00405 0.447 0.138 I 
Late 25.0 
I 
Early 82.5 

mpcharstr Middle 37.5 0.478 0.508 0.559 -0.051 0.529 00436 0.363 0.269 0.341 
 0.475 0.150 
Late 53.6
'­ JEarly 75.0 

mpcontent Middle 68.8 0.444 0.499 0.544 
 -0.045 0.489 0.496 0.379 0.299 0.416 0.441 0.135 
Late 50.0 IEarly 42.5 

mpentl Middle 0.0 0.585 0.582 0.610 -0.028 0.613 0.219 0.222 0.159 
 0.156 0.455 0.198 
Late 7.1 

Early 55.0 

mpent2 Middle 
 34.4 0.530 	 0.536 0.578 -0.042 0.572 0.337 0.316 0.231 0.252 0.437 0.174Late 19.0 

Early 85.0 

mplex Middle 65.6 0.490 0.503 0.548 -0.045 0.535 0.415 
 0.379 0.293 0.330 0.487 0.156 
Late 0.0 
Early 67.5 

mplextr Middle 59.4 0.502 0.497 0.547 -0.050 0.553 0.391 
 0.393 0.297 0.295 0.500 0.162 
Late 	 0.0 
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Table G.2 (continued) 
Bootstrapped On Train Set 
Nag­ Nag_R 2 Corr. 
Full Corr. R2 Nag-R on Boot­% Boot-	 2 Filename Periods Corr. MCE Full Bias 	 Nag- ACrEn R2 MCE 	 Index on Full on MCE fullClass MCE 	 R2 
MCE MCE 

Early 90.Q_ 

mpphonemes 	 Middle 81.3 0.458 0.485 0.534 -0.049 0.507 0.473 0.409 0.320 0.384 0.456 0.141 

Late 25.0 

Early 40.0 

mpphonemestr 	 Middle 34.4 0.559 0.547 0.591 -0.044 0.603 0.276 0.296 0.203 0.182 0.557 0.187 
Late 32.1 
Early 77.5 
mpsyntax 	 Middle 65.5 0.504 0.501 0.554 -0.053 0.557 0.388 0.381 0.282 0.288 0.502 0.162 
Late 10.7 
Early 67.5 
mpsyntaxtr Middle 53.1 0.504 0.515 0.564 -0.049 0.553 0.388 0.360 0.262 0.290 0.500 0.162 
Late 53.6 
Early 30.0 

pichars Middle 69.6 0.407 0.461 0.497 -0.036 
 0.443 -0.370 -0.721 -0.904 -0.554 0.404 0.118 
Late 92.5 
Early 0.0 

p1charstr Middle 47.8 0.449 0.470 0.502 
 -0.032 0.481 -0.589 -0.743 -0.914 -0.759 0.447 0.137 
Late 92.5 
Early 40.0 - ­
plcontent Middle 60.9 0.418 0.465 0.501 -0.036 0.454 -0.427 -0.733 -0.919 -0.613 0.416 0.123 
Late 98.5 

Early 
-­
plentl 	 Middle -- -- -- -­
Late -­
Early -­
plent2 	 Middle -- -- -- -- -- -­
Late 

'­Early 50.0 

pllex Middle 52.2 0.421 0.464 0.499 -0.036 0.456 -0.441 -0.722 

-0.907 -0.626 0.419 0.124 
Late 100.0 I 
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Bootstrapped On Train Set 
Nag­ Nag- R2% Boot- Corr. Full Corr. R2 Nag- R2 on Boot-Filename Periods Corr. MCE Full Bias Nag- ACrEn R2MCE Index on Full onMCE fullClass MCE R2 

MCE MCE 

Early 0.0 

pllextr Middle 43.5 
 0.423 0.470 0.507 -0.036 0.459 -0.453 -0.760 -0.951 -0.644 0.421 0.126 
Late 89.6 
Early 0.0 
plphonemes Middle 52.2 0.438 0.471 0.512 -0.042 0.480 -0.528 -0.756 -0.980 -0.753 0.436 0.132 
Late 95.5 
Early 10.0 
plphonemestr Middle 0.0 0.480 0.503 0.526 -0.023 0.503 -0.759 -0.922 
-1.055 -0.892 0.479 0.153Late 70.1 

Early 20.0 

plsyntax Middle 82.6 0.405 0.413 0.464 
 -0.051 0.456 -0.362 
-0.416 
-0.678 -0.624 0.403 0.117Late 97.0 

Early 10.0 

plsyntaxtr Middle 52.2 0.442 0.438 0.473 
-0.035 
 0.477 -0.551 
-0.539 
-0.729 
-0.740 0.441 0.134Late 98.5 

Early 97.4 

ppchars Middle 14.3 0.428 
 0.417 0.453 -0.037 0.465 0.547 0.564 0.506 0.490 0.426 0.129Late 47.6 

Early 100.0 

ppcharstr Middle 0.439
28.6 0.428 0.469 -0.040 0.479 0.531 0.546 0.480 0.465 0.437 0.133Late 47.6 

Early 89.5 

ppcontent Middle 0.0 
 0.488 0.488 0.542 
-0.054 0.541 0.448 0.440 0.343 0.352 0.485 0.154Late 61.9 

Early 76.3 

ppentl Middle 0.0 0.526 0.523 
 0.542 -0.020 0.546 0.378 0.381 0.344 0.341 0.525 0.174Late 14.3 

Early 92.1 

ppent2 Middle 0.0 0.490 0.486 0.503 -0.017 
 0.508 0.443 0.448 OAI8 0.413 0.490 0.157Late 42.9 
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Table G.2 (continued) 
--
Bootstrapped 
,---------..---. 
On Train Set 
Filename Periods 
% 
Corr. 
Class 
Full 
MCE MCE 
Boot-
Full 
MCE 
Bias Corr. Index 
Nag­
R2 
on Full 
MCE 
Nag-R 2 
onMCE 
Nag_R 2 
on Boot-
full 
MCE 
Corr. 
Nag­
R2 
ACrEI1 R2 
pplex 
Early 
Middle 
60.5 
0.0 0.505 0.502 0.535 -0.032 0.537 0.418 0.416 0.357 0.359 0.503 0.163 
Late 71.4 
Early 55.3 
pplextr Middle 0.0 0.521 0.509 0.548 -0.039 0.560 0.387 0.406 0.332 0.313 0.520 0.170 
Late 57.1 ~-
Early 86.8 
ppphonemes Middle 50.0 0.432 0.463 0.506 -0.043 0.474 0.542 0.479 0.409 0.471 0.429 0.129 
Late 8l.0 
Early 44.7 
ppphonemestr Middle 0.0 0.571 0.555 0.585 -0.030 0.601 0.287 0.318 0.257 0.226 0.570 0.193 
Late 0.0 
Early 78.9 
ppsyntax Middle 7.1 0.500 0.511 0.552 -0.041 0.541 0.427 0.396 0.322 0.352 0.497 0.160 
Late 42.9 
Early 89.5 
ppsyntaxtr Middle 0.0 0.494 0.482 0.527 0.454 0.539 0.437 0.454 0.373 0.356 0.491 0.157 
Late 61.9 
rlehars 
Early 
Middle 
16.7 
64.7 0.420 0.463 0.499 -0.036 0.457 -0.217 -0.455 -0.615 -0.377 0.419 0.125 
Late 94.4 
-­
deharstr 
Early 
Middle 
58.3 
82.4 0.417 0.467 0.509 -0.042 0.459 -0.202 -0.470 -0.660 -0.393 0.415 0.122 
Late 94.4 
r!content 
Early 
Middle 
75.0 
47.1 0.442 0.489 0.526 -0.038 0.479 -0.311 -0.574 -0.748 -0.484 0.440 0.134 
Late 85.2 
Early -­
rIentl Middle -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­
Late -­
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Table C.2 (continued) 
Bootstrapped On Train Set 
Nag­ Nag_R 2 
0/0 Boot- Corr. Full Corr. R2 Nag- R2 on Boot- Nag- R2Filename Periods Corr. MCE Full Bias 	 ACrEn MCE 	 Index on Full onMCE fullClass MCE 	 R2 
MCE MCE 

Early -­
dent2 	 Middle 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -­
Late 
-­
Early 0.0 
rHex 	 Middle 67.6 0.479 0.495 0.534 -0.039 0.517 -0.481 -0.601 -0.784 -0.664 0.476 0.150 
Late 87.0 
-
Early 0.0 

rHextr Middle 61.8 0.471 0.498 0.542 -0.044 0.515 -0.446 -0.612 
 -0.825 -0.659 0.469 0.147 
Late 92.6 
Early 0.0 
rlphonemes Middle 6l.8 0.456 0.480 0.525 -0.044 0.500 -0.374 -0.527 -0.734 
-0.5S1 0.454 0.141 
Late 88.9 
Early -­
rlphonemestr Middle --
-- -- -­
Late -­
Early l6.7 
rlsyntax 'Middle 38.2 0.500 0.511 0.542 -0.031 0.531 -0.589 -0.665 
-0.818 	 -0.742 0.499 0.162 
Late 61.1 

Early 0.0 

rlsyntaxtr Middle 79.4 0.438 0.484 0.530 -0.046 0.484 -0.292 -0.552 -0.765 

-0.506 	 0.435 0.132 
Late 90.7 

Early 98.3 

rpchars Middle 79.4 0.396 0.471 0.503 -0.032 0.429 0.574 0.431 
 0.377 	 0.520 0.394 0.113 
Late 0.0 

Early 68.3 

rpcharstr Middle 38.2 0.490 0.498 0.531 -0.033 0.523 0.415 
 0.388 0.327 0.354 0.487 0.156 
Late 0.0 
Early 80.0 
rpcontent Middle 52.9 0.455 0.487 0.523 -0.036 0.491 0.478 0.1410.403 0.340 0.416 0.453 
Late 0.0 
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Bootstr~ed On Train Set 
Nag­
% Nag- R2Boot- Corr. 
Filename Periods Con. Full MCE Full Bias Corr. R2 Nag- R2 on Boot- Nag- ACrEn R2MCE Index on Full onMCE fullClass MCE R2 
MCE MCE 

Early 68.3 

rpentl Middle 20.6 0.504 0.519 0.547 -0.028 0.533 0.387 0.351 0.296 0.332 0.502 0.163 
Late 0.0 
Early 76.7 
rpent2 Middle 17.6 0.483 0.501 0_533 -0.031 0.514 0.428 0.380 0.323 0.371 0.481 0.154 
Late 0.0 
Early 83.3 
rplex Middle 67.6 0.416 0.434 0.479 -0.045 0.461 0.544 0.501 0.426 0.469 0.413 0.123 
Late 0.0 
Early 80.0 
rplextr Middle 35.3 00470 0.451 0.495 -0.044 0.514 0.451 00481 0.403 0_373 0.468 0.148 
Late 0.0 
Early 88.3 

rpphonemes Middle 55.9 0.433 
 0.472 0.511 -0.039 0.472 0.516 0.428 0.362 0.449 0.431 0.131
Late 0.0 
Early 50.0 
rpphonemestr Middle 5.9 0.509 0.515 0.535 -0.019 0.528 0.379 0.360 0.341 0.1670.323 0.5080:0­
Early 90.0 

rpsyntax Middle 76.5 

Late 
0.428 0.472 0.509 
-0.038 0.466 0.524 0.430 0.366 0.460 0.426 0.127 
Late 16.7 

Early 80.0 

rpsyntaxtr Middle 38.2 0.481 0.493 0.518 
 -0.025 0.507 0.430 0.35600402 0.384 0.480 0.l52 
Late 0.0 

Early 90.9 

ylchars Middle 
 85.1 00446 00423 00494 -0.071 0.517 00494 0.531 0.406 0.369 0.444 0.133 
Late -­
Early 84.4 

ylcharstr rMiddle 80.9 00495 0.458 0.535 -0.077 0.572 
 0.405 0.465 0.321 0_261 0.494 0.156 
Late -­
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Bootstrapped On Train Set 
Filename Periods 
% 
Corr. 
Class 
Full 
MCE MCE 
Boot-
Full 
MCE 
Bias Corr. Index 
Nag­
R2 
on Full 
Nag- R2 
onMCE 
Nag- Rl 
on Boot-
full 
Corr. 
Nag­
R2 
ACrEn R2 
MCE MCE 
Early 75.6 
ylcontent Middle 89.1 0.485 0.465 0.524 -0.060 0.545 0.423 0.447 0.339 0.315 0.484 0.151 
Late -­
Early 57.1 
ylentl Middle 61.3 0.647 0.633 0.665 -0.032 0.679 0.070 0.100 0.020 -0.011 0.646 0.228 
Late 
-­
Early 77.8 
ylent2 Middle 
Late 
74.0 
-­
0.569 0.568 0.629 -0.061 0.631 0.253 0.251 0.111 0.113 0.563 0.188 
Early 93.3 
yllex Middle 
Late 
82.9 
-­
0.460 0.473 0.523 
-0.050 0.510 0.469 
, 
0.434 0.343 0.378 0.459 0.139 
EarlY 72.5 
yllextr Middle 
Late 
81.7 
-­
0.538 0.528 0.584 
-0.057 0.595 0.319 0.333 0.215 0.201 0.536 0.175 
Early 83.3 
ylphonemes Middle 
Late 
84.4 
-­
0.476 0.477 0.544 
-0.068 0.543 0.441 0.426 0.300 0.314 0.474 0.147 
Early 76.9 
ylphonemestr Middle 
Late 
73.0 
-­
0.577 0.568 0.628 
-0.060 0.636 0.237 0.246 0.113 0.104 0.576 0.194 
Early 91.4 
ylsyntax Middle 
Late 
87.7 
-­
0.432 0.431 0.486 -0.055 0.487 0.517 0.511 0.416 0.422 0.430 0.126 
Early 92.3 
--­
ylsyntaxtr Middle 
Late 
78.4 
-­
0.496 0.479 0.544 
-0.065 0.561 0.404 0.427 0.303 0.280 0.494 0.156 
Early 90.6 
ypchars Middle 
Late 
73.5 
79.4 
0.413 0.472 0.515 
-0.043 0.456 0.487 0.350 0.266 0.404 0.411 0.121 
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ble C.2 (contil1ued) 
~~ 
Bootstrapped On Train Set 
1-­
% Boot-
Nag­ Nag_R 2 Corr. 
Filename Periods FullCorr. MCE Full Bias Con. R2 Nag- R2 on Boot- Nag- ACrEn R2MCEClass MCE lndex on Full onMCE full R2 
MCE MCE 
-Early 96.9 
ypcharstr Middle 0.0 0.482 0.494 0.537 -0.043 0.524 0.353 0.306 0.220 0.267 0.480 0.154 
Late 0.0 
Early 96.9 
ypcontent Middle 64.7 0.447 0.493 0.525 -0.031 0.479 0,422 0.309 0.247 0,359 0.445 0.138
Late 14.7 
Early 
-­
ypentl Middle 
-­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­ -­
-­ -­ -­
-­ -­Late 
-­
Early 43.8 
ypent2 Middle 
Late 
5.9 0.577 
38.2 
0.569 0.606 -0,036 0.613 0.133 0.148 0.057 0,043 0.576 0.195 
Ea1lL 90.6 
yplex Middle 32.4 0.482 0.494 0,527 
-0,033 0,515 0.353 0,311 0.244 0.285 0.481 0.155Late 0,0 
Early 75,0 
yplextr Middle 47.1 0.460 0.499 0.546 
-0.047 0.507 0.397 0.300 0.202 0.299 0.457 0.142Late 70.6 
Early 90,6 
ypphonemes Middle 
-
64,7 00403 00489 0.522 
-0.033 0.436 0.505 0,313 0.250 0.442 0.401 0.117Late 79.4 
Early 9.4 
ypphonemestr Middle 
Late 
2,9 0,603 
11.8 
0.574 0,618 
-0.045 0.648 0.065 0,138 0.023 
-0.051 0,603 0.208 
Early 81.3 
ypsyntax Middle 26.5 0.443 0.486 0.541 -0,055 0.498 0.430 0.327 0.214 0.317 0.440 0.136Late 73,5 
Early 93,8 ..­
ypsyntaxtr Middle 23.5 0.480 0.518 0,573 
-0.054 0,534 0.356 0.253 0.137 0.240 0.476 0.151Late 64,7 
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Table G.3: Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) values of each variable used in each artificial 
neuraI network 'd d I Ifill' ARD ..as provz e at ast traltlIn eEoc 1 0 OWing 1l01l- optlllllZatlOll. 
filename Input relevance filename Input relevance 
N 22.21 % SPACE 9.88% 
T 21.12% C 12.30% 
Y 14.96% N 18.15% 
mlchars AMPER 14.19% mpchars T 10.61% 
I DASH 11.00% V 18.99% 
COLON 10.21 % FULLSTOP 19.55% 
QMARK 6.31% 
._-.__._-_._-­
COLON 10.52% 
SPACE 0 19.30% 
SPACE Y 14.52% SPACE A 19.32% 
D SPACE 13.86% SPACE C 23.34% 
mlcharstr 1 SPACE 23.96% mpcharstr SPACE T 17.99% 
IN 8.50% SPACE W 23.30% 
ON 10.87% D SPACE 16.06% 
R E 8.99% 
mlcontent 
, 
SOCIAL 
OTHREF 
PRESENT 
HOPE 
QUALITY 
DECREAS 
POWCON 
MEANSLW 
14.41 % 
8.91% 
18.80% 
10.92% 
7.36% 
11.13% 
12.48% 
15.98% 
mpcontent 
HUMANS 
SCHIZO PH 
QUALITY 
COLOR 
SELF 
NAME 
POWENDS 
11.37% 
16.00% 
17.47% 
18.10% 
15.92% 
15.07% 
6.08% 
mJentl 
PHOHI 
PHORELHl 
33.32% 
33.35% mpentl WENT1 I 100% 
PHOREDI 33.33% 
CENT2 42.78% 
CRATIOl 8.59% 
CRATI02 9.06% 
mlent2 -­ -­ mpent2 WENT2 12.85% 
WRATIOI 6.52% 
WRATlO2 11.49% 
I WDIF 8.70% 
AREB 13.77% AB 5.44% 
IFB 9.63% HERB 29.49% 
THEB 12.05% IB 10.21% 
mtlex AM 28.79% mplex WOULDB 19.44% 
JUST 13.61% A 5.30% 
LIKE 11.28% I 8.83% 
THE 10.87% UPON 21.29% 
.~,---
A I 14.82% THE TOB 14.89% 
A YOU 13.73% TO_INB 12.18% 
A'!'-ID_OF 19.89% A MY 9.73% 
mllextr AND_THE 25.92% mplextr IN_THE 2l.64% 
IT IN 8.93% THE_OF 26.84% 
IT THE 13.82% THE TO 8.93% 
YOU OF 2.89% 
----­
TO IN 5.78% 
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Table G
.-
"5 (continued) 
._-_ .. -_.- -----_.­
I 
mpphonell1es 
---._--'. 
mpphonemestr 
---_."----­
mpsyntax 
-----------,- --,---­
mpsyntaxtr 
I 
--_.-
I 
I 
ppchars 
ppcharstr 
ppcontent 
~entl 
ppent2 
pplex 
EY 
SH 
UH 
J 
W 
OBSTRUEN 
TENSE V 
P CC 
P CV 
P VCC 
P VCV 
PRONI 
PREDICT 
MODALS 
NOUNS 
THATOB] 
WHCLAUSE 
PASTWHIZ 
FCF 
FFC 
ADV V 
N PRON 
NG_CONJS 
H 
W 
DINV 
APOSTR 
SPACE D 
SPACE H 
AN 
N SPACE 
TIME 

AROUSAL 

NONADLT 

HU 
WENT] 
WENT2 
RATIOl 
RATI02 
DIF 
CANB 

HADB 

THISB 

THIS 

6.79% 

17.02% 

16.25% 

10.90% 

10.45% 

14.89% 

23.70% 

31.95% 

42.33% 

11.96% 

13.76% 

23.44% 

22.94% 

13.30% 

13.09% 

4.57% 

2.20% 

20.46% 

45.55% 

22.82% 

21.68% 

4.89% 

5.06% 

27.65% 

43.47% 

4.73% 

24.15% 

15.45% 

12.66% 

24.11% 

47.78% 

28.12% 

47.75% 

]0.95% 

13.18% 

100.00% 
69.48% 
16.03% 
6.90% 
7.59% 
35.40% 

29.36% 

22.13% 

13.11% 

mlphonemes 
m Iphonemestr 
ll11syntax 
ll11syntaxtr 
plchars 
plcharstr 
plcontent 
plent 1 
plent2 
pllex 
AX 112.07% 

IY 10.55% 

UW I 6.00% 

Y 
APPROXIM 
TENDER 
TENSE V 
PRESENT 
PRON2 
BECAUSE 
IFUl\'LESS 
PREPS 
NOMINAL 
STRPREP 
ADV PRON 
CONJS DE 
CON] PRE 
CONJ_PRO 
NUM CON] 
NUM PREP 
NUM PRON 
F 
L 
DINV 
COMMA 
HYPHEN 
SEMICOL 
SPACE 0 
E_S 
o F 
ON 
SUBMIT 
MILIT 
INTRJ 
POWLOSS 
POWAUPT 
POWTOT 
MEANSLW 
WOULDB 
ANY 
MR 
NO 
SO 
UPON 
WOULD 
10.27% 
44.08% 
6.59% 
10.44% 
6.77% 
1.47% 
5.63% 
3.73% 
11.92% 
47.41 % 
23.06% 
11.06% 
17.84% 
11.56% 
14.07% 
9.79% 
8.72% 
26.95% 
18.52% 
23.37% 
8.24% 
17.90% 
13.37% 
18.60% 
28.40% 
32.61% 
17.05% 
21.94% 
3.34% 
5.10% 
17.07% 
4.86% 
7.85% 
23.4]% 
28.37% 
6.10% 
33.14% 
20.38% 
6.42% 
13.22% 
14.88% 
5.85% 
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Table G 3 (continued) 
A INB 
IN INB 
A IN 
pllextr AND HAVE 
HAVE YOU 
THE_OF 
YOU I 
SH 
L 
plphonemes V APPROXIM 
LABIODEN 
TENDER 
p VC 
P VV 
plphonemestr P CVC p CVV 
P VVC 
P VVV 
ADV 
PREPS 
SUASIVE 
p1syntax ATTRIBUT 
NOMINAL 
SPLlTAUX 
PRESWHIZ 
AV 
CONJS AD 
plsyntaxtr CONJS N DET ADV 
PRON N 
V NG 
SPACE 
A 
M 
rlehars EXMARK 
AMPER 
SEMICOL 
QMARK 
SPACE I 
SPACE T 
E R 
rlcharstr o SPACE 
ON 
T SPACE 
TO 
GROOM 
POLlT 
MALE 
rlcontent FEMALE 
TRAVEL 
NAME 
POWAREN 
15.98% 
14.02% 
20.61% 
6.15% 
7.17% 
23.74% 
12.33% 
24.95% 
9.33% 
23.35% 
12.14% 
16.67% 
13.56% 
14.43% 
22.90% 
18.36% 
15.24% 
14.49% 
14.58% 
17.27% 
2.11% 
24.86% 
16.88% 
13.20% 
9.98% 
15.70% 
16.97% 
8.99% 
16.68% 
11.76% 
23.80% 
21.80% 
11.27% 
20.88% 
10.40% 
12.43% 
19.27% 
16.59% 
9.16% 
10.95% 
7.88% 
20.78% 
11.79% 
23.24% 
12.18% 
13.18% 
24.63% 
10.38% 
19.07% 
20.64% 
7.80% 
7.89% 
9.59% 
pplextr 
.-.-"--~ ~------ .. .. 
ppphonemes 
-"-,-- --_.­ ----~ 
ppphonemestr 
I 
I 
ppsyntax I 
I 
I 
I 
-
ppsyntaxtr 
rpchars 
rpcharstr 	 I 
i 
! 
I 
i 
I 
rpcontent 
AND THAT 
IN THAT 
THAT IN 
THE IN
-
TH 
WH 
W 
ALVEOLAR 
VVV 
PRESENT 

PASPECT 

THATOB] 

PRESCLAS 
ADV CON] 
ADV N 
NG PRON 
PREP]RO 
H 
K 
N 
0 
AMPER 
SEMICOL 
R E 
T_H 
VE 
AFFECT 
NEGEMO 
SAD 
DISCREP 
PAIN 
EMOT 
WLBPSYC 
10.53% 
51.01% 
31.49% 
6.97% 
21.79% 
8.83% 
34.17% 
35.22% 
100.00% 
36.39% 
48.36% 
10.63% 
4.62% 
30.73% 
24.82% 
5.84% 
38.61% 
30.65% 
12.99% 
23.01% 
11.62% 
17.95% 
3.78% 
30.38% 
35.73% 
33.88% 
21.04% 
14.31% 
10.11% 
6.46% 
14.22% 
11.98% 
21.88% 
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Table G.3 (continued) 
rlent 1 
-­
rlent2 -­
i HERB 
HISB 
TO B 
rllex HER 
HIS 
ONE 
TO
-
AND INB 
TO TOB 
AND THE
rllextr ­AND TO 
AND YOU 
MY_TOI 
AE 
AX 
ER 
rlphonemes M 
BILABIAL 
CENTRE 
NASAL 
r1 phonemestr 
-­
PASPECT 
rlsyntax DOW 
PREDICAI 
CONJS N 
CON] PRE 
NG A 
rlsyntaxtr NUM PREP 
PRON_CON 
PRON_NUM 
V ADV 
2.53% 
13.35% 
38.97% 
3.06% 
13.88% 
11.90% 
16.31% 
6.94% 
11.13% 
12.64% 
19.59% 
40.69% 
9.01% 
26.37% 
7.67% 
18.61% 
7.73% 
12.58% 
17.92% 
9.13% 
30.38% 
37.73% 
31.89% 
19.72% 
19.58% 
5.26% 
21.36% 
5.27% 
21.45% 
7.36% 
rpentl I 
rpent2 
-
rplex 
rplextr 
rpphonemes 
! 
I 
"--_.._-- ----­
rpphonemestr 
rpsyntax 
rpsyntaxtr 
CENT1 
WENTl 
CENT2 
CRATI01 
CRATI02 
WENT2 
WRATI01 
WRATI02 
WDIF 
AREB 
BEB 
TO_B 
WOULDB 
AND
-
BE 
SHALL 
TO 
AND_THEB 
THE ANDB
-
A TO 
AND THE 
FOR A 
FOR_TO 
THE AND 
K 
N 
R 
Y 
APPROXIM 
DENTAL 
FRONT 
PVC 
P VV 
P CVC 
P CVV 
SUASIVE 
PREDICT 
MODALS 
PREDICAT 
PASSIVES 
NOMINAL 
NOUNS 
NG CONIS 
NUM N 
PREP DEI 
62.22% 
37.78% 
35.23% 
13.59% 
13.36% 
16.97% 
4.39% 
2.26% 
14.21% 
12.34% 
3.83% 
15.86% 
6.55% 
11.30% 
4.56% 
22.31% 
23.25% 
14.14% 
3.18% 
27.04% 
17.64% 
17.31% 
3.75% 
16.93% 
26.04% 
14.56% 
9.77% 
8.65% 
11.38% 
18.60% 
11.00% 
20.80% 
23.05% 
33.59% 
22.56% 
4.43% 
28.61% 
5.67% 
6.97% 
12.37% 
21.43% 
20.53% 
8.64% 
77.28% 
14.08% 
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Table C.3 (continued) 
... 
y1chars 
ylcharstr 
B 
F 
G 
T 
DlNV 
COMMA 
DASH 
QMARK 
SPACE_F 
SPACE_O 
SPACE_T 
H A 
H E 
IN 
O_SPACE 
E SPACE 
9.61% 
5.24% 
0.04% 
2.50% 
33.73% 
28.35% 
0.27% 
20.25% 
6.45% 
6.27% 
9.34% 
0.80% 
8.53°/c, 
3.22% 
10.84% 
54.55% 
I 
I 
ypchars 
I
.._-- -1 
ypcharstr 
-._.,---_.. 
B 
C 
K 
T 
W 
COMMA 
DASH 
SPACE_W 
AT 
H_E 
ND 
1\0 
S SPACE 
T H 
19.07% 
14.67% 
16.65% 
6.42% 
2l.89% 
9.73% 
11.57% 
15.80% 
30.76% 
9.57% 
13.09% 
4.49% 
12.04% 
14.26% 
ylcontent 
LEISURE 
SPORTS 
TV 
RITUAL 
OBJECT 
SAY 
RSPOTH 
PAST 
2.11% 
1.47% 
29.73% 
17.43% 
0.06% 
25.51% 
19.04% 
4.65% 
ypcontent 
SAD 
COGMECH 
INCL 
EXCL 
OVRST 
PLACE 
KNOW 
13.88% 
9.30% 
18.08% 
12.10% 
30.51% 
6.17% 
9.95% 
.. 
yIentl WENTI 100.00% 
.~1t1 -­ -­
CENT2 61.27% 
yIent2 CENT2 WDlF 
33.51% 
66.49% ypent2 
CRATIOI 
CRATI02 
8.35% 
8.21% 
CDlF 22.18% 
yllex 
HADB 
THATB 
TO_B 
BOOK 
HAD 
THAT 
TO
-
WHICH 
1.39% 
27.78% 
6.23% 
19.22% 
037% 
22.75% 
15.97% 
6.30% 
yplex 
~.."---" 
AB 
AND_B 
THATB 
WITH_B 
AND
-
THAT 
WITH
-
30.87% 
15.30% 
18.24% 
11.99% 
5.85% 
8.91% 
8.85% 
AND_AB 3l.05% 
A_THAT 9.21% AND_OFB 7.76% 
I TO 60.86% IN OFB 5.89% 
yllextr IN HAVE 0.65% yplextr AND_A:01D 13.36% 
OFJT 8.01 % N-l'D_OF 6.90% 
THE_THAT 21.27% THAT_A 13.05% 
THE THE 22.00% 
ylphoncmes 
TH 
B 
T 
BILABIAL 
LABIODEN 
STOPP 
TENSE_C 
G 
21.16% 
38.64% 
1.08% 
7.38% 
19.83% 
2.89% 
4.4 1% 
4.60% 
ypphonemes 
B 
K 
T 
W 
APPROXIM 
STOPP 
TENSE_C 
10.42% 
17.12% 
4.55% 
15.86% 
23.30% 
9.98% 
18.78% 
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Table G 3 (continued) 

ylphonemestr P _ YC I 32.39% ypphonemestr 
 P YC 14.42% 
P YY 64.86% P VY 22.97% 
P YYC 1.37% P_CYC 43.89% 
P YYY 1.37% P CYY 18.72% 
PAST 8.00% PRON2 17.18% 
PASPECT 9.08% PRON3 31.36% 
PLACE 4.29% INDEF 9.31% 

ylsyntax ADVS 3.65% ypsyntax DEMS 13.57% 

SEEMAPPR 7.60% 
 PLACE 14.14% 

NOUNS 6.20% PREPS 10.81% 

THATOB] 61.18% PRESCLAS 3.63%

._-­
CFF 0.89% 
CON] PRO 43.62% CONJS NG 2.23% 
DET A 3.27% DET A 12.68% 
l\! PRON 24.98'Yo NG]RON 12.85%ylsyntaxtr ypsyntaxtrNUM CON] 7.34% NUM CONJ 18.04% 
PREP l\!G 3.18% NUM PREP 33.57% 
PRON_PRO 15.27% PREP A 20.62% 
CFC l.46% I 
Table G.4· Klecka's tau values 
~-------. Tau I Filename Tau Filename TauFilename 
doh'"'' 0.76 r1lex 0.48 ylentl 0.17 

vi syntax 0.75 rplex 0.48 mpent2 0.15 

.!12.0:!.a_rs 0.73 mllextr 0.47 pplextr 0.10 

0.73 ppchars 0.46 rlsyntax 0.10~Iol"" 0.71 rlphonemes 0.46 ppentl 0.08~~n'" 
lcontent 0.67 rpphonemes 0.46 rpent2 0.08 

1)11~x 0.67 vplextr 0.46 mpphonemestr 0.02 

),lcontent 0.67 plcharstr 0.45 rpent! 0.00 

0.67 mlcharstr 0.44 mlentl -0.03~1I"-(J;l:;hon~~~;;--- 0.67 ylent2 0.44 ypcharstr -0.04 
_EEE.b.smemes 0.64 Fpcontent 0.42 ypent2 -0.05 
~ rpsyntax 0.64 ppsyntaxtr 0.42 yplex -0.05 
lmlsY!ltaxtr _ 0.63 mllex 0.40 plphonemestr -0.07 
0.63 ypsyntaxtr 0.40 rpcharstr -0.08tYlcharstr 
ylsyntaxtr 0.63 mpcharstr 0.39 mpentl -0.21 
ppphonemestr -0.26f plchars 0.61 pllextr 0.39 
rlsyntaxtr 0.59 mpsyntaxtr 0.38 rpphonemestr -0.31 
r~i~yntax 0.58 ypcontent 0.37 ypphonemestr -0.38 
0.57 ppent2 0.35 yllextr -0.48tJll~yn taxlE___. 
dehars 0.57 rpcontent 0.35 mlent2 
1_..JT.~hars 0.56 yIphonemestr 0.33 mlphonemestr 
'--
111 ichars 0.54 mpcontent 0.32 plentl 
III icontent 0.54 mplex 0.32 plent2 
Impphoncmes ' 0.53 mpsyntax 0.32 rlent I 
_PJl~harstr 0.53 ppsvntax 0.26 r1ent2 
0.52 rpsyntaxtr 0.25 rlphonemestrtOhM ypsyntax 0.25 ylphonemes£!Q!1onemes 0.51 

- rlt,:ontent " 0.50 rplextr 0.23 ypentl 

r1lextr 0.50 pplex 0.21 
trl2~I2honemes 
-
I 0.49 mplextr 0.18 
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Appendix H 
Greater selection of variables in the multiple linear regression study increased prediction 
accuracy for both Rossetti and Poe's genres compared to results of the first pilot study. In 
both cases individually-authored multivariable-type models had been used. 
Tahle H.i: Comparison of results befYveen the .first pilot study and the multiple linear regression 
expemnent. Words 111 Italics show which variables emerged in both studies. 
Pilot 1 
Author-Genre R2 
Rossetti letters 38.10 
Rossetti Poems 51.00 
Poe Letters 27.8 
Poe Poems Il.l 
Pilot variables 
exclamation mark 
semicolon 
comma 
ampersand 
passives 
semicolon 
and_conj 
modals 
hapax dis legomena 
comma 
of 
double inverted commas 
fu 1Istop 
double inverted commas 
(binary) 
Regression 
R2 
63.1 
70.7 
61.4 
78.9 
Regression variables 
exclamation mark (binary) 

oUo (binary) 

groom (binary) 

m (letter) 

comma 
space_i 
dow (binary) 
ae 
nouns 
1st person pronouns (binary) 
space_o 
t h 
passives (binary) 
labiodental 
oy (binary) 
whichB (binary) 
areB (binary) 
and 
semicolon 
r e 
meanslw (binary) 
I (phoneme) 
hyphen (binary) 
the of 
powloss (binary) 
a_inB (binary) 
a v 
comma 
apostr 
n_sp 
canB (binary) 
public 
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